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INTRODUCTION
000. General Remarks
The dictionary presented in the following pages consists of two major divisions: a KlamathEnglish lexicon and an English-Klamath index.
In the Klamath-English portion the morphophonemic morph (whether of a mono- or a multiallomorphic morpheme) is the basic unit of filing. Each morph is given in morphophonemic
notation either with all relevant data (its class membership, meaning, examples, a list of any other
morphs representing the same morpheme, plus whatever descriptive, cultural or etymological
material the author was able to elicit), or else the entry may simply direct the reader to some other
heading where this information will be found. Morphemic membership is thus indicated by
crossreferencing and by a list of member morphs (i.e., morphophonemic allomorphs) under some
arbitrarily chosen central heading. Main entries consist of one type of entity only, thus: the
morphophonemic morph.
Examples given under main headings are of two types: (a) a morphophonemic “word” or
construction of “words” with the corresponding representation in phonemic notation; or (b) an
“example of usage.” usually a complete utterance, in phonemic notation only. It may be noted that
each example is thus a complete “word” or construction of “words”—there are no unfinished forms
ending in hyphens, requiring a division into “stems” (or “themes,” or “derivatives,” etc.) versus
“examples.” Examples in the present work thus consist of two types of entities: morphophonemic
“words” (or constructions of “words”) with phonemic representations, and examples of utterances
in phonemic notation only.
The English-Klamath section serves only as a semantic index to the Klamath-English lexicon.
Each brief English gloss is followed either by a single Klamath morph in morphophonemic notation
(i.e., a KlamathEnglish main entry). or else by a complete Klamath construction (either a “word” or
a construction of “words”). Such constructions are also given only in morphophonemic notation and
are followed by a reference to at least one constituent morph (a full morphemic analysis of each
construction cannot be given for reasons of space.)
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The following types of information have been specifically culled from the corpus and included in
the dictionary:
1) Examples of verb forms with modal prefixes, intensive elements, locative-directive
suffixes (though lack of space prevents a full listing of these for each stem), nominal
forms, and occasional examples of aspectual and modal morphemes.
2) Noun forms with the distributive, diminutive, and augmentative affixes. Kinship nouns
have been treated in greater detail, including possessive objective, verbal, and other affix
forms wherever possible.
3) All compounds, kenning words, and such items as place names, personal names, basketry
design elements, tribal names, cat’s cradle figures, constellations. etc.
4) Fairly complete paradigms of the Pronouns, Demonstratives, Adjectives, and Locatives
with frequent illustrative examples.
5) A larger number of utterances exemplifying the minor classes (Particles, Enclitics,
Negatives, etc.). These have been taken from the Texts wherever possible and are given
with Text references.
6) A few examples (usually between three and five) for each affix. Important affixes (e.g.,
the modal prefixes) have been more copiously illustrated.
7) Examples demonstrating the morphophonemic system outlined in Chapter Two of the
Grammar. Where feasible, examples are given which will illustrate the reasons for the
selection of a given morphophonemic notation for each morph.
8) Examples of “idioms.” The term is used in a traditional sense to denote constructions
having a semantic range radically different from their apparent one. This use of the term
is necessarily quite impressionistic and serves more to draw the reader’s attention to an
interesting usage than to denote anything very precise.
The following types of information have been specifically omitted from the dictionary:
1) Almost ninety percent of the non-text utterances elicited during fieldwork.
2) Many verb forms containing instances of regular aspect and modal suffixes.
3) Noun forms with various regular affixes.
4) Intonation morphemes and juncture.
5) Interjections containing anomalous phonemic material, voice qualifiers, etc. These have
been described in the Notes to the Texts.
6) Hesitation forms, uncompleted forms, and various dubious recordings for which no later
clarification could be obtained.
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010. The Klamath-English Section
011. Indentation
The unit of indentation in the Klamath-English section is approximately equal to four lower case
letters.
As previously stated, main entries consist only of morphs in morphophonemic notation; these are
not indented. A continuation under a main entry is indented one-third of the unit of indentation.
Examples are given both in morphophonemic and phonemic notation.
They are indented one unit under each main entry heading and are ranked in rough alphabetical
order. Where the morph of the main entry is also the first morph in each example further
subrankings are required:
1) Sequences of the main entry morph plus different second-position morphs are ranked
equally:
ab
ac
ad
ae (etc.)
2) Sequences containing the same first two morphs plus some further morph or morphs are
subranked in alphabetical order with the subranked forms being indented one further unit:
ab
abc
abd
abe
af (etc.)
3) In this way longer sequences sharing the same succession of morphs plus one or more
different final morphs are subordinated under further subrankings:
ab
abc
abcd
abce
abcef
abg
ahi (etc.)
4) This pattern is broken to allow a closer grouping of certain useful morphological “sets”:
(a) Where two verb forms differ only in that one of them occurs with a modal prefix or
with one of the two “intensives” { r̲} or { r̲ r}̲ , the complex form is indented two units
under the simple form:
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ab
qab
rab
ac (etc.)
(b) Where two Substantive or Residue forms differ only by the presence of the
distributive, the diminutive, the augmentative, or a combination of the first with one of
the latter two, the more complex form is likewise subranked two units under the simpler
one:
ab
abx
aby
ac (etc.)
Note that these forms function also as examples and further examples may be subranked
under them (e.g., a distributive-diminutive form may be subranked under a diminutive
form and thus be indented two further units):
ab
abx
qabx
abxc
ad (etc.)
5) Continuations under any subranking are indented one-third of a unit.
Where the morph of the main entry is not the first morph in the example, a strict alphabetical
ranking is observed (with certain exceptions to be noted below under Sec. 013):
ax
bx
cx (etc.)
Illustrative utterances (“examples of usage”) are given in phonemic notation only and are
indented three units beneath the example they are intended to illustrate:
ab
/……/.
012. Translations
Most translations of single forms are the author’s abstractions from the raw data. Translations of
longer items (e.g., place names) tend to be the informants’ with some editing and rearranging by the
author.
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Translations of utterances (especially from the Texts) are mostly the informants’, again with a
certain amount of editing.
Literal translations are often supplied for kenning words, place names, proper names, cat’s cradle
figures, basketry design elements, etc. These are enclosed in quotation marks and are hyphenated to
distinguish them from neighboring glosses and from the author’s comments.
Verbal forms ending in {a} 23sv [indicative] have been translated by the English present tense.
They could have been rendered equally well by the past tense.
As stated in Sec. 321 of the Grammar, verbal forms containing { r̲e}̲ 1pv [distributive] have a
semantic range including distributive action upon a single object, single action upon distributive
objects, or distributive action upon distributive objects. The meaning in any transitive verb is
morphologically ambiguous but usually clear from context. With an intransitive verb { r̲e}̲ denotes
distributive actors acting or a single actor acting distributively. All of these senses have been
abbreviated in the dictionary to “d.”: e.g., “d. run,” “d. slay pl.,” “d. eat,” etc. The other possible
meanings are understood.
Certain Klamath verb forms may be rendered in English either by transitive or intransitive
glosses. (“Transitive” here indicates that the action is performed by an actor upon an object;
“intransitive” includes “being in a state,” “becoming or getting into a state,” “acting under one’s
own volition,” etc.) The difference is expressed by the presence or absence of a syntactic object in
Klamath, by context, and by meaning. For example, ʔᵛabaˑtn̲a : /ʔabaˑta/ (literally “long-obj.-upagainst-indicative”) is rendered as “leans a long obj. against,” “long obj. is up against,” “long obj.
goes up against,” etc. There seems to be no over-all pattern to this phenomenon, some verb stems
being translatable only as “transitive” (e.g., {lwel} 7Sv “kill pl.”), others only as “intransitive” (e.g.,
{gᵛ} 4S-v “go,” {kčʼi} 7S-v “crawl”), and a group (mainly “classificatory stems”) which may be
either “transitive” or “intransitive.” Forms of the latter group are rendered as transitive, and the
abbreviation “(intr. also)” is added at the end of the gloss.
013. Alphabetical Order
The order of the alphabet followed in the Klamath-English section is as follows:
ᵉ ᵛ ʼ ʔ a a̲ b č čʼ d d̲ e e̲ é̲ g g̣ h i i ̲ ǰ k kʼ l L lʼ m M mʼ n N nʼ n̲ o p pʼ q qʼ r r̲ s t tʼ w W wʼ y Y yʼ ˑ ∅
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This order has been abrogated in the following cases:
1) Where the distributive, diminutive, augmentative (or a combination of the first with one
of the latter two) have been placed directly beneath a simple noun (and indented two
units; cf. Sec. 011).
2) Where forms containing a modal prefix ({ r̲e}̲ , {se̲}, {he̲s}. {sne̲} and {s}) have been
placed under a verb form and indented two units; cf. Sec. 011. Where no corresponding
simple form is listed, forms containing these prefixes have been filed under the following
stem rather than under the prefix.
3) Where forms containing one of the “intensive” morphemes { r̲} or { r̲ r}̲ have been placed
under a corresponding simple form (and indented two units; cf. Sec. 011). Where no
corresponding simple form is listed, { r̲} and { r̲ r}̲ have been ignored in the
alphabeticization: e.g., čʼa r̲yamna has been filed as though it were cayamna.
4) Where examples containing one of the “intensive” morphemes { r̲é ̲ r̲} or { r̲éˑ̲ r̲} have been
alphabetically listed under the following stem rather than under r̲. E.g., r̲é ̲ r̲ rl̲ ʼabkʼa before
nlʼabkʼa.
5) Where a nominative form has been placed under a Substantive main entry first for
clarity’s sake: e.g., bloksyb “grandfather” before bloksa “grandfather [o].”
014. Sources
Three of the sources listed in the short bibliography accompanying the Grammar have been
quoted often enough to require abbreviation:
1) Barrett for: Barrett, Samuel A., “The Material Culture of the Klamath Lake and Modoc
Indians of Northeastern California and Southern Oregon.” University of California
Publications in American Archaeology and Ethnology, vol. 5, no. 4, 1910.
2) Gatschet for: Gatschet, Albert Samuel, “The Klamath Indians of Southwestern Oregon,”
Contributions to North American Ethnology, vol. II. pts. 1 and 2, Washington, 1890.
3) Spier for: Spier, Leslie, “Klamath Ethnography,” University of California Publications in
American Archaeology and Ethnology, vol. 30, Berkeley, 1930.
Other sources are indicated only by the author’s name and the date of publication: e.g., Curtin,
1912 for: Curtin, Jeremiah, “Myths of the Modocs,” Boston, 1912. A Klamath bibliography is
included with the Grammar.
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015. Identification of Plants and Animals
The author has had to depend mainly upon previous researchers for what little animal and plant
taxonomy he has included in the dictionary. Some plant identification was carried out with the help
of a local botanist (the author borrowed this kind person’s identified collection of local plant
specimens and had Mrs. Lizzie Kirk identify them in Klamath). However. the majority of plant and
animal names included in the dictionary are from Gatschet (1890), Coville (1897 and 1902), and
Spier (1930). The author himself admits to almost no knowledge of biological taxonomy and thus
must depend upon these sources almost entirely. When the sources differ over what seems to be the
same animal or plant. the author can do no more than to quote both (or even all three!).
020. The English-Klamath Section
It is not necessary to add much to the brief description of this section given above in Sec. 000: a
brief index to the Klamath-English section, directing the reader either to (a) a main Klamath entry
under which a given gloss may be found, or (b) to a construction of Klamath morphs with at least
one component stem morph identified. All Klamath items are given in morphophonemic notation
only (with one exception: see under “eclipse”). and an abbreviated identification of the class of each
main entry morph is also given.
021. Translations
English glosses have been given in verbal form only for many Klamath items which may occur
either with nominal or verbal affixes {similar, semantically, to that English class containing items
that function both as nouns and verbs, such as “fish,” “rain,” etc. Thus, under the English entry
“thunder, to” one finds lmen̲ and under this main entry in the Klamath-English section one finds
forms like lmen̲a : /lmena/ “thunders” and lmen̲ys : /lmeys/ “thunder.” Where the English noun and
verb differ in form, however, both have been listed: e.g., “clothe” and “clothing,” “shady, be” and
“shadow.” At times it has been necessary to construct an English verbal form to cover the Klamath
meaning. and the expected English noun form will be found there: e.g., “shirt, wear.”
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030. Abbreviations and Symbols
The following abbreviations and symbols have been employed in this dictionary:
cf.

compare

d.

distributive. See Sec. 012 above.

idiom

idiom. See Sec. 000 above.

(intr. also)

Intransitive also. See Sec. 012 above.

[n]

nominative

[o]

objective

obj.

object

objs.

objects

pl.

plural

Sec.

Section

sg.

singular

sle

see last entry

sne

see next entry

sp.

species

spp.

species (pl.)

[…]

Glosses which are technical grammatical terms rather than actual
translations of the Klamath item are enclosed in brackets: e.g.,
[distributive]. The gloss [unknown meaning] is also enclosed in this kind
of bracket.

/…/

Diagonal slashes enclose phonemic material.

{…}

Braces enclose a morphophonemic morph arbitrarily selected to represent
the morpheme of which it is one (or the only) allomorph.

……

Klamath material not enclosed in brackets of any kind is in
morphophonemic notation.

:

Between two Klamath sequences (the latter being in /…/), the colon
signifies “is represented by.” See Sec. 201 of the Grammar for a
discussion of this symbol.

*
Hypothetical or nonoccurring forms are preceded by an asterisk.
Sources are abbreviated as given above under Sec. 014.
Informants’ comments and alternant forms are usually marked in the dictionary by their initials.
The author’s first informants. Mr. and Mrs.
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Grover Pompey. are usually given as “Pompeys.” Others are (as in the Grammar):
AC

Mrs. Amanda Cowan

RD

Mr. Robert David

LK

Mrs. Lizzie Kirk

BL

Mr. Billet Lobert

PO
Mrs. Pansy Ohles
Other informants are either not quoted at all or are quoted rarely by their last names.
The position, status, External Distribution Class, and (to some extent) the distribution of each
morpheme is given under each main entry in the Klamath-English section and also in somewhat
curtailed form under the English-Klamath entries. The system of symbols employed is discussed in
Sec. 302 of the Grammar and also in each subsequent chapter under “Symbolization.” It will be
useful to repeat this material here:
1) An Arabic numeral at the left of the formula indicates the position class within the
External Distribution Class (EDC): e.g., 1pv = “a member of the first position class, a
prefix, within the EDC Verb.” This numeral has been omitted throughout the EnglishKlamath section. only the following information being given:
2) The symbols to the right of the position class numeral include: “p” = “prefix,” “s” =
“suffix,” and “s” = “stem.” The permitted distribution of various types of stems are
roughly indicated by a preceding or following hyphen or by a preceding + symbol:
“S” = a morpheme which may occur as an independent stem in the corpus. Verbal stems
are counted as “S” if they occur directly before a modal or substantival suffix
(Classes 23sv or 24sv); members of other EDCs are counted as “S” only if they may
occur directly before juncture.
“S-” = a morpheme which belongs to the stem complex but which must always occur with
some following stem or affix. As noted above. verbal stems occurring with Classes
23sv or 24sv are counted as “S” rather than “S-.”
“-S” = a morpheme belonging to the stem complex which may occur only after some
other stem. Note that items occurring only after prefixes are counted as “S,” “S-,” etc.
“-S-” = a morpheme belonging to the stem complex which may occur only preceded
by some stem morpheme and followed by another stem morpheme or an affix.
“+S” = a morpheme belonging to the stem complex which may either occur directly after
juncture (or after prefixes) or after another stem morpheme.
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3) Small letters to the right of the preceding symbols indicate the External Distribution Class
of the morpheme. These are:
v = Verb
n = Noun
p = Pronoun
d = Demonstrative a = Adjective
l = Locative
r = Residue. This EDC is divided into the following syntactic subclasses:
rp = Particle
re = Enclitic
rt = Temporal
rn = Negative
ri = Interrogative-Indefinite
rm = Adverbial Modifier
ra = Adverb
4) Further syntactic suborders of the Particles and of the Enclitics are indicated by an Arabic
numeral after the EDC symbol: e.g., 2Srp6 = “a member of the second position class, a
stem. within the EDC ‘Residue.’ (suborder) ‘Particle,’ (sub-suborder) ‘sixth syntactic
position class.’ ”
040. To the General Reader
041. Use of the Dictionary
Many times during the course of fieldwork the author’s Klamath friends and informants
expressed the hope that the Grammar and Dictionary might be of use to them as a guide for writing
Klamath and also as an instruction book for younger Klamaths wishing to learn the language. Local
historians and persons interested in American Indian life also expressed interest. Unfortunately. a
descriptive grammar is not a teaching grammar. and the author feels that while serving the needs of
his fellow linguists. he has failed to serve the needs of his informants and other friends in the
Klamath area. Descriptive linguistics becomes more and more a case of “the few talking to the
fewer.” and this process will become increasingly evident as the technical analysis of language
progresses. Just as no layman can hope to pick up a technical medical textbook or engineering
manual and easily read through it, so
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no layman can expect to glean much from a modern technical grammar.
A descriptive grammar and lexicon are simply the bare bones and framework of the language
laid out upon the specialist’s dissecting table; it remains for the language teacher (in conjunction
with the descriptive linguist) to construct a working teaching grammar with the information
presented all in easily assimilable order together with drills and exercises for learning.
In spite of this, the author feels that the present dictionary (though possibly not the Grammar)
can serve a useful purpose for others besides specialists. If the following comments are kept in
mind, the reader should be able to look up words, pronounce sentences from the Texts, and get a
general idea of the workings of the language.
For practical purposes, only the material between diagonal slashes (/…/) can be pronounced.
This material is written in a “phonemic” alphabet. Each symbol represents a sound or group of
closely similar sounds which must be written separately in order to show the difference between
words. There are thus no digraphs. no “silent letters.” etc. The specialist can read this alphabet by
mastering the detailed description of Klamath phonetics and phonemics in Chapter One of the
Grammar.
An approximately correct pronunciation is possible, however, if the reader will consult the
Pronunciation Key which follows.
Other Klamath material is written in a special notation (“morphophonemics”), which groups
recurrent sound alternations together under cover symbols (e.g., r̲, d̲; see Sec. 043). This notation
can be directly “read” only if one has mastered the complex system described in Chapter Two of the
Grammar. For this reason the Klamath-English section contains both notations. Each word under a
main entry is given first in morphophonemic writing and then in phonemics. The English-Klamath
section. however. gives Klamath forms only in morphophonemic form that cannot be directly
pronounced. The general reader should look under the Klamath-English main entry given after the
English meaning. find the proper form and pronounce the material between /…/ according to the
Pronunciation Key.
The general reader will also be unused to seeing main entries in terms of “meaningful
pieces” (morphs) rather than in terms of “words.” Yet this is the most economical way of handling
the language—a dictionary of “words” would run to many large volumes! It is more useful to list
entries in terms of “meaningful pieces” since these are the building blocks for words. These pieces
are “morphs.” and morphs having a similar form and the same meaning are grouped together into a
unit called a “morpheme.” Some morphemes (or rather their representative morphs)
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occur as “words”: e.g., /čʼasgaˑy/ “weasel.” Others are smaller than words: e.g., /kʼaˑyʼ/ meaning

“up high” in forms like /honkʼaˑyʼa/ “flies up high,” /nakʼaˑyʼa/ “hangs a flat object up high,” and /
slakʼaˑyʼa/ “hangs a clothlike object up high.” A glance through the dictionary reveals kʼa·y i ̲ʼ. and the
reader is directed to akʼaˑy i ̲ʼ where the full entry is given. Likewise, forms meaning “fly” are found
under hon, forms meaning “act on a flat object” under nᵉ, etc. Finding the meaning of a Klamath
form is thus possible if one looks up the various component parts.

Forms in the Texts are all in phonemic notation (though the diagonal slashes are not written), and
these can thus be pronounced with the aid of the Pronunciation Key. Looking up a form from the
Texts should not generally be too difficult, but in many cases the difference between phonemic and
morphophonemic writing will render it quite difficult: e.g., /sidallagyank/ “pl. having run
together” (Texts. 20.27). Only a detailed knowledge of the structure of the morphophonemic system
would reveal that this is morphophonemically se̲dinlgiank and is thus likely to be filed under din.
Klamath structure renders this difficulty almost insurmountable.
For a Klamath speaker to look up a form from his own spoken pronunciation is even more
difficult, since he must first master the phonemic alphabet and know which of his sounds are
represented by which of the author’s symbols. English spelling habits are also likely to interfere
here. Perhaps the best way would be to look up the English meaning in the English-Klamath
section, and, if it is there, check under the Klamath-English main entry.
042. Pronunciation Key
The following descriptions of Klamath sounds are only approximate. If possible, the reader
should check each sound with a Klamath speaker.
The phonemic alphabet includes the following symbols:
ʔ a b č čʼ d e g g̣ h i ǰ k kʼ l L lʼ m M mʼ n N nʼ o p pʼ q qʼ r s t tʼ w W wʼ y Y yʼ ˑ
Other symbols include: (space between words), comma, period, question mark, exclamation
point, and dash. E.g., , . ? ! —
(1) /p t č k/ are approximately the English sounds heard in “pin,” “tin,” “chin,” “kin.” Klamath
examples: /peč/ “foot,” /togi/
̣ “horn,” /čew/ “antelope,” /kay/ “rabbit.”
(2) /b d ǰ g/ are pronounced by younger Klamaths like the initial sounds in “bin,” “din,” “gyp,”
“go.” Older Klamaths tend to pronounce
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them that way between vowels, but at the beginning of a word they are voiceless-unaspiratedrather like the “p,” “t,” etc. of French, or like the “p,” “t,” etc. in English “spin,” “stint.” Klamath
examples: /bis/ “bile,” /dot/ “tooth.” /ǰoyǰiks/ “strawberry,” /gena/ “goes.”
(3) /q/ is a k-like sound pronounced farther back than /k/. It is similar to Classical Arabic “qaf.”
Klamath examples: /qis/ “salmon spear,” /qyoqs/ “Indian doctor.”
(4) /g/̣ is the voiceless-unaspirated (or voiced) counterpart of /q/. It sounds like a “hard g”
pronounced far back in the mouth. It is similar to the modern Persian pronunciation of “qaf.”
Klamath examples: /gog
“cave.”
̣ e/
̣ “river,” /gome/
̣
(5) /ʔ/ is the glottal stop. In English this sound occurs mainly between a word ending in a vowel
and a following word beginning with a vowel (e.g., “the elephant”). In cockney dialect one hears
this sound in words like “bottle.” Klamath examples: /ʔols/ “grey hair,” /gaˑʔaˑk/ “long ago,” /kolʔa/
“sp. of seagull,” /pʔomǰip/ “cousin.”
(6) /pʼ tʼ čʼ kʼ qʼ/ are “glottalized consonants” and are common to most American Indian languages
of the Northwest Coast. They are produced by shutting the glottis (i.e., making a glottal stop) and,
while it is shut, forcing the air out of the mouth at one of the positions of articulation. In effect. this
is something like holding a glottal stop and forcing the mouth air out to say /p/. /t/, /č/, /k/ or /q/ at
the same time. Practice with a Klamath is essential. Klamath examples are /pʼan/ “eats,” /tʼapaq/
“leaf,” /čʼoleˑks/ “meat,” /kʼaystis/ “door” and /qʼay/ “no.”
(7) /m n l r w y/ are similar to the English sounds written with the same symbols. /w/ and /y/ are,
however, always consonantal. /r/ is found only in one or two English loanwords. Klamath
examples: /maksa/ “basket,” /ni/ “I,” /loq/ “grizzly bear,” /priˑča/ “preacher,” /waˑtʼi/ “knife,” /yaˑs/
“willows.”
(8) /M N L W Y / are similar to the preceding sounds but are voiceless. To an English-speaking
person they sound as though they had an “h” before them: “hm,” “hn,” etc. /W/ and /Y/ thus
approximate the initial sounds in “where” and “Hugh.” Klamath examples; /qʼiMaˑč/ “ant,” /Naˑs/
“one,” /Las/ “wing, feather,” /WakWaks/ “steam,” /YoqYaqs/ “armpit.”
(9) /mʼ nʼ lʼ wʼ yʼ/ are similar to the sounds described under (7) also, but they are glottalized. This
takes the form of a glottal stop immediately before the consonant: “ʔm,” “ʔn,” etc. Klamath
examples: /mʼokʼaˑk/ “baby,” /nʼos/ “head,” /lʼaklʼak/ “China brant,” /wʼas/ “coyote,” /yʼaynʼa/
“mountain.”
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(10) /s/ is similar to English “s” (as in “sin”) in the speech of younger speakers. Older Klamaths
tend to pronounce it as a bladealveolar spirant which gives it a sound somewhat similar to English
“sh” (as in “shin”). Klamath examples: /som/ “mouth,” /seˑsas/ “name.”
(11) /h/ is similar to English “h” (as in “hot”). Klamath examples: /ho·t/ “that one (remote),” /
hemkanks/ “language,” /hiswaqs/ “man.”
Klamath vowels have more fine shades of difference than the consonants but may be divided into
“short” vowels and “long” vowels. The latter are written by a vowel followed by ˑ: e.g., /eˑ/, /aˑ/, /
iˑ/, /oˑ/. Short and long vowels differ not only in duration but in quality.
(12) /i/ is fairly close to the “i” of “pin.” Klamath examples: /bis/ “bile,” /čʼikʼas/ “bird,” /qʔis/
“rattlesnake.”
(13) /e/ is approximately the same as the vowel of “set,” “den,” etc. Klamath examples: /peč/
“foot,” /nʼep/ “hand.”
(14) /a/ approximates the “u” of “but,” the “o” of “son,” etc. Klamath examples: /nkas/
“stomach,” /bambam/ “drum.”
(15) /o/ represents a range of vowels extending from the “u” of “put” to almost the “aw” in
“law.” It is usually somewhere near the “pure o” of various Continental languages. Klamath
examples: /tmo/ “grouse,” /boqs/ “camas root,” /loq/ “grizzly bear,” /loloqs/ “fire.”
(16) /iˑ/ is approximately the “i” of “machine.” Klamath examples: /niˑs/ “neck.” /pipiˑks/
“bracelet.”
(17) /eˑ/ is similar to the “a” of “cat.” Klamath examples: /beˑp/ “daughter.” /geˑ/ “this one
(proximate).”
(18) /aˑ/ is approximately the “a” of “father,” though older people pronounce it farther back—
approximately the British “a” in “father.” Klamath examples: /Naˑs/ “one,” /laˑp/ “two,” /baˑgoˑls/
̣
“muledeer.”
(19) /oˑ/ is much like the “oa” of “boat,” though some pronounce it higher, almost approximating
the vowel of “boot.” Klamath examples: /loˑq/ “seed,” /čʼoˑks/ “leg.”
“Diphthongs” are not separate entities in the author’s script, though sequences of a vowel plus /
w/ or /y/ abound: /qʼiw/ “anus,” /čew/ “antelope,” /spʼawtis/ “poison,” /čʼey/ “buttocks,” /may/
“tule,” /goykaga/ “escapes.” Long vowels plus /w/ or /y/ are less frequent.
/ , . ! ? — / indicate intonation contours rather than just “punctuation.” These are too complex to
be discussed profitably here.
043. Klamath Morphophonemes
The morphophonemes include the items listed as phonemes plus eleven new elements. The
significant groups are (1) consonants. (2) vowels. (3)
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junctural elements, and (4) the length phoneme plus two new categories: (5) the category of
semivowels which contains all those morphophonemes having phonemic representations both as
vowels and as consonants; (6) the category of suprasegments which contains only the new items ‖ᵛ‖
and ‖ᵉ‖. The list of morphophonemes then is as follows:
Consonants:

p, t, č, k, q, ʔ, b, d, ǰ, g, g,̣
pʼ, tʼ, čʼ, kʼ, qʼ, s, h, m, n, mʼ, nʼ,
M, N, l, lʼ, L, ʼ, d̲, n̲, ń̲, r̲

Semivowels:

o, i, w, y, wʼ, yʼ, W, Y

Vowels:

e, a, i ̲, e̲, é̲, a̲

Junctures: and Contours:

. , ! ? # (written as a space in phonemic transcriptions)

Length:

ˑ (raised dot)

Suprasegments:
ᵛ, ᵉ
Total: fifty-four morphophonemes.
Since the Klamath-English section contains both the morphophonemic and the phonemic
notation, the general reader can readily use the Dictionary by referring to the phonemic notation
(the material between /…/), which he can pronounce according to the Pronunciation Key (see Sec.
042).
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ᵛ
ᵛdoqʼ 7-Sv scrape out; pull off, out
ʔᵛᵛdoqʼsga : /ʔodaqsga/ scrapes off a long obj.
pᵛᵛdoqʼsga : /podaqsga/ pulls off, strips (as pine needles from a branch)
pᵛᵛdoˑqʼa : /podoˑqʼa/ pulls out, off (as grass)
wᵛdoqʼsga : /wodaqsga/ scrapes out, off, with a long instrument (as fish innards)
wᵛdoˑqʼa : /wodoˑqʼa/ scrapes (as fish scales, carrot)
wᵛdoˑqsga : /wodoˑqsga/ scrapes off
wᵛdoˑqʼYeˑn i ̲\ʼa : /wodoˑqYeˑnʼa/ scrapes out the insides
r̲ew
̲ ᵛdoˑqʼYeˑn i ̲\ʼa : /woˑdoˑqYeˑnʼa/ d. scrape out the insides
ᵛqičg sne.
ᵛqičkʼ 7-Sv scrape off (as something spilled). Also ᵛqičg. See Sec. 334.
wᵛqičkʼa : /wiqačkʼa/ scrapes off (something spilled)
r̲ew
̲ ᵛqičkʼa : /wiwqačkʼa/ d. scrape off
wᵛqičgiˑa : /wiqačgiˑya/ scrapes off for someone
wᵛqiˑčka : /wiqiˑčka/ scrapes off pl.
r̲ew
̲ ᵛqiˑčka : /wiwqiˑčka/ d. scrape off
ᵛqitʼ 7-Sv scrape off, pull off, scratch off
ʔiᵛqiˑtʼa : /ʔiqiˑtʼa/ scratches, scrapes pl.
ʔiᵛ qiˑtʼkyamna : /ʔiqiˑtkyamna/ scrapes all around pl.
čʼlᵉᵛqitʼsga : /čʼliqatsga/ scratches off with the fingernails
čʼlᵉᵛqiˑtʼa : /čliqiˑtʼa/ scratches pl.
spiᵛqiˑtʼčnʼa : /spiqiˑtčnʼa/ drags away, leaving a scratch
wᵛqiˑtʼa : /wiqiˑtʼa/ peels off, drags away, scrapes off
r̲ew
̲ ᵛqiˑtʼa : /wiwqiˑtʼa/ d. peel off, scrape off

wᵛqiˑtʼdga : /wiqiˑttga/ been scraping off
wᵛqiˑtʼtn̲čʼn̲a : /wiqiˑttančʼa/ just dragged away, peeled off, scraped off
ᵛqoˑt 7-Sv scrape
ʔᵛᵛqoˑtYeˑn i ̲\ʼa : /ʔoqoˑtYeˑnʼa/ scrapes the inside of a long object
r̲eʔ̲ ᵛᵛqoˑtYeˑn i ̲\ʼa : /ʔoˑqoˑtYeˑnʼa/ d. scrape inside
sgᵛqoˑtYeˑn i ̲\ʼa : /sgoqoˑtYeˑnʼa/ scrapes the penis around inside
wᵛqoˑtYeˑn i ̲\ʼa : /woqoˑtYeˑnʼa/ scrap~s out the inside of with a long instrument
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ʼ
ʼa 3sr [unknown meaning]. Only in:
loby\ʼa : /lopyʼa/ before
/gena hoˑt beˑn, lopya dinneˑks./ He went on again, before sundown.
/hoˑt sa lopyʼa ʔans gatbambli./ They returned before me.
ʼan see yʼeˑnʼ [nonnominative theme formant]
ʼas 14sn 2sp 7sp 5sd 11sd 11sa 9sl [objective]. Also ʼs, as, s and a. See Secs. 459, 552, 623, 671,
674, 761 and 831.
basdin\ʼas : /basdinʼas/ white man [o]
/basdinʼas ʔa hoˑt sleʔa./ He saw the white man.
hongyʼass : /honkyʼas/ them (remote) [o]
/honkyʼas ʔan sleʔa./ I saw them.
mangas
̣ : /mangas/
̣ housefly [o]
/noˑ ʔa mangas
̣ siwga./ I killed the housefly.
nʼisq\ʼaˑkʼs : /nʼisqʼaˑks/ little girl [o]
/hoˑt ʔa nʼisqʼaˑks LoyLoys sʔewanʔa./ He gave sweets to the little girl.
wnaga : /wnaga/ son [o]
/qoygạ ʔan honklʼam wnaga./ I recognized his son.

ʼaˑkʼ 6sn 5sa [diminutive]. Also aˑ, aˑkʼi, kʼa, kʼaˑ, kʼiˑkʼ, kʼyakʼ, and ˑkʼ. See Secs. 451 and 762.
čʼasgaˑy\ʼaˑkʼ : /čʼasgaˑyʼaˑk/ little weasel
r̲é ̲ r̲gemtkʼaˑni
: /gemg
emtkʼaˑni/
little calm one
̣
̣
̣
kʼinkʼaˑni : /kʼinkʼaˑni/ a few
heksgyˑkʼ
: /heksgiˑk/
little cane
̣
̣
r̲ep̲ ʼaˑčʼaˑkʼidk : /pʼapʼaˑčʼaˑkʼitk/ little blind person
swʼinkangoˑtkʼiˑkʼ : /swʼinkangoˑtkʼiˑk/ little rocking chair
swʼinkangoˑtkʼyakʼ r̲ r d̲ a̲ t : /swʼinkangoˑtkʼyakkʼatdat/ in a little rocking chair
wʼakʼa : /wʼakʼa/ little coyote
r̲ew
̲ ʼakʼa : /wʼawkʼa/ d. little coyotes
ʼaˑs 4sa place(s), in … places. Also aˑs and ˑs. See Sec. 762.
domaˑs : /domaˑs/ in many places
/hoˑt ʔa domaˑs qmaga./
̣ He searched in many places.
naˑnok\ʼaˑs : /naˑnokʼaˑs/ everyplace, everywhere
/noˑ ʔa naˑnokʼaˑs damnon./ I wander everywhere.
/hoˑt sa ʔa naˑnokʼaˑskniˑ gepga./ They come from everywhere.
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woniˑb\ʼokʼ\ʼaˑs : /woniˑpʼokʼaˑs/ on all four sides
/woniˑpʼokʼaˑs sa lalčʼa./ They built houses on all four sides.
ʼa̲l 8sv 8sn to be, do what the preceding noun says. Also a̲l. See Secs. 340 and 453.
bkʼisa̲lbga : /pkʼisalpga/ considers someone as one’s mother
bkʼisa̲ldga : /pkʼisaltga/ been to see one’s mother
bkʼisa̲llgi : /pkʼisallgi/ comes to see one’s mother
peč\ʼa̲la : /pečlʼa/ gets a foot (wooden leg)
qʼlaˑǰ\ʼa̲la : /qʼlaˑčlʼa/ picks, gathers blueberries
qʼlaˑǰa̲ldga : /qʼlaˑǰaltga/ been picking blueberries
ʔikʼaˑy i ̲\ʼs\ʼa̲ls : /ʔikʼaˑyisʔals/ to hang up pl. Usage:
/qʼelyʼak kyem ʔikʼaˑyisʔals./ (He) has no fish to hang up.
ʔilʼgs\ʼa̲
̣ ls : /ʔilqsʔals/ to bury, put down pl. Usage:
/qʼelyʼak pʼas ʔilqsʔals./ (He) has no food to bury.
sʔawiˑgs\ʼa̲ldk : /sʔawiˑksʔaltk/ having become angry (?)
/qʼay ʔa geˑ sʔawiˑksʔaltk./ He isn’t one to get angry.
ʼeˑmʼi 7sn time of, season of. Also eˑmʼi. See Sec. 452.
ksoneˑmʼi : /ksoneˑmʼi/ haying season
qiseˑmʼi : /qiseˑmʼi/ evening time
wokseˑmʼi : /wokseˑmʼi/ wokas picking season
ʔiwm\ʼeˑmʼi : /ʔiwmʼeˑmʼi/ huckleberry season
ʼeˑnʼ see yʼeˑnʼ [nonnominative theme formant]
ʼiˑt 7sl [locative:] in, at, on. See Sec. 832.
blayt\ʼiˑt : /blaytʼiˑt/ above
/čʼikʼas ʔans blaytʼiˑt honkanga./ The bird is flying above me.
geˑtant\ʼiˑt : /geˑtantʼiˑt/ over there
/giˑwas geˑtantʼiˑt hiˑt/ over there, there on the other side of Crater Lake (Texts, 10.52)
ganʼiˑt\ʼiˑt
: /ganʼiˑtʼiˑt/
outside
̣
̣
/wač ʔa gew lačʼas ganʼiˑtʼiˑt
sličlgatk./
My horse is tied outside the house.
̣
̣
ʼm see ʔm [possessive]
ʼmʼč see ʔmʼč [augmentative]
ʼokʼ 3sa [inclusive]. Also okʼ and yak. See Sec. 750.
laˑb\ʼokʼ : /laˑpʼok/ both
/hoˑt ʔa laˑpʼok qnoqs qdolčʼa./ He cut off both ropes.
ndannokʼ : /ndannok/ all three
/ndannok ʔa gida čiˑya./ All three live here.
ndannokʼ\ʼaˑs : /ndannokʼaˑs/ on all three sides
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Naˑčyak : /Naˑčyak/ just one; alone
/Naˑčyak maqlaqs čelga./
̣ Just one person sat down.
/noˑ ʔa Naˑčyak čelwi./ I’m sitting by the fire alone.
ʼoˑ 3sr yet, still. See Sec. 921. Only in:
dam\ʼoˑ : /damʼoˑ/ whether yet
/hoˑt snʼeweˑts delhi damʼoˑ noˑqst./ That woman looked in (to see) whether it was cooked yet.
/noˑ ʔa hon qbedoˑ damʼoˑ qʼoy glekst./
I tasted it (to see) whether it was spoiled yet.
̣
qʼay\ʼoˑ : /qʼayʼoˑ/ not yet
/qʼayʼoˑ ʔa noˑga./
̣ (It) isn’t cooked, ripe, yet.
/waq dal ʔi qʼayʼoˑ qtančʼa?/ Why haven’t you fallen asleep yet?
ʼs see ʼas [objective]
ʔ
ʔᵛ 4S-v to act upon a long obj. See See. 331.
ʔᵛᵛdoqʼsga : /ʔodaqsga/ scrapes off a long obj.
ʔᵛᵛqoˑtYeˑn i ̲\ʼa : /ʔoqoˑtYeˑnʼa/ scrapes the inside of a long obj.
ʔᵛabaˑtn̲a : /ʔabaˑta/ leans a long obj. against; brings a long obj. to shore. (intr. also)
ʔᵛabaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /ʔabaˑyʼa/ leans a long obj. diagonally against (as a stick against a wall). (intr. also)
ʔᵛačʼiˑkʼa : /ʔačʼiˑkʼa/ wrings out a long obj.
ʔᵛadgl : /ʔatgal/ picks up a long obj.
ʔᵛakʼaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /ʔakʼaˑyʼa/ hangs up a long obj.; puts a long obj. up high. (intr. also)
ʔᵛakʼčʼwy : /ʔakčʼwi/ puts a long obj. into a narrow place, corner, pocket. (intr. also)
se̲ʔᵛakʼčʼwyalla : /saʔakčʼawyalla/ puts a long obj. into one’s own pocket (instead of giving it back)
ʔᵛakʼwa : /ʔakʼwa/ puts a long obj. across. (intr. also)
ʔᵛakʼwčʼn̲a : /ʔakʼoˑčʼa/ just put a long obj. across and went on
ʔᵛalamna : /ʔalamna/ puts a long obj. on someone’s back, against a hillside. (intr. also)
ʔᵛaliˑga : /ʔaliˑga/ puts a long obj. on the edge of a stream, on the forehead. (intr. also)
ʔᵛaliˑgčʼa̲bga : /ʔaliˑkčʼapga/ just put a long obj. on the edge and came away
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ʔᵛ (continued)
ʔᵛalYn̲čʼn̲a : /ʔalYančʼa/ just left a long obj. on the edge, side
ʔᵛalʼaˑlʼa : /ʔalʼaˑlʼa/ puts a long obj. into the fire. (intr. also)
ʔᵛaptneˑgị : /ʔaptneˑgi/
̣ puts a long obj. on top of a full load. (intr. also)
ʔᵛaqaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /ʔaqaˑyʼa/ puts a long obj. into bushes, into the hair. (intr. also)
ʔᵛaqaˑy i ̲\ʼoˑla : /ʔaqaˑyʼoˑla/ picks out a long obj. from among long objs.
ʔᵛatʼaˑw i ̲\ʼa : /ʔatʼaˑwʼa/ puts a long obj. in the sunshine. (intr. also)
ʔᵛatʼaˑw i ̲\ʼks : /ʔatʼaˑwiks/ “Long-Obj.-in-the-Sun-Place” (place name)
ʔᵛawl : /ʔawal/ puts a long obj. on top. (intr. also)
ʔᵛawllʼgạ : /ʔawallga/
̣ puts a long obj. down on top of; runs a canoe aground. (intr. also)
ʔᵛawlyeˑga : /ʔawalyeˑga/ puts a long obj. over. (intr. also)
se̲ʔᵛawlyeˑga : /saˑwalyeˑga/ puts a long obj. over oneself; crosses one’s legs
ʔᵛawʼaˑYa : /ʔawʼaˑYa/ leaves a long obj. waiting for someone to come for it. (intr. also)
ʔᵛawʼiˑna : /ʔawʼiˑna/ puts a long obj. among, into mud (intr. also)
ʔᵛayahʔa : /ʔayahʔa/ hides a long obj. (intr. also)
ʔᵛčʼay\ʼtn̲a : /ʔačʼiˑta/ pinches a long obj. between two surfaces. See čʼay\ʼ.
ʔᵛebga : /ʔepga/ brings a long obj.
ʔᵛebli : /ʔebli/ brings a long obj. back
he̲sʔᵛebli : /hesʔabli/ overturns a long obj. (as one’s canoe)
ʔᵛeLWn̲a : /ʔeLWa/ puts a long obj. down along the top. (intr. also)
ʔᵛeLWn̲ys : /ʔeLWis/ backbone
ʔᵛelʼgạ : /ʔelga/
̣ lays down a long obj.
ʔᵛen̲a : /ʔena/ takes a long obj.
r̲eʔ̲ ᵛen̲a : /ʔeʔa/ d. take a long obj.
ʔᵛen̲bli : /ʔembli/ takes a long obj. back
ʔᵛetʼleˑgị : /ʔetʼleˑgi/
̣ takes a long obj. over a mountain, into another room

ʔᵛewa : /ʔewa/ puts a long obj. into water, into a flat place (intr. also); idiom: cooks mustard seed (/
čʼipʼas/)
ʔᵛiǰpʼa : /ʔičpʼa/ covers, squashes with a long obj. (intr. also)
ʔᵛikLa : /ʔikLa/ puts a long obj. down on; one more long obj. above a decade (in counting; see Sec.
1031)
se̲ʔᵛikLa : /siʔakLa/ puts a long obj. on oneself, on for oneself (as a carrot on one’s plate)
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ʔᵛ (continued)
ʔᵛikLiˑa : /ʔikLiˑya/ puts a long obj. on for someone
ʔᵛodgạ : /ʔotga/
̣ takes a long obj. away from someone
swʼenč se̲ʔᵛodgeˑ\ʼs
: /swʼenč soʔatgeˑʔas/
“Taking-the-Cradleboard-from-Each-Other” (cat’s cradle
̣
̣
figure)
ʔᵛodgnʼa
̣ : /ʔotqnʼa/ puts a long obj. into someone’s mouth
ʔᵛodiˑla : /ʔodiˑla/ puts a long obj. underneath. (intr. also)
se̲ʔᵛodiˑla : /soˑdiˑla/ puts a long obj. under oneself, under one’s arm
ʔᵛodiˑlks : /ʔodiˑlks/ dam (“long-obj.-underneath-place”)
ʔᵛoga̲lgi : /ʔogalgi/ come s to get a long obj.
ʔᵛoLy : /ʔoLiˑ/ brings a long obj. inside
ʔᵛosn̲a : /ʔosa/ puts a long obj. deep underneath water, soil. (intr. also)
ʔᵛosn̲nʼa : /ʔosanʔa/ puts a long obj. under repeatedly, under and then out again
ʔᵛotqʼaga : /ʔotqʼaga/ brings up, digs up a long obj. (intr. also)
ʔᵛowiˑčnʼa : /ʔowiˑčnʼa/ go along shoulder to shoulder, in a line. See owiˑ.
ʔᵛowʼeˑtʼa : /ʔowʼeˑtʼa/ hangs a long obj. off the side. (intr. also)
ʔᵛoya : /ʔoya/ gives a long obj.
r̲eʔ̲ ᵛoy : /ʔoʔiˑ/ gives d. long objs.; gives a long obj. to d.
ʔoy! : /ʔoy!/ give a long obj.!
ʔᵛo r̲yamna : /ʔoyyamna/ is holding, carrying a long obj.
ʔᵛoyeˑga : /ʔoyeˑga/ picks up, raises a long obj.
ʔᵛoyeˑg! : /ʔoyeˑk!/ pick up a long obj.!
ʔᵛoyeˑgik! : /ʔoyeˑgik!/ let me pick up a long obj.!
ʔᵛoygị : /ʔoygi/
̣ puts a long obj. over, above. (intr. also)
se̲ʔᵛoygị : /soʔiˑgi/
̣ puts a long obj. over oneself (as a rifle over one’s shoulder)
ʔᵛpʼoˑkʼa : /ʔopʼoˑkʼa/ hits between the legs with a long obj.
ʔᵛqʼečʼa : /ʔeqčʼa/ sharpens with a long obj.
ʔᵛqʼečʼs : /ʔeqčʼas/ file

ʔᵛqʼoˑčʼa : /ʔoqʼoˑčʼa/ bends a long obj. See qʼočʼ.
ʔᵛqʼoˑčʼa : /ʔoqʼoˑčʼa/ makes marks on with a long obj. See qʼoˑčʼ.
ʔᵛtʼepʼčnʼa : /ʔetʼapčnʼa/ lays long objs. in a row. (intr. also). See tʼepʼ.
ʔᵛyʼoˑqʼa : /ʔoyʼoˑqʼa/ shaves someone (uses a long obj. to cut hair). See yʼoqʼ.
ʔa 2Srp6 [declarative]. The semantic force of this particle seems to be an emphasis on the
importance and declarativeness of the utterance.
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It occurred often in elicitation where declarative statements were asked for, but less commonly in
the Texts. See Sec. 1046. Examples:
/ʔi ʔa dmoyeˑga./ You started it. (Texts, 1.113)
/dičʼaˑ ʔa nen Walta./ That sounded good. (Texts, 13.52)
/qʼay ʔans kani sʔabiˑya./ Nobody told me. (Texts, 38.42)
/dwaˑ ʔa naˑt waq giwk, qʼelyʼak ptisap, qʼelyʼak pkʼisap?/ Why are we thus, without a father, without
a mother? (Texts, 4.81)
/NaNaˑs ʔa gawʼal snʼeweˑts./ They each found a wife.
/gaˑykʼa
ʔa honks hoˑt sa./ They looked for him.
̣
ʔak 2Srp6 maybe. Usually with {yʼa} 2Sre1 [dubitative]. See Secs. 1021 and 1046. Examples:
/gew ʔakyʼa geˑ?/ Perhaps this is mine?
/yʼaMtgi ʔakyʼa ʔans sʔeqgis./
̣ Maybe he forgot to say goodbye to me.
/snʼeweˑčkʼa ʔakyʼa?/ A little girl, perhaps? (Texts, 39.13)
/ʔaMkʼa gemg
emlʼi
ʔakyʼa wač giwk?/ Maybe because perhaps it’s a tame horse? (Texts, 39.28)
̣
̣
/čoy ʔaˑdiˑ ʔakyʼa ʔambo ʔoˑč./ So water is still perhaps far away. (Texts, 13.62)
ʔakʼ 7Sv stutter
r̲é ̲ r̲ʔaka : /ʔakʔakʼa/ stutters
r̲é ̲ r̲ʔakʼdk : /ʔakʔakʼatk/ a stutterer
ʔalaˑm 3-S-n woman’s sister-in-law (woman’s brother’s wife; husband’ sister)
bʔalaˑmyb : /pʔalaˑmip/ woman’s sister-in-law
bʔalaˑmysa̲b : /pʔalaˑmisap/ sisters-in-law
ʔalaˑY 7Sv show, point out
ʔalaˑYa : /ʔalaˑYa/ shows, points out
r̲eʔ̲ alaˑYa : /ʔaˑlaˑYa/ d. show, shows d.
ʔalyan 3S-n onion (domestic). From English. Cf. {pni} 3Sn “wild onion”
ʔalyans : /ʔalyans/ onion(s)
ʔam 2Srp4 ought to, should, hope that… Cf. Sec. 1046. Examples:
/hont ʔam sa qdoˑlčʼat!/ They ought to castrate him!
/smʼaˑWitk ʔam hok./ I wish it would stop storming.
/noˑ ʔam hok waq git!/ I wish I could do something! (Texts, 14.17)
/wbeLiˑt ʔam hoˑt sa honkyʼas./ They ought to throw them in (jail).
/noˑ ʔam hok gent gombat./ I wish I could go to Pelican Bay.
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ʔamʔ 7Sv play with a doll
ʔamʔa : /ʔamʔa/ plays with a doll
ʔamʔs : /ʔamʔas/ doll
ʔamʔkʼa : /ʔamkʼa/ little doll
ʔambo 3Sn 7S-v water; be thirsty
ʔambo : /ʔambo/ water
ʔambo ʔiygioˑts
: /ʔambo ʔiˑgyoˑts/
water pump
̣
̣
ʔambo čʼi r̲yamnoˑts : /ʔambo čʼiˑyamnoˑts/ canteen
ʔamboʔm : /ʔamboʔam/ water’s
ʔamboʔm lag̣ : /ʔamboʔam laq/ small, threadlike water insect, lit. “water’s-hair.”
ʔambodga : /ʔambotga/ is thirsty
r̲eʔ̲ ambodga : /ʔaʔambotga/ d. are thirsty
sne̲ʔambodga : /snaʔambotga/ makes thirsty
ʔamda 3Sn digging stick. With {ʔm} 7sn [collective], this denotes the sp. of tree from which the
digging stick was commonly made. Cf. also yoqma.
ʔamda : /ʔamda/ digging stick
r̲eʔ̲ amda\ʼaˑkʼ : /ʔaʔamdaʔaˑk/ d. little digging sticks
ʔamdalm : /ʔamdalam/ mountain mahogany (Cercocarpus ledifolius)
ʔamna 7S-v cry, weep
ʔamnačʼn̲a : /ʔamnačʼa/ went along crying
ʔamnaliˑnalla : /ʔamnaliˑnalla/ goes crying along the edge, bank (for something irretrievably lost)
ʔamp 3S-n Wasco-Wishram. Possibly related to {ʔambo} 3Sn “water”?
ʔampgeˑni
: /ʔampgeˑni/
Wasco-Wishram region
̣
̣
ʔamgeˑnkniˑ
: /ʔampgeˑnkni,/
Wasco-Wishram people
̣
̣
ʔaMkʼa 2Srp3 maybe, perhaps. See Sec. 1046. Examples:
/ʔaMkʼa ʔan gen padaˑ genwapk./ Maybe I’ll go this summer.
/ʔaMkʼa ʔi sʔaywaktanwapk./ Maybe you will know.

/ʔaMkʼa wʼiqwʼiqsʔam hiˑt snʼoLas./ Perhaps there is a Magpie’s nest there. (Texts, 39.15)
/ʔaMkʼa sa leˑwʼa dwaˑ./ Maybe they’re playing something. (Texts, 39.16)
/čoy ʔaMkʼa nis siwgwapk./ And perhaps she’ll kill me. (Texts, 1.27)
ʔan 7Sv hint (that one is hungry)
ʔana : /ʔana/ hints, stands around looking hungry in hopes that food will be forthcoming
ʔanlgi : /ʔallgi/ comes to hint
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ʔank 3Sn fawn. Pompeys only; they felt this was “old-timer’s language” or possibly borrowed.
ʔank : /ʔank/ fawn
ʔanko 3Sn wood, stick; a yard (unit of measurement)
ʔanko : /ʔanko/ wood, stick; yard
r̲eʔ̲ anko\ʼaˑkʼ : /ʔaʔankwʼaˑk/ d. little sticks
ʔanko r̲ r ̲es̲ ʔodtʼys : /ʔanko sʔosʔattʼis/ “Wood-Worker” (cat’s cradle figure)
ʔanko\ʼa̲la : /ʔankwʼala/ gathers wood
ʔapʔo 7Sv promise. Only with {otn̲} 10sv “on, at, against.”
ʔapʔotn̲a : /ʔapʔota/ promises
/ʔapʔota gepgatgi giwk./ (He) promised to come.
se̲ʔapʔotn̲a : /saʔapʔota/ promises oneself, each other
ʔapʔotn̲ys : /ʔapʔotiˑs/ promise, to promise
/gesga
ʔapʔotiˑs./ (I) can’t promise.
̣
/geˑ ʔa gew ʔapʔotiˑs./ This is my promise.
ʔaqaˑwi 3Sn quiver (for arrows). Klamath quivers seen by the author are tule basketwork.
ʔaqaˑwi : /ʔaqaˑwi/ quiver
ʔas 3sd way, fashion. See Sec. 660.
gaʔas : /gaʔas/ this way, thus
/gaʔas lis hoˑt gi./ He did it this way.
naʔas : /naʔas/ that way, thus. (Often used as a marker of direct speech with the force of English “he
said.”)
/čoy honk naʔas gi./ And he did (said) thus.
ʔat 2Srt now. This item occurs often in sequences of particles and demonstratives with the rather
nonspecific meaning of “now,” “now then,” etc. Examples;
/ʔat ʔa gatbambli./ (He) has returned now.
/ʔat yʼoˑ naˑt dosčanʔa!/ Now let’s run!
/ʔat čik sas geˑ tpočʼaˑ./ Now this one is chasing them. (Texts, 39.33)
/čoy sa honk ʔat genaˑ, genaˑ./ So now they went on and on.
/čoy honk ʔat čeˑt hak gatbambli, sikoˑtbambli./ Then with difficulty he returned home, supported
himself on a stick. (Texts, 4.256)
/čoy homʼas hak ʔat kiwsgank, ʔat honk siwga, honktčgas./ Now then having poked (his heart) out,
now he killed him too, the next one. (Texts, 11.51)
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ʔawalw 3S-n island. Analysis?
ʔawalws : /ʔawalwas/ island
ʔawalwsgeˑni
: /ʔawalwasgeˑni/
“Island-Place” (place name)
̣
̣
ʔawiˑg see sʔawiˑg be angry
ʔawsmi 3Sn place name; Bare Island
ʔawsmi : /ʔawsmi/ Bare Island
ʔawtomoˑbiˑl 3S-n automobile. From English.
ʔawtomoˑbiˑls : /ʔawtomoˑbiˑls/ automobile
ʔay\ʼ 7Sv watch (a performance)
r̲éˑ̲ r̲ʔay\ʼa : /ʔaˑyʔaya/ watches, looks at
r̲éˑ̲ r̲ʔay\ʼdga : /ʔaˑyʔaytga/ been watching
ʔaysi 7Sv keep a secret
ʔaysi : /ʔaysi/ keeps a secret
se̲ʔaysi : /saʔiˑsi/ keeps something to oneself
ʔaysis : /ʔaysis/ secret; “ʔaysis,” the son of Gmokʼamʼč. (For the mythological origin of ʔaysis’
name, see Text 4).
ʔaˑd 1Sp you pl. Also maˑd and maˑlʼ. See Sec. 522.
ʔaˑd : /ʔaˑt/ you pl.
/ʔaˑt ʔans wdopga./ You pl. beat me.
maˑds : /maˑts/ you pl. [o]. Also;
maˑlʼs : /maˑlʼs/ you pl. [o]
/maˑlʼs ni sleʔa./ I see you pl.
maˑlʼm : /maˑlʼam/ your
/maˑlʼamdant wončǰat/ in your canoe
ʔaˑdiˑ 2Sl 3sr far, deep, wide, tall. Also di. Recorded occasionally as /ʔatdiˑ/. See Secs. 821 and 910.
ʔaˑdiˑ : /ʔaˑdiˑ/ far, deep, wide, tall
/ʔaˑdiˑ hoˑt genaˑ./ He went far.
/gog
̣ ẹ ʔa ʔaˑdiˑ ʔeˑWa./ The river is deep.
/ʔaˑdiˑ kenaˑ./ It snowed deeply.
/ʔaˑdiˑ hoˑt gog
̣ ẹ ginkʼotk./ That river is wide across.
ʔaˑdiˑni : /ʔaˑdiˑni/ tall, high, long
/hoˑt ʔa ʔaˑdiˑni hiswaqs./ He is a tall man.

/ʔaˑdiˑnʼs laq gitk./ having long hair (texts, 4.2, 4.400)
r̲eʔ̲ aˑdiˑni : /ʔaʔaˑdiˑni/ d. tall, long, high
/ʔaʔaˑdiˑni ʔa hoˑt goˑs./
Those trees are tall
̣
ʔaˑdiˑt\ʼiˑt : /ʔaˑdiˑtʼiˑt/ far
/ʔaˑdiˑtʼiˑt hoˑt nis ksena./ He carried me a long ways
dadaˑdi : /dadaˑdi/ how far?
/dadaˑdi lis hoˑt gena?/ How far did he go?
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/ʔat hok kʼadaˑdi hok gečʼa,
doˑ galoˑ
banʼiˑ./ Now it had grown so far, until (it touched) the sky
̣
̣
there. (Texts, 4.311)
ʔaˑn 3-S-n woman’s elder brother. Gatschet adds “man’s elder sister,” but the author did not obtain
this. AC equates this with {kʼoˑn} (Texts, 38.294). She also added “Great uncle” in English to
this, which confuses the problem.
bʔaˑnyb : /pʔaˑnip/ woman’s elder brother; man’s elder sister (?)
bʔaˑnysa̲b : /pʔaˑnisap/ elder brothers
ʔe see ʔi act upon pl. objs.
ʔeč 2Srp4 really (translation?). Also ʔeˑč. See Secs. 910 and 1046.
Examples:
/dičʼiˑˑˑ ʔeč doˑ snʼeweˑts čaliˑga./ What a beautiful girl is sitting there on the bank! (Texts, 10.10)
/qʼay ʔan sʔaywakta, či ʔeˑč./ “I don’t know,” he said. (“as really”). (Texts, 19.65)
/yʼaMtgi ʔeč ni nen!/ Oh, I really forgot! (Texts, 4.104)
ʔečč sne
ʔeččo\ʼ 7Sv sneeze. Also ʔečč. See Sec. 334.
ʔeččo\ʼa : /ʔeččwʼa/ sneezes
r̲eʔ̲ eččo\ʼa : /ʔeʔaččwʼa/ d. sneeze
sne̲ʔeččo\ʼa : /sneʔaččwʼa/ makes one sneeze
ʔeččo\ʼnʼapga : /ʔeččonʼapga/ feels like sneezing
ʔeččo\ʼs : /ʔeččos/ a sneeze. Also ʔeččs : /ʔeččas/.
ʔeččo\ʼWiˑa : /ʔeččoWiˑya/ almost sneezed
ʔečʼ 7Sv 7-Sv suckle, suck dry. Also ečʼ. See Sec. 334.
ʔečʼa : /ʔečʼa/ suckles, sucks milk
he̲sʔečʼa : /hesčʼa/ gives to suck
ʔečʼs : /ʔečʼas/ milk; teat, breast (both male and female)
qbᵛečʼčʼn̲a : /qbeččʼa/ just sucked dry
ʔelg̣ 7Sv call, name, give a price to
ʔelgạ : /ʔelga/
̣ calls, names, prices
r̲eʔ̲ elgạ : /ʔeʔalga/
̣ d. call, calls d.
se̲ʔelgạ : /seʔalga/
̣ calls oneself, each other
?eM 7S-v be in a horizontal line; hold a baby in a cradle
?eMčnʼa : /ʔeMčnʼa/ go along in a row
ʔeM r̲dga : /ʔeMtdatga/ are in line; is holding a baby in a cradle
ʔeMkanga : /ʔeMkanga/ go around in a line; goes around with a baby in a cradle
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ʔepat 3Sn squaw grass (Xerophyllum tenax)
ʔepat : /ʔepat/ squaw grass
ʔeqʼ 7-Sv slap openhanded. Only in:
ktʔeqʼa : /kʔeqʼa/ slaps openhanded
ktʔeˑqʼ r̲bqʼa : /kʔeˑqbapqʼa/ slaps repeatedly in the face
se̲ktʔeˑqʼa : /sekʔeˑqʼa/ slap each other
ʔesnkʼ 7Sv cry from fright
ʔesnka : /ʔesnkʼa/ cries from fright
r̲eʔ̲ esnkʼa : /ʔeʔasnkʼa/ d. cry
sne̲ʔesnkʼa : /sneʔasnkʼa/ makes someone cry
ʔesnkʼoˑta : /ʔesnkʼoˑta/ cries while …
/ʔesnkʼoˑta gisčnʼa./
(He) walked along crying.
̣
ʔew 3S-n lake, body of water. Cf. also {ew} 10sv “into water, into a flat place”—possibly
identifiable as the same morpheme?
ʔewksi : /ʔewksi/ place name: the Klamath Marsh
ʔewksikniˑ : /ʔewksikniˑ/ the Klamath people
ʔewksgiˑsm hemkangs : /ʔewksgiˑsam hemkanks/ the Klamath language
ʔews : /ʔews/ lake; place name: Klamath Lake
ʔew\ʼaˑkʼ : /ʔewʼaˑk/ little lake
r̲eʔ̲ ewkʼa : /ʔeʔoˑkʼa/ d. little lakes
lkʼom ʔews : /lkʼom ʔews/ “Charcoal-Lake” (place name)
ʔeww 7Sv freeze
ʔewwa : /ʔewwa/ freezes
sne̲ʔewwa : /sneʔoˑwa/ causes to freeze
ʔewwdk : /ʔewwatk/ frozen
ʔewʼn̲ 7Sv be full
ʔewʼn̲a : /ʔewʼa/ is full
ʔewʼn̲dk : /ʔewʼantk/ full
ʔewʼn̲oˑla : /ʔewnʼoˑla/ empties
ʔeˑwʼn̲a : /ʔeˑwʼa/ pl. are full
sne̲ʔeˑwʼn̲a : /sneˑwʼa/ fills
ʔeˑwʼn̲oˑla : /ʔeˑwʼnoˑla/ pl. are empty
sne̲ʔeˑwʼn̲oˑla : /sneˑwʼnoˑla/ empties pl.
ʔey 7S-v act with the head. Possibly 4S-v.
ʔey r̲ r ̲éč̲ ʼwa̲a : /ʔeyčʼwačʼwa/ shakes the head up and down
ʔeydgdk : /ʔeytgatk/ headed
/boqboq ʔeytgatk/ white-headed
ʔeyLy : /ʔeyLi/ puts the head inside. (intr. also)
ʔeylʼgạ : /ʔeylga/
̣ lowers the head
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ʔeyqn̲a : /ʔeyqa/ puts the head out, through. (intr. also)
ʔeyqn̲bga : /ʔeyqampga/ has the head out
r̲eʔ̲ eyqn̲bga : /ʔeʔiˑqampga/ d. have heads out
se̲ʔeysg̣ n̲bga : /seʔiˑsgampga/
hangs one’s head
̣

ʔeysn̲a : /ʔeysa/ puts the head underwater, deep under (intr. also)
ʔeywa : /ʔeywa/ puts the head into water, into a flat place. (intr. also)
ʔeywl : /ʔeywal/ puts the head on top of (intr. also)
ʔeywllʼgạ : /ʔeywallga/
̣ holds the head up, raises the head
ʔeyyeˑga : /ʔeyyeˑga/ raises the head (intr. also)
ʔeyygị : /ʔeyiˑgi/
̣ puts the head over. (intr. also)
ʔeyygioˑts
: /ʔeyyagyoˑts/
headrest: a cloth or tule headrest put under a child’s head on the
̣
̣
cradleboard
ʔeˑʔalg̣ 7Sv read. Possibly related to {ʔey} (above), or to {ʔelg}̣ 7Sv “to call, name, give a price
to”?
ʔeˑʔalgạ : /ʔeˑʔalga/
̣ reads
he̲sʔeˑʔalgạ : /hesʔeˑʔalga/
̣ makes someone read
r̲eʔ̲ eˑʔalgạ : /ʔeʔeˑʔalga/
̣ d. read
ʔeˑʔalgiˑa
reads for someone
̣ : /ʔeˑʔalgiˑya/
̣
ʔeˑč see ʔeč really
ʔeˑlwʼ 7Sv twinkle (stars)
ʔeˑlwʼa : /ʔeˑlwʼa/ (stars) twinkle
ʔeˑpal 3S-n apple. From English.
ʔeˑpals : /ʔeˑpals/ apple(s)

ʔeˑtʼ 7Sv distribute
ʔeˑtʼa : /ʔeˑtʼa/ distributes
se̲ʔeˑts : /seʔeˑts/ Saturday. (This was the day at the Klamath Agency when food and blankets were
distributed. It is also said to have resembled the English word to the early Klamaths—an
interlingual pun.)
ʔeˑW i ̲ 7Sv be deep, shallow (depending upon locatives)
ʔeˑW i ̲a : /ʔeˑWa/ is deep, shallow
ʔeˑW i ̲dk : /ʔeˑWitk/ deep, shallow
/ʔaˑdiˑ ʔeˑWitk/ deep
/wikʼaˑ ʔeˑWitk/ shallow
ʔeˑyʼ 3S-n weevil (a sp. of black weevil that lives in meat)
ʔeˑyʼs : /ʔeˑyʼas/ weevil
ʔé̲ 3sd 3sl [intensive]. See Secs. 623 and 832.
doʔé̲t : /doʔot/ right over there
/hoˑt ʔa doʔot čiˑya,/ He lives right over there.
doʔé̲tnʼi : /doʔotnʼi/ one from right over there
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hoʔé̲t : /hoʔot/ that very one
/hoʔot lis swina./ That very one sang.
hi ʔé̲t : /hi ʔit/ right there
/hiʔit hay ʔi čelgi!/
̣ You sit right there!

hiʔé̲tna : /hiʔitna/ right around there
/hiʔitna čiˑyank/ living around there (Texts, 17.18)
ʔi 1Sp you sg. Also mi, m, and a portmanteau ʔis ({ʔi} + {ni} 1Sp “I” + {ʼas} 2Sp 7sp [objective]).
See Secs. 522 and 530.
ʔams : /ʔams/ you sg. [o]. ({ʔa} 2Srp6 [declarative])
/geˑ ʔams qoyga./
̣ He knows you.
ʔi : /ʔi/ you sg. [n]
/ʔi ʔa dmoyeˑga./ You started it. (Texts, 1.113)
ʔins : /ʔins/ you-me. See Sec. 530.
/čʼley ʔins čʼoleˑks!/ Give me meat!
ʔis : /ʔis/ you-me. See Sec. 530.
/qʼay ʔis wdopgi!/ Don’t beat me!
mi : /mi/ your
/geˑ ʔa mi lačʼas./ This is your house.
/midankstʼa/ on your side
min : /min/ I-you. See Sec. 530.
/sleˑwapk min./ I’ll see you.
mis : /mis/ you sg, [o]
/stinta mis ni./ I love you.
ʔi 4S-v act upon pl. objs. Also ʔe. See Sec. 331.
ʔebga : /ʔepga/ brings pl. objs. (Homophonous with “brings a long obj.”)
ʔebgiˑ wabgdk : /ʔepgiˑ wapgatk/ to bring for
/yʼaMtgi mis ʔepgiˑ wapgatk pʼas./ (He) forgot to bring food for you.
ʔen̲a : /ʔena/ takes pl. objs. (Homophonous with “takes a long obj,”) See en̲.
ʔiᵛqiˑtʼa : /ʔiqiˑtʼa/ scratches, scrapes pl. objs. See ᵛqitʼ.
ʔibeˑL i ̲\ʼa : /ʔibeˑlʼa/ takes care of pl. objs. See beˑL i ̲\ʼ.
ʔibga : /ʔipga/ pl. objs. lie, exist, are
ʔibgčʼn̲a : /ʔibakčʼa/ the rest, what’s left (?) Also possibly {ʔibg} 3S-n “pair”?
ʔibqʼa : /ʔipqʼa/ puts pl. objs, on the face. (intr. also). See pʼeqʼ.
ʔičiˑčʼa : /ʔičiˑčʼa/ makes shavings, shingles
ʔičwa : /ʔičwa/ puts pl. objs. in the hair, puts oil or grease in the hair. See ačw.
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ʔi (continued)
ʔičʼpʼa : /ʔičpʼa/ takes tubular objs. off (as pants)
ʔičʼiˑpʼa : /ʔičʼiˑpʼa/ takes off someone’s clothes. See očʼiˑpʼ.
se̲ʔidangạ : /siˑdanga/
̣ pl. objs. meet each other; idiom: polite way of saying that one has brought a
gift for someone
ʔidbn̲a : /ʔitba/ arrives with pl. objs. See adbn̲.
ʔidga : /ʔitga/ takes pl. objs. out of a container
r̲eʔ̲ idga : /ʔiʔatga/ d. take out pl. objs.
ʔidgl : /ʔitgal/ picks up pl. objs. See adgl.
ʔidgạ : /ʔitga/
̣ takes pl. objs. away from someone
ʔidgị : /ʔitgi/
̣ takes down pl. objs.
ʔidiˑla : /ʔidiˑla/ puts pl. objs, under. (intr. also). See odiˑl.
ʔiga̲č a̲a : /ʔikča/ goes after pl. objs.
ʔiga̲dga : /ʔigatga/ been to get pl. objs.
ʔiga̲lgi : /ʔigalgi/ comes to get pl. objs.
ʔigoga
: /ʔigoga/
puts pl. objs. into a container. (intr. also)
̣
̣
ʔiǰqʼa : /ʔičqʼa/ covers, squashes with pl. objs.
ʔikLa : /ʔikLa/ puts pl. objs. down upon; pl. objs. above a decade (in counting: see Sec. 103l),
(Homophonous with “puts long obj. down upon.”) See ikL.
ʔikʼaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /ʔikʼaˑyʼa/ puts pl. objs. up high, hangs up pl. objs. (intr. also). See akʼaˑy i ̲\ʼ.
ʔikʼčʼwy : /ʔikčʼwi/ puts pl. objs. in a tight place, corner, pocket. See akʼčʼwy.
ʔikʼya : /ʔikʼya/ closes with pl. objs.; puts pl. objs. on someone’s buttocks. See akʼy.
ʔilamna : /ʔilamna/ puts pl. objs. on someone’s back, against a hillside. (intr. also). See alamn.
ʔilčʼwy : /ʔilčʼwi/ brings pl. objs. right up to. See alčʼwy.
ʔiliˑna : /ʔiliˑna/ takes pl. objs. off the edge, top (as skimming milk, bits of shell or pod out of boiling
wokas mush). See oliˑn.
ʔiLa̲a : /ʔiLa/ puts pl. objs. on top of a load. See eLa̲.
ʔiLWn̲a : /ʔiLWa/ puts pl. objs. down flat on. (intr. also).
ʔiLWn̲ys : /ʔiLWis/ sinew bow backing. See eLWn̲.
ʔiLqʼa : /ʔiLqʼa/ removes hair or feathers; plucks a bird; scrapes a hide. See oLqʼ.
ʔiLy : /ʔiLiˑ/ puts pl. objs. inside. See oLy.
ʔilʼaˑlʼa : /ʔilʼaˑlʼa/ puts pl. objs. into the fire. (intr. also)
ʔilʼgạ : /ʔilga/
̣ puts pl. objs. down; buries a person, food, etc. See elʼg.̣
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ʔi (continued)
ʔimʼaˑčʼa : /ʔimʼaˑčʼa/ puts pl. objs, on the point of (as arrowheads on shafts). See amʼaˑčʼ.
se̲ʔimʼaˑwʼa : /siˑmʼaˑwʼa/ adds one amount of a substance to another (as adding a handful of flour to
some flour in a sack). PO gave this form; BL gave se̲ʔimaˑwʼa : /siˑmaˑwʼa/.
se̲ʔioˑlgi : /siʔoˑlgi/ gathers pl. objs. together
ʔipbeˑl i ̲\ʼa : /ʔipbeˑlʼa/ carries pl. objs. back and forth
se̲ʔipbeˑl i ̲\ʼa : /siʔapbeˑlʼa/ carry pl. objs. back and forth to each other
ʔiptneˑgị : /ʔiptneˑgi/
̣ places pl. objs. on top of a full load. (intr. also)
ʔiqaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /ʔiqaˑyʼa/ puts pl. objs. in the bushes, in the hair. (intr. also). See aqaˑy i ̲\ʼ.
ʔiqn̲a : /ʔiqa/ takes pl. objs, out, outside, through. See eqn̲.
ʔisga : /ʔisga/ takes pl. objs, off of, away from; picks berries by stripping the branches. See osg.
ʔisg̣ n̲a : /ʔisga/
̣ puts pl. objs. into a tube; stuffs a turkey. See asg̣ n̲.
ʔisn̲a : /ʔisa/ puts pl. objs. underwater, deep under. (intr. also). See osn̲.
ʔitn̲a : /ʔita/ puts pl. objs. on, attaches pl. objs. to; strings beads. (intr. also). See otn̲.
ʔitqʼaga : /ʔitqʼaga/ takes pl. objs. up out of; digs up pl. objs. (as carrots, roots). (intr. also). See
otqʼag.
ʔittala : /ʔittala/ carries pl. objs. from house to house, peddles
ʔittalys : /ʔittaliˑs/ peddlar
ʔitʼamsgạ : /ʔitʼamsga/
̣ puts pl. objs. between. (intr. also). See atʼamsg.̣
ʔitʼaˑw i ̲\ʼa : /ʔitʼaˑwʼa/ puts pl. objs. in the sunshine. (intr. also). See atʼaˑw i ̲\ʼ.
ʔiwa : /ʔiwa/ puts pl. objs. into water, in a flat place. (intr. also). Also a place name; Summer Lake.
See ew.
ʔiwakniˑ : /ʔiwakniˑ/ Summer Lake people
ʔiwiˑča̲a : /ʔiwiˑča/ goes to take pl. objs. home first (before doing something else). See owiˑ.
ʔiwl : /ʔiwal/ puts pl. objs. on top. (intr. also)
ʔiwllʼgạ : /ʔiwallga/
̣ raises pl. objs. See wal.
ʔi r̲ r ̲éw
̲ nʼa̲a : /ʔiwnʼawnʼa/ pl. are up against, cornered (as animals in a box canyon). See awnʼa̲.
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ʔiwyʼgạ : /ʔiwiˑga/
̣ puts pl. objs. into a container. (intr. also). See iwyʼg̣
ʔiWasga : /ʔiWasga/ takes pl. objs. away from, far from
ʔiwʼaˑlʼa : /ʔiwʼaˑlʼa/ puts pl. objs. on the end. (intr. also)
ʔiwʼaˑYa : /ʔiwʼaˑYa/ leaves pl. objs. waiting for someone to come and get them. (intr. also). See
awʼaˑY.
ʔiyahʔa : /ʔiyahʔa/ hides pl. objs. (intr. also). See ayahʔ.
ʔi r̲yamna : /ʔiyyamna/ carries pl. objs. around
ʔiyeˑga : /ʔiyeˑga/ lifts pl. objs. See oyeˑg.
ʔiyeˑn i ̲\ʼa : /ʔiyeˑnʼa/ puts pl. objs. inside. (intr. also). See oyeˑn i ̲\ʼ.
ʔiygaga
: /ʔiˑgaga/
takes pl. objs, out of water, out of a pot; takes money out of a gambling game
̣
̣
ʔiygị : /ʔiˑgi/
̣ puts pl. objs. up over; takes pl. objs. out of water. (intr. also)
ʔambo ʔiygioˑts
: /ʔambo ʔiˑgyoˑts/
water pump
̣
̣
se̲ʔiyʼoˑta : /siˑyʼoˑta/ trade pl. objs. with each other. See oyʼoˑt.
ʔibg 3S-n pair. Possibly {ʔi} 4S-v “act upon pl. objs.” + {obg} 19sv [durative]. Only in;
ʔibgs : /ʔibaks/ pair
/Naˑs ʔibaks sdiksoˑy sgeʔanwapk./ (I) will buy one pair of shoes.
ʔig 3S-n seagull (smallest sp.). Onomatopoetic: its cry is /ʔik! ʔik! ʔik!/.
ʔigs : /ʔiks/ seagull (sp.)
ʔig\ʼaˑkʼ : /ʔikʼaˑk/ little seagull
ʔiLoˑl 7Sv be a year
ʔiLoˑlank : /ʔiLoˑlank/ having become a year; next year
ʔiLoˑldk : /ʔiLoˑlatk/ yeared. E.g.,
/danqnʼi ʔi ʔiLoˑlatk?/ How old are you? (“How many are you yeared?”)
ʔiLoˑls : /ʔiLoˑls/ year
ʔinǰil 3Sn angel. From English
ʔinǰil : /ʔinǰil/ angel

r̲eʔ̲ inǰil\ʼaˑkʼ : /ʔiʔanǰilʼaˑk/ d. little angels

ʔink 3Sn ink. From English
ʔink : /ʔink/ ink
ʔinoˑ 7S-v let, allow someone to go, do
ʔinoˑkʼwa : /ʔinoˑkʼwa/ lets someone cross
ʔinoˑLy : /ʔinoˑLi/ lets someone come in
ʔinoˑqn̲a : /ʔinoˑqa/ lets someone go out, through
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ʔinoˑtʼamsgạ : /ʔinoˑtʼamsga/
̣ lets someone be between

ʔinoˑWasga : /ʔinoˑWasga/ lets someone go off, away
ʔins see ni I and also ʔi you sg.
ʔis see ni I and also ʔi you sg.
ʔis interjection Shhhh! (used to put a baby to sleep). Always repeated several times softly or
whispered.
ʔisʔisʔis! : /ʔisʔisʔis!/ shhhh!
ʔisalq sne
ʔisalqʼi 3Sn corn (maize). Also ʔisalq (BL). This was said to be a Shasta word.
ʔisalqʼi : /ʔisalqʼi/ corn. BL gave ʔisalq : /ʔisalq/.
ʔiw 7S-v be heavy. Possibly {ʔiW} 7S-v “be located.” Occurs only with {otn̲} 10sv “on, at,
against.”
ʔiwtn̲a : /ʔiwta/ is heavy
ʔiwtn̲bgs : /ʔiwtampks/ being heavy
/moˑ ʔiwtampks sʔottʼa./ (He) made it very heavy.
ʔiwtn̲čibga : /ʔiwtančipga/ gets heavier as one comes
ʔiwtn̲iˑa : /ʔiwtniˑya/ is heavy for someone
ʔiw see ʔiW be located
ʔiwm 3Sn huckleberry (sp. of genus Vaccinium). Possibly contains {ʔm} 7sn [collective], but this is
unlikely since {ʼaˑkʼ} 6sn [diminutive] occurs after the m in this form.
ʔiwm : /ʔiwam/ huckleberry
r̲eʔ̲ iwmʼaˑkʼ : /ʔiʔoˑmʼaˑk/ d. little huckleberries
waslalm r̲eʔ̲ iwmʼaˑkʼ : /waslalam ʔiʔoˑmʼaˑk/ small sp. of huckleberries (“chipmunk’ s-littlehuckleberries”)
ʔiwmʼeˑmʼi : /ʔiwmʼeˑmʼi/ huckleberry season
ʔiwmgeˑni
: /ʔiwamgeˑni/
“Huckleberry-Place” (place name)
̣
̣
ʔiww 3S-n back of the knee
ʔiwwys : /ʔiwwis/ back of the knee
ʔiW 7S-v be located (locative verb). Also ʔiw. Possibly 4S-v. See Sec. 334.
ʔiwlamna : /ʔiwlamna/ is on the back, on a hillside
ʔiwliˑwa : /ʔiwliˑwa/ is on the very edge; place name
waˑko ʔiwliˑwa : /waˑko ʔiwliˑwa/ “Lodgepole-Pine-on-the-Very-Edge” (place name)
ʔiWawnʼa̲a : /ʔiWawnʼa/ is propped up against; place name
ʔiWbaˑtn̲nʼa : /ʔiWbaˑtanʔa/ is right up against; place name
ʔiWdbn̲lʼgạ : /ʔiWtballga/
̣ is down away (?); place name
ʔiWdiˑla : /ʔiWdiˑla/ is underneath
ʔiWgoga
: /ʔiWgoga/
is inside
̣
̣
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ʔiW r̲liˑna : /ʔiWllalliˑna/ is all along the edge, bank
ʔiWltba : /ʔiWlatba/ is away from against
ʔiW r̲LWn̲nʼa : /ʔiWLaLLoˑnʔa/ is all along the top; place name: Klamath Falls
ʔiWLy : /ʔiWLi/ is inside; place name
ʔiWmʼaˑčʼa : /ʔiWmʼaˑčʼa/ is on the end, point
ʔiWqaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /ʔiWqaˑyʼa/ is among the bushes, woods; place name
ʔiWqʼaˑqʼ : /ʔiWqʼaˑq/ “Around the neck” (as woods coming up like a bib around the “neck” of a
mountain); place name: Fort Klamath
ʔiWqʼaˑqʼnʼi gog
̣ ẹ : /ʔiWqʼaˑqnʼi gog
̣ e/
̣ Fort Klamath’s river; place name: Wood River
ʔiWtn̲nʼa : /ʔiWtanʔa/ is against, at, on
ʔiWWasga : /ʔiWWasga/ is away from, far from
ʔiWwʼaˑlʼa : /ʔiWʔaˑlʼa/ is on the end; place name
ʔiWYeˑn i ̲\ʼa : /ʔiWYeˑnʼa/ is inside, in
ʔiˑ interjection yes
ʔiˑ : /ʔiˑ/ yes
ʔiˑǰan 3S-n Agency (the Klamath Agency headquarters). From English.
ʔiˑǰans : /ʔiˑǰans/ the Agency
ʔiˑǰant 3Sn Indian Agent. From English.
ʔiˑǰant : /ʔiˑǰant/ Indian Agent
ʔiˑme 3Sn cane or mallet used by Weasel in Text 7. Description not obtained.
ʔiˑme : /ʔiˑme/ Weasel’s cane or mallet
ʔm 5sn 8sn 14sn 2sp 7sp 5sd 11sd 7sa 11sa 9sl [possessive]. Also ʼm, lm, lʼm, m and ∅. See Secs.
459, 542, 623, 640, 674, 762, and 831.
čagm : /čagam/ serviceberry’s. Also čagʔm : /čakʔam/ and čag\ʼm : /čakʼam/ in free variation in
normal speed speech.
dwaˑlm : /dwaˑlam/ something’s, what’s
/dwaˑlam čʼoleˑks?/ From what is this meat? (“what’s meat?”)
honglʼm : /honklʼam/ his, hers, that one’s
/hoˑt ʔa honklʼam ptisap./ That is his father.
hongyʼasm : /honkyʼasam/ their
/honkyʼasam lačʼasdat čiˑya./ (I) lived in their house.

loˑLbgmksi : /loˑLapgamksi/ church camp (“believer’s-place”).
ʔm 7sn [collective]. Also lm and m. See Sec. 452.
ʔamdalm : /ʔamdalam/ mountain mahogany
stablʼsʔm : /stabalsʔam/ soft inner bark
wiblm : /wiblam/ alder tree sp.
woksʔm : /woksʔam/ wokas plant. Cf. woks : /wokas/ the seeds, pods, and eventual food product of
the plant
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ʔmʼč 6sn 5sa [augmentative]. Also ʼmʼč, kʼmʼč and mčʼig. See Secs. 451 and 762.
bliń̲mhgdk : /blimčʼigatk/ big old fat person
čʼawʼigmčʼigdk : /čʼawʼigamčʼigatk/ big old crazy person
loqʔmʼč : /loqʔamʼč/ big old grizzly bear. Also loq\ʼmʼč : /loqʼamʼč/ in free variation in normal speed
speech.
psikʼmʼč : /psikʼamʼč/ big old nose
ʔoʔoˑʔaq 3Sra different kinds, ways. Possibly related to {waq} 2Sri “how, somehow.”
ʔoʔoˑʔaq : /ʔoʔoˑʔaq/ different kinds, ways
/ʔoʔoˑʔaq ʔa hoˑt hemkanga./ He talks in various ways.
/ʔoʔoˑʔaqpča ʔan qʼoLt slin./ I shot different kinds of otters.
ʔoč see ʔoˑč still, yet
ʔod 3S-n blueberry (Lonicera conjugalis)
ʔodm : /ʔodam/ blueberry (sp.)
ʔol 3S-n grey hair
ʔols : /ʔols/ grey hair
ʔols\ʼa̲la : /ʔolslʼa/ gets grey-haired
ʔolsa̲l r̲diˑldk : /ʔolsaltdiˑlatk/ having grey hair beneath (the arms, in the armpits)
ʔolsa̲ldk : /ʔolsaltk/ grey-haired
ʔolsa̲l r̲yʼasgdk
having grey hair in the crotch
̣ : /ʔolsaliˑʔasgatk/
̣

ʔoloˑkʼ 7Sv play a rattle, violin. Possibly {ʔᵛ} 4S-v “act upon a long object” + {loˑkʼ} (meaning?),
but no certain analysis.
ʔoloˑkʼa : /ʔoloˑkʼa/ plays a rattle, violin
ʔoloˑkʼoˑts : /ʔoloˑkʼoˑts/ violin
ʔoloˑkʼs : /ʔoloˑks/ cleft-stick rattle
ʔomg̣ 3-S-n aunt (mother’s brother’s wife). Gatschet adds: “husband’s younger sister’s son or
daughter.”
bʔomgyb
̣ : /pʔomgip/
̣ aunt
bʔomgysa̲
aunts
̣ b : /pʔomgisap/
̣

ʔomǰ 3-S-n cousin (aunt or uncle’s child). The term is reciprocal and is used for cousins of several
degrees of removal.
bʔomǰyb : /pʔomǰip/ cousin
bʔomǰysa̲b : /pʔomǰisap/ cousins
ʔomʼʔamʼs 2Sra so-so, not so well. Possibly r̲e ̲ r̲ʔomʼs with {s} 6sn 24sv [noun ending], but there is
no evidence for this item as a noun, nor any evidence of {s} in the Residue EDC.
ʔomʼʔamʼs : /ʔomʼʔamʼs/ so-so
/ʔomʼʔamʼs ʔan hoslta./ I feel just so-so.
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ʔonaˑ 2Srt yesterday, early. This may be a noun, but there are no attesting forms.
ʔonaˑ : /ʔonaˑ/ yesterday, early
/ʔonaˑ waytas genaˑ./ (He) went yesterday.
/ʔonaˑ waytoˑlank genaˑ./ (He) went day before yesterday.
/ʔonaˑ ʔan psin honkyʼas sleʔa./ I saw them yesterday night.
/ʔonaˑ litgị qtančʼa./ (I) fell asleep yesterday evening.
/ʔonaˑ ʔan batgal./ I got up early.
ʔonaˑk : /ʔonaˑk/ early
/čoy honk ʔat ʔonaˑk sʔoˑqʼamʼč swʼewa./ Then Old Crane was fishing early in the morning. (Texts,
1.135)
/čoy mboˑsant ʔonaˑk sa honk ʔilqča./ Then early in the morning they took (the corpse) off to bury
it. (Texts, 32.18)
ʔonʼčeˑ 2Srt later, soon, after awhile. Possibly {ʔonaˑ} 2Srt “yesterday, early” + {čeˑ} 2Sre1 “after,
upon, until” but kept separate for semantic reasons.
ʔonʼčeˑ : /ʔonʼčeˑ/ later, soon, after awhile
/ʔonʼčeˑ wʼeˑ!/ Just a minute! Wait!
/mis ni gelwipgalgiwapk ʔonʼčeˑ litgi./
̣ I’ll come to visit you later this evening.
/ʔonʼčeˑ ni padaˑ honks tʼwaˑYwapk./ I’ll work for him next summer.
/ʔonʼčeˑ balaq hak ni genwapk./ I’ll be going pretty soon
/čoy honk ʔat ʔonʼčeˑ gatba, ptʼeˑwip mnaˑlʼam./ Then later she arrived, their grandmother. (Texts,
4.201)
ʔoqso\ʼ 7Sv cough
ʔoqso\ʼa : /ʔoqswʼa/ coughs
ʔoqso\ʼ! : /ʔoqso!/ cough!
ʔoqso\ʼdk : /ʔoqsotk/ a consumptive, cougher
ʔoqso\ʼs : /ʔoqsos/ a cough
ʔoqso\ʼsʔm sloqʼtn̲ys : /ʔoqsosʔam sloqtis/ “Cough’s-Spitting-on” (place name: a rock where
consumptives spat in order to gain a cure; also called yawgsa̲
̣ lks : /yawqsalks/ “MedicineGetting Place”).
ʔoqso\ʼyeˑga : /ʔoqsoyeˑga/ starts to cough
r̲eʔ̲ oqsoˑyeˑga : /ʔoʔaqsoyeˑga/ d. start to cough
sne̲ʔoqso\ʼyeˑga : /snoʔaqsoyeˑga/ makes someone start to cough
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ʔot 3S-n medicinal plant (sp. and description unknown). Possibly ʔᵛotn̲ys ({ʔᵛ} 4S-v “act on a long
obj.”; {otn̲} 10sv “on, at, against”: {y} 23sv [noun formant]: {s} 24sv [noun ending] = “long
obj. held against (as a poultice)”?). Only in:
ʔotys : /ʔotiˑs/ plant (sp.)
ʔoˑ 7S-v row, paddle hard
ʔoˑkanga : /ʔoˑkanga/ rows, paddles hard
r̲eʔ̲ oˑkanga : /ʔoʔoˑkanga/ d. paddle hard
ʔoˑ see ʔoˑwan spread out a substance
ʔoˑč 2Srt still, yet. Also ʔoč in apparent free variation. See Secs. 910 and 1045.
ʔoˑč : /ʔoˑč/ still, yet. Also ʔoč : /ʔoč/.
/čoy ʔaˑdiˑ ʔakyʼa ʔambo ʔoˑč./ So water may still be far away. (Texts, 13.62)
/ʔiˑ, ʔoˑč gint hay, či honk, ʔoˑč gin dak naˑt dedyeˑmistga čʼoˑqwapk./ “Yes, later on,” they said,
“But later on we will die from hunger.” (Texts, 15.28)
/ʔoˑč ʔis deliˑnat!/ Just leave me alone! (Texts, 15.65)
/dam bas nen hok hatkak ʔoˑč./ (I) wonder if it’s still in the same place. (Texts, 18.35)
/moˑ ʔi kʼičkʼaˑni ʔoˑč daˑts./ However, you are still very small. (Texts, 14.21)
ʔoˑlʼ 3S-n dove (Zenaidura carolinensis). Onomatopoetic.
ʔoˑlʼs : /ʔoˑlʼs/ dove
r̲eʔ̲ oˑlʼka : /ʔoʔoˑlʼkʼa/ d. little doves
ʔoˑlʼsʔm bonws : /ʔoˑlʼsʔam bonwas/ plant with small red flowers of a tubular shape with honey sacs
at the bottom. This plant is about three feet tall and has a single stem with small clusters of
flowers at the end (“dove’s drink”).
ʔoˑwan 7S-v spread out a substance. PO gave this as ʔoˑ, while others gave ʔoˑwan.
ʔoˑdiˑla : /ʔoˑdiˑla/ spreads a substance out underneath (PO); others: ʔoˑwandiˑla : /ʔoˑwandiˑla/.
ʔoˑkʼaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /ʔoˑkʼaˑyʼa/ spreads out a substance up high (PO)
r̲eʔ̲ oˑkʼaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /ʔoʔoˑkʼaˑyʼa/ d. spread out
ʔoˑtʼaˑw i ̲\ʼa : /ʔoˑtʼaˑwʼa/ spreads a substance out in the sun (as wokas, to dry) (PO); others:
ʔoˑwantʼaˑw i ̲\ʼa : /ʔoˑwantʼaˑwʼa/.
ʔoˑwa : /ʔoˑwa/ spreads out a substance in water, in a flat place (PO); others: ʔoˑwanwa : /ʔoˑwanwa/.
ʔoˑwanLa̲a : /ʔoˑwalha/ spreads out a substance on a surface, mat. No form obtained from PO.
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a
a 23sv [indicative, declarative]. Also ∅. See Sec. 371.
čᵛawl : /čawal/ sits on top of, sat on top of
gᵛabčʼa : /gapčʼa/ goes, went out of sight
pʼań̲ : /pʼan/ eats, ate
smʼaˑWi : /smʼaˑWi/ (storm) stops, stopped
r̲e\̲ ʼwen̲a : /wewʼa/ d. wear out, wore out
a 4sa [objective]. Also aˑ. Cf. {i} 4sa [nominative]. See Sec. 731.
dičʼaˑ : /dičʼaˑ/ good [o]
/loy ʔis dičʼaˑ maksa!/ Give me a good basket!
laˑba : /laˑba/ two [o]
/noˑ ʔa laˑba hihaswaqs sleʔaˑ./ I saw two men.
ndanna : /ndanna/ three [o]
/wkʼaˑčʼa ʔan ndanna./ I cut off three heads.
a see ʼas [objective]
a see i [imperative singular]
abaˑni 10sv to the limit, end of a place. Also baˑni. Cf. {abaˑtn̲} 10sv “up against, to the shore” and
{abaˑy i ̲\ʼ} 10sv “diagonally against, leaning against.” See Sec. 352.
čᵛabaˑni : /čabaˑni/ herd, flock goes to the end (of a stream, canyon); place name
niwbaˑni : /niwbaˑni/ drives a herd to the end
abaˑtn̲ 10sv up against, to the shore, leaning against. Also baˑtn̲. See under abaˑni. See Sec. 352.
ʔᵛabaˑtn̲a : /ʔabaˑta/ leans a long obj, against; brings a long obj. to shore. (intr. also)
čʼayalbaˑtn̲a : /čʼayalbaˑta/ backs up to the shore, edge
lᵛabaˑtn̲a : /labaˑta/ puts a round obj. against; brings a round obj. to shore (as a full net). (intr. also)
qabaˑtn̲a : /qabaˑta/ sets something heavy up against (as a sack); sets a pronged object against (as a
chair)
qabaˑtn̲bli : /qabaˑtambli/ puts a heavy or pronged obj, back up against. (intr. also)
yanbaˑtn̲a : /yambaˑta/ leans paucative long objs., nonround objs., up against. (intr. also)
abaˑy i ̲\ʼ 10sv diagonally against, up against. Also baˑy i ̲\ʼ. See under abaˑni. See Sec. 352.
ʔᵛabaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /ʔabaˑya/ leans a long obj. diagonally against (as a stick against a wall). (intr. also)
gᵛabaˑy i ̲\ʼlʼgạ : /gabaˑyilga/
̣ goes to the end of and stops (as to the end of a canyon)
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lᵛabaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /labaˑyʼa/ leans a round obj. against. (intr. also)
abčʼ see pʼačʼ blind, be out of sight
abqʼ see pʼeqʼ act on the face
ač 7-Sv do violently, act with hostile or forceful intentions (translation?)
čʼlᵉačqʼaˑqʼa : /čʼlačqʼaˑqʼa/ chokes with the fingers
se̲gwᵛačdang
ạ : /sagoˑčdang
a/
̣
̣
̣ holds tightly in the teeth; grits the teeth together
se̲gwᵛačdang
oˑla
: /sagoˑčdang
oˑla/
opens one’s clenched teeth
̣
̣
̣
̣

nᵉačqaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /načqaˑyʼa/ is knotted, tangled (hair). See nᵉ.
swᵛačqʼaˑqʼa : /swačqʼaˑqʼa/ ties around the neck and strangles
yᵛačqʼaˑqʼa : /yačqʼaˑqʼa/ strangles, chokes someone
ačgaˑL
3-S-n nephew; niece (man’s sister’s child). Also possible to express this by the reciprocal
̣
term for “mother’s brother”; see logoˑčʼ.
̣
bačgaˑLyb
:
/bačg
aˑLip/
nephew;
niece
̣
̣
bačgaˑLysa̲
b : /bačgaˑLisap/
nephews; nieces
̣
̣
ačw 10sv on the head, hair. Also čw. See Sec. 352.
ʔičwa : /ʔičwa/ puts pl. objs. on the hair, puts oil or grease on the hair
se̲ʔičwa : /siʔačwa/ puts on one’s own head, hair
ʔičw! : /ʔičoˑ!/ put on someone’s hair!
se̲ʔičwdk : /siʔačoˑtk/ having (oil, grease, etc.) on one’s own head
nᵉačwa : /načwa/ puts a flat obj. on someone’s head. (N.B. Hats are treated as flat objects in
Klamath.)
nᵉačwoˑla : /načwoˑla/ takes off someone’s hat
stʼaqʼčwoˑla : /stʼaqčwoˑla/ is getting bald
ačʼaˑs sne

ačʼeˑs 7-Sv chewing up (meaning and form dubious?) Also ačʼaˑs. See Sec. 334. Only in:
gapg
: /gapg
“Chewing-up-Little-Pinetrees” (the name of one of čʼasgiˑps’
̣ ạ gwᵛačʼeˑsys
̣
̣ ạ gwačʼeˑsis/
̣
̣
dogs in Text 7). RD gave this form; the Pompeys gave gapg
: /gapg
̣ ạ gwᵛačʼaˑsys
̣
̣ ạ gwačʼaˑsis/.
̣
ačʼiˑkʼ 7-Sv wring out
ʔᵛačʼiˑkʼa : /ʔačʼiˑkʼa/ wrings out a long obj.
ʔᵛačʼiˑkʼi! : /ʔačʼiˑkʼi!/ wring it out!
ʔᵛačʼiˑkʼoˑla : /ʔačʼiˑkʼoˑla/ finishes wringing out
pᵛačʼiˑkʼa : /pačʼiˑkʼa/ pulls and wrings; twists someone’s arm or leg
twᵛačʼiˑkʼa : /twačʼiˑkʼa/ twists (as a brace and bit)
twᵛačʼiˑkʼoˑts : /twačʼiˑkʼoˑts/ brace and bit
ačʼwa̲ 10sv forward and backward. Also čʼwa̲. Only with { r̲ r ̲é}̲ 9psv [intensive]. See Secs. 351 and
352.
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ʔey r̲ r ̲éč̲ ʼwa̲a : /ʔeyčʼwačʼwa/ shakes the head up and down
čok r̲ r ̲éč̲ ʼwa̲a : /čokčʼwačʼwa/ sways up and down, forward and backward
ngatʼ r̲ r ̲éč̲ ʼwa̲a : /ngatčʼwačʼwa/ jumps up and down, forward and backward
adbn̲ 10sv arriving, reaching, coming home. Also dbn̲. See Sec. 352.
ʔidbn̲a : /ʔitba/ arrives home with pl. objs.
ʔidbn̲a! : /ʔitba!/ arrive with pl. objs.!
dasdbn̲a : /dastba/ reaches and touches
dasdbn̲ at̲ : /dastbant/ can reach, touch
dasdbn̲ys : /dastbis/ (the) reaching, touching
/gesga
ʔan dastbis./ I can’t reach it.
̣
gᵛadbn̲a : /gatba/ arrives, comes home
gᵛadbn̲bli : /gatbambli/ returns home, comes back
gᵛadbn̲oˑta : /gatbnoˑta/ intrudes upon

adgl 10sv picking up, raising, getting up; on the back. Also dgl. See Sec. 352.
ʔidgl : /ʔitgal/ picks up pl. objs.
r̲eʔ̲ idglat! : /ʔiʔatglat!/ pl. pick up pl. objs,!
se̲ʔidglbliwk : /siʔatgalbliwk/ in order to pick itself back up. In:
/siʔatgalbliwk kena./ It snows to take itself back up. (Said of great fluffy snowflakes drifting in the
wind.)
badgl : /batgal/ gets up out of bed. See ba.
čʼlᵉdgl : /sdagal/ picks up a massive obj. See Sec. 262.
ksᵛdgl : /sdagal/ picks up a living obj. Or: ksᵛadgl : /ksatgal/ See Sec. 262.
nᵉdgl : /ndagal/ picks up a flat obj.
slᵉdgl : /sdagal/ picks up a clothlike obj. See Sec. 262.
stindgl : /stintgal/ hangs, suspends something on the back (as a cradleboard)
agi see akʼy closing; on the buttocks

akt 10sv (?) inside. Only in one form; RD could think of no further examples.
swᵉa r̲ rk̲ tys : /swaktktis/ looking like inside
akyamn 10sv around, embracing, surrounding. Also atyamn, kyamn and tyamn. atyamn and tyamn
are in free variation with akyamn and kyamn, but are much rarer. See Sec. 352.
ʔiᵛqiˑtʼkyamna : /ʔiqiˑtkyamna/ scrapes all around pl. objs.
čʼliwkyamna : /čʼliwkyamna/ puts a curtain, mat, all around by pulling with the fingers
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gᵛakyamna : /gakyamna/ goes around something
gᵛa r̲kyamna : /gakkakyamna/ keeps going around
nʼidqkyamna : /nʼiqkyamna/ puts a hand around something
sqeqʼkyamna : /sqeqkyamna/ hugs with the legs. Or: sqeqʼtyamna : /sqeqtyamna/
nᵉtʼepʼkyamna : /netʼapkyamna/ surrounds an obj, with a circle of flat objs. (as a central dish with
plates)
netʼepkyamnil : /netʼapkyamnil/ put them around!
akʼakweˑg 10sv stuck in a hole, tight place. Also kʼakweˑg. Cf. also {kʼačweˑg} with a similar
meaning (same?). See Sec. 352.
ksᵛakʼakweˑga : /ksakʼakweˑga/ gets a living obj. stuck in a hole, tight place. (intr. also)
akʼapsdi 10sv replacing, taking over where someone left off. Also kʼapsdi. See Sec. 352.
gᵛakʼapsdi : /gakʼapsdi/ replaces
/noˑ ʔa honks gakʼapsdi./ I replaced him (at some job)
akʼaˑy i ̲\ʼ 10sv up high, hanging up. Also kʼaˑy i ̲\ʼ. See Sec. 352.
ʔikʼaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /ʔikʼaˑyʼa/ hangs up pl. objs.; puts pl. objs. up high. (intr. also)
ʔikʼaˑy i ̲\ʼat! : /ʔikʼaˑyʼat!/ pl. hang up pl. objs.!
ʔikʼaˑy i ̲\ʼi! : /ʔikʼaˑyʼi!/ hang up pl. objs.!
ʔikʼaˑy i ̲\ʼoˑla : /ʔikʼaˑyʼoˑla/ takes down pl. objs.
ʔikʼaˑy i ̲\ʼs\ʼa̲ls : /ʔikʼaˑyisʔals/ to hang up pl. Usage:
/qʼelyʼak kyem ʔikʼaˑyisʔals./ (He) has no fish to hang up (to dry).
nᵉakʼaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /nakʼaˑyʼa/ puts a flat obj. up high, hangs up a flat obj. (intr. also)
nᵉakʼaˑy i ̲\ʼdk : /nakʼaˑyitk/ hanging up
nᵉowiˑkʼaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /newiˑkʼaˑyʼa/ hangs up flat objs. in a line (as fish on a rack)
akʼčʼwy 10sv in a narrow place, cupboard, corner, pocket. Also kʼčʼwy. Cf. {akʼakweˑg} and
{kʼačweˑg} with similar meanings. See Sec. 352.
ʔikʼčʼwy : /ʔikčʼwi/ puts pl. objs. in a tight place, corner, pocket. (intr. also).

se̲ʔikʼčʼwy : /siʔakčʼwi/ puts pl. objs. in one’s own pocket, cupboard, etc.
se̲ʔikʼčʼwyalla : /siʔakčʼawyalla/ puts pl. objs. in one’s own pocket (depriving someone else of them
or stealing them)
ʔikʼčʼwyoˑla : /ʔikčʼawyoˑla/ takes pl. objs. out of a tight place, cupboard
čʼakʼčʼwy : /čʼakčʼwi/ puts a handful into a tight place
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ktiwkʼčʼwy : /ktiwkʼačʼwi/ pushes into a tight place, corner
nᵉakʼčʼwy : /nakčʼwi/ puts a flat obj. in a tight place, corner, pocket
akʼiˑčʼ 10sv around, revolving, turning. Also kʼiˑčʼ. See Sec. 352.
goˑkʼiˑčʼa
: /goˑkʼiˑčʼa/
turns the head around (as a pig does, twisting his whole body); crawls or twists
̣
̣
around while lying down
lᵛakʼiˑčʼa : /lakʼiˑčʼa/ turns a round obj. around (as the head, an automobile)
wotʼwkʼiˑčʼa : /wotʼoˑkʼiˑčʼa/ whirls something around in a circle and throws it (as a rock in a sling)
akʼiˑm i ̲\ʼ 10sv in a circle, around the inside of something (as around the edges of a lake in a canoe).
Also kʼiˑm i ̲\ʼ. See Sec. 352.
gᵛakʼiˑm i ̲\ʼa : /gakʼiˑmʼa/ goes around the edge of
gᵛakʼiˑm i ̲\ʼbli : /gakʼiˑmibli/ goes back around the edge, circumference of
sgᵛakʼiˑm
i ̲\ʼa : /sgakʼiˑmʼa/
canoes around the edge of a lake
̣
̣
lᵛtʼepʼkʼiˑm i ̲\ʼa : /letʼapkʼiˑmʼa/ lines up round objs. in a circle around something. (intr. also)
akʼw 10sv across. Also kʼw. See Sec. 352.
ʔᵛakʼwa : /ʔakʼwa/ puts a long obj. across (as a plank, bridge). (intr. also)
ʔᵛakʼwčʼn̲a : /ʔakʼoˑčʼa/ just put a long obj. across and went on
čʼinkʼwa : /čʼinkʼwa/ crosses with just the back showing (as a fish); goes across backwards
čʼinkʼws : /čʼinkʼos/ “Going-Across-with-the-Fin-Showing” (place name)
se̲nqen r̲kʼwa : /senqankkʼakʼwa/ shout back and forth across at each other
stonkʼwa : /stonkʼwa/ runs a ropelike obj. across (as a telephone wire across a gap)
stonkʼw! : /stonkʼo!/ run it across!
akʼy 10sv closing, shutting; on the buttocks. Also agi, gi and kʼy. See Sec. 352.
ʔikʼya : /ʔikʼya/ closes with pl. objs.; puts pl. objs. on someone’s buttocks
se̲ʔikyoˑla : /siʔakʼyoˑla/ removes pl. objs. from; wipes one’s buttocks
se̲ʔikʼyoˑloˑts : /siʔakʼyoˑloˑts/ toilet paper
čʼliwkʼya : /čʼliwkʼya/ closes an opening with the fingers
čʼliwkʼy! : /čʼliwkʼi!/ close it!
hod̲kʼya : /hokkʼya/ jumps shut; idiom: door locks accidentally
he̲shod̲kʼya : /hosakkʼya/ locks a door
he̲shod̲giwabg : /hosakgiwapk/ will lock
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nᵉakʼya : /nakʼya/ closes with a flat obj.; puts a flat obj. on someone’s buttocks
nᵉakʼy! : /nakʼiˑ!/ close it! Patch it!
nᵉakʼydk : /nakʼiˑtk/ closed, patched
r̲en̲ ᵉakʼydk : /nankʼitk/ d. patched
nᵉakʼys : /nakʼiˑs/ a patch (on clothes)
alamn 10sv on the back, behind; against a hillside. Also lamn. See Sec. 352.
ʔilamna : /ʔilamna/ puts pl. objs. behind, on a mountainside, on the back of a horse. (intr. also)
ksᵛalamna : /ksalamna/ puts a living obj. behind, on the back, against a hillside, etc. (intr. also)
slᵉalamna : /slalamna/ drapes a clothlike obj. over someone’s back, etc. (intr. also)
wqʼotʼlamna : /wqʼotʼlamna/ ties a knot in back
se̲wqʼotʼlamndk : /soˑqatʼlamnatk/ having one’s hair knotted in back
alčʼwy 10sv right up to. Also lčʼwy. See Sec. 352.
ʔilčʼwy : /ʔilčʼwi/ brings pl. objs. right up to
ʔilčʼwy! : /ʔilčʼwi!/ bring up to!
se̲ʔilčʼwybli : /siʔalčʼwibli/ brings pl. objs. back to oneself
čʼilčʼwy : /čʼilčʼwi/ carries liquid right up to someone
honlčʼwy : /hollačʼwi/ flies right up to
aliˑg 10sv on the edge of a stream; on the forehead. Also eliˑg (in rare free variation with aliˑg) and
liˑg. See Sec. 352.
ʔᵛaliˑga : /ʔaliˑga/ puts a long obj. on the edge of a stream, on the forehead. (intr. also)
ʔᵛaliˑgčʼa̲bga : /ʔaliˑkčʼapga/ just left a long obj. on the edge and came away
nᵉaliˑga : /naliˑga/ puts a flat obj. on the edge of a stream, on the forehead. (intr. also)
nᵉaliˑgbli : /naliˑkbli/ puts a flat obj. on the edge again, on the forehead again. (intr. also)
se̲nᵉaliˑgdk : /salliˑgatk/ having a flat obj. on the forehead; idiom: animal has a “blaze” on the
forehead
sčʼisliˑgčʼn̲dk : /sčʼisliˑkčʼantk/ bent at the edges, along the edge

slᵉaliˑgčʼn̲a : /slaliˑkčʼa/ just left a clothlike obj. on the edge, on the forehead. Also slᵉeliˑgčʼn̲a : /
sleliˑkčʼa/ in free variation.
se̲wqʼotʼliˑgdk : /soˑqatʼliˑgatk/ having hair knotted on the forehead
all 20sv [pejorative]: ruined, entirely, hopelessly. See Sec. 366.
se̲\ʼnᵉakčʼwyalla : /sanʼakčʼawyalla/ puts a flat obj. into one’s own pocket (depriving someone else of
it, stealing it)
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nʼiqtn̲alla : /nʼiqtnalla/ touches for some evil purpose, touches someone to arouse sexual desire
sleʔalla : /sleʔalla/ peeps, sees something with an evil or lascivious purpose
yᵛqew i ̲\ʼalla : /yeqwʼalla/ breaks something all to pieces, irreparably
altb 10sv away from against. Also ltb. See Sec. 352.
ʔiWltba : /ʔiWlatba/ is away from against
qaltba : /qaltba/ pushes a heavy or pronged obj. away from against (as a chair away from a wall)
alYn̲ 10sv on the edge, side, bank; along a twisty or winding edge. Also lYn̲. See Sec. 352.
ʔᵛalYn̲čʼn̲a : /ʔalYančʼa/ just left a long obj. on the edge, bank, side. (intr. also)
nqotʼ r̲lYn̲dk : /nqotʼlalYantk/ scorched along the edges
swᵉa r̲lYn̲bga : /swallalYampga/ watches along the edges; watches as a night watchman
r̲ r ̲es̲ wᵉa r̲lYnbgys : /swasoˑllalYampgis/ watchman
tonlYn̲čʼn̲a : /tollYančʼa/ ropelike obj. runs along the bank of a stream
aLaˑsg̣ n̲ 10sv slitting open (as a sack, bulbous obj.). Also Laˑsg̣ n̲. See Sec. 352.
pᵛaLaˑsg̣ n̲a : /paLaˑsga/
̣ pulls and rips open
qdᵛaLaˑsg̣ n̲a : /qdaLaˑsga/
̣ cuts open (as a sack, bladder), slits open
sdᵛaLaˑsg̣ n̲a : /sdaLaˑsga/
̣ slashes open with a sharp instrument
sdᵛaLaˑsg̣ n̲dk : /sdaLaˑsgantk/
slashed open
̣

aLn̲ 10sv alongside. Also Ln̲. Cf. {atln̲} and {alYn̲} with similar meanings. See Sec. 352.
čʼaLn̲čnʼa : /čʼaLančnʼa/ lays a handful alongside as one goes
gᵛaLn̲čʼn̲a : /gaLančʼa/ goes alongside, beside (as along the side of a building, cliff)
nᵉaLn̲čʼn̲a : /naLančʼa/ puts a flat obj. alongside (as a spoon beside a plate). (intr. also.) (N. B.
Spoons are usually treated as flat objs. in Klamath,)
alʼaˑlʼ 10sv into the fire, on a fire, by the fire. Also lʼaˑlʼ. See Sec. 352.
čᵛalʼaˑlʼa : /čalʼaˑlʼa/ sits by the fire
čᵛalʼaˑlʼčʼa̲bga : /čalʼaˑlčʼapga/ just sat by the fire; idiom: stay at home
he̲sčᵛalʼaˑlʼčʼa̲bga : /hasčlʼaˑlčʼapga/ left someone home
čʼinlʼaˑlʼbga : /čʼilʔaˑlʼapga/ has one’s back to the fire
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gᵛalʼaˑlʼa : /galʼaˑlʼa/ goes into a fire; idiom: visits someone when they are not at home
nᵉalʼaˑlʼa : /nalʼaˑlʼa/ puts a flat obj. on the fire; broils a fish whole
amni 10sv up, upstream, uphill. Also mni. See Sec. 352.
ʔimni : /ʔimni/ takes pl. objs. up
kčʼimni : /kčʼimni/ crawls up (into a tree, etc.), up a hill
sgᵛamni
: /sgamni/
canoes upstream
̣
̣
sgᵛamnibli
: /sgamnibli/
canoes back upstream
̣
̣
amʼaˑčʼ 10sv on the very end, on the point. Also mʼaˑčʼ. See Sec. 352.
ʔimʼaˑčʼa : /ʔimʼaˑčʼa/ puts pl. objs. on the end of (as arrowheads on the ends of shafts). (intr. also)
ʔimʼaˑčʼbli : /ʔimʼaˑčʼabli/ puts pl. objs. back on the end of. (intr. also)
bᵛamʼaˑčʼoˑla : /bamʼaˑčʼoˑla/ cuts the end off a hide
hiwmʼaˑčʼa : /hiwmʼaˑčʼa/ drapes off the end (as a blanket on the end of a stick)
lᵛamaˑčʼa : /lamʼaˑčʼa/ puts a round obj. on the end. (intr. also)
lᵛamʼaˑčʼ : /lamʼač/ “Round-Object-on-the-End” (place name)
amʼaˑwʼ 10sv adding a substance to another quantity of the same substance in a container. Also
mʼaˑwʼ. PO gave this form, while BL gave amaˑwʼ. The latter could be misrecording. See Sec.
352.
se̲ʔimʼaˑwʼa : /siˑmʼaˑwʼa/ adds one amount of a substance to another (as adding a handful of flour to
some flour in a sack). PO gave this form; BL gave se̲ʔimaˑwʼa : /siˑmaˑwʼa/.
se̲kᵛpatʼmʼaˑwʼa : /sakpatmʼaˑwʼa/ pins something to other similar things (as one paper to a sheaf of
papers)
lᵛamʼaˑwʼa : /lamʼaˑwʼa/ adds a round obj. to a pile or container of round objs. PO gave this form; BL
gave lᵛamaˑwʼa : /lamaˑwʼa/.
r̲es̲ e̲lᵛamʼaˑwʼa : /sasalmʼaˑwʼa/ gathers all round objs. together
se̲ntʼakʼmʼaˑwʼa : /santʼakmʼaˑwʼa/ sticks one more on the top of a pile of similar objs. (intr. also)
an see yʼeˑnʼ [nonnominative theme formant]
anasg̣ 10sv under the feet. Also nasg.̣ See Sec. 352.
čʼanasgạ : /čʼanasga/
̣ puts a handful under someone’s foot, feet. (intr. also)
nᵉanasgạ : /nanasga/
̣ puts a flat obj. under someone’s foot, feet. (intr. also)
ang 22sv [polite imperative]. See Sec. 368.
somʼalwʼiˑang! : /somʼalwʼiˑyank!/ please write for!
stabačkʼang! : /stabačkʼank!/ please wash!
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stabačkʼangat! : /stabačkʼangat!/ pl. please wash!
r̲e\̲ ʼyanyang! : /yayʼanyank!/ please give paucative nonround objs. to d.!
ank 23sv having done … (action completed before the action of another verb in the predication).
See Secs, 371 and 1025.
slᵉodgbliank : /sletgablyank/ having taken a clothlike obj. out of a container again
/mna gabo sletgablyank geqa./ Having taken out his coat, he went out.
waytoˑlank : /waytoˑlank/ a day having passed
/mboˑsant waytoˑlank ni genwapk./ I’ll go day after tomorrow. (“tomorrow a day having passed”)
wʼinbgank : /wʼimpgank/ having lain on one’s stomach
/wʼimpgank mʼokʼaˑk qtančʼa./ The baby fell asleep lying on its stomach.
aplʼ 10sv tell the highlights, gist (?). Only in:
sʔabaplʼa : /sʔabaplʼa/ tells the highlights, picks out the gist of a story
aps 10sv on coals, roasting. Also ps. See Sec. 352.
ksᵛapsa : /ksapsa/ roasts a living obj. whole (as a squirrel in its skin, a whole fish)
lᵛapsa : /lapsa/ roasts a round obj. (as a loaf of /slʼepsas/ bread); puts a round obj. on coals. (intr.
also)
nᵉapsa : /napsa/ roasts a flat obj. (as a fish)
apsa̲ 7-Sv taste. Also apsw. See Sec. 334.
qbᵛapsa̲a : /qbapsa/ taste s something
qbᵛapsa̲dgi : /qbapsatgi/ wants someone to taste
qbᵛapsa̲eˑk! : /qbapseˑk!/ let me taste it!
qbᵛapsa̲i! : /qbapsi!/ taste it!
qbᵛapswwabg : /qbapsoˑwapk/ will taste something
apsw sle
aptneˑgị 10sv on top of a full load. Also ptneˑgi.
̣ See Sec. 352.
ʔᵛaptneˑgị : /ʔaptneˑgi/
̣ puts a long obj. on top of a full load. (intr. also)

ʔiptneˑgị : /ʔiptneˑgi/
̣ puts pl. objs. on top of a full load. (intr. also)
ksᵛaptneˑgị : /ksaptneˑgi/
̣ puts one more living obj. on top of a full load. (intr. also)
aqaˑy i ̲\ʼ 10sv in the bushes, brush, woods; in the hair. Also qaˑy i ̲\ʼ. See Sec. 352.
ʔiqaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /ʔiqaˑyʼa/ puts pl. objs, in the bushes, among, in the hair (as grease, water). (intr. also)
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se̲ʔiqaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /siˑqaˑyʼa/ puts pl. objs. in one’s own hair
ʔiqaˑy i ̲\ʼoˑla : /ʔiqaˑyʼoˑla/ picks out pl. objs. from among a pile, heap
ʔiqaˑy i ̲\ʼoˑliˑa : /ʔiqaˑyʼoˑliˑya/ picks out pl. objs. for someone
čʼaqaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /čʼaqaˑyʼa/ puts a handful in the bushes, in the hair. (intr. also)
čʼaqaˑy i ̲\ʼoˑla : /čʼaqaˑyʼoˑla/ takes a handful out of bushes, hair; separates one kind of grain from
another
čʼlᵉaqaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /čʼlaqaˑyʼa/ scratches someone’s head, hair
se̲čʼlᵉaqaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /sačʼlqaˑyʼa/ scratches one’s own head, hair. Also recorded /sačʼalqaˑyʼa/ (?).
wʼinqaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /wʼinqaˑyʼa/ lies on the stomach in the bushes, grass
aqyeˑtn̲ 10sv right beside. Also qyeˑtn̲. See Sec. 352.
čᵛaqyeˑtn̲a : /čaqyeˑta/ sits beside, next to
gᵛaqyeˑtn̲a : /gaqyeˑta/ passes right by someone, something
gᵛaqyeˑtn̲čʼn̲a : /gaqyeˑtančʼa/ just went right close by; idiom: snubbed someone
r̲e\̲ ʼwaˑqyeˑtn̲bga : /wawʼaˑqyeˑtampga/ pl. are sitting next to, beside
aqʼaˑqʼ 10sv on the neck; on the lap. Also qʼaˑqʼ. See Sec. 352.
čʼlᵉačqʼaˑqʼa : /čʼlačqʼaˑqʼa/ chokes with the fingers
lotoˑqʼaˑqʼa : /lotoˑqʼaˑqʼa/ puts an armload on someone’s lap. (intr. also)
nᵉaqʼaˑqʼa : /naqʼaˑqʼa/ puts a flat obj. around the neck, on the lap. (intr. also)
se̲nᵉaqʼaˑqʼa : /sanqʼaˑqʼa/ puts a flat obj, around one’s own neck, on one’s own lap. (intr. also) (N. B.
Ropes are treated as flat objs. in Klamath.)
waqʼaˑqʼa : /waqʼaˑqʼa/ hangs a long obj. around someone’s neck. (intr. also)
waqʼaˑqʼksi : /waqʼaˑqksi/ “Hang-Around-the-Neck-Place” (place name)
as see ʼas [objective]
as see s [noun formant]
asg̣ n̲ 10sv through a tube. Also sg̣ n̲. See Sec. 352.
se̲ʔeysg̣ n̲bga : /seʔiˑsgampga/
hangs one’s head. The analysis seems correct, but the meaning of
̣
{asg̣ n̲} is not clear.
ʔisg̣ n̲a : /ʔisga/
̣ puts pl. objs. through a tube, hollow opening; stuffs a turkey
ʔisg̣ n̲a! : /ʔisga!/
̣ put pl. objs. into a tube!
r̲eʔ̲ isg̣ n̲at! : /ʔiʔasgnat!/
pl. put d. into a tube!
̣
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sqolsg̣ n̲a : /sqolsga/
̣ points through a tube, puts a pointed obj. through a tube
sqol r̲sg̣ n̲nʼa : /sqolsasganʔa/
pokes a pointed obj. in and out through a tube
̣
sqol r̲sg̣ n̲nʼoˑts : /sqolsasganʔoˑts/
ramrod
̣
wisg̣ n̲a : /wisga/
̣ blows through a tube, hollow
wisg̣ n̲di : /wisgandi/
“Blow-Through-Place” (place name)
̣
at 23sv [plural imperative]. See Sec. 371.
ʔidglat! : /ʔitglat!/ pl. pick up pl. objs.!
r̲ r̲ e̲ čʼliwkʼyat! : /čʼličʼloˑkyat!/ pl. close up d. with the fingers!
pʼań̲at! : /pʼaˑt!/ pl. eat!
qbᵛedwat! : /qbedwat!/ pl. taste!

atln̲ 10sv alongside, beside. Also tln̲. Cf. also {alYn̲} and {aLn̲} with similar meanings. See Sec.
352.
dᵉlatn̲bga : /daltampga/ is looking alongside
se̲dᵉlatln̲bags : /sadaltlambaks/ neighbor
dostln̲čnʼa : /dostlančnʼa/ pl., few run along beside
lotoˑtln̲čnʼa : /lotoˑtlančna/ lays an armload alongside
atqʼaps 10sv down from a height, down a hill. Also tqʼaps. See Sec. 352.
dintqʼapsa : /dintqʼapsa/ pl. run down from a height, down a hill, down to the shore
gᵛatqʼapsa : /gatqʼapsa/ goes down from a height
gistqʼapsa
: /gistqʼapsa/
walks down from a height
̣
̣
attal 10sv going from house to house; peddling. Also ttal. See Sec. 352.
ʔittala : /ʔittala/ takes pl. objs. from house to house; peddles
ʔittalys : /ʔittaliˑs/ peddler
gᵛattala : /gattala/ goes from house to house
gᵛattaldga : /gattaltga/ been going from house to house; been visiting around
atyamn see akyamn around, embracing, surrounding
atʼamsg̣ 10sv between. Also tʼamsg.̣ See Sec. 352.
ʔitʼamsgạ : /ʔitʼamsga/
̣ puts pl. objs. between. (intr. also)
ʔitʼamsgi!
̣ : /ʔitʼamsgi!/
̣ put pl. objs. between!
čᵛatʼamsgạ : /čatʼamsga/
̣ sits between
ntʼiwtʼamsgạ : /ntʼiwtʼamsga/
̣ falls between
atʼaˑw i ̲\ʼ 10sv in the sunshine. Also tʼaˑw i ̲\ʼ. See Sec. 352.
ʔᵛatʼaˑw i ̲\ʼa : /ʔatʼaˑwʼa/ puts a long obj. in the sunshine. (intr. also)
ʔᵛatʼaˑw i ̲\ʼks : /ʔatʼaˑwiks/ “Long-Object-in-the-Sun-Place” (place name)
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ʔitʼaˑw i ̲\ʼa : /ʔitʼaˑwʼa/ puts pl. objs. in the sunshine. (intr. also)
ʔitʼaˑw i ̲\ʼat! : /ʔitʼaˑwʼat!/ pl. put pl. objs. in the sunshine!
ʔitʼaˑw i ̲\ʼi! : /ʔitʼaˑwʼi!/ put pl. objs. in the sunshine!
čʼintʼaˑw i ̲\ʼbga : /čʼintʼaˑwipga/ puts one’s back in the sunshine, suns one’s back
atʼiˑt 10sv outside the door, just in front of the door. Also tʼiˑt. See Sec. 352.
čᵛatʼiˑta : /čatʼiˑta/ sits just outside the door
dintʼiˑta : /dintʼiˑta/ (animal) lies just outside the door
r̲e\̲ ʼwaˑtʼiˑta : /wawʼaˑtʼiˑta/ pl. sit by the door
awaw 10sv from hand to hand, person to person. Also waw. See Sec. 352.
gᵛawawča̲a : /gawawča/ goes from person to person
lᵛawawča̲a : /lawawča/ passes a round obj. from hand to hand, from person to person
nᵉawawča̲a : /nawawča/ passes a flat obj. from hand to hand, person to person
awaˑ see waˑ pl. live, stay, sit
awl see wal cover
awnʼa̲ 10sv propped up against. Also wnʼa̲. See Sec. 352.
ʔi r̲ r ̲éw
̲ nʼa̲a : /ʔiwnʼawnʼa/ pl. are up against, cornered (as animals in a box canyon)
čᵛawnʼa̲a : /čawnʼa/ sits propped up against
ksᵛawnʼa̲a : /ksawnʼa/ props a living obj. up against (as a person against pillows). (intr. also)
aws 3-S-n uncle (father’s sister’s husband). Reciprocal?
bawsyb : /bawsip/ uncle
bawsysa̲b : /bawsisap/ uncles
aws 7-Sv grope, feel about blindly
čʼlᵉawskanga : /čʼlawskanga/ gropes about with the fingers
čʼlᵉawsYeˑn i ̲\ʼa : /čʼlawsYeˑnʼa/ gropes about inside
kᵛawsYeˑn i ̲\ʼa : /kawsYeˑnʼa/ pokes around blindly inside with a sharp instrument
wawsYeˑn i ̲\ʼa : /wawsYeˑnʼa/ gropes around inside with a long instrument
awʼaˑlʼ 10sv on the end. Also wʼaˑlʼ. See Sec. 352.
ʔiwʼaˑlʼa : /ʔiwʼaˑlʼa/ puts pl. objs. on the end. (intr. also)
nᵉawʼaˑlʼa : /nawʼaˑlʼa/ puts a flat obj. on the end. (intr. also)
nᵉawʼaˑlʼs : /nawʼaˑlʼs/ wrist, ankle

ksᵛawʼaˑlʼa : /ksawʼaˑlʼa/ puts a living obj. on the end. (intr. also)
yaˑs ksᵛawʼaˑlʼs : /yaˑs ksawʼaˑlʼs/ “Willow-on-the-End” (place name). Use of {ksᵛ} here?
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awʼaˑY 10sv waiting for, helping. Also wʼaˑY. See Sec. 352.
ʔᵛawʼaˑYa : /ʔawʼaˑYa/ leaves a long obj. waiting for someone to come and get it
ʔiwʼaˑYa : /ʔiwʼaˑYa/ leaves pl. objs. waiting for someone to come and get them
se̲ʔiwʼaˑYa : /siˑwʼaˑYa/ stores pl. objs. in advance (as clothes, food for the winter)
čᵛawʼaˑYa : /čawʼaˑYa/ sits waiting for someone
he̲sčᵛawʼaˑYa : /hasčwʼaˑYa/ makes someone wait
daswʼaˑYa : /daswʼaˑYa/ steadies someone with a hand, steers someone along
gᵛawʼaˑYa : /gawʼaˑYa/ goes before and waits
awʼiˑn 10sv among; into mud. Also wʼiˑn. See Sec. 352.
gᵛawʼiˑna : /gawʼiˑna/ goes among
gᵛa r̲wʼiˑna : /gawʔiˑna/ goes around among
gᵛa r̲wʼiˑnnʼapga : /gawʔiˑnʔapga/ feels like going around among; idiom: comes to live with someone
nʼiqwʼiˑna : /nʼiqwʼiˑna/ puts a hand among, into mud
wawʼiˑna : /wawʼiˑna/ puts a long instrument among, into mud
wa r̲wʼiˑna : /wawʔiˑna/ uses a long instrument among (as one uses a staff to separate a flock of
chickens, sheep)
ayahʔ 10sv hiding, concealing. Also yah? See Sec. 352.
ʔiyahʔa : /ʔiyahʔa/ hides pl. objs. (intr. also)
r̲eʔ̲ iyahʔa : /ʔiˑyahʔa/ d. hide pl. objs.
se̲ʔiyahʔa : /siˑyahʔa/ hides pl. objs. from oneself, from each other
ʔiyahʔi! : /ʔiyahʔi!/ hide pl. objs.!
ʔiyahʔiˑa : /ʔiyahʔiˑya/ hides pl. objs. for someone
ʔiyahʔwabg : /ʔiyahwapk/ will hide pl. objs.
nᵉayahʔa : /nayahʔa/ hides a flat obj. (intr. also)
slᵉayahʔa : /slayahʔa/ hides a clothlike obj. (intr. also)
ayaˑdg 10sv avoiding, out of the way. Also yaˑdg. Only with {oˑl} 15sv “undoing, finishing.” See
Sec. 352.
gᵛayaˑdgoˑla : /gayaˑtgoˑla/ avoids, gets out of the way
gᵛayaˑdgoˑli! : /gayaˑtgoˑli!/ avoid!
aypʼeˑkʼ 7-Sv strain the eyes. Only in:
swᵉaypʼeˑkʼa : /swaypʼeˑkʼa/ strains the eyes
swᵉaypʼeˑkʼdamna : /swaypʼeˑkdamna/ keeps straining the eyes
aywwi 10sv spread out, dispersed. Also ywwi. Cf. {owi} with a similar meaning. See Sec. 352.
gᵛaywwi : /gayoˑwi/ disperse, people spread out
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nᵛaywwi : /nayoˑwi/ burns and spreads; fire spreads
nʼiqywwi : /nʼiqyoˑwi/ spreads out the hand. Also recorded /nʼiqyawwi/.
ayʼasg̣ 10sv on the male genitals, in front of the loins. Also yʼasg.̣ See Sec. 352.
čʼlᵉaws r̲yʼasgạ : /čʼlawsiˑʔasga/
̣ gropes around for someone’s genitals
goWyʼasgṣ : /goWyʼasqs/ venereal disease

ksᵛayʼasgạ : /ksayʼasga/
̣ lies in an extended position in sexual intercourse
lᵛayʼasgạ : /layʼasga/
̣ puts a round obj. on the genitals; lies in a flexed position in sexual intercourse
nᵉayʼasgạ : /nayʼasga/
̣ puts a flat obj. in front of the genitals. (intr. also)
se̲nᵉayʼasgas
̣ : /sanyʼasgas/
̣ loin cloth, gee-string
ayʼaˑY 10sv in front of, ahead of, over this way. Also yʼaˑY. See Sec. 352.
dᵉlayʼaˑYa : /dalyʼaˑYa/ looks over here, this way
se̲dᵉlayʼaˑYbga : /sadalyʼaˑYapga/ are looking over at each other
gisyʼaˑYa
: /gisyʼaˑYa/
walks ahead of, in front of
̣
̣
sdᵛayaˑYa : /sdayʼaˑYa/ dams up ahead of, in front of
aˑ see a [objective]
aˑ see ʼaˑkʼ [diminutive]
aˑ\ʼ 11sv [unknown meaning]. Only in:
se̲qoygaˑ\ʼs
: /soqiˑgaˑʔas/
parents
̣
̣
sʔaˑMkʼaˑ\ʼs : /sʔaˑMkʼaˑʔas/ related. In:

/le waq sʔaˑMkʼaˑʔas/ unrelated somehow. Said of a person whose relationship is so distant that no
term exists for it. PO gave: /qʼay waq sʔaˑMkʼaˑʔas/ same
aˑkʼi see ʼaˑkʼ [diminutive]
aˑs see ʼaˑs place(s)
a̲
a̲b 5sn [kinship suffix]. Also yb. See Sec. 442.

bligyb : /bligiˑp/ great-aunt (grandfather’s sister)
bligysa̲b : /bligiˑsap/ great-aunts
bkʼaˑsyb : /pkʼaˑsip/ grandfather (mother’s father)
bkʼaˑsysa̲b : /pkʼaˑsisap/ grandfathers
btisa̲b : /ptisap/ father
btisysa̲b : /ptisiˑsap/ fathers
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a̲ksg 20sv almost, came close to doing accidentally. The action never began but almost began; cf.
{Wiˑ} 22sv “almost,” which seems to connote an action which was begun but which was not
successful or uncompleted. See Sec. 366.
r̲é ̲ r̲pakʼa̲ksga : /pakpakʼaksga/ almost screamed
sditg̣ a̲ksga : /sditgaksga/
almost cheated
̣
yᵛčloqʼlʼg̣ a̲ksga : /yočlaqʼlgaksg
a/
̣
̣ almost slipped and fell
a̲l see ʼa̲l be, do what the preceding noun says
a̲stg 22sv tried to do, planned to do but failed. See Sec. 368.
sditg̣ a̲stga : /sditgastg
a/
̣
̣ tried to cheat but failed
sličlʼg̣ a̲stga : /sličlgastga/
tried to tie down
̣

yᵛqew i ̲\ʼa̲stga : /yeqoˑstga/ tried to break an obj. with the feet
a̲t 23sv can, able to, ought to. See Sec. 371.
čʼlᵉoya̲t : /čʼleyt/ can give a massive obj.
nʼiqyeˑga̲t : /nʼiqyeˑgat/ can raise the hand
pʼań̲ at̲ : /pʼat/ can eat
wotʼwčnʼa̲t : /wotʼoˑčant/ can throw a long obj.
b
b 2pn [kinship prefix]. See Sec. 422.
bseˑyyb : /pseˑyip/ uncle (father’s brother)
se̲bseˑya̲ldk : /sepseˑyaltk/ related to each other as uncle and nephew-niece
r̲ r ̲eb̲ seˑyysa̲b : /psepseˑyisap/ d. uncles
beˑa̲b : /beˑp/ daughter
btoda̲b : /ptodap/ daughter-in-law
btodsa̲b : /ptotsap/ daughters-in-law
bᵛ 4S-v act upon a hide, skin

bᵛamʼaˑčʼoˑla : /bamʼaˑčʼoˑla/ cuts the end off a hide
bᵛedgạ : /betga/
̣ divides a hide
se̲bᵛedgạ : /sebatga/
̣ divide a hide among oneselves
bᵛen̲a : /bena/ slits a hide, buckskin
bᵛosga : /bosga/ cuts off a strip of hide
bᵛtʼeˑkʼa : /betʼeˑkʼa/ cuts a hide up in pieces
bᵛ 5-S-v lie, exist. See Sec. 332.
ksᵛbᵛoga̲a : /sboga/ living obj. lies, exists, lies flat
r̲ r ̲ek̲ sᵛbᵛoga̲a : /sbospga/ d. lie
lᵛbᵛawl : /lbawal/ round obj. lies on top
lᵛbᵛewa : /lbewa/ round obj. lies in water, flat place
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lᵛbᵛoga̲a : /lboga/ round obj. lies, exists
r̲ r ̲el̲ ᵛbᵛoga̲a : /lbolpga/ d. round objs. lie
nᵉbᵛoga̲a : /mbega/ flat obj. lies
r̲ r ̲en̲ ᵉbᵛoga̲a : /mbempga/ d. flat objs. lie
slᵉbᵛaliˑga : /sbaliˑga/ clothlike obj. lies on the edge
slᵉbᵛodiˑla : /sbediˑla/ clothlike obj. lies under
slᵉbᵛoga̲a : /sbega/ clothlike obj. lies, exists
r̲ r ̲es̲ lᵉbᵛoga̲a : /sbespga/ d. lie, exist
ba 7S-v get up out of bed. Only with {adgl} 10sv “raising, getting up; on the back.”
badgl : /batgal/ gets up out of bed
he̲sbadgl : /hasbatgal/ gets someone up (by verbal or other causation)
r̲eb̲ adgl : /babatgal/ d. get up
sne̲badgl : /snabatgal/ gets someone up (by physical force)
badgl! : /batgal!/ get up!
r̲eb̲ adglat! : /babatglat!/ pl. get up!
r̲eb̲ adglnʼa : /babatgalnʼa/ let’s get up
badglnʼapga : /batgalnʼapga/ feels like getting up
badgls : /batgals/ the getting up, to get up
/qʼay ʔan sanʼaˑWawli batgals./ I don’t want to get up.
ba see be throw pl.
ba see bi he-she-it (intensive)
bag see obg [durative]
bah 7Sv dry
baha : /baha/ dries (intr.)
sbaha : /sbaha/ dries something
r̲ r ̲es̲ baha : /sbaspha/ dries d., d. dry
bahbgs : /bahapks/ dried
/bahapks čʼoleˑks/ dried meat
bahdgiwk : /bahtgiwk/ in order to dry
/slalʼaˑlʼa gew soloˑtis bahtgiwk./ I put my clothes by the fire to dry.
bahlʼgạ : /bahalga/
̣ dries up (as earth)
sbahlʼgạ : /sbahalga/
̣ dries something up
sbahoˑts : /sbahoˑts/ drier: fish drying rack
sbahs : /sbahs/ the drying
/gesga
ʔan hon sbahs./ I can’t dry that.
̣
bahtn̲a : /bahta/ dries onto (intr.)
sbahtn̲a : /sbahta/ dries something onto
he̲sbahtn̲bli : /hasbahtambli/ dries oneself off again
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bahtʼaˑw i ̲\ʼa : /bahtʼaˑwʼa/ dries in the sun (intr.)
sbahtʼaˑw i ̲\ʼa : /sbahtʼaˑwʼa/ dries something in the sun
bal 7S-v be white
baˑldgi : /baˑltgi/ becomes white; fades
r̲eb̲ aˑldgi : /babaˑltgi/ d. turn white
sne̲baˑldgi : /snabaˑltgi/ causes something to turn white
r̲é ̲ r̲ballʼi : /balbalʔi/ white
/geˑ ʔa balbalʔi čoLiˑs./ This is a white shirt.
bal 7-Sv flap, flutter. Only in:
yᵛ r̲é ̲ r̲baleˑ\ʼa : /yabalbaleˑʔa/ flaps the wings, flutters
yᵛ r̲é ̲ r̲baleˑ\ʼs : /yabalbaleˑʔas/ small sp. of butterfly
balaq 2Srt soon, quickly
balaq : /balaq/ soon, quickly
/ʔončeˑ balaq hak ni genwapk./ I’ll be going pretty soon.
/balaq ʔa geˑ gatbambli./ He returned soon.
/čoy honk balaq hak ʔotgibalyiˑya./
And she quickly got it back down for (him). (Texts, 4.171)
̣
r̲eb̲ alaq : /bablaq/ d. soon: often
/gew ʔa laq bablaq gečʼambli./
My hair grows back soon.
̣
/mis lis ni sleˑwapk bablaq./ I’ll see you often
balaˑwʼ 3S-n striped rocks (?). Occurs only in a place name:
balaˑwʼsksi : /balaˑwʼasksi/ “Striped-Rocks-Place.” The rock formations here are in the form of
vertically striated bluffs, somewhat like pillars. This place was one of the Reservation boundaries
before the Reservation was reduced to its present size. It lies to the north of Crater Lake.
balla 3Sn liver
balla : /balla/ liver
baLwʼ 3-S-n wokas leaf (the broad, flat leaf of the pond lily)
r̲é ̲ r̲baLwʼm : /baLbaLwʼam/ wokas leaf
baLaˑ 3S-n bullets, shot. Derivation unknown.
baLaˑs : /baLaˑs/ bullets, shot
bam 3-Sn drum. The Klamath drum consists of a wooden hoop over which a single piece of hide
has been stretched. The cords or sinew used to fasten the hide are tied together at the back to
form a handle. The word is said to be Chinook Jargon or Warmsprings, and older informants
noted that the drum is a fairly recent importation into the Klamath area.
r̲é ̲ r̲bam : /bambam/ drum
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r̲e ̲ r̲é ̲ r̲bam\ʼaˑkʼ : /babambamʼaˑk/ d. little drums
r̲é ̲ r̲bamwo r̲t n̲nʼoˑts : /bambam wottanʔoˑts/ drumstick
ban 7Sv dive, wade
bana : /bana/ dives, wades
banbaˑtn̲a : /bambaˑta/ wades to the shore, edge
bančnʼa : /bančnʼa/ wades along
r̲eb̲ ančnʼa : /babančnʼa/ d. wade along
bankanga : /bankanga/ wades around
bankʼwa : /bankʼwa/ wades across
r̲eh̲ e̲sbankʼwks : /hahasbankʼoks/ ford
banlamna : /ballamna/ wades behind
ban r̲wa : /banoˑwa/ wades around in water
banygị : /baniˑgi/
̣ wades out
baˑgoˑlsm
banygis
baniˑgis/
̣
̣ : /baˑgoˑlsam
̣
̣ “Muledeer’s-Wading-Out” (place name)

banykiˑna : /baniˑkiˑna/ wades out of water
banʼi 2Sre1 until, up to. Also banʼiˑ (in free variation with banʼi) and batnʼi (after { r̲e}̲ 1pr
[distributive)]. Cf. {betbanʼi} 2Sra “as big as,” which may contain this morpheme. See Sees. 910
and 1021.
banʼi : /banʼi/ until, up to. Also banʼiˑ : /banʼiˑ/.
/psekst banʼi ni čiˑwapk./ I’ll stay until noon.
/qʼayLis banʼi ni tgewa ʔambotdat./ I stood in water up to the belt.
/nent ni sʔaywakta kʼadaˑt banʼi hak./ Which is as far as I know. (Texts, 11.60)
/čoy gmočas banʼi ʔi čiˑwapk dola mi hon snʼeweˑts./ So you will live together until old age with
that wife of yours. (Texts, 34.45)
/čoy honk čiˑya ʔat wikʼaˑ banʼi./ Then he lived there for a little while. (Texts, 9.35)
/čoy sa honk homʼas ʔat maˑˑˑns banʼi gi./ Now they did that way for a long long time. (Texts, 15.37)
r̲eb̲ atnʼi : /babatnʼi/ d. up to, until
/qʼolʼinč babatnʼi ni tgewa ʔambotdat./ I stood in water up to my knees.
banʼiˑ sle
bas 2Srp6 wonder…? This particle expresses surprise and interrogation. With {yʼa} 2Sre1
[dubitative], it seems to have an added connotation of sarcasm and disapproval.
/waq bas noˑ gent doˑt./ I wonder how I can go there.
/dam bas hok kʼet bi./ Wonder if it’s this big.
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/dwaˑ bas hiˑt gi?/ Wonder what can be there? (Texts, 39.5)
/waq bas nis gi?/ How has he done to me? Translated by the informant as “What should I
do?” (Texts, 3.104)
/čoy dwaˑ bas hon siˑp yʼa, woˑtʼa?/ And I wonder if maybe those sheep ate them up? (Texts, 38.71)
/neˑ basyʼa qʼoy sʔottʼa./ Wonder if it was he who spoiled it.
/dič hak basyʼa swediˑls!/ Don’t you look nice beneath! (as shoes or stockings: sarcastic, as when
one’s shoes or stockings are dirty)
basdin 3Sn white man. From Chinook Jargon (English “Boston”; i.e., “American.”)
basdin : /basdin/ white man
r̲eb̲ asdinʼaˑkʼ : /babasdinʼaˑk/ d. little white men
basdinyalank : /basdinyalank/ in English
/basdinyalank ʔan hemkangat./ I can speak in English.
batnʼi see banʼi until, up to
baw i ̲\ʼ 7+Sv burst, crack
nbaw i ̲\ʼa : /mbawʼa/ bursts, cracks (as canoe, jar)
nbaˑw i ̲\ʼa : /mbaˑwʼa/ bursts, cracks pl.
sne̲nbaˑw i ̲\ʼa : /snambaˑwʼa/ blasts, causes to burst, crack
bayaˑsyak 2Sra barefoot. Class membership and usage uncertain.
bayaˑsyak : /bayaˑsyak/ barefoot
/bayaˑ syak ʔan gena./ I go barefoot.
r̲eb̲ ayaˑsyak : /babyaˑsyak/ d. barefoot
bayL 3S-n crust on snow. Possibly contains {eLa̲} 13sv “on, onto a surface.”
bayLs : /bayLas/ crust on snow
baˑ 3Sn white pine (Pinus monticola; Gatschet gives Abies menziesii). Also baˑn. See Sec. 430.
baˑ : /baˑ/ white pine tree
baˑʔm : /baˑʔam/ white pine sp. Or: baˑnm : /baˑnam/.
baˑd 1Sp they [intensive]. Also mnaˑlʼ. See Sec. 522.
baˑd : /baˑt/ they [intensive] [n]
/ba ˑtdaˑk ʔa hihaslan./ They shot each other.
mnaˑlʼm : /mnaˑlʼam/ their own

/mnaˑlʼam wonč sgatbambli./
They brought their own canoe back.
̣
mnaˑlʼs : /mnaˑlʼs/ them [intensive] [o]
/tbeˑwa honks mnaˑlʼs sʔoˑwitgi giwk./ They ordered him to serve them.
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baˑdal 3Sn bottle. From English.
baˑdal : /baˑdal/ bottle
r̲eb̲ aˑdal\ʼaˑkʼ : /babaˑdalʼaˑk/ d. little bottles
baˑg 3S-n box. Also baˑgy. From English. See Sec. 430.
baˑgs : /baˑks/ box
r̲eb̲ aˑgy\ʼaˑkʼ : /babaˑkyʼaˑk/ d. little boxes
r̲eb̲ aˑgyʔmʼč : /babaˑgiʔamʼč/ d. big old boxes
baˑgy sle
baˑg̣ 3-S-n great-uncle (father’s father’s brother); great-nephew (brother’s son’s son) or great-niece
r̲eb̲ aˑgYb
̣ : /babaˑgip/
̣ great-uncle; great-nephew, niece
baˑg̣ 7Sv crave (as a certain food)
baˑgạ : /baˑga/
̣ craves
baˑgoˑl
̣ 3S-n muledeer (Odocoileus hemionus macrotis; Gatschet gives Cervus macrotis)
baˑgoˑls
: /baˑgoˑls/
muledeer
̣
̣
baˑgoˑlsm
banygis
baniˑgis/
̣
̣ : /baˑgoˑlsam
̣
̣ “Muledeer’s-Wading-Out” (place name)

baˑlʼaˑ\ʼ 3S-n hat (in myth; see Text 3). PO stated that this was not the same as {baˑlʼaˑ\ʼ} 3S-n “bread,
flour,” with which it is homophonous.
baˑlʼaˑ\ʼsm : /baˑlʼaˑʔasam/ hat
baˑlʼaˑ\ʼ 3S-n bread, flour
baˑlʼaˑ\ʼs : /baˑlʼaˑʔas/ bread, flour
baˑn see baˑ white pine
baˑni see abaˑni to the limit, end of a place
baˑtn̲ see abaˑtn̲ up against, to the shore, leaning against
baˑw 3-S-n blueberries (sp. unknown)
r̲eb̲ aˑwsm : /babaˑwsam/ blueberries (sp.)
baˑw 3S-n carrot. A morphological identity can be established for this and the last entry above, but
this does not seem semantically defensible.
baˑws : /baˑwas/ carrot
r̲eb̲ aˑwkʼa : /babaˑwkʼa/ d. little carrots
baˑwč 3Sn tongue
baˑwč : /baˑwač/ tongue
r̲eb̲ aˑwčʼaˑkʼ : /babaˑwčʼaˑk/ d. little tongues
baˑy i ̲\ʼ see abaˑy i ̲\ʼ diagonally against, up against
bčʼ see pʼačʼ blind, be out of sight
be 7-Sv throw pl. in a heap, mass. Also ba. See Sec. 334.
wbawl : /wbawal/ throws pl. in a heap onto
wbawllʼgạ : /wbawallga/
̣ throws down upon

wbečʼn̲a : /wbečʼa/ just threw pl. objs. away (as a shovelful of garbage)
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wbeǰqʼa : /wbečqʼa/ throws and covers (as one covers someone under a pile of bed covers)
wbekLa : /wbekLa/ throws pl. onto (as a heap of wokas onto a canoe)
wbeLy : /wbeLiˑ/ throws pl. into
wbelʼgạ : /wbelga/
̣ throws pl. down
wbeqn̲a : /wbeqa/ throws pl. out (as a basketful of empty pods, shells, out the door)
wbewa : /wbewa/ throws pl. into water
wbewyʼgbli
̣ : /wbewyʼaqbli/ throws pl. back into
wbeya : /wbeya/ gives pl. to someone, tosses pl. to someone
wbe r̲yamna : /wbeyyamna/ throws pl. around. Often metathesized: /bweyyamna/.
wbeygị : /wbeygi/
̣ throws pl. out of water, over
bečmi 3Sn place name. Unanalyzable.
bečmi : /bečmi/ place name
bel 7S-v act with the tongue
belqn̲a : /belqa/ sticks the tongue out
belqn̲bga : /belqampga/ has the tongue out
beltn̲a : /belta/ puts the tongue onto something
belwa : /belwa/ puts the tongue into liquid, flat place
bem\ʼ 7Sv be confused, rattled, out of one’s mind
r̲éˑ̲ r̲bem\ʼa : /beˑmbemʼa/ becomes confused
sne̲ r̲éˑ̲ r̲bem\ʼa : /snebeˑmbemʼa/ confuse someone
he̲sne̲ r̲éˑ̲ r̲bem\ʼs : /hesnbeˑmbems/ five cent piece (“Confusing-each-other”; the reason for this
kenning word is unknown.)
bem\ʼdgi : /bemtgi/ is confused, half out of one’s mind
sbem\ʼdgi : /sbemtgi/ confuses someone, rattles
bem\ʼdgidamna : /bemtgidamna/ keeps getting half-crazy, senile spells
beqs 7Sv grind with a muller and metate
beqsa : /beqsa/ grinds (as wokas, flour)
r̲eb̲ eqsa : /bebaqsa/ d. grind

beqsiˑa : /beqsiˑya/ grinds for someone
beqsnʼapga : /beqsnʼapga/ intends to grind
beqʼ 7S-v be bay-colored; dawn. Cf. {tʼibeˑqʼ} 7S-v “be twilight, dusk”; there is no good reason for
segmenting tʼi in the present corpus.
beˑqʼdgi : /beˑqtgi/ turns bay-colored; dawns
beˑqʼdgis : /beˑqtgis/ dawn
r̲é ̲ r̲beqʼlʼi : /beqbeqlʼi/ bay-colored
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bet 3Sn bed. Also beˑt in apparent free variation. From English. See Sec. 430.
bet : /bet/ bed. Or: beˑt : /beˑt/.
betbanʼi 3Sra (?) as big as. Possibly contains {banʼi} 2Sre1 “until, up to.” but segmentation and
distribution are uncertain due to lack of examples. Only in:
r̲eb̲ etbanʼi : /bebatbanʼi/ as big as
/geˑ goˑs
̣ bebatbanʼi gew lačʼas./ This tree is as big as my house.
/moˑmni ʔa geˑs,
boqs bebatbanʼi./ They are big ipos roots, as big as camas.
̣
beyba 3Sn paper. Sometimes given as biba. From English.
beyba : /beyba/ paper. Also biba : /biba/.

beˑL i ̲\ʼ 7+Sv take care of (person, goods)
r̲éˑ̲ r̲beˑL i ̲\ʼa : /beˑLbeˑlʼa/ takes care of; works over something to prepare it (as food for cooking)
ʔibeˑL i ̲\ʼa : /ʔibeˑlʼa/ takes care of pl. objs.
r̲eʔ̲ ibeˑL i ̲\ʼa : /ʔiˑbeˑlʼa/ d. care for
ʔibeˑL i ̲\ʼlgi : /ʔibeˑLilgi/ comes to take care of
beˑn 2Srt again
/beˑn ʔa hoˑt sa genaˑ./ They went on again.
/qʼay ni honks dadaˑ beˑn sleˑčwapk./ I’ll never go to see him again.
/beˑn hak čelgi!/
̣ Sit right down again!
/čoy honk beˑn wbawallga./
̣ Then he threw them up again. (Texts, 2.15)
/ʔonaˑ beˑn batgal./ Again he got up early. (Texts, 8.29)
beˑnhi 3Sn swordgrass (sp. unknown). Used in making summer houses.
beˑnhi : /beˑnhi/ swordgrass
beˑnk 3Sn bank (for money). From English.
beˑnk : /beˑnk/ bank
beˑt see bet bed
bg see ebg coming, action toward

bg see obg [durative]
bg̣ see pʼeqʼ act on the face
bi 1Sp he-she-it [intensive]. Also ba, boˑ and a portmanteau mna ({bi} + {ʔm} 2sp 7sp
[possessive]). This morpheme has overtones of reflexiveness and intensity. For the plural, see
baˑd. See Sec. 522.
bi : /bi/ he-she-it [intensive] [n]
/bi hoˑt genaˑ./ He himself went.
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ba : /ba/ him-her-it [o]. Form found after {kʼet} “thus big, much” and {det} “how big, much?”
/sgiloˑlg
ạ detba gist./ He measured how big it was.
̣
bas : /bas/ him-her-it [o]. Also boˑs : /boˑs/ in apparent free variation.
/honks tbeˑwa boˑs hosbanwatgi giwk./ He told him to give him a drink.
mna : /mna/ one’s, one’s own
/gawʼal hoˑt mna daˑla./ He found his own dollar.
bi 3S-n bile
bis : /bis/ bile
biba see beyba paper
biblan 2S-l on both sides, ends. Possibly r̲eb̲ lin, but no certain segmentation.
biblankstʼa : /biblankstʼa/ on both sides
/biblankstʼa nis sa čiˑya./ They live on both sides of me.
biblankstʼant : /biblankstʼant/ on both sides
/biblankstʼant sʔabiˑya naʔas./ On both sides they told (the couple) thus. (Texts, 24.21)
biblant : /biblant/ both sides, both sided
/biblant nʼosaltk/ two-headed snake (“having-a head-on both-sides”)
biblantanna : /biblantanna/ all around on both sides
/biblantanna hoˑt gaˑykʼa./
He searched all around on both sides.
̣
biblantant : /biblantant/ on both sides
/čoy lolbaltk biblantant nʼos hok loˑs./ And that goose had eyes on both sides of his head. (Text
8.89)
biblantgeˑni
: /biblantgeˑni/
on both ends
̣
̣
/biblantgeˑni
ʔa geˑ čaqčaqlʼi./ This is sharp on both ends.
̣
bičg 7Sv go out (fire). Cf. {sibč} 7Sv “extinguish a fire” (possibly se̲bič but no good semantic
identification for se̲).
bičga : /bičga/ fire goes out
r̲eb̲ ičga : /bibačga/ d. fires go out
bičga̲sga : /bičgaksga/ almost went out

bil 2Sre1 only, full of, completely. See Sec. 1021.
/ǰegle
̣ bil/ full of blood, bloody
/blo bil/ only fat, fatty
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/qaqʼoˑ bil/ only bones, bony
/ʔi bil sʔaywakta./ Only you know.
/naʔas bil ʔi gidamnwapk, dadaˑt hakt geˑ pʼayswapk./ Only thus you will keep doing, whenever it
gets cloudy. (Texts, 17.18)
/nʼep bil hay ni sleʔa./ I only see hands. (Texts, 39.40)
bilwi 7Sv have an odor, smell
bilwi : /bilwi/ smells
/dič bilwi/ smells good
/qʼoy bilwi/ smells bad, stinks
qʼoy r̲eb̲ ilwieˑ\ʼs : /qʼoy bibloˑyeˑʔas/ garlic (“bad-smeller”)
bilwis : /bilwis/ odor
bit 3Sn a “bit” (unit of money). From English.
bit : /bit/ bit
/Naˑs bit/ ten cents (“one bit”)
/lapnʼi bit/ twenty-five cents (“two bits”)
/woniˑbi bit/ fifty cents (“four bits”)
biwčʼeˑw 3S-n juniper berries
biwčʼeˑwys : /biwčʼeˑwis/ juniper berries
biˑ 7S-v separate, go separate ways. Only in:
se̲biˑdgạ : /sibiˑtga/
̣ separate from each other
biˑ\ʼ 3S-n bow of a canoe
biˑ\ʼs : /biˑʔas/ bow of a canoe
bkʼ 10sv (?) [unknown meaning]. Only in:
gelbkʼa
: /gelpkʼa/
is hot (fire, object)
̣
̣
gelbkʼyeˑga
: /gelbakʼyeˑga/
starts to get hot
̣
̣

blay 2Sl above, up high. Cf. also {plen} 2S-l “above, on top.”
blay : /blay/ above; place name: Bligh
blaydalʼkniˑ : /blaydalʼkniˑ/ God (“One-from-Above”)
blaykniˑ : /blaykniˑ/ people of Bligh
blayna : /blayna/ around above
/ʔaˑdiˑ blayna honkanga./ It flies around up high far.
blayt\ʼiˑt : /blaytʼiˑt/ above
/čʼikas blaytʼiˑt naˑlʼs honkanga./ The bird is flying above us.

blaywaˑs : /blaywaˑs/ golden eagle (Aquila chrysaētos L.) (“home above”).
blewgi 7Sv (?) have a lot (?). Only in:
blewgi : /blewgi/ has a lot (?)
/dom hak blewgi čʼoleˑks./ They have lots of meat.
/gagyaˑmis sitk hok blewgi./ He has an unbelievable amount (of food).
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bli see ebli back, again, returning, behind
bliń̲ 7Sv be, get fat. Cf. {blo} 3Sn “fat, grease.” Occurs with r̲e ̲ allomorph of { r̲e}̲ 1pv
[distributive] only.
bliń̲ : /blin/ is, gets fat
r̲eb̲ liń̲ : /biblan/ d. are, get fat
sne̲bliń̲ : /sniblan/ makes fat
bliń̲dk : /blitk/ fat, fat person
bliń̲aˑkʼidk : /blaˑkʼitk/ little fat person
bliń̲mčʼigdk : /blimčʼigatk/ big old fat person
bliń̲wabg : /bliwapk/ will get fat
bliń̲yeˑga : /bliyeˑga/ starts to get fat
bln̲ see obln̲ downstream
blo 3Sn fat, grease. Cf. {bliń̲} 7Sv “be, get fat.”
blo : /blo/ fat, grease
blo\ʼaˑkʼ : /bloʔaˑk/ little bit of fat
bočʼo 3Sn wild celery (Heracleum lanatum Michx.). The stalks were eaten like domestic celery,
while the roots were made into poultices for sores.
bočʼo : /bočʼo/ wild celery
bog̣ 7Sv bake camas, roots, in a pit
bogạ : /boga/
̣ bakes camas, roots, in a pit. A layer of moss or grass was laid in a pit, then the roots
were laid on this and covered with another layer of moss or grass. A fire was then built on this, or
coals were put on it.
bogoˑla
: /bogoˑla/
uncovers a baking pit
̣
̣
bogṣ : /boqs/ camas root (Camassia esculenta)
bog̣ 3S-n honeycomb. Perhaps the same as “camas”?
bogṣ : /boqs/ honeycomb
bok 3Sn book. From English.
bok : /bok/ book
r̲eb̲ ok\ʼaˑkʼ : /bopkʼaˑk/ d. little books

bolqʼwan 3S-n grub (found in rotten logs). These were roasted on a hot stone and eaten.
bolqʼwans : /bolqʼwans/ grub(s)
bolWi 3Sn plant (Artemisia tridentata Nutt.). Also qbolWi. The leaves of this sagebrush-like plant
were boiled and the liquid drunk to cause perspiration as a cure for fever. See Sec. 430.
bolWi : /bolWi/ plant (sp.)
qbolWiʔmgeˑni
: /qbolWiʔamgeˑni/
“Plant (sp.)-Place” (place name)
̣
̣
bolʼ 7-Sv on the stomach
ktbolʼa : /kbolʼa/ hits in the stomach
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se̲ktbolʼa : /sokplʼa/ hits oneself in the stomach each other
ktbolʼa̲stga : /kbolʼastga/ tried, planned to hit in the stomach
ktbolʼi! : /kbolʼi!/ hit in the stomach!
ktbolʼnʼapga : /kbolnʼapga/ feels like hitting in the stomach
ktbolʼWiˑa : /kbolWiˑya/ almost hit in the stomach (swung and missed)
ktboˑlʼa : /kboˑlʼa/ hits in the stomach pl. times
wbolʼa : /wbolʼa/ hits in the stomach with a long instrument
wbolʼlʼgạ : /wbollga/
̣ falls on the stomach
bolʼoˑq 3S-n duck embryo (a special delicacy)
bolʼoˑqs : /bolʼoˑqs/ duck embryo
bonw 7Sv drink
bonwa : /bonwa/ drinks
he̲sbonwa : /hosbanwa/ causes to drink
r̲eb̲ onwa : /bobanwa/ d. drink
r̲eb̲ onwat! : /bobanwat!/ pl. drink!
bonwa̲t : /bonoˑt/ can drink
bonwča̲a : /bonoˑča/ goes to drink
bonwdgi : /bonwatgi/ wants someone to drink
bonwi! : /bonwi!/ drink!
bonwik : /bonwik/ let me drink
r̲eb̲ onwks : /bobanoˑks/ fountain, drinking place
r̲eb̲ onwnʼa : /bobanoˑnʼa/ let’s drink
bonwoˑta : /bonwoˑta/ drinks with some instrument
bonws : /bonwas/ drink
/sanʼaˑWawli ʔan laˑm bonwas./ I want to drink whiskey.
ʔoˑlʼsʔm bonws : /ʔoˑlʼsʔam bonwas/ plant (sp.). (“dove’s drink”). See {ʔoˑlʼ} for a description.
boqL 7Sv have a cataract in the eye
boqLa : /boqLa/ has a cataract
boqLtn̲a : /boqlta/ has a cataract on the eye
r̲eb̲ oqLtn̲a : /bobaqlta/ d. have cataracts; idiom:goes blind from looking at a pretty girl
boqʼ 7Sv be whitish, white-haired, dusty, dusty-white
r̲é ̲ r̲boqʼa : /boqboqʼa/ becomes dusty, dusty-white
sne̲ r̲é ̲ r̲boqʼa : /snobaqboqʼa/ makes dusty
boˑqʼdgi : /boˑqtgi/ becomes dusty; becomes white-haired
sboˑqʼdk : /sboˑqʼatk/ off-white, not quite white. With {s} 3pv [transitive]?
r̲é ̲ r̲boqʼlʼi : /boqboqlʼi/ whitish, white-haired, dusty
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boqʼeˑw 3S-n leather. Possibly contains {bᵛ} 4S-v “act on a hide, skin.” Also perhaps contains {w}
22sv [past noun].
boqʼeˑwys : /boqʼeˑwis/ leather
bos 7S-v be black
boˑsdgi : /boˑstgi/ turns black
r̲eb̲ oˑsdgi : /boboˑstgi/ d. turn black
sne̲boˑsdgi : /snoboˑstgi/ causes something to turn black
r̲é ̲ r̲boslʼi : /bosboslʼi/ black; pupil of the eye
r̲é ̲ r̲boslʼis : /bosboslʼis/ black [o]
/hoˑt ʔa bosboslʼis laq gitk./ He has black hair.
r̲é ̲ r̲bostkʼaˑni : /bosbostkʼaˑni/ little black one
bosag see mbosag flint, obsidian
bosaklʼ 3S-n thigh (PO, BL, etc.). Mrs. Martin gave mbosaklʼ. See Sec. 430.
bosaklʼs : /bosaklʼas/ thigh. Mrs. Martin: mbosaklʼs : /mbosaklʼs/
bosq 3S-n whorl of pine needles, cluster of pine needles on one stem
bosqm : /bosqam/ whorl of pine needles
boˑ see bi he-she-it [intensive]
boˑl 3Sn ball. From English.
boˑl : /boˑl/ ball
r̲eb̲ oˑl\ʼaˑkʼ : /boboˑlʼaˑk/ d. little balls
boˑs i ̲ 7-Sv char, burn a little bit. Possibly related to {bos} 7S-v “be black.” Only in:
nᵛboˑs i ̲a : /noboˑsa/ burns a little, chars, burns a little on the b
nᵛboˑs i ̲dk : /noboˑsitk/ charred
bqʼ see pʼeqʼ act on the face
byen 7Sv scrape under logs, etc., for moth chrysalids. These were roasted and eaten.
byena : /byena/ scrapes for moth chrysalids
č
č see čnʼ along, action while moving
č see čʼis also, too
čᵛ 4S-v sit (sg.). Some forms are also glossed “slide” (cf. a similar case with {kt} 4s-v “hit, kick”).
Also cf. {čiˑ} 7Sv “live, stay, dwell” and possibly {čᵛ} 4S-v “go (herd, flock, school of fish).”
čᵛabaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /čabaˑyʼa/ sits leaning against
r̲eč̲ ᵛabaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /čačbaˑyʼa/ d. sit leaning against
čᵛabčʼa : /čapčʼa/ sits out of sight
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čᵛ (continued)
čᵛabqʼa : /čapqʼa/ sits on someone’s face
čᵛakʼaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /čakʼaˑyʼa/ sits up high, perches
čᵛakʼčʼwy : /čakčʼwi/ sits in a tight place, corner
čᵛalamna : /čalamna/ sits behind
he̲sčᵛalamna : /hasčlamna/ causes someone to sit behind; rides double on a horse, cycle
se̲čᵛalamndk : /sačlamnatk/ having someone sitting behind oneself
čᵛaliˑga : /čaliˑga/ sits by the edge, bank
čᵛalʼaˑlʼa : /čalʼaˑlʼa/ sits by the fire. See alʼaˑlʼ.
čᵛaqyeˑtn̲a : /čaqyeˑta/ sits next to, beside
čᵛaqaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /čaqaˑyʼa/ sits in the woods, bushes
čᵛaqʼaˑqʼa : /čaqʼaˑqʼa/ sits on someone’s lap
he̲sčᵛaqʼaˑqʼa : /hasčqʼaˑqʼa/ seats someone on one’s lap
čᵛatʼamsgạ : /čatʼamsga/
̣ sits between
čᵛatʼaˑw i ̲\ʼa : /čatʼaˑwʼa/ sits in the sunshine
čᵛatʼiˑta : /čatʼiˑta/ sits just outside the door
čᵛawl : /čawal/ sits on top of
čᵛawloˑts : /čawloˑts/ chair
čᵛawloˑtkʼiˑkʼ : /čawloˑtkʼiˑk/ little chair

čᵛawnʼa̲a : /čawnʼa/ sits propped up against
čᵛawʼaˑYa : /čawʼaˑYa/ waits for someone
he̲sčᵛawʼaˑYa : /hasčwʼaˑYa/ makes someone wait
čᵛawʼiˑna : /čawʼiˑna/ sits among, in mud
he̲sčᵛawʼiˑna : /hasčwʼiˑna/ makes someone sit among
čᵛayʼaˑYa : /čayʼaˑYa/ sits in front of
he̲sčᵛayʼaˑYa : /hasčyʼaˑYa/ seats someone in front
čᵛeliˑwa : /čeliˑwa/ sits at the very edge
čᵛelwy : /čelwi/ sits by the fire
čᵛelʼgạ : /čelga/
̣ sits down

he̲sčᵛelʼgạ : /hesčalga/
̣ causes someone to sit down
he̲sčᵛelʼgčʼa̲
̣ bga : /hesčalqčʼapga/ leaves someone behind and comes
čᵛelʼgi!
̣ : /čelgi!/
̣ I sit down!
čᵛelʼgṣ : /čelqs/ lunch
čᵛelʼgs\ʼa̲
̣ la : /čelqslʼa/ prepares a lunch

čᵛeqn̲čʼn̲a : /čeqančʼa/ just went through by sitting (as breaking through the seat of a chair)
čᵛeqʼya : /čeqʼya/ sits by the door, in the road
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čᵛ (continued)
čᵛewa : /čewa/ sits in water, flat place
he̲sčᵛewa : /hesčwa/ makes someone sit in water, in a flat place
čᵛewlʼgạ : /čewlga/
̣ sits down in water, flat place
čᵛewys : /čewiˑs/ the sitting in water
kom čᵛewys : /kom čewiˑs/ “Kom-Sitting-in-Water” (place name). Recorded /komčewiˑs/ in Texts;
the meaning of kom is unknown.
ndᵛoga̲s čᵛewys : /ndoks čewiˑs/ “Hawk-Sitting-in-Water” (place name)
čᵛigoga
: /čigoga/
sits inside a container, closed space
̣
̣
čᵛiǰpʼa : /čičpʼa/ sits on and squashes
čᵛikLa : /čikLa/ sits on a vehicle, horse, on a surface
se̲čᵛikLa : /sičakLa/ sits on oneself, each other; idiom: is fond of someone and unwilling to leave,
wants to stay on with someone
r̲é ̲ r̲qʼaˑhʔsʔm čᵛikLs : /qʼahqʼaˑhʔasʔam čikLas/ “Heron-Sitting-on-Top” (place name: a mountain on
the boundary of the old Reservation)
tgaˑwʼs
r̲eč̲ ᵛikLys : /tgaˑwʼas
čičakLis/ cowboy, buckeroo (“bronco-habitual-sitter-on” )
̣
̣
čᵛiwyʼgạ : /čiwiˑga/
̣ sits inside a container, building
čᵛiWpʼa : /čiWpʼa/ sits on and bends
čᵛkokdgi : /čokaktgi/ slides down a slope on one’s rump
čᵛLoˑčʼiˑpʼa : /čoLoˑčʼiˑpʼa/ tubular obj. slides off. See Loˑ.
čᵛo r̲ rb̲ ga : /čobakpga/ sits and sits
čᵛočʼiˑpʼa : /čočʼiˑpʼa/ tubular obj. slides off
čᵛo r̲dga : /čotdatga/ is in a state of sitting; squats
čᵛodiˑla : /čodiˑla/ sits underneath
čᵛoLalčʼiˑpʼa : /čoLalčʼiˑpʼa/ tubular obj. slides off (as beads off a string)
čᵛoLaldgị : /čoLaltgi/
̣ slides down (as a loose obj. that was hanging up, such as a rope, garment)
čᵛosn̲a : /čosa/ sits underwater, deep underground
čᵛotn̲a : /čota/ sits at; shaman doctors someone
čᵛoyeˑga : /čoyeˑga/ raises up from a sitting position
čᵛpadgạ : /čapatga/
̣ sits on and squashes
čᵛqew i ̲\ʼa : /čeqwʼa/ sits on and breaks
čᵛqeˑw i ̲\ʼa : /čeqeˑwʼa/ sits and breaks pl.
čᵛtʼeLqʼa : /četʼaLqʼa/ sits on and flattens
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čᵛ 4S-v go (herd of animals, flock, swarm, school of fish). Possibly identical with the preceding
entry.
čᵛabaˑni : /čabaˑni/ herd, flock goes to the end (of a stream, canyon); place name
čᵛabaˑtn̲a : /čabaˑta/ herd, flock goes to the shore, edge
čᵛabaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /čabaˑyʼa/ herd, flock goes up against
čᵛabaˑy i ̲\ʼkʼys : /čabaˑykʼis/ fish dam
čᵛen̲a : /čena/ herd, flock goes
čᵛeqweˑLa : /čeqweˑLa/ herd, flock goes down a slope
čᵛewa : /čewa/ herd, flock goes into water, flat place
čᵛoLy : /čoLiˑ/ herd, flock goes into, inside
čᵛo r̲yamna : /čoyyamna/ herd, flock go about (as while feeding)
čᵛoyeˑga : /čoyeˑga/ herd, flock increases, gets thick (as a swarm of flies)
ča 2Srp2 now; now then!
/ča ʔat./ That’s it for now.
/ča ʔičgas!/ Now you next! (Texts, 7.13)
/čoy honk naʔas, ča! ʔat! ʔi lobiˑ hoygičʼa!/
Then he said, “Hah! Now! You jump over her
̣
first!” (Texts, 1.131)
čačablo 3Sn sweet gum of the sugar-pine tree. This was gathered and eaten as candy. Possibly
r̲eč̲ ablo but no distributive or intensive reference and no attesting forms.
čačablo : /čačablo/ sugar-pine gum
čag 3Sn serviceberry (Amelanchier alnifolia). Also called “saugusberry.”
čag : /čak/ serviceberry
čag lᵛalamns : /čak lalamnas/ “Serviceberry-on-the-Hillside” (place name)
čag lᵛaliˑgs : /čak laliˑks/ “Serviceberry-on-the-Bank” (place name)
čag r̲e\̲ ʼlᵛotqʼags : /čak lolʼatqʼaks/ “Digging-up-Serviceberries” (name of one of čʼasgiˑps’
dogs in
̣
Text 7). Also:
čag r̲el̲ ʼogṣ : /čak lolʼaqs/ “Digging-up-Serviceberries” (same as last-possibly a misrecording)
čagdi : /čakdi/ “Serviceberry-Place” (place name)
čaggeˑnkni
: /čakgeˑnkniˑ/
Rogue River people; also given as Molala Indians (“Serviceberry-areạ
̣
people”)
čagm : /čagam/ serviceberry bush(es)
čagpča : /čakpča/ blue beads (traded in by the early settlers) (“like-serviceberries”)
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čagaˑl 3-S-n pine cone(s). Only in:
r̲eč̲ agaˑlm : /čačgaˑlam/ pine cone(s)
čaklʼa 3Sn basket (type). This was a large willow basket with a pointed base. It was used for storage.
čaklʼa : /čaklʼa/ basket (type)
čakʼ 7+Sv melt. Also nčakʼ (but this may be segmentable: possibly {n} 4S-v “act with a round
instrument”). Cf. {ntʼakʼ} 7S-v “be stuck together, glued.”
čaˑkʼa : /čaˑkʼa/ melts (intrans.)
čaˑkdgi : /čaˑktgi/ melts (as butter, fat)
sčaˑkʼdgi : /sčaˑktgi/ melts something
nᵛčaˑkʼa : /načaˑkʼa/ melts (by fire)
snᵛčaˑkʼa : /snačaˑkʼa/ melts something by fire
se̲nčakʼdangạ : /sančakdanga/
̣ are melted together
he̲snčakʼdangạ : /hasnčakdanga/
̣ causes to melt together.
Or
sne̲nčakʼdangạ : /snančakdanga/
̣ causes to melt together
nčakʼlʼgạ : /nčakʼlga/
̣ melts down
nčakʼsga : /nčaksga/ melts off

nčakʼtn̲a : /nčakta/ melts on, sticks on
sne̲nčakʼtn̲a : /snančakta/ melts something onto (as sealing wax)
čal 3-S-n place name. Unanalyzable. Only in:
r̲é ̲ r̲čal\ʼaˑkʼs : /čalčalʼaˑks/ place name
čam 7-Sv stub the toe, hurt the foot. Only in:
ktčamtn̲a : /kčamta/ stubs the toe on
čap 3Sn plant (sp. unknown). Given by PO only in:
čap : /čap/ plant (sp.)
čapdi : /čapdi/ “Plant (sp.)-Place” (place name)

čapg 7-Sv do completely (?). Occurs only in:
nᵛčapga : /načpga/ burns up completely
snᵛčapga : /snačpga/ burns something completely
yʼoˑčapga : /yʼoˑčapga/ shoots and finishes (all one’s shells, cartridges)
čapʼ 7-Sv separate seeds from pods
sčapqn̲a : /sčapqa/ separates seeds from pulp and shells by prodding with a sharp instrument (as
wokas)
sčaˑpʼa : /sčaˑpʼa/ winnows out bits of pod with a sharp instrument
čaq 7-Sv [unknown meaning]. Only in:
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waˑmčaqLWn̲a : /waˑmčaqlWa/ are in a straight line on top (as trees along a ridge)
waˑmčaqLWn̲ys : /waˑmčaqlWis/ mane
čaqʼ 7+Sv be sharp-pointed, sharp
r̲é ̲ r̲čaqʼ : /čaqčaq/ sharply, sharp
/čaqčaq ʔa geˑ doˑgeˑni./
This is sharply pointed on the other end
̣
čaˑqʼdgi : /čaˑqtgi/ becomes sharp-pointed
sčaˑqʼdgi : /sčaˑqtgi/ sharpens a point
sne̲čaˑqʼdgi : /snačaˑqtgi/ makes sharp (same as last above?)
r̲é ̲ r̲čaqʼlʼi : /čaqčaqlʼi/ sharp-pointed
r̲é ̲ r̲čaqʼtkʼaˑyʼantga : /čaqčaqtkʼaˑyʼantga/ with some little sharp-pointed thing
čaqʼpsis : /čaqpsis/ “Sharp-Nose” (man’s proper name). Possibly with juncture: /čaq psis/?
wčaˑqʼa : /wčaˑqʼa/ sharpens a stick, long instrument
čaqʼ 7Sv jingle, rattle. Cf. {ǰaqʼ} 7-Sv “ring.”
r̲e ̲ r̲čaqʼa : /čaqčqʼa/ rattles, jingles. Also r̲éˑ̲ r̲čaqʼa : /čaˑqčaqʼa/ The latter may be more intensive (?).
s r̲e ̲ r̲čaqʼa : /sčaqčqa/ jingles, rattles something. Also s r̲éˑ̲ r̲čaqʼa : /sčaˑqčaqʼa/.
sne̲ r̲éˑ̲ r̲čaqʼa : /snačaˑqčaqʼa/ makes something rattle
s r̲e ̲ r̲čaqʼoˑts : /sčaqčqʼoˑts/ deer-hoof rattle (a cluster of dried deer hooves hung on a stick)
čaw 3-S-n sword grass (sp.). Only in:
r̲e ̲ r̲čawʔm : /čawčwʔam/ sword grass
čawʼ 3S-n small sp. of minnow-like fish
čawʼs : /čawas/ minnow (sp.)
čay i ̲\ʼ 7+Sv split, gash, cut in strips
čaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /čaˑyʼa/ becomes split, gashed
čʼlᵉčaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /čʼlačaˑyʼa/ scratches and leaves gashes
se̲čʼlᵉčaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /sačʼlčaˑyʼa/ scratches oneself, each other, leaving pl. gashes
lᵛčay i ̲\ʼa : /lačyʼa/ gashes with a round obj. (as a knife). (N. B. Knives are treated as round objs. in
Klamath.)
lᵛčaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /lačaˑyʼa/ gashes pl. (or pl. times) with a round obj.
r̲el̲ ᵛčaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /lalčaˑyʼa/ d. gash pl.
nčaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /nčaˑyʼa/ splits with a wedge, round instrument
nčaˑy i ̲\ʼoˑtkʼys : /nčaˑyʼoˑtkʼis/ elkhorn wedge (or adze?)
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wčaˑy i ̲\ʼdk : /wčaˑyitk/ gashed with a long instrument pl. times (or in pl. places)
čaˑn 7S-v admire, wish to have, be interested in. Possibly čan plus dgi. Only in:
čaˑndgi : /čaˑntgi/ admires, wishes to have
he̲sčaˑndgi : /hasčaˑntgi/ shows off to others
se̲čaˑndgi : /sačaˑntgi/ admires oneself, each other, each other’s belongings
čaˑy 3-S-n sleet. Only in:
r̲eˑ̲ r̲čaˑys : /čaˑyčaˑys/ sleet
ča̲ 14sv motion away for a purpose, going to go and do what the verb says. See Sec. 356.
ʔiga̲č a̲a : /ʔikča/ goes to get pl. objs.
gankangča̲a : /gankankča/ goes hunting
slᵉowiˑča̲a : /slewiˑča/ takes home a clothlike obj. first
sleˑča̲a : /sleˑča/ goes to see
sleˑča̲bli : /sleˑčabli/ goes to see again
yʼoˑdiča̲a : /yoˑdiča/ goes to shoot (pl. times)
čeč 3S-n church. From English. Only in:
čečhaws : /čečhaws/ church
čečhawkʼa : /čečhawkʼa/ little church
čeqʼ 7-Sv chip off (as enamel, glass, obsidian). Only in:
nčeqʼa : /nčeqʼa/ chips with a round instrument
nčeqʼsga : /nčeqsga/ chips off
česleyn 3-S-n plant (sp. of sagebrush-like semidesert plant). Also česleˑ in free variation. See Sec.
430.
r̲e ̲ r̲é ̲ r̲česleynʔm : /čečasčesleynʔam/ plant (sp.). Or r̲e ̲ r̲é ̲ r̲česleˑʔm : /čečasčesleˑʔam/.
česleˑ sle
čew 3Sn antelope (Antilocarpa americana oregona Bailey)
čew : /čew/ antelope

r̲eč̲ ew\ʼaˑkʼ : /čečwʼaˑk/ d. little antelopes
čew 7-Sv jump (fish). Possibly not segmentable. Only in:
wčewa : /wčewa/ (fish) jumps
čew i ̲\ʼ 7-Sv break a brittle obj. (as a jar, window). Probably 7+Sv but no attesting forms.
nčew i ̲\ʼa : /nčewʼa/ splinters with a round instrument
nčew i ̲\ʼtn̲a : /nčewta/ splinters on, smashes on (as an arrowhead against a rock)
sčeˑw i ̲\ʼa : /sčeˑwʼa/ stabs a hole, splinters (as ice)
wčewiˑ a : /wčewa/ breaks a brittle obj. with a long instrument
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čew i ̲\ʼ 7-Sv hit again on the same spot
wčew i ̲\ʼa : /wčewʼa/ hits on the same spot with a long instrument
čey 7S-v be loose, rickety, unstable
čey : /čey/ loose, rickety
/čey ʔans geˑ soloˑtis./ These clothes are loose on me.
čeˑydgi : /čeˑytgi/ becomes rickety, loose
r̲é ̲ r̲čeylʼi : /čeyčeylʼi/ loose, rickety
čeˑ 2Sre1 only after, upon, until. The construction čeˑt hak (often /čeˑtak/) is translated as “with
difficulty, barely.” See Sec. 921.
/pačʼit čeˑ nen hoˑskanga./ (He) only just now thought of it.
/gida hay ʔi čiˑwapk, gatbamblis čeˑ nis./ You will stay here until my return.
/homʼas čeˑ hay gyank pʼat./ Only having done thus can you eat it. (Texts, 11.44)
/ʔat sa honk siwga maˑns gitk čeˑ./ Now they killed her even after a long time. (Texts, 21.28)
/dom čeˑ honk lweloˑlast honk maqlaqsas—doˑˑm honk lwelaˑ./ Even though she had killed many
people—very many she had killed. (Texts, 21.29)
čeˑt hak : /čeˑt hak/ (or /čeˑtak/) barely, with difficulty
/čeˑt hak ʔan gatbambli./ I just barely got home. (Texts, 1.102)
čeˑl 3S-n porcupine (Erethizon epixantum, Brandt; Gatschet gives Erethizon dorsatus)
čeˑlys : /čeˑlis/ porcupine
čeˑlyʔmʼč : /čeˑliʔamʼč/ big old porcupine
r̲eč̲ eˑlyˑkʼ : /čečeˑliˑk/ d. little porcupines
Note also the dance song of the porcupines (Text 4.337):
/čeˑli, čeˑli, naˑlʼs kani lelqʼiqʼit!/ Porky, Porky, let somebody cut our wrists!
čeˑLg̣ place name. Unanalyzable.
čeˑLgsdi
̣ : /čeˑLaqsdi/ place name: Saddle Mountain

čgačwʼ 10sv opening the mouth wide (?). Only in:
hančgačwa : /hančgačwa/ has the mouth wide open
čgas 2Sre1 next, more, too. This item was always recorded with no preceding juncture.
/moˑčgas ʔiwtanyeˑga./ It’s starting to get heavier.
/ča! ʔičgas!/ Now! You next! (Texts, 7.13)
/dwaˑčgas?/ What next?
/gaʔas noˑčgas gen sleˑčwapk./ This way I’ll go and see also. (Texts, 11.37)
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/čoy honk loˑs beˑn hokčgas hontgalčapga, doˑkniˑ./ And again the next goose came flying, from
there. (Texts, 8.32)
/čoy honkčgas ndoga, nʼos./ And he hit him too, on the head. (Texts, 8.23)
/ʔat čik hok Laslʼačgas, hokt kʼičkʼaˑni./ Now indeed he got feathers too, that little one. (Texts,
14.28)
či 7S-v leak. Only in:
čiqn̲a : /čiqa/ leaks
sčiqn̲a : /sčiqa/ makes leak: sieves, strains
sčiqn̲oˑts : /sčiqnoˑts/ collander, sieve (of willows)
či 7S-v [unknown meaning]. Only in:
čibqʼoˑla : /čipqʼoˑla/ is fully awake (after having been drowsy). With {pʼeqʼ} 7-Sv 10sv “act on the
face” and {oˑl} 15sv “undoing, completing.”
či 7S-v go hand in hand. Occurs only with {se̲} 2pv [reflexive-reciprocal].
se̲čičʼn̲a : /siččʼa/ go off hand in hand
se̲čimni : /sičmni/ rise hand in hand
se̲čiwl : /sičwal/ go up hand in hand; idiom: thumbs a ride with someone
se̲čiwllʼgčʼn̲
̣ a : /sičwallqčʼa/ just rose off the ground with each other
se̲čiwloˑlčnʼa : /sičwaloˑlčnʼa/ go along off hand in hand. Used by RD to mean “passing down from
generation to generation”: Text 21.31. (Recording? Should be /sičoˑloˑlčnʼa/.)
se̲či r̲yamna : /sičiˑyamna/ go around hand in hand
se̲čiyeˑgčʼn̲a : /sičyeˑkčʼa/ just started to rise hand in hand
či 2Srp2 as, so then. Meaning uncertain.
/waq či hoˑt čʼoleˑks?/ How is that meat?
/dwaˑ ʔi sleʔaʔ či sa honk./ “What did you see?” they said. (“as they it”) (Texts, 19.64)
/qʼay ʔan sʔaywakta, či ʔeˑč./ “I don’t know,” he said. (“as really”)
/či sa hon ʔelga…/
as they call it…
̣
či see čnʼ along, action while moving
čičʼ 7-Sv split thin, strip off thin pieces (as bark)
ʔičiˑčʼa : /ʔičiˑčʼa/ makes shavings, shingles
čʼlᵉčičʼa : /čʼliččʼa/ strips tules with the nails (to obtain strips for basket weaving)
ktčičʼtn̲a : /kčičta/ scrapes foot, shins, on
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wčičʼa : /wčičʼa/ splits something thin with a long instrument
wčiˑčʼa : /wčiˑčʼa/ splits pl.
r̲ r ̲ew
̲ čiˑčʼa : /wčiwčiˑčʼa/ d. split pl.
čik 7S-v bushy. Only in:
čikwʼaˑlʼbgs : /čikwʼaˑlʼapks/ being bushy
/hoˑt ʔa čikwʼaˑlʼapks nʼos gitk./ He has a bushy head.
čik 2Srp6 indeed (?). This item introduces a new topic, makes a definitive statement, or asks for
definitive information. See especially Text 39, in which a series of pictures was handed to the
informant one after another. There {čik} is used as the marker for each new subject.
/waq čik gen, qʼay hak dič sličtnank spičʼaˑ wač./ How is this, he is leading the horse not having tied
it on well. (Texts, 39.28)
/geˑ čik snʼeweˑts./ This, now, is a woman.
/čoy dak čik moˑni goˑs./
However, it was a big tree indeed. (Texts, 3.100)
̣
/waq čik ʔi giwapk?/ What will you do? (Lit. “how…?”)
/dam čik hok qʼa nodeˑtk?/ Was it badly burned?
/ʔiˑ, či čik honk./ “Yes,” he said. (“as indeed it”).
čiˑkʼaˑ 3Sn old man
čiˑkʼaˑ : /čikʼaˑ/ old man
r̲eč̲ ikʼaˑ\ʼaˑkʼ : /čičkʼaˑ ʔaˑk/ d. little old men
čimi interjection here! take it! Possibly {či} 2Srp2 “as, so, then” + mi ({ʔi} 2Sp “you sg.” + {ʔm}
2sp 7sp [possessive]).
čimi! : /čimi!/ Here! Take it!
čimʼan 7Sv widower. A verbal stem occurring only in one substantival formation.
čimʼandk : /čimʼantk/ widower; also man’s proper name
r̲eč̲ imʼandk : /čičmʼantk/ d. widowers
čimʼang see tsimʼang “boy, youth”

čiNttʼ 7Sv be plainly audible
čiNttʼa : /čiNttʼa/ is plainly audible, clear (as a voice, noise, singing)
čiń̲ see tsiń̲ grow
čiqʼ 7-Sv shake out, beat out, comb
r̲e ̲ r̲čiqʼa : /čiqčqʼa/ shakes (as a house in the wind)
sne̲ r̲e ̲ r̲čiqʼa : /sničaqčqʼa/ shakes something (as a rattle)
slᵛčiˑqʼa : /sličiˑqʼa/ combs the hair. See slᵛ.
swʼᵛ r̲e ̲ r̲čiqʼa : /swʼičaqčqʼa/ shakes the head (like a horse)
r̲ r ̲es̲ wʼᵛ r̲e ̲ r̲čiqʼa : /swʼisoˑčaqčqʼa/ d. shake heads
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wčiqʼa : /wčiqʼa/ shakes out, beats out with a long instrument (as a carpet)
w r̲e ̲ r̲čiqʼa : /wčiqčqʼa/ shakes out violently or repeatedly; beats violently with a long instrument
čiwʼ 7-Sv be in strips, pieces. Only in:
spičiwʼa : /spičiwʼa/ tears, drags off a strip, piece
spičiˑwʼa : /spičiˑwʼa/ tears into strips, pieces
čiˑ 7Sv stay, live, dwell. Cf. also {čᵛ} 4S-v “sit sg.”
čiˑa : /čiˑya/ lives, stays, dwells
he̲sčiˑ : /hisčiˑ/ causes someone to stay
čiˑat! : /čiˑyat!/ pl. stay!
čiˑa̲t : /čiˑt/ can stay
čiˑdk : /čiˑtk/ staying, one staying
čiˑkanga : /čiˑkanga/ stays here and there, lives all around
čiˑkangkʼys : /čiˑkankkʼis/ dwellings scattered about
čiˑkʼys : /čiˑkʼis/ dwelling
čiˑs : /čiˑs/ home, house, dwelling
qawdoˑgiˑsm čiˑs : /qawdoˑgiˑsam čiˑs/ “Bird’s (sp.)-Home” (place name)
čiˑyeˑga : /čiˑyeˑga/ starts to live, dwell
r̲eč̲ iˑys : /čičiˑs/ dweller
čiˑloqin 3S-n man’s proper name. Unanalyzable. The present town of Chiloquin is named after this
person.
čiˑloqins : /čiˑloqins/ man’s proper name
čiˑlʼig sne
čiˑlʼilʼig 3S-n baby birds. Also čiˑlʼig. Apparently an occurrence of r̲é ̲ here, but not usefully
segmentable.
čiˑlʼilʼigs : /čiˑlʼilʼiks/ baby birds
r̲eč̲ ilʼigkʼa : /čičiˑlʼikka/ d. little baby birds
čkʼaˑW 7Sv be cold (weather, liquid, food, etc.)
čkʼaˑWa : /skʼaˑWa/ is cold
sne̲čkʼaˑWa : /snačkʼaˑWa/ makes cold
čkʼaˑWdk : /skʼaˑWatk/ cold, cold one
čkʼaˑWdgi : /skʼaˑWtgi/ turns cold
sne̲čkʼaˑWdgi : /snačkʼaˑWtgi/ cools something
čloqʼ 7+Sv slip, be smooth, slick, slippery
čloˑqʼa : /čloˑqʼa/ is smooth, slippery
r̲ r ̲eč̲ loˑqʼdk : /čločloˑqʼatk/ d. smooth, slick
čloˑqʼdgi : /čloˑqtgi/ becomes slick, slippery
sne̲čloˑqʼdgi : /snočloˑqtgi/ makes slippery
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yᵛčloqʼa : /yočlqʼa/ slips, feet slip
yᵛčloqʼčnʼa : /yočlaqčnʼa/ slips while going along
yᵛčloqʼdgl : /yočlaqtgal/ slips
yᵛčloqʼlʼg̣ a̲ksga : /yočlaqʼlgaksga/
almost slipped and fell
̣
yᵛčloˑqʼa : /yočloˑqʼa/ slips on pl. objs.
r̲e\̲ ʼyᵛčloˑqʼkanga : /yoyʼačloˑqkanga/ d. slip around

čnʼ 16sv along, action while moving. Also č and či. See Sec. 362.
čʼinčnʼbga : /čʼinčampga/ has the back to someone going along
čʼinčibga : /čʼinčipga/ has the back to someone coming
dasčibga : /dasčipga/ reaches toward
sne̲gᵛiwčnʼa : /snigoˑčnʼa/ sends something (“causes to go along”)
sne̲gᵛiwča! : /snigoˑča!/ send!
sne̲gᵛiwčnʼik : /snigoˑčnʼik/ let me send
sne̲gᵛiwčnʼdgi : /snigoˑčantgi/ let him send
lotoˑčnʼa : /lotoˑčnʼa/ carries an armload along
nᵉtʼepʼčnʼa : /netʼapčnʼa/ lays flat objs. in a row along (intr. also)
slᵉelʼgčnʼiˑa
: /slelgačnʼiˑya/
leaves a clothlike obj. for someone while going along
̣
̣
čog 3-S-n man’s brother-in-law (man’s sister’s husband; wife’s brother); cousin (mother’s younger
brother’s child, used by a male speaker)
bčoga̲b : /pčogap/ brother-in-law; cousin
se̲bčoga̲ldk : /sopčgaltk/ related to one another as a man to his sister’s husband, etc.
bčogysa̲b : /pčogiˑsap/ brothers-in-law; cousins
čogị 3Sn pumice stone
čogị : /čogi/
̣ pumice
čok 7S-v be rickety, swaying, unsafe (as an old building)
čok r̲ r ̲éč̲ ʼwa̲a : /čokčʼwačʼwa/ sways up and down
čokkanga : /čokkanga/ sways, is rickety, unsafe
čokʼalw 3S-n place name. Unanalyzable.
čokʼalws : /čokalwas/ place name
čoLy 7Sv put on a shirt
čoLy : /čoLiˑ/ puts on a shirt
he̲sčoLy : /hosčLi/ puts a shirt on someone
r̲eč̲ oLy : /čočLi/ d. put on shirts
čoLybli : /čoLiˑbli/ puts a shirt back on
čoLyoˑla : /čoLyoˑla/ takes off a shirt
he̲sčoLyoˑla : /hosčaLyoˑla/ takes off someone’s shirt, makes someone take off a shirt
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čoLys : /čoLiˑs/ shirt
čoLyʔmʼč : /čoLiˑ ʔamʼč/ big old shirt
čoLykʼa : /čoLiˑkʼa/ little shirt
čoLys\ʼa̲la : /čoLiˑslʼa/ makes a shirt
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čonw 7Sv vomit
čonwa : /čonwa/ vomits
he̲sčonwa : /hosčanwa/ makes vomit
r̲eč̲ onwa : /čočanwa/ d. vomit
čonwnʼapga : /čonoˑnʼapga/ feels like vomiting
čonws : /čonwas/ vomit
loqʔm čonws : /loqʔam čonwas/ mountain lily (“grizzly’s vomit”)
čoq 3-Sn water. From Chinook Jargon. Only in:
soˑlčoq : /soˑlčoq/ ocean (“salt-water”)
soˑlčoqkniˑ : /soˑlčoqkniˑ/ Lower Rogue River people
čoq 7-Sv bend. Only in:
sgᵛčoqtn̲a : /sgočaqta/ bends the penis on
čoqʼ 7Sv be light-colored
r̲éˑ̲ r̲čoqʼa : /čoˑqčoqʼa/ is light-colored
čoˑqʼdgi : /čoˑqtgi/ becomes light-colored
sne̲čoˑqʼdgi : /snočoˑqtgi/ bleaches
r̲é ̲ r̲čoqʼlʼi : /čoqčoqlʼi/ light-colored
čoy 2Srp1 so, and, then. See Sec. 1046.
/čoy honk ʔat hok sgisoˑla
gida./ So she woke up here. (Texts, 4.28)
̣
/čoy honk naʔas gi, …/ So then he said,… (Texts, 13.71)
/qʼelyʼak ptisap, čoy qʼelyʼak pkʼisap/ without a father, and without a mother
/čoyč ni genwapk ʔat!/ So now I’ll go too!
/čoy sa honk ʔat genaˑ, genaˑ./ So now they went on and on.

/čoy čeˑ!/ Until so! Idiom: So that’s how it is! That’s terrible! How dare they!
čoy i ̲\ʼ 7+Sv crumble up (as clods, ice)
čoˑy i ̲\ʼa : /čoˑyʼa/ crumbles easily (as a clod of dirt, rotten ice)
nčoˑy i ̲\ʼa : /nčoˑyʼa/ crumbles up pl. with a round instrument
wčoy i ̲\ʼa : /wčoyʼa/ crumbles up a clod with a long instrument
wčoˑy i ̲\ʼa : /wčoˑyʼa/ crumbles up pl.
čoˑ 7-Sv [unknown meaning]. Occurs only after {wi} 4S-v “blow (wind).” {wi} alone is
intransitive; {wi} + {čoˑ} has the meaning
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“blow something (on, against, off of, etc.).”
wičoˑbli : /wičoˑbli/ wind blows something back. See wi.
čoˑčlʼ 7-Sv shave wood, make shavings. Only in:
wčoˑčlʼa : /wčoˑčlʼa/ makes shavings
čoˑl 3-S-n great-grandmother (father’s grandmother). This term was obtained only from Mr.
Pompey and was not checked.
bčoˑlyb : /pčoˑlip/ great-grandmother
r̲ r ̲eb̲ čoˑlysa̲b : /pčopčoˑlisap/ great-grandmothers (d. ?)
čoˑq 3Sn firefly
čoˑq : /čoˑq/ firefly, fireflies
čqʼaˑlʼ 7-Sv coil up (snake). Possibly related to {qʼalʼ} 7-Sv “fold.” Only in:
se̲hod̲čqʼaˑlʼa : /sohaččqʼaˑlʼa/ snake coils up
čw see ačw on the head, hair
čwa 3Sn wild potatio (Sagittaria latifolia; Gatschet gives Sagittaria sagittifolia or Sagittaria
variabilis). This has now been generalised in meaning to include domestic potatoes. Occurs with
r̲e ̲ allomorph of { r̲e}̲ 1pn [distributive] only.
čwa : /čwa/ wild potato
r̲eč̲ wa\ʼaˑkʼ : /čačoˑʔaˑk/ d. little wild potatoes
čway 3S-n turkey buzzard. Occurs with r̲e ̲ allomorph of { r̲e}̲ 1pn [distributive] only.
čways : /čways/ turkey buzzard
čwaykʼa : /čwaykʼa/ little turkey buzzard
r̲eč̲ waykʼa : /čačwiˑkʼa/ d. little turkey buzzards
čweˑkʼ 7Sv be tough (meat). Occurs with r̲e ̲ allomorph of { r̲e}̲ 1pv [distributive] only.
čweˑkʼa : /čweˑkʼa/ is tough
sne̲čweˑkʼa : /snečweˑkʼa/ makes tough
r̲eč̲ weˑkʼdk : /čečweˑkʼatk/ d. tough
čweˑkʼdgi : /čweˑktgi/ becomes tough

čya see tya basket-sifter
čyaˑw 3S-n plant (sp.). Identified as a wokas-like plant with red blooms growing in swampy places.
See Text 38.194 ff.
čyaˑwysm : /čyaˑwisam/ plant (sp.)
čʼ
čʼ see očʼ [unknown meaning]
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čʼa 4S-v act on a handful of granular objs. (as sand, grain, beads, dried wokas, etc.).
čʼadga : /čʼatga/ takes a handful out of a container
čʼadgl : /čʼatgal/ picks up a handful
čʼadgạ : /čʼatga/
̣ takes a handful away from someone (with {odg}̣ 10sv “taking away, depriving”);
divides a handful (with {edg}̣ 10sv “dividing, distributing”)
se̲čʼadgạ : /sačʼatga/
̣ quarrel over a handful (with {odg});
̣ divide a handful among oneselves (with
{edg})
̣
čʼadgi : /čʼatgi/ takes down a handful, strips a branch of berries
čʼadgnʼa
̣ : /čʼatqnʼa/ puts a handful into the mouth. (intr. also)
čʼadiˑla : /čʼadiˑla/ puts a handful under. (intr. also)
čʼaga̲č a̲a : /čʼakča/ goes to get a handful
čʼagỵ : /čʼagiˑ/
̣ bites, puts a handful in the mouth
čʼakLa : /čʼakLa/ puts a handful down on, on a vehicle
čʼakʼčʼwy : /čʼakčʼwi/ puts a handful into a tight place
čʼaliˑna : /čʼaliˑna/ takes a handful off the edge. (intr. also)
čʼaLn̲čʼn̲a : /čʼaLančʼa/ just lays a handful alongside. (intr. also)
čʼalʼgạ : /čʼalga/
̣ puts a handful down, on the ground
čʼaqaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /čʼaqaˑyʼa/ puts a handful in among bushes, in the hair. (intr. also)
čʼaqaˑy i ̲\ʼoˑla : /čʼaqaˑyʼoˑla/ takes a handful out of bushes, hair; separates one kind of grain from
another
čʼatqʼaga : /čʼatqʼaga/ digs up a handful; handful rises to the surface
čʼawyʼgạ : /čʼawiˑga/
̣ puts a handful into a container. (intr. also)
čʼayaˑ : /čʼaya/ gives a handful
r̲eč̲ ʼay : /čʼačʼiˑ/ d. give a handful
čʼaybli : /čʼaybli/ gives back a handful
čʼa r̲yamna : /čʼayyamna/ carries, holds a handful

čʼayeˑga : /čʼayeˑga/ raises a handful. (intr. also)
čʼabkʼ 7+Sv mash up something mushy, be mushy. Cf. {tʼabkʼ} 7+Sv “be sticky, mash up something
sticky” and {lʼabkʼ} 7+Sv “be doughy, mash up something doughy.” Segmentation does not seem
productive, but the resemblance must be noted.
r̲é ̲ r̲ rč̲ ʼabkʼa : /čʼapkčʼapkʼa/ is mushy (coarse-grained and wet, like wokas mush or hamburger)
dᵛčʼabkʼa : /dačʼapkʼa/ mashes up with the fingers
ktčʼabkʼa : /kčʼapkʼa/ mashes up with a blow, kick
nčʼabka : /nčʼapkʼa/ mashes with a round instrument
čʼalmgoˑyʼ 3S-n katydid. Same as {čʼloppʼ} 3-S-n.
čʼalmgoˑyʼs : /čʼalamgoˑyʼas/ katydid
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čʼalw 3S-n rotten fish. May contain {w} 22sv [past noun].
čʼalwys : /čʼalwis/ rotten fish, dead fish
čʼamgikʼwa 3Sn widgeon bird
čʼamgikʼwa : /čʼamgikʼwa/ widgeon
čʼan 3-Sn kingfisher (Ceryle alcyon). Onomatopoetic.
r̲é ̲ r̲čʼan : /čʼančʼan/ kingfisher
r̲é ̲ r̲čʼan\ʼaˑkʼ : /čʼančʼanʼaˑk/ little kingfisher
r̲e ̲ r̲é ̲ r̲čʼan\ʼaˑkʼ : /čʼačʼančʼanʼaˑk/ d. little kingfishers
čʼapkʼeˑk 3S-n soot. Cf. also {čʼapsgiˑ}
̣ 3S-n “soot” and {Lapkʼeˑk} 3S-n “flying ash from a hot fire.”
Analysis is possible but not certain and productive of unique morphemes with no easily
assignable meaning.
čʼapkʼeˑks : /čʼapkʼeˑks/ soot
čʼapsgiˑ̣ 3S-n soot. Cf. čʼapkʼeˑk above.
čʼapsgiˑs
̣ : /čʼapsgiˑs/
̣ soot

čʼaqʼ 7-Sv tangle, mix up, whip up into a mass
hod̲čʼaqʼtn̲a : /hoččʼaqta/ tangles itself into a knot (“runs upon a tangle”)
he̲shod̲čʼaqʼtn̲oˑla : /hosaččʼaqtnoˑla/ untangles
kᵛčʼaˑqʼa : /kačʼaˑqʼa/ mixes, whips up batter or dough
čʼaqʼwi 3Sn place name. Unanalyzable.
čʼaqʼwi : /čʼaqʼwi/ place name
čʼasaqʼ 7-Sv slap, tap. Only in:
ktčʼasaqʼbqʼa : /kčʼasaqpqʼa/ slaps, taps on the face
ktčʼasaqʼkʼya : /kčʼasaqkʼya/ slaps on the buttocks
ktčʼasaqʼ r̲kʼya : /kčʼasaqkʼakʼya/ slaps pl. times, repeatedly, on the buttocks
ktčʼasaqʼtn̲a : /kčʼasaqta/ slaps on, taps on
ktčʼasaqʼwa : /kčʼasaqʼwa/ slaps the hand in the water
čʼasgaˑy 3Sn weasel (Putorius ermineus)
čʼasgaˑy : /čʼasgaˑy/ weasel
r̲eč̲ ʼasgaˑy\ʼaˑkʼ : /čʼačʼasgaˑyʼaˑk/ d. little weasels

čʼasgiˑp
̣ 3S-n nighthawk
čʼasgiˑps
: /čʼasgiˑps/
nighthawk
̣
̣
čʼasgiˑpkʼa
: /čʼasgiˑpkʼa/
little nighthawk
̣
̣
r̲eč̲ ʼasgiˑpʔmč
: /čʼačʼasgiˑpʔamʼč/
d. big old nighthawks
̣
̣
čʼaw 7-Sv slap on the ear. Only in:
ktčʼawkʼya : /kčʼawkʼya/ slaps on the ear
r̲ r ̲ek̲ tčʼawkʼya : /kčʼakčʼoˑkʼya/ d. slap on the ear

čʼawlaˑk 3S-n wood duck (Gatschet gives Aix sponsa)
čʼawlaˑks : /čʼawlaˑks/ wood duck
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čʼawʼig 7Sv be crazy, go crazy
čʼawʼiga : /čʼawʼiga/ is crazy, goes crazy
r̲eč̲ ʼawʼiga : /čʼačwʼiga/ d. are, go crazy
sne̲čʼawʼiga : /snačwʼiga/ drives someone crazy
čʼawʼigdk : /čʼawʼigatk/ crazy, a crazy one
čʼawʼigaˑkʼidk : /čʼawʼigaˑkʼitk/ little crazy one
čʼawʼigmčʼigdk : /čʼawʼigamčʼigatk/ big old crazy one
čʼay\ʼ 7-Sv catch, pinch between two surfaces
ʔᵛčʼay\ʼtn̲a : /ʔačʼiˑta/ pinches a long obj. between two surfaces
se̲ʔᵛčʼay\ʼa : /saˑčʼiˑta/ pinches one’s own (finger, toe)
ktčʼay\ʼtn̲a : /kčʼayta/ hits and pinches, stamps on someone’s finger, etc.
he̲sqačʼaˑy\ʼa : /hasqčʼaˑyʼa/ picks one’s teeth
qačʼaˑy\ʼ r̲dgnʼa
̣ : /qačʼaˑytdatqnʼa/ puts a stick in someone’s mouth, picks someone’s teeth
he̲sqačʼaˑy\ʼoˑts : /hasqčʼaˑyʼoˑts/ toothpick
spᵛčʼaˑy\ʼ r̲dgnʼa
̣ : /spačʼaˑytdatqnʼa/ pulls and pinches someone’s mouth (as a horse’s mouth with a
bridle)
wčʼay\ʼtn̲a : /wčʼayta/ pinches someone’s finger, toe, etc. with a long instrument
r̲ r ̲ew
̲ čʼay\ʼtn̲a : /wčʼawčʼiˑta/ d. pinch
čʼayal 7S-v back up, go backwards
čʼayalbaˑtn̲a : /čʼayalbaˑta/ backs up to the shore, edge
čʼayalčnʼa : /čʼayalčnʼa/ backs up, goes along backing up
he̲sčʼayalčnʼa : /hasčʼyalčnʼa/ causes someone to back up
r̲eč̲ ʼayalčnʼa : /čʼačʼyalčnʼa/ d. back up
sčʼayalčnʼa : /sčʼayalčnʼa/ backs something up
sčʼayalča! : /sčʼayalča!/ back it up!
čʼayaldiˑla : /čʼayaldiˑla/ backs up underneath
sčʼayaldiˑla : /sčʼayaldiˑla/ backs something under
čʼayalWasga : /čʼayalWasga/ backs away from

sčʼayalWasga : /sčʼayalWasga/ backs something away from
čʼayang 3S-n berry (sp. unknown). These were called “thornberries” by the Pompeys and
“willowberries” by BL.
čʼayangs : /čʼayanks/ berry (sp.)
čʼayangsʔm : /čʼayanksʔam/ berry bush (sp.)
čʼayangsdi : /čʼayanksdi/ “Berry (sp.)-Place” (place name)
čʼayangsd̲at : /čʼayanksdat/ “In-the-Berries (sp.)” (place name)
čʼaˑgị 3Sn little boy. Commonly with {ʼaˑkʼ} 6sn [diminutive] .
čʼaˑgị : /čʼaˑgi/
̣ little boy
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čʼaˑgi\ʼaˑkʼ
: /čʼaˑqyʼaˑk/ little boy
̣
r̲eč̲ ʼaˑgi\ʼaˑkʼ
: /čʼačʼaˑqyʼaˑk/ d. little boys
̣

čʼaˑgi\ʼaˑkʼ
ksᵛalamns : /čʼaˑqyʼaˑk ksalamnas/ “Little-Boy-Lying-on-the-Hillside” (place name)
̣
čʼaˑgi\ʼaˑkʼlmksi
: /čʼaˑqyʼaˑkʼlamksi/ “Little-Boy’s-Place” (place name)
̣
čʼaˑm 3S-n stupid (?). Possibly related to {čʼaˑn i ̲\ʼ} 7Sv “not know how to do.”
čʼaˑms : /čʼaˑms/ stupid (?). E.g.,
/waq hak čʼaˑms geˑ!/ How stupid he is! (What’s the matter with him—why did he do that?)
/skay hak čʼaˑms!/ That’s not called for!
čʼaˑn i ̲\ʼ 7Sv not know how to do
čʼaˑn i ̲\ʼa : /čʼaˑnʼa/ doesn’t know how to do
čʼaˑn i ̲\ʼs : /čʼaˑnis/ not knowing. Usually in constructions like the following:
/čʼaˑnis ʔan sʔedoˑs./ I don’t know how to count.
/čʼaˑnis hoˑt swiˑs./ He doesn’t know how to sing.
r̲eč̲ ʼaˑn i ̲\ʼs : /čʼačʼaˑnis/ d. not knowing
/čʼačʼaˑnis beqsas./ (They) don’t know how to grind (wokas).
čʼaˑqʼ 7-Sv kill fleas, lice. Only in:
gwᵛčʼaˑqʼa
: /gwačʼaˑqʼa/
bites fleas, lice, off of someone
̣
̣
r̲eg̲ wᵛčʼaˑqʼa
: /gag
d. bite lice, fleas
̣
̣ oˑčʼaˑqʼa/
̣

se̲gwᵛčʼaˑqʼa
: /sagoˑčʼaˑqʼa/
bites lice, fleas off of oneself, each other
̣
̣
čʼaˑs 3S-n skunk (Mephitis mephitica)
čʼaˑsys : /čʼaˑsis/ skunk
čʼaˑsyʔmʼč : /čʼaˑsiʔamʼč/ big old skunk
r̲eč̲ ʼaˑsyˑkʼ : /čʼačʼaˑsiˑk/ d. little skunks
čʼaˑsysʔm tʼapq : /čʼaˑsisʔam tʼapaq/ skunk cabbage. This is said to be a loan construction from
English; skunk cabbage is a recent importation into the area.
čʼa̲ see čʼn̲ just did and no more

čʼeč 7S-v be syrupy, sticky-looking
čʼeˑčdgi : /čʼeˑčtgi/ becomes syrupy, sticky
r̲é ̲ r̲čʼečlʼi : /čʼeččʼečlʼi/ syrupy, sticky-looking
čʼečteˑs 3S-n Old Marten (or Old Mink). This mythological figure is probably the same as {sqel}.
The form may contain an otherwise unattested r̲e ̲ sequence: r̲eč̲ ʼeteˑs.
čʼečteˑsys : /čʼečteˑsis/ Old Marten (or “Old Mink”)
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čʼečʼ 7-Sv sprinkle, dab
wčʼečʼtn̲a : /wčʼečta/ makes a dab on, a spot
wčʼeˑčʼa : /wčʼeˑčʼa/ sprinkles, spots, dabs
wčʼeˑčʼ r̲bqʼdk : /wčʼeˑčbapqʼatk/ sprinkled on the face, freckle-faced
r̲ r ̲ew
̲ čʼeˑčʼ r̲bqʼdk : /wčʼewčʼeˑčbapqʼatk/ d. freckle-faced
wčʼeˑčʼ r̲tnna : /wčʼeˑčʼattanʔa/ sprinkles on
wčʼeˑčʼ r̲wl : /wčʼeˑčʼoˑwal/ sprinkles on top
čʼeg̣ 3S-n Brewer’s blackbird (Scolecophagus cyanocephalus). Onomatopoetic: its cry is /čʼeq čʼeq
čʼeq!/
čʼegṣ : /čʼeqs/ Brewer’s blackbird
r̲eč̲ ʼeg\ʼaˑkʼ
: /čʼečqʼaˑk/ d. little blackbirds
̣
čʼegṣ dᵛawls : /čʼeqs dawals/ “Blackbird-Standing-on-Top” (place name)
čʼekʼ. see nčʼekʼ small, into pieces
čʼelg 7Sv eat the roasted skin of ducks and waterfowl; skin
čʼelga : /čʼelga/ eats the roasted skin of birds
čʼelgs : /čʼelks/ skin (general term)
čʼel\ʼ 7Sv be shiny, twinkle, glitter
r̲eč̲ ʼeˑl\ʼa : /čʼečʼeˑlʼa/ d. shine, twinkle
r̲éˑ̲ r̲čʼel\ʼa : /čʼeˑlčʼelʼa/ is shiny
sne̲ r̲éˑ̲ r̲čʼel\ʼa : /snečʼeˑlčʼelʼa/ makes shiny

čʼeˑl\ʼdgi : /čʼeˑltgi/ turns, becomes shiny
r̲é ̲ r̲čʼel\ʼlʼi : /čʼelčʼelʔi/ shining, glittering, beaming
čʼeL 3S-n peeling, skin of a fruit
čʼeLs : /čʼeLas/ peeling, skin
čʼepqʼ 7Sv be weak-eyed. Possibly contains an allomorph of {pʼeqʼ} 7-Sv 10sv “act on the face.”
Only in:
čʼepqʼa : /čʼepqʼa/ has a weak eye, eye gets weak
r̲eč̲ ʼepqʼdk : /čʼečʼapqʼatk/ weak-eyed
čʼew 3S-n yellowhammer (Colaptes auratus var. mexicanus). Onomatopoetic: its cry is /čʼew čʼew!/.
čews : /čews/ yellowhammer
čʼews honlamns : /čʼews hollamnas/ “Yellowhammer-Flying-Along-the-Side” (place name)
čʼewʼ 7Sv blister
r̲éˑ̲ r̲čʼew\ʼa : /čʼeˑwčʼewʼa/ blisters (as skin from the sun, as paint)
čʼeˑw\ʼdgi : /čʼeˑwtgi/ becomes blistered
čʼey 3Sn buttocks
čʼey : /čʼey/ buttocks
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čʼeˑg 3S-n teal (sp.). Onomatopoetic: its cry is /čʼeˑk čʼeˑk čʼeˑk!/.
čʼeˑgs : /čʼeˑks/ teal (sp.)
r̲eč̲ ʼeˑg\ʼaˑkʼ : /čʼečʼeˑkʼaˑk/ d. little teals
čʼi 4S-v act upon liquid in a container (as water in a bucket, pus in a sore, etc.)
čʼibga : /čʼipga/ brings liquid (with {ebg} 17sv “coming, action toward the speaker”); liquid stands
in a lake, container (with {obg} 19sv [durative]).
čʼibqʼa : /čʼipqʼa/ puts liquid on the face. (intr. also). Also: has a sore on the face.
čʼčʼibqʼa : /čʼičʼapqʼa/ d. put liquid on the face; has d. sores on the face
čʼibqʼs : /čʼipqʼas/ fir tree (sp.). This tree has bark covered with pitchy nodules. This pitch was rubbed
on the eyes as a cure for sores.
r̲eč̲ ʼibqʼsm : /čʼičʼapqsam/ poison oak
čʼičʼn̲a : /čʼičʼa/ just took liquid off
sčʼičʼn̲a : /sčʼičʼa/ just made liquid go off, spread out (as one irrigates a field)
sčʼičʼa̲bga : /sčʼičʼapga/ just caused water to flow toward
čʼidbn̲a : /čʼitba/ arrives with a container of liquid; liquid reaches, arrives
čʼidga : /čʼitga/ liquid stands, has been standing
čʼidgs : /čʼidaks/ dew
čʼidgạ : /čʼitga/
̣ takes liquid away from
čʼiga̲a : /čʼiga/ gets liquid
čʼiga̲č a̲a : /čʼikča/ goes to get liquid
čʼiga̲č a̲dgi : /čʼikčatgi/ wants someone to go get liquid
čʼiga̲lgi : /čʼigalgi/ comes to get liquid
čʼikLa : /čʼikLa/ sets liquid down on (as glass of water on a table)
čʼikʼaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /čʼikʼaˑyʼa/ hangs up liquid. (intr. also)
r̲eč̲ ʼikʼaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /čʼičkʼaˑyʼa/ d. hang up liquid
čʼikʼaˑy i ̲\ʼoˑts : /čʼikʼaˑyʼoˑts/ pot
čʼilčʼwy : /čʼilčʼwi/ takes liquid right up to
čʼiLWn̲a : /čʼiLWa/ liquid lies flat on, along the top of
sčʼiLWn̲a : /sčʼiLWa/ spreads liquid out on; irrigates
čʼilʼaˑlʼa : /čʼilʼaˑlʼa/ puts liquid on a fire (as a pot to boil). (intr. also)
čʼilʼgạ : /čʼilga/
̣ puts down liquid; festers
r̲eč̲ ʼilʼgdk
d. festered
̣ : /čʼičʼalgatk/
̣
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čʼi (continued)
čʼimtʼa : /čʼimtʼa/ has a liquid-containing sore, pussy infection.
čʼimtʼs : /čʼimtʼas/ sore; impetigo
čʼimtʼsm : /čʼimtsam/ poison oak. Or: r̲eč̲ ʼimtʼsm
/čʼičʼamtsam/. Cf. above under čʼibqʼa.
čʼipaleˑ\ʼa : /čʼipaleˑʔa/ tattoos
se̲čʼipaleˑ\ʼa : /sičpaleˑʔa/ has oneself tattooed
se̲čʼipaleˑ\ʼs : /sičpaleˑʔas/ tattooing
čʼiqn̲a : /čʼiqa/ takes liquid out, through
čʼitn̲a : /čʼita/ puts liquid on, against; blister (used as a noun with no further suffix; possibly not the
same, since “blister” is always recorded as /čʼitaˑ/)
se̲čʼitn̲ank : /sičʼatnank/ having liquid against oneself (as someone with a canteen strapped to his
belt)
čʼitqʼaga : /čʼitqʼaga/ brings a container of liquid up out; liquid rise up out of, wells up; sore rises,
develops
čʼitqʼags : /čʼitqʼaks/ pus
čʼiwl : /čʼiwal/ puts liquid on top of. (intr. also)
r̲eč̲ ʼiwlat! : /čʼičʼoˑlat!/ pl. put liquid on top of!
čʼiwloˑla : /čʼiwloˑla/ takes liquid off the top of
r̲eč̲ ʼiwloˑlat! : /čʼičʼoˑloˑlat!/ pl. take liquid off the top!
čʼiwʼaˑlʼa : /čʼiwʼaˑlʼa/ puts liquid on the end of (as a drop of water on the end of a stick). (intr. also)
čʼiya : /čʼiya/ gives a container of liquid
čʼiy! : /čʼiˑ!/ give liquid!
čʼiyahʔa : /čʼiyahʔa/ hides a container of liquid
čʼiyamna : /čʼiyamna/ liquid lies around; carries liquid around
sčʼi r̲yamna : /sčʼiyyamna/ makes liquid go around, all over; irrigates
ʔambo čʼi r̲yamnoˑts : /ʔambo čʼiyyamnoˑts/ canteen
r̲eč̲ ʼi r̲yamns : /čʼičʼiˑyamnas/ mud puddle, puddle of rain water
čʼiyeˑga : /čʼiyeˑga/ dips up water; water rises
sčʼiyeˑga : /sčʼiyeˑga/ floods something
čʼido 3Sn childless person (male or female)
čʼido : /čʼido/ childless person
čʼig̣ 3-S-n man’s brother-in-law (wife’s sister’s husband); woman’s sister-in-law (husband’s
brother’s wife). The term is reciprocal according to Mr. Pompey, but other informants were not
sure.
bčʼigab
̣ : /pčʼigap/ man’s brother-in-law; woman’s sister-in-law
bčʼigysa̲
brothers-in-law; sisters-in-law
̣ b : /pčʼigiˑsap/
̣
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čʼikdo 3Sn marsh hawk (sp. unknown)
čʼikdo : /čʼikdo/ marsh hawk
r̲eč̲ ʼikdo\ʼaˑkʼ : /čʼičʼaktwʼaˑk/ d. little marsh hawks
čʼikwʼalgol
̣ 7S-v turn handsprings. Analyzable?
čʼikwʼalgoleˑ\ʼa
: /čʼikwʼalgoleˑʔa/
turns handsprings
̣
̣
r̲eč̲ ʼikwʼalgoleˑ\ʼa
: /čʼičʼakwʼalgoleˑʔa/
d. turn handsprings
̣
̣

čʼikʼ 3S-n bird (generic term)
čʼikʼs : /čʼikʼas/ bird
r̲eč̲ ʼikʼʔmʼč : /čʼičʼakʔamʼč/ d. big old birds
r̲eč̲ ʼikʼkʼa : /čʼičʼakkʼa/ d. little birds
čʼikʼs waLgkʼys
: /čʼikʼas waLaqkʼis/ “Bird-Lookout” (place name)
̣

čʼikʼsʔm makwls : /čʼiksʔam makwals/ nape of the neck (“bird’s-camp-on-top” )
čʼikʼa 3Sn snowbird, chaffinch. Cf. last entry above?
čʼika : /čʼika/ snowbird, chaffinch
čʼilwi 3S-n boy (late teenage). Note that if this were *čʼilwy, one would expect the diminutive form
to be *čʼilwyˑkʼ : */čʼilwiˑk/.
čʼilwis : /čʼilwis/ boy (late teenage)
čʼilwi\ʼaˑkʼ : /čʼiloˑyʼaˑk/ little boy
r̲eč̲ ʼilwiʔmʼč : /čʼičʼalwiʔamʼč/ d. big old boys
čʼiL 3S-n squirrel (large sp. with yellowish stripes)
čʼiLs : /čʼiLas/ squirrel (sp.)
čʼiLq 3Sn shell, pod, hull, scale (of a fish)
čʼiLq : /čʼiLaq/ shell, pod, hull, scale
r̲eč̲ ʼiLq\ʼaˑkʼ : /čʼičʼaLqʼaˑk/ d. little pods (etc.)
čʼin 4S-v act with the back
čʼinbaˑtn̲bga : /čʼimbaˑtampga/ has the back up against
čʼinčnʼbga : /čʼinčampga/ has the back toward someone going along
čʼinčibgbga : /čʼinčipgapga/ has the back toward someone coming this way
čʼinkʼwa : /čʼinkʼwa/ goes across with just the back showing (as a fish); goes across backwards (?)
čʼinkʼws : /čʼinkʼos/ “Going-Across-with-the-Fin-Showing” (place name)
čʼinliˑga : /čʼilliˑga/ puts the back to the edge, bank
čʼinLaleˑ\ʼa : /čʼilhaleˑʔa/ slides down a hill, snowy slope, on one’s back. See oLal.
čʼinlʼaˑlʼbga : /čʼilʔaˑlʼapga/ has the back to the fire
čʼinlʼgạ : /čʼillga/
̣ stoops down
čʼin r̲lʼgạ : /čʼilʔalga/
̣ stoops down continuously
r̲eč̲ ʼinlʼgạ : /čʼičʼallga/
̣ d. stoop down
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čʼinlʼgṣ : /čʼilʔaqs/ (the) stooping; to stoop
čʼinqn̲a : /čʼinqa/ puts the back through, out. (intr. also)
čʼinqʼya : /čʼinqʼya/ puts the back to the road, doorway
čʼintn̲bga : /čʼintampga/ has the back against, leans back on
čʼintʼaˑw i ̲\ʼbga : /čʼintʼaˑwipga/ has the back in the sunshine, suns one’s back
čʼinwbga : /čʼinwapga/ has the back in the water, flat place
čʼinygị : /čʼiniˑgi/
̣ puts the back over, arches the back (as a cat)
čʼiniˑqʼ 3S-n unripe wokas; also a sp. of pond lily similar to wokas but inedible (Nuphar
polysepalum)
čʼiniˑqʼm : /čʼiniˑqʼam/ unripe wokas; wokas-like sp.
čʼiNeˑk 3S-n mosquito
čʼiNeˑks : /čʼiNeˑks/ mosquito
r̲eč̲ ʼiNeˑkkʼa : /čʼičNeˑkkʼa/ d. little mosquitoes
čʼipʼ 7Sv eat mustard seed gravy; mustard seed (Sisymbrium incisum Engelm.)
čʼipʼa : /čʼipʼa/ eats mustard seed gravy
čʼipʼs : /čʼipʼas/ mustard seed (and plant)
wisingʔm čʼipʼs : /wisinkʔam čʼipʼas/ sp. of mustard seed plant similar to the above (“snake’s
mustard-seed”)
čʼiqaˑt 3S-n lice egg(s)
čʼiqaˑts : /čʼiqaˑts/ lice egg(s)
čʼiqtʼiˑtʼi 3Sn tule wren. Onomatopoetic: its cry is /čʼiqtʼiˑˑtʼitʼitʼi!/
čʼiqtʼiˑtʼi : /čʼiqtʼiˑtʼi/ tule wren
čʼiqʼ 7-Sv 10sv squash by pressure, weight; cover and squash. Also iǰqʼ and ǰqʼ. See Sec. 334.
ʔiǰqʼa : /ʔičqa/ covers, squashes with pl. objs.
r̲eʔ̲ iǰqʼa : /ʔiʔačqʼa/ d. cover, squash pl. objs.
ʔiǰqʼ! : /ʔiǰaq!/ squash, cover! Or: ʔiǰqʼi! : /ʔičqʼi!/
nᵉiǰqʼa : /nečqʼa/ covers and squashes with a flat obj.
nᵉiǰqʼoˑla : /nečqʼoˑla/ takes a flat obj. off of
nᵉiǰqʼoˑlys : /nečqʼoˑlis/ “Pants-Hanging-Down” (man’s proper name)
sčʼiqʼa : /sčʼiqʼa/ squashes with a pointed instrument (as a louse with one’s thumbnail)
wčʼiqʼlʼgạ : /wčʼiqʼlga/
̣ falls down
r̲ r ̲ew
̲ čʼiqʼlʼgạ : /wčʼlwčʼaqʼlga/
̣ d. fall down
wčʼiqʼlʼg̣ a̲ksga : /wčʼiqʼlgaksga/
almost fell down
̣

wčʼiˑqʼkanga : /wčʼiˑqkanga/ stumbles around, falls around here and there; idiom: is “in the dark,”
unable to see a course of action
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winǰqʼa : /wʼinčqʼa/ lies on the stomach upon (as for sexual intercourse)
yᵛčʼiqʼa : /yičqʼa/ squashes by pressure, weight, rubbing
yᵛčʼiˑqʼa : /yičʼiˑqʼa/ squashes pl.
čʼis 2Sre2 also, too. Also č. See Sees. 910 and 1021.
/noˑs čʼis loy!/ Give me (a round obj.) also!
/qaWqaWlʼi hok naˑnokʼaˑs čʼoleˑks, nos čʼis./ His body was hard all over, (his) head too. (Texts,
20.28)
/geˑ čʼis ndanni beˑn hihaswaqs./ These are three men again also. (Texts, 39.5)
/ʔi čʼis homʼas glegwapk,
dadaˑ./ You too will become thus, sometime. (Texts, 37.40)
̣
/čoyč ʔat maˑts ni qʼay homʼas giwapk./ But I will never do thus to you anymore. (Texts, 15.63)
/geˑč beˑn hok./ This is he again also. (Texts, 39.6)
/dam bas noˑč homʼas git?/ Can I do it that way too? (Texts, 13.23)
čʼis 7S-v bend into a hoop, circle
čʼiskʼwa : /čʼiskʼwa/ puts a hoop across
čʼiskʼws : /čʼiskʼos/ bucket handle, basket handle
sčʼisliˑgčʼn̲dk : /sčʼisliˑkčʼantk/ bent along the edges
sčʼisliˑgs : /sčʼisliˑks/ arch over the top of a cradleboard
sčʼisLa̲ys : /sčʼisLis/ hoop of tules over the top of a cradleboard to shade the infant’s face
čʼislʼgạ : /čʼislga/
̣ bends (as a stick, wand, in the wind)
sčʼislʼgạ : /sčʼislga/
̣ bends a stick, wand (as by putting one end in the ground and bending it over)
čʼis 7S-v be brown. Only in:
r̲é ̲ r̲čʼislʼi : /čʼisčʼislʼi/ brown; man’s proper name
čʼisgiˑg
̣ ̣ sne
čʼisgiˑg
̣ ị 3Sn chickadee. Also čʼisgiˑg
̣ .̣ Onomatopoetic.
čʼisgiˑg
̣ ị : /čʼisgiˑg
̣ i/
̣ chickadee
čʼisgiˑg
“Chickadee-Place” (place name)
̣ ṣ : /čʼisgiˑqs/
̣

čʼisk interjection “here boy!” (call to a dog)
čʼisk čʼisk čʼisk! : /čʼisk čʼisk čʼisk!/ here boy, here boy!
čʼisq 7-Sv wring out, squeeze dry (as a fruit). Only in:
dᵛčʼisqa : /dičʼasqa/ wrings out, squeezes dry
r̲ed̲ ᵛčʼisqa : /ditčʼasqa/ d, wring out
čʼiW interjection “Ssss!” (sound of a hot iron or rock being plunged into water)
čʼiW čʼiW! : /čʼiW čʼiW!/ Sss Sss!
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čʼiWden 7S-v hop on one foot with the other held forward
r̲é ̲ r̲čʼiWdeneˑ\ʼa : /čʼiWčʼiWdeneˑʔa/ hops on one foot
čʼiWpʼ 7-Sv bend. Also iWpʼ. See Sec. 334.
čᵛiWpʼa : /čiWpʼa/ sits on and bends
nčʼiWpʼa : /nčʼiWpʼa/ bends with a round instrument (as with a rock heavy weight)
pᵛčʼiWpʼa : /pičʼoˑhpʼa/ pulls and bends
r̲ep̲ ᵛčʼiWpʼa : /pipčʼoˑhpʼa/ d. pull and bend
čʼiwʼ 7-Sv act upon, injure the eye
kᵛčʼiwʼa : /kičwʼa/ pokes in the eye with a pointed instrument
se̲kᵛčʼiwʼa : /sikačwʼa/ pokes oneself, each other, in the eye with a pointed instrument (as a finger)
sčʼiwʼa : /sčʼiwʼa/ stabs in the eye
wčʼiwʼa : /wčʼiwʼa/ hits in the eye with a long instrument
čʼiyaˑlʼ 3S-n salmon (Onorhynchus Tschawytscha, Walbaum)
čʼiyaˑlʼs : /čʼiyaˑlʼs/ salmon
r̲eč̲ ʼiyaˑlʼkʼa : /čʼičʼyaˑlkʼa/ d. little salmon
čʼiyaˑlʼsʔmksi : /čʼiyaˑlʼsʔamksi/ “Salmon’s-Place” (place name)
čʼiyoˑlʼ 7Sv be discontented, unhappy, homesick
čʼiyoˑlʼa : /čʼiyoˑlʼa/ is discontented, unhappy, homesick
r̲eč̲ ʼiyoˑlʼa : /čʼičʼyoˑlʼa/ d. are discontented
čʼiˑk 3-Sn wagon. Onomatopoetic: named for the noise of the squeaking wheels.
r̲éˑ̲ r̲čʼiˑk : /čʼiˑkčʼiˑk/ wagon
čʼiˑl 7S-v shed a winter coat. Possibly čʼil plus ˑ dgi (allomorph of {dgi} 8sv “turn, become”). Only
in:
čʼiˑldgi : /čʼiˑltgi/ (animal) sheds a winter coat
čʼiˑLoLoˑ\ʼ 3-S-n house wren. Onomatopoetic: its cry is /čʼičʼiˑLoLoˑ!/. Although it seems to contain
an r̲e ̲ sequence as an infix, it cannot be usefully segmented since the pattern is unique. The first
čʼi can, however, be identified as a dubious occurrence of r̲e ̲ and will thus be tentatively
segmented. Only in:
r̲eč̲ ʼiˑLoLoˑ\ʼ s : /čʼičʼiˑLoLoˑʔas/ house wren

čʼiˑpʼ see očʼiˑpʼ sliding down off, off a tubular obj.
čʼiˑsqʼag 10sv out of a tubular obj, (?). Cf. {očʼiˑpʼ} 10sv “off a tubular obj.” and also {otqʼag} 10sv
“up out of.” This may be a combination of these two morphemes but is not easily segmentable
from the present data. Only in:
skinčʼiˑsqʼaga : /skinčʼiˑsqʼaga/ (snake) crawls out (of its skin), sheds a skin
čʼl sne
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čʼlᵉ 4S-v act with the fingers, fingernails. Also čʼl and čʼli. See Sec. 331.
čʼlᵉᵛqitʼsga : /čʼliqatsga/ scratches off with the fingernails
čʼlᵉᵛqiˑtʼa : /čʼliqiˑtʼa/ scratches pl.
čʼlᵉačqʼaˑqʼa : /čʼlačqʼaˑqʼa/ chokes with the fingers
čʼlᵉaqaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /čʼlaqaˑyʼa/ scratches someone’s head, hair
se̲čʼlᵉqaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /sačʼlqaˑyʼa/ scratches one’s head
čʼlᵉawskanga : /čʼlawskanga/ gropes around with the fingers
čʼlᵉawsYeˑn i ̲\ʼa : /čʼlawsYeˑnʼa/ gropes around inside
r̲ r ̲eč̲ ʼlᵉawsYeˑn i ̲\ʼa : /čʼlačʼloˑsYeˑnʼa/ d. grope inside
čʼlᵉaws r̲yʼasgạ : /čʼlawsiˑʔasga/
̣ gropes around for someone’s genitals
čʼlᵉčay i ̲\ʼa : /čʼlačyʼa/ scratches and makes a gash
se̲čʼlᵉčaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /sačʼlčaˑyʼa/ scratches oneself, each other, and makes pl. gashes
čʼlᵉčičʼa : /čʼliččʼa/ strips tules with the nails (to obtain strands for basket weaving)
čʼlᵉmʼiqtn̲a : /čʼlimʼaqta/ clings to, depends on heavily, clutches
čʼlᵉmʼiqtn̲ys : /čʼlimʼaqtis/ “clinging-vine” (a girl who is overly dependent upon her spouse)
čʼlᵉodgnʼa
̣ : /čʼletqnʼa/ puts something into someone’s mouth with the fingers
čʼlᵉpopʼa : /čʼloppʼa/ makes someone’s nose bleed by scratching, pinching
čʼlᵉpʼeqʼa : /čʼlepqʼa/ scratches someone’s face once
čʼlᵉpʼeˑqʼa : /čʼlepʼeˑqʼa/ claws someone’s face pl. times
čʼlᵉqaˑčʼa : /čʼlaqaˑčʼa/ scratches, scrabbles. See qaˑčʼ.
čʼlᵉqʼečʼa : /čʼleqčʼa/ scratches once, leaving a mark
čʼlᵉqʼeˑčʼa : /čʼleqʼeˑčʼa/ scribbles, scratches pl.
čʼlᵉtitʼa : /čʼlittʼa/ picks open a bulbous obj. with the fingers (as one picks open a boil)
čʼlᵉtiˑtʼa : /čʼlitiˑtʼa/ picks open pl.
čʼlᵉtʼabkʼa : /čʼlatʼapkʼa/ mashes something sticky with the fingers
čʼlᵉtʼekʼa : /čʼletkʼa/ picks to pieces with the fingernails
čʼlᵉtʼeˑkʼa : /čʼletʼeˑkʼa/ picks pl. to pieces
čʼlᵉwqiˑwbga : /čʼliwqiˑwapga/ (willows) hang out in a clump over water. This may not belong here,
but the sense of “finger-like objs.” extending out makes the analysis possible.
čʼlibga : /čʼlipga/ is pinching, grasping with the fingers, fingernails, claws
se̲čʼlibga : /sičʼlapga/ pinches oneself, each other
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čʼlibgoˑts : /čʼlipgoˑts/ pincers (crawfish). Cf. also čʼliga̲oˑts.
sne̲čʼlibgoˑts : /sničʼlapgoˑts/ pincers (for hot iron), tweezers. Cf. sne̲čʼliga̲oˑts.
čʼlidgạ : /čʼlitga/
̣ punctures and peels away with the fingers, fingernails
čʼliga̲a : /čʼliga/ pinches, grabs in the claws; is caught, snagged (as a canoe, fishhook, on the bottom)
sne̲čʼliga̲a : /sničʼlga/ snags, causes to pinch
se̲čʼliga̲dangạ : /sičʼlakdanga/
̣ are “hung up” in sexual intercourse
čʼliga̲oˑts : /čʼligoˑts/ pincers (crawfish). Cf. čʼlibgoˑts above.
sne̲čʼliga̲oˑts : /sničʼlgoˑts/ pincers (for hot iron), tweezers. Cf. sne̲čʼlibgoˑts.
čʼliwkyamna : /čʼliwkyamna/ puts up a curtain, mat, all around with the fingers
čʼliwkʼya : /čʼliwkʼya/ closes an opening with the fingers (as a curtain over a door)
sne̲čʼliwkʼya : /sničʼloˑkʼya/ causes someone to close up
čʼliwkʼy! : /čʼliwkʼi!/ close it up!
r̲ r ̲eč̲ ʼliwkʼyat! : /čʼličʼloˑkʼyat!/ pl. close it up!
čʼliwkʼybli : /čʼliwkʼibli/ closes back up again
čʼliwkʼyoˑla : /čʼliwkʼyoˑla/ opens a closed mat
čʼlᵉ 4S-v act upon a massive shapeless obj. (such as a piece of meat). Occurs with r̲e ̲ allomorph of
{ r̲e}̲ 1pv [distributive] only.
čʼlᵉakʼčʼwy : /čʼlakčʼwi/ puts a massive obj. into a corner, pocket, tight place
se̲čʼlᵉakʼčʼwy : /sačʼlakčʼwi/ puts a massive obj. into one’s own pocket, etc.
čʼlᵉakʼya : /čʼlakʼya/ closes with a massive shapeless obj. (as one plugs up a hole with a lump of
gum); piece of something gets stuck in one’s throat
čʼlᵉalamna : /čʼlalamna/ puts a pack, load of meat, etc. onto someone’s back. (intr. also)
čʼlᵉalʼaˑlʼa : /čʼlalʼaˑlʼa/ puts a massive obj. on the fire; broils a piece of meat. (intr. also)
čʼlᵉawl : /čʼlawal/ puts a massive obj. on top. (intr. also)
čʼlᵉdgl : /sdagal/ picks up a massive obj.
čʼlᵉebga : /čʼlepga/ brings a massive obj. (with {ebg} 17sv “coming, action toward the speaker”);
massive obj. stands, exists, is (with {obg} 19sv [durative)]
čʼlᵉebgiˑa : /čʼlepgiˑya/ brings for someone
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čʼlᵉebgiˑwabgdk : /čʼlepgiˑwapgatk/ to have brought for
/yʼaMtgi čʼlepgiˑwapgatk mis./ (He) forgot to bring (meat) for you.
se̲čʼlᵉedgạ : /sečʼlatga/
̣ divides up a massive obj. among oneselves
čʼlᵉikLa : /čʼlekLa/ puts a massive obj. down on top
r̲eč̲ ʼlᵉikLa : /čʼečʼlakLa/ d. put massive obj. down on
čʼlᵉodga : /čʼletga/ takes a massive obj. out of a container
čʼlᵉodiˑla : /čʼlediˑla/ puts a massive obj. under; bakes a loaf of bread, piece of meat, etc., in an oven.
(intr. also).
čʼlᵉogỵ : /čʼlegiˑ/
̣ snacks, has a bite of food. See ogy.
̣
čʼlᵉotqʼaga : /čʼletqʼaga/ takes a massive obj. up out of (as a lump of mud out of a well)
r̲eč̲ ʼlᵉotqʼaga : /čʼečʼlatqʼaga/ takes d. up out of
čʼlᵉoya : /čʼleya/ gives a massive obj.
r̲eč̲ ʼloy : /čʼečʼli/ gives a piece to d.; d. give
čʼlᵉoya̲t : /čʼleyt/ can give a massive obj.
čʼlᵉoyamna : /čʼleyamna/ holds a massive obj.
čʼlᵉo r̲yamna : /čʼleyyamna/ carries a massive obj.
čʼli see čʼlᵉ act with the fingers, fingernails
čʼliklak 3Sn sparrowhawk (Falco sparverius). Onomatopoetic. Seems to contain an r̲e ̲ r̲ sequence:
čʼ r̲e ̲ r̲lik. Segmentation, however, is not productive.
čʼliklak : /čʼliklak/ sparrowhawk
čʼloppʼ 3-S-n katydid, leafhopper. Cf. also čʼalmgoˑyʼ, which is said to be the same thing. Only in:
r̲eč̲ ʼloppʼys : /čʼočʼlappʼis/ katydid, leafhopper
čʼlos 7-Sv sweep, brush. Also čʼos. Most often found with {ˑ} 6pSv [intensive]. See Sec. 334.
kᵛčʼoˑsdiˑla : /kočʼoˑsdiˑla/ mops underneath (sweeps under with a pointed obj.)
kᵛčʼoˑs r̲diˑla : /kočʼoˑsatdiˑla/ mops around under
kᵛčʼoˑsYeˑn i ̲\ʼa : /kočʼoˑsYeˑnʼa/ mops inside. Or, in free variation:
kᵛčʼloˑsYeˑn i ̲\ʼa : /kotloˑsYeˑna/ mops inside
kᵛčʼloˑsYeˑn i ̲\ʼoˑts : /kočʼloˑsYeˑnʼoˑts/ mop
wčʼlosLy : /wčʼlosLi/ sweeps sg. inside
wčʼloˑsLa̲a : /wčʼloˑsLa/ sweeps pl. onto
wčʼloˑsLy : /wčʼloˑsLi/ sweeps pl. into
wčʼloˑsqn̲a : /wčʼloˑsqa/ sweeps pl. out
wčʼloˑsqn̲oˑts : /wčʼloˑsqnoˑts/ broom (usually a little bush, the wing of a goose or swan, or a bundle
of chick feathers)
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čʼmog 7Sv get dark. Occurs with r̲e ̲ allomorph of { r̲e}̲ 1pv [distributive] only.
čʼmoga : /čʼmoga/ gets dark, is dark
r̲eč̲ ʼmoga : /čʼočʼmga/ d. are dark, get dark
sne̲čʼmoga : /snočʼmga/ darkens, makes dark
čʼmogdamna : /čʼmokdamna/ keeps getting dark
čʼmogs : /čʼmoks/ darkness
čʼmogyeˑga : /čʼmogyeˑga/ starts to get dark
čʼmoLq 3Sn “bearberries” (Ribes aureum Pursh.). These berries cause a violent sickness and a sort
of drunkenness
čʼmoLq : /čʼmoLaq/ bearberries
čʼmoLqʔm : /čʼmoLqʔam/ bearberries (sp.)
čʼnaw 3Sn reed (Juncus balticus Willd.). Occurs with r̲e ̲ allomorph of { r̲e}̲ 1pv [distributive] only.
čʼnaw : /čʼnaw/ reed (sp.)
r̲eč̲ ʼnaw\ʼaˑkʼ : /čʼačʼnoˑʔaˑk/ d. little reeds
čʼniWiˑlʼ 3S-n place name. Unanalyzable.
čʼniWiˑlʼs : /čʼniWiˑlʼs/ place name
čʼn̲ 16sv just did and no more, just finished an action and went on. Also čʼa̲. See Sec. 362.
ʔᵛaliˑgčʼn̲a : /ʔaliˑkčʼa/ just left a long obj, on the bank and went on
ʔᵛaliˑgčʼa̲bga : /ʔaliˑkčʼapga/ just left a long obj. on the bank and came
čʼoqbqʼčʼn̲a : /čʼoqbaqčʼa/ just put the buttocks in someone’s face and went on (as when trying to
squeeze into a crowded meeting)
gᵛeqn̲čʼn̲a : /geqančʼa/ just slipped outside for a moment
sčʼičʼa̲bga : /sčʼičʼapga/ just caused liquid to flow toward
wʼinLWn̲čʼn̲a : /wʼilLWančʼa/ just lay down on the stomach on top of; just slid down on the stomach
čʼobing 3S-n yew (Taxus brevifolia Nutt.; Gatschet gives Juniperus libocedrus)
čʼobings : /čʼobinks/ yew
čʼobingsʔm : /čʼobinksʔam/ yew tree, yew species
čʼoččʼ 7Sv melt, be juicy, drippy. Also čʼočʼeˑ\ʼ (or čʼočʼeˑyʼ in free variation). See Sec. 334.
čʼoččʼa : /čʼoččʼa/ melts; is drippy, juicy. Or:
čʼočʼeˑ\ʼa : /čʼočʼeˑʔa/ melts (as ice, snow). Or:
čʼočʼeˑyʼa : /čʼočʼeˑyʼa/ melts. (first form from PO, the last two from RD.)
sne̲čʼočʼeˑyʼa : /snoččʼeˑyʼa/ causes to melt (RD)
čʼoččʼdk : /čʼoččʼatk/ juicy, drippy
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čʼog̣ 3S-n blackbird (sp. Agelaius). Onomatopoetic: says /čʼoqliˑni! čʼoqliˑni!/ “put the buttocks
overboard!” (cf. under {čʼoq} 4S-v “act with the buttocks”).
čʼogṣ : /čʼoqs/ blackbird
r̲eč̲ ʼog\ʼaˑkʼ : /čʼočqʼaˑk/ d. little blackbirds
čʼolʔ 7Sv have a cramp in the leg; calf of the leg. The Pompeys gave this form; BL gave čʼolʼ. See
Sec. 334.
čʼolʼa : /čʼolʔa/ has a cramp in the leg. Or:
čʼolʼa : /čʼolʼa/ has a cramp
r̲eč̲ ʼolʔa : /čʼočʼalʔa/ d. have cramps (Pompeys). Note:
sne̲čʼolʼa : /snočlʼa/ causes a cramp (BL)
čʼolʔs : /čʼolʔas/ calf of the leg (Pompeys)
čʼoleˑk 3S-n meat, flesh, body
čʼoleˑks : /čʼoleˑks/ meat, flesh, body
r̲eč̲ ʼoleˑks : /čʼočʼleˑks/ d. meat; idiom: negro (translated as “burnt meat”)
čʼoleˑkslʼis : /čʼoleˑkslʼis/ meathawk (a sp. of greyish hawk that lives in mountainous regions)
čʼol i ̲\ʼ 7-Sv peel off an outer layer
dᵛčʼoˑl i ̲\ʼa : /dočʼoˑlʼa/ peels off an outer layer (as a potato skin, orange peel)
sbᵛčʼol i ̲\ʼčʼiˑpʼa : /sbočʼalčʼiˑpʼa/ drags off a tubular garment
r̲eh̲ e̲ssbᵛčʼol i ̲\ʼčʼiˑpʼa : /hohaspčʼalčʼiˑpʼa/ drag off of each other
sbᵛčʼol i ̲\ʼliˑna : /sbočʼalliˑna/ drags off over someone’s head
sqačʼoˑl i ̲\ʼa : /sqačʼoˑlʼa/ pulls off easily (as a ripe berry from its stem)
r̲eh̲ e̲ssqačʼoˑl i ̲\ʼsʔm : /hahasqčʼoˑlisʔam/ thimbleberry (sp.). Also d. {qam} 7S-v “come off easily.”
čʼolʼ see čʼolʔ have a cramp in the leg
čʼom 3S-n sucker (largest sp.)
čʼoms : /čʼoms/ sucker
r̲eč̲ ʼom\ʼaˑkʼ : /čʼočmʼaˑk/ d. little suckers
čʼomsʔm gᵛotqʼags : /čʼomsʔam gotqʼaks/ “Sucker’s-Going-up-out” (place name)
čʼomsʔm skodas : /čʼomsʔam skodas/ big fluffy snowflakes (“sucker’s blanket”)
čʼomčʼaq 3Sn plant (bush; sp. unknown)’ This plant grows on the Klamath Marsh.
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čʼomsqʼ 3S-n currant (sp. of Ribes?)
čʼomsqʼm : /čʼomsqʼam/ currants
čʼopbaq 3Sn man’s proper name. May contain {pʼeqʼ} 7-Sv 10sv “act on the face.”
čʼopbaq : /čʼopbaq/ man’s proper name
čʼopʼ 3S-n [unknown meaning]. Only in:
sgag
̣ als
̣ čʼopʼs : /sgag
̣ als
̣ čʼopʼas/ a cat’s cradle figure (untranslated and unanalyzable from the data)
čʼoq 4S-v act with the buttocks
čʼoqbqʼa : /čʼoqpqʼa/ puts the buttocks in someone’s face
čʼoqbqʼbga : /čʼoqbaqpga/ holds the buttocks in someone’s face
čʼoqbqʼčʼn̲a : /čʼoqbaqčʼa/ just put the buttocks in someone’s face in passing (as in trying to squeeze
into a crowded meeting)
čʼoqbgṣ : /čʼoqbaqs/ “Buttocks-in-the-Face” (man’s proper name)
čʼoqčnʼbgaˑ : /čʼoqčampga/ has the buttocks stuck out (?)
čʼoqliˑna : /čʼoqliˑna/ puts the buttocks overboard. (intr. also); relieves oneself from a canoe
čʼoqliˑni! : /čʼoqliˑni!/ put the buttocks overboard! (the onomatopoetic cry of the blackbird; cf. čʼog)̣
čʼoq r̲éˑ̲ r̲pʼesʔa : /čʼoqpʼeˑspʼesʔa/ wiggles the buttocks around
čʼoqtn̲lʼgạ : /čʼoqtallga/
̣ bumps against with the buttocks
čʼoqwa : /čʼoqwa/ puts the buttocks in water. (intr. also)
čʼoqyeˑga : /čʼoqyeˑga/ raises the buttocks. (intr. also)
čʼos see čʼlos sweep, brush
čʼos sne
čʼosak 2srt always. Also čʼos. See Sec. 910.
/čʼosak ni honks sʔewanʔa./ I always give him (food).
/gesga
ʔan domnas, dadaˑt ʔi čʼosak hemkankdamna./ I can’t hear, when you always keep talking.
̣

/čoy homʼas hoˑt sa gaˑʔaˑkkniˑ qʼa hiˑt selwal čʼosak git./ So thus the people of the old days always
fought wars here. (Texts, 27.14)
čʼosni : /čʼosni/ forever
/čʼosni hadakt./ Forever there. (Texts, 9.74)
/ʔat honk hoččambli, čʼosni ginaˑdalʼ hoččipgabli./ Now he ran back home, came running back here
for good. (Texts, 12.41)
/hiʔit hak ʔi čʼosni giwapk!/ There you will be forever! (Texts, 17.16)
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čʼosqʼ 7-Sv step on, smash down. Only in:
ktčʼosqʼa : /kčʼosqʼa/ hits and smashes down
yᵛčʼosqʼa : /yočʼasqʼa/ steps on, smashes flat with the foot
čʼoy 3Sn bottom of a basket
čʼoy : /čʼoy/ bottom of a basket. Or:
čʼoygeˑni
: /čʼoygeˑni/
bottom of a basket
̣
̣
čʼoy 7Sv consider someone incapable of performing an action; be unable to depend on someone;
fear that someone will be injured attempting to perform an action. Only in:
r̲e ̲ r̲čʼoya : /čʼoyčʼya/ considers someone incapable, etc.
čʼoyʔ 7Sv put on a hat, wear a hat. Also čʼoyeˑ. See Sec. 334.
čʼoyʔa : /čʼoyʔa/ puts on a hat, wears a hat
he̲sčʼoyʔa : /hosčʼiˑʔa/ puts a hat on someone
čʼoyʔoˑla : /čʼoyʔoˑla/ takes off a hat
he̲sčʼoyʔoˑla : /hosčʼiˑʔoˑla/ takes someone’s hat off
r̲eč̲ ʼoyʔoˑla : /čʼočʼiˑʔoˑla/ d. takes off hats
čʼoyeˑbli : /čʼoyeˑbli/ puts a hat back on
he̲sčʼoyeˑbli : /hosčʼyeˑbli/ puts a hat back on someone, makes someone put on a hat
čʼoyeˑdk : /čʼoyeˑtk/ hatted, having a hat on
čʼoyeˑs : /čʼoyeˑs/ hat
čʼoyeˑʔmʼč : /čʼoyeˑʔamʼč/ big old hat
r̲eč̲ ʼoyeˑkʼa : /čʼočʼyeˑkʼa/ d. little hats
čʼoyeˑ sle
čʼoy i ̲\ʼ 7+Sv blunt, be blunt
čʼoˑy i ̲\ʼa : /čʼoˑyʼa/ becomes blunt
čʼoˑy i ̲\ʼdk : /čʼoˑyitk/ blunt
lᵛčʼoy i ̲\ʼtn̲a : /ločʼiˑta/ blunts a round obj. on (as a flint knife)
nčʼoy i ̲\ʼtn̲a : /nčʼoyta/ blunts a round instrument on
sgᵛčʼoy i ̲\ʼtn̲a : /sgočʼiˑta/ blunts the penis on

čʼoˑg 3S-n leg (including thigh, knee, calf and foot)
čʼoˑgs : /čʼoˑks/ leg
r̲eč̲ ʼoˑgkʼa : /čʼočʼoˑkkʼa/ d. little legs
r̲eč̲ ʼoˑgʔmʼč : /čʼočʼoˑkʔamʼč/ d. big old legs
čʼoˑqʼ 7Sv pl. die
čʼoˑqʼa : /čʼoˑqʼa/ pl. die
he̲sčʼoˑqʼa : /hosčʼoˑqʼa/ kills pl.
čʼoˑqʼa̲ksga : /čʼoˑqʼaksga/ pl. almost died
čoˑqʼdk : /čoˑqʼatk/ corpses, dead ones
he̲sčʼoˑqʼWiˑa : /hosčʼoˑqWiˑya/ almost killed pl.
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čʼoˑs 7-Sv suck on, suck out. Only in:
qbᵛčʼoˑsa : /qbočʼoˑsa/ sucks on (as candy)
qbᵛčʼoˑskʼa : /qbočʼoˑskʼa/ sucks out of (as marrow)
čʼpʼ see očʼiˑpʼ sliding off a tubular obj.
čʼwakʼna 3Sn cottontail rabbit (Lepus californicus wallawalla Merriam, or Lepus nuttallii
(Bachman))
čʼwakʼna : /čʼwakʼna/ cottontail rabbit
čʼwaˑm 3Sn mullet (Chasmistes luxatus, Cope). Occurs with r̲e ̲ allomorph of { r̲e}̲ 1pn [distributive]
only.
čʼwaˑm : /čʼwaˑm/ mullet (sp.)
r̲eč̲ ʼwaˑm\ʼaˑkʼ : /čʼačʼwaˑmʼaˑk/ d. little mullet
čʼwa̲ see ačʼwa̲ forward and backward
čʼwidi 3Sn wild rose (Rosa fendleri; or as identified from a specimen by LK: Rosa gymnocarpa
Nutt.; Gatschet gives Rosa californica)
čʼwidi : /čʼwidi/ wild rose
čʼwidiʔm : /čʼwidiʔam/ wild rose sp.
čʼwiˑdid sne
čʼwiˑdidig 3S-n snipe (sp.; Gatschet gives Aigialitis vociferus). Also čʼwiˑdid. Popularly called
“killdeer.” Onomatopoetic: its cry is /čʼwiˑdididi čʼwiˑdididi!/. See Sec. 430.
čʼwiˑdidigs : /čʼwiˑdidiks/ snipe; woman’s proper name
čʼwiˑdidkʼa : /čʼwiˑditkʼa/ little snipe, killdeer
d
dᵉl 4S-v look. Also del and dil. Cf. also {delʔn̲} 7Sv “face.” See Sec. 331.
dᵉlabqʼa : /dalpqʼa/ looks into someone’s face
dᵉlabqʼbga : /dalbaqpga/ is looking into someone’s face
se̲dᵉlabqʼbga : /sadalbaqpga/ are looking into each other’s eyes, faces
dᵉlakyamna : /dalkyamna/ looks around something
dᵉlakʼaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /dalkʼaˑyʼa/ looks up high
dᵉlalamna : /dallamna/ looks at someone’s back
dᵉlalʼaˑlʼa : /dalʔaˑlʼa/ looks into the fire
dᵉlakʼiˑčʼa : /dalkʼiˑčʼa/ looks around, from side to side
dᵉlamni : /dalmni/ looks up
dᵉlamniek! : /dalmanyek!/ let me look up!
dᵉlatln̲bga : /daltlampga/ is looking alongside
se̲dᵉlatln̲bags : /sadaltlambaks/ neighbor
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dᵉl (continued)
dᵉlawl : /dalwal/ looks at the top of
dᵉlawllʼgạ : /dalwallga/
̣ looks up

sdᵉlawllʼgṣ : /sdalwallqs/ sight on a gun, nock on an arrow
dᵉlayʼaˑYa : /dalyʼaˑYa/ looks over here, this way
se̲dᵉlayʼaˑYbga : /sadalyʼaˑYapga/ are looking over at one another
dᵉlebli : /delbli/ looks back
se̲dᵉlebli : /sedalbli/ looks back. behind oneself
dᵉleliˑdgnʼbga
: /deliˑtgampga/
watches someone coming (“as if you were looking into his mouth”—
̣
̣
PO)
dᵉleLWn̲a : /dellWa/ looks along the top
dᵉleLWn̲ys : /dellWis/ sights of a gun
dᵉlelʼgạ : /dellga/
̣ looks down at the ground
dᵉleqn̲a : /delqa/ looks out, through
he̲sdᵉleqn̲a : /hesdalqa/ makes someone look through
dᵉleqn̲ik : /delqnik/ let me look through, out
dᵉleqn̲ks : /delqanks/ smokehole (“look-through-place”)
dᵉleqn̲nʼa : /delqanʔa/ looks in and out
r̲ed̲ ᵉleqn̲nʼa : /dedalqanʔa/ let us look through
dᵉlewa : /delwa/ looks into water, flat place
se̲dᵉlewas : /sedalwas/ mirror, reflection
dᵉligoga
: /delgoga/
looks inside a container
̣
̣
dᵉlodgị : /deltgi/
̣ looks down (from a height)
dᵉlodgik
̣ : /deltgik/
̣ let me look down
dᵉlodgnʼbga
: /deltgampga/
is looking into someone’s mouth
̣
̣
dᵉlodiˑla : /deldiˑla/ looks underneath

se̲dᵉlodiˑldamna : /sedaldiˑldamna/ keeps looking underneath oneself
dᵉlodiˑlks : /deldiˑlks/ fishing spot (a place where there is a submerged log or rocky shelf beneath
which fish are found) (“look-underneath-place” )
dᵉlokanga : /delkanga/ looks around here and there
dᵉloliˑna : /delliˑna/ looks off the edge, overboard
dᵉloLy : /delhi/ looks inside
dᵉlosn̲a : /delsa/ looks deep underneath water
dᵉloteˑga : /delteˑga/ looks deep into (a hole, fissure)
dᵉlowqiˑwa : /deloˑqiˑwa/ looks far out (as across a plain, lake)
dᵉloygị : /deliˑgi/
̣ looks over, out of a hole, over to shore from the middle of a river
dᵉloˑli : /deloˑli/ looks down off of
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r̲ed̲ elčnʼa : /dedalčnʼa/ d. look
sne̲delčnʼa : /snedalčnʼa/ makes look
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delčnʼbga : /delčampga/ is looking; idiom: is awake; idiom: almost (with {wikʼaˑ} 2Sl “near”):
/wikʼaˑ delčampga čʼiˑkčʼiˑks leqeˑwis./ (He) came pretty close to wrecking the wagon.
/wikʼaˑ delčampga wčʼiqlʼaqs./ (He) almost fell down.
delčnʼoˑts : /delčnʼoˑts/ telescope
delsaqčnʼa : /delsaqčnʼa/ looks at someone ahead
diloˑčibga : /diloˑčipga/ watches someone coming. See oˑ.
dᵛ 4S-v act with the hands, fingers; rub, knead
dᵛčʼabkʼa : /dačʼapkʼa/ mashes up with the fingers (as hamburger)
dᵛčʼisqa : /dičʼasqa/ wrings out, squeezes dry
r̲ed̲ ᵛčʼisqa : /ditčʼasqa/ d. wring out, squeeze
dᵛčʼoˑl i ̲\ʼa : /dočʼoˑlʼa/ peels off an outer layer (as the skin of a potato, root)
dᵛlʼaˑkʼa : /dalʼaˑkʼa/ smears, daubs. See lʼaˑkʼ.
dᵛlʼoˑm i ̲\ʼa : /dolʼoˑmʼa/ paints, smears the face with color, pitch
se̲dᵛlʼoˑm i ̲\ʼa : /sotlʼoˑmʼa/ paints one’s own face
dᵛpʼosqʼa : /dopʼasqʼa/ squeezes gently. tests by squeezing (as a fruit)
dᵛqʼoˑl i ̲\ʼa : /doqʼoˑlʼa/ rubs with the hands
se̲dᵛqʼoˑl i ̲\ʼa : /sotqʼoˑlʼa/ rubs the hands together
dᵛtčʼoˑsa : /dotčʼoˑsa/ rubs something on (as ointment)
se̲dᵛtčʼoˑsa : /sodatčʼoˑsa/ rubs something onto oneself, each other
dᵛtʼabkʼa : /datʼapkʼa/ mashes up with the fingers
dᵛtʼabkʼkʼiˑm i ̲\ʼa : /datʼapkkʼiˑmʼa/ mashes with the fingers all around the edges
dᵛ 4S-v swim (fish). Possibly related to {dᵛ} 4S-v “act upon a slender vertical obj.; fall headfirst”?
dᵛamničʼn̲a : /damničʼa/ just swam upstream
dᵛen̲a : /dena/ fish swims along
dᵛe r̲wa : /dewwa/ fish swims around
r̲ed̲ ᵛe r̲wa : /dedoˑwa/ d. fish swim

dᵛobln̲čʼn̲a : /doblančʼa/ just swam downstream
dᵛotqʼaga : /dotqʼaga/ fish rises, swims up to the surface
dᵛ 4S-v act upon a slender vertical obj. (as a pole, stick); fall head-first
dᵛabaˑtn̲a : /dabaˑta/ puts a vertical obj. next to, against (as one leans a pole against a wall). (intr.
also)
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dᵛ (continued)
dᵛabaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /dabaˑyʼa/ leans a vertical obj. diagonally against. (intr. also)
dᵛadgl : /datgal/ raises an erect obj.; puts the head up
dᵛakyamna : /dakyamna/ puts vertical objs. around (as fence posts, pilings). (intr. also)
sdᵛakyamna : /sdakyamna/ fills in around with boards, mats
he̲sdᵛakyamna : /hasdakyamna/ fills in around oneself, tucks oneself in
dᵛkʼaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /dakʼaˑyʼa/ puts a vertical obj. up high (as a radio aerial), (intr. also)
dᵛakʼya : /dakʼya/ closes with a vertical obj. (intr. also)
sdᵛakʼya : /sdaˑkʼya/ dams up, closes with a vertical obj.
pomm sdᵛakʼys : /pomam sdakʼiˑs/ beaver’s dam
dᵛalamna : /dalamna/ puts a vertical obj. on the back (as a cradleboard). (intr. also)
dᵛaliˑga : /daliˑga/ puts a vertical obj. on the edge, bank. (intr. also)
dᵛaliˑgs : /daliˑks/ “Standing-on-the-Bank” (place name)
dᵛawl : /dawal/ puts a vertical obj. on top. (intr. also)
sne̲dᵛawl : /snadwal/ makes a vertical obj. stand on top
dᵛawllʼgbga
: /dawlʔaqpga/ vertical obj. is sticking up on top
̣
r̲ r ̲es̲ dᵛawllʼgṣ : /sdasdoˑlʔaqs/ California quail (so called because of its head plume)
dᵛawloˑla : /dawloˑla/ falls headfirst off the top
čʼegṣ dᵛawls : /čʼeqs dawals/ “Blackbird-Standing-on-Top” (place name)
sdᵛayʼaˑYa : /sdayʼaˑYa/ dams up in front of
dᵛeLWn̲a : /deLWa/ vertical obj. stands upright on the top, along a ridge, by a fire
sdᵛeLWn̲a : /sdeLWa/ stands a vertical obj. up along the top, by a fire
sdᵛeLWnoˑts : /sdeLoˑnoˑts/ roasting stick
dᵛelʼgạ : /delga/
̣ puts a vertical obj. on the ground, erects a pole (intr. also); falls down headfirst
dᵛe r̲ rl̲ ʼgạ : /delglg
̣ a/
̣ falls hard headfirst
r̲ed̲ ᵛelʼgạ : /dedalga/
̣ erects d.; d. fall headfirst
he̲sdᵛelʼgeˑ\ʼs
: /hesdalgeˑʔas/
top (child’s toy)
̣
̣
dᵛeqn̲a : /deqa/ puts a vertical obj. through. (intr. also)
dᵛeqn̲ys : /deqiˑs/ type of knife with a crosspiece handguard. This was used for skinning.
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dᵛ (continued)
dᵛeqʼya : /deqʼya/ puts a vertical obj. in the road. doorway. (intr. also)
dᵛewa : /dewa/ puts a vertical obj. into water, flat place. (intr. also)
sdᵛewa : /sdewa/ mixes up a batch of dough (“puts a vertical obj. into water, etc.”)
se̲dᵛewbga : /sedoˑpga/ is putting a vertical obj. into, upon oneself; idiom: (woman) is fornicating
dᵛewdamna : /dewdamna/ keeps putting an erect obj. into liquid, flat place (as one dips a pen into
ink)
dᵛewlʼgạ : /dewlga/
̣ puts a vertical obj. down into liquid, flat place (intr. also); falls into liquid, flat
place, headfirst (as an arrow falls into a field); idiom: wokas is unripe (i.e., buds stand erect)
se̲dᵛewlʼgạ : /sedoˑlga/
̣ (woman) fornicates
dᵛewlʼgṣ : /dewlʼaqs/ unripe wokas
r̲es̲ e̲dᵛewlʼgys
̣ : /sesdoˑlgis/
̣ prostitute (“habitual-fornicatress” )
dᵛews : /dews/ hymen

dᵛikLa : /dikLa/ puts a vertical obj. on top of a load
se̲dᵛikLs : /sidakLas/ rump (translation?)
dᵛiwyʼgạ : /diwiˑga/
̣ puts a vertical obj. into a container (as an arrow into a quiver)
dᵛi wyʼglʼg
̣ ạ : /diwyʼaglg
̣ a/
̣ falls hard into headfirst
dᵛobga : /dopga/ vertical obj. stands, is
dᵛodiˑla : /dodiˑla/ puts a vertical obj. under. (intr. also)
sdᵛodiˑla : /sdodiˑla/ braces underneath with a vertical obj.
sdᵛodiˑls : /sdodiˑls/ center-pole of a winter house
dᵛokʼčʼwa : /dokčʼwa/ falls into water headfirst
dᵛokʼčʼwwabg : /dokčʼoˑwapk/ will fall in headfirst
dᵛoliˑna : /doliˑna/ puts a vertical obj. off the edge. (intr. also); jumps off headfirst
dᵛoLy : /doLiˑ/ puts a vertical obj. inside, (intr. also)
dᵛoLys : /doLiˑs/ knife handle

dᵛosn̲a : /dosa/ puts a vertical obj. deep under water, earth (intr. also); plunges headfirst underwater
dᵛosn̲lʼgạ : /dosallga/
̣ sets up a pole, etc., deeply buried
dᵛotn̲a : /dota/ puts a vertical obj. on. (intr. also)
sdᵛotn̲a : /sdota/ stands vertical obj. erect on
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sdᵛotn̲ys : /sdotiˑs/ plume (on a bird)
dᵛsilʼlʼgạ : /disallga/
̣ bends an erect vertical obj. down. See silʼ.
dᵛtʼepʼkyamna : /detʼapkyamna/ puts vertical objs. in a line around, in a circle around
dᵛtʼepʼkiˑm i ̲\ʼa : /detʼapkʼiˑmʼa/ puts vertical objs. in a circle around the edge (as around a lake, hole)
dᵛ 5-S-v hit, strike
ndᵛoga̲a : /ndoga/ hits once with a round instrument
ndᵛoga̲s : /ndoks/ little round fighting rock (given as “tommyhawk”)
sdᵛobga : /sdopga/ stabs pl. times with a sharp instrument
sdᵛqʼečʼa : /sdeqčʼa/ shapes the edge of something sharp (as an arrowhead)
wdᵛobga : /wdopga/ whips, hits with a long instrument
se̲wdᵛobga : /soˑdapga/ whip each other
wdᵛoga̲a : /wdoga/ hits once with a stick, long instrument
se̲wdoga̲a : /soˑtga/ hits oneself. each other
wdᵛoga̲oˑts : /wdogoˑts/ whip
wdᵛoyw i ̲\ʼa : /wdoywʼa/ beats, whips pl.
da see d̲at [locative:] on, at, against
dadaˑ 2Sri ever, sometimes, when? See Sec. 1024.
/dadaˑ ʔi genwapk?/ When will you go?
/dadaˑ ʔis gelwipgalgi!/ Come and visit me sometime!
/qʼay dadaˑ homʼas gi!/ Don’t ever do that!
/qʼay ʔan dadaˑ sleʔa./ I never saw it.
dadaˑdi : /dadaˑdi/ how far?
/čoy honk qdaktʼa, dadaˑdi hok sanʼaˑWawli./ Then he cut it off, as far as he wanted it.
/dadaˑdi ʔi gen waytas genwapk?/ How far will you go today?
dadaˑt : /dadaˑt/ when
/dat ʔi čʼiˑya, dadaˑt ʔi gida lobiˑdaˑnʼa gatba?/ Where did you live when you came here for the first
time?
/gesga
ʔan domnas, dadaˑt ʔi čʼosak hemkankdamna./ I can’t hear when you keep talking always.
̣

dag see odg [past stative:] been doing
dak 2Srp5 instead, rather, but, on the other hand. This particle is difficult to translate. It turns the
attention of the speaker to a new subject or to a subject somehow contrasting with the previous
one.
/nen dak qʼay dič./ But that’s no good. (Texts, 3.44)
/qʼay dak mis ni dmesgwapk./ But I won’t take it away from you. (Texts, 3.60)
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/ʔi dak ʔa čiˑya./ But you stay right here. (Texts, 12.35)
/noˑ dak mis sleˑbabagwapk./ I, on the other hand, will watch you. (Texts, 14.49)
/hoˑt sa dak qʼay kʼeˑkʼat bi, laˑbi hok sa lobiˑni./ But they were not so big, those first two. (Texts,
14.71)
/ʔi ʔa didaččʼa lwela, naˑt dak hon qʼoyčʼa./ You kill the good ones, but we (kill) the bad. (Texts,
15.51)
/ʔi dak sʔaywaktanwapk./ You, on the other hand, ought to know.
dal 2Srp4 [interrogative]. This particle usually occurs with some other interrogative word in the
utterance. Cf. {dam} 2Srp2 [interrogative] also. See Sec. 1046.
/kakni dal hok sa biblankstʼa wawʼaˑpga?/ Who are they sitting on both sides?
/dam dal ʔi kʼet gmočatk?/ Are you that old?
/danni dal gida maqlaqs gi?/ How many people are here?
/qʼay dal ʔi qtana?/ Didn’t you sleep?
/ʔi dal neneˑnʼs qʼeˑlʼa?/ Is that you making that racket?
/waq dal ʔi gyank gatba?/ How did you come?
/waq dal ʔi?/ What’s the matter with you?
dal\ʼ 7Sv argue, emphasize, speak clearly, depend upon
r̲é ̲ r̲dal\ʼa : /daldalʼa/ argues
he̲s r̲é ̲ r̲dal\ʼa : /hasdaldalʼa/ argues the rights and wrongs of a case
sdal\ʼtn̲a : /sdalta/ speaks clearly, emphasizes a point
dal\ʼtn̲bga : /daltampga/ depends upon someone’s support
dalʔan sne
dalʔaˑ sne
dalʔaˑk 2Sra truly, straightly. Also dalʔaˑ and (RD) dalʔan. Possibly related to {dᵉl} 4S-v “look,” or
to {delʔn̲} 7Sv “face” or to both.
dalʔaˑk : /dalʔaˑk/ straightly, truly
/hoˑt ʔa dalʔaˑk sʔabaˑ./ He told it truly.
/geg
̣ oˑ
̣ swiˑs dalʔaˑk./ (I) can’t sing correctly
ledalʔaˑni : /ledalʔaˑni/ mischievous. RD gave ledalʔanni : /ledalʔanni/ (even recorded /ledallanni/,
but probably a misrecording)
/hoˑt ʔa ledalʔaˑni hiswaqs./ He is a mischievous man.
dalčʼi 3Sn arrow. Klamath arrows consisted of a reed shaft (cf. {tgap}
{saˑl}), pointed with flint or
̣
obsidian, and feathered with duck or goose feathers, Mr. Pompey stated that golden eagle
feathers were best.
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dalčʼi : /dalčʼi/ arrow
r̲ed̲ alčʼi\ʼaˑkʼ : /dadalčyʼaˑk/ d. little arrows

dalʼ 12sn 5sp 9sd 9sa 7sl toward. Also lʼ. See Secs. 457, 541, 671, 674, 761, and 832.
čiˑsdalʼ : /čiˑsdalʼ/ toward home
/hoˑt ʔa čiˑsdalʼ gepga./ He’s coming toward home.
gidalʼ : /gidalʼ/ this way, toward here
goniˑlʼ : /goniˑlʼ/ toward the other way; idiom: worse (also possibly {goniˑ} + {nalk} 2Sre1 “than”)
hongsdalʼ : /honksdalʼ/ toward him
monaˑdalʼkniˑ : /monaˑdalʼkniˑ/ Satan (“the-one-from-underneath”)
steLbkstʼadalʼ : /steLapkstʼadalʼ/ toward the right side
dam 2Srp2 [interrogative]. Cf. also {dal} 2Srp4 [interrogative]. See Secs. 910, 921, and 1046.
/dam ʔi han sleʔa?/ Do you see that?
/dam ʔins bloʔaˑk gint ʔins čʼleyank?/ Would you give me even a little piece of fat? (Texts, 12.14)
/dam mat ʔi honkt hoˑskanga?/ Do you recall that? (Texts, 38.6)
dam\ʼoˑ : /damʼoˑ/ whether yet
/delqa ʔan, damʼoˑ čʼmokst./ I looked out (to see) whether it was dark yet.
/sdigaˑ hoˑt mna čʼoleˑks, damʼoˑ ntʼopst./ He smelled his meat (to see) whether it was spoiled yet.
damn 20sv [habitual:] doing over and over. See Sec. 366.
kčʼiˑkʼiˑm i ̲\ʼblidamna : /kčʼiˑkʼiˑmiblidamna/ keeps crawling around and around something again
lᵛoLydamna : /loLiˑdamna/ keeps putting a round obj. inside; keeps putting beads on a string
r̲ r ̲ew
̲ Leˑliˑnblidamna : /wLewLeˑliˑnablidamna/ keeps brushing off d. again
wʼetqn̲damniˑwabg : /wʼetqandamniˑwapk/ will keep throwing pl. out for someone
damn sne
damnoń̲ 7Sv travel, wander. Also damn. See Sec. 334.
damnoń̲ : /damnon/ travels, wanders
r̲ed̲ amnoń̲ : /dadamnon/ d. travel, wander
sne̲damnoń̲ : /snadamnon/ cause someone to travel
damniˑa : /damniˑya/ travels for
damnoń̲! : /damnon!/ travel!
damnoń̲ at̲ : /damnot/ can travel
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damnoń̲dga : /damnotga/ been travelling, wandering
damnoń̲kanga : /damnokanga/ wanders around
damnoń̲nʼa : /damnonʼa/ let’s travel
damnoń̲s : /damnos/ travelling, wandering
/sanʼaˑWawli ʔan damnos./ I want to travel.
r̲ed̲ amnoń̲wys : /dadamnowis/ wanderer. Also recorded r̲ed̲ amnys : /dadamnis/.
monaˑ r̲ed̲ amnys : /monaˑ dadamnis/ gopher (“wanderer-beneath”)
psin r̲ed̲ amnoń̲wys : /psin dadamnowis/ “Night-Wanderer” (man’s proper name)
dan 3sp [possessive theme formant]. See Secs. 541 and 542.
gewdant : /gewdant/ in my
/gewdant wončǰat/ in my canoe
gewdantiˑ : /gewdantiˑ/ from me, my
/gewdantiˑ čʼoleˑkstiˑ/ a piece of my meat
maˑlʼmdantga : /maˑlʼamdantga/ with your pl.
/maˑlʼamdantga waˑtʼitga/ with your pl. knife
midansikniˑ : /midansikniˑ/ from your place, people of your place
dan see dankʼ [inclusive, emphatic]
dangač 3Sn hard palate, top of the mouth
dangač : /dangač/ palate
dang̣ 11sv together, meeting
se̲ʔidangạ : /siˑdanga/
̣ pl. objs. meet each other (polite way of saying that one has brought a gift for
someone)
se̲čʼliga̲dangạ : /sičʼlakdanga/
̣ are “hung up” in sexual intercourse
hosdangạ : /hosdanga/
̣ meets someone
kᵛiwdangạ : /kiwdanga/
̣ sticks together two pointed objs.
he̲ksᵛoga̲dangnʼa!
: /hoksakdanqnʼa!/ let’s sick (our dogs) on each other!
̣

wičdkʼliˑdangạ : /wičdakʼliˑdanga/
̣ snow, storm blows to meet a person as he is travelling
se̲tondangạ : /sotandanga/
̣ wires, ropes, roads meet
dank 3Sn some time ago, a long time ago, This item is morphologically a noun, since it occurs with
{ʼaˑkʼ} 6sn [diminutive] and apparently with {s} 6sn [noun ending]. It also occurs with adjective
and exogenic locative suffixes. Tactically, occurrences of {dank} are temporals. For a similar
case, cf. {gaˑ} 3S-n “long ago, in myth times.”
/dam mat sa dank hiˑt čiˑya, loldam gin?/ Did they live there at that time, even in the winter? (Texts,
38.25)
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dank (continued)
/čoy honk sʔaywakta dank, dič neˑpga, domiˑ wetiˑs./ And (I) knew long ago, it was good, much to
laugh at. (Texts, 38.134)
/homʼas naˑt wokas naˑlʼam beˑLbelʼa, waqt sa honk sa dank niˑya sʔottʼa./ Thus we fixed our wokas,
just as they make it recently. (Texts, 23.5)
/čoy ni ǰoˑnas čʼis sʔabiˑya, kat mis dank čʼosak sleˑlgi./ And I told June also, who always used to
come to see you awhile back. (Texts, 38.165)
dank\ʼaˑkʼ : /dankʼaˑk/ a little while ago
/čoy nis laˑbi dankʼaˑk wola, naʔas./ So two (people) asked me a little while ago… (Texts, 38.56)
danknʼi : /danknʼi/ one from a long time ago
/dičʼiˑ lis hok maqlaqs, danknʼi naˑt maqlaqs./ People were good, we Indians of a long time ago.
(Texts, 38.98)
dankskniˑ : /dankskniˑ/ afterwards
/dankskniˑ sa nen naʔas ʔelgạ saqʼwehkʼis hoˑt./ Afterwards they named it “the Ball Court.” (Texts,
10.51)
dankt : /dankt/ some time ago [ref], at that time
/dankt hoˑt ʔambotdat gewi!/ Go and live in the water for a long time! (Texts, 4.34).
/čoy dankt hok dič neˑpga homʼas giwk, waq nen ni geˑks naʔas gi./ And long ago it was good,
because it was thus, as I have told this one. (Texts, 38.131)
/čoy hok dankt gaˑʔaˑk pʼaLa sam hok gi./ And at that time long ago they used parching mats.
(Texts, 22.24)
danktkniˑ : /danktkniˑ/ for a long time
/čoy honk homʼas danktkniˑ newlgạ honk./ Then for a long time he plotted thus. (Texts, 4.295)
dank 3sa [inclusive, emphatic]. Also dan. See Sec. 750.
ndankseptdannʼi : /ndankseptdanʔi/ eight [n]
ndankseptdannʼis : /ndankseptdanʔis/ eight [o]
ndankseptdank\ʼaˑs : /ndankseptdankʼaˑs/ in eight places
Načkseptdannʼi : /Načkseptdanʔi/ six [n]
/ʔat ʔa Načkseptdanʔi gida qaqta./ Now six are sleeping here.
Načkseptdank\ʼaˑs : /Načkseptdankʼaˑs/ in six places
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Načqeˑgsdannʼi : /Načqʼeˑksdanʔi/ nine [n]
Načqʼeˑgsdannʼis : /Načqʼeˑksdanʔis/ nine [o]
/noˑ ʔa Načqʼeˑksdanʔis hihaswaqsas sleʔa./ I saw nine men.
dann sne
danq 2Sri how much, how many? Also dann. See Secs. 722 and 1024.
danna : /danna/ how much, many? [o]
/danna ʔi lačʼas gitk?/ How many houses do you have?
/danna ʔi lilhanks slin?/ How many deer did you shoot?
danni : /danni/ how much, many? [n]
/danni hay mi lačʼas gi?/ How many houses are yours?
/danni ʔa mi wač?/ How many horses (are) yours?
danq : /danq/ how much?
/danq ʔi wokas loykʼa?/ How much wokas did you pick?
/danq hay ni ʔambo gittanwapk?/
How much water should I pour on?
̣
danqnʼi : /danqnʼi/ how many times (days, years, etc,)
/danqnʼi waytas ʔi čiˑ wapk?/ How many days will you stay?
/danqnʼi mat ʔi ʔiLoˑls gi?/ How many years (old) are you?
daplal 3Sn loon (Colymbus torquatus)
daplal : /daplal/ loon
daqč 7Sv scratch
daqča : /daqča/ scratches someone
se̲daqča : /sadaqča/ scratches oneself
r̲es̲ e̲daqča : /sasdaqča/ d. scratch themselves, each other
se̲daqčoˑts : /sadaqčoˑts/ back scratcher; animal’s dew-claw
daqmil 3Sn hat. PO only; she stated that this was not Klamath, but that she had heard certain older
people using it.
daqmil : /daqmil/ hat
daqʼ 7Sv be sharp-edged
daqʼa : /daqʼa/ is sharp-edged
daqʼdk : /daqʼatk/ sharp-edged
daqʼnʼi : /daqnʼi/ “Sharp-One” (place name)
das 7S-v reach, touch, act with the hand. Cf. also {nʼiq} 7S-v “act with the hand,” which overlaps
this morpheme semantically.
dasbli : /dasbli/ reaches back, again
se̲dasbli : /sadasbli/ reaches behind oneself
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dasčnʼbga : /dasčampga/ extends a hand
dasčibga : /dasčipga/ reaches toward
dasdbn̲a : /dastba/ reaches, touches. See adbn̲.
dasdgị : /dastgi/
̣ reaches down
se̲dasdgibgs
: /sadastgipks/
spot between the shoulder-blades (“reaching-down-on-oneself”)
̣
̣
dassga : /dasga/ lets go of, releases from the hand
dassgi! : /dasgi!/ let go!
daskyamna : /daskyamna/ embraces, reaches around
se̲daskyamna : /sadaskyamna/ reaches behind oneself
dastn̲a : /dasta/ reaches, touches
dastn̲a! : /dasta!/ touch!
daswa : /daswa/ puts a hand into water, flat place
das r̲wa : /dasoˑwa/ keeps putting a hand into water, flat place
daswʼaˑYa : /daswaˑYa/ helps someone by steadying with a hand, steers someone along
dasyeˑga : /dasyeˑga/ raises a hand
dat see d̲at [locative:] on, at, in
datglam
2Sl half, middle, center. Possibly datglm.
̣
̣
datglam
: /datglam/
half. middle. center
̣
̣
/datglam
bil hok noyeˑnitk./ It’s only half burned out inside.
̣
datglamdalʼ
: /datglamdalʼ/
toward the center
̣
̣

datglamni
: /datglamni/
middle finger (“middle-one”)
̣
̣
dawaˑqʼy 7Sv carry pig-a-back
dawaˑqʼya : /dawaˑqʼya/ catches from behind, as if to get on pig-a-back
he̲sdawaˑqʼya : /hasdwaˑqʼya/ carries someone pig-a-back
dawiˑq 3S-n root (sp.). This white root grows on a low plant similar to the wild parsnip (about 6
inches high). The plant has yellow flowers and grows in prairie country.
dawiˑqs : /dawiˑqs/ root (sp.)
daˑk 2Sre1 self. This item often occurs to emphasize reflexive action.
/bidaˑk ʔa hislan./ He shot himself.
/baˑtdaˑk ʔa hihaslan./ They shot themselves (or “each other”).
/sleʔa ʔan honk, noˑ daˑk čʼis./ I saw it, I myself also. (Texts, 18.39)
/kiwtganwapk
daˑts min, qʼay ʔi daˑk snʼogank
nʼepbatga./ However, I’ll put it into your mouth, you
̣
̣
not taking it yourself with your hands. (Texts, 11.49)
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/čoy honk baˑt daˑk geˑk sa maqlaqs homʼas gaˑʔaˑk čiˑya./ So these Indians lived that way among
themselves long ago. (Texts, 21.36)
daˑkda 3S-n doctor. From English.
daˑkdas : /daˑkdas/ doctor
daˑla 3Sn money, dollar. From English.
daˑla : /daˑla/ money, dollar
daˑlaa̲la : /daˑlala/ earns money
daˑnʼa 3sr [unknown meaning]. Also daˑnʼi in apparent free variation. Only in:
lobydaˑnʼa : /lobiˑdaˑnʼa/ the first time. Also lobydaˑnʼi : /lobiˑdaˑnʼi/.
/dam ʔi hoˑskanga dadaˑt basdin lobiˑdaˑnʼa gatba?/ Do you remember when the white men first
came? (Texts, 38.5)
/waq lis ʔi lobiˑdaˑnʼa?/ How did you (say) it first? (Texts, 38.281)
daˑnʼi sle
daˑslaˑt 3S-n mountain lion (Gatschet: “Cougar, Felis concolor”)
daˑslaˑts : /daˑslaˑts/ mountain lion
daˑts 2Srp5 however, on the other hand
/čoy daˑts Naˑčyak snʼeweˑčkʼa…/ But however one was a little girl… (Texts, 4.2)
/ʔi daˑts sʔaywakta./ However, you know it. (Texts, 4.324)
/čoy daˑts hok maˑns qʼeˑgi, ʔaysis./ However, he was gone for a long time, ʔaysis. (Texts, 4.326)
/dič daˑts ʔaˑt čiˑwapk!/ You pl. however live well! (Texts, 4.360)
/moˑ ʔi kʼičkʼaˑni ʔoˑč daˑts./ However, you are still very small. (Texts, 14.21)
dbn̲ see adbn̲ arriving, reaching, coming home
ddadw see dwaˑ something, what?
ddadwa see dwaˑ something, what?
ddyeˑm i ̲\ʼ see dyeˑm i ̲\ʼ be hungry
debl 7S-v drop, let something slip, fumble. Also deplat (RD only, in free variation with forms with
debl). Only in:
deblsga : /debalsga/ drops, lets slip. RD also deplatsga : /deplatsga/.
r̲ed̲ eblsga : /detbalsga/ d. drop
sne̲deblsga : /snetbalsga/ makes someone drop
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deblsga̲ksga : /debalsgaksga/ almost dropped
dek 7S-v receive; net fish
dekčnʼks : /dekčanks/ “Netting-Place” (place name: Skillethandle Point)
dekdangạ : /dekdanga/
̣ receives
dekdangliˑga
: /dekdangliˑga/
receives with hand outstretched
̣
̣
deklʼgạ : /deklga/
̣ nets fish

del see dᵉl look
delʔn̲ 7Sv face. Only in noun constructions except for an occurrence with {dk} 24sv “in a state of.”
Possibly related to {dᵉl} 4S-v “look” or to {dalʔaˑk} 2Sra “truly, straight,” or to both.
delʔn̲dk : /delʔantk/ faced. E.g.,
/balbal delʔantk/ white faced
delʔn̲ys : /delʔis/ face
r̲ed̲ elʔn̲yˑkʼ : /dedalʔiˑk/ d. little faces
deliˑn 7Sv leave alone, let go of. Possibly contains {oliˑn} 10sv “off the edge, side.”
deliˑna : /deliˑna/ leaves alone, lets go
deliˑnat! : /deliˑnat!/ pl. leave alone!
deliˑni! : /deliˑni!/ leave alone, let go!
delwg 7Sv attack, pounce on
delwga : /deloˑga/ attacks, pounces on
r̲ed̲ elwga : /dedloˑga/ d. attack. Also recorded /dedaloˑga/.
se̲delwga : /sedloˑga/ attack each other. Also recorded /sedaloˑga/.
delwg! : /delwak!/ attack!
delwgs : /delwaks/ the attack; to attack
/hoˑt ʔa delwaks wipga./ He escaped the attack.
deplat see debl drop, let slip, fumble
det 2Sri how much, how big? See Sec. 1024.

det : /det/ how much? how big?
/det ʔa geˑ seˑsatk?/ How much is it priced?
/sgiloˑlg
ạ ʔa detba gist./ He figured out how big it was. See {bi} 1Sp “he-she-it [intensive]” and
̣
Sec. 520 ff.
/det bi čik ʔi gi?/ How big were you? (Texts, 38.9)
/čoy honk ʔat moˑnʼs weq gawʼal, kʼet ba det bi honk bi gi./ So then he found a big limb, as big as
he was. (Texts, 4.22)
/dwaˑ hak det gin qwaˑtʼant/ no matter how hard (Texts, 34.23)
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dew 7S-v feed baby birds (?). Only recorded in:
dewdgnʼa
̣ : /dewdaqnʼa/ feeds baby birds
dewy 7Sv shoot a bow and arrow, gun, once
dewy : /dewiˑ/ fires a gun once, shoots one arrow
r̲ed̲ ewy : /dedwi/ d. shoot once
dewyiˑa : /dewyiˑya/ shoots once for someone
dewys : /dewiˑ s/ the shooting
/sanʼaˑWawli dewiˑs./ wants to fire a gun, bow and arrow, once.
deyoˑw 7Sv dare someone to do
deyoˑwa : /deyoˑwa/ dares someone to do
/deyoˑwa ʔans gentgi giwk./ He dared me to go.
r̲ed̲ eyoˑwa : /dedyoˑwa/ d. dare
deˑLq 3Sn armor vest. This was made of elkhide and covered with slats of hardwood or bone.
deˑLq : /deˑLaq/ armor vest
deˑLq\ʼaˑkʼ : /deˑLqʼaˑk/ little armor vest
deˑWi 7Sv leave (an amount of something); abandon (someone)
deˑWi : /deˑWi/ leaves (as food on one’s plate); abandons
deˑWičʼn̲a : /deˑWičʼa/ just left, rejected
deˑWičʼn̲iˑa : /deˑWičʼniˑya/ just left for someone
/deˑWičʼniˑya ʔins nanqa./ He left some for me.
dg see odg [past stative] been doing
dg see odg out of a container
dgi 8sv turn, become. Also ˑ dgi. See Sec. 340.
taˑkdgi : /taˑktgi/ turns red
bem\ʼdgi : /bemtgi/ becomes confused, rattled
boˑsdgi : /boˑstgi/ turns black
boˑsdgidiˑla : /boˑstgidiˑla/ turns black underneath
qboldgi : /qboltgi/ makes one feel slightly nauseated (as by eating candy which is too sweet)
dgi 22sv want someone to do. See Sec. 368.
deliˑndgi : /deliˑnatgi/ wants someone to let go
qabaˑtn̲dgi : /qabaˑtantgi/ wants someone to put a heavy or pronged obj. up against
qbᵛapsa̲dgi : /qbapsatgi/ wants someone to taste
qdᵛolčʼdgi : /qdolčʼatgi/ wants someone to cut off pl.
/hoˑt ʔa daˑkdas sagoˑtga
mna čʼoˑks qdolčʼatgi giwk./ He begged the doctor to cut off his legs.
̣
sdigdgi : /sdiktgi/ wants someone to smell
dgl see adgl picking up, raising, getting up
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dg̣ see edg̣ dividing, distributing
dg̣ see odg̣ taking away, depriving
dgị see odgị down
dgnʼ
̣ see odgnʼ
̣ in the mouth
dg̣ n̲ see odgnʼ
̣ in the mouth
di 7sn place of. See Sec. 452.
čʼayangsdi : /čʼayanksdi/ “Berry (sp.)-Place” (place name)
qdᵛawldi : /qdawaldi/ “Cut-on-Top-Place” (place name)
qdaydi : /qdaydi/ “Rock-Place” (place name)
di 4S-v drip, flow, boil up
didgị : /ditgi/
̣ drips down
diǰqʼa : /dičqʼa/ drips onto, flows onto and covers
sne̲diǰqʼa : /snidačqʼa/ causes to drip onto
diLy : /diLiˑ/ drips, flows into
dilʼgạ : /dilga/
̣ drips down, leaks down
sdilʼgạ : /sdilga/
̣ makes drip down: renders grease
dilʼgLa̲
̣ a : /dilqLa/ drips down onto a surface
ditn̲a : /dita/ drips onto
ditqʼaga : /ditqʼaga/ liquid boils up out
ditqʼags : /ditqʼaks/ “Boiling-Out” (place name)
diwa : /diwa/ drips, flows into water, into a flat place
diwiˑ : /diwiˑ/ flows and spreads out, in a line; rapids flow
diwiˑs : /diwiˑs/ rapids
diwiˑ\ʼaˑkʼs : /diwiˑʔaˑks/ “Little-Rapids-Place” (place name: two different places)
diččʼ sne
dičʼ 2Sra well, good. Also diččʼ. See Sec. 722.
dičʼ : /dič/ well
/moˑ dič hoˑt swinaˑ./ He sings very well.
/qʼay ʔan dič hoˑskanga./ I don’t remember well.
dičʼeˑw i ̲\ʼa : /dičʼeˑwʼa/ likes, is glad. See eˑw i ̲\ʼ.
dičʼaˑ : /dičʼaˑ/ good [o]
/noˑ ʔa dičʼaˑ boqs honks loya./ I gave him a good camas root.
r̲ed̲ iččʼa : /didaččʼa/ d. good [o]
/didaččʼa ʔan honks sʔewanʔa./ I gave him d. good ones.
dičʼiˑ : /dičʼiˑ/ good [n]
/hoˑt ʔa moˑ dičʼiˑ hiswaqs./ He is a very good man.
r̲ed̲ iččʼi : /didaččʼi/ d. good [n]
/hoˑt sa ʔa didaččʼi qoqiˑʔaqs./ They are good shamans.
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dičʼiˑkʼaˑni : /dičʼiˑkʼaˑni/ little good one, pretty one
/hoˑt snʼeweˑčkʼa dičʼiˑkʼaˑni./ That little girl is pretty
digaˑga\ʼ 3S-n mountain quail (Oreortyx picta). Onomatopoetic: its cry is /digaˑga digaˑga!/.
digaˑga\ʼs : /digaˑgaʔas/ mountain quail
dil see dᵉl look
diln 7S-v roll
dilnbli : /dilambli/ rolls over, rolls back
sdilnbli : /sdilambli/ rolls something over, back
dilnčnʼa : /dilančnʼa/ rolls along
sdilnčnʼa : /sdilančnʼa/ rolls something along
sdilnčisamni : /sdilančisamni/ feels like rolling something along
sdilndglčʼn̲a : /sdilantgalčʼa/ just started rolling something off, just started to drive off in a car
dilndgị : /dilantgi/
̣ rolls down
dilnǰqʼa : /dilančqʼa/ rolls onto and covers (as an avalanche, stone, horse)
dilnkanga : /dilankanga/ rolls around here and there
sdilnkanga : /sdilankanga/ rolls something around here and there
dilnkʼiˑm i ̲\ʼa : /dilankʼiˑmʼa/ rolls around in a circle
sdilnkʼiˑm i ̲\ʼa : /sdilankʼiˑmʼa/ rolls something around in a circle, drives around in circles
dilnlʼgạ : /dilallga/
̣ rolls up into a ball, circle
sdilnlʼgạ : /sdilallga/
̣ rolls something up
sdiln r̲ rl̲ ʼgạ : /sdilalʔaglg
̣ a/
̣ rolls to a stop, stops something from rolling
sdilnlʼgṣ : /sdilalʔaqs/ circle of willows; wheel (?)
dilnmni : /dilanmni/ rolls uphill
sdilnmni : /sdilanmni/ rolls something uphill, drives uphill
dilnneˑga : /dilanneˑga/ rolls into a hole
r̲ r ̲es̲ dilnneˑga : /sdisdlanneˑga/ rolls d. into a hole
dilnpbeˑl i ̲\ʼa : /dilampbeˑlʼa/ rolls back and forth
he̲sdilnpbeˑl i ̲\ʼa : /hisdlampbeˑlʼa/ drives back and forth
dilnqweˑLa : /dilanqweˑLa/ rolls downhill

sdilnqweˑLa : /sdilanqweˑLa/ rolls something downhill
sdilnqʼya : /sdilanqʼya/ rolls something into the road
sdilnqʼyoˑla : /sdilanqʼyoˑla/ rolls something off the road, drives off the road
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sdilntʼleˑgị : /sdilantʼleˑgi/
̣ rolls something over a mountain, into the next room
dilnwa : /dilanwa/ rolls into water, flat place
diln r̲wa : /dilnoˑwa/ rolls around in water
sdilnwa : /sdilanwa/ rolls something into the water, flat place
sdilnwllʼgạ : /sdilanwallga/
̣ drives up, rolls something up
sdilnwloˑla : /sdilnoˑloˑla/ rolls something off the top of, drives off the top of
sdilnwlyeˑga : /sdilanwalyeˑga/ rolls something up out, drives up out
dilnwʼiˑna : /dilanwʼiˑna/ rolls among, into mud
dilnYeˑn i ̲\ʼa : /dilanYeˑnʼa/ rolls inside of
din 7S-v rise, set (sun). Possibly the same as “pl. run” or “lie (animal),” but no convincing semantic
identification.
dinlʼgạ : /dillga/
̣ (sun) is stationary (?)
/psekst dillga./
̣ it is high noon
dinneˑga : /dinneˑga/ (sun) sets
dinneˑgksi : /dinneˑkksi/ “Sunset-Place” (place name)
dinneˑgnʼapga : /dinneˑknʼapga/ is about to set
dinneˑgs : /dinneˑks/ sunset
dinygị : /diniˑgi/
̣ (sun) rises

sʔabas dinygị : /sʔabas diniˑgi/
̣ “Sun-Rises” (cat’s cradle figure)
dinygioˑla
: /dinyagyoˑla/
has already risen
̣
̣
dinygis
̣ : /diniˑgis/
̣ sunrise
din 7S-v pl. run
dinbčʼa : /dimpčʼa/ pl. run out of sight
dinčnʼa : /dinčnʼa/ pl. run along
dinčnʼnʼa : /dinčanʔa/ let’s run!
dindglčʼn̲a : /dintgalčʼa/ pl. just ran off

se̲dinlgiˑ : /sidallgi/ pl. come running to each other
din r̲LWn̲nʼa : /dillhaLLoˑnʔa/ pl. run along the top
he̲sdinpbeˑl i ̲\ʼa : /hisdampbeˑlʼa/ pl. cause to run back and forth, ride horses back and forth
dinneˑga : /dinneˑga/ pl. run down into a hole, ravine
dintlnčnʼa : /dintlančnʼa/ pl. run alongside
dintqʼapsa : /dintqʼapsa/ pl. run down from a height
r̲ed̲ intqʼapsa : /didantqʼapsa/ d. groups run down
dinwa : /dinwa/ pl. run into water, flat place
dinwbga : /dinwapga/ pl. are running in water
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dinwi : /dinwi/ pl. run and scatter, spread out
dinyahʔa : /dinyahʔa/ pl. run and hide
dinyeˑga : /dinyeˑga/ pl. run up, jump up fast
din 7s-v lie (animal). Possibly the same as one or both of the homophonous morphemes given
above, but no convincing semantic identification.
dinbga : /dimpga/ animal is lying down
r̲ed̲ inbga : /didampga/ d. are lying down
dinbg! : /dimbak!/ stay lying down!
dindiˑla : /dindiˑla/ animal lies under
dinLa̲a : /dilha/ animal lies on a surface, floor
dinlʼgạ : /dillga/
̣ animal lies down
he̲sdinlʼgạ : /hisdallga/
̣ makes an animal lie down (by force)
sne̲dinlʼgạ : /snidallga/
̣ makes an animal lie down (by words or persuasion)
dinlʼg!̣ : /dilʔaq!/ lie down!
dinqʼya : /dinqʼya/ animal lies in the road, doorway
dintʼaˑw i ̲\ʼa : /dintʼaˑwʼa/ animal lies in the sunshine
dintʼiˑta : /dintʼiˑta/ animal lies just outside the door
dinwa : /dinwa/ animal lies in water, flat place
wisingm dinws : /wisingam dinwas/ “Snake’s Lying-in-Water” (place name)
din 7-Sv tamp, pound down, stuff down
ktdingoga
: /kdingoga/
stuffs, packs inside a container
̣
̣
ktdinlʼgạ : /kdillga/
̣ tamps down tight
ktdinYeˑn i ̲\ʼa : /kdinYeˑnʼa/ packs tightly inside

wdinYeˑn i ̲\ʼa : /wdinYeˑnʼa/ pounds around inside with a long instrument, tamps down inside
din 3-Sn bell. From Chinook Jargon.
r̲e ̲ r̲din : /dindan/ bell
dinʼaˑ 2Srt once. Also ditnʼa (after { r̲e}̲ 1pr [distributive] with the meaning of “sometimes”). See
Sec. 910.
dinʼaˑ : /dinʼaˑ/ once
/čoy ni sleʔa dinʼaˑ./ So I saw once. (Texts, 17.31)
/čoy naˑlʼs gatbnoˑta basdin honk dinʼaˑ wewleˑqsas woksalpks./ And once the white men attacked us
old ladies gathering wokas. (Texts, 27.4)
/beˑn ʔan giwapk, dinʼaˑk./ I’ll do it once again, once more. (Texts, 2.22)
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/čoy goniˑtʼaˑk ni didatnʼa qʼay dič gi./ Though even at that I did not do right sometimes, perhaps.
/ʔoˑč mis waq gin ʔelqtgi, didatnʼa hoˑt sa čičmʼangatk./ Let them call you something, sometimes,
those young men. (Texts, 37.19)
/didatnʼa hak hoˑt lʔega./ He gets drunk sometimes.
diqʼ 7Sv throb, beat hard (heart). Only in:
r̲é ̲ r̲diqʼa : /diqdiqʼa/ heart throbs, beats hard (as from fear or pain)
dis 7S-v mature (?). Only in:
disdbn̲a : /distba/ matures, gets one’s full growth
r̲ed̲ isdbn̲dk : /didastbantk/ d. full grown ones
ditgoˑl see oditgoˑl out from under
ditnʼa see dinʼaˑ once
diˑgi 3Sn dog’s proper name. Unanalyzable.
diˑgi : /diˑgi/ dog’s proper name
diˑl see odiˑl under, underneath
dk 24sv in a state of having been …ed. Forms ending in {dk} are syntactic adjectives. See Secs. 381
and 1031.
ʔeydgdk : /ʔeytgatk/ headed. E.g.,
/boqboq ʔeytgatk/ white headed
čʼawʼigdk : /čʼawʼigatk/ crazy person, one gone crazy
čʼawʼigaˑkʼidk : /čʼawʼigaˑkʼitk/ little crazy one
čʼawʼigmčʼigdk : /čʼawʼigamčʼigatk/ big old crazy one
čʼlᵉebgiˑwabgdk : /čʼlepgiˑwapgatk/ to bring a massive obj. for someone; to have brought for
/yʼaMtgi čʼlepgiˑwapgatk mis./ (He) forgot to bring (meat) for you. \
se̲nᵉakʼydk : /sankʼitk/ patched on one’s own (clothing)
slᵉakʼaˑy i ̲\ʼdk : /slakʼaˑyitk/ clothlike obj. hung up
wčeˑw i ̲\ʼdk : /wčeˑwitk/ pl. broken by a long instrument
dkʼ 7-Sv blizzard (?). Possibly also in {gatdkʼ}
7Sv “be cold,” but this is not otherwise segmentable.
̣
Only in:
wičdkʼa : /wičtkʼa/ blizzards
wičdkʼs : /wičdaks/ blizzard. See wič.
dlelg̣ 7Sv start (talking, making a basket). Possibly contains {elʼg}̣ 12sv “down, to the ground.”
dlelgạ : /dlelga/
̣ starts
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dlelgṣ : /dlelqs/ place where one begins a basket
dlol 3Sn cricket
dlol : /dlol/ cricket
dmᵛ 4S-v dig a tunnel
dmᵛeqn̲a : /dmeqa/ tunnels through; idiom: is greedy, grabby all to oneself
dmᵛkʼačʼa : /dmakčʼa/ digs on someone’s head (for lice)
se̲dmᵛkʼačʼa : /sadmakčʼa/ delouses oneself
dmᵛkʼačʼik! : /dmakčʼik!/ let me delouse (you)!
dmᵛodiˑla : /dmodiˑla/ digs, tunnels underneath
dmᵛoYn̲čʼn̲a : /dmoYančʼa/ tunneled around alongside
dmesg 7Sv take away, deprive, seize. Occurs with r̲e ̲ allomorph of { r̲e}̲ 1pv [distributive] only.
dmesga : /dmesga/ takes an obj. away from someone, deprives, seizes by force
r̲ed̲ mesga : /dedmasga/ d. take away, deprive
dmetčʼ 7Sv wash (clothes, hair). Cf. also {ǰoqʼ} 7-Sv “wash (fruit, body, dishes),” {saǰaqw} 7Sv
“wash (hands),” and {stabačkʼ} 7Sv “wash.” The areas of semantic reference are not clear. This
item occurs only with r̲e ̲ allomorph of { r̲e}̲ 1pv [distributive].
dmetčʼa : /dmetčʼa/ washes (clothes, hair)
r̲ed̲ metčʼa : /dedmatčʼa/ d. wash
se̲dmetčʼa : /sedmatčʼa/ washes one’s own (clothes, hair)
dmetčʼiˑa : /dmetčʼiˑya/ washes for someone
dmetčʼoˑla : /dmetčʼoˑla/ finishes washing
dmetčʼwabg : /dmetčʼwapk/ will wash
r̲ed̲ metčʼys : /dedmatčʼis/ washerman (or -woman)
dmey 7Sv scrape for grubs in the earth, Possibly related to {mey} 7Sv “dig” or to {dmᵛ} 4S-v
“tunnel,” or to both. Only in:
dmeya : /dmeya/ scrapes for edible grubs
dmo 7S-v start. Segmentation uncertain, Occurs only with {yeˑg} 17sv “starting, beginning.”
Possibly an idiom with {dmᵛ} 4S-v “tunnel”?
dmoyeˑga : /dmoyeˑga/ starts (work, journey)
sʔabas dmoyeˑgnʼapga : /sʔabas dmoyeˑknʼapga/ the month is about to start
dmo see tmo grouse
dmolo 3Sn wild plum
dmolo : /dmolo/ wild plum
dmolo\ʼa̲lča̲a : /dmolwʼalča/ goes to gather wild plums
dmoloʔm : /dmoloʔam/ wild plum sp.
do see doˑ over there
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dodiˑqʼ 7Sv dream
dodiˑqʼa : /dodiˑqʼa/ dreams
dodiˑqʼlʼgạ : /dodiˑqʼlga/
̣ foresees in a dream (as a shaman does)
dodiˑqʼs : /dodiˑqs/ dream
dodod 3S-n whistler duck. Onomatopoetic: its cry is : /dodot! dodot!/. Possibly r̲éd̲ od, but no
distributive or intensive reference and no attesting forms.
dodods : /dodots/ whistler duck
dodoˑ interjection Look out! Be careful! Possibly r̲ed̲ oˑ but no distributive or intensive reference
and no attesting forms. Only in:
dodoˑ! : /dodoˑ!/ look out! be careful!
dodoˑq 3S-n earwax. Possibly r̲ed̲ oˑq, but no distributive or intensive reference and no attesting
forms.
dodoˑqs : /dodoˑqs/ earwax
dogwʼ 3-S-n fish hawk (Pandion carolinensis). Also dogwʼaˑ. See Sec. 430.
r̲é ̲ r̲dogwʼs : /dokdokwʼas/ fish hawk
r̲é ̲ r̲dogwʼˑkʼ : /dokdogoˑk/ little fish hawk. Or:
r̲é ̲ r̲dogwʼaˑkʼa : /dokdokwʼaˑkʼa/. RD gave the first form, BL the latter.
dogwʼaˑ sle
dokwa 3Sn place name. Unanalyzable.
dokwa : /dokwa/ place name: the mouth of the Williamson River
dokwakniˑ : /dokwakniˑ/ people of Dokwa
dola 2Sre1 together, with. See Sec. 1021.
dola : /dola/ together, with
/noˑ ʔa pkʼisa gew dola čiˑya./ I live with my mother.
/dam ʔi noˑs dola gent?/ Can you go with me?
/čoy sqelʼamʼč honk dola čiˑya, honk gist./ And Old Marten lived with him, being him. (?) (Texts,
10.4)
/dadaˑ lis hoˑt dola čiˑya./ When he lived with (me). (Texts, 38.269)
/čoy honk ʔat hok snʼeweˑčkʼa čʼosak gena dola, gankankča./ Now then that little girl always went
with him, went hunting. (Texts, 4.69)
se̲dola : /sodla/ together
/dič ʔa sa sodla gyank čiˑya./ They lived very well together.
/gawʼal ʔa sas honk sodla gipks./ He found them together.
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dom 2Sa many, much, a lot
dom : /dom/ much, a lot
/dom ʔa sa swina./ They sang a lot.
/dom ʔa naˑt pʼan./ We ate a lot.
r̲ed̲ om : /dodam/ d. many, a lot
/dodam hak ʔa geˑ siʔakLa./ He put too many (things) on his (plate).
domaˑ : /domaˑ/ many [o]
/domaˑ ʔa hoˑt lwela./ He slew many.
domaˑlm : /domaˑlam/ many’s, of many
/domaˑlam wač snʼoga./
̣ He caught the horses of many.
domaˑs : /domˑas/ many places
/domaˑs ʔan sleʔa./ I’ve seen many places.
r̲ed̲ omaˑs : /dodmaˑs/ d. many places
/dodmaˑs ʔan damnon./ I wandered in many different places.
domdwaˑ : /domdwaˑ/ a lot of things, riches
/hoˑt ʔa domdwaˑ gitk./ He has a lot of things (i.e., “is rich”).
domeˑnʼm : /domeˑnʼam/ many’s, of many
/domeˑnʼam wqeplʼaqs gida gi./ The summer houses of many are here.
domeˑnʼs : /domeˑnʼs/ many [o]
/domeˑnʼs ʔan sleʔa./ I saw many.
domant : /domant/ in many
/domant wqeplʼaqsdat/ in many summer houses
domantga : /domantga/ with many; idiom: a lot together
/domantga dalčʼitga siwga honks./ (He) killed him with many arrows.
/domantga ʔa hoˑt sa gena./ A lot of them went.
domiˑ : /domiˑ/ many [n]
/domiˑ ʔa gatba./ Many arrived.
domni : /domni/ many times, many (days. years, etc.)
/domni ʔan lwela kyem./ I caught (lit. “killed”) fish many times.
/domni waytas hoˑt qʼay dwaˑ sʔottʼa./ He did nothing for many days.
domn 7Sv hear, obey, understand
domna : /domna/ hears, obeys, understands
r̲ed̲ omna : /dodamna/ d. hear
se̲domna : /sodamna/ hear each other
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domnek! : /domnek!/ let me hear!
domnna : /domanʔa/ let’s hear
domns : /domnas/ hearing, obeying, understanding
le domns : /le domnas/ fun
qʼay domns : /qʼay domnas/ noise, racket
dopʼ 7Sv boil. The Pompeys gave forms with r̲e ̲ r̲, while others gave r̲é ̲ r̲. See also {stopʼ} 7S-v
“gush, boil” (?).
r̲e ̲ r̲dopʼa : /doptpʼa/ boils. Or: r̲é ̲ r̲dopʼa : /dopdopʼa/.
sne̲ r̲e ̲ r̲dopʼa : /snodaptpʼa/ causes to boil
r̲é ̲ r̲dopʼdgiwk : /dopdoptgiwk/ in order to boil
/čwa čʼikʼaˑyʼa dopdoptgiwk./ (She) hung up the potatoes to boil.
r̲é ̲ r̲dopʼyeˑga : /dopdopʼyeˑga/ starts to boil
dos 7S-v pl., few run. This is said to denote a smaller number of actors than {din} 7S-v “pl. run.”
dosčnʼa : /dosčnʼa/ pl., few run
dosčnʼat! : /dosčnʼat!/ pl., few run!
dosčnʼa̲t : /dosčant/ pl., few can run
r̲ed̲ osčnʼbli : /dodasčambli/ pl., few run back
dosdglčʼn̲a : /dostgalčʼa/ pl., few just ran off
doskanga : /doskanga/ pl., few run around here and there
dos r̲kyamna : /doskakyamna/ pl., few run around and around something
doslamna : /doslamna/ pl., few run behind
dos r̲liˑna : /doslalliˑna/ pl., few run along the bank, up and down the edge
doslYn̲čʼn̲a : /doslYančʼa/ pl., few run along the twisting edge of a river. mountainside
dosLWn̲a : /doslWa/ pl., few run up onto, along the top
dosLWn̲a! : /doslWa!/ pl., few run along the top!
dostln̲čʼn̲a : /dostlančʼa/ pl., few just ran alongside
dostʼleˑgị : /dostʼleˑgi/
̣ pl., few run over a mountain
dosYn̲čʼn̲a : /dosYančʼa/ pl., few run along the edge of a cliff, along a riverbank
dos\ʼ 7Sv shiver, tremble from cold. Only in:
r̲é ̲ r̲dos\ʼa : /dosdosʔa/ shivers from cold
dot 3Sn tooth
dot : /dot/ tooth
dot\ʼaˑkʼ : /dotʼaˑk/ little tooth
r̲ed̲ ot\ʼaˑkʼ : /dottʼaˑk/ d. little teeth
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dotʔmʼč : /dotʔamʼč/ big old tooth
r̲ed̲ otʔmʼč : /dodatʔamʼč/ d. big old teeth
dot\ʼa̲la : /dotlʼa/ teethes
gosodot : /gosodot/ “Pig-Tooth” (woman’s proper name)
doydi 3Sn duckling (baby duck). Cr. {swʼiˑg} 3S-n “duckling” (just out of the egg).
doydi : /doydi/ duckling
doylkʼat 3Sn place name. Unanalyzable.
doylkʼat : /doylkʼat/ place name: a village on Little Wokas Bay
doˑ 7S-v act upon a prone long obj., a long bundle, etc.
doˑbga : /doˑpga/ prone obj. lies (as a person on a stretcher)
doˑčnʼa : /doˑčnʼa/ carries a prone obj. along
doˑdiˑla : /doˑdiˑla/ puts a prone obj. underneath. (intr. also)
doˑkanga : /doˑkanga/ carries a prone obj. around; idiom: shifts the bones from one hand to another
in the handgame before hiding them
doˑkangs : /doˑkanks/ quiver. Description not known, nor checked with other words for “quiver.”
doˑkʼaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /doˑkʼaˑyʼa/ puts a prone obj. up high (as a bundle of willows among the rafters). (intr.
also).
r̲ed̲ oˑkʼaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /dodoˑkʼaˑyʼa/ puts d. prone objs. up high. (intr. also)
doˑkʼya : /doˑkʼya/ puts a prone obj. (poultice) on someone’s buttocks, closes with a prone obj.
se̲doˑkʼydk : /sodoˑkʼitk/ having a poultice on one’s buttocks
doˑlamna : /doˑlamna/ puts a prone obj., poultice, etc. on someone’s back. (intr. also)
doˑtn̲a : /doˑta/ puts something on a prone obj. (as a poultice on a sick person)
se̲doˑtn̲a : /sodoˑta/ puts a poultice on oneself
doˑtn̲ys : /doˑtis/ poultice
doˑwa : /doˑwa/ puts a prone obj. in water, flat place. (intr. also)
doˑwl : /doˑwal/ puts a prone obj. on top. (intr. also)

se̲doˑwldk : /sodoˑwaltk/ having a prone obj. on top (as a bundle of willows on the head)
doˑ 2Sl over there. Also do. See Sec. 821.
doˑ : /doˑ/ over there
/delča doˑ!/ Look over there!
doʔé̲t : /doʔot/ right over there
/hoˑt ʔa doʔot čiˑya./ He lives right over there.
doʔé̲tnʼi : /doʔotnʼi/ one from right over there
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doˑ (continued)
doˑdalʼ : /doˑdalʼ/ toward there, the other way
/hoˑt ʔa doˑdalʼ hoččipgabli./ He came running back the other way.
doˑgeˑni
: /doˑgeˑni/
the other end
̣
̣
/čoy sa doˑgeˑni
soˑčLa./ Then they build a fire on the other end.
̣
doˑkniˑ : /doˑkniˑ/ from there

/čoy loˑs Naˑs beˑn hontgalčʼa, doˑkniˑ./ Then one goose flew off again, from there. (Texts, 8.17)
doˑksi : /doˑksi/ at that place over there
/noˑ ʔa doˑksi pʼnana honk./ I buried it at that place there.
doˑkstʼa : /doˑkstʼa/ across over there
/hoˑt ʔa doˑkstʼa gog
̣ ẹ čiˑya./ He lives across the river.
doˑkstʼant : /doˑkstʼant/ across on that side
/noˑ ʔa doˑkstʼant honks sleʔa./ I saw him across over there.

doˑna : /doˑna/ around over there
/hoˑt ʔa doˑna damnon./ He wandered around over there.
doˑs : /doˑs/ there where, where
/ʔat honk sleʔa, doˑs sam lolʼalbakWiˑs./ Now she saw it, where their lying-place was. (Texts, 4.180)
/qawdoˑgiˑs hok čiˑya doˑkstʼant doˑs hak git gombat wikʼaˑt./ The qawdoˑgi’s lived across right
where Pelican Bay is nearby. (Texts, 11.3)
doˑst : /doˑst/ there where [ref]
/čoy Naˑs ni sʔabwapk naʔas, doˑ, doˑst ni nen sʔabaˑ, niˑLaqs ginaˑtʼa hiˑt./ And I will tell about one
there, where I have told (before), on this side of NiˑLaqs there. (Texts, 18.9)
doˑstdalʼ : /doˑstdalʼ/ toward where
/… doˑstdalʼ čoy ʔan sʔaywakta sas gepgablyokst./ … toward where I know they will be returning.
(Texts, 12.11)
doˑstd̲at : /doˑstdat/ in where
/sʔottʼiˑwapk ʔa maˑts ni, doˑstdat gyank lwelwapk naˑnok sqoks./ I will make (something) for you
pl., in which (“in where”) you will kill (fish) every spring. (Texts, 26.65)
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doˑstkniˑt : /doˑstkniˑt/ from where [ref]
/doˑstkniˑt honk gena,/ from where he had gone, (Texts, 19.58)
doˑtanna : /doˑtanna/ all around over there
/geˑ čiˑkʼis doˑtanna, hoˑt slʼoqoˑps./ These living-places were over there all around, those house-pits.
(Texts, 38.33)
doˑtant : /doˑtant/ over there
/hoˑt lis ʔa doˑtant čiˑya./ He lives over there.
dwa sne
dwaˑ 2Sa something, what? Also ddadw, ddadwa, and dwa. See Sec. 721.
dwaˑ : /dwaˑ/ something, what?
/dwaˑ ʔi sanʼaˑWawli?/ What do you want?
/qʼay dwaˑ./ Nothing at all.
r̲ed̲ dadwa : /datdadwa/ all sorts of things
r̲ed̲ dadwʔmʼč : /datdadoˑʔamʼč/ all sorts of big old things
dwant : /dwant/ in something, in what? Or: dwantd̲at : /dwantdat/.
/dwantdat maksaʔaˑkkʼatdat liwiˑga?/
̣ In which little basket did (you) put it (round obj.)?
dwantga : /dwantga/ with something, with what
/dwantga slegoˑtstga
wčoˑčlʼa./ (He) made it into kindling with some axe.
̣
dwaˑlm : /dwaˑlam/ something’s
/dwaˑlam čʼoleˑks/ something’s meat
domdwaˑ : /domdwaˑ/ many things, riches
/hoˑt ʔa domdwaˑ gitk./ He has many things (i.e., “is rich”)
naˑnokdwaˑ : /naˑnokdwaˑ/ everything
/hoˑt ʔa naˑnokdwaˑ sʔewanʔa./ He gave everything.
dwičqʼ 7Sv spit out a large seed
dwičqʼa : /dwičqʼa/ spits out a large seed

dwičqʼs : /dwičqʼas/ chokecherry (Prunus demissa)
dyeˑm i ̲\ʼ 7Sv be hungry. Also ddyeˑm i ̲\ʼ (in free variation after r̲e ̲ with dyeˑm i ̲\ʼ). Occurs only with
r̲e ̲ allomorph of { r̲e}̲ 1pv [distributive]. See Sec. 334.
dyeˑm i ̲\ʼa : /dyeˑmʼa/ is hungry
r̲ed̲ yeˑm i ̲\ʼa : /dedyeˑmʼa/ d. are hungry. Or: r̲ed̲ dyeˑm i ̲\ʼa : /detdyeˑmʼa/.
sne̲dyeˑm i ̲\ʼa : /snedyeˑmʼa/ makes one hungry
dyeˑm i ̲\ʼs : /dyeˑmis/ hunger
/dyeˑmistga čʼoˑqʼa./ They died of hunger.
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d̲
d̲a sne
d̲at 12sn 5sp 9sd 9sa 2Sl 7sl [locative:] on, at, in. Also da, dat, and d̲a. See Secs. 457, 541, 671, 674,
76l, 821, and 831. See Sec. 281 for the morphophonemics of d̲.
dakstʼa : /dakstʼa/ on which side
/dakstʼa ʔams mʼaˑsʔa?/ On which side does it hurt you?
dat : /dat/ somewhere, where?
/dat lis ʔi gena?/ Where are you going?
/ʔat ni gena dat./ Now I’m going someplace.
datkniˑ : /datkniˑ/ from where, people from somewhere
/datkniˑ ʔa hoˑt?/ Where’s he from?
galoˑd̲
at : /galoˑwwat/
in the sky
̣
̣
hontd̲a : /hontda/ in that one. Or: hontd̲at : /hontdat/.
/hontda baˑksdat/ in that box. Or:
/hontdat baˑksdat/ in that box
kowaˑd̲at : /kowaˑʔat/ on the white crane
lakʼiˑd̲at : /lakʼiˑyyat/ on the forehead
somd̲at : /sommat/ in the mouth
som r̲ r d̲ a̲ t : /sommatdat/ right in the mouth
weqd̲at : /weqgat/
̣ on the arm
woksd̲at : /wokasdat/ in the wokas
d̲atga see tga [instrumental]
e
ebg 17sv coming, action toward the speaker. Also bg. See Sec. 363.

čʼibga : /čʼipga/ brings liquid. This could also be {čʼi obg a} “liquid stands, is”; the forms are
homophonous.
čʼinčibgbga : /čʼinčipgapga/ has back to someone coming this way. The second bg is an allomorph of
{obg} 19sv [durative].
gᵛebga : /gepga/ comes (“goes-toward-the-speaker”)
gᵛebgbga : /gepgapga/ is coming
gᵛebgbli : /gepgabli/ comes back
gᵛebgi! : /gepgi!/ come!
lotoˑčibga : /lotoˑčipga/ brings an armload
nᵉebgiˑa : /nepgiˑya/ brings a flat obj. for someone
ebl see hebl flare up
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ebli 18sv back. again, returning, behind. Also bli. See Sec. 364.
ʔᵛebli : /ʔebli/ brings back a long obj.; overturns a long obj. (as a canoe)
he̲sʔᵛebli : /hesʔabli/ overturns oneself
ʔᵛebli! : /ʔebli!/ bring it back (long obj.)!
ʔᵛebliat! : /ʔeblyat!/ pl. bring it back!
sčibgbliiˑa : /sčipgabalyiˑya/ brings a bunch of objs. back for someone. Also recorded: /sčipgabliˑya/.
sgᵛebli
: /sgebli/
turns a canoe back; overturns a canoe
̣
̣
he̲sgᵛe
turns one’s canoe back again and again
̣ r̲ r ̲éb̲ li : /hesgablibli/
̣
se̲tpekblibga : /setpakblipga/ is reaching behind oneself
ečʼ see ʔečʼ suckle
edg̣ 10sv dividing, distributing. Also dg.̣ Cr. also {odg}̣ 10sv “taking away from.” See Sec. 352.
bᵛedgạ : /betga/
̣ divides a hide, skin
se̲bᵛedga : /sebatga/
̣ divide a hide among oneselves
se̲čʼadgạ : /sačʼatga/
̣ divide a handful of objs. among oneselves
se̲tondgạ : /sotantga/
̣ wires, rope like objs., roads, etc. divide, branch off from each other
edw 7-Sv taste. Only in:
qbᵛedw : /qbedoˑ/ tastes something
qbᵛedw! : /qbedoˑ!/ taste it!
qbᵛedwat! : /qbedwat!/ pl. taste!
r̲ r ̲eq̲ bᵛedwat! : /qbeqbadwat!/ d. pl. taste!
ek 23sv [first person singular hortatory:] let me…! Also eˑk, ik, iˑk, and k. Occurrences of the
various allomorphs of this morpheme are unpredictable, and examples are thus given in full
under each verb stem morpheme (wherever obtained). See Sec. 371.
ʔiyeˑgik! : /ʔiyeˑgik!/ let me pick up pl. objs.!
bonwik! : /bonwik!/ let me drink!
domnek! : /domnek!/ let me hear!
gawʼliˑek! : /gawliˑyek!/ let me find (it) for (you)!
qbᵛapsa̲eˑk! : /qbapseˑk!/ let me taste
sleʔiˑk! : /sleʔiˑk!/ let me see!

eliˑ 10sv going to meet someone (or something) coming toward. Also liˑ. See Sec. 352.
dᵉleliˑdgnʼbga
: /deliˑtgampga/
watches someone coming (“as if you were looking into his mouth” —
̣
̣
PO)
diloˑliˑdangbga
: /diloˑliˑdanqpga/ is watching someone coming to meet one
̣
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gᵛeliˑdangạ : /geliˑdanga/
̣ goes to meet someone coming
wičdkʼliˑdangạ : /wičdakʼliˑdanga/
̣ (snow, blizzard) blows toward a person traveling along
eliˑg see aliˑg on the bank, edge
eliˑw 10sv on the very edge. Also liˑw. See Sec. 352.
ʔiwliˑwa : /ʔiwliˑwa/ is on the very edge; place name
čᵛeliˑwa : /čeliˑwa/ sits on the very edge (of a river, precipice)
tgᵛeliˑwbga : /tgeliˑwapga/ is standing on the very edge
elwy 10sv by the fire; along the edge; into water. Also lwy. See Sec. 352.
čᵛelwy : /čelwi/ sits by the fire
gᵛelwy : /gelwi/ goes by a fire
gᵛelwybga : /gelwipga/ vis its
se̲gᵛelwybga : /segalwipga/ visit each other
gᵛelwybgdgi : /gelwipgatgi/ wants someone to visit
/satma honks gelwipgatgi giwk./ (He) invited him to visit.
gᵛsaqlwybga : /gasaqlwipga/ follows into the water
ksᵛelwy : /kselwi/ puts a living obj. by the fire. (intr. also)
yaˑs ksᵛelwys : /yaˑs kselwis/ “Willow-Beside-the-Edge” (place name)
eLa̲ 13sv onto, onto a surface, on a vehicle. Also La̲. Possibly related to {ikL} 10sv “down on top,
on a load, pile, vehicle” or to {eLWn̲} 10sv “down, down on top, along the top.” See Sec. 352.
ʔiLa̲a : /ʔiLa/ puts pl. objs. onto
ʔiLa̲bga : /ʔiLapga/ is loading pl. objs. on
ʔiLa̲oˑla : /ʔiLoˑla/ takes pl. objs. off the top, off a wagon, load, canoe
dilʼgLa̲
̣ a : /dilqLa/ drips down onto a surface, onto the floor
pewLa̲a : /pewLa/ puts few round objs. down upon; few round objs. above a decade (in counting:
see Sec. 1031)
yanLa̲a : /yalha/ puts few nonround objs. down upon; few nonround objs. above a decade (in
counting: see Sec. 1031)
weLa̲bga : /weLapga/ throws a load onto
eLWn̲ 10sv down on top of, along the top, down. Also LWn̲. Cf. also last entry above and {ikL}
10sv “on top of a load, vehicle, pile.” See Sec. 352.
ʔiLWn̲a : /ʔiLWa/ puts pl. objs. down flat upon
ʔiLWn̲a! : /ʔiLWa!/ put pl. onto!
r̲eʔ̲ iLwn̲at! : /ʔiˑLoˑnat!/ d. pl. put pl. objs. onto!
ʔiLWn̲ys : /ʔiLWis/ sinew bow-backing
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čʼiLWn̲a : /čʼiLWa/ liquid lies flat on the top of, along the top
sčʼiLWn̲a : /sčʼiLWa/ spreads liquid out on; irrigates
kčʼi r̲LWn̲nʼa : /kčʼiLLaLLoˑnʔa/ crawls around and around on the top, along the top
wʼinLWn̲čʼn̲a : /wʼillWančʼa/ lies on the stomach on top of, slides down on the stomach
elʼg̣ 12sv down, to a stop, to the ground, finishing. Also lg.̣ See Sec. 354.
ʔilʼgạ : /ʔilga/
̣ puts down pl. objs.; buries a person, food
se̲ʔilʼgạ : /siʔalga/
̣ puts down pl. on oneself, buries oneself
se̲ʔilʼgeˑ\ʼa
: /siʔalgeˑʔa/
pit pl. objs. against one another, put up money against each other in
̣
̣
gambling
se̲ʔilʼgiˑys
: /siʔalgiˑyas/
neighborly person (“one-putting-down-pl.-objs.-for-each-other”)
̣
̣
ʔilʼgs\ʼa̲
̣ ls : /ʔilqsʔals/ to put down pl. objs. In:
/qʼelyʼak pʼas ʔilqsʔals./ (He) has no food to bur;
ʔilʼgsg
: /ʔilqsgeˑni/
graveyard
̣ eˑni
̣
̣
čʼinlʼgạ : /čʼillga/
̣ stoops down
čʼin r̲lʼgạ : /čʼilʔalga/
̣ stoops continuously
čʼinlʼgṣ : /čʼilʔaqs/ the stooping
hod̲t n̲lʼg̣ a̲ksga : /hottallgaksga/
almost ran into
̣
toqʼlʼgạ : /toqʼlga/
̣ stops
wčʼiqʼlʼgạ : /wčʼiqʼlga/
̣ falls down

emčn̲ 7-Sv (?) have, get. Also mčn̲. Meaning and form dubious; possibly 10sv. See Sec. 334.
se̲\ʼlᵛemčn̲dk : /selʼamčantk/ having a round obj.
/waˑtʼi ʔa geˑ selʼamčantk./ This one has a knife.
nᵉemčn̲a : /nemča/ has, gets a flat obj.
se̲\ʼnᵉemčn̲dk : /senʼamčantk/ having a flat obj.
en̲ 10sv action away, taking away, going. Also n̲. See Sec. 352.
ʔᵛen̲a : /ʔena/ takes a long obj.
r̲eʔ̲ ᵛen̲a : /ʔeʔa/ d. take long objs.
bᵛen̲a : /bena/ slits buckskin, cuts a hide
ʔen̲a : /ʔena/ takes pl. objs.
gᵛen̲a : /gena/ goes
sne̲gᵛen̲a : /snega/ makes someone go
gᵛen̲! : /gen!/ go!
gᵛen̲ at̲ : /gent/ can go
gᵛen̲bga : /gempga/ is going
gᵛen̲bgs : /gempks/ the going [durative]
/nqenta hiswaqsas gempks./ (I) called to the man going along.
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gᵛen̲bli : /gembli/ returns, goes back, again
gᵛen̲dgiwk : /gentgiwk/ in order to go
/tbeˑwa ʔan honks gentgiwk./ I ordered him to go.
gᵛen̲eˑk! : /geneˑk!/ let me go!
gᵛen̲nʼa! : /genʔa!/ let’s go!
gᵛen̲ys : /geys/ the going; to go
/gesga
ʔan geys./ I can’t go.
̣
r̲eg̲ ᵛen̲ys : /gegnis/ habitual goer
pse r̲eg̲ ᵛen̲ys : /pse gegnis/ Venus (“Goer-by-Day”)
eqn̲ 10sv outside, out, through. Also qn̲. See Sec. 352.
ʔiqn̲a : /ʔiqa/ takes pl. objs. through, outside, out of
ʔiqn̲a! : /ʔiqa!/ take pl. objs. out!
ʔiqn̲at! : /ʔiqnat!/ pl. take pl. objs. out!
r̲eʔ̲ iqn̲bliiˑa : /ʔiˑqambliˑya/ takes pl. objs. back outside for [d]
gᵛeqn̲a : /geqa/ goes through, outside
gᵛeqn̲č a̲a : /geqanča/ goes outside for a purpose; idiom: goes out to relieve oneself
gᵛeqn̲čʼn̲a : /geqančʼa/ just stepped outside
gᵛeqn̲lʼgạ : /geqallga/
̣ idiom: wets the bed
gᵛeqn̲nʼa : /geqanʔa/ goes in and out
pečqn̲a : /pečqa/ puts the foot outside. through
pečqn̲bga : /pečqampga/ foot is sticking out, through
pečqn̲čʼn̲a : /pečqančʼa/ just put the foot through (as through a rotten floorboard)
pečqn̲lʼgạ : /pečqallga/
̣ gets the foot tangled in wire or cord, puts the foot down through
pečqn̲oˑla : /pečqnoˑla/ pulls the foot out through
se̲wqʼotʼqn̲dk : /soˑqʼatqantk/ having one’s hair knotted at the crown. Use of {eqn̲} here?
eqweˑL 10sv down the hill, out of a tree, down a slope. Also qweˑL. See Sec. 352.
kteqweˑLa : /kteqweˑLa/ (log, avalanche) slides downhill
ntʼiwqweˑLbli : /ntʼiwqweˑLabli/ falls back down a slope

wotʼwqweˑLa : /wotʼoˑqweˑLa/ throws down from a height, out of a tree
wotʼwqweˑLi! : /wotʼoˑqweˑLi!/ throw it down!
eqʼy 10sv in the road, in the doorway. Also qʼy. See Sec. 352.
lᵛeqʼya : /leqʼya/ puts a round obj. in the road, in the doorway (intr. also); drives a car, wagon, into
the road
se̲lᵛeqʼybli : /selqʼibli/ drives one’s car. wagon, back onto the road
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se̲\ʼlᵛeqʼyoˑla : /selʼaqʼyoˑla/ drives off the road.
Note also the dance song of the porcupines (Text 4.337):
/čeˑli, čeˑli. naˑlʼs ʔam kani lelqʼiqʼit!/ Porky, Porky, let somebody cut our wrists! (Possibly r̲el̲ ᵛ
e r̲ rq̲ ʼya̲t ?)
nᵉeqʼya : /neqʼya/ puts a flat obj. in the road, in the doorway. (intr. also)
saˑykʼa\ʼaˑkʼ nᵉeqʼys : /saˑykʼaʔaˑk neqʼiˑs/ “Little-Plain-Lying-in-the-Way” (place name)
nqenqʼya : /nqenqʼya/ shouts at someone in the road
ettʼ 7-Sv tear a hole (?). Since this occurs only after ᵛ, it is likely that this is not the best
morphophonemic shape: possibly *tetʼ, *tʼetʼ, *detʼ, etc. Only recorded in:
pᵛettʼa : /pettʼa/ tears a hole
r̲ep̲ ᵛettʼa : /pepattʼa/ d. tear a hole
etʼleˑgị 10sv across, astride, over a mountain, into another room. Also tʼleˑgị and pʼleˑgị (the latter in
one place name only). See Sec. 352.
ʔᵛetʼleˑgị : /ʔetʼleˑgi/
̣ takes a long obj. over a mountain, into another room
gᵛetʼleˑgi : /getʼleˑgi/ goes over a mountain, into another room
gᵛe r̲tʼleˑgiˑ̣ : /gettʼatʼleˑgi/
̣ keeps going back and forth over a mountain, from one room to another
gwen̲pʼleˑgis : /gwempʼleˑgis/ “Tracking-Over” (place name)
pečtʼleˑgičʼn̲
just put a foot over, straddles a horse
̣ a : /pečtʼleˑgičʼa/
̣
ew 10sv in water, in a flat place; in, on the female genitals. Also w. See Sec. 352.
ʔiwa : /ʔiwa/ puts pl. objs. into water, flat place. (intr. also)
ʔiw! : /ʔiw!/ put pl. objs in water, flat place!
ʔiwank : /ʔiwank/ having put pl. objs. in water, flat place
r̲eʔ̲ iwat! : /ʔiˑwat!/ pl. put d. pl. objs. in!
ʔiwdk : /ʔiwtk/ pl. objs. in a state of being in liquid, flat place
ʔiwys : /ʔiwiˑs/ gifts to the groom at the marriage (“pl.-objs.-in-a-flat-place”; i.e., gifts laid in the
center of the marriage gathering)
dᵛewa : /dewa/ vertical obj. stands erect in liquid, in a flat place: falls headlong into liquid, flat
place
dᵛews : /dews/ hymen. See dᵛ.
hiwwa : /hiwwa/ spreads out a blanket, clothlike obj. in water, flat place. (intr. also)
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hiwws : /hiwwas/ “Spread-Out-in-Water” (place name)
kʼlᵛočʼwa : /kʼločʼwa/ fishes by torchlight. Also slʼᵛočʼwa : /slʼočʼwa/ with the same meaning.
kʼlᵛočʼws : /kʼločʼoˑs/ torch
nᵉewa : /newa/ puts a flat obj. in water, flat place, over a woman’s genitals. (intr. also)
se̲nᵉewa : /senwa/ puts a flat obj. over one’s own genitals (woman)
nʼiqwa : /nʼiqwa/ puts a hand into water, flat place
nʼiq r̲wa : /nʼiqoˑwa/ keeps putting a hand into water, flat place
nʼiqwbga : /nʼiqoˑpga/ soaks the hand(s)
eWa̲ 10sv along the back. Also Wa̲. Cf. also {eLWn̲} 10sv “along the top, along a ridge, down on
top.” See Sec. 352.
gisWa̲
a : /gisWa/
steps on someone’s back. (Texts, 4.235)
̣
̣
lgᵉeWa̲
a : /lgeWa/
has a stripe along the back
̣
̣
r̲ r ̲el̲ gᵉeWa̲
bga : /lgelg
has d. stripes along the back. (Unchecked: only Texts, 9.22)
̣
̣ aWapga/
̣
ey sne
eˑ 3-S-n daughter. Also ey and eˑy. See Sec. 430.
beˑa̲b : /beˑp/ daughter
beˑa̲b\ʼaˑkʼ : /beˑpʼaˑk/ little daughter
beya̲ldga : /beyaltga/ been to see one’s daughter
se̲beya̲ldk : /sebyaltk/ related to each other as parent-daughter
beysa̲b : /beysap/ daughters
beysa̲ldga : /beysaltga/ been to see one’s daughters
beysa : /beysa/ daughters [o]
beysm : /beysam/ daughters’
beˑya : /beˑya/ daughter [o]
beˑym : /beˑyam/ daughter’s
eˑ sne

eˑ\ʼ 4sn 8sv be an article of wearing apparel (?). Also eˑ. See Sec. 340. Only in:
nʼepeˑ\ʼa : /nʼepeˑʔa/ puts on a glove, wears a glove
nʼepeˑbli : /nʼepeˑbli/ puts a glove back on
r̲en̲ ʼepeˑbli : /nʼenpeˑbli/ d. put gloves back on
nʼepeˑs : /nʼepeˑs/ glove
r̲en̲ ʼepeˑkʼa : /nʼenpeˑkʼa/ d. little gloves
eˑ\ʼ 13sv in a game, competition, for fun. Also rarely leˑ\ʼ. See Sec. 355.
ʔᵛodgeˑ\ʼa
: /ʔotgeˑʔa/
takes away from (in a game)
̣
̣
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swʼenč se̲ʔᵛodgeˑ\ʼs
: /swʼenč soʔatgeˑʔas/
“taking-the-cradle-from-each-other” (cat’s cradle figure)
̣
̣
se̲ʔilʼgeˑ\ʼa
: /siʔalgeˑʔa/
pit pl. objs. against each other, put up money against each other in gambling
̣
̣
čʼinLa̲leˑ\ʼa : /čʼilhaleˑʔa/ slides down on the back (as child on a snow slope)
he̲spidgleˑ\ʼa
: /hispatgleˑʔa/
play tug-of-war
̣
̣
se̲\ʼwinygieˑ\ʼa
: /siwʼanyagyeˑʔa/
outdo each other in a game, competition
̣
̣
eˑk see ek [first person singular hortatory:] let me…!
eˑmʼi see ʼeˑmʼi time of, season of
eˑnʼ see yʼeˑnʼ [nonnominative theme formant]
eˑqʼ 11sv doing repeatedly in the air. See Sec. 353.
ngatʼ r̲ rw
̲ leˑqʼa : /ngatʼoˑwawleˑqʼa/ jumps up and down
ngatʼ r̲ rw
̲ leˑqʼyeˑga : /ngatʼoˑwawleˑqʼyeˑga/ starts to jump up and down
nʼiq r̲ rw
̲ leˑqʼa : /nʼiqoˑwawleˑqʼa/ waves a hand at

nʼiq r̲ rw
̲ leˑqʼiˑa : /nʼiqoˑwawleˑqʼiˑya/ waves at someone for a purpose (as for a signal)
sdigs r̲ rw
̲ leˑqʼa : /sdiksoˑwawleˑqʼa/ sniffs the air with nose held high, smells the breeze
eˑw i ̲\ʼ 8sv be what the preceding adverb says. Possibly related to {ewn̲} 7Sv “be full”?
dičʼeˑw i ̲\ʼa : /dičʼeˑwʼa/ likes, is glad
se̲diččʼeˑw i ̲\ʼa : /sidaččʼeˑwʼa/ like each other. Also recorded /sidačʼeˑwʼa/.
dičʼeˑw i ̲\ʼiˑa : /dičʼeˑwʼiˑya/ likes (something) for someone
qʼoyeˑw i ̲\ʼa : /qʼoyeˑwʼa/ is sad
r̲eq̲ ʼoyeˑw i ̲\ʼa : /qʼoqʼyeˑwʼa/ d. are sad
sne̲qʼoyeˑw i ̲\ʼa : /snoqʼyeˑwʼa/ makes someone sad
qʼoyeˑw i ̲\ʼdk : /qʼoyeˑwitk/ sad. one who is sad
Possibly also in qʼoyseˑw i ̲\ʼa : /qʼoyseˑwʼa/ “is glad, happy,” but no *{qʼoys} has been identified.
eˑy see eˑ daughter
g
g 3sd [nominative plural]. Also ∅. See Sec. 623.
geˑg sa : /geˑk sa/ they (proximate)
/geˑk sa ʔa sʔottʼa./ These (people) did it.
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hoˑd sa : /hoˑt sa/ they (remote). Here the allomorph is ∅.
neˑg sa : /neˑk sa/ they (absent)
g see ng [nonnominative]
gᵛ 4S-v go, move of one’s own volition
gᵛabaˑtn̲a : /gabaˑta/ lands on, goes to shore
gᵛabaˑy i ̲\ʼlʼgạ : /gabaˑyilga/
̣ goes to the end (of a canyon)
gᵛabčʼa : /gapčʼa/ goes out of sight
gᵛadbn̲a : /gatba/ arrives, comes home
gᵛadbn̲bli : /gatbambli/ returns home, arrives back
gᵛ adbn̲oˑta : /gatbnoˑta/ intrudes upon
gᵛakʼapsdi : /gakʼapsdi/ replaces, takes someone’s place. See akʼapsdi.
gᵛakʼiˑčʼa/ turns around
gᵛakiˑm i ̲\ʼa : /gakʼiˑmʼa/ goes around the edge of
gᵛakʼwa : /gakʼwa/ goes across
gᵛakʼwčʼa̲bgbli : /gakʼoˑčʼapgabli/ just came back across
gᵛakʼwkʼys : /gakʼoˑkʼis/ ford
gᵛakʼya : /gakʼya/ goes shut; goes onto the buttocks
gᵛalamna : /galamna/ goes behind, at the back of
gᵛalčʼwy : /galčʼwi/ goes right up to
se̲gᵛalčʼwybli : /sagalčʼwibli/ go back together again
gᵛaLn̲čʼn̲a : /gaLančʼa/ just went alongside, beside
gᵛalʼaˑlʼa : /galʼaˑlʼa/ goes into a fire; idiom: visits someone when they are not at home
gᵛamni : /gamni/ climbs, goes up
sne̲gᵛamni : /snagamni/ makes go up
gᵛamnioˑts : /gamnyoˑts/ ladder
gᵛaqyeˑtn̲a : /gaqyeˑta/ passes by close to

gᵛatqʼapsa : /gatqʼapsa/ goes down from a height
gᵛattala : /gattala/ goes from house to house
gᵛatʼamsgạ : /gatʼamsga/
̣ goes between

gᵛawawča̲a : /gawawča/ travels from place to place, person to person
gᵛawl : /gawal/ goes on top of
gᵛawllʼgạ : /gawallga/
̣ goes up
gᵛawloˑtkys : /gawloˑtkʼis/ lodge ladder
gᵛawlyeˑga : /gawlyeˑga/ goes up onto
gᵛawʼaˑYa : /gawʼaˑYa/ goes before and waits
gᵛawʼiˑna : /gawʼiˑna/ goes among. See awʼiˑn.
gᵛayahʔa : /gayahʔa/ hides
sne̲gᵛayahʔa : /snagyahʔa/ makes someone hide
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gᵛ (continued)
gᵛayaˑdgoˑla : /gayaˑtgoˑla/ avoids, gets out of the way
gᵛaywwi : /gayoˑwi/ go and spread out, disperse
gᵛebga : /gepga/ comes. See ebg.
se̲gᵛedgạ : /segatga/
̣ part from each other; idiom: make a treaty
gᵛeliˑdangạ : /geliˑdanga/
̣ goes to meet
gᵛelwy : /gelwi/ goes by a fire
gᵛelwybga : /gelwipga/ visits. See elwy.

gᵛeLa̲oˑla : /geLoˑla/ gets off a vehicle, horse
gᵛelʼgạ : /gelga/
̣ goes to a stop, turns out as, finishes
sne̲gᵛelʼgạ : /snegalga/
̣ finishes something

gᵛen̲a : /gena/ goes. See en̲.
gᵛeqn̲a : /geqa/ goes out, through. See eqn̲.
gᵛeqweˑLa : /geqweˑLa/ goes down a slope, hill
gᵛetʼleˑgị : /getʼleˑgi/
̣ goes over a mountain, into another room. See etʼleˑgi.
̣
gᵛewa : /gewa/ goes into water, flat place
gᵛigoga
: /gigoga/
goes into a container
̣
̣
gᵛiǰqʼa : /gičqʼa/ goes onto and covers; pounces on (as a cougar does its prey)
gᵛiwbaˑtn̲a : /giwbaˑta/ goes up against (as a log drifts across the bow of a boat)
gᵛiwčnʼa : /giwčnʼa/ goes along
sne̲gᵛiwčnʼa : /snigoˑčnʼa/ sends something
gᵛiwdbn̲a : /giwtba/ (letter, gift) arrives
gᵛiwdbn̲lʼgạ : /giwtballga/
̣ arrives and stops; hits a snag (with a canoe)
gᵛiwdgị : /giwtgi/
̣ soars down (as a bird)
gᵛiwlčʼwy : /giwlačʼwi/ comes upon (as bad times)
gᵛiwlʼgạ : /giwlga/
̣ goes down, falls down; is born

gᵛiwtn̲a : /giwta/ (letter, gift) reaches
sgᵛiwtn̲a : /sgiwta/ owes money to
sne̲gᵛiwtn̲a : /snigoˑta/ sends a letter, gift
r̲ r ̲es̲ ne̲gᵛiwtn̲bli : /snisngoˑtambli/ d. send a letter, gift, back again
gᵛiwyʼgạ : /giwiˑga/
a/;
̣ goes into a container; idiom: is satisfied. Recorded /giwiˑg
̣
̣ see Sec. 282.
se̲gᵛiwyʼgạ : /sigoˑyga/
̣ is satisfied with something for oneself, each other; are satisfied with each
other
gᵛiwyʼgiˑa
is satisfied with something for someone
̣ : /giwiˑgiˑya/
̣
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gᵛ (continued)
gᵛobln̲čʼn̲a : /goblančʼa/ just went downstream
gᵛo r̲bln̲oˑta : /gopbablnoˑta/ while going back and forth downstream. Also recorded /gopbablanoˑta/.
gᵛodgị : /gotgi/
̣ goes down a cliff, out of a tree
gᵛoditgoˑla : /goditgoˑla/ goes out from underneath; idiom: has diarrhea
gᵛoditgoˑls : /goditgoˑls/ diarrhea
gᵛodiˑla : /godiˑla/ goes under. See odiˑl.
gᵛogamna
: /gogamna/goes
up. Also recorded /gog
̣
̣
̣ amna/.
̣
gᵛogna
̣ : /goga/
̣ climbs. Also recorded /gog
̣ a/.
̣ See og̣ n̲.
gᵛolčʼa : /golčʼa/ comes apart, breaks easily
gᵛolgi : /golgi/ comes to with a purpose; idiom: goes toward with an evil purpose: attacks
gᵛolgičʼn̲a : /golgičʼa/ surprised (an enemy)
gᵛoliˑna : /goliˑna/ goes off the edge; leaves behind, beats in a game
gᵛoLqʼa : /goLqʼa/ goes off (feathers, hair); idiom: sleet falls
gᵛoLqʼs : /goLqʼas/ sleet
gᵛoLy : /goLiˑ/ goes inside
gᵛoneˑga : /goneˑga/ goes down into a hole
gᵛosga : /gosga/ comes off (as color, warts, etc.)
gᵛotn̲a : /gota/ goes onto; attacks (as a disease)
gᵛotqʼaga : /gotqʼaga/ goes up out of
gᵛotqʼags : /gotqʼaks/ the going up out of; idiom: measles
čʼomsʔm gᵛotqʼags : /čʼomsʔam gotqʼaks/ “Sucker’s Going-up-Out” (place name)
gosʔm
gᵛotqʼags : /gosʔam
gotqʼaks/ “Swan’s Going-up-Out” (place name)
̣
̣
gᵛowqiˑwa : /goˑqiˑwa/ goes out into a flat place; idiom: runs away from home
gᵛowqiˑwbga : /goˑqiˑwapga/ is extending out over a flat place, liquid (as a tree hangs out over
water)
gᵛoWasga : /goWasga/ goes away
se̲gᵛoWasga : /sokWasga/ leave each other, separate
gᵛoygaga
: /goygaga/
goes up out of water
̣
̣
gᵛoygị : /goygi/
̣ goes out, over, out of water
gᵛoygičʼa̲
comes back over
̣ bgbli : /goygičʼapgabli/
̣
gᵛoykaga : /goykaga/ escapes, runs off
gᵛoykiˑna : /goykiˑna/ goes out of fire, water
se̲gᵛoˑlgi : /sogoˑlgi/ gather together
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gᵛoˑli : /goˑli/ wins in a game, beats (“goes-down-off”)
gᵛsaqčnʼa : /gasaqčnʼa/ follows. See saq.
ga see geˑ this (proximate)
gabo 3Sn coat. From Chinook Jargon (French “capote”).
gabo : /gabo/ coat
r̲eg̲ abo\ʼaˑkʼ : /gagapwʼaˑk/ d. little coats
gal see kʼal\ʼ cut
gagaˑnʼa 3Sn dwarf, troll. These were a race of tiny people with immense strength who lived deep in
the forests, especially near Crater Lake. They were stated to be historical beings, rather than
mythological, and many reports of encounters with them by living persons were told to the
author. They are reputed to be primarily malicious and mischievous. See Text 20. Possibly
r̲eg̲ aˑnʼa but no distributive or intensive meaning and no attesting forms.
gagaˑnʼa : /gagaˑnʼa/ dwarf, troll
gan 7S-v hunt
gankanga : /gankanga/ hunts
r̲eg̲ ankanga : /gagankanga/ d. hunt
gankangča̲a : /gankankča/ goes hunting
gankangdga : /gankanktga/ been hunting
gankangdgdamna : /gankanktkdamna/ used to keep hunting
r̲eg̲ ankangys : /gagankangis/ hunter
gan r̲liˑga : /gallalliˑga/ hunts along the bank, shore
gantn̲a : /ganta/ sneaks up on, ambushes
gan r̲wa : /ganoˑwa/ hunts (for waterfowl) in the water
ganwča̲a : /ganoˑča/ goes to hunt waterfowl
ganwlgi : /ganwalgi/ comes to hunt waterfowl
gatʼ sne

gattʼ 7+Sv break, cut in two, chop down. Also gatʼ. See Sec. 334.
gattʼa : /gattʼa/ breaks in two
gwᵛgatʼa
: /gwaktʼa/
bites in two
̣
̣
qdᵛgatʼa : /qdaktʼa/ cuts off
qdᵛgatʼdk : /qdaktʼatk/ cut off
qdᵛgatʼi! : /qdaktʼi!/ cut it off!
wgattʼa : /wgattʼa/ chops in two, chops down
yᵛgatʼa : /yaktʼa/ cuts in two, breaks in two with the foot
qʔis yᵛgatʼs : /qʔis yaktʼas/ “Rattlesnake-Cut-in-Two” (place name)
gawi 3Sn bird (sp.). This is a little brown speckled bird.
gawi : /gawi/ bird (sp.)
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gawʼl 7Sv find. Possibly {gᵛ} 4S-v “go” plus an otherwise unattested morpheme *{awʼl}.
gawʼl : /gawʼal/ finds
r̲eg̲ awʼl : /gakwʼal/ d. find
se̲gawʼl : /sakwʼal/ finds oneself, each other
gawʼlbli : /gawʼalbli/ finds again, restores
gawʼliˑa : /gawliˑya/ finds for someone
gay 7-Sv trim, prune a tree. Only in:
wgaya : /wgaya/ trims a tree, prunes with a long instrument
wgayiˑa : /wgayiˑya/ prunes a tree for someone
gaykʼ 7Sv be silly (as a young girl), giggly
gaykʼa : /gaykʼa/ is silly, giggly
r̲eg̲ aykʼa : /gagiˑkʼa/ d. are silly
gaˑ 3S-n (?) long ago, in ancient times, in the myth age. This could very well be classed as 2Srt,
except that it appears with {a\ʼˑkʼ} 6sn [diminutive] (meaning?). The resultant construction occurs
before adjective and locative suffixes. The class membership of this morpheme is thus still in
doubt.
gaˑ\ʼaˑkʼ : /gaˑʔaˑk/ long ago, in myth times
/čoy ni sleʔa dinʼaˑ, Naˑs snʼeweˑts homʼas gist gaˑʔaˑk, —tʼeyn gaˑʔaˑk, dadaˑt ʔan honk sʔaywakta./
So I saw once, a woman doing thus, long ago—in the recent long ago, that I know of. (Texts,
17.31)
/homʼas hoˑt kʼolyʼaˑʔaˑk gaˑʔaˑk čiˑya./ In that way Little Coyote lived long ago. (Texts, 16.61)
/gaˑʔaˑk maˑns geˑ wač gida gi, maqlaqs ʔiwʔiˑna./ These horses have been here for a long time,
among the Indians. (Texts, 24.18)
gaˑ\ʼaˑkʼkni : /gaˑʔaˑkkniˑ/ people of the old times
/čoy honk homʼas gaˑʔaˑkkniˑ maqlaqs gi./ And the people of long ago were that way. (Texts, 21.33)
gaˑ\ʼaˑkʼnʼi : /gaˑʔaˑknʼi/ one from long ago
/geˑ dak tʼeynni, gaˑʔaˑ knʼi geˑ./ This one, however, is new; that one is an old one.
gaˑni : /gaˑni/ one from long ago
/čoy hok naʔas sʔabatk, gaˑni nen sʔaps naʔas./ And it was told that way, that old time story thus.
(Texts, 15.76)
/dwaˑ hak hok gaˑni hok dwaˑ—sʔasʔapgleˑʔas
dwaˑ./ It is something from the old times—some
̣
myth. (Texts, 38.45)
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r̲eg̲ aˑwaˑs : /gagaˑwaˑs/ mythological humans (apparently the same as: /psewdiwaˑs/, q.v.)
gaˑm 7Sv grind with mortar and pestle
gaˑma : /gaˑma/ grinds with a mortar and pestle
gaˑmiˑa : /gaˑmiˑya/ grinds for someone
gaˑmoˑts : /gaˑmoˑts/ pestle. Or: gaˑmkʼys : /gaˑmkʼis/. See Barrett, p. 284.
ga̲ see oga̲ get, obtain, perform an action once
ge see geˑ this (proximate)
gew see noˑ I, and also ni I.
geˑ 2Sd this (proximate). Also ga and ge. Cf. also {geˑ} 2Sl “there, over there”—possibly the same?
See Secs. 622, 650, and 660.
geˑ : /geˑ/ this (proximate)
/geˑ ʔa sʔottʼa./ This one did it.
/geˑ ʔa hiswaqs sʔottʼa./ This man did it.
gaʔas : /gaʔas/ this way
/gaʔas hoˑt sʔottʼa./ He does it this way.
gemʼas : /gemʼas/ this way, in this fashion
/gemʼas sʔodeˑ!/ Do it this way!
gen : /gen/ this
/gen lačʼasdat/ in this house. Or gentd̲at lačʼsd̲at : /gentdat lačʼasdat/.
gen\ʼs : /genʼs/ this way. Or geneˑnʼs : /geneˑnʼs/.
/geneˑnʼs hoˑt sʔottʼa./ He made it this way.
genpči : /gempči/ like this
/gempči ʔan sanʼaˑWawli./ I want one like this.
gentga : /gentga/ with this
/gentga waˑtʼitga/ with this knife
gengs : /genks/ this one [o]. Rare; see Sec. 522.
/genks ʔan ʔibeˑlʼa./ I take care of him.
geˑg sa : /geˑk sa/ these (proximate) [n]
/geˑk sa ʔa gepga./ These are coming.
geˑgs : /geˑks/ this one [o]
/geˑks ʔan siwga./ I killed this one.
geˑlʼm : /geˑlʼam/ this one’s
/geˑlʼamksi/ this one’s place
/geˑlʼam waˑtʼi ʔa geˑ./ This is this one’s knife.
geˑyʼasm : /geˑyʼasam/ their (proximate)
/geˑyʼasam wnawnga sleʔa./ (I) saw their sons.
geˑyʼass : /geˑyʼas/ them (proximate) [o]
/geˑyʼas ʔa sleʔa./ (I) saw them.
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geˑ 2Sl there, over there. Cf. the preceding entry—possibly the same.
geˑkstʼant : /geˑkstʼant/ on that side
/čoy mna tobaksa slambliˑya Naykstʼant loloqs, čoy bi geˑkstʼant./ He laid down a bed for his sister
on one side of the fire, and for himself on the other. (Texts, 4.15)
geˑna : /geˑna/ all around there
/noˑ ʔa geˑna honks haYkanga./ I tracked him all around there.
geˑni : /geˑni/ one from there
/geˑni čik hoˑt, dičʼiˑ hompči dwaˑ./ It is from over there, something good like that. (Texts, 38.237)
geˑt : /geˑt/ there, over there
/čoy moˑwatwaˑs geˑt yantant čiˑya./ And the Pit River people lived there below. (Texts, 21.40)
geˑt\ʼiˑt : /geˑtʼiˑt/ over there
/čoy geˑtʼiˑt snʼeweˑts glega./
And over there a woman died. (Texts, 32.3)
̣
r̲eg̲ eˑt\ʼiˑt : /gegeˑtʼiˑt/ d. over there
/čoy honk gegeˑtʼiˑt boˑs hok ntʼiwlgạ soˑlǰis./ And they were falling on both sides of him, soldiers.
(Texts, 28.4)
geˑtant\ʼiˑt : /geˑtantʼiˑt/ over there, the other side
/giˑwas geˑtantʼiˑt hiˑt/ there on the other side of Crater Lake. (Texts, 10.52)
geˑtantkniˑ : /geˑtantkniˑ/ from that side
/čoy honk kani snʼoga,
̣ geˑtantkniˑ, wageˑn
̣ gidaˑtantkniˑ./ So somebody seized it, from that side,
perhaps from this side. (Texts, 10.123)
geˑtkniˑ : /geˑtkniˑ/ from there
/geˑtkniˑ dinʼaˑ moˑwatwaˑsgeˑnkniˑ
gatbnank…/ From there once a Pit River having come… (Texts,
̣
19.7)
geˑtnʼi : /geˑtnʼi/ one from there
/čoy honk geˑks qʼay kani sʔasʔapgleˑʔiˑya
geˑtnʼis…?/ And did anyone tell this one the myth from
̣
over there…? (Texts, 38.83)
gi 7Sv be, become, do. This verb functions as an optional copula and in a large number of
somewhat idiomatic constructions. Syntactic constructions involving {gi} are discussed in Secs.
1025, 1031, 1042, and 1045.
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gi (continued)
gi : /gi/ is, does
/hoˑt ʔa qyoqs gi./ He is a shaman.
/qʼay homʼas gi!/ Don’t do (it) thus!
Note also constructions with nouns:
ligal gi : /ligal gi/ plays cards
nkas gi : /nkas gi/ has a stomach-ache
pleya gi : /pleya gi/ prays
giank : /gyank/ having been, done
/homʼas gyank qtančʼa./ Having done thus, (he) fell asleep.
gibgs : /gipks/ in a state of being
/gawʼal sas sodla gipks./ (He) found them being together
gidamna : /gidamna/ keeps being, doing
/waˑ! gidamna./ (He) keeps going “waˑ!”
gidgi : /gitgi/ wants someone to do. Usually in constructions like:
/sgoywi ʔans waˑsi gitgi giwk/ (He) sent me to be inside.
gidk : /gitk/ having, in a state of being
/domdwaˑ gitk hoˑt./ He has many things.
/taktak nʼos gitk/ having a red head (“redheaded”)
/maˑns gitk/ it being a long time
gikanga : /gikanga/ is, does around here and there. Only in the idiomatic construction:
/dat gikanga/ is disappointed
ginʼapga : /ginʼapga/ is almost
/psekst ginʼapga/ it’s almost noon
gioˑlank : /gyoˑlank/ (or /giwlank/) having become, passed, been
/tonʼip psinks giwlank/ five nights having passed

gis : /gis/ the being
/mboˑsant psin gis/ tomorrow night (“being tomorrow night”)
gisi : /gisi/ while being
/moˑyʼeˑnʼs gisi selwal./ While (I) was grown up, (they) fought the war.
gist : /gist/ being [ref]
/sʔaywakta honks dat gist./ (I) know where he is
/sgiloˑlg
ạ det ba gist./ (He) measured how big it was.
̣
giwabg : /giwapk/ will be, do
/qʼay ʔan sʔaywakta dwaˑ waq giwapk./ I don’t know what I’m going to do.
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giwk : /giwk/ being, because of being, in order to be, do
/dwaˑ sa waq giwk gena?/ Why did they go?
/qʼay ʔan sʔaywakta dwaˑ waq giwk./ I don’t know why
/tbeˑwa ʔan honks gepgablitgi giwk./ I ordered him to come back.
giWiˑdk : /giWiˑtk/ used to be
/geˑ ʔa honklʼam lačʼas giWiˑtk./ This used to be his house.
gi see akʼy closing; on the buttocks
gida 2Sl here. Also gidaˑ and git. See Sec. 821.
gida : /gida/ here
/gida hok ntʼiwtgi./
̣ It fell down here.
gidad̲at : /gidatdat/ on here, here
/čoy honk Naˑyʼant Naˑs hoˑlgạ gidatdat, snʼeweˑčkʼa./ And one jumped down on one side right here,
a little girl. (Texts, 4.463)
gidakniˑ : /gidakniˑ/ from here, people from here. Or gidaˑkniˑ : /gidaˑkniˑ/.
gidalʼ : /gidalʼ/ toward here, this way
/hoˑt ʔa gidalʼ gisčipga./
He’s walking this way.
̣
gidaˑna : /gidaˑna/ all around here
/gidaˑna naˑt maqlaqs bil gida domiˑ gi./ Only we Indians were many around here. (Texts, 38.18)
gidaˑn\ʼs : /gidaˑnʼs/ one from here [o]
/sanʼaˑWawli sʔaps beˑn, gidaˑnʼs naˑlʼam daˑk geˑlatiˑ,
gidaˑnʼs, …/ I wish to tell again, (about) our
̣
own region here, right here, … (Texts, 19.1)
git : /git/ here (in free variation with gida)
/git geˑt yanaˑ/ right down below here
gidaˑ sle
gin 7S-v be a space (in location, in time)
ginbaˑtn̲a : /gimbaˑta/ is a space right up to, up to shore
gin r̲dga : /gintdatga/ is a hole, has a hole
r̲eg̲ in r̲dga : /gigantdatga/ d. have holes
gin r̲dgs : /gintdadaks/ hole

gindiˑla : /gindiˑla/ is a space underneath
gingoga
: /gingoga/
is a space inside, in a container
̣
̣
gingogdk
: /gingogatk/
being a space inside
̣
̣
/ʔaˑdiˑ gingogatk/
deep inside
̣

ginkanga : /ginkanga/ is a space around here and there
moˑ ginkangs : /moˑ ginkanks/ “Big-Space-Around” (place name)
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gin (continued)
ginkʼiˑm i ̲\ʼa : /ginkʼiˑmʼa/ is all around the edge
ginkʼwa : /ginkʼwa/ is a space across
r̲eg̲ inkʼwdk : /gigankʼotk/ being d. spaces across
sne̲ginkʼya : /snigankʼya/ leaves an open space for, a space of time. Use of {aky} here?
ginlʼgạ : /gillga/
̣ is a space
sne̲ginlʼgiˑa
makes room for
̣ : /snigallgiˑya/
̣
ginneˑga : /ginneˑga/ is a space deep in a hole
ginqn̲a : /ginqa/ is a space through, hole through
sne̲ginqn̲a : /sniganqa/ makes a hole through
qday ginqn̲ys : /qday ginqis/ “Hole-Through-Rocks” (place name)
ginqʼya : /ginqʼya/ is a space in the road
sne̲ginqʼya : /sniganqʼya/ leaves a space for someone to pass
ginsg̣ n̲a : /ginsga/
̣ is a space through a tubular obj.
sne̲ginsg̣ n̲a : /snigansga/
̣ drills a hole through
ginteˑga : /ginteˑga/ is a space deep into
r̲eg̲ inteˑgs : /giganteˑks/ deep holes, chuckholes
gintʼamsgạ : /gintʼamsga/
̣ is a space between
gintʼleˑgị : /gintʼleˑgi/
̣ is a space over a mountain
gintʼleˑgidk
: /gintʼleˑgitk/
being a space over
̣
̣

/ʔaˑdiˑ gintʼleˑgitk/ far over the mountain
ginwa : /ginwa/ is a space in water, flat place
gin r̲wa : /ginoˑwa/ is a space all over the water, flat place
sne̲ginwa : /sniganwa/ leaves a space in water, flat place; leaves time for; idiom: allows wokas to
ripen further before picking
ginws : /ginwas/ flat place, valley
gin r̲wl : /ginoˑwal/ is spread all over the top
ginyeˑga : /ginyeˑga/ is a space up, high
ginyeˑgst : /ginyeˑkst/ being high [ref]
/sgiloˑlg
ạ dadaˑdi ginyeˑkst./ (He) measured how high it was.
̣

ginygị : /giniˑgi/
̣ is a space over, up the river
ginYabga : /ginYapga/ is a space along the slope
ginYatbys : /ginYatbis/ corner in the mountains, a box canyon
ginYeˑn i ̲\ʼa : /ginYeˑnʼa/ is a space inside
gin 2Sre2 even, any. See Sec. 1021.
/dat gin ni genwapk./ I’ll go anywhere at all.
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/doˑˑm sa didaččʼa gin snʼoga,
̣ homʼas gyank./ They caught a great many, even very good ones, doing
thus. (Texts, 15.70)
/ʔoˑč gin dak naˑt dedyeˑmistga čʼoˑqʼwapk./ But later on even we will die from hunger. (Texts,
15.28)
/dwaˑˑˑ dak gin geˑ ginčampga
čʼosak?/ But whatever is this one pointing at always? (Texts, 39.6)
̣
/qʼay gin qʼa dič./ Not even awfully well. (Texts, 10.1)
/homʼas hak čik honk hoʔot ʔat, moˑmʼs gin ʔitbambli datdadwa hompča, datdadwa gin, dam—doˑs
gin hok siwga, dwaˑ gin hokt./ Now he was the very same kind, he brought back even very large
things like that, anything at all. many—even there he killed, whatever it might be. (Texts, 14.67)
ginaˑ 2Sl this way, on this side
ginaˑ : /ginaˑ/ on this side, over here
/čoy bi ginaˑ čiˑya, ʔiWWasga ginaˑkstʼa, honk moˑnʼs gog
̣ ẹ ginaˑkstʼa./ And he himself lived on this
side. far off on this side, on this side of the great river. (Texts, 9.11)
ginaˑgeˑni
: /ginaˑgeˑni/
on this side, this end
̣
̣
/gida hok čiˑya, ginaˑgeˑn./
They lived here, on this side. (Texts, 18.82)
̣
ginaˑkstʼa : /ginaˑkstʼa/ on this side. See under ginaˑ above for an example.
ginaˑt : /ginaˑt/ this way
/ginaˑt hay ʔi goLiˑ!/ Come inside this way!
ginaˑtant : /ginaˑtant/ this way, over here
/hoˑt ʔa ginaˑtant čiˑya./ He lives over this way.
ginaˑtdalʼ : /ginaˑtdalʼ/ this way, toward here
/čʼosni ginaˑtdalʼ hoččipgabli./ He came running back this way forever. (Texts, 12.41)
ginaˑtʼa : /ginaˑtʼa/ on this side
/hiˑt hon čiˑya sa, niˑLaqs honk ginaˑtʼa./ They lived there, on this side of NiˑLaqs. (Texts, 18.27)
ginʼa 3-Sn [unknown meaning], Apparently only in:
Weˑgsginʼa
: /Weˑqsginʼa/ sp. of duck similar to a teal
̣

Possibly also in:
wačginʼa : /wačginʼa/ raccoon (but no attesting forms)
gislaˑ\ʼ 7Sv have a use for. Idiomatic: “have (no) use for a thing or person.” Possibly contains {gi}
7Sv “be, do.” Only in:
gislaˑ\ʼa : /gislaˑʔa/ has a use for
/qʼay ni honkyʼas dwaˑ waq gislaˑʔa./ I have no use for them.
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git see gida here
gitgo 3Sn thing, “what-you-may-call-it.” This may be analyzable as {gi} 7Sv “be, do” plus a unique
allomorph of {dk} 24sv “in a past state.” Note that in 1877 Gatschet gives “tko” as the
commonest allomorph of this morpheme. This form will be left unsegmented for the present,
however.
gitgo : /gitgo/ thing, “what-you-may-call-it”
r̲eg̲ itgo\ʼaˑkʼ : /gigatkwʼaˑk/ d. little things
gitgoʔmʼč : /gitgoʔamʼč/ big old thing
giwʔ 3S-n pine squirrel (Sciurus douglassii)
giwʔs : /giwʔas/ pine squirrel
giˑs see kniˑ from, person or people from
giˑw 3S-n Crater Lake (place name). Only in:
giˑws : /giˑwas/ Crater Lake
gmay 7Sv tease, play a joke. Occurs with r̲e ̲ allomorph of { r̲e}̲ 1pv [distributive] only.
gmaya : /gmaya/ teases, plays a joke, game
r̲eg̲ may : /gagmi/ d. tease. play a joke
se̲gmay : /sagmi/ tease each other
gmeˑteˑt 2Sra (?) helter-skelter. every which way. Rare occurrence in the corpus prevents certain
class identification.
gmeˑteˑt : /gmeˑteˑt/ helter-skelter
/noˑ ʔa naˑnok gew soloˑtis gmeˑteˑt wbeqa./ I threw all my clothes out helter-skelter.
gmo 3S-n proper name: Gmokʼamʼč. This item occurs only in construction with {ʔmʼč} 6sn
[augmentative] (allomorph kʼmʼč). This mythological figure is perhaps the most prominent of all
the Klamath myth characters. filling the role of culture-hero, transformer, and trickster. His name
is possibly related to {gmoč} 7Sv “be old” (since he is usually depicted as an old man). For
descriptions of Gmokʼamʼč and his role in Klamath culture, see Gatschet (1890), Spier (1930),
and particularly Stern (1953 and 1956a).
gmokʼmʼč : /gmokʼamʼč/ Gmokʼamʼč
gmokʼmʼčm : /gmokʼamʼčam/ Gmokʼamʼč’s
gmokʼmʼčs : /gmokʼamʼčas/ Gmokʼamʼč [o]
gmoč 7Sv be old. Occurs with r̲e ̲ allomorph of { r̲e}̲ 1pv [distributive] only.
gmoča : /gmoča/ gets old, is old
r̲eg̲ moča : /gogmča/ d. are old, get old
gmočdk : /gmočatk/ old, old person
gmočs : /gmočas/ old age; hipbone (one’s “old age,” where rheumatism is usually found in old
people)
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goʔoˑlʼ 3S-n tadpole.
goʔoˑlʼas : /goʔoˑlʼas/ tadpole
goʔoˑlʼkʼa : /goʔoˑlkʼa/ little tadpole
goʔoˑyʼa 3S-n periwinkle
goʔoˑyʼas : /goʔoˑyʼas/ periwinkle
goʔoˑyʼa\ʼaˑkʼ : /goʔoˑyʼaʔaˑk/ little periwinkle
gobal 7S-v soar (bird, paper); wave in the breeze. Cf. also {gičʼoˑ}
7S-v with a similar meaning.
̣
gobalkanga : /gobalkanga/ waves around, soars
r̲eg̲ obalkanga : /gokbalkanga/ d. soar, wave
sne̲gobalkanga : /snokbalkanga/ makes something soar, wave
gobalkʼiˑčʼkanga : /gobalkʼiˑčkanga/ soars around in circles (as a hawk)
gobalygị : /gobaliˑgi/
̣ soars over

gobast 3S-n south-west. Possibly a place name rather than a direction term.
gobastys : /gobastis/ south-west
golčʼ 7-Sv sever pl. objs., cut off, cut in two. Also olčʼ. See Sec. 334.
gᵛolčʼa : /golčʼa/ goes apart, breaks apart
nᵛolčʼa : /nolčʼa/ burns in two in pl. places; pl. burn in two
snᵛolčʼa : /snolčʼa/ burns pl. in two
qdᵛolčʼa : /qdolčʼa/ cuts off pl. objs.; castrates
qdᵛolčʼa̲t : /qdolčʼat/ can cut off pl. objs.
se̲qdᵛolčʼsga : /soqdalčʼasga/ cuts pl. objs. off of oneself (as bits of thread off of one’s coat)
qdᵛoˑlčʼa : /qdoˑlčʼa/ cuts off repeatedly
wgolčʼa : /wgolčʼa/ cuts pl. objs. off with a long instrument
golg 3S-n pintail duck. Onomatopoetic: its cry is: /gol! gol! gol!/.
golgs : /golks/ pintail duck
golo 3Sn female quadruped or bird; doe
golo : /golo/ female quadruped or bird
gombat 3Sn Pelican Bay. Unanalyzable.
gombat : /gombat/ Pelican Bay
gombatkniˑ : /gombatkniˑ/ person, people from Pelican Bay
goniˑ 2Sl that way, over there, the other way
goniˑ : /goniˑ/ over that way, over there
/hiˑt hay goniˑ čelgi!/
̣ Sit down over there!
goniˑgeˑni
: /goniˑgeˑni/
the other end
̣
̣
/hoˑt ʔa goniˑgeˑni
qdaktʼa./ He cut off the other end.
̣
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goniˑkstʼa : /goniˑkstʼa/ on that side, the other side
/goniˑkstʼa ʔan gakʼwa./ I crossed over to the other side.
goniˑkstʼankniˑ : /goniˑkstʼankniˑ/ from that side, people from that side (Texts, 34.13)
goniˑkstʼant : /goniˑkstʼant/ on that side
/… kat hoˑt yaˑmat doˑkstʼant goniˑkstʼant gog
̣ ẹ moˑnʼs čiˑya./ … Who lived to the North across a
great river over there. (Texts, 9.6)
goniˑlʼ : /goniˑlʼ/ worse (“more-that-way”)
/goniˑlʼ ʔan hoslta gen waytas./ I feel worse today.
goniˑna : /goniˑna/ all around over there
/goniˑna ʔa sa damnon./ They wandered all around over there.
goniˑtant : /goniˑtant/ over there
/yʼaynʼa čik hoˑt goniˑtant./ That’s a mountain over there. (Texts, 39.26)
goniˑtdalʼ : /goniˑtdalʼ/ the other way
/goniˑtdalʼ ʔa qeˑqčnʼa./ (He) fled in the other direction.
goniˑtʼa : /goniˑtʼa/ the other side
/sohiˑyagyeˑks
han goniˑtʼa/ on the other side of Sohiˑyageˑks.
(Texts, 14.2)
̣
̣
goso 3Sn pig. From Chinook Jargon (French “cochon”)
goso : /goso/ pig
r̲eg̲ oso\ʼaˑkʼ : /gogaswʼaˑk/ d. little pigs
gosodot : /gosodot/ “Pig-Tooth” (woman’s proper name)
goso lolb : /goso lolp/ “Pig-Eye” (woman’s proper name). Possibly: /gosololp/.
goW 7Sv swell up (as from a disease, infection). Possibly {gᵛ} 4S-v “go” plus an otherwise
unattested *{oW}.
goWa : /goWa/ (throat, sore, etc.) swells up
goWdk : /goWatk/ swollen
goWyʼasgṣ : /goWyʼasqs/ venereal disease
goyʼ 7Sv speak Klamath with a Modoc accent
goyʼa : /goyʼa/ speaks with a Modoc accent
goyʼdk : /goyʼatk/ having a Modoc accent
goˑt 3Sn goat. From English.
goˑt : /goˑt/ goat
r̲eg̲ oˑt\ʼaˑkʼ : /gogoˑtʼaˑk/ d. little goats

gyaˑm 3-S-n unbelievable. Meaning and form dubious. Only in:
r̲eg̲ yaˑmys : /gagyaˑmis/ unbelievable
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/gagyaˑ mis sitk hok blewgi./ He has an unbelievable supply (of food).
g̣
gʔis
̣ see gis
̣ walk
gabyang
3S-n mountain dock (Polyganum bistortoides Pursh.)
̣
gabyangs
: /gabyanks/
mountain dock
̣
̣

gag
̣ ḷ 7S-v be cute. Only with {otn̲} 10sv “on, at, against.” Possibly r̲eg̲ al
̣ but no distributive
meaning and no attesting forms.
gag
is cute, does something cute
̣ ltn̲
̣ a : /gaglta/
̣
gag
cute, one having done something cute
̣ ltn̲
̣ dk : /gag
̣ ltantk/
̣
gag
cute one
̣ ltn̲
̣ ys : /gag
̣ ltis/
̣
gag
little cute one
̣ ltn̲
̣ yˑkʼ : /gag
̣ ltiˑk/
̣
gag
̣ oˑ
̣ 3Sn jaw
gag
̣ oˑ
̣ : /gag
̣ oˑ/
̣ jaw

galiˑn
7Sv die. Slang: impolite and translatable as “kick off,” “drop dead,” and other less polite
̣
expressions.
galiˑna
: /galiˑna/
dies
̣
̣
galiˑni!
: /galiˑni!/
Drop dead!
̣
̣
galiˑnWiˑa
: /galiˑnWiˑya/
almost died
̣
̣
galoˑ
3Sn sky; white of the eye
̣
galoˑ
: /galoˑ/
sky; white of the eye; name of a cat’s cradle figure: “Sky”
̣
̣
galoˑ
qaˑqags : /galoˑ
qaˑqaqs/ “Sky-Roarer” (name of one of čʼasgiˑps’
dogs in Text 7). Also
̣
̣
̣
recorded with no juncture:
/galoˑqaˑqaqs/.
See Text 17.
̣
lolbm galoˑ
: /lolbam galoˑ/
white of the eye
̣
̣
gamn
see ogamn
upstream
̣
̣

ganʼi
2Sl outside
̣
ganʼiˑ
: /ganʼiˑ/
outside
̣
̣
/hoˑt ʔa ganʼiˑ
geqa./ He went outside.
̣
ganʼiˑt\ʼiˑt
: /ganʼiˑtʼiˑt/
outside
̣
̣
/ganʼiˑtʼiˑt
hok doˑ./ He’s outside there.
̣
ganʼiˑtant
: /ganʼiˑtant/
outside
̣
̣

/nqotʼatk baˑlʼaˑ ʔas ganʼiˑtant./
The bread is scorched on the outside.
̣
gapg
̣ ạ 3Sn pine (Pinus contorta). Called “jackpine” or “bullpine” by the informants.
gapg
̣ ạ : /gapg
̣ a/
̣ pine (sp.)
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gapg
: /gapg
“Little-Pine-Place” (place name)
̣ a\ʼaˑkʼksi
̣
̣ aʔaˑkksi/
̣
gapg
: /gapg
“Chewing-up-Little-Trees.” Or: gapg
: /gapg
̣ ạ gwᵛačʼaˑsys
̣
̣ ạ gwačʼaˑsis/
̣
̣ ạ gwᵛačʼeˑsys
̣
̣ ạ
gwačʼeˑsis/.
One of čʼasgiˑps’
dogs in Text 7. See ačʼeˑs.
̣
̣
gaqoloˑqtn
3S-n moth. Analysis? Only in:
̣
gaqoloˑqtnys
: /gaqoloˑqtnis/
moth
̣
̣

gatdkʼ
7Sv be cold (person, object). dkʼ is possibly segmentable, but there are no attesting forms.
̣
gatdkʼa
: /gattkʼa/
is cold
̣
̣
r̲eg̲ atdkʼa
: /gag
d. are cold
̣
̣ attkʼa/
̣
sne̲gatdkʼa
: /snagattkʼa/
makes cold
̣
̣
gatdkʼs
: /gatdaks/
cold (noun)
̣
̣
gatdkʼyeˑga
: /gatdaˑkʼyeˑga/
starts to get cold
̣
̣
gawi
3Sn eel
̣
gawi
: /gawi/
eel
̣
̣

gawm
3Sn spring. Water gushing out of a hillside.
̣
gawm
: /gawam/
spring
̣
̣
gawm\ʼaˑkʼ : /gawmʼaˑk/
little spring
̣

gawmd̲
at : /gawammat/
in the spring; place name
̣
̣
gawmg
eˑni
: /gawamg
eˑni/
“Spring-Place” (place name)
̣
̣
̣
̣
gawm
r̲ rk̲ si : /gawamksaksi/
“Spring-Place” (place name)
̣
̣
gaW\ʼ
7-Sv knock, pound on
̣
kt r̲e ̲ r̲gaW\ʼa
: /tgaWqwʼa/
knocks on with the fist
̣
̣
r̲ r ̲ek̲ t r̲e ̲ r̲gaW\ʼa
: /tgatg
d. knock
̣
̣ oˑhqwʼa/
̣
kt r̲e ̲ r̲gaW\ʼ!
: /tgaWg
o!/
̣
̣
̣ knock!

s r̲e ̲ r̲gaW\ʼa
: /sgaWqwʼa/
knocks with a sharp instrument
̣
̣
w r̲e ̲ r̲gaW\ʼa
: /wgaWqwʼa/
knocks on with a long instrument
̣
̣

wgaW\ʼtn̲
a : /wgaWta/
knocks on, against, with a long instrument
̣
̣
gayaˑtʼa
3Sn small type of house. Given as one informant as “menstruation lodge,” by another as
̣
“cookhouse,” and by the Pompeys as simply an old word for /wqeplʼaqs/ “summer house.”
gayaˑtʼa
: /gayaˑtʼa/
house (type)
̣
̣
gaˑg
̣ ̣ 3Sn crow (Gatschet gives “raven, Corvus carnivorus”).
gaˑg
crow
̣ ̣ : /gaˑq/
̣
r̲eg̲ aˑg
: /gag
d. little crows
̣ \ʼaˑkʼ
̣
̣ aˑqʼaˑk/
̣

gaˑg
lagoˑ/
̣ ʔm
̣ lagoˑ
̣ : /gaˑqʔam
̣
̣ Iris (tenax) (“Crow’s-topknot”)
gaˑg
sqʼolʼančʼaltantk/ “Crow’s-Kneed-on” (basket design: Barrett, p.
̣ m
̣ sqʼolʼanč\ʼa̲ltn̲dk : /gaˑg
̣ am
̣
264)
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gaˑg
ksawalyeˑks/ “Carry-Crow-up-the-Hillside” (place name)
̣ ṣ ksᵛawlyeˑgs : /gaˑqs
̣
gaˑlʼ
̣ 3S-n owl (small sp.). Onomatopoetic: its cry is /gaˑlʼ
̣ gaˑlʼ!/.
gaˑlʼs
: /gaˑlʼs/
owl (sp.)
̣
̣
gaˑykʼ
7Sv search for. look for
̣
gaˑykʼa
: /gaˑykʼa/
searches for
̣
̣

se̲gaˑykʼa
: /sagaˑykʼa/
search for each other
̣
̣
gaˑykʼča̲
at! : /gaˑyakčat!/
pl. go search for!
̣
̣
gaˑykʼdga
: /gaˑyaktga/
been searching for
̣
̣
gaˑykʼlgi
: /gaˑyakʼlgi/
comes to search for
̣
̣
gẹ 7S-v grow (plants. hair, etc.)
gečʼn̲
a : /gečʼa/ grows
̣
sne̲gečʼn̲
a : /sneqčʼa/ makes grow
̣
gečʼn̲
bliˑ : /gečʼambli/
grows back again
̣
̣

gečʼn̲
oˑta : /gečʼnoˑta/
grows up with, under someone
̣
̣
gečn̲
the growing
̣ ys : /gečiˑs/
̣
gediˑla
: /gediˑla/
grows underneath
̣
̣
r̲eg̲ ẹ r̲diˑls : /geg
armpit hair
̣ atdiˑls/
̣

getqʼaga
: /getqʼaga/
grows up out of, sprouts
̣
̣
geyeˑn
i ̲\ʼa : /geyeˑnʼa/
grows inside
̣
̣
geyeˑn
i ̲\ʼs : /geyeˑnis/
anal hair
̣
̣

geg
̣ w
̣ 7Sv try (and fail)
geg
̣ w
̣ : /geg
̣ oˑ/
̣ tries
/geg
̣ oˑ
̣ ʔan swiˑs./ I tried to sing.
/geg
̣ oˑ
̣ hoˑt hiswaqs wdomčis./ That man tried to swim.
r̲eg̲ eg
̣ w
̣ : /geqg
̣ o/
̣ d. try
geg
: /geg
pl. try!
̣ wat!
̣
̣ wat!/
̣
/geg
hon loyeˑks!/ Pl. try to lift it!
̣ wat
̣

gek
̣ 7S-v be yellow. Also employed for various light shades of green.
geˑkdgi
: /geˑktgi/
turns yellow
̣
̣
sne̲geˑkdgi
: /snegeˑktgi/
makes yellow
̣
̣
r̲é ̲ r̲geklʼi
: /gekg
yellow
̣
̣ eklʼi/
̣
gel
̣ 7S-v be hot (fire, object, weather, etc.)
gelbkʼa
: /gelpkʼa/
is hot
̣
̣
sne̲gelbkʼa
: /snegalpkʼa/
makes hot, heats
̣
̣
gelbkʼdk
: /gelpkʼatk/
hot
̣
̣
gelbkʼs
: /gelbaks/
heat (noun)
̣
̣

gelpa
: /gelpa/
(animal) is hot (as an overheated horse)
̣
̣
gelwa
: /gelwa/
lies in hot water
̣
̣
r̲eg̲ elwa
: /geg
d. lie in hot water
̣
̣ alwa/
̣
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geL
̣ 3S-n storage shelf or rack made of willows and attached to the outside of the /sdinʼaˑʔas/
“wicki-up.” Provisions, tools, etc, were kept on this.
geLs
: /geLas/
storage shelf, rack
̣
̣
gem
̣ 7S-v be calm, peaceful, quiet
r̲é ̲ r̲gem
em/
quietly, calmly
̣ : /gemg
̣
̣
/gemg
em
ʔa čiˑya./ (He) is living quietly.
̣
̣
/gemg
em
hak gyank!/ Be quiet! Behave yourself!
̣
̣
geˑmdgi
: /geˑmtgi/
becomes calm, quiet
̣
̣
sne̲geˑmdgi
: /snegeˑ
̣
̣ mtgi/ makes quiet; tames
r̲é ̲ r̲gemlʼi
: /gemg
emlʼi/
calm, peaceful, quiet
̣
̣
̣
r̲é ̲ r̲gemtkʼaˑni
: /gemg
emtkʼaˑni/
little quiet one
̣
̣
̣
geq
̣ 3Sn penis
geq
̣ : /geq/
̣ penis
r̲eg̲ eq\ʼaˑkʼ
: /geqqʼaˑk/
d. little penises
̣
̣
geqʔmʼč
: /geqʔamʼč/
big old penis
̣
̣

geqčʼ
7Sv pay attention
̣
geqčʼa
: /geqčʼa/
pays attention to someone, something
̣
̣
se̲geqčʼa
: /segaqčʼa/
pay attention to each other
̣
̣
geqčʼat
: /geqčʼat/
can pay attention
̣
̣
geqčʼi!
: /geqčʼi!/
pay attention!
̣
̣
gesg
7Sv be unable
̣
gesga
: /gesga/
is unable, can’t
̣
̣
/gesga
hoˑt geys./ He can’t go.
̣

/noˑ ʔa gesga
hon loLiˑs./ I couldn’t put it (round obj.) inside.
̣
gesgwabg
: /gesgwapk/
will be unable
̣
̣
gewč
3S-n wolf (Canis lupus)
̣

gewčys
: /gewčis/
wolf; name of a cat’s cradle figure
̣
̣
r̲eg̲ ewčykʼ
: /geg
d. little wolves
̣
̣ oˑčiˑk/
̣

geˑ
̣ 3S-n ipos (Carum oregonum Wats.). This root formed one of the staples of Klamath diet.
geˑs
ipos root
̣ : /geˑs/
̣
geˑs\ʼa̲
la : /geˑslʼa/
gathers ipos root
̣
̣
geˑčʼo
3Sn chin
̣
geˑčʼo
: /geˑčʼo/
chin
̣
̣
r̲eg̲ eˑčʼo\ʼaˑkʼ
: /geg
d. little chins
̣
̣ eˑčwʼaˑk/
̣
geˑǰig
7Sv be tired
̣
geˑǰiga
: /geˑǰiga/
is tired
̣
̣
r̲eg̲ eˑǰiga
: /geg
d. are tired
̣
̣ eˑǰiga/
̣
sne̲geˑǰiga
: /snegeˑǰiga/
makes tired
̣
̣
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geˑǰigoˑla
: /geˑǰigoˑla/
is resting, is rested
̣
̣
geˑla
3Sn land, earth, dirt
̣
geˑla
: /geˑla/
earth, dirt, land
̣
̣
/ʔaˑdiˑ geˑla/
a long ways
̣
/geˑla
heʔa/ the earth mists (said of early morning mists)
̣
geˑlaa̲
la : /geˑlala/
owns land
̣
̣
geˑlaa̲
lks : /geˑlalks/
“Land-Place” (place name)
̣
̣
geˑlant
: /geˑlant/
on the ground. See Sec. 731.
̣
̣
geˑlantga
: /geˑlantga/
on foot. See Sec. 731.
̣
̣
geˑn
̣ sne

geˑni
8sn 5sl place of, region of, area of. Also geˑn.
See Secs. 453 and 832.
̣
̣
ʔilʼgsg
: /ʔilqsgeˑni/
graveyard
̣ eˑni
̣
̣
biblantgeˑni
: /biblantgeˑni/
at both ends, each end
̣
̣
/biblantgeˑni
ʔa geˑ čaqčaqlʼi./ It’s sharp at both ends.
̣

čaggeˑnkniˑ
: /čakgeˑnkniˑ/
Rogue River people (“people-from-Saugus-Berry-Place”)
̣
̣
ksiwlʼgsg
: /ksiwlʼaqsgeˑni/
dance place, dance hall
̣ eˑni
̣
̣
gičʼ
̣ 7S-v be tight (fit). Also ngičʼ.
̣ See Sec. 334.
r̲é ̲ r̲gičʼ
̣ : /gičg
̣ ič/
̣ tightly.
/gičg
̣ ič
̣ ʔa geˑ sibačta./ This is tight on (me).
giˑčʼdgi
: /giˑčtgi/ becomes tight
̣
sne̲giˑčʼdgi
: /snigiˑčtgi/
makes tight
̣
̣
r̲é ̲ r̲gičʼlʼi
: /gičg
tight (fit)
̣
̣ ičlʼi/
̣
ngiˑčʼ
is a tight fit on
̣ r̲t n̲nʼa : /ngiˑčʼattanʔa/
̣

gičʼoˑ
7S-v soar, sail in the breeze. See also {gobal} 7S-v with a similar meaning.
̣
gičʼoˑčnʼa
: /gičʼoˑčnʼa/
soars along, sails with the wings spread (as a gull)
̣
̣
gičʼoˑdgi
: /gičʼoˑtgi/
soars down
̣
̣

gičʼoˑkanga
: /gičʼoˑkanga/
soars, sails around in the breeze (as a bird, a paper, tuft of dry grass)
̣
̣
r̲eg̲ ičʼoˑkanga
: /giqčʼoˑkanga/
d. soar
̣
̣
gičʼoˑkʼiˑm
i ̲\ʼa : /gičʼoˑkʼiˑmʼa/
soars around in circles
̣
̣
gičʼoˑwllʼg
ạ : /gičʼoˑwallg
a/
̣
̣
̣ sails up in the breeze

giliˑli
3Sn mythical animal. This creature had a long neck and used to eat leaves from the tops of
̣
trees. The Pompeys gave this as “giraffe” and stated that all of this species had died in a “Big
Winter” about a hundred years ago. A more sophisticated informant translated this as “dinosaur.”
giliˑli
: /giliˑli/
mythical animal
̣
̣
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gill
̣ i ̲\ʼ 7Sv be strong, violent, fast
gill
is strong, violent, fast
̣ i ̲\ʼa : /gilʔa/
̣
gill
fast, violently, rapidly
̣ i ̲\ʼank : /gilʔank/
̣
/hoˑt ʔa gilʔank
hoččnʼa./ He ran rapidly.
̣
gill
strong
̣ i ̲\ʼbgs : /gillipks/
̣
/gillipks
sdaynas gitk/ having a strong heart
̣
gill
strong
̣ i ̲\ʼdk : /gillitk/
̣
gill
strength
̣ i ̲\ʼs : /gillis/
̣

gill
insists upon something, has one’s own way
̣ i ̲\ʼ r̲t n̲nʼa : /gillittanʔa/
̣
gin
̣ 7S-v point
gin
keeps pointing in someone’s face
̣ r̲ rb̲ qʼa : /gimbaqpqʼa/
̣
ginčnʼa
: /ginčnʼa/
points at
̣
̣
r̲eg̲ inčnʼbga
: /gig
d. are pointing at
̣
̣ ančampga/
̣
ginkʼl\ʼa
: /ginklʼa/
makes a mark on with a pointer
̣
̣
ginkʼaˑy
i ̲\ʼbga : /ginkʼaˑyipga/
is pointing up high
̣
̣
ginkʼwa
: /ginkʼwa/
points across
̣
̣

se̲gin
keep pointing across at each other
̣ r̲kʼwa : /sigankkʼakʼwa/
̣
ginlʼg
ạ : /gillg
̣
̣ a/
̣ points at the ground
ginqweˑLa
: /ginqweˑLa/
points down a slope
̣
̣
gintn̲
a : /ginta/
points at, accuses
̣
̣
gintn̲
iˑa : /gintniˑya/
points out for someone
̣
̣
ginwllʼg
ạ : /ginwallg
a/
̣
̣
̣ points up

gis
̣ 7S-v walk. Also gʔis
̣ (only after r̲e ̲ allomorph of { r̲e}̲ 1pv [distributive]). See Sec. 334.
gisbaˑy
i ̲\ʼa : /gisbaˑyʼa/
walks to the end of (canyon)
̣
̣
gisčnʼa
: /gisčnʼa/
walks along
̣
̣
r̲eg̲ ʔisčnʼa
: /giqʔasčnʼa/
d. walk along
̣
̣
gisčibga
: /gisčipga/
walks toward
̣
̣

he̲sgisčibga
: /hisgasčipga/
makes walk toward, rides a horse toward
̣
̣
gisčisamni
: /gisčisamni/
feels like walking toward
̣
̣
gisdbn̲
a : /gistba/
arrives walking
̣
̣
gisdglčʼn̲
a : /gistgalčʼa/
just started off walking
̣
̣
gisǰqʼa
: /gisčqʼa/
steps on (squashing)
̣
̣
giskanga
: /giskanga/
walks around
̣
̣
r̲eg̲ ʔiskanga
: /giqʔaskanga/
d. walk around
̣
̣

he̲sgiskanga
: /hisgaskanga/
causes to walk around, rides a horse around
̣
̣
r̲eg̲ ʔiskangča̲
nʼa! : /giqʔaskankčnʼa!/
let’s go for a walk!
̣
̣
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gis
̣ (continued)
giskyamna
: /giskyamna/
walks around something
̣
̣
gis
walks around and around something
̣ r̲kyamna : /giskakyamna/
̣
giskʼiˑm
i ̲\ʼa : /giskʼiˑmʼa/
walks around the edge of something (field, lake)
̣
̣
giskʼwa
: /giskʼwa/
walks across
̣
̣
gislamna
: /gislamna/
walks behind
̣
̣

gisliˑga
: /gisliˑga/
walks along the edge of a stream
̣
̣
gisliˑna
: /gisliˑna/
walks along the edge, off the edge
̣
̣
gis
walks back and forth along the edge
̣ r̲ rl̲ iˑna : /gislalliˑna/
̣
gislYn̲
čʼn̲a : /gislYančʼa/
just walked along the edge, along a bank, a twisting mountain road
̣
̣
gisLa̲
a : /gisLa/
steps onto a surface
̣
̣
se̲gisLa̲
a : /sigasLa/
idiom: achieves, progresses, steps forward
̣
̣
gislʼg
ạ : /gislg
̣
̣ a/
̣ paces, measures with the feet
gismni
: /gismni/
walks uphill
̣
̣
se̲gispbeˑl
i ̲\ʼa : /sigaspbeˑlʼa/
walks back and forth
̣
̣
gisqn̲
a : /gisqa/
walks out, through
̣
̣
gisqweˑLa
: /gisqweˑLa/
walks downhill
̣
̣
gisqyeˑtn̲
a : /gisqyeˑta/
walks close to
̣
̣

gistqʼapsa
: /gistqʼapsa/
walks down from a height
̣
̣
gistʼleˑgi : /gistʼleˑ gi/ walks across a mountain, into another room
r̲eh̲ e̲sgistʼleˑg
ičʼn̲
will cause d. to just walk back across a
̣
̣ bliiˑwabg : /hihasgastʼleˑgičʼambliˑwapk/
̣
mountain for someone
gis
walks around in water
̣ r̲wa : /gisoˑwa/
̣
giswiˑdga
: /giswiˑtga/
walks somewhere first (before doing something else)
̣
̣
gisWasga
: /gisWasga/
walks away
̣
̣
gisWa̲
a : /gisWa/
steps on someone’s back. (Texts, 4.235)
̣
̣

giswʼiˑna
: /giswʼiˑna/
walks among, in mud, snow
̣
̣
gis
walks around among, in mud, in snow
̣ r̲wʼiˑna : /gisoˑwʼiˑna/
̣
gisyeˑga
: /gisyeˑga/
starts to walk
̣
̣
gisykiˑna
: /gisiˑkiˑna/
walks out of fire, water
̣
̣
gisYeˑn
i ̲\ʼa : /gisYeˑnʼa/
walks inside
̣
̣
gisyʼaˑYa
: /gisyʼaˑYa/
walks in front of
̣
̣

se̲gisyʼoˑta
: /sigasyʼoˑta/
steps forward (translation?)
̣
̣
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gitnʼa
3-S-n root (sp. unknown). This was pulverized and used as a cure for cancers and sores. Only
̣
in:
r̲eg̲ itnʼa\ʼaˑkʼ
: /gig
root (sp.)
̣
̣ atnʼaʔaˑk/
̣

gitʼ
̣ 4S-v pour
gitʼbaˑtn̲
a : /gitbaˑta/
pours up onto shore
̣
̣
gitʼbaˑtn̲
ks : /gitbaˑtanks/
“Poured-up-on-the-Shore” (place name: where the wind occasionally blew
̣
̣
the river water back up through a narrow channel)
gitʼbga
: /gitpga/
is pouring
̣
̣
gitʼčnʼa
: /gitčnʼa/
pours out, away
̣
̣
r̲eg̲ itʼčnʼa
: /gig
d. pour
̣
̣ atčnʼa/
̣

gitʼg
: /gitg
pours into a container
̣ oga
̣
̣ oga/
̣
gitʼčqʼa
: /gitčqʼa/
pours onto
̣
̣
se̲gitʼčqʼa
: /sigatčqʼa/
pours onto oneself
̣
̣

gitʼLa̲
a : /gitLa/
pours onto a surface
̣
̣
qiˑʔa gitʼLa̲
s : /qiˑʔa gitLas/
“Lizards-Poured-Out-on” (place name: Williamson River Church)
̣
̣
gitʼLy
: /gitLi/
pours into
̣
̣
gitʼLyiˑa
: /gitlyiˑya/
pours into for someone
̣
̣
gitʼlʼg
ạ : /gitʼlg
̣
̣ a/
̣ pours down (as rain)
gitʼqn̲
a : /gitqa/
pours out. through
̣
̣
gitʼoˑtn̲
nʼa : /gitʼoˑtanʔa/
pours over someone (as water, perfume)
̣
̣
se̲gitʼoˑtn̲
nʼa : /siqtʼoˑtanʔa/ pours over oneself
̣

gitʼsg
̣
̣ n̲a : /gitsg
̣ a/
̣ pours through a tube
se̲gitʼsg
a/
̣
̣ n̲a : /sigatsg
̣
̣ pours through oneself; idiom: drink too much liquor
gitʼtn̲
a : /gitta/
pours on
̣
̣
se̲gitʼtn̲
a : /sigatta/
pours on oneself, spills
̣
̣
gitʼyg
ị : /gitʼiˑg
i/
̣
̣
̣ pours over

giwg
̣
̣ 7Sv stuff (a sack, animal, with some substance)
giwg
̣ ạ : /giwg
̣ a/
̣ stuffs
giwg
stuffed
̣ dk
̣ : /giwg
̣ atk/
̣
r̲eg̲ iwg
d. stuffed
̣ dk
̣ : /gig
̣ oˑgatk/
̣
gḷ 10sv tell a myth (?). Only in:
r̲ r ̲es̲ ʔabgleˑ\ʼa
: /sʔasʔapgleˑʔa/
tells a myth
̣
̣
r̲ r ̲es̲ ʔabgleˑ\ʼs
: /sʔasʔapgleˑʔas/
myth
̣
̣
glaw
3S-n sand
̣
glaws
: /glaws/
sand
̣
̣

glaw\ʼaˑkʼksi
: /glawʼaˑkksi/
“Little-Sand-Place” (place name)
̣
̣
glaywʼa
3Sn mouse (large sp.)
̣
glaywʼa
: /glaywʼa/
mouse (sp.)
̣
̣
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gleg
̣ 7Sv die (sg.); turn, change, become
glega
: /glega/
sg. dies; turns, changes, becomes
̣
̣
/basdin glega/
becomes a white man (or: “the white man died”)
̣
/dič glega/
turns out well
̣
/lagị glega/
becomes rich (or: “the rich man died”)
̣
/qʼoy glega/
spoils, goes bad
̣
glegalla
: /glegalla/
dies away
̣
̣
glega̲
ksga : /glegaksga/
almost died; almost changed
̣
̣
glegčnʼa
: /glekčnʼa/
changes as one goes
̣
̣
glegdk
: /glegatk/
corpse
̣
̣

glegs
: /gleks/
the dying, death
̣
̣
glepkʼi
3Sn red paint. RD stated that this was made from the inside of rotten stumps mixed with
̣
grease. BL thought that it was compose! of red clay obtained at Annies Creek.
glepkʼi
: /glepkʼi/
red paint
̣
̣
glewy
7Sv quit, cease, desist
̣
glewy
: /glewiˑ/
quits
̣
̣

se̲glewy
: /seglwi/
quit each other: get a divorce
̣
̣
sne̲glewy
: /sneglwi/
makes quit (fires a worker)
̣
̣
glewyčʼn̲
a : /glewiˑčʼa/
just quit, abandoned
̣
̣
glewydk
: /glewiˑtk/
quitter
̣
̣
gleˑčʼ
sne
̣

gleˑčʼo
3Sn freshwater clam. Also gleˑčʼ.
See Sec. 430.
̣
̣
gleˑčʼo
: /gleˑčʼo/
freshwater clam
̣
̣
gleˑčʼ
pʼań̲kʼys : /gleˑč
pʼakʼiˑs/ “Clam-Eating” (place name). Also recorded: /gleˑčpʼakʼiˑs/.
̣
̣
̣
gleˑpi
3Sn rye grass (Elymus condensatus Presl.)
̣
gleˑpi
: /gleˑpi/
rye grass
̣
̣

glom
7S-v make trouble. Morphophonemics uncertain: only before {otn̲} 10sv “on, at, against.”
̣
Occurs with r̲e ̲ allomorph of { r̲e}̲ 1pv [distributive] only.
r̲eg̲ lomtn̲
a : /gog
makes trouble, gets someone into trouble
̣
̣ lamta/
̣
se̲glomtn̲
a : /soglamta/
makes trouble for oneself, each other
̣
̣
r̲es̲ e̲glomtn̲
dk : /sosaglamtantk/
having made trouble for each other
̣
̣
g̣ n̲aˑwat 3Sn reed (Rumex geyeri or Rumex paucifolius Nutt.). RD gave qnaˑwat. Possibly gnaˑwt,
̣
but no attesting forms.
gnaˑwat
: /gnaˑwat/
reed (sp.). RD qnaˑwat : /qnaˑwat/
̣
̣
g̣ n̲ see og̣ n̲ climbing
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gọ 3S-n swan (Cygnus americanus or C. buccinator). Also ngọ in one item. See Sec. 430.
gos
̣ : /gos/
̣ swan
gokʼa
: /gokʼa/
little swan
̣
̣
gokʼmʼč
: /gokʼamʼč/
big old swan
̣
̣

gosʔm
gᵛotqʼags : /gosʔam
gotqʼaks/ “Swan’s-Going-up-out” (place name)
̣
̣
gosksi
: /gosksi/
“Swan-Place” (place name). PO gave ngosksi
: /ngosksi/.
̣
̣
̣
̣
godaˑ
3Sn plant (sp. unknown). Said to be a sort of marsh weed. See Text 7.
̣
godaˑ
: /godaˑ/
plant (sp.)
̣
̣
gog
̣ see igog
̣ into a container
gog
̣ ̣ 7Sv put on, wear a dress. RD gave goqg
̣ .̣ See Sec. 334.
gog
̣ ạ : /gog
̣ a/
̣ puts on, wears a dress. RD gave goqg
̣ ạ : /goqg
̣ a/.
̣
he̲sgog
̣ ạ : /hosqga/
̣ puts a dress on someone. RD gave he̲sgoqg
̣ ạ : /hosgaqg
̣ a/.
̣
gog
puts a dress back on
̣ bli
̣ : /goqbli/
̣
gog
: /gog
takes a dress off
̣ oˑla
̣
̣ oˑla/
̣
gog
dress (of buckskin in the old days)
̣ ṣ : /goqs/
̣
r̲eg̲ og
: /goqqʼaˑk/
d. little dresses
̣ \ʼaˑkʼ
̣
̣
gog
̣ ̣ sne
gog
̣ ẹ 3Sn river, stream. Also gog
̣ .̣ See Sec. 430.
gog
̣ ẹ : /gog
̣ e/
̣ river
gog
: /goqʼaˑk/
little river
̣ \ʼaˑkʼ
̣
̣
r̲eg̲ og
: /goqqʼaˑk/
d. little rivers
̣ \ʼaˑkʼ
̣
̣

r̲eg̲ og
: /goqqʼaˑkksi/
“Little-Rivers-Place” (place name)
̣ \ʼaˑkʼksi
̣
̣
ʔiWqʼaˑqʼnʼi gog
̣ ẹ : /ʔiWqʼaˑqnʼi gog
̣ e/
̣ “Fort-Klamath’s-River” (place name: Wood River)
gog
ditch, dry riverbed
̣ ea̲
̣ ls : /gog
̣ els/
̣
goǰ
̣ 3-S-n aunt (father’s sister); reciprocal: nephew or niece (woman’s brother’s child)
bgoǰyb
: /pgoǰiˑp/
aunt; nephew, niece
̣
̣

bgoǰa
aunt; nephew, niece [o]
̣ : /pgoǰa/
̣
bgoǰysa̲
b : /pgoǰiˑsap/
aunts; nephews, nieces
̣
̣
r̲é ̲ r̲ r ̲é ̲ r̲goǰyb!
: /gočg
myth speech for the redheaded woman of Sprague River (the aunt of
̣
̣ očg
̣ oǰiˑp!/
̣
the children in the story). See Texts, 4.105, 115, 125.
gol
̣ 7S-v whirl. Only in:
r̲é ̲ r̲golkʼiˑčʼa
: /golg
whirls around and around
̣
̣ olkʼiˑčʼa/
̣
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golaˑ
3Sn canvasback duck (Aythya ferina var. americana). Onomatopoetic: its cry is /golaˑˑˑ
̣
̣
golaˑˑˑ!/.
̣
golaˑ
: /golaˑ/
canvasback duck
̣
̣
golaˑ\ʼaˑkʼ
: /golaˑʔaˑk/
little canvasback duck
̣
̣
r̲eg̲ olaˑʔmʼč
: /gog
̣
̣ laˑ
̣ ʔamʼč/ big old canvasback ducks
gom
sne
̣
gome
3Sn cave. Also gom
and gomeˑ.
See Sec. 430.
̣
̣
̣
gome
: /gome/
cave
̣
̣
r̲eg̲ om\ʼaˑkʼ
: /goqmʼaˑk/
d. little caves
̣
̣

r̲eg̲ om\ʼaˑkʼksi
: /goqmʼaˑkksi/
“Little-Caves-Place” (place name)
̣
̣
gomeˑksi
: /gomeˑksi/
“Cave-Place” (place name)
̣
̣
gomeˑ
sle
̣
goM\ʼ
7Sv be hollow on top, hollowed out
̣
r̲é ̲ r̲goM\ʼa
: /goMg
omʼa/
is hollow on top
̣
̣
̣
sne r̲é ̲ r̲goM\ʼa
: /snogaMg
omʼa/
hollows out on top
̣
̣
̣

r̲é ̲ r̲goM\ʼlʼi
: /goMg
oMlʼi/
hollow on top; place name: Goosenest Mountain
̣
̣
̣
gononoˑ\ʼ
3S-n spoonbill. Onomatopoetic: its cry is: /gononoˑˑˑ
gononoˑˑˑ!/.
Seems to contain an r̲é ̲
̣
̣
̣
sequence.
gononoˑ\ʼs
: /gononoˑʔas/
spoonbill
̣
̣
goqg
̣
̣ see gog
̣ ̣ put on a dress
goWa
3S-n (?) place name. Unanalyzable.
̣
goWasdi
: /goWasdi/
place name: a large village on the Lake
̣
̣
goyʼa
3Sn crawfish
̣
goyʼa
: /goyʼa/
crawfish
̣
̣

goyʼalm
sgeyg
sgeyqs/
“Crawfish-Crawling-up” (place name)
̣
̣ ṣ : /goyʼalam
̣
̣
goˑ
̣ 3S-n plant (marestail). This was used in roasting camas: layers of this plant were laid on hot

rocks in a roasting pit, covered with a layer of camas, another layer of marestail or moss, and
finally another layer of hot rocks.
goˑs
marestail
̣ : /goˑs/
̣
goˑ
̣ 3S-n ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa); also used as a generic term for “tree.”
goˑs
ponderosa pine; tree
̣ : /goˑs/
̣
r̲eg̲ oˑkʼa
: /gog
d. little trees
̣
̣ oˑkʼa/
̣

goˑs
̣ liwliˑgs : /goˑs
̣ liwliˑks/ “Trees-Standing-in-a-Group-Along-the-Edge” (place name)
goˑs
̣ waˑmykiˑns : /goˑs
̣ waˑmikiˑns/ “Trees-Growing-out-in-a-Line” (place name: the Williamson
River Cemetery)
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goˑsʔm
wqiws : /goˑsʔam
wqiws/ “Tree’s-Extending-out” (place name)
̣
̣
goˑ
̣ 4S-v act with the head first
goˑdiˑla
: /goˑdiˑla/
puts the head underneath
̣
̣
goˑLy
: /goˑLi/
puts the head in first
̣
̣
goˑqn̲
a : /goˑqa/
puts the head out, through, first
̣
̣
goˑsg
a/
̣
̣ n̲a : /goˑsg
̣
̣ crawls into a tubular obj. headfirst, puts on a shirt over the head
goˑtʼaqʼtn̲
a : /goˑtʼaqta/
crawls under headfirst; wraps the head tightly in a shawl, hood
̣
̣
goˑd
̣ 3-S-n plant (sp. unknown). This is a small plant, similar to the wild parsnip and growing in
swamps. It is somewhat like rhubarb, having broad leaves and ribbed stems. It has tiny white
flowers in clusters. The stem is eaten.
r̲eg̲ oˑdm
: /gog
plant (sp.)
̣
̣ oˑdam/
̣
goˑyʼ
i ̲ 7Sv be passionate, sexually aroused (man)
̣
goˑyʼ
i ̲a : /goˑyʼa/
(man) feels passionate, sexually aroused
̣
̣
r̲eg̲ oˑyʼ
i ̲a : /gog
d. feel passionate
̣
̣ oˑyʼa/
̣

goˑyʼ
i ̲dk : /goˑyʼitk/
passionate, one feeling passionate
̣
̣
gwᵛ
̣ 4S-v bite. Occurs only with r̲e ̲ allomorph of { r̲e}̲ 1pv [distributive].
se̲gwᵛačdang
ạ : /sagoˑčdang
a/
̣
̣
̣ holds tightly in the teeth, grits the teeth together
se̲gwᵛačdang
oˑla
: /sagoˑčdang
oˑla/
opens one’s clenched teeth
̣
̣
̣
̣
gwᵛačʼeˑsys
: /gwačʼeˑsis/
chewing up. Also gwᵛačʼaˑsys
: /gwačʼaˑsis/.
Only in:
̣
̣
̣
̣

/gapg
“Chewing-up-Little-Trees.” Or /gapg
This is the name of one of
̣ ạ gwačʼeˑsis/
̣
̣ ạ gwačʼaˑsis/.
̣
čʼasgiˑps’
dogs in Text 7. See ačʼeˑs.
̣
gwᵛčʼaˑqʼa
: /gwačʼaˑqʼa/
bites fleas, nits, off of someone
̣
̣
r̲eg̲ wᵛčʼaˑqʼa
: /gag
d. bite off fleas
̣
̣ oˑčʼaˑqʼa/
̣

se̲gwᵛčʼaˑqʼa
: /sagoˑčʼaˑqʼa/
bites fleas off of oneself, each other
̣
̣
se̲gwᵛedg
ạ : /segwatg
a/
̣
̣
̣ divides by biting in half
/kʼotʼas segwatg
a/
̣
̣ divides a louse; idiom: is very generous (i.e., willing to divide even a louse with
others)
gwᵛelʼg
ạ : /gwelg
a/
̣
̣
̣ bites down (as beavers bite down a tree)
gwᵛeqn̲
a : /gweqa/
bites through something
̣
̣
gwᵛgatʼa
: /gwaktʼa/
bites in two
̣
̣
gwᵛkačʼa
: /gwakčʼa/
bites off someone’s head
̣
̣
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gwᵛ
̣ (continued)
gwᵛkʼatʼsga
: /gwakʼatsga/
bites and breaks off a tooth, loosens a tooth by biting
̣
̣
gwᵛobga
: /gwopga/
bites pl. times [durative]
̣
̣
se̲gwᵛobga
: /sogoˑpga/
bites oneself, each other
̣
̣
gwᵛobgwys
: /gwopgwis/
a bite, the place where an obj. was bitten
̣
̣
gwᵛoga̲
a : /gwoga/
bites once. Occasionally recorded /goˑga/—possibly
an allomorph goˑ?
̣
̣
̣
̣
se̲gwᵛoga̲
a : /sogoˑga/
bites oneself, each other
̣
̣
gwᵛoga̲
ak̲ sga : /gwogaksga/
almost bit (felt like it but didn’t try)
̣
̣
gwᵛoga̲
č a̲a : /gwokča/
goes to bite
̣
̣
gwᵛoga̲
oˑts : /gwogoˑts/
fangs of a serpent (“biters”)
̣
̣
gwᵛoga̲
Wiˑa : /gwokWiˑya/
almost bit (attempted but failed)
̣
̣
r̲eg̲ wᵛoga̲
ys : /gog
habitual biter
̣
̣ oˑgis/
̣
gwᵛokanga
: /gwokanga/
chews (“bites-around”)
̣
̣
gwᵛolčʼa
: /gwolčʼa/ bites off pl.
̣
r̲eg̲ wᵛolčʼa
: /gog
d. bite off pl.
̣
̣ oˑlčʼa/
̣
gwᵛosga
: /gwosga/
bites off
̣
̣
gwᵛoteˑga
: /gwoteˑga/
bites deep into
̣
̣

gwᵛoWasga
: /gwoWasga/
bites a piece off, away from
̣
̣
gwᵛoyw
i ̲\ʼa : /gwoywʼa/
bites pl. objs.
̣
̣
gwᵛqew
i ̲\ʼa : /gweqwʼa/
breaks by biting
̣
̣

gwᵛqew
i ̲\ʼtn̲a : /gweqoˑta/
breaks by biting on, as one breaks a tooth on a rock
̣
̣
gwᵛqʼačʼa
: /gwaqčʼa/
bites tightly
̣
̣

gwᵛtitʼa
: /gwittʼa/
bites open a bulbous round obj. (as a sack of grain, a louse, a fish eye)
̣
̣
gwᵛtʼayg
oga
: /gwatʼiˑg
oga/
pinches inside (as a tight shoe)
̣
̣
̣
̣
gwelg
3S-n Lake of the Woods. Unanalyzable: possibly a misrecording for *gwᵛelʼg
sdi
̣
̣
̣ : */
gwelqsdi/
“Biting-Down-Place” (cf. gwᵛelʼg
ạ above under gwᵛ).
̣
̣
̣

gwelgsdi
: /gwelksdi/
Lake of the Woods
̣
̣
gwen̲
7Sv leave a spoor, track, footprint. Occurs with r̲e ̲ allomorph of { r̲e}̲ 1pv [distributive] only.
̣
gwen̲
a : /gwena/
leaves a footprint, track, spoor
̣
̣
gwen̲
čʼn̲a : /gwenčʼa/
just left a track
̣
̣
r̲eg̲ wen̲
čʼn̲a : /geg
d. just left a track
̣
̣ wančʼa/
̣
gwen̲
kʼwa : /gwenkʼwa/
tracks across, leaves a spoor across
̣
̣
gwen̲
Ly : /gwelhi/
tracks inside (as mud)
̣
̣
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gwen̲
pʼleˑgis
is/
̣
̣ : /gwempʼleˑg
̣
̣ “Tracking-Over” (place name)
gwen̲
t n̲a : /gwenta/
tracks on
̣
̣
gwen̲
ys : /gweys/
track, spoor, trail, footprint
̣
̣
gwewč
3Sn willow shoot(s). Used in basketry.
̣
gwewč
: /gwewč/
willow shoot
̣
̣
gwewč\ʼa̲
la : /gwewčlʼa/
gathers willow shoots
̣
̣
gỵ see ogỵ swallowing, biting

h
hadakt 2Sl there, that place. Cf. also {hatkak} 2Sl “the same place” and see Sec. 821.
hadakt : /hadakt/ there
/pkʼisap sam hadakt gi./ Their mother is there.
/wosas sitk hadakt gi./ It is frightening there.
hadaktkniˑ : /hadaktkniˑ/ from there, one from there
/hoˑt ʔa hadaktkniˑ gatbambli./ He returned from there.
haga 2Srp2 let’s, let me…! Also hakʼa and hak in apparent free variation. Possibly {hak} 2Sre1
[emphatic] plus {ʔa} 2Srp6 [declarative].
/haga naˑt dosčanʔa!/ Let’s run!
/haga naˑt sleˑnʼa!/ Let’s see!
/hak hay naˑt gida čiˑwapk!/ Let’s stay here!
/hak hay naˑt genʔa!/ Let’s go!
/yaˑˑ, dwaˑ nen haka!/ Ohh, whatever is that? (translation?) (Texts, 3.36)
/hak hay nat leˑwnʼa dwaˑ!/ Let’s play something! (Texts, 1.61)
hak 2Sre1 [emphatic]. Also k (almost always after a vowel in rapid speech, but also occurring
occasionally in slow speech). See Sec. 910.
/dom hak ʔan pʼagaˑ./
̣ I smoke too much.

/waq hak dal ʔi?/ Whatever is wrong with you?
/čoy honk deliˑnank hak genaˑ, hokt maqlaqs./ But he just left it alone and went on, that person.
(Texts, 12.36)
/čoy kʼet hak ʔi snoloˑkʼwapk psewdiwaˑsas./ And only that much will you threaten the mythhumans. (Texts, 17.18)
/dwaˑ hakt ʔi hoˑskanga, honkt sʔabiˑ!/ Whatever you remember, tell that! (Texts, 38.95)
/čoy homʼas hak noˑ honk sleʔa, dank./ I saw it just like that, some time back. (Texts, 18.37)
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/čoy ʔat homʼas giwapk, waqt hakt min sʔabiˑya./ So it would be thus, just as I have related to you.
(Texts, 18.71)
/čeˑt hak ʔan gatbambli./ I just barely got home. (Texts, 1.102)
/ʔonaˑk ni genaˑ./ I went early.
hak see haga let’s, let me…!
hakʼa see haga let’s, let me…!
ham see hem talk
han 7S-v act with the mouth
hanbga : /hampga/ mouth is open, mouthlike obj. lies
/slʼoqoˑps hampga./ The house-pit lies.
hančgačwʼa : /hančgačwʼa/ has the mouth wide open
hančnʼa : /hančnʼa/ goes along with the mouth; idiom: (shaman) puts the mouth on (a patient, to
remove the disease)
se̲handanga : /sahandanga/
̣ clamps the mouth shut
hankanga : /hankanga/ has the mouth open all around (as a baby bird)
hansga : /hansga/ takes the mouth off of something
he̲shansga : /hasansga/ makes someone take the mouth off of
hanwa : /hanwa/ has the mouth in water, flat place
hanwi : /hanwi/ opens the mouth, spreads the mouth wide
he̲shanwi : /hasanwi/ makes someone open the mouth
hanwibga : /hanwipga/ has the mouth open
hasaswaˑgi sne
hasaswaˑkʼy 7Sv talk, converse; PO gave this as “talk to the spirits, as a shaman does, in a rapid and
stylized fashion.” Also hasaswaˑgi. Possibly analyzable: {he̲s} 2pv [causative] or {se̲} 2pv
[reflexive-reciprocal] (with an allomorph he̲); possibly also {akʼy} 10sv “closing; on the
buttocks?” See Sec. 334.
hasaswaˑkʼya : /hasaswaˑkʼya/ talks, converses
hasaswaˑgilgi : /hasaswaˑgilgi/ comes to talk
haskiˑng 7S-v dare in a competition. Possibly he̲skayng? Only in:
haskiˑngeˑ\ʼa : /haskiˑngeˑʔa/ dares in a game, competition
hastamn 3S-n earring. Possibly he̲stamn?
hastamnys : /hastamnis/ earring
r̲eh̲ astamnys : /hahastamnis/ earrings
r̲eh̲ astamnyˑkʼ : /hahastamniˑk/ d. little earrings
hatkak 3Sl the same place. Cf. also {hadakt} 2Sl “there, over there.” See Sec. 821.
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hatkak : /hatkak/ the same place
/hatkak hoˑt čiˑya./ He lives in the same place.
/dam bas nen hok hatkak ʔoˑč?/ I wonder if it’s still in the same place? (Texts, 18.35)
haw 3-S-n house. From English. Only in borrowed or Chinook Jargon compounds.
čečhaws : /čečhaws/ church
čečhawkʼa : /čečhawkʼa/ little church
siˑlhaws : /siˑlhaws/ tent
hay 2Srp4 indeed, as you see. Translation difficult: this item has connotations of including the
hearer and appealing to him for some agreement or response.
/hak hay naˑt batgalnʼa!/ Indeed, let’s get up!
/gida hay ʔi čelgi!/
̣ Sit right down here!
/kʼink hay ʔins deˑWičʼniˑya!/ Leave a little for me!
/čakʔam mat hay ʔins nen!/ Into me indeed, saugusberry bushes! (Texts, 13.66)
/ʔat hayč geˑt diniˑginʼapgaˑ/
Now (as you see) the sun is about to rise over there. (Texts, 4.73)
̣
haY 7S-v track an animal, person. Some forms also recorded with hay—a misrecording?
haYčnʼa : /haYčnʼa/ tracks a person, animal, along
haYdbn̲a : /haYtba/ tracks a person home, an animal to its lair
haYgoga
: /haYgoga/
tracks into (as into a cave)
̣
̣
haYkanga : /haYkanga/ tracks around
r̲eh̲ aYkanga : /hahiˑhkanga/ d. track around
haYLy : /haYLi/ tracks inside
se̲haYpbeˑl i ̲\ʼa : /sahiˑhpbeˑlʼa/ tracks an animal back and forth
haYwllʼgạ : /haYwallga/
̣ tracks up, up a hill
haYwlyeˑga : /haYwalyeˑga/ tracks up hill (same as last)
haYykiˑna : /haYiˑkiˑna/ tracks an animal away from water, fire
haˑba 3Sn top of a tree. This was dried and used as tinder for the firedrill.

haˑba : /haˑba/ top of a tree
haˑniˑ 3S-n Coos Bay (land and people). The name is from Coos: the Hanis Coos.
haˑniˑs : /haˑniˑs/ Coos Bay (place and people)
haˑw i ̲\ʼ 7Sv have … breath
haˑw i ̲\ʼa : /haˑwʼa/ has … breath
/moˑ ʔi qʼoy haˑwʼa./ You have terrible breath.
qʼoy haˑw i ̲\ʼdk : /qʼoy haˑwitk/ one having bad breath
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qʼoy haˑw i ̲\ʼs : /qʼoy haˑwis/ halitosis
he 7S-v pl. objs. fall
hedgị : /hetgi/
̣ pl. objs. fall down
he̲shedgị : /hesatgi/
̣ makes pl. objs. fall down
hedgnʼa
̣ : /hetqnʼa/ pi. objs. fall into the mouth
hedgnʼoˑla
: /hetqnʼoˑla/ pi. objs. fallout of the mouth
̣
heLy : /heLiˑ/ pi. objs. fall into, inside
hemʼaˑčʼoˑla : /hemʼaˑčʼoˑla/ pi. objs. fall off the end
hesga : /hesga/ pl. objs. fall off
hetʼamsgạ : /hetʼamsga/
̣ pl. objs. fall between
hewa : /hewa/ pl. objs. fall into water, flat place
hewalla : /hewalla/ pl. objs. fall into water and are lost forever
hewl : /hewal/ pl. objs. fall on top of
hewloˑla : /hewloˑla/ pl. objs. fall off the top of
heyeˑn i ̲\ʼa : /heyeˑnʼa/ falls inside (as inside a box)
he̲sheyeˑn i ̲\ʼa : /hesyeˑnʼa/ makes something fall inside
he\ʼ 7Sv be misty in the morning. Only in:
he\ʼa : /heʔa/ is misty. In:
/geˑla
heʔa./ The earth is misty (said of an early morning mist).
̣
hebl 7-Sv blaze up, flare up. Also ebl. See Sec. 334.
tgᵛebltn̲a : /tgebalta/ catches fire; blazes up on
tgᵛeblyeˑga : /tgeblyeˑga/ fire blazes up
sne̲tgᵛeblyeˑga : /snetgablyeˑga/ makes a fire blaze up
wheblyeˑga : /wheblyeˑga/ makes something blaze, flare up with a long instrument; pokes up a fire
with a stick
hehǰiˑ sne
hehǰiˑ\ʼ 3S-n proper name: Hehǰiˑʔas. Also hehǰiˑ. This myth character is a little boy trickster. The
name is onomatopoetic: his cry as he runs down the hill to meet each successive goose is: /
hehǰiˑˑˑ hehǰiˑˑˑ!/ See Text 8 and Sec. 430.
hehǰiˑ\ʼs : /hehǰiˑʔas/ Hehǰiˑʔas. Also given with the diminutive:
hehǰiˑkʼa : /hehǰiˑkʼa/ Little Hehǰiˑʔas
hehǰiˑ\ʼsmksi : /hehǰiˑʔasamksi/ “Hehǰiˑʔas’-Place” (place name). Also recorded hehǰiˑsmksi : /
hehǰiˑsamksi/.
heksg̣ 3S-n cane, Cf. also {yaksa} 3Sn “cane.”
heksgys
̣ : /heksgis/
̣ cane
r̲eh̲ eksgyˑkʼ
: /hehaksgiˑk/
d. little canes
̣
̣
skoˑgsʔm heksgys
̣ : /skoˑksʔam heksgis/
̣ “Ghost’s-Cane” (cat’s cradle figure)
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heksgys\ʼa̲
la : /heksgislʼa/
makes, gets a cane
̣
̣
hem 7Sv talk, speak. Also ham and heˑm. See Sec. 334.
hamyʼaˑYa : /hamyʼaˑYa/ speaks ahead of someone, in front of
hemčnʼa : /hemčnʼa/ speaks along with, sends word of mouth
hemkanga : /hemkanga/ talks

he̲shemkanga : /hesamkanga/ causes to talk; idiom: speaks to the spirits (offers food and asks for
blessings—once done before each meal)
hemkangdga : /hemkanktga/ been talking
hemkangoˑts : /hemkangoˑts/ telephone
hemkangs : /hemkanks/ language
/maqlaqsʔam hemkanks/ the Klamath Language
hemkʼwa : /hemkʼwa/ talks across (as across a river)
hemtn̲a : /hemta/ speaks to
hemtn̲iˑa : /hemtniˑya/ speaks for someone
hemygị : /hemiˑgi/
̣ speaks up, says
hemygiiˑa
speaks up for. Also recorded /hemyagyiˑya/.
̣ : /hemiˑgiˑya/
̣
̣
se̲hemygiiˑ! : /sehamyagyiˑ!/
Speak for yourself!
̣

heˑma : /heˑma/ (horse) neighs; (cow) moos; makes sounds
heneˑs 3S-n shaman’s arrow, Used as part of a shaman’s medical and spell-making paraphernalia,
but its exact description and use could not be ascertained. Only in:
heneˑsys : /heneˑsis/ shaman’s arrow
henw 3S-n “henwas”: a stone carving containing spirit power. Generally these were carvings of
male and female human figures. They possess the power of bringing good or ill fortune,
depending on how one treats them and how one speaks to them (/hesamkanga/; see above under
hem). They can travel underground, and it is ill luck to part with them. These images are
archeological to present Klamath culture and are generally found in old sites on the Klamath
Marsh. For a complete description and pictures, see Carlson (1959).
henws : /henwas/ “Henwas”
heseˑks 7Sv relate an event, explain, tell what occurred. Possibly contains either {he̲s} 2pv
[causative] or {se̲} 2pv [reflexive-reciprocal], but segmentation is uncertain.
heseˑksa : /heseˑksa/ relates, explains, tells
hey 3-Sn silver fox (Urocyon cinereo argentus)
r̲é ̲ r̲hey : /heyhey/ silver fox
r̲e ̲ r̲é ̲ r̲hey\ʼaˑkʼ : /hehiˑheyʼaˑk/ d. little silver foxes
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heˑ 2Srp2 [conditional:] if; [hortatory]. The latter meaning is rare; it may have the sense of “if you’d
only…” See Sec. 1046.
/čoy heˑ dwaˑ nis hoˑt waq giwapk…/ And if she should do anything to me… (Texts, 1.27)
/heˑ čik ʔins qʼay sʔabiˑwapk, čoy mis ni yeqeˑwiwapk!/ If you don’t tell me, then I’ll break you!
(Texts, 1.117)
/heˑ mis kani sʔabiˑwapk, dwaˑ, čoy hiswaqs mi sʔabiˑwapk./ If someone would tell you, something,
then you would tell your husband. (Texts, 34.31)
/heˑ ʔi sanʼaˑWawlit./ If you want.
/heˑ delča!/ Just look! (Texts, 8.5, 6)
heˑm see hem talk
heˑwʼ 7Sv care for, have regard for
heˑwʼa : /heˑwʼa/ cares for
/moˑ ʔan honks dwaˑ heˑwʼa./ I care a lot for him.
/qʼay ʔams ni dwaˑ heˑwʼa./ I don’t care for you.
he̲ see se̲ [reflexive-reciprocal]
he̲s 2pv [causative, transitive of intransitive verbs]. This has a connotation of physical action. Cf.
{sne̲} 3pv [causative]. See Sec. 322.
he̲sbadgl : /hasbatgal/ gets someone out of bed (by physical causation)
he̲sčonwa : /hosčanwa/ causes to vomit
/geˑ yawqs ʔans hosčanwa./ This medicine made me vomit.
he̲shiwkʼya : /hisoˑkʼya/ causes a blanket, rug, etc. to close an opening
he̲shodkʼya : /hosakkʼya/ locks a door (“causes-to-jump-shut”)
he̲snoˑgạ : /hosnoˑga/
̣ causes to be cooked; cooks
hi see hiˑ there
hin 7S-v fall (vertical obj., such as a tree, pole)
hinǰqʼa : /hinčqʼa/ falls on and squashes
r̲eh̲ inǰqʼa : /hinhančqʼa/ d. fall on
hinkanga : /hinkanga/ shakes, sways (as a tree in a storm)
he̲shinkanga : /hisankanga/ makes sway
r̲eh̲ e̲shinkanga : /hiˑsankanga/ causes d. to shake, sway
hinlʼgạ : /hillga/
̣ falls down

he̲shinlʼgạ : /hisallga/
̣ fells a tree, causes to fall in a certain spot
hinwi : /hinwi/ falls and spreads out (as a tree with broad limbs)
he̲shinwi : /hisanwi/ causes a tree to fall
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hinwinʼapga : /hinwinʼapga/ is ready to fall, about to fall
hinaˑ 2S-l any way, any place. Only in:
hinaˑt : /hinaˑt/ any way, any place
/hoˑt ʔa hinaˑt hak čiˑya./ He lives any place.
/hoˑt ʔa hinaˑt hak sličʼiˑqʼatk./ He has (his hair) combed any old way.
histʼy 3S-n mullet (sp.), This fish is similar to {yeˑn} 3Sn “mullet (sp.),” q. v.
histʼyys : /histʼyis/ mullet (sp.)
r̲eh̲ istʼyyˑkʼ : /hihastʼyiˑk/ d. little mullets
histʼyys lwelks : /histʼyis lwelks/ “Mullet (sp.)-Killing-Place” (place name: Summer Lake Ridge
near Beatty, one of the boundaries of the old Reservation)
hiswag̣ 3S-n man, male, husband
hiswagṣ : /hiswaqs/ man, male, husband
hiswagkʼa
̣ : /hiswaqkʼa/ boy
r̲eh̲ iswagṣ : /hihaswaqs/ men
hiswags\ʼa̲
̣ la : /hiswaqslʼa/ gets married (woman) (“gets-a-man”)
hiw 7S-v act upon a clothlike surface (a blanket, draped cloth, mat)
hiwkʼya : /hiwkʼya/ clothlike obj. closes an opening
he̲shiwkʼya : /hisoˑkʼya/ closes an opening with a clothlike obj., drapes a mat over a doorway
hiwliˑna : /hiwliˑna/ drapes off the edge, side
hiwmʼaˑčʼa : /hiwmʼaˑčʼa/ hangs off the end (as a blanket on the end of a stick)
hiwtʼaˑw i ̲\ʼa : /hiwtʼaˑwʼa/ spreads a blanket, mat, in the sunshine, (intr. also?)
hiwwa : /hiwwa/ spreads out a clothlike obj. in water, in a flat place, (intr. also)
hiwws : /hiwwas/ “Spread-out-in-Water” (place name)
hiwwl : /hiwwal/ spreads out a clothlike obj. on top (intr. also)
he̲shiwwl : /hisoˑwal/ causes a clothlike obj. to be spread out on top
hiwwʼeˑtʼa : /hiwʔeˑtʼa/ hangs a clothlike obj. off the edge, side, (intr. also)
he̲shiwwʼeˑtʼi! : /hisoˑʔeˑtʼi!/ Drape it off the side!
hiwsg 7Sv forbid, prohibit
hiwsga : /hiwsga/ forbids
/hiwsga ʔans gew ptisap geys./ My father forbade me to go.
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se̲hiwsga : /sihoˑsga/ forbids oneself, each other
hiˑ 2S-l there. Also hi. See Sec. 821.
hiˑt : /hiˑt/ there
/hiˑt hay čelgank!/
Please sit there!
̣

/waq ʔaˑt hiˑt genwapk?/ How will you pl. go there?
hiʔé̲t : /hiʔit/ right there
/hiʔit hay losa!/ Bury it right there!
hiʔé̲tna : /hiʔitna/ all around right there
/hiʔitna čiˑyank/ living around there (Texts, 17.18)
hiˑtkniˑ : /hiˑtkniˑ/ from there
/ʔat honk sleˑbapga daˑts hiˑtkniˑ gin./ Now he was watching however, even from there. (Texts,
10.28)
hiˑwi 7Sv haul (people, objs.). Cf. {sʔop} 7S-v “haul a load.”
hiˑwi : /hiˑwi/ hauls a group, objs., in a vehicle
se̲hiˑwi : /sihiˑwi/ haul each other
hiˑwibli : /hiˑwibli/ hauls back
hiˑwiiˑa : /hiˑwiˑya/ hauls for someone
hiˑwiLy : /hiˑwiLi/ hauls inside
ho see hoˑd that (remote)
hoččʼig 3S-n underarm odor
hoččʼigs : /hoččʼiks/ underarm odor
ho d see hoˑd that (remote)
hod̲ 4S-v run, jump (sg.). Cf. also {hoˑd̲} 4S-v “run, jump slowly (sg.).”
hod̲čnʼa : /hoččnʼa/ runs, jumps
he̲shod̲čnʼa : /hosaččnʼa/ makes someone run
r̲eh̲ od̲čnʼa : /hohaččnʼa/ d. run
sne̲hod̲čnʼa : /snohaččnʼa/ makes run
hod̲ča! : /hočča!/ Run! Jump!

hod̲čibga : /hoččipga/ comes running, runs toward
hod̲čnʼa̲t : /hoččant/ can run
hod̲čnʼek! : /hoččnʼek!/ let me run!
r̲eh̲ od̲čys : /hohaččis/ runner
se̲hod̲čqʼaˑlʼa : /sohaččqʼaˑlʼa/ (snake) coils up
hod̲čʼaqʼtn̲a : /hoččʼaqta/ tangles itself into a knot
he̲shod̲čʼaqʼtn̲oˑla : /hosaččʼaqtnoˑla/ untangles something
se̲hod̲dangạ : /sohatdanga/
̣ run together, run into each other
se̲hod̲dang̣ a̲ksga : /sohatdangaksga/
almost ran into each other
̣
se̲hod̲danglʼg
̣ ạ : /sohatdangalg
̣ a/
̣ collide, have a wreck
hod̲dgl : /hottgal/ jumps up
hod̲dglčʼn̲a : /hottgalčʼa/ just started off running, jumping
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hod̲ (continued)
hod̲dgạ : /hottga/
̣ jumps away from
hod̲kyamna : /hokkyamna/ runs around something
hod̲kʼiˑčʼa : /hokkʼiˑčʼa/ runs around the edge of; jumps around, turns around quickly
hod̲kʼya : /hokkʼya/ jumps shut; idiom: door locks
he̲shod̲kʼya : /hosakkʼya/ causes to jump shut; locks the door
hod̲kʼyalla : /hokkʼyalla/ jumps shut and locks one out
he̲shod̲giwabg : /hosakgiwapk/ will lock the door
hod̲lčʼwy : /hollačʼwi/ runs right up to
hod̲liˑnčʼa̲bga : /holliˑnčʼapga/ just came running off the edge
hod̲lYn̲čʼn̲a : /hollYančʼa/ runs along the edge of a lake, along a mountainside
hod̲L a̲a : /holha/ runs onto a surface, jumps onto
se̲hod̲L a̲a : /sohalha/ jump onto one another; idiom: animals have sexual intercourse
hod̲Ly : /holhi/ runs inside
hod̲LWn̲čʼn̲a : /hollWančʼa/ runs across on top of
hod̲ r̲LWn̲nʼa : /holhaLLoˑnʔa/ runs around on top of, along the top (as along a ridge, log)
hod̲lʼaˑlʼa : /holʔaˑlʼa/ jumps into the fire, runs into the fire
hod̲neˑga : /honneˑga/ runs, jumps into a hole
he̲shod̲pbeˑl i ̲\ʼa : /hosapbeˑlʼa/ causes to run back and forth
se̲hod̲pbeˑl i ̲\ʼa : /sohapbeˑlʼa/ run back and forth to each other
hod̲pʼipʼtn̲a : /hoppʼipta/ runs and hits the stomach against
hod̲q n̲a : /hoqqa/ runs, jumps outside, through
hod̲tln̲čnʼa : /hottlančnʼa/ runs alongside
hod̲tln̲čibga : /hottlančipga/ comes running alongside
hod̲t n̲a : /hotta/ runs, jumps onto, against
hod̲t n̲damna : /hottandamna/ keeps running against
hod̲t n̲lʼgạ : /hottallga/
̣ runs into, runs hard against
hod̲tqʼaga : /hottqʼaga/ jumps, runs up out of
hod̲wa : /howwa/ runs, jumps into water, flat place
r̲eh̲ od̲wys : /hohoˑwis/ retriever; idiom: bootlegger
hod̲wllʼgạ : /howwallga/
̣ jumps, runs up
hod̲Wasga : /hoWWasga/ runs off, away

hod̲ygị : /hoyiˑgi/
̣ jumps over, runs over
se̲hod̲ygị : /sohyiˑgi/
̣ jump over each other, play leap-frog. Also recorded: /sohiˑgi/.
̣
se̲hod̲ygieˑ\ʼks
: /sohiˑyagyeˑks/
“Jumping-Over-for-Fun-Place” (place name)
̣
̣
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hod̲ykiˑna : /hoyiˑkiˑna/ runs out of fire, water
hod̲yʼaˑYa : /hoyʔaˑYa/ runs, jumps in front of someone
hom 3-S-n place name. Unanalyzable.
r̲é ̲ r̲homsdi : /homhomsdi/ place name
hon 7S-v fly
honbaˑtn̲a : /hombaˑta/ flies ashore, to the bank
se̲honbli : /sohambli/ flies back. turns back flying
hon r̲bln̲nʼa : /hompbablanʔa/ flies back and forth up and down the river
honbqʼa : /hompqʼa/ flies into someone’s face
hončnʼa : /hončnʼa/ flies along
r̲eh̲ ončnʼa : /hohančnʼa/ d. fly along
hončibga : /hončipga/ flies toward
hondgị : /hontgi/
̣ flies down, alights
honǰqʼa : /hončqʼa/ flies onto and squashes, covers
honkanga : /honkanga/ flies around
honkʼaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /honkʼaˑyʼa/ flies up high. lands up high (as a bird in a tree)
honlamna : /hollamna/ flies along the back (side of a ridge)
čʼews honlamns : /čʼews hollamnas/ “Yellowhammer-Flying-Along-the-Side” (place name)
honlčʼwy : /hollačʼwi/ flies right up to
honlʼgạ : /hollga/
̣ flies down, alights
honlʼgṣ : /holʔaqs/ winged seed pods of certain trees (“fly downs”)
se̲honpbeˑl i ̲\ʼa : /sohampbeˑlʼa/ flies back and forth
hontn̲a : /honta/ flies onto, against
hontn̲ys : /hontis/ imago, newly hatched flying grub
hontʼleˑgị : /hontʼleˑgi/
̣ flies over a mountain
honwl : /honwal/ flies on top of, alights on top of
honwllʼgạ : /honwallga/
̣ flies up

honygị : /honiˑgi/
̣ flies above, over
honYeˑn i ̲\ʼa : /honYeˑnʼa/ flies around inside (as a bird trapped in a room)
honYn̲čʼn̲a : /honYančʼa/ flies along the edge, along a cliff, slope
hon 7S-v drive a stake. Homophonous with the last entry above and possibly semantically
identifiable as the same.
honkʼčʼwy : /honkʼačʼwi/ drives a stake into a tight place, into a crevice. corner
honlʼgạ : /hollga/
̣ drives a stake into the ground
honlʼg!̣ : /holʔaq!/ drive a stake!
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honteˑga : /honteˑga/ drives a stake in deep
hop 7S-v be thick. Possibly {hod̲} 4S-v “run, jump” plus {obg} 19s:v [durative]? Only in:
hopbga : /hoppga/ is thick (as a board)
he̲shopbga : /hosappga/ makes something thick
hoq 7S-v act with the buttocks, have the buttocks in some position
hoqdgdk : /hoqtgatk/ having buttocks
/moˑ hoˑt hoqtgatk./ He has big buttocks.
hoqdiˑla : /hoqdiˑla/ has the buttocks underneath
hoqwa : /hoqwa/ has the buttocks in water, flat place
hoqygị : /hoqiˑgi/
̣ has the buttocks over, hanging over
hoqn̲ 7Sv breathe; live
hoqn̲a : /hoqa/ breathes; lives
hoqn̲bli : /hoqambli/ breathes again, revives
he̲shoqn̲bli : /hosqambli/ makes someone breathe again, revives someone
hoqn̲oˑts : /hoqnoˑts/ windpipe
hoqn̲ys : /hoqiˑs/ breath; life
hos 7S-v meet. Only with {dang}̣ 11sv “together.”
hosdangạ : /hosdanga/
̣ meets someone
r̲eh̲ osdangạ : /hohasdanga/
̣ d. meet
hosdangča̲
̣ a : /hosdanqča/ goes to meet
hosdangik!
let me meet!
̣ : /hosdangik!/
̣

hosʔ 7Sv think, feel, remember. Also hosl and hoˑs. See Sec. 334
hosʔa : /hosʔa/ thinks of, comes to mind, thinks something up
r̲eh̲ osʔa : /hohasʔa/ d. think of
hosʔys : /hosʔis/ idea, something thought up
hosltn̲a : /hoslta/ feels (good. bad, etc.)
/qay ʔa geˑ die hoslta./ He doesn’t feel well.
hosltn̲ys : /hosltis/ feeling; idiom: alert, fast
/hosltis hoˑt wač./ That horse is fast.
hoˑskanga : /hoˑskanga/ thinks, remembers
/qʼay ʔan dič hoˑskanga./ I don’t remember.
/qʼoy ʔan hoˑskanga./ I think it’s too bad.
r̲eh̲ oˑskanga : /hohoˑskanga/ d. think, remember
sne̲hoˑskanga : /snohoˑskanga/ makes think, feel
/dič ʔan honks snohoˑskanga./ I made her happy.
hoˑskangdk : /hoˑskangatk/ one feeling, thinking
/qʼay hoˑt sibač hoˑskangatk./ He’s not thinking enough (not in his right mind).
/dič hoˑskangatk/ good-hearted, well disposed
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hosl sle
hoyʔakčʼ 7Sv have stomach cramps. Segmentable?
hoyʔakčʼa : /hoyʔakčʼa/ has stomach cramps
r̲eh̲ oyʔakčʼa : /hohiˑʔakčʼa/ d. have cramps
sne̲hoyʔakčʼa : /snohiˑʔakčʼa/ causes cramps
hoˑd 2Sd that (remote). Also ho and ho d. See Secs. 622, 650, and 660.
hoˑd : /hoˑt/ that (remote), he-she-it
/qʼay ʔa hoˑt!/ (That) is not he!
/hoˑt ʔa gatba./ He arrived.
/hoˑt snʼeweˑts gatbambli./ That woman returned.
hoˑd sa : /hoˑt sa/ they
/hoˑt sa ʔa goLiˑbli./ They went back in.
(But note:)
/hoˑt hihaswaqs qaqta./ Those men are sleeping. /hoˑt sa hihaswaqs/ is possible but usually occurs
with a /,/: /hoˑt sa, hihaswaqs./ They, the men,…
hoʔé̲d : /hoʔot/ that very one
/hoʔot ʔa sleʔa honks./ That very one saw him.
hok : /hok/ that one (narrative)
/čoy ʔat hok sqʼolpga./ So now he was lying down.
hok sa : /hok sa/ they (narrative)
hoktʼa : /hoktʼa/ that one. Rare; use unknown.
/hoktʼa ʔa doˑ gena./ That’s the one going there.
homʼas : /homʼas/ thus, in that fashion, that way
/homʼas ʔa geˑ gisčipga./
He came walking in that fashion.
̣
hon : /hon/ that, that one (usually for inanimate objs.)
/hon ʔa noˑ sleʔaˑ./ I saw it.
/loy ʔins hon boˑl!/ Give me that ball!

honpči : /hompči/ one like that
/hompči ʔan sanʼaˑWawli./ I want one like that.
hontga : /hontga/ with that
/hontga waˑtʼitga/ with that knife
hontiˑ : /hontiˑ/ from that, a piece of that
/hontiˑ čʼoleˑkstiˑ/ from that meat
hong : /honk/ that, it. Often found in sequences of particles with no easily translatable meaning.
/čoy sa honk ʔat goWasga./ So then they went off.
hongist : /hongist/ that one [o]. Rare:
/hongist ʔan ʔibeˑlʼa./ I take care of him.
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honglʼm : /honklʼam/ that one’s, his, hers, its
/geˑ ʔa honklʼam lačʼas./ This is his house.
/honklʼamksi/ his place
se̲hongpči : /sohangapči/ alike
/sohangapči ʔa geˑ wewk./ These roots are alike. the same.
hongs : /honks/ him, her, it [o]
/honks ʔan siwga./ I killed him.
hongyʼasm : /honkyʼasam/ their
/noˑ ʔa honkyʼasam weˑwʼanʼs sleʔa./ I saw their women, wives.
hongyʼass : /honkyʼas/ them [o]
/honkyʼas hoˑt lwela./ He killed them.
honkant : /honkant/ in that
/honkant baˑksdat ʔiwiˑga./
̣ (He) put (it) in that box.
honkantga : /honkantga/ with that
/honkantga waˑtʼitga/ with that knife (apparently the same as /hontga/)
honkantiˑ : /honkanti/ from that
/honkantiˑ čʼoleˑksti/ from that meat (apparently the same as /hontiˑ/)
hoˑd̲ 4S-v run, jump (sg.) slowly or purposefully. Cf. {hod̲} 4S-v “run, jump (sg.) rapidly.”
hoˑd̲čnʼa : /hoˑččnʼa/ runs slowly
he̲shoˑd̲čnʼa : /hosoˑččnʼa/ makes run along slowly
hoˑd̲čibga : /hoˑččipga/ runs slowly toward
hoˑd̲kanga : /hoˑkkanga/ runs around
he̲shoˑd̲kanga : /hosoˑkkanga/ causes to run around; rides a horse around
hoˑd̲ r̲kyamna : /hoˑkkakyamna/ runs slowly around and around something
hoˑd̲kʼiˑčʼa : /hoˑkkʼiˑčʼa/ turns around, runs and turns
hoˑd̲lamna : /hoˑllamna/ runs slowly along behind

hoˑd̲lčʼwy : /hoˑllačʼwi/ runs purposefully right up to
hoˑd̲lʼaˑlʼa : /hoˑlʔaˑlʼa/ runs slowly into a fire; idiom: follows a person’s successive movements, visits
places where a person has been previously
hoˑd̲pbeˑl i ̲\ʼa : /hoˑpbeˑlʼa/ runs back and forth
he̲shoˑd̲pbeˑl i ̲\ʼa : /hosoˑpbeˑlʼa/ causes to run back and forth
se̲hoˑd̲pbeˑl i ̲\ʼa : /sohoˑpbeˑlʼa/ run back and forth to each other
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hoˑd̲tln̲čnʼa : /hoˑttlančnʼa/ runs purposefully alongside
hoˑd̲tʼleˑgị : /hoˑttʼleˑgi/
̣ runs slowly over a mountain
hoˑd̲wiˑdga : /hoˑwwiˑtga/ runs someplace and back
hoˑd̲wʼiˑna : /hoˑʔiˑna/ runs among. into mud
hoˑd̲ygị : /hoˑyiˑgi/
̣ runs over, jumps over
he̲shoˑd̲ r̲yeˑgị : /hosoˑyyeˑgi/
̣ makes someone run, jump, back and forth over
hoˑd̲yʼaˑYa : /hoˑyʔaˑYa/ runs, jumps in front of slowly or purposefully
hoˑs see hosʔ think, feel, remember
i
i 4sa [nominative]. Also iˑ. Cf. {a} 4sa [objective]. See Sec. 731.
dičʼiˑ : /dičʼiˑ/ good [n]
/geˑ ʔa dičʼiˑ lačʼas./ This is a good house.
domiˑ : /domiˑ/ many [n]
/domiˑ ʔa maqlaqs wawʼaˑpga./ Many people are sitting.
qʼoyčʼi : /qʼoyčʼi/ bad [n]
/Naˑs qʼoyčʼi hiswaqs noˑs sditga./
̣ A bad man cheated me.
woniˑbi : /woniˑbi/ four [n]
/woniˑbi ʔa naˑt gepgabli./ Four of us are returning.
i 25sv during, while. See Secs. 382 and l045. This morpheme indicates that the action of its verb is
performed at the same time as the action of the indicative verb.
gᵛadbn̲oˑlsi : /gatbnoˑlsi/ when … finishes arriving
/gatbnoˑlsi ʔans hok gatba./ When I had arrived, he arrived.
gankangsi : /gankanksi/ while … hunts
/gankanksi ʔa gen gawʼal noˑ./ While (he) was hunting, I found this.
gisi : /gisi/ while … being

/moˑyʼeˑnʼs gisi selwal./ While (I) was grown up, (they) fought the war.
swin̲ysi : /swiˑsi/ while … singing
/swiˑsi ʔans hoˑt geqa./ While I was singing, he went out.
i 23sv [imperative singular]. Also a, iˑk, and ∅. See Sec. 371.
ʔᵛebgi! : /ʔepgi!/ bring a long obj.!
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ʔᵛoyeˑg! : /ʔoyeˑk!/ lift a long obj.!
čʼliwkʼy! : /čʼliwkʼi!/ close (mat, curtain) with the fingers!
gᵛen̲! : /gen!/ go!
lᵛawl! : /lawal!/ put a round obj. on top!
sʔedw! : /sʔedoˑ!/ count!
sleˑča̲iˑk! : /sleˑčiˑk!/ go and see!
wotʼwča! : /wotʼoˑča!/ throw a long obj.!
igamn
see ogamn
upstream, up
̣
̣
igog
̣ 10sv inside, into a container, receptacle. Also gog.
̣ See Sec. 352.
lᵛigoga
: /ligoga/
puts a round obj. inside
̣
̣
lᵛigogi!
: /ligogi!/
put a round obj. inside!
̣
̣
nʼiqgoga
: /nʼiqgoga/
puts a hand into, inside
̣
̣
yangoga
: /yangoga/
puts a few nonround objs. into a container (as arrows into a quiver, flowers into
̣
̣
a vase)
iǰqʼ see čʼiqʼ squash by pressure
ik see ek [first person singular hortatory:] let me…!
ikL 10sv on top, on a vehicle, down on top, onto a pile. Also kL. Cf. {eLa̲} 10sv “onto, onto a
surface” and {eLWn̲} 10sv “down, on top of, along the top.” Note also the use of {ikL} in
counting objects of different shapes. See Secs. 352 and 1031.
ʔᵛikLa : /ʔikLa/ puts a long obj. down on, onto a vehicle, pile (intr. also); one more long obj. above
a decade in counting (see Sec. 1031.)
/tewnʼipʼant Naˑs ʔikLa/ ten and one (long obj.): eleven
čʼlᵉikLa : /čʼlekLa/ puts a massive obj. down on, on a vehicle, pile. (intr. also).
ʔikLa : /ʔikLa/ puts pl. objs. down on, onto a vehicle, pile (intr. also); pl. objs. above a decade in
counting
/tewnʼipʼant tonʼip ʔikLa/ fifteen
r̲eʔ̲ ikLa : /ʔiʔakLa/ d. put on top, on a vehicle
se̲ʔikLa : /siʔakLa/ puts onto oneself, onto one’s own (horse, canoe, plate)
ʔikLi! : /ʔikLi!/ put pl. objs. on!
ʔikLiˑa : /ʔikLiˑya/ puts pl. objs. on for someone
ʔikLs : /ʔikLas/ saddle blanket
ksᵛikLa : /ksikLa/ puts a living obj. down on top, onto a vehicle, pile (intr. also); one more living
obj. above a decade in counting
/lapnʼi tewnʼipʼant Naˑs ksikLa lilhanks/ twenty-one deer
lᵛikLa : /likLa/ puts a round obj. down on top, onto a vehicle, pile (intr. also); one more round obj.
above a decade in counting. See lᵛ.
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iw 7-Sv act violently. firmly (?)
čʼliwkʼya : /čʼliwkʼya/ closes an opening (with a blanket, mat) with the fingers
kᵛiwčnʼa : /kiwčnʼa/ pokes an obj. along with a sharp instrument, stick. See kᵛ.
ktiwbaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /ktiwbaˑyʼa/ shoves up against. See kt.
sliwlʼgạ : /sliwlga/
̣ lays down a clothlike obj.
wiwčnʼa : /wiwčnʼa/ knocks down with a long instrument
wiwlʼgạ : /wiwlʼga/
̣ knocks down hard, violently
wiwwanga : /wiwwanga/ knocks down a tree, pole
r̲e\̲ ʼwiwwanga : /wiwʼoˑwanga/ d. knock down
iwyʼg̣ 10sv into a container, sack, receptacle. Also wyʼg.̣ Apparently the same as {igog}
in meaning.
̣
See Sec. 352.
ʔiwyʼgạ : /ʔiwiˑga/
̣ puts pl. objs. into a container, (intr. also).
r̲eʔ̲ iwyʼgạ : /ʔiʔoˑyga/
̣ d. put pl. objs. into
ʔiwyʼg!̣ : /ʔiwyʼaq!/ put in pl. objs.!
ʔiwyʼgbli
̣ : /ʔiwyʼaqbli/ puts pl. objs. back in
ksᵛiwyʼgạ : /ksiwiˑga/
̣ puts a living obj. into a container
r̲ r ̲ek̲ sᵛiwyʼgạ : /ksiksoˑyga/
̣ d. put a living obj. in
lᵛiwyʼgạ : /liwiˑga/
̣ puts a round obj. into a container. (intr. also)
lᵛiwyʼgča̲
̣ bga : /liwyʼaqčʼapga/ just put a round obj. into a container and came away
iWpʼ see čʼiWpʼ bend
iˑ 21sv [benefactive:] for the sake of. Also iˑy. See Sec. 367.
ʔikLiˑa : /ʔikLiˑya/ puts pl. obj. onto for someone
čʼiqn̲bliiˑa : /čʼiqambliˑya/ takes liquid outside for someone again. Also recorded /čʼiqambalyiˑya/.
nʼiq r̲ rw
̲ leˑqʼiˑa : /nʼiqoˑwawleˑqʼiˑya/ waves at someone for a purpose (as for signalling)
slᵉebgiˑa : /slepgiˑya/ brings a clothlike obj. for
slᵉebgiˑ! : /slepgiˑ!/ bring a garment for!
siwgiˑys : /siwgiˑyas/ the killing for someone
/gesga
ʔan honks siwgiˑyas./ I can’t kill it for him.
̣

wqatʼlʼglgiiˑwapg
: /wqatlʼaglgiˑwapk/
will come to clear forest for someone
̣
̣
iˑ see i [nominative]
iˑk see i [imperative singular]
iˑk see ek [first person hortatory:] let me…!
iˑsga see y [kinship vocative]
iˑy see iˑ [benefactive:] for the sake of
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ǰ
ǰaging
3S-n north-west. Possibly a place name rather than a direction term.
̣
ǰagings
: /ǰaginks/
north-west
̣
̣

ǰaglo
̣ 3Sn sagebrush (Kunzia tridentata). Called “buck-brush” by the informants. The seeds of this
plant were boiled and the liquid drunk by women wishing to ensure fertility. Informants related
several cases of elderly women whose fertility was restored by this medicine.
ǰaglo
̣ : /ǰaglo/
̣ sagebrush (sp.)
ǰaqno 3S-n fish duck. Possibly contains {nʼo} 3S-n “head”?
ǰaqnos : /ǰaqnos/ fish duck
ǰaqʼ 7-Sv ring, make a ringing noise (as by pounding one stone against another). Cf. {čaqʼ} 7-Sv
“rattle, jingle.”
n r̲é ̲ r̲ǰaqʼkʼys : /nǰaqǰaqkʼis/ “Ringing-Instrument” (place name: a large rock with a depression in it.
When this depression was pounded with another rock, a wind arose.)
nǰaqʼliˑna : /nǰaqʼliˑna/ strikes a glancing blow on the edge with a round instrument and makes a
ringing noise
nǰaqʼsgoˑts : /nǰaqsgoˑts/ “weather-rock” (“Ringing-off-of-Instrument”). This is a rock possessed by
LK with depressions carved in all four sides. When a rock was struck in one of these
depressions, a wind arose from that direction. For a complete description see Carlson (1959).
ǰaˑ 3Sn jar. From English.
ǰaˑ : /ǰaˑ/ jar
ǰaˑnama 3Sn Chinese. From English.
ǰaˑnama : /ǰaˑnama/ Chinese person
ǰegle
̣ 3Sn blood
ǰegle
̣ : /ǰegle/
̣ blood

/ǰegle
̣ bil/ bloody; only blood
ǰeglea̲
bleeds
̣ la : /ǰeglela/
̣
r̲eǰ̲ eglea̲
d. bleed
̣ la : /ǰeǰaglela/
̣
sne̲ǰeglea̲
makes bleed
̣ la : /sneǰaglela/
̣

ǰekʼ 7Sv be annoyed, bothered, disturbed. Only in:
r̲éˑ̲ r̲ǰekʼa : /ǰeˑkǰekʼa/ is annoyed, bothered, disturbed
se̲ r̲éˑ̲ r̲ǰekʼa : /seǰeˑkǰekʼa/ is annoyed at oneself
ǰeyl 3Sn jail. From English.
ǰeyl : /ǰeyl/ jail
r̲eǰ̲ eyl\ʼaˑkʼ : /ǰeǰiˑlʼaˑk/ d. little jails
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ǰig 3-S-n fish duck, a species seen on the Klamath Marsh. Identification uncertain; d. {ǰaqno} 3S-n
“fish duck”?
r̲é ̲ r̲ǰigs : /ǰikǰiks/ fish duck
ǰigačg 3S-n grasshopper (large sp.). This was roasted and eaten.
ǰigačgys : /ǰigačgis/ grasshopper (sp.)
ǰigin 3Sn chicken. From English.
ǰigin : /ǰigin/ chicken
r̲eǰ̲ igin\ʼaˑkʼ : /ǰičginʼaˑk/ d. little chickens
ǰigmin 3Sn iron; nail. From Chinook Jargon.
ǰigmin : /ǰigmin/ iron; nail
ǰigmin\ʼaˑkʼ : /ǰigminʼaˑk/ little nail; man’s proper name
ǰigye 3S-n place name. Unanalyzable.
ǰigyes : /ǰigyes/ place name
ǰiǰiˑk 3S-n danger, calamity, something bad. Often occurs as an interjection with the sense of “take
care!” or “caution!” Possibly r̲eǰ̲ iˑk, but no distributive or intensive reference and no attesting
forms.
ǰiǰiˑks : /ǰiǰiˑks/ danger, calamity
/ǰiǰiˑks mis giwapk./ Something bad will happen to you.
ǰilaˑ\ʼ 3S-n lights (entrails of an animal)
ǰilaˑ\ʼs : /ǰilaˑʔas/ lights
ǰimaˑ\ʼ 3S-n shinny ball (and shinny ball game). For a description see Spier (1930).
ǰimaˑ\ʼs : /ǰimaˑʔas/ shinny ball, shinny ball game
ǰiqʼ 7Sv tickle, be ticklish. Also ǰiyʼaqiˑqʼ. See Sec. 334.
r̲éˑ̲ r̲ǰiqʼa : /ǰiˑqǰiqʼa/ is ticklish
sne̲ r̲éˑ̲ r̲ǰiqʼa : /sniǰiˑqǰiqʼa/ makes someone ticklish, tickles
he̲sne̲ r̲éˑ̲ r̲ǰiqʼa : /hisnǰiˑqǰiqʼa/ tickle each other
sǰiqʼa : /sǰiqʼa/ prods someone in the ribs
sǰiqʼdamna : /sǰiqdamna/ keeps poking in the ribs
sǰiyʼaqiˑqʼa : /sǰiyʼaqiˑqʼa/ tickles someone
ǰiWeˑ\ʼ 3-S-n bird (sp. unidentified). Said to live in willow clumps along river banks.
Onomatopoetic: its cry is /ǰiW! ǰiW! ǰiWeˑˑˑ!/.
r̲é ̲ r̲ǰiWeˑ\ʼs : /ǰiWǰiWeˑʔas/ bird (sp.)
ǰiyʼaqiˑqʼ see ǰiqʼ be ticklish, tickle
ǰiˑǰiway 3Sn Klamath card game. None of the author’s informants knew how to play it and could
give no further information.
ǰiˑǰiway : /ǰiˑǰiway/ card game
ǰiˑwʼ 7Sv tease by giving a gift and then withdrawing it. Only with {sne̲} 3pv [causative]. RD
thought /ǰiˑwʼa/ was indeed a word but could not translate it.
sne̲ǰiˑwʼa : /sniǰiˑwʼa/ teases by giving a gift and then withdrawing it
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ǰleˑkʼ 7Sv be pretty. Occurs with r̲e ̲ allomorph of { r̲e}̲ 1pv [distributive] only.
ǰleˑkʼa : /ǰleˑkʼa/ is pretty
ǰleˑkʼdk : /ǰleˑkʼatk/ pretty
r̲eǰ̲ leˑkʼdk : /ǰeǰleˑkʼatk/ d. pretty
ǰolg 3-S-n larkspur. Only in:
r̲é ̲ r̲ rǰ̲ olgsʔm : /ǰolkǰolksʔam/ larkspur
ǰoqʼ 7-Sv wash (body, dishes, fruit). Cf. also {dmetčʼ} 7Sv “wash (clothes, hair),” {saǰaqw} 7Sv
“wash (hands)” and {stabačkʼ} 7Sv “wash.” The areas of semantic reference are not clear.
wǰoqʼa : /wǰoqʼa/ washes (body, fruit, dishes)
se̲w r̲e ̲ r̲ǰoqʼa : /soˑǰaqčqʼa/ washes oneself hard
wǰoˑqʼa : /wǰoˑqʼa/ washes pl.
r̲ew
̲ ǰoˑqʼa : /woˑǰoˑqʼa/ d. wash pl.
se̲wǰoˑqʼa : /soˑǰoˑqʼa/ washes oneself
ǰoy 7S-v be reddish, sorrel, roan, pinkish
ǰoˑydgi : /ǰoˑytgi/ turns reddish
r̲é ̲ r̲ǰoylʼi : /ǰoyǰoylʼi/ pink, reddish, sorrel, roan; sp. of sorrel (Rumex acetocella)
ǰoyǰig 3S-n strawberry. Possibly contains {ǰoy} 7S-v “be reddish”?
ǰoyǰigs : /ǰoyǰiks/ strawberry
ǰoyǰigs\ʼa̲la : /ǰoyǰikslʼa/ gathers strawberries
ǰoyoˑ 7S-v spark, be red-hot
ǰoyoˑdgi : /ǰoyoˑtgi/ becomes too hot
ǰoyoˑlʼgạ : /ǰoyoˑlga/
̣ is red-hot

ǰoyoˑtn̲a : /ǰoyoˑta/ spark jumps on
ǰoyoˑykiˑna : /ǰoyoˑykiˑna/ spark jumps out of a fire
r̲eǰ̲ oyoˑykiˑna : /ǰoǰyoˑykiˑna/ d. sparks jump out
ǰoyoˑbibig sne
ǰoyoˑbig 3S-n water skater (insect). PO gave this form; BL gave ǰoyoˑbibig. See Sec. 430.
ǰoyoˑbigs : /ǰoyoˑbiks/ water skater (insect). Or: ǰoyoˑbibigs : /ǰoyoˑbibiks/.
ǰqʼ see čʼiqʼ squash by pressure
k
k 3sd [narrative]. See Sec. 623. Only in:
hok : /hok/ that one [narrative]
/čoy hok lis gatba./ And then he arrived.
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hok sa : /hok sa/ they [narrative]
/hok sa ʔa qʼay gatbambli./ They have not returned
k see hak [emphatic]
k see ek [first person hortatory:] let me. !
kᵛ 4S-v act with a pointed instrument (stick, spear)
kᵛᵛqoˑtYeˑn i ̲\ʼa : /koqoˑtYeˑnʼa/ scrapes around inside with a pointed instrument
kᵛawsYeˑn i ̲\ʼa : /kawsYeˑnʼa/ pokes around blindly inside with a pointed instrument
kᵛčʼaˑqʼa : /kačʼaˑqʼa/ whips up a mixture (batter, dough)
kᵛčʼiwʼa : /kičwʼa/ pokes in the eye with a sharp instrument (not so as to blind; cf. {pʼačʼ})
se̲kᵛčʼiwa : /sikačwʼa/ pokes oneself in the eye
kᵛčʼoˑsdiˑla : /kočʼoˑsdiˑla/ mops underneath. See čʼlos.
kᵛeqn̲a : /keqa/ pokes a sharp instrument through, pierces (as ears, leather)
kᵛe r̲q n̲nʼa : /keqqaqanʔa/ pierces in and out
r̲ek̲ ᵛeqn̲a : /kekqa/ d. pierce
kᵛeqn̲bgs : /keqampks/ pierced, being pierced
/keqampks momʼoˑwač/ pierced ear(s)
kᵛiwčnʼa : /kiwčnʼa/ pokes an obj. along with a sharp instrument
se̲kᵛiwčnʼa : /sikoˑčnʼa/ supports oneself on a stick, crutch
se̲kᵛiwčnʼoˑts : /sikoˑčnʼoˑts/ crutch
kᵛiwdangạ : /kiwdanga/
̣ puts two pointed instruments together
kᵛiwdgnʼa
̣ : /kiwdaqnʼa/ puts something into someone’s mouth with a sharp instrument
se̲kᵛiwdgnʼa
̣ : /sikoˑdaqnʼa/ puts something into one’s own mouth
se̲kᵛiwdgnʼoˑts
: /sikoˑdaqnʼoˑts/ fork
̣

kᵛiwkanga : /kiwkanga/ waves a pointed instrument around
kᵛiwkʼaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /kiwkʼaˑyʼa/ puts something up high with a pointed instrument; raises a flag
kᵛiwkʼčʼwy : /kiwkʼačʼwi/ pokes a sharp instrument into a tight place; picks someone’s teeth

kᵛiwkʼya : /kiwkʼya/ pokes something shut with a sharp instrument; pokes someone in the buttocks
r̲ek̲ ᵛiw r̲kʼya : /kikoˑkʼakʼya/ closes pl. d. repeatedly with a sharp instrument
r̲ek̲ ᵛiwkʼyoˑla : /kikoˑkʼyoˑla/ props d. open with a sharp instrument
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kᵛ (continued)
kᵛiwliˑna : /kiwliˑna/ removes with a pointed instrument
kᵛiwliˑnoˑts : /kiwliˑnoˑts/ deerhorn scraper
kᵛiwLy : /kiwLi/ pokes something inside with a sharp instrument
kᵛiwlʼaˑlʼa : /kiwlʼaˑlʼa/ pokes into the fire; roasts a piece of meat on a stick
kᵛiwsga : /kiwsga/ pokes off with a pointed instrument
kᵛiwtqʼaga : /kiwtqʼaga/ pokes up out with a pointed instrument; digs camas
kᵛiwykiˑna : /kiwiˑkiˑna/ pokes something out of fire, water, with a pointed instrument
kᵛiwykiˑns : /kiwiˑkiˑns/ “Taking-out-of-Water-with-a-Pointed-Instrument” (place name)
kᵛLeˑkanga : /keLeˑkanga/ sweeps things around with a pointed instrument; pitches hay
kᵛLeˑykiˑna : /keLeˑykiˑna/ sweeps out of water, fire, with a pointed instrument
kᵛLoˑyeˑn i ̲\ʼa : /koLoˑyeˑnʼa/ stirs (mixture)
r̲ek̲ ᵛLoˑyeˑn i ̲\ʼa : /kokLoˑyeˑnʼa/ d. stir
kᵛlʼaˑkʼa : /kalʼaˑkʼa/ scribbles on, marks with a pointed or sharp instrument. See lʼaˑkʼ.
kᵛosga : /kosga/ brushes off with a pointed instrument
kᵛoyeˑn i ̲\ʼa : /koyeˑnʼa/ pokes a pointed instrument inside
kᵛpatʼdangạ : /kapatdanga/
̣ pins, nails together. See patʼ.
kᵛpʼačʼa : /kapčʼa/ pokes out someone’s eye, blinds with a pointed or sharp instrument. See pʼačʼ.
kᵛqʼeˑčʼa : /keqʼeˑčʼa/ scratches with a pointed instrument
r̲ek̲ ᵛqʼeˑčʼa : /kekqʼeˑčʼa/ d. scratch
kᵛtitʼa : /kittʼa/ pokes a hole in a bulging round obj. (as one picks open a boil, punctures a sack of
grain)
kᵛtoˑy i ̲\ʼa : /kotoˑyʼa/ breaks up clods with a sharp instrument, mattock, pick
kᵛtekʼa : /ketkʼa/ pokes a hole through (as through a piece of paper, tearing off a little)
kᵛtʼeˑkʼa : /ketʼeˑkʼa/ pokes pl. holes; pokes to bits
kᵛtʼoˑy i ̲\ʼa : /kotʼoˑyʼa/ digs a row, furrow, with a pointed instrument
r̲ek̲ ᵛtʼoˑy i ̲\ʼa : /koktʼoˑyʼa/ d. dig furrows, rows
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ka 2Sd someone, which, who? See Sec. 630.
ka : /ka/ which?
/ka yʼaynʼa?/ Which mountain?
/ka ʔi sanʼaˑWawli leys?/ Which (round obj.) do you want to take?
kalʼm : /kalʼam/ someone’s, whose?
/kalʼam ʔa geˑ wačʼaˑk?/ Whose dog is this?
kani : /kani/ someone, who? [n]
/kani ʔi gi?/ Who are you?
r̲ek̲ ani : /kakni/ d. some people, who?
/kakni ʔa hoˑt sa?/ Who are they?
kant : /kant/ someone, whom, which [o] [ref]
/hoˑt ʔa gida gayahʔa, kant sa qmaqpga./ He’s hiding here, whom they are looking for.
kanʼs : /kanʼs/ someone, whom? [o]
/noˑ ʔa sleʔa kanʼs./ I saw someone.
kat : /kat/ someone, who, which [ref]
/hoˑt ʔa dičʼiˑ, kat hoˑt gepga čʼosak./ He is good, who always comes.
kayaˑnWa : /kayaˑnWa/ which of two?
/kayaˑnWa ʔi sanʼaˑWawli?/ Which do you want?
r̲ek̲ ayʼasm : /kakyʼasam/ some people’s, whose?
/kakyʼasam ʔa geˑ weˑwʼanʼs?/ Whose women (wives) are these?
r̲ek̲ ayʼass : /kakyʼas/ some people, whom [o]
/kakyʼas ʔi sʔewanʔa?/ To whom did you give?
kaklaˑwʼ 3-S-n yellow-headed blackbird
r̲é ̲ r̲kaklaˑwʼs : /kakkaklaˑwʼas/ yellow-headed blackbird
r̲é ̲ r̲kaklaˑwʼkʼa : /kakkaklaˑwkʼa/ little blackbird
kal 7S-v be sharp. This meaning was known to only one informant, although the place name /
kalwʼaˑlʼ/ was known to all. Only in:
r̲é ̲ r̲kallʼi : /kalkalʔi/ sharp

kalwʼaˑlʼ : /kalwʼaˑlʼ/ “Sharp-on-the-End” (place name)
kang see okang around, here and there
kap 3Sn cup. From English
kap : /kap/ cup
r̲ek̲ ap\ʼaˑkʼ : /kakpʼaˑk/ d. little cups
kaW 7S-v be brown
kaˑWdgi : /kaˑWtgi/ turns brown
r̲é ̲ r̲kaWlʼi : /kaWkaWlʼi/ brown
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kawʼ 7-Sv hurt someone on a spot already sore
ktkawʼa : /tkawʼa/ hits someone on a spot already sore
skawʼa : /skawʼa/ stabs, pricks someone on a spot already sore, reopens an old wound
se̲\ʼyᵛkawʼa : /sayʼakwʼa/ hurts oneself again on a sore spot
kay 3Sn rabbit (probably Lepus campestris)
kay : /kay/ rabbit
r̲ek̲ ay\ʼaˑkʼ : /kakyʼaˑk/ d. little rabbits
kbeˑw see tbeˑw order, command
kčal 7S-v shine, glow
kčalčnʼa : /kčalčnʼa/ goes along shining
kčalqn̲a : /kčalqa/ shines through
sne̲kčalqn̲a : /snakčalqa/ causes to shine through
kčalqn̲bli : /kčalqambli/ shines through again
kčalqn̲nʼa : /kčalqanʔa/ shines through again and again
kčalqn̲ys : /kčalqis/ sunshine
kčalwa : /kčalwa/ shines in water; reflects
kčalwys : /kčalwis/ reflection
kčalwi : /kčalwi/ shines, glows
sne̲kčalwi : /snakčalwi/ makes something shine
kčaˑkʼ 7Sv be limber. Cf. also {wlʼiˑqʼ} 7Sv with apparently the same meaning. Only in:
kčaˑkʼa : /kčaˑkʼa/ is limber (as a wand, switch, spring)
kčečʼ 7S-v toddle, shuffle
kčečʼčnʼa : /kčeččnʼa/ toddles along, shuffles with tiny steps
kčečʼkanga : /kčečkanga/ shuffles around
kčečʼwa : /kčečʼwa/ shuffles around in water, flat place
r̲ r ̲ek̲ čečʼ r̲wa : /kčekččʼoˑwa/ d. toddle around in water (as children at the beach)
kčinʼ 7Sv bake in ashes (as roots, bread)
kčinʼa : /kčinʼa/ bakes in ashes
kčinʼi! : /kčinʼi!/ bake!
kčʼen̲ 7Sv prick (thorn)
kčʼen̲a : /kčʼena/ pricks
r̲ r ̲ek̲ čʼena : /kčʼekčʼa/ d. prick
se̲kčʼen̲a : /sekčʼa/ pricks oneself
kčʼen̲ys : /kčʼeys/ thorn prick, wound
r̲ r ̲ek̲ čʼen̲ys : /kčʼekčʼis/ thorn
r̲ r ̲ek̲ čʼen̲ysʔm : /kčʼekčʼisʔam/ thistle (sp.)
kčʼi 7S-v crawl
kčʼičʼn̲a : /kčʼičʼa/ just crawled away
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kčʼi (continued)
r̲ r ̲ek̲ čʼičʼn̲a : /kčʼikčʼa/ d. just crawled away
kčʼidbn̲a : /kčʼitba/ arrives crawling, crawls home
kčʼi r̲dga : /kčʼitdatga/ is on all fours
kčʼidgl : /kčʼitgal/ crawls out of bed, up from a reclining position
kčʼidiˑla : /kčʼidiˑla/ crawls underneath
kčʼi r̲diˑla : /kčʼitdiˑla/ crawls around under
kčʼir r̲diˑla : /kčʼitdatdiˑla/ keeps crawling around and around under
kčʼikyamna : /kčʼikyamna/ crawls around something
kčʼi r̲kyamna : /kčʼikkakyamna/ keeps crawling around something
kčʼikʼaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /kčʼikʼaˑyʼa/ crawls up high
kčʼikʼiˑm i ̲\ʼa : /kčʼikʼiˑmʼa/ crawls around the edges, around in a circle (as a spider in its web)
kčʼilamna : /kčʼilamna/ crawls along behind
kčʼiliˑna : /kčʼiliˑna/ crawls off the edge
kčʼi r̲ rl̲ iˑna : /kčʼillalliˑna/ keeps crawling along the edge
kčʼilYn̲čʼn̲a : /kčʼilYančʼa/ just crawled along the edge of a winding bank, a mountainside, cliff
kčʼiLa̲bga : /kčʼiLapga/ is crawling on a surface, on the floor
kčʼi r̲LWn̲nʼa : /kčʼiLLaLLoˑnʔa/ crawls along the top
kčʼiLy : /kčʼiLiˑ/ crawls inside, into the house
kčʼilʼgạ : /kčʼilga/
̣ gets down on all fours
kčʼimni : /kčʼimni/ crawls up, into a tree
se̲kčʼipbeˑl i ̲\ʼa : /sikčʼapbeˑlʼa/ crawls back and forth
kčʼiqaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /kčʼiqaˑyʼa/ crawls in the bushes, woods, hair
r̲ r ̲ek̲ čʼi r̲qaˑy i ̲\ʼkanga : /kčʼikčʼaqqaˑyikanga/ d. keep crawling around here and there in the bushes
kčʼisg̣ n̲a : /kčʼisga/
̣ crawls through a tube
kčʼiteˑga : /kčʼiteˑga/ crawls deep into
kčʼitn̲nʼa : /kčʼitanʔa/ crawls onto repeatedly
kčʼitqʼaga : /kčʼitqʼaga/ crawls up out (of a hole, water)
kčʼitʼleˑgị : /kčʼitʼleˑgi/
̣ crawls over a mountain, into another room
r̲ r ̲ek̲ čʼi r̲tʼleˑgị : /kčʼikčʼattʼatʼleˑgi/
̣ d. keep crawling over (as soldiers)
kčʼiwl : /kčʼiwal/ crawls on top of
kčʼi r̲wl : /kčʼiwwal/ crawls around on top
kčʼiwlbga : /kčʼiwlapga/ is crawling on top
kčʼi r̲yamna : /kčʼiyyamna/ crawls around
kčʼiyeˑga : /kčʼiyeˑga/ starts to crawl
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kčʼiygaga
: /kčʼiˑgaga/
crawls out of water
̣
̣
kčʼiykaga : /kčʼiˑkaga/ crawls away and escapes
kčʼiykiˑna : /kčʼiˑkiˑna/ crawls out of water, fire
kčʼiqʼ 7Sv click to a horse. The informant made a one-sided lateral click. Only in:
r̲ r ̲ek̲ čʼiqʼa : /kčʼikčqʼa/ makes clicking sounds to a horse (to hurry him or reassure him)
kekʼ 7-Sv act on the back, puncture, make a hole through
ktkekʼa : /tkekʼa/ hits, kicks on the back
nᵛkekʼa : /nekkʼa/ burns through the back (intr.)
snᵛkekʼa : /snekkʼa/ burns through the back of something
pʼaws nᵛkekʼs : /pʼaws nekkʼas/ “Diaphragm-Burnt-Through” (place name: Mount Harrison. Named
after a man who went there on a power quest and returned dazed and able to utter only these two
words,)
skekʼa : /skekʼa/ punctures, stabs a hole through the back, top of an obj.
skeˑkʼa : /skeˑkʼa/ punctures pl.
wkekʼa : /wkekʼa/ strikes on the back with a long instrument; punctures a surface with a long
instrument (as a can, ice)
r̲ r ̲ew
̲ keˑkʼa : /wkewkeˑkʼa/ d. puncture pl.; d. strike pl. on the back
yᵛkekʼa : /yekkʼa/ kicks, pushes on the back
r̲ey̲ ᵛkeˑkʼa : /yeykeˑkʼa/ d. kick, push pl. on the back
kelm 3S-n place name. Unanalyzable. Only in:
kelms : /kelmas/ place name: Mount Calimus
ken̲ 7Sv snow
ken̲a : /kena/ snows
sne̲ken̲a : /sneka/ makes it snow
ken̲diˑla : /kendiˑla/ snows underneath; snow lies under
ken̲kʼaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /kenkʼaˑyʼa/ snow falls, lies high up (as on branches, on a mountain summit)
ken̲kʼya : /kenkʼya/ snow closes, blocks
ken̲lʼgạ : /kellga/
̣ snow falls, stops falling
ken̲qaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /kenqaˑyʼa/ snow falls, lies among trees, in the hair
ken̲qʼya : /kenqʼya/ snow falls, lies in the road
ken̲wa : /kenwa/ snow falls, lies in water, flat place
ken̲wl : /kenwal/ snow falls, lies on top
ken̲wʼaˑlʼa : /kenwʼaˑlʼa/ snows on the end of; idiom: rains and then turns to snow
ken̲yeˑga : /kenyeˑga/ starts to snow
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ken̲ys : /keys/ snow; to snow
ken̲Y n̲čʼn̲a : /kenYančʼa/ snows along a mountainside
kespʼ 7Sv pant for breath
r̲é ̲ r̲ rk̲ espʼa : /kespkespʼa/ pants for breath
sne̲ r̲é ̲ r̲ rk̲ espa : /snekaspkespa/ makes one pant for breath
kew i ̲\ʼ 7-Sv puncture. Cf. {kekʼ} 7-Sv which has an overlapping semantic range.
nkew i ̲\ʼa : /nkewʼa/ makes a hole in a surface with a round instrument
skew i ̲\ʼa : /skewʼa/ punctures a surface, stabs a hole through
skeˑw i ̲\ʼa : /skeˑwʼa/ punctures pl.
r̲ r ̲es̲ keˑw i ̲\ʼdk : /skeskeˑwitk/ d. punctured in pl. places
keˑ 7S-v throw, toss a handful, mass of small objs.
keˑbaˑtn̲a : /keˑbaˑta/ throws a handful up against
keˑčnʼa : /keˑčnʼa/ throws a handful away
keˑčnʼoˑts : /keˑčnʼoˑts/ shovel
keˑǰqʼa : /keˑčqʼa/ throws a handful, mass, onto so as to cover completely (as one shovels manure
onto a field)
keˑkanga : /keˑkanga/ throws a handful around, here and there
r̲ek̲ eˑkanga : /kekeˑkanga/ d. throw handfuls; idiom: throws a pinch of food to the four directions as
an offering to the spirits before eating
keˑLWn̲a : /keˑLWa/ throws a mass, handful, along the top
keˑlʼgạ : /keˑlga/
̣ throws down a handful
keˑ r̲lʼgạ : /keˑlʔalga/
̣ throws down repeated handfuls, shovelfuls
keˑneˑga : /keˑneˑga/ throws a handful, shovelful, mass, down into a hole
keˑtqʼaga : /keˑtqʼaga/ throws a handful up out of; shovels dirt up out of a hole
keˑwa : /keˑwa/ throws a handful into water, flat place
keˑwl : /keˑ wal/ throws a handful on top of
r̲ek̲ eˑwllʼgạ : /kekeˑwallga/
̣ d. throw handfuls up; idiom: wastes, spends prodigally
keˑygị : /keˑygi/
̣ throws a handful, mass, over
keˑykiˑna : /keˑykiˑna/ throws a handful, mass out of water, fire
keˑywwi : /keˑyoˑwi/ throws a handful, mass, around; spreads out (as seeds, manure)
keˑp 3S-n calf. From English.
keˑp\ʼaˑkʼ : /keˑpʼaˑk/ calf (really “little calf”)
r̲ek̲ eˑp\ʼaˑkʼ : /kekeˑpʼaˑk/ calves
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keˑp\ʼaˑkʼa̲la : /keˑpʼaˑklʼa/ calves, has a calf
kikǰam 3Sn handkerchief. Origin dubious; from Chinook Jargon?
kikǰam : /kikǰam/ handkerchief
kikǰam\ʼaˑkʼ : /kikǰamʼaˑk/ little handkerchief
kililkʼ see nkililkʼ be dusty
kin 7S-v march. Cf. also {skin} 7S-v “crawl (snake)”?
kinbga : /kimpga/ are in marching order, in line
kinčnʼa : /kinčnʼa/ march along in a line
kindglčʼn̲a : /kintgalčʼa/ just marched off
kinkyamna : /kinkyamna/ march around some central obj.
kinlʼgạ : /killga/
̣ get into line, fall in
kinmni : /kinmni/ march up, uphill
kinqn̲a : /kinqa/ march out, through
kin r̲q n̲nʼa : /kinqqaqanʔa/ d. parties march in and out
r̲ek̲ inqn̲a : /kikanqa/ d. parties march out
klaˑ 7S-v scuff, abrade badly. Cf. also {kleqʼ} 7S-v and {klot} 7S-v with similar meanings. See Sec.
334.
klaˑliˑna : /klaˑliˑna/ scuffs, skins one’s foot or leg
r̲ r ̲ek̲ laˑliˑna : /klaklaˑliˑna/ d. scuff, abrade
kleqʼ 7S-v scuff off (as a bit of skin, leather). Cf. {klaˑ} 7S-v above.
kleqʼliˑna : /kleqʼliˑna/ scuffs off (a bit of skin, shoeleather)
klot 7S-v scuff the feet. See under {klaˑ} 7S-v above.
klotčnʼa : /klotčnʼa/ scuffs along
klotYeˑn i ̲\ʼa : /klotYeˑnʼa/ scuffs around inside
kloyʼ 7Sv mourn, feel depressed for a long time over someone’s death
r̲ r ̲éˑ̲ r̲kloy\ʼa : /kloˑykloyʼa/ mourns
se̲ r̲ r ̲éˑ̲ r̲kloy\ʼa : /sokloˑykloyʼa/ feels sorry for oneself for a long time after the death of a loved one
kL see ikL on top, on a vehicle, down on top, on a pile
kmᵛ 4S-v act upon a mass of string, ropelike objs.; be wrinkled (a wrinkled surface may be
considered a “mass of ropelike objs.”). Occurs with r̲e ̲ allomorph of { r̲e}̲ 1pv [distributive]
only.
kmᵛelʼgạ : /kmelga/
̣ lays down ropelike objs. (as a tangle of string, hay)
kmᵛeqn̲a : /kmeqa/ takes rope like objs. out, through
kmᵛoyeˑga : /kmoyeˑga/ raises a mass of ropelike objs.
kmᵛqʼol i ̲\ʼlʼgạ : /kmoqallga/
̣ tangles up a ropelike mass
kmᵛqʼoˑl i ̲\ʼa : /kmoqʼoˑlʼa/ crumples up, wads into a ball
kmᵛqʼoˑl i ̲\ʼ r̲bqʼdk : /kmoqʼoˑlipbapqʼatk/ wrinkle-faced. See qʼol i ̲\ʼ.
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knaˑt 3Sn plateau, mesa, table land, flat and barren earth
knaˑt : /knaˑt/ mesa, plateau, barren land, (Texts, 38.242)
knew 7Sv trap, hook fish, Possibly contains {ew} 10sv “in water, flat place,” Occurs only in:
knewa : /knewa/ traps, hooks fish
knewoˑts : /knewoˑts/ fishhook. (Prompted by the illustration in Barrett: p, 286, fig. 3).
kniˑ 13sn 6sp 10sd 10sa 8sl from, people or person from. Also giˑs. See Secs. 458, 541, 671, 761,
and 831.
blaydalʼkniˑ : /blaydalʼkniˑ/ God (“the-One-From-Above”)
čaggeˑnkniˑ
: /čakgeˑnkniˑ/
Rogue River people (or person) (“Serviceberry-Place-People”)
̣
̣
weliˑtankniˑ : /weliˑtankniˑ/ stranger (“one-from-apart”)
weliˑtangiˑsm : /weliˑtangiˑsam/ stranger’s
/weliˑtangiˑsam geˑla/
stranger’s land
̣
weliˑtangiˑsas : /weliˑtangiˑsas/ stranger [o]
/kpočʼambli ʔan weliˑtangiˑsas./ I chased the stranger back.
kok 7-Sv slide down a slope. Only in:
čᵛkokdgị : /čokaktgi/
̣ slides down a slope on one’s rump
sne̲čᵛkokdgị : /snočkaktgi/
̣ slides someone down

kokaswʼa 3Sn diving duck. Possibly r̲ek̲ oswʼa, but no distributive or intensive reference and no
attesting forms. Only in:
kokaswʼa : /kokaswʼa/ diving duck
kol 3S-n badger (Taxidea americana taxus)
kols : /kols/ badger
r̲ek̲ ol\ʼaˑkʼ : /koklʼaˑk/ d. little badgers
kolsʔmksi : /kolsʔamksi/ “Badger’s-Place” (place name)
kols tgᵛews : /kols tgews/ “Badger-Standing-in-Water” (place name)
kolʔa 3Sn seagull (large sp.). Only in:

kolʔa : /kol ʔa/ seagull (sp.)
kom 3Sn [unknown meaning]. Only in;
kom čᵛewys : /kom čewiˑs/ “Kom-Sitting-in-Water” (place name). Also recorded: /komčewiˑs/ in
Texts.
kom i ̲\ʼ 7-Sv split the skull. Cf. {qʼom i ̲\ʼ} 7-Sv “hit on the head with a blunt instrument.”
skom i ̲\ʼtn̲a : /skomta/ cracks someone’s skull on
skoˑm i ̲\ʼ r̲t n̲nʼa : /skoˑmittanʔa/ cracks someone’s skull on repeatedly, breaking the skull
wkom i ̲\ʼa : /wkomʼa/ splits the skull open with a long instrument
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wkom i ̲\ʼdk : /wkomitk/ having a split skull
wkoˑm i ̲\ʼa : /wkoˑmʼa/ splits pl. skulls open
koml 3Sn pelican (Pelecanus erythrorhyncus).Cf. {yaml} 3Sn “pelican” (Modoc).
koml : /komal/ pelican
komlʼaˑkʼ : /komlʼaˑk/ little pelican
kopkʼ 3S-n torch of twisted bark. Only in:
kopkʼs : /kopkʼas/ torch
kos interjection here boy! (to a dog), Usually repeated several times with no discernible intervening
juncture. See Text 7.
koskoskos! : /koskoskos!/ Here boy, here boy!
koslʼ 7Sv be pregnant
kosl\ʼa : /koslʼa/ is pregnant
r̲ek̲ osl\ʼa : /kokaslʼa/ d. are pregnant
sne̲kosl\ʼa : /snokaslʼa/ impregnates
kosl\ʼ! : /kosal!/ get pregnant!
kosl\ʼdk : /kosaltk/ pregnant
r̲ek̲ osl\ʼdk : /koksaltk/ d. pregnant
kowaˑ 3Sn white crane (Herodias egretta). Only in:
kowaˑ : /kowaˑ/ white crane
kowʼe 3Sn frog (Rana pipiens)
kowʼe : /kowʼe/ frog
r̲ek̲ owʼe\ʼaˑkʼ : /kokwʼeʔaˑk/ d. little frogs
koy 3-S-n great-uncle (mother’s mother’s brother); reciprocal: great-nephew, great-niece
bkoyyb : /pkoyiˑp/ great-uncle; great-nephew, great-niece
bkoyysa̲b : /pkoyiˑsap/ great uncles; great-nephews, great-nieces
r̲ék̲ oy! : /kokoy!/ great-uncle!
koyLa 3Sn place name. Unanalyzable. Only in:
koyLa : /koyLa/ place name: Fuego Mountain
koytʼa 2Sl out behind, “out back”
koytʼa : /koytʼa/ out behind
/ʔi čik qyoqsas koytʼa čiˑya./ You live out behind the shaman.
koytʼant : /koytʼant/ out behind
/koytʼant ʔans geˑ čiˑya./ This one lives out behind me.
koˑbi 3Sn coffee. From English.
koˑbi : /koˑbi/ coffee
kpo see tpo drive animals, herd, people
ks see ksi particular place, place of
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ksᵛ 4S-v act upon a living obj. (as upon a baby, animal, etc.)
ksᵛabaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /ksabaˑyʼa/ leans a living obj. against (as one props a drunken person against a wall).
(intr. also)
ksᵛadbn̲a : /ksatba/ arrives with a living obj., brings a living obj. home
ksᵛakʼakweˑga : /ksakʼakweoga/ living obj. gets stuck in (as in a tight passage)
ksᵛakʼaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /ksakʼaˑyʼa/ puts a living obj. up high, hangs someone. (intr. also)
he̲ksᵛakʼaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /hakskʼaˑyʼa/ hangs oneself
ksᵛalamna : /ksalamna/ puts a living being on the back, on a hillside. (intr. also)
čʼaˑgi\ʼaˑkʼ
ksᵛalamns : /čʼaˑqyʼaˑk ksalamnas/ “Little-Boy-Lying-on-the-Hillside” (place name)
̣
ksᵛalʼaˑlʼa : /ksalʼaˑlʼa/ puts a living obj. in the fire, by the fire. (intr. also)
ksᵛamʼaˑčʼa : /ksamaˑčʼa/ puts a living obj. in the end, on the end (as in the bow of a boat). (intr. also)
ksᵛapsa : /ksapsa/ puts a living being on the coals, roasts whole (as a whole fish, a squirrel with its
skin intact). (intr. also)
ksᵛaptneˑgị : /ksaptneˑgi/
̣ puts one more living obj. on top of a full load. (intr. also)
ksᵛaqʼaˑqʼa : /ksaqʼaˑqʼa/ puts a living obj. on the lap, on someone’s neck. (intr. also)
he̲ksᵛaqʼaˑqʼa : /haksqʼaˑqʼa/ puts a living obj. on one’s own lap, around one’s neck
ksᵛawl : /ksawal/ puts a living obj. on top of. (intr. also)
ksᵛawlyeˑga : /ksawlyeˑga/ takes a living obj. up. Also recorded : /ksawalyeˑga/.
gaˑg
ksawalyeˑks/ “Carry-Crow-up-the-Hillside” (place name)
̣ ṣ ksᵛawlyeˑgs : /gaˑqs
̣
ksᵛawnʼa̲a : /ksawnʼa/ living obj. lies propped up (as a person in bed); props up a living obj.
ksᵛawʼaˑlʼa : /ksawʼaˑlʼa/ puts a living obj. on the end. (intr. also)
yaˑs ksᵛawʼaˑlʼs : /yaˑs ksawʼaˑlʼs/ “Willow-on-the-End” (place name). Use of {ksᵛ} here?
ksᵛayahʔa : /ksayahʔa/ hides a living obj.
ksᵛayʼasgạ : /ksayʼasga/
̣ lies in an extended position in sexual intercourse. Cf. lᵛayʼasga.
̣
ksᵛbᵛoga̲a : /sboga/ living obj. lies, exists
r̲ r ̲ek̲ sᵛbᵛoga̲a : /sbospga/ d. lie, exist
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ksᵛ (continued)
ksᵛdgl : /sdagal/ picks up a living obj. Or ksᵛadgl : /ksatgal/.
ksᵛebli : /ksebli/ takes a living obj. back; turns a living obj. over
ksᵛelwy : /kselwi/ puts a living obj. by the fire, by water. (intr. also)
yaˑs ksᵛelwys : /yaˑs kselwis/ “Willow-beside-the-Edge” (place name). Use of {ksᵛ} here?
ksᵛeLa̲bga : /kseLapga/ loads a living obj. onto a vehicle
ksᵛelʼgạ : /kselga/
̣ puts a living obj. down
ksᵛelʼgčʼn̲
̣ a : /kselqčʼa/ just put a living obj. down
ksᵛen̲a : /ksena/ takes a living obj.
ksᵛeqn̲a : /kseqa/ takes a living obj. out, through
ksᵛewa : /ksewa/ puts a living obj. into water, flat place. (intr. also)
tgolʼoˑtsʔm ksᵛews : /tgolʼoˑtsʔam ksews/ “Tgolʼoˑts-Lying-in-Water” (place name)
ksᵛigoga
: /ksigoga/
puts a living obj. into a container (as a baby into a cradle). (intr. also)
̣
̣
ksᵛiǰqʼa : /ksičqʼa/ puts a living obj. on so as to cover, squash. (intr. also)
ksᵛikLa : /ksikLa/ puts a living obj. down on top, onto a vehicle; one more living obj. above a
decade in counting (see Sec. 1031)
wlo ksᵛikLs : /wlo ksikLas/ “Fishnet-Stands-on” (place name). Use of {ksᵛ} here?
ksᵛiwLa̲a : /ksiwLa/ drives, frightens fish into a net
he̲ksᵛiwLa̲a : /hiksoˑLa/ causes fish to go into a net (by drumming on the side of a canoe)
ksᵛiwyʼgạ : /ksiwiˑga/
̣ puts a living obj. into a container. (intr. also.) See iwyʼg.̣
ksᵛodga : /ksotga/ takes a living obj. out of a container
ksᵛodgạ : /ksotga/
̣ takes a living obj. away from
ksᵛodgị : /ksotgi/
̣ puts a living obj. down; puts a living obj. (fish) down upon a roasting stake. (intr.
also)
ksᵛodiˑla : /ksodiˑla/ puts a living obj. underneath. (intr. also)
tgolʼoˑtsʔm ksᵛodiˑlks : /tgolʼoˑtsʔam ksodiˑlks/ “Tgolʼoˑts’-Lying- Underneath-Place” (place name)
ksᵛoga̲t n̲a : /ksokta/ sets a living obj. onto, against; sets a dog on someone
he̲ksᵛoga̲dangạ : /hoksakdanga/
̣ sets dogs upon one another
ksᵛogỵ : /ksogiˑ/
̣ swallows a living obj. (as a fish)
r̲ r ̲ek̲ sᵛogỵ : /ksoksgi/
̣ d. swallow living objs.
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ksᵛ (continued)
ksᵛoLy : /ksoLiˑ/ puts a living obj. inside. (intr. also)
ksᵛosga : /ksosga/ takes a living obj. off of
ksᵛosn̲a : /ksosa/ puts a living obj. deep under water, under earth. (intr. also)
ksᵛoteˑga : /ksoteˑga/ puts a living obj. deep into. (intr. also)
ksᵛoteˑgčʼn̲a : /ksoteˑkčʼa/ just put a living obj. deep into. Note the following idiom:
/ksoteˑkčʼa ʔan gew./ I’m slowly sinking (dying, getting weaker and weaker).
ksᵛotn̲a : /ksota/ puts a living obj. on, baits a hook. (intr. also)
ksᵛowiˑdiˑla : /ksowiˑdiˑla/ puts living objs. in a line underneath. (intr. also.) See owiˑ.
ksᵛowʼeˑtʼa : /ksowʼeˑtʼa/ hangs a living obj. off the edge. (intr. also)
ksᵛoya : /ksoya/ gives a living obj.
r̲ r ̲ek̲ sᵛoy : /ksoksi/ d. give a living obj.
ksᵛoy! : /ksoy!/ give a living obj.!
ksᵛo r̲yamna : /ksoyyamna/ is holding, carrying a living obj. around
ksᵛoyeˑga : /ksoyeˑga/ raises, picks up a living obj. (intr. also)
ksᵛoygị : /ksoygi/
̣ puts a living obj. over. (intr. also)
he̲ksᵛoyʼoˑta : /hoksyʼoˑta/ trades a living obj. (swaps horses, changes a horse from one side of the
harness to the other)
ksegị 7Sv stay with (a relative, friend, etc.), live with someone for an indefinite period. See Text
38.268, ff.
ksegị : /ksegi/
̣ lives with, stays with as a guest
ksept 2-Sa five plus the preceding number (?). Occurs only in compounds. See Sec. 721.
labksept : /lapksept/ seven
ndanksept : /ndanksept/ eight
r̲ r ̲en̲ danksept : /ndandanksept/ eight at a time
ndankseptni : /ndankseptni/ eight [n]
Načksept : /Načksept/ six
Načkseptdank\ʼaˑs : /Načkseptdankʼaˑs/ in six places

ksi 10sn 4sp 8sd 8sa 6sl particular place, place of, place belonging to someone. Also ks, s, si, and
siˑ. Constructions with {ksi} are mostly syntactic locatives, though place names often function
also as nouns. See Secs. 455, 542, 671, 674, 761, 762, 831, and 1044.
ʔᵛodiˑlks : /ʔodiˑlks/ dam (“long-obj.-underneath-place”)
gawm
r̲ rk̲ si : /gawamksaksi/
“Spring-Place” (place name)
̣
̣
loˑLbgmksi : /loˑLapgamksi/ church camp (“believers’-place”) See Sec. 451.
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midansikniˑ : /midansikniˑ/ people, person from your place. Also midanskniˑ : /midanskniˑ/.
ndanniˑks : /ndanniˑks/ Wednesday. See Sec. 762.
r̲et̲ onksʔm : /totanksʔam/ blackberries (“distributive-ropelike-objs.-place-collective”)
yʼamsiˑ : /yʼamsiˑ/ place name: Yamsay
ksiw 7S-v dance. Occur mainly with {elʼg}̣ 12sv “down, to a stop, to the earth,” but occasionally
found with other affixes. Possibly {ksᵛ} 4S-v “act on a living obj.” plus {iw} 7-Sv “do
violently.”
ksiwdglčʼn̲a : /ksiwtgalčʼa/ starts to dance
ksiwlʼgạ : /ksiwlga/
̣ dances
r̲ r ̲ek̲ siwlʼgạ : /ksiksoˑlga/
̣ d. dance
sne̲ksiwlʼgạ : /sniksoˑlga/
̣ makes someone dance
ksiwlʼg̣ a̲t : /ksiwlʼaqt/ can dance
ksiwlʼgčʼnʼa
: /ksiwlʼaqčnʼa/ goes along dancing
̣
ksiwlʼgek!
: /ksiwlgek!/
let me dance!
̣
̣
ksiwlʼgoˑla
: /ksiwlgoˑla/
finishes dancing
̣
̣
ksiwlʼgṣ : /ksiwlʼaqs/ dance
ksiwlʼgsg
: /ksiwlʼaqsgeˑni/
dance place, dance hall
̣ eˑni
̣
̣
kslʼ 10sv on a fire. Rare in the corpus.
pniwkslʼa : /pniwkslʼa/ blows on a fire (to start it)
wLiwkslʼa : /wLiwkslʼa/ fans a fire
kson 3Sn grass, hay
kson : /kson/ grass, hay
kson\ʼa̲la : /ksonlʼa/ gathers hay
ksoneˑmʼi : /ksoneˑmʼi/ haying season
ksonksi : /ksonksi/ “Grass-Place” (place name)
ksoˑnisga 3Sn man’s sister-in-law (man’s wife’s younger sister)

ksoˑnisga : /ksoˑnisga/ man’s sister-in-law. RD gives r̲ r ̲ek̲ soˑnisga : /ksoksoˑnisga/ as the singular
form (Texts, 9.50)?
r̲ r ̲ek̲ soˑnisgaa̲b : /ksoksoˑnisgap/ sisters-in-law
kstʼa 6sn 4sp 8sd 4sl side, on the … side. See Secs. 451, 542, 67l, and 831.
biblankstʼa : /biblankstʼa/ on both sides
biblankstʼant : /biblankstʼant/ on both sides
/hoˑt sa ʔa biblankstʼant noˑs čiˑya./ They live on both sides of me.
honglʼmkstʼa : /honklʼamkstʼa/ on his side
sqeˑdikstʼa : /sqeˑdikstʼa/ on the left side
tgalmakstʼa
: /tgalmakstʼa/
“West-Side” (place name)
̣
̣
woniˑb\ʼokʼksta : /woniˑpʼokkstʼa/ on all four sides
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kt 4S-v hit with the fist, kick. Some forms also glossed “slide” (cf. a similar case with {čᵛ} 4S-v “sit
(sg.).”) Also see Secs. 262, 278, and 331.
ktʔeqʼa : /kʔeqʼa/ slaps with the open palm
ktʔeˑqʼa : /kʔeˑqʼa/ slaps pl. times. See ʔeq.
ktakʼyoˑla : /ktakʼyoˑla/ hits, kicks something open
ktawloˑla : /ktawloˑla/ slides off the top of
ktbolʼa : /kbolʼa/ hits in the stomach. See bolʼ.
ktčamtn̲a : /kčamta/ stubs the toe. See čam.
ktčaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /kčaˑyʼa/ slashes pl. with a blow
ktčičʼtn̲a : /kčičta/ scrapes the shins, foot, on something hard
ktčʼabkʼa : /kčʼapkʼa/ mashes up with a blow
ktčʼasaqʼbqʼa : /kčʼasaqpqʼa/ slaps, taps, in the face. See čʼasaqʼ.
ktčʼawkʼya : /kčʼawkʼya/ slaps on the ear. See čʼaw.
ktčʼay\ʼtn̲a : /kčʼayta/ pinches, stamps on someone’s hand, foot
ktdingoga
: /kdingoga/
stuffs into, tamps into. See din.
̣
̣
kte r̲ rl̲ ʼgạ : /ktelglg
̣ a/
̣ slides down
kten̲a : /ktena/ throws (a spear, dart)
se̲kten̲eˑ\ʼa : /sektneˑʔa/ throws a spear in a competition
se̲kten̲eˑ\ʼs : /sektneˑʔas/ spear, dart

kteqweˑLa : /kteqweˑLa/ slides downhill (as a log, avalanche)
kt r̲e ̲ r̲gaW\ʼa
: /tgaWqwʼa/
knocks on with the fist. See gaW\ʼ.
̣
̣
̣
ktiwbaˑy i ̲\ʼa : /ktiwbaˑyʼa/ shoves up against
ktiwčnʼa : /ktiwčnʼa/ shoves something along
r̲ r ̲ek̲ tiwčnʼa : /ktiktoˑčnʼa/ d. shove along
ktiwdgị : /ktiwtgi/
̣ shoves down
ktiwdiˑla : /ktiwdiˑla/ shoves underneath

ktiwgoga
: /ktiwgoga/
shoves into a container
̣
̣
ktiwkanga : /ktiwkanga/ shoves, pushes around
ktiwkʼčʼwy : /ktiwkʼačʼwi/ shoves something into a tight place, a corner
ktiwkʼya : /ktiwkʼya/ pushes shut (as a door)
ktiwliˑna : /ktiwliˑna/ pushes off the edge
ktiwLy : /ktiwLi/ pushes, shoves something inside
ktiwlʼgạ : /ktiwlga/
̣ pushes down, knocks down
ktiwneˑga : /ktiwneˑga/ pushes into a hole
ktiwqʼaˑqʼa : /ktiwqʼaˑqʼa/ pushes something onto someone’s lap
ktiwwa : /ktiwwa/ pushes into water, flat place
ktiwwlyeˑga : /ktiwwalyeˑga/ pushes up (as a lid from inside, a trapdoor)
ktiwyeˑga : /ktiwyeˑga/ pushes up (as a window)
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kt (continued)
ktiwWasga : /ktiwWasga/ pushes away, shoves off
ktkawʼa : /tkawʼa/ hits someone on a spot already sore
ktkekʼa : /tkekʼa/ kicks on the back
ktLeˑbaˑtn̲a : /kleˑbaˑta/ brushes something up against. See Leˑ.
ktLoˑbaˑtn̲a : /kloˑbaˑta/ brushes an obj. (or a few objs.) up against. See Loˑ.
ktobga : /ktopga/ hits, kicks pl. times
se̲ktobga : /soktapga/ hit each other
ktobgWiˑs : /ktopkWiˑs/ mark of a blow
r̲es̲ e̲ktobgys : /sosaktapgis/ boxer
ktočʼiˑpʼa : /ktočʼiˑpʼa/ slides out of a tubular obj. (as lead out of a pencil)
ktodiˑla : /ktodiˑla/ slides underneath (as underneath a blanket, under ice covering a lake)
ktoga̲a : /ktoga/ hits, kicks once
se̲ktoˑga : /soktoˑga/ hit, kick each other
ktoyw i ̲\ʼa : /ktoywʼa/ hits, kicks pl. objs.
ktoyʼoˑta : /ktoyʼoˑta/ throws at (a spear, dart)
se̲ktoyʼoˑta : /soktyʼoˑta/ throw at each other
ktpopʼa : /kpopʼa/ hits and bloodies someone’s nose
se̲ktpoˑpʼa : /sokpoˑpʼa/ bloody each other’s nose
ktpʼačʼa : /kpʼačʼa/ hits in the eye and blinds
ktpʼaˑčʼa : /kpʼaˑčʼa/ hits pl. times in the eye
ktpʼakʼa : /kpʼakʼa/ shatters with a kick, blow
ktpʼaˑkʼa : /kpʼaˑkʼa/ shatters pl. objs.
ktpʼeqʼa : /kpʼeqʼa/ hits, kicks in the face
ktpʼeˑqʼa : /kpʼeˑqʼa/ hits, kicks pl. in the face
ktqew i ̲\ʼa : /tqewʼa/ breaks with a blow, kick. See qew i ̲\ʼ.

ktqʼoˑm i ̲\ʼa : /tqʼoˑmʼa/ hits, kicks on the head
kttew i ̲\ʼa : /ktewʼa/ breaks a surface with a kick, blow
kttew i ̲\ʼkʼyoˑla : /ktewkʼyoˑla/ breaks open with a blow, kick
kttew i ̲\ʼLy : /ktewLi/ breaks into
kttew i ̲\ʼqn̲a : /ktewqa/ breaks through
ktteˑw i ̲\ʼa : /kteˑwʼa/ breaks pl.
ktteWčʼa : /kteWčʼa/ spanks, slaps. See teWčʼ.
kttitʼa : /ktitʼa/ hits, kicks open a bulging round obj. (as a sack of grain, bladder, etc.)
kttʼabkʼa : /ktʼapkʼa/ mashes up with the hands
kttʼablLy : /ktʼabalhi/ tracks mud inside
kttʼablqn̲a : /ktʼabalqa/ tracks out
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kttʼapʼtn̲nʼa : /ktʼaptanʔa/ pats (as in the sweathouse, to bring out sweat)
se̲kttʼapʼtn̲nʼa : /saktʼaptanʔa/ pats oneself
kttʼaytʼitʼya : /ktʼaytʼitʼya/ slaps on the hand
kttʼeˑkʼa : /ktʼeˑkʼa/ hits, kicks pl. holes in, to bits
r̲ r ̲ek̲ ttʼeˑkʼa : /ktʼektʼeˑkʼa/ d. hit, kick pl. to bits
kttʼeˑqʼa : /ktʼeˑqʼa/ stamps on (as on an insect)
ktʼo 7S-v give a present. There was a custom of taking a gift of food whenever one went visiting.
ktʼočʼn̲a : /ktʼočʼa/ takes a present (just took?)
ktʼodbn̲a : /ktʼotba/ brings a gift, arrives with a gift
r̲ r ̲ek̲ tʼodbn̲a : /ktʼoktʼatba/ d. bring a gift
ktʼoya : /ktʼoya/ gives a gift, present
kwaˑda 3Sn quarter (twenty-five cents). From English.
kwaˑda : /kwaˑda/ quarter
kyamn see akyamn around, surrounding, embracing
kyem 3Sn fish (generic term). This item does not occur with either {ʼaˑkʼ} 6sn [diminutive] or { r̲e}̲
1pn [distributive].
kyem : /kyem/ fish
kyem\ʼa̲la : /kyemlʼa/ fishes
kʼ
kʼ 22sv [instrumental noun formant]. See Sec. 368.
se̲\ʼlᵛikLkʼys : /silʼaklkʼis/ two-horned muller. See lᵛ.
r̲ep̲ eˑwkʼys : /pepeˑwkʼis/ bathing place
snʼogkʼys
: /snʼoqkʼis/ handle
̣
wogkʼys
: /woqkʼis/ cache
̣
kʼ 10sv [unknown meaning]. Only in:

se̲qbᵛočʼkʼa : /soqbačkʼa/ rinses out the mouth
qbᵛčʼoˑskʼa : /qbočʼoˑskʼa/ sucks out of (as marrow from a bone). Cf. qbᵛčʼoˑsa : /qbočʼoˑsa/ sucks on
(as candy). A few more examples may be adduced but are too dubious for certain segmentation.
kʼa see ʼaˑkʼ [diminutive]
kʼačweˑg 10sv in a tight place, corner; stuck. Cf. {akʼčʼwy} 10sv “in a tight place, corner, pocket”
and {akʼakʼweˑg} 10sv “stuck in a hole, tight place.” This form is rare.
nʼiqkʼačweˑga : /nʼiqkʼačweˑga/ has the hand caught in a tight place
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kʼačʼ 7-Sv from earth to sky (?). Only in:
tgᵛ r̲e ̲ r̲kʼačʼa : /tgakʼačkčʼa/ stands reaching from earth to sky (in myth)
kʼačʼ 7-Sv cut off the head, act on the head, break the neck
dmᵛkʼačʼa : /dmakčʼa/ digs on someone’s head for lice
gwᵛkʼačʼa
: /gwakčʼa/
bites off someone’s head
̣
̣
skʼačʼlʼgạ : /skʼačʼlga/
̣ falls and breaks the neck
wkʼačʼa : /wkʼačʼa/ cuts off the head with a long instrument
r̲ r ̲ew
̲ kʼaˑčʼa : /wkʼawkʼaˑčʼa/ d. cut off pl. heads
kʼadaˑ 2Sri that long, that far, as long as, as far as. See Sec. 1024.
kʼadaˑ : /kʼadaˑ/ as long as, as far as, so long, so far
/čoy honk kʼadaˑ maˑns gi ʔat kyem giwapk gida./ So long shall fish be here. (Texts, 18.32)
kʼadaˑdi : /kʼadaˑdi/ as far, as long, so far, so long
/kʼadaˑdi lis ni gen ktiwteˑga./ I pushed it in so far.
kʼadaˑni : /kʼadaˑni/ something that long
/dwaˑ ʔoyyamna kʼadaˑns dwaˑ./ She was carrying something (long obj.), something this long.
(Texts, 10.31)
r̲ek̲ ʼadaˑni : /kʼakdaˑni/ d. that long
/qʼay ni s ʔaywakta kʼakdaˑ ni hok homʼas hak./ I don’t know how long they thus were. (Texts,
38.253)
kʼakweˑg see akʼakweˑg stuck in a hole, tight place
kʼal 3Sn black moss (Alectoria fremontii Tuckerm.). This was soaked overnight, then boiled with
camas and eaten.
kʼal : /kʼal/ black moss
kʼal\ʼ 7-Sv 10sv cut, sever one obj. Also gal and kʼl\ʼ. See Sec. 334.
ginkʼl\ʼa
: /ginklʼa/
makes a mark on with a pointer
̣
̣
lᵛkʼal\ʼa : /laklʼa/ severs one obj. with a round obj. (as with a flint knife)
se̲\ʼlᵛkʼal\ʼa : /salʼaklʼa/ cuts oneself
qdᵛkʼal\ʼa : /qdaklʼa/ cuts off one obj.
se̲qdᵛkʼal\ʼa : /saqdaklʼa/ cuts oneself
r̲ r ̲eq̲ dᵛkʼaˑl\ʼa : /qdaqtkʼaˑlʼa/ d. cut off one obj. each
qʼaLkʼl\ʼa : /qʼaLklʼa/ is injured
qʼaLgalwabg : /qʼaLgalwapk/ will be injured
wkʼal\ʼa : /wkʼalʼa/ cuts, severs with a long instrument
se̲wkʼal\ʼ : /sawkʼal/ cuts oneself
yᵛkʼal\ʼ a : /yaklʼa/ cuts the foot
yᵛkʼal\ʼ! : /yakʼal!/ cut the foot!
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kʼank 2Sri that much, so much, that many, so many. Also kʼann. See Secs. 722 and 1024.
kʼank : /kʼank/ that much, so much
/kʼank ʔis sʔewanʔi!/ Give me that much!
/kʼank ʔams ni loˑlomaq čʼaywapk./ I’ll give you so much wheat.
kʼanna : /kʼanna/ that many, so many [o]
/noˑ ʔa mis kʼanna sʔewanʔa./ I gave you that many (pointing to the amount).
kʼanni : /kʼanni/ that many, so many [n]
/gen naˑt kʼanni čiˑya./ We are so many now.
/kʼanni ʔa gew wač gi./ My horses are that many (indicating on the fingers).
kʼanknʼi : /kʼanknʼi/ that many, so many (days, years, etc.)
/kʼanknʼi ʔiLoˑls ni gida čiˑya./ I have lived here for so many years.
kʼann sle
kʼapnʼa 3Sn baby louse
kʼapna : /kʼapnʼa/ baby louse
r̲ek̲ ʼapnʼa\ʼaˑkʼ : /kʼakʼapnʼaʔaˑk/ d. baby lice
kʼapsdi see aˑkʼapsdi replacing
kʼastʼ 7Sv have a pain in the side under the ribs (from pleurisy, indigestion, running, riding a horse,
etc.)
kʼastʼa : /kʼastʼa/ has a pain in the side
kʼat 3Sn sagebrush-like plant (sp. unknown). This plant is similar to {bolWi} 3Sn “artemisia
tridentata Nutt.,” but was not used as medicine.
kʼat : /kʼat/ plant (sp.)
kʼatʼ 7+Sv chatter (teeth); pull, break a tooth.
r̲é ̲ r̲kʼatʼa : /kʼatkʼatʼa/ teeth chatter
sne̲ r̲é ̲ r̲kʼatʼa : /snakʼatkʼatʼa/ makes the teeth chatter
kʼatʼsga : /kʼatsga/ tooth falls out
r̲ek̲ ʼatʼsga : /kʼakʼatsga/ d. teeth fall out
gwᵛkʼatʼsga
: /gwakʼatsga/
bites and breaks or loosens a tooth
̣
̣
pᵛkʼatʼsga : /pakʼatsga/ pulls a tooth
se̲pᵛkʼatʼsga : /sapkʼatsga/ pulls one’s own tooth
kʼatʼaqʼiˑgị 7Sv have a miscarriage. Possibly contains {oygi}
̣ 10sv “over, above” but there is no
certain analysis.
kʼatʼaqʼiˑgị : /kʼatʼaqʼiˑgi/
̣ has a miscarriage
kʼaw\ʼ 7Sv beat hard, pitter-patter (heart)
r̲é ̲ r̲kʼaw\ʼa : /kʼawkʼawʼa/ heart pitter-patters
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kʼaW\ʼ 7Sv peck
s r̲e ̲ r̲kʼaW\ʼa : /skʼaWkwʼa/ pecks
s r̲e ̲ r̲kʼaW\ʼs : /skʼaWkʼos/ woodpecker (Gatschet: “probably Hylotomus pileeatus”)
s r̲e ̲ r̲kʼaW\ʼˑkʼ : /skʼaWkʼoˑk/ little woodpecker
kʼays 7S-v close a door. Occurs only with {otn̲} 10sv “on, at, against.” This segmentation is actually
unattested but seems necessary in view of similar occurrences with other verbs.
kʼaystn̲a : /kʼaysta/ closes a door
r̲ek̲ ʼaystn̲a : /kʼakʼiˑsta/ d. close a,door, doors
kʼaystn̲a! : /kʼaysta!/ close the door!
kʼaystn̲bli : /kʼaystambli/ closes the door again
kʼaystn̲oˑla : /kʼaystnoˑla/ opens the door
kʼaystn̲ys : /kʼaystis/ door
kʼaystn̲yˑkʼ : /kʼaystiˑk/ little door
kʼaˑ see ʼaˑkʼ [diminutive]
kʼaˑs 3-S-n grandfather (mother’s father); reciprocal: grandchild (man’s daughter’s child)
bkʼaˑsyb : /pkʼaˑsip/ grandfather; grandchild
se̲bkʼaˑsa̲ldk : /sapkʼaˑsaltk/ related to one another as grandfather-grandchild
bkʼaˑsysa̲b : /pkʼaˑsisap/ grandfathers; grandchildren
r̲ek̲ ʼaˑs! : /kʼakʼaˑs!/ Granddad! Grandchild!
kʼaˑy i ̲\ʼ see akʼaˑy i ̲\ʼ up high, hanging up
kʼčʼw see okʼčʼW into water
kʼčʼwy see akʼčʼwy in a narrow place, cupboard, corner, pocket
kʼeččʼa 2Sa little, small. Also kʼič. See Sec. 721.
kʼeččʼa : /kʼeččʼa/ little, small
/kʼeččʼa ʔins deˑWiˑ!/ Leave a little for me!
kʼičkʼaˑni : /kʼičkʼaˑni/ small, little one
/hoˑt ʔa kʼičkʼaˑni hiswaqs./ He’s a small man.
kʼičkʼaˑyʼant : /kʼičkʼaˑyʼant/ in a small one
/kʼičkʼaˑyʼant maksaʔaˑkkʼatdat/ in a small basket
kʼičkʼaˑyantga : /kʼičkʼaˑyʼantga/ with a small one
/kʼičkʼaˑyʼantga dwantga/ with some little thing
kʼičkʼaˑyʼeˑnʼm : /kʼičkʼaˑyʼeˑnʼam/ little one’s
/kʼičkʼaˑyʼeˑnʼam lačʼas/ little one’s house
kʼičkʼaˑyʼeˑnʼs : /kʼičkʼaˑyʼeˑnʼs/ little one [o]
/kʼičkʼaˑyʼeˑnʼs nalk hoˑt slin./ He shot the littlest one.
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kʼekʼeˑč 3Sn vein. Possibly r̲ek̲ ʼeˑč but no distributive or intensive reference and no attesting forms.
Only in:
kʼekʼeˑč : /kʼekʼeˑč/ vein
kʼelmʼa 3Sn 3S-n tear (from weeping). This may have been misrecorded it is perhaps the only item
in the corpus recorded with {s} 24sv 6sn [noun ending] after { r̲e}̲ 1pv 1pn [distributive] but
with no {s} in the singular.
kʼelmʼa : /kʼelmʼa/ tear
r̲ek̲ ʼelmʼas : /kʼekʼalmʼas/ tears
kʼet 2Sri this much, this big, so much, so big. See Sec. 1024.
kʼet : /kʼet/ this much, this big, so much, so big
/čoy kʼet min gillis
sʔewanwapk./ And I will give you this much strength. (Texts, 14.48)
̣
/dam dal ʔi kʼet gmočatk?/ Are you this old, so old?
/kʼet ba ʔans čʼleya./ He gave me one that big (piece of meat).
r̲ek̲ ʼet : /kʼekʼat/ d. this much, this big
/hoˑt sa dak qʼay kʼekʼat bi, laˑbi hok sa lobiˑni./ But they were not so big, those first two. (Texts,
14.71)
kʼetnʼi : /kʼetnʼi/ one this big, this much
/gesga
ʔi hončis kʼetnʼis detnʼiˑt hon hoˑt sa hončnʼa./ You cannot fly as much as they fly. (Texts,
̣
14.22)
kʼewnʼi 2Sra slowly
kʼewnʼi : /kʼewnʼi/ slowly
/ʔat honk kʼewnʼi kčʼitgal./ Now he slowly crawled up (out of bed). (Texts, 4.22)
/moˑ hoˑt kʼewnʼi hoččant./ He can run very slowly.
kʼeˑlʼ 3S-n semen. Only in:
kʼeˑlʼs : /kʼeˑlʼs/ semen
kʼey see nkʼeysań̲ shoot pl.

kʼič see kʼeččʼa little, small
kʼiliˑt 3Sn anus, orifice
kʼiliˑt : /kʼiliˑt/ anus, orifice
kʼiliˑt mʼaˑs i ̲ʼs : /kʼiliˑt mʼaˑsis/ hemorrhoids
kʼin 3S-n yellowjacket. PO gave skʼin.
kʼins : /kʼins/ yellowjacket. Or skʼins : /skʼins/ (PO).
kʼinkʼ 2Sa a few, a little, a small amount. See Sec. 721.
kʼinkʼ : /kʼink/ a few, a small amount
/hoˑt ʔa kʼink sʔewanʔa ʔins./ He gave me a few.
kʼinkʼ\ʼaˑs : /kʼinkʼaˑs/ a few places
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/noˑ ʔa kʼinkʼaˑs gelwipga./ I visited a few places.
kʼinkʼaˑyʼant : /kʼinkʼaˑyʼant/ in a few
/kʼinkʼaˑyʼant babaˑkyʼaˑkkʼatdat/ in a few little boxes
kʼinkʼaˑyʼantga : /kʼinkʼaˑyʼantga/ with a few
/kʼinkʼaˑyʼantga mimʼačwʼaˑkkʼatga/ with a few little spoons
kʼinkʼaˑyʼantiˑ : /kʼinkʼaˑyʼantiˑ/ one of a few, from a few
/hon kʼinkʼaˑyʼantiˑ ʔis Naˑs loy!/ Give me one from among those few (round objs.)!
kʼinkʼaˑyʼeˑnʼm : /kʼinkʼaˑyʼeˑnʼam/ a few’s
/kʼinkʼaˑyʼeˑnʼam hoˑt pʼalla weˑwʼanʼs./ He stole the wives of a few.
kʼinkʼaˑyʼeˑnʼs : /kʼinkʼaˑyeˑnʼs/ a few [o]
/hoˑt ʔa kinkʼaˑyʼeˑnʼs satma./ He invited a few.
kʼinkʼnʼi : /kʼinknʼi/ a few (days, years, etc.), a few times
/hoˑt ʔa kʼinknʼi delhi./ He looked in a few times.
kʼis 3-S-n mother. Also kʼs in one form. Also used for “mother’s sister” (for which a separate term
also exists: see {saˑqʼ}). Children of sisters called each other by sibling terms.
bkʼisa̲b : /pkʼisap/ mother
bkʼisa : /pkʼisa/ mother [o]
bkʼisa̲lbga : /pkʼisalpga/ considers someone to be one’s mother
bkʼisa̲lča̲a : /pkʼisalča/ goes to see one’s mother
bkʼisa̲ldga : /pkʼisaltga/ been to see one’s mother
bkʼisa̲llgi : /pkʼisallgi/ comes to see one’s mother
bkʼism : /pkʼisam/ mother’s
bkʼisysa̲b : /pkʼisiˑsap/ mothers
kʼisyb! : /kʼisiˑp!/ Mommy!
kʼisybm ʔečʼs sitk : /kʼisiˑbam ʔečʼas sitk/ like Mommy’s milk (baby talk). (Texts, 1.45)
sdelakʼsa̲b : /sdelaksap/ “Stella’s-Mother” (woman’s proper name)
kʼiy\ʼ 7Sv lie, tell a falsehood
kʼiy\ʼa : /kʼiyʼa/ lies

kʼiy\ʼiˑa : /kʼiyʼiˑya/ lies on behalf of someone
kʼiy\ʼs : /kʼiˑs/ lie, falsehood
sne̲kʼiy\ʼs\ʼa̲la : /snikʼiˑslʼa/ makes a liar out of
kʼiˑčʼ see akʼiˑčʼ around, revolving, turning
kʼiˑm i ̲ʼ see akʼiˑm i ̲ʼ in a circle, around the inside edge
kʼiˑkʼ seeˑʼaˑkʼ [diminutive]
kʼlᵛ 4S-v act upon fire. Cf. also {slʼᵛ} 4S-v with the same meaning.
kʼlᵛen̲a : /kʼlena/ takes fire away (as a torch, hot coal)
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kʼlᵛikLa : /kʼlikLa/ puts fire down on top of
se̲kʼlᵛikLs : /sikʼlakLas/ cone of bark (of the /ǰaglo/
̣ plant). These cones were placed on arthritic or
rheumatic areas of the body and set on fire. When the cone had burned down, informants
reported, the soreness was gone.
kʼlᵛočʼčnʼa : /kʼloččnʼa/ carries fire along, goes to get a firebrand from a neighbor to relight one’s own
fire
kʼlᵛočʼga̲č a̲a : /kʼločkča/ goes to get a torch, fire
kʼločʼga̲lgi : /kʼločgalgi/ comes to get a torch, fire
kʼlᵛočʼwa : /kʼločʼwa/ fishes by torchlight, “torch-fishes”
kʼlᵛočʼws : /kʼločʼoˑs/ torch for night fishing
kʼl\ʼ see kʼal\ʼ cut, sever one obj.
kʼlečʼ 7Sv hop on one foot. Also kʼlekčʼ (a portmanteau of { r̲e}̲ 1pv [distributive] and {kʼlečʼ}). See
Sec. 334.
kʼlečʼa : /kʼlečʼa/ hops along on one foot
kʼlekčʼa : /kʼlekčʼa/ d. hop along
kʼlekčʼ sle
kʼmok 7S-v stick on (bits of feathers, fur). Only with {otn̲} 10sv “on, at, against.”
kʼmoktn̲a : /kʼmokta/ sticks on bits of fur, feathers
r̲es̲ e̲kʼmoktn̲a : /sosakʼmakta/ d. stick on each other, on themselves
r̲ r ̲ek̲ ʼmoktn̲a : /kʼmokʼmakta/ d. stick on
kʼmoktn̲ys : /kʼmoktis/ feathers on a fishing fly
kʼmʼč see ʔmʼč [augmentative]
kʼnoqʼ 7S-v crouch, lie face down with the elbows and knees drawn up under one’s body
kʼnoqʼbga : /kʼnoqpga/ is crouching down
kʼnoqʼlʼgạ : /kʼnoqʼlga/
̣ crouches down
kʼoččʼa 3Sn bullhead, gudgeon
kʼoččʼa : /kʼoččʼa/ bullhead
r̲ek̲ ʼoččʼa\ʼaˑkʼ : /kʼoˑkʼaččʼaʔaˑk/ d. little bullheads
kʼoččʼalm sʔilgs : /kʼoččʼalam sʔilks/ “Bullhead’s-Well” (place name)

kʼolyʼaˑ 3Sn coyote. Also skʼolyʼaˑ in apparent free variation. Informants stated that this is not a
Klamath word but possibly Chinook Jargon
kʼolyʼaˑ : /kʼolyʼaˑ/ coyote. Or skʼolyʼaˑ : /skʼolyaˑ/.
kʼolyʼaˑ\ʼaˑkʼ : /kʼolyʼaˑʔaˑk/ little coyote
kʼoskʼ 7Sv burp, have gas on the stomach, get the taste of food coming up in the throat. Only in:
r̲ek̲ ʼoskʼa : /kʼokaskʼa/ burps, has gas on the stomach
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kʼotʼ 3S-n flea
kʼotʼs : /kʼotʼas/ flea
se̲kʼotʼs\ʼa̲la : /sokʼatslʼa/ has fleas; picks one’s fleas
kʼoyoˑm i ̲ʼ 7Sv be muddied, stirred up (stream)
kʼoyoˑm i ̲ʼa : /kʼoyoˑmʼa/ a stream is muddied, stirred up
skoyoˑm i ̲ʼa : /skoyoˑmʼa/ muddies a stream
kʼoyoˑm i ̲ʼdk : /kʼoyoˑmitk/ muddied, riled
kʼoY 3S-n louse. Cf. also the next entry.
kʼoYs : /kʼoYas/ louse
kʼoYʼ 7Sv hop, make little jumps
r̲é ̲ r̲kʼoYʼa : /kʼoYkʼoyʼa/ hops, makes little jumps
r̲é ̲ r̲kʼoYʼs : /kʼoYkʼoYs/ brush-rabbit (sp.). Possibly /kʼoYkʼoys/? Recording dubious.
r̲é ̲ r̲kʼoYʼʔmʼč : /kʼoYkʼoYʔamʼč/ big old rabbit
r̲e ̲ r̲é ̲ r̲kʼoYʼkʼa : /kʼokʼiˑhkʼoYkʼa/ d. little brush-rabbits, bunnies
kʼoˑčg 7S-v (?) [unknown meaning]. Only in:
kʼoˑčgoˑts : /kʼoˑčgoˑts/ gristle (found on fish heads)
kʼoˑl 3Sn root (Valeriana). This was baked in pits (d. {bog}̣ 7Sv) and eaten. It is said to have a foul
smell but to be very sweet and tasty,
kʼoˑl : /kʼoˑl/ root (Valeriana)
r̲ek̲ ʼoˑl\ʼaˑkʼ : /kʼokʼoˑlʼaˑk/ d. little Valeriana roots
kʼoˑl\ʼa̲la : /kʼoˑlʔa/ gathers Valeriana roots
kʼoˑl\ʼa̲lča̲a : /kʼoˑlʼalča/ goes to gather Valeriana
kʼoˑn 3-S-n woman’s elder brother. None of the informants were certain of this item except AC. She
equated it with {ʔaˑn} 3-S-n “woman’s elder brother” but confused the issue by adding “greatuncle” in English just after it (Texts, 38.294). BL felt it was “baby-talk” and was used to children
(or by children?) for “elder brother.”
bkʼoˑnyb : /pkʼoˑnip/ woman’s elder brother
bkʼoˑnysa̲b : /pkʼoˑnisap/ woman’s elder brothers
r̲ek̲ ʼoˑnyb : /kʼokʼoˑnip/ elder brother (? perhaps the kinship vocative or even { r̲e}̲ 1pn [distributive]?
Texts, 38.295)
kʼoˑs 7-Sv dishevel, rough up. Only in:
pᵛkʼoˑsa : /pokʼoˑsa/ roughs someone up
kʼs see kʼis mother
kʼw see akʼw across
kʼwatag 3S-n coyote (sp.?) Said to be a type of coyote which hunts rats on the ice in the winterapparently the same as the usual species of coyote except that this has a greyer coat. Possibly just
a separate name for a coyote with its winter fur.
kʼwatags : /kʼwataks/ coyote (sp.?)
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kʼy see akʼy closing; on the buttocks
kʼyak seeˑʼaˑk [diminutive]
kʼyeˑwʼ 7-Sv open the vagina (?). Only in:
pᵛkʼyeˑwʼa : /pekʼyeˑwʼa/ pulls the vagina open
se̲pᵛkʼyeˑwʼa : /sepkʼyeˑwʼa/ stretches one’s own vagina open
l
lᵛ 4S-v act on a round obj.
lᵛabaˑtn̲a : /labaˑta/ puts a round obj. up against, up on shore (as a net full of fish). (intr. also)
lᵛabaˑy i ̲ʼa : /labaˑyʼa/ puts a round obj. diagonally against (as one leans a metate against the wall).
(intr. also)
lᵛadbn̲a : /latba/ arrives with a round obj. brings a round obj. home; drives up in a car, wagon
lᵛakyamna : /lakyamna/ puts a round obj. around a central obj. (as one puts on a finger ring)
se̲ʼlᵛakyamnoˑla : /salʼakyamnoˑla/ takes a round obj. off from around oneself, takes off a ring
lᵛakʼčʼwy : /lakčʼwi/ puts a round obj. in a tight place. (intr. also)
se̲ʼlᵛakʼčʼwyoˑla : /salʼakčʼawyoˑla/ takes a round obj. out of one’s own pocket, cupboard, corner
skʼawangs lᵛakʼčʼwys : /skʼawanks lakčʼwis/ “Wild-Parsnips-Among-(Rocks)” (place name)
lᵛakʼiˑčʼa : /lakʼiˑčʼa/ turns a round obj. around, turns a car around, turns the head
lᵛakʼwa : /lakʼwa/ puts a round obj. across. (intr. also)
se̲ʼlᵛakʼwa : /salʼakʼwa/ puts a round obj. across oneself; tosses a round obj. from hand to hand
r̲es̲ e̲lᵛakʼwbli : /sasalkʼobli/ puts d. round objs. back across oneself; puts glasses back on
r̲es̲ e̲lᵛakʼwdk : /sasalkʼotk/ having glasses on
r̲es̲ e̲lᵛakʼws : /sasalkʼos/ spectacles, glasses
lᵛakʼya : /lakʼya/ closes with a round obj., inserts a cork; puts a round obj. on someone’s buttocks.
(intr. also)
lᵛakyčʼn̲a : /lakʼiˑčʼa/ just plugged up
se̲lᵛkʼyčʼn̲a : /salkʼičʼa/ just plugged up a hole with oneself (said of myth characters going down into
the hole in the hearth; Texts, 1.97, etc.), Also recorded /salkʼiˑčʼa/ (?).
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lᵛ (continued)
se̲lᵛakʼydk : /salkʼitk/ having a round obj. on one’s buttocks (as a baby with dirty diapers)
lᵛalamna : /lalamna/ puts a round obj. on someone’s back. (intr. also)
se̲lᵛalamna : /sallamna/ puts a round obj. on one’s own back
čag lᵛalamns : /čak lalamnas/ “Serviceberry-on-the-Hillside” (place name)
lᵛaliˑga : /laliˑga/ puts a round obj. on the bank, edge. (intr. also)
čag lᵛaliˑgs : /čak laliˑks/ “Serviceberry-on-the-Bank” (place name)
lᵛalYn̲čʼn̲a : /lalYančʼa/ round obj. goes along a twisting edge (as a car along a riverbank, along a
precipice)
lᵛamʼaˑčʼa : /lamʼaˑčʼa/ puts a round obj. on the point, end. (intr. also)
lᵛamʼaˑčʼ : /lamʼaˑčʼ/ “Round-Obj.-on-the-End” (place name)
lᵛamʼaˑwʼa : /lamʼaˑwʼa/ adds a round obj. to a pile or container of round objs. See amʼaˑwʼ.
lᵛapsa : /lapsa/ puts a round obj. on coals to bake; roasts a round obj. (as a loaf of /slʼepsas/ bread)
lᵛaptneˑgị : /laptneˑgi/
̣ puts a round obj. on top of a full load. (intr. also)
lᵛqaˑy i ̲ʼa : /laqaˑyʼa/ puts a round obj. in the bushes, woods, in the hair. (intr. also)
lᵛaqaˑy i ̲ʼoˑla : /laqaˑyʼoˑla/ picks a round obj. out from among a group or pile of diverse objs.
lᵛaqʼaˑqʼa : /laqʼaˑqʼa/ puts a round obj. on someone’s lap, around someone’s neck. (intr. also)
se̲lᵛaqʼaˑqʼa : /salqʼaˑqʼa/ puts a round obj. on one’s own lap, around one’s own neck
lᵛawawča̲a : /lawawča/ passes a round obj. from hand to hand, person to person
lᵛawl : /lawal/ puts a round obj. on top. (intr. also)
lᵛawloˑlčnʼa : /lawloˑlčnʼa/ takes a round obj. off the top while going along
lᵛawloˑlčʼn̲a : /lawloˑlčʼa/ just took a round obj. off the top
lᵛawʼaˑlʼa : /lawʼaˑlʼa/ puts a round obj. on the end. (intr. also)
lᵛawʼaˑlʼs : /lawaˑlʼs/ head of the penis
lᵛawʼaˑlʼsd̲at : /lawʼaˑlʼsdat/ “At-Round-Obj.-on-the-End” (place name)
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lᵛ (continued)
lᵛawʼiˑna : /lawʼiˑna/ puts a round obj. among, into mud. (intr. also)
lᵛayahʔa : /layahʔa/ hides a round obj.
se̲lᵛayahʔa : /salyahʔa/ hides a round obj. behind oneself
lᵛayʼasgạ : /layʼasga/
̣ puts a round obj. in front of the male genitals; lies in a flexed position in sexual
intercourse
lᵛbᵛawl : /lbawal/ round obj. lies on top of
lᵛbᵛewa : /lbewa/ round obj. lies in water, flat place
lᵛbᵛoga̲a : /lboga/ round obj. lies, is situated
r̲ r ̲el̲ ᵛbᵛoga̲a : /lbolpga/ d. round objs. lie
lᵛčay i ̲ʼa : /lačyʼa/ gashes with a round obj. See čay i ̲ʼ.
lᵛčʼoy i ̲ʼtn̲a : /ločʼiˑta/ blunts a round obj. on
lᵛdgl : /ldagal/ picks up a round obj.
r̲ r ̲el̲ ᵛdgl : /ldaltgal/ d. pick up a round obj.
lᵛdglblinannwi : /ldagalblinannwi/ picks a round obj. right back up
lᵛebga : /lepga/ brings a round obj.
lᵛebgbga : /lepgapga/ is bringing a round obj.
lᵛebli : /lebli/ takes a round obj. back; turns over a round obj.
lᵛeLa̲bga : /leLapga/ loads a round obj. onto a vehicle
lᵛelʼgạ : /lelga/
̣ puts down a round obj.
r̲eʼ̲ lᵛelʼgạ : /lelʼalga/
̣ d. put down a round obj.
se̲ʼlᵛelʼgạ : /selʼalga/
̣ puts a round obj. down on oneself; puts a hot rock on oneself (as a cure for
chills)
seʼlᵛelʼgṣ : /selʼalqs/ a heated rock (for chills)
se̲ʼlᵛemčn̲dk : /selʼamčantk/ having a round obj.
/watʼi ʔa geˑ selʼamčantk./ This one has a knife.
lᵛen̲a : /lena/ takes a round obj.
lᵛen̲! : /len!/ take a round obj.!
lᵛen̲bga : /lempga/ is taking a round obj.
lᵛen̲bli : /lembli/ takes a round obj. back
lᵛeqn̲a : /leqa/ puts a round obj. out, through. (intr. also)
lᵛeqn̲bga : /leqampga/ round obj. is projecting through (as one’s heel through a hole in a stocking)
se̲lᵛeqn̲dga : /selqantga/ round obj. has been put through oneself (said of a person wearing an
earring)
lᵛeqʼya : /leqʼya/ puts a round obj. in the road, in front of a doorway (intr. also); parks an automobile
in the road, in front of a door. See eqʼy.
lᵛetʼleˑgị : /letʼleˑgi/
̣ takes a round obj. across a mountain, into another room; drives across a
mountain in an automobile
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lᵛ (continued)
lᵛewa : /lewa/ puts a round obj. into water, flat place. (intr. also)
r̲eʼ̲ lᵛe r̲wa : /lelʼoˑwa/ soaks d. round objs. in liquid, sops one’s bread in gravy
sne̲lᵛewa : /snelwa/ causes a round obj. to be in liquid; dyes
r̲eʼ̲ lᵛe r̲ws : /lelʼoˑwas/ soppings of bread and gravy
lᵛewsi : /lewsi/ “Round-Obj.-in-Water-Place” (place name)
lᵛigoga
: /ligoga/
puts a round obj. into a container. (intr. also)
̣
̣
lᵛiǰqʼa : /ličqʼa/ puts a round obj. onto and squashes, runs over someone with an automobile, wagon
lᵛikLa : /likLa/ puts a round obj. down upon, onto a vehicle, onto a pile (intr. also); one more round
obj. above a decade in counting (see Sec. 1031)
se̲ʼlᵛikLa : /silʼakLa/ puts a round obj. upon oneself, one’s own vehicle, pile
qʼaWlʼi r̲es̲ e̲lᵛikLs : /qʼaWlʼi sislakLas/ “Brown-Spots-Above-the-Eyes” (name of one of čʼasgiˑps’
̣
dogs in Text 7)
se̲ʼlᵛikLkʼys : /silʼaklkʼis/ upper grinding stone (the Klamath two-horned muller: see Barrett, p. 284)
se̲ʼlᵛikLkʼykʼ : /silʼaklkʼiˑk/ little two-horned muller
lᵛiwyʼgạ : /liwiˑga/
̣ puts a round obj. into a container. (intr. also). See iwyʼg.̣
lᵛkʼal\ʼa : /laklʼa/ cuts with a round obj. (as a flint knife)
se̲ʼlᵛkʼal\ʼa : /salʼaklʼa/ cuts oneself
lᵛlʼaˑkʼa : /lalʼaˑkʼa/ scribbles, marks on with a round obj. See lʼaˑkʼ.
lᵛočʼiˑpʼa : /ločʼiˑpʼa/ takes off a round tubular obj. (as a ring, bandage). See očʼiˑpʼ.
lᵛodga : /lotga/ takes a round obj. out of a container
se̲ʼlᵛodga : /solʼatga/ takes out one’s own round obj. (as a glass eye)
lᵛodgạ : /lotga/
̣ takes a round obj. a way from someone
se̲ʼlᵛodgạ : /solʼatga/
̣ take a round obj. away from each other; quarrel over a round obj.
lᵛodgị : /lotgi/
̣ takes a round obj. down, picks a round fruit (as a cherry, apple)
lᵛodgis
̣ : /lotgis/
̣ fishhook (see Barrett, p. 288.6)
lᵛodgnʼa
̣ : /lotqnʼa/ puts a round obj. into someone’s mouth. (intr. also.) See odgnʼ.
̣
lᵛoditgoˑla : /loditgoˑla/ takes a round obj. out from underneath. (intr. also)
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lᵛ (continued)
lᵛodiˑla : /lodiˑla/ puts a round obj. underneath. (intr. also)
se̲lᵛodiˑla : /soldiˑla/ puts a round obj. under oneself, carries a round obj. in the armpit
lᵛoga̲č a̲a : /lokča/ goes to get a round obj.
lᵛoga̲lgi : /logalgi/ comes to get a round obj.
lᵛoliˑna : /loliˑna/ takes off a round obj., puts a round obj. off the edge (intr. also); grinds parched
wokas lightly to remove the shells
lᵛoLy : /loLiˑ/ puts a round obj. inside. (intr. also)
lᵛoLybli : /loLiˑbli/ puts a round obj. back inside
lᵛoLydamna : /loLiˑdamna/ keeps putting a round obj. inside; keeps putting beads on a string
lᵛosga : /losga/ takes off a round obj.; picks a round fruit (as an apple, a wokas bulb)
r̲eʼ̲ lᵛosga : /lolʼasga/ d. take off a round obj.; picks fruit
lᵛosn̲a : /losa/ puts a round obj. under water, under earth. (intr. also)
lᵛotn̲a : /lota/ puts a round obj. on, against; takes aim at
se̲lᵛotn̲a : /solta/ puts a round obj. onto oneself, attaches to oneself (as putting a knife in one’s belt)
lᵛotn̲ys : /lotiˑs/ nipple. Informants were dubious.
lᵛotqʼaga : /lotqʼaga/ takes a round obj. up out of (as out of water, earth, ashes). (intr. also)
lᵛotqʼags : /lotqʼaks/ the taking up out of; boil (skin eruption)
čag r̲eʼ̲ lᵛotqags : /čak lolʼatqʼaks/ “Digging-up-Service-berries” (name of one of čʼasgiˑps’
dogs in
̣
Text 7)
lᵛowedga : /lowetga/ takes a round obj. out of a socket
r̲el̲ ᵛowedga : /lolwetga/ d. take a round obj. out of a socket
r̲el̲ ᵛowi : /lolwi/ distributes a round obj. to d.
lᵛowiˑbga : /lowiˑpga/ round objs. stand side by side, in a line, bunch. See owiˑ.
lᵛowiˑča̲bli : /lowiˑčabli/ takes a round obj. back first (before some other action)
lᵛowʼeˑtʼa : /lowʼeˑtʼa/ hangs a round obj. over the edge (intr. also); draws the body up into a ball (?)
se̲lᵛowʼeˑtʼs : /solwʼeˑts/ lavalier (“round-obj.-suspended-on-oneself”)
lᵛoya : /loya/ gives a round obj.
r̲eʼ̲ lᵛoy : /lolʼiˑ/ d. give a round obj.
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lᵛ (continued)
lᵛoy! : /loy!/ give a round obj.!
lᵛoyat! : /loyat!/ pl. give a round obj.!
lᵛoyamna : /loyamna/ carries, holds a round obj.
lᵛo r̲yamna : /loyyamna/ carries a round obj. around
lᵛo r̲yamnoˑts : /loyyamnoˑts/ automobile
lᵛoyeˑga : /loyeˑga/ raises a round obj. (intr. also)
lᵛoYn̲čʼn̲a : /loYančʼa/ round obj. runs along a twisting edge (as a car along a mountainside)
r̲el̲ ᵛoYn̲čʼn̲a : /lolYančʼa/ d. run along the edge
se̲lᵛoyoˑta : /solyoˑta/ trade round objs. with each other
lᵛ r̲e ̲ r̲pʼeqʼa : /lepʼaqpqʼa/ shakes the head from side to side (a sign of negation)
lᵛpʼoˑkʼa : /lopʼoˑkʼa/ puts on war paint
se̲lᵛpʼoˑkʼa : /solpʼoˑkʼa/ puts on one’s own warpaint
lᵛqew i ̲ʼa : /leqwʼa/ breaks a round obj. See qew i ̲ʼ.
lᵛqečʼa : /leqčʼa/ sharpens a round obj. (as a knife). See qʼečʼ.
lᵛqʼoˑm i ̲ʼa : /loqʼoˑmʼa/ hits on the head with a round obj.; lops off an ear (?). See qʼom i ̲ʼ.
lᵛtčʼoˑsa : /lotčʼoˑsa/ rubs on with a round obj., paints on with a brush
lᵛtitʼa : /littʼa/ slashes open with a round obj. (as one cuts open a boil, a sack of grain). See titʼ.
lᵛtʼabkʼa : /latʼapkʼa/ mashes up with a round obj.
lᵛtʼasčnʼa : /latʼasčnʼa/ straightens out wrinkles with a round obj.; irons clothes. See tʼas.
lᵛtʼepʼčnʼa : /letʼapčnʼa/ puts round objs. in a row. (intr. also.) See tʼepʼ.
se̲lᵛwoˑlgi : /solwoˑlgi/ coils into a ball (as rope)
lʔab see laˑb two
lʔaˑb see laˑb two
lʔeg 7Sv be, get drunk
lʔega : /lʔega/ is drunk, gets drunk
r̲ r ̲el̲ ʔega : /lʔelga/ d. are, get drunk
lʔegdk : /lʔegatk/ drunk
r̲ r ̲el̲ ʔegys : /lʔelgis/ drunkard

lʔekʼ 7Sv prickle, feel something sharp
r̲ r ̲éˑ̲ r̲lʔekʼa : /lʔeˑkʼlʔekʼa/ prickles, feels something sharp
lab see laˑb two
lačʼ 7Sv house, build a shelter
lačʼa : /lačʼa/ builds a house
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r̲el̲ ačʼa : /lalčʼa/ d. build houses
lačʼǰqʼa : /laččqʼa/ builds a shelter and covers
se̲ʼlačʼǰqʼa : /salʼaččqʼa/ builds a shelter over oneself
lačʼLa̲a : /lačLa/ builds a shelter on
lačʼs : /lačʼas/ house
lačʼʔmʼč : /lačʔamʼč/ big old house
lačʼkʼa : /lačkʼa/ little house; idiom: outdoor privy
lačʼtn̲a : /lačta/ builds onto, adds to a house
lagmin 3Sn gruel of flour and water or rice water. This was given to infants as a milk substitute.
lagmin : /lagmin/ gruel
lag̣ 3Sn hair. Also lagoˑ
̣ in one sequence (possibly segmentable?). See Sec. 430.
lag̣ : /laq/ hair

ʔamboʔm lag̣ : /ʔamboʔam laq/ small water insect (Gatschet: sp. Gordius)(“water’s-hair”)
gaˑg
lagoˑ/
̣ ʔm
̣ lagoˑ : /gaˑqʔam
̣
̣ Iris (tenax) (“crow’s-topknot”)
lag̣ čʼoyeˑsˑ : /lag̣ čʼoyeˑs/ “Hair-Hat” (man’s proper name)
lmen̲ysʔm lag̣ : /lmeysʔam laq/ clouds that hang in streamers (“thunder’s-hair”)
mayʔm lag̣ : /mayʔam laq/ fine tule rootlets (used in basketry) (“tule’s-hair” )
lag\ʼa̲
̣ lbli : /laqʼalbli/ gets one’s hair back
lagị 7Sv 3Sn be rich, powerful, have prestige; chief, boss. Also laˑgi.
̣ See Sec. 334 and 430.
lagị : /lagi/
̣ is rich, powerful, prestigeful; boss, chief
lagiˑʼaˑkʼ
: /laqyʼaˑk/ little boss, chief
̣
r̲el̲ aˑgị : /lalaˑgi/
̣ d. have power, prestige; d. chiefs, bosses
r̲el̲ aˑgiˑʼaˑkʼ
: /lalaˑqyʼaˑk/ d. little chiefs, bosses
̣
lagị wač : /lagị wač/ stallion
lagoˑ
̣ see lag̣ hair
lagỵ 7Sv miss, be sad (over an absence); suspect (only with {otn̲} 10sv “on, at, against”)
lag̣ : /lagiˑ/
̣ misses someone, feels sad over an absence
r̲el̲ agỵ : /lalgi/
̣ d. miss
se̲lagỵ : /salgi/
̣ miss each other
lagytn̲
suspects someone (of a crime, etc.)
̣ a : /lagiˑta/
̣
se̲lagytn̲
suspect each other
̣ a : /salgita/
̣
lagytn̲
will suspect
̣ wabg : /lagˑtanwapk/
̣
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lakʼiˑ 3Sn forehead
lakʼiˑ : /lakʼiˑ/ forehead
lakʼiˑd̲at : /lakʼiˑyyat/ on the forehead
lalawqʼat 3Sn place name. Unanalyzable.
lalawqʼat : /lalawqʼat/ place name
lalaˑqʼo 3Sn pine gum (chewed like chewing gum). Possibly r̲el̲ aˑqʼo but no distributive or intensive
meaning and no attesting forms.
lalaˑqʼo : /lalaˑqʼo/ pine gum
lalaˑqʼoʼa̲la : /lalaˑqwʼala/ gathers pine gum
lall i ̲ʼ 7Sv be steep, hilly
lall i ̲ʼa : /lalʔa/ is steep
lall i ̲ʼs : /lallis/ hill, slope
lall i ̲\ʼ\ʼaˑkʼ : /lalʔaˑk/ little hill
lall i ̲\ʼ\ʼaˑkʼs : /lalʔaˑks/ “Little-Hill-Place” (place name)
lamn see alamn on the back, behind; against a hillside
landoˑʼ 7Sv play pool, billiards. Origin?
landoˑʼa : /landoˑʔa/ plays pool, billiards
landoˑʼča̲a : /landoˑča/ goes to play pool, billiards
landoˑʼs : /landoˑʔas/ pool, billiards
laq 7S-v be straight
laˑqdgi : /laˑqtgi/ becomes straight
sne̲laˑqdgi : /snalaˑqtgi/ straightens something
r̲é ̲ r̲laqlʼi : /laqlaqlʼi/ straight (as a stick, road)
lasg̣ 3-S-n horseshoe. Possibly analyzable as r̲eʼ̲ lᵛasg̣ n̲ys “d. round objs. through a tube,” but
semantically dubious.
r̲eʼ̲ lasgys
̣ : /lalʼasgis/
̣ horseshoe
lastostg 3S-n blue-tailed lizard
lastostgys : /lastostgis/ blue-tailed lizard
layg̣ 3S-n net (the netting of a: /wičʼoˑLas/—?). Also laˑyig̣ (BL only). See Sec. 430.
laygṣ : /layqs/ net, the net part of a /wičʼoˑLas/. Or laˑyigṣ : /laˑyiqs/.
layqʼyaˑmi 3Sn place name. Unanalyzable and possibly not Klamath at all
layqʼyaˑmi : /layqʼyaˑmi/ place name: Fairchild, Calif.
layy i ̲ʼ 7Sv aim at a target
layy i ̲ʼa : /layʔa/ aims at a mark, target
layy i ̲ʼbga : /layyipga/ is aiming
r̲eʼ̲ layy i ̲ʼbga : /lalʼiˑyipga/ d. aim
se̲ʼlayy i ̲ʼbga : /salʼiˑyipga/ aim at each other
layy i ̲ʼi! : /layʔi!/ aim!
layy i ̲ʼ r̲t n̲nʼa : /layyittanʔa/ aims right at
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laˑb 2Sa two. Also lʔab, lʔaˑb, and lab. See Sec. 721.
laˑb : /laˑp/ two
/lapnʼi tewnʼipʼant laˑp/ twenty-two
r̲el̲ ʔaˑb : /lalʔaˑp/ two at a time
/noˑ ʔa lalʔaˑp skodas sʔewanʔa./ I gave blankets two at a time.
labksept : /lapksept/ seven
r̲el̲ ʔabksept : /lalʔapksept/ seven at a time
/hoˑt lalʔapkseptdanʔis sʔewanʔa./ He gave out seven at a time.
labnʼi : /lapnʼi/ twice; two (days, years, etc.)
/lapnʼi ʔa sa gelwipga./ They visited twice.
/lapnʼi waytas ʔa hoˑt mʼaˑsʔa./ He was sick for two days.
/lapnʼi tewnʼip/ twenty
labnʼiˑks : /lapnʼiˑks/ Tuesday
laˑba : /laˑba/ two [o]
/laˑba ʔan hihaswaqs sleʔa./ I saw two men.
laˑb\ʼaˑs : /laˑpʼaˑs/ in two places
/noˑ ʔa laˑpʼaˑs honks qmaga./
̣ I looked in two places for him.
laˑp\ʼa̲ls : /laˑpʼals/ twins
laˑb\ʼeˑnʼm : /laˑpʼeˑnʼam/ two’s, of two
/gida ʔa laˑpʼeˑnʼam wač./ Here are the horses of two.
laˑb\ʼeˑnʼs : /laˑpʼeˑnʼs/ two [o]
/laˑpʼeˑnʼs ʔan gawʼal./ I found two (people).
laˑb\ʼokʼ : /laˑpʼok/ both
/laˑpʼok ʔa sa gida čiˑya./ They both live here.
laˑbi : /laˑbi/ two [n]
/laˑbi ʔa naˑt gatba./ We two arrived.
laˑgị see lagị be rich; chief, boss
laˑl 3S-n rib
laˑls : /laˑlas/ rib
r̲eʼ̲ laˑlkʼa : /lalʼaˑlkʼa/ d. little ribs
laˑLq 3Sn brant (sp. unknown)
laˑLq : /laˑLaq/ brant
r̲el̲ aˑLq\ʼaˑkʼ : /lalaˑLqʼaˑk/ d. little brants
laˑm 3Sn alcoholic spirits (of any kind). From Chinook Jargon (Eng. “rum”).
laˑm : /laˑm/ liquor
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laˑm 7Sv curse, swear at, insult. Also lʔaˑm. See Sec. 334.
laˑma : /laˑma/ curses, swears at
r̲el̲ ʔaˑma : /lalʔaˑma/ d. curse, swear at
se̲lʔaˑma : /salʔaˑma/ curse each other, oneself
laˑmnʼapga : /laˑmnʼapga/ feels like cursing someone
laˑyig̣ see layg̣ net

lba 3Sn plant (Balsamorrhiza sagittata). The seeds of this sunflower-like plant were gathered and
eaten.
lba : /lba/ plant (sp.)
lbo 7S-v tunnel. Cf. {dmᵛ} 4S-v “dig a tunnel.” Difference?
se̲lbodangạ : /solpdanga/
̣ two tunnels meet
lbodiˑla : /lbodiˑla/ tunnels underneath
lbokʼiˑčʼa : /lbokʼiˑčʼa/ tunnels around the edge of
lboqn̲čʼn̲a : /lboqančʼa/ just tunneled through
lboteˑga : /lboteˑga/ tunnels deep into
r̲ r ̲el̲ boteˑga : /lbolpteˑga/ d. tunnel deep

lboyeˑn i ̲ʼoˑla : /lboyeˑnʼoˑla/ hollows out (as a gourd, cave, tree)
lboYn̲a : /lboYa/ hollows out a hillside, digs a tunnel on a hillside (as a mine)
lčʼi 7S-v project in a line
lčʼikʼaˑy i ̲ʼa : /lčʼikʼaˑyʼa/ projects up high in a line
r̲ r ̲el̲ čʼikʼaˑy i ̲ʼa : /lčʼilčkʼaˑyʼa/ d. lines project up high (as a line of poles showing over the trees)
lčʼiqn̲a : /lčʼiqa/ projects through, out of
lčʼiqn̲bga : /lčʼiqampga/ are projecting out (as a line of fence posts in water, as buck teeth, as a line
of people looking out of a door)
lčʼitln̲čʼn̲a : /lčʼitlančʼa/ projects along beside in a line
lčʼitqʼaga : /lčʼitqʼaga/ projects up out of in a line (as a line of rocks in water)
lčʼiwl : /lčʼiwal/ projects on top in a line
lčʼwy see alčʼwy right up to
ldokw 7Sv be infatuated with, “have a crush on”
ldokwa : /ldokwa/ is infatuated with someone
se̲ldokwa : /soldakwa/ are infatuated with each other
le 2Srp2 not, “un-.” Occurs apparently in “frozen” constructions and often recorded with no
intervening juncture.
ledalʔaˑni : /ledalʔaˑni/ mischievous one

le domns : /le domnas/ fun (“not-hearing”)
le dwaˑ gi : /le dwaˑ gi/ is empty-handed, gets nothing (in hunting, the handgame, etc.). Also
ledwaˑgi : /ledwaˑgi/.
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le waq sʔaˑMkʼaˑʼs : /le waq sʔaˑMkʼaˑʔas/ unrelated (said of a person whose relationship is so distant
that no term exists for it)
le wičʼčnʼa : /le wiččnʼa/ refuses to go. Also recorded lewičʼčnʼa : /lewiččnʼa/.
le wičʼčibga : /le wiččipga/ refuses to come
le wičʼlʼgạ : /le wičʼlga/
̣ refuses to budge
le wičʼtn̲a : /le wičta/ refuses. Also /lewičta/ and even /lewista/ (?).
lebwin 3Sn frying pan. From Chinook Jargon.
lebwin : /lebwin/ frying pan
lečʼn̲ 7Sv weave (cloth, basket); knit; lace up
lečʼn̲a : /lečʼa/ weaves; knits
r̲el̲ ečʼn̲a : /lelčʼa/ d. weave; knit
lečʼn̲ r̲t n̲nʼa : /lečʼanttanʔa/ laces up (as shoe, cradleboard)
se̲lečʼn̲ r̲t n̲nʼa : /selčʼanttanʔa/ laces oneself up
lečʼn̲yeˑga : /lečʼanyeˑga/ starts to weave; knit
lečʼn̲ys : /lečʼiˑs/ the weaving; the knitting
/čʼaˑnis ʔan lečʼiˑs./ I don’t know how to weave.
leg 7S-v be lively, spirited
leˑgdgi : /leˑktgi/ becomes lively
sne̲leˑgdgi : /sneleˑktgi/ incites, rushes someone into some action; makes someone dissatisfied
r̲é ̲ r̲leglʼi : /legleklʼi/ lively, spirited
lem\ʼ 7Sv be dizzy
r̲éˑ̲ r̲lem\ʼa : /leˑmlemʼa/ is dizzy
r̲eʼ̲ r̲éˑ̲ r̲lem\ʼa : /lelʼeˑmlemʼa/ d. are dizzy
sne̲ʼ r̲éˑ̲ r̲lem\ʼa : /snelʼeˑmlemʼa/ makes dizzy
lem\ʼdgi : /lemtgi/ gets dizzy
sne̲\ʼlemdgi : /snelʼamtgi/ makes dizzy

lem\ʼdgiWiˑa : /lemtgiWiˑya/ almost got dizzy
lemyʼeˑq 3-S-n kidneys. Only in:
r̲eʼ̲ lemyʼeˑqs : /lelʼamyʼeˑqs/ kidneys
leqʼmeˑsi 3Sn place name at Warmsprings. Unanalyzable and possibly not Klamath at all.
leqʼmeˑsi : /leqʼmeˑsi/ place name
lesmʼ 7Sv overlook someone, miss seeing someone in a gathering, not see someone for some time
lesmʼa : /lesmʼa/ overlooks someone, misses seeing someone
leswi 3Sn silk; handkerchief (silk handkerchief?). From Chinook Jargon.
leswi : /leswi/ silk; handkerchief
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lewg 7Sv rescue (a person from fire, danger, etc.)
lewga : /lewga/ rescues
r̲eʼ̲ lewga : /lelʼoˑga/ d. rescue
lewgča̲a : /lewkča/ goes to rescue
leY 3S-n root (sp.). Gatschet lists this as Pencedanum ambiguum; elsewhere given as Kouse
cogswellia utriculata (Nutt.) Jones; LK identified a specimen as Lomantium canbyi C. and R. or
possibly Lomanti piperi C. and R.
leYs : /leYas/ root (sp.)
leˑʼ see eˑʼ in a game, competition, for fun
leˑw 3-S-n flower. Only in:
r̲eʼ̲ leˑwsʔm : /lelʼeˑwsʔam/ flower(s)
r̲eʼ̲ leˑwsʔm\ʼa̲la : /lelʼeˑwsmʼala/ picks flowers; makes a flower (as an artificial flower)
leˑw 3Sn proper name: Leˑw. This is the name of the monster who dwells in Crater Lake. This being
was described as being rather octopoidal and of a dirty white color. See Text 10. Possibly related
to {leˑwʼ} 7Sv “play.”
leˑw : /leˑw/ the Leˑw
leˑwʼ 7Sv play (game, drum, etc.)
leˑwʼa : /leˑwʼa/ plays
r̲eʼ̲ leˑwʼa : /lelʼeˑwʼa/ d. play
leˑwʼča̲a : /leˑwča/ goes to play
leˑwʼdga : /leˑwʼatga/ been playing
lgi see olgi motion toward for a purpose
lgᵉ̣ 4S-v be striped. Possibly cf. also {lgawʼaˑwʼalʼ}
3S-n “finger.”
̣
lgᵉačwa
: /lgačwa/
has a stripe on the hair, head
̣
̣
lgᵉakyamna
: /lgakyamna/
is striped around (horizontally, as a shirt)
̣
̣
lgᵉamni
: /lgamni/
stripe(s) run upwards
̣
̣

r̲ r ̲el̲ gᵉamnis
: /lgalg
sack (a type of gunnysack which had vertical stripes running up the
̣
̣ amnis/
̣
edges)
lgᵉawʼaˑlʼa
: /lgawʼaˑlʼa/
has stripes on the end
̣
̣
lgᵉeWa̲
a : /lgeWa/
is striped on the back
̣
̣
r̲ r ̲el̲ gᵉeWa̲
bga : /lgelg
has d. stripes along the back. Unchecked: only Texts, 9.22.
̣
̣ aWapga/
̣
lgᵉočʼn̲
dk : /lgečʼantk/
straight-grained
̣
̣
lgᵉodg
nʼoˑla
: /lgetqnʼoˑla/
striped objs. hang out of the mouth (as noodles)
̣
̣
̣
lgᵉoyg
ị : /lgeyg
̣
̣ i/
̣ is striped over (as an animal having stripes over its forehead)
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lgawʼaˑwʼalʼ
3S-n finger. Possibly somehow analyzable as {lgᵉ}
̣
̣ 4S-v “be striped” plus {awʼaˑlʼ} 10sv
“on the end”: “striped-on-the-end.”
lgawʼaˑwʼalʼs
: /lgawʼaˑwʼalʼs/
finger(s)
̣
̣
lgeˑy
̣ 7S-v be cramped, kinked. Possibly lgey
̣ plus {dgi} (allomorph ˑ dgi).
lgeˑydgi
: /lgeˑytgi/
is cramped, kinked (as a kink in the neck)
̣
̣
li see oˑli down off
libwa 3-S-n peas. From Chinook Jargon. Only in:
r̲eʼ̲ libwaʼaˑkʼ : /lilʼabwaʔaˑk/ peas
lič 7S-v be strong, wiry
liˑčdgi : /liˑčtgi/ becomes strong, wiry
r̲é ̲ r̲ličlʼi : /ličličlʼi/ strong, wiry
ličʼo 3S-n obscene gesture (used to insult someone). This consisted of making a fist with the thumb
thrust between the index and middle finger.
ličʼos : /ličʼos/ obscene gesture
lidol 3Sn bull. From Chinook Jargon?
lidol : /lidol/ bull
lig 3-S-n great-aunt (grandmother’s sister); reciprocal: great-nephew, great-niece (woman’s sister’s
daughter’s child)
bligyb : /bligiˑp/ great-aunt; great-nephew, great-niece
bligyb\ʼaˑkʼ : /bligiˑpʼaˑk/ little great-aunt
bligybʔmʼč : /bligiˑpʔamʼč/ big old great-aunt
bliga̲lbga : /bligalpga/ considers someone to be one’s great-aunt; great-nephew, great-niece
bligysa̲b : /bligiˑsap/ great-aunts; great-nephews, great-nieces
r̲eʼ̲ ligs! : /lilʼaks!/ great-aunty!
r̲eʼ̲ lig\ʼaˑkʼ! : /lilʼakʼaˑk!/ little great-aunty!
ligal 3Sn playing cards. From Chinook Jargon?
ligal : /ligal/ playing cards
ligal gi : /ligal gi/ plays cards

likt 3S-n mole (skin eruption). Possibly contains {lᵛ} 4S-v “act on a round obj.” and also {otn̲}
10sv “on, at, against” but no certain segmentation. Only in:
liktys : /liktis/ mole
likʼ 7S-v have indigestion, heartburn. Only in:
likʼlʼgạ : /likʼlga/
̣ has heartburn, indigestion
sne̲ʼlikʼlʼgạ : /snilʼakʼlga/
̣ causes heartburn

likʼlʼgṣ : /liklʼaqs/ heartburn, indigestion
lil\ʼ 7Sv rumble in the distance (as a herd of cattle, thunder, water falling, etc.). Only in:
r̲é ̲ r̲lil\ʼa : /lillilʼa/ rumbles in the distance
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lilhang 3S-n deer (generic term). Probably also sp.
lilhangs : /lilhanks/ deer
r̲eʼ̲ lilhangkʼa : /lilʼalhankkʼa/ d. little deer
liLpʼ 3S-n iron kettle. Said to be onomatopoetic: named for the sound made when a kettle falls or
strikes a rock.
liLpʼs : /liLpʼas/ iron kettle
limiˑl 3Sn mule. From Chinook Jargon.
limiˑl : /limiˑl/ mule
r̲el̲ imiˑl\ʼaˑkʼ : /lilmiˑlʼaˑk/ d. little mules
lis 2Srp5 indeed. This particle is difficult to translate, and the rendering “indeed” is only a
makeshift tag. It seems to denote a progressing or continuing action or state and possibly also
give a slight emphasis to the indicative, factual quality of the utterance.
/hoˑt lis Naˑčyak goˑs
̣ daliˑga./ It is just one tree standing on the edge alone. (Texts, 39.39)
/waq lis ʔi?/ How are you?
/dat lis ʔi gena?/ Where are you going?
/kanʼs lis ʔi ʔonaˑ sleˑča?/ Whom did you go to see yesterday?
/geˑ lis ʔoyyamnatk genaˑ./ He is going, carrying it (a long obj.). (Texts, 39.45)
/ʔiˑ, geˑ lis hok čiˑkankkʼis gidaˑna gi./ Yes, these were living places all around here. (Texts, 38.43)
/dičʼiˑ lis hok maqlaqs, danknʼi naˑt maqlaqs./ People were good, we Indians a long time ago. (Texts,
38.98)
litgị 2Srt evening, in the evening. Possibly a noun, but there is no morphological evidence.
litgị : /litgi/
̣ evening, in the evening
/mis ni gelwipgalgiwapk ʔonʼčeˑ litgi./
̣ I’ll come to visit you later on this evening.
/ʔonaˑ litgị qtančʼa hoˑt./ He fell asleep yesterday evening.
/čoy honk genaˑ dinʼaˑ, litgi,
̣ lopyʼa dinneˑks./ So he went off once, at evening, before the sunset.
(Texts, 19.13)
/naʔas naˑts čikʼaˑʔaˑk gew sʔabiˑya—domni naˑlʼs litgi—litg
ị gin hemkangiˑya naʔas./ Thus my old
̣
man told us—often to us in the evening—even in the evening he spoke to us thus. (Texts, 37.42)
litgiˑni
: /litgiˑni/
one from the evening. Only recorded with {ʼas} [objective]
̣
̣
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/čoy litgiˑnʼs,
ʔat sa pʼawla./ Then at evening time, now they had finished eating. (Texts, 1.19.)
̣
Meaning?
liw 7S-v be in a group, herd
liwbga : /liwpga/ group sits, huddles
liw r̲dga : /liwtdatga/ is in a state of huddling
liwdiˑla : /liwdiˑla/ group, flock huddle underneath
sne̲ʼliwdiˑla : /snilʼoˑdiˑla/ makes a flock seek shelter under
liwliˑga : /liwliˑga/ group stands along the bank, edge
goˑs
̣ liwliˑgs : /goˑs
̣ liwliˑks/ “Trees-Standing-in-a-Group-on-the-Edge” (place name)
liwtn̲bga : /liwtampga/ group is up against; looks after a herd, group
liwykiˑna : /liwiˑkiˑna/ group stands just on the edge, out of fire, water
r̲eʼ̲ yaˑkʼa liwykiˑns : /yayʼaˑkʼa liwiˑkiˑns/ “Little-Willows-in-a-Group-on-the-Edge” (place name)
liw\ʼ 7Sv flicker (as a fire from afar)
r̲éˑ̲ r̲liw\ʼa : /liˑwliwʼa/ flickers, glimmers
liwaˑ 7S-v support someone, act as a crutch for someone, carry someone on a litter
liwaˑčnʼa : /liwaˑčnʼa/ helps someone along, carries someone along on a litter
liwaˑdbn̲a : /liwaˑtba/ arrives supporting a person, arrives with a litter
liwaˑdgl : /liwaˑtgal/ raises a litter, helps someone up
liwaˑkanga : /liwaˑkanga/ helps someone to move around
r̲el̲ iwaˑkanga : /lilwaˑkanga/ d. help to move around
liwaˑLa̲a : /liwaˑLa/ helps a person onto (as onto a vehicle), puts a litter onto (as onto a vehicle)
liwaˑLy : /liwaˑLi/ helps someone inside, carries a litter inside
liwaˑlʼgạ : /liwaˑlga/
̣ eases someone down to the ground, puts down a litter, stretcher
liwaˑqn̲a : /liwaˑqa/ helps someone outside, through
liwl 3-S-n fir (sp.). This was given by Grover Pompey and was later recorded from BL as “yellow
pine.”
r̲eʼ̲ liwlsʔm : /lilʼoˑlsʔam/ fir (sp.); yellow pine
liˑ see eliˑ going to meet something coming toward
liˑg 12sv with hand outstretched (?). See Sec. 354. Only in:
dekdangliˑga
: /dekdangliˑga/
receives with hand outstretched
̣
̣
liˑg see aliˑg on the bank, edge
liˑn see oliˑn off the edge, side
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liˑw see eliˑw on the very edge
lkʼom 3Sn charcoal, coals, ashes
lkʼom : /lkʼom/ charcoals, coals
lkʼom ʔews : /lkʼom ʔews/ “Charcoal-Lake” (place name)
lm see ʔm [collective]
lm see ʔm [possessive]
lmenč 3S-n mushroom, toadstool. These were not differentiated and were apparently not used as
food.
lmenčʔm : /lmenčʔam/ mushroom; toadstool
lmen̲ 7Sv thunder
lmen̲a : /lmena/ thunders
sne̲lmen̲a : /snelma/ makes thunder
lmen̲damna : /lmendamna/ keeps thundering
lmen̲ys : /lmeys/ thunder
r̲ r ̲el̲ men̲ys : /lmelmnis/ habitual thunderer; the Thunder-bird. See Text 13.
lmen̲ysʔm lag̣ : /lmeysʔam laq/ clouds that hang down in streamers (“thunder’s-hair”)
lmeˑ sne
lmeˑy 7S-v pl. objs. float. Also lmeˑ. See Sec. 334.
lmeˑlʼgạ : /lmeˑlʼga/
̣ pl. objs. sink
sne̲lmeˑlʼgạ : /snelmeˑlga/
̣ causes pl. to sink
lmeˑtqʼaga : /lmeˑtqʼaga/ pl. objs. rise to the surface
lmeˑybaˑtn̲a : /lmeˑybaˑta/ pl. objs. float to shore
lmeˑyeˑga : /lmeˑyeˑga/ pl. objs. rise (in air, water)
lmeˑykiˑna : /lmeˑykiˑna/ pl. objs. float up on shore, clear out of water
lmeˑysn̲a : /lmeˑysa/ pl. objs. sink deep beneath water
lmeˑywa : /lmeˑywa/ pl. objs. float in water

lmoY 7Sv be passionate, sexually aroused (woman)
lmoYa : /lmoYa/ (woman) feels passionate, sexually aroused
r̲ r ̲el̲ moYa : /lmolmYa/ d. are passionate
lmoYdk : /lmoYatk/ one sexually aroused
lmoˑl 7S-v drape over (as a blanket or shawl). Only in:
lmoˑlčnʼa : /lmoˑlčnʼa/ goes along with something draped over
se̲lmoˑlčnʼa : /solmoˑlčnʼa/ go along together huddling under a blanket, shawl
lmʼač 3Sn metate, lower grinding stone
lmʼač : /lmʼač/ metate
lmʼač\ʼaˑkʼ : /lmʼačʼaˑk/ little metate
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lobg̣ 3S-n chalk. This was used in the manufacture of white paint and also as a powder for babies
and chafed skin.
lobgṣ : /lobaqs/ chalk
lobgsksi
: /lobaqsksi/ “Chalk-Place” (place name)
̣
lobgṣ r̲ rk̲ si : /lobaqsksaksi/ “Chalk-Place” (place name-apparently a different place from the last
above)
loby 2Sl 2Sr first, before, in front. See Sec. 910.
loby : /lobiˑ/ first, before
/hoˑt ʔa lobiˑ gatba./ He arrived first.
/čoy sa honkant qday sa lobiˑ snegalpkʼa./
And in that they first heated rocks. (Texts, 22.34)
̣
loby\ʼa : /lopyʼa/ before
/qʼa bobanwis lopyʼa mna gleks./
He was a habitual drinker before his death.
̣
/sleˑwapk ʔams ni, lopyʼa gew gemblis./ I will see you, before my return.
lobydaˑnʼa : /lobiˑdaˑnʼa/ the first time. Also recorded lobydaˑnʼi : /lobiˑdaˑnʼi/.
/lobiˑdaˑnʼa min kbeˑwwapk./ I’ll tell you the first time. (Texts, 14.26)
lobyni : /lobiˑni/ the first one; Monday
/laˑbi hok sa lobiˑni/ those two first ones (Texts, 14.71)
lobyt\ʼiˑt : /lobiˑtʼiˑt/ in front of, before
/hoˑt ʔa lobiˑtʼiˑt ʔans čelga./
̣ He sat down in front of me.
lobytant : /lobiˑtant/ in front of
/čoy honk lobiˑtant kilʔaqčnʼa./ So he marched ahead (in front). (Texts, 28.5)
lobytdalʼ : /lobiˑtdalʼ/ toward the front; East, toward the East
/hoˑt ʔa lobiˑtdalʼ čiˑya./ He lives toward the East.
lodadg 7Sv interpret a language. Possibly lᵛo r̲dg “puts a round obj. in a continuing state” but
semantically dubious.
lodadga : /lodatga/ interprets
se̲lodadga : /soldatga/ brags

lodadgiˑa : /lodatgiˑya/ interprets for someone
lodadgs : /lodadaks/ the interpreting
r̲el̲ odadgys : /loldatgis/ interpreter
lodih 3S-n net weight. These are oval stones. often with a carved groove around their center for the
net cord. They are frequent archeological finds on the Klamath Marsh.
lodihs : /lodihas/ net weight
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logn 7S-v stand in a group
logn r̲dga : /logantdatga/ pl. are standing in a group
logndiˑla : /logandiˑla/ pl. stand in a group underneath
lognliˑga : /logalliˑga/ pl. stand in a group on the edge, bank
lognliˑna : /logalliˑna/ pl. stand in a group on the edge
lognlwy : /logallwi/ pl. stand in a group around a fire
lognLa̲a : /logalha/ pl. stand in a group on, on a vehicle
logn r̲LWn̲nʼa : /logalhaLLoˑnʔa/ pl. stand in a group along the top
lognwa : /loganwa/ pl. stand in a group in water, flat place
lognwl : /loganwal/ pl. stand in a group on top
lognyeˑga : /loganyeˑga/ pl. rise up together in a group (as a church congregation)
lognygi : /logniˑgi/ pl. stand above, over
logoˑčʼ
3-S-n uncle (mother’s brother); reciprocal: nephew, niece (sister’s child)
̣
blogoˑčʼyb
: /blogoˑčʼip/
uncle; nephew, niece
̣
̣
blogoˑčʼa̲
lbga : /blogoˑčʼalpga/
considers someone to be one’s uncle: nephew, niece
̣
̣
blogoˑčʼysa̲
b : /blogoˑčʼisap/
uncles; nephews, nieces
̣
̣
loks 3-S-n grandfather (father’s father); reciprocal: grandchild (man’s son’s child)
bloksyb : /bloksip/ grandfather; grandchild
bloksa : /bloksa/ grandfather; grandchild [o]
bloksa̲ldga : /bloksaltga/ been to see one’s grandfather; grandchild
se̲bloksa̲ldk : /soblaksaltk/ related to one another as grandfather-grandchild
bloksm : /bloksam/ grandfather’s; grandchild’s
bloksysa̲b : /bloksisap/ grandfathers; grandchildren
r̲eʼ̲ loks! : /lolʼaks!/ Granddad! Grandchild!
lolb 3Sn eye
lolb : /lolp/ eye
r̲eʼ̲ lolb\ʼaˑkʼ : /lolʼalpʼaˑk/ d. little eyes
r̲eʼ̲ lolbʔmʼč : /lolʼalpʔamʼč/ d. big old eyes

gosololb : /gosololp/ “Pig-Eye” (woman’s proper name)
mayʔm lolb : /mayʔam lolp/ pith of the tule stalk (used as food) (“tule’s-eye”)
lolb\ʼa̲la : /lolplʼa/ gets, obtains an eye
lolbm : /lolbam/ eye’s
lolbm galoˑ
: /lolbam galoˑ/
white of the eye
̣
̣
loldm 3Sn winter
loldm : /loldam/ winter
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loldm\ʼa̲llʼgṣ : /loltmʼalʔaqs/ winter house. This was a semisubterranean pit dwelling, roofed with
timbers and earth. See Spier (1930) for a description.
loldm\ʼa̲llʼgkʼa
̣ : /loltmʼalʔaqkʼa/ little winter house; place name
lolog̣ 3S-n fire. Possibly r̲él̲ og,̣ but no distributive or intensive meaning and no attesting forms.
lologṣ : /loloqs/ fire

lologkʼa
̣ : /loloqkʼa/ little fire; woman’s proper name
lologs\ʼa̲
̣ lʼa : /loloqslʼa/ cremates (a corpse). This was the most prevalent means of disposing of the
dead.
lologskʼeys
: /loloqskʼeys/ gun (“fire-arrow”). Also recorded /loloqs kʼeys/.
̣
lologṣ weˑgan : /loloqs weˑgan/ railroad train (“fire-wagon”)
loloˑs 3-S-n aunt (father’s brother’s wife); reciprocal: nephew, niece (woman’s husband’s brother’s
child). The Pompeys gave this as “grandfather’s sister” (?).
bloloˑsyb : /bloloˑsip/ aunt; nephew, niece
bloloˑsysa̲b : /bloloˑsisap/ aunts; nephews, nieces
lolʼal 7S-v pl. lie. This cannot be descriptively analyzed as containing { r̲e}̲ 1pv [distributive], since
{he̲s} 2pv [causative] occurs before it.
lolʼalbga : /lolʼalpga/ pl. are lying down
lolʼaldiˑla : /lolʼaldiˑla/ pl. are lying underneath
lolʼallʼgạ : /lolʼallga/
̣ pl. lie down
he̲slolʼallʼgạ : /hoslʔallga/
̣ makes pl. lie down
lolʼalsn̲a : /lolʼalsa/ pl. lie deep under water, earth
lolʼalwa : /lolʼalwa/ pl. lie in water, flat place
lom\ʼ 7Sv make a thundering noise
r̲é ̲ r̲lom\ʼa : /lomlomʼa/ makes a thundering noise
r̲é ̲ r̲lom\ʼčnʼa : /lomlomčnʼa/ goes along making a thundering noise (as a railroad train)
lopiˑliˑn 3S-n sunflower seed(s). See Texts, 38.214 ff.
lopiˑliˑnas : /lopiˑliˑnas/ sunflower seed(s)
loq 3Sn grizzly bear (Ursus klamathensis Merriam)
loq : /loq/ grizzly bear
r̲el̲ oq\ʼaˑkʼ : /lolqʼaˑk/ d. little grizzlies
loq r̲ r ̲el̲ welys : /loq lweloˑlis/ “Grizzly-Slayer” (man’s proper name)
loqʔm : /loqʔam/ grizzly’s. Also loq\ʼm : /loqʼam/.
loqʔm čonws : /loqʔam čonwas/ mountain lily (“grizzly’s-vomit”)
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loqw sne
loqwa̲ 7Sv be lukewarm, barely warm. Also loqw. See Sec. 334
loqwa̲a : /loqwa/ is warm, lukewarm
r̲eʼ̲ loqwa̲a : /lolʼaqwa/ d. are lukewarm
sne̲ʼloqwa̲bli : /snolʼaqwabli/ warms up again (as food)
loqwa̲dk : /loqwatk/ lukewarm
loqwyeˑga : /loqoˑyeˑga/ starts to get warm
los 7S-v be warm, warm up (weather, obj., person)
loˑsdgi : /loˑstgi/ becomes warm
sne̲ʼloˑsdgi : /snolʼoˑstgi/ makes warm
r̲eʼ̲ loˑsdgibli : /lolʼoˑstgibli/ d. warm up again
r̲é ̲ r̲loslʼi : /losloslʼi/ warm
lotoˑ 7S-v act upon an armload
lotoˑčnʼa : /lotoˑčnʼa/ carries an armload along
lotoˑčibga : /lotoˑčipga/ brings an armload
lotoˑgoga
: /lotoˑgoga/
puts an armload into a container (as a load of wood into a woodbox)
̣
̣
lotoˑkanga : /lotoˑkanga/ carries an armload around
lotoˑLy : /lotoˑLi/ carries an armload inside
lotoˑlʼgạ : /lotoˑlga/
̣ puts an armload down
lotoˑpbeˑl i ̲ʼa : /lotoˑpbeˑlʼa/ carries an armload back and forth
lotoˑqʼaˑqʼa : /lotoˑqʼaˑqʼa/ puts an armload on someone’s lap
lotoˑtln̲čnʼa : /lotoˑtlančnʼa/ puts an armload alongside (like armloads of wood). (intr. also)
r̲el̲ otoˑtln̲čnʼa : /loltoˑtlančnʼa/ d. put an armload alongside
lotoˑwy : /lotoˑwi/ gives an armload
r̲el̲ otoˑwy : /loltoˑwi/ d. give an armload
lowag see loˑg slave

lowatbislʼ 7Sv (?) mourn, cry over, take something very hard. Possibly contains {ʼa̲l} 8sv “do what
the preceding noun says,” but no certain segmentation. Only in:
lowatbislʼa : /lowatbislʼa/ cries over something, mourns
loykʼ 7Sv pick berries
loykʼa : /loykʼa/ picks berries
r̲eʼ̲ loykʼa : /lolʼiˑkʼa/ d. pick berries
loykʼča̲a : /loykča/ goes to pick berries
loykʼdga : /loykʼatga/ been to pick berries
loˑ 3S-n wild goose. Onomatopoetic.
loˑs : /loˑs/ wild goose
loˑʔmʼč : /loˑʔamʼč/ big old wild goose
r̲eʼ̲ loˑkʼa : /lolʼoˑkʼa/ d. little wild geese
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loˑčwʼ 7Sv covet
loˑčwʼa : /loˑčwʼa/ covets (someone’s possession, wife, etc.)
se̲ʼloˑčwa : /solʼoˑčwa/ covets for oneself; covet each other’s (possessions)
loˑčwʼalla : /loˑčwʼalla/ covets for immoral purposes
loˑčwʼa̲t : /loˑčot/ can covet
loˑčwʼs : /loˑčwʼas/ covetous person
loˑdiˑn 3Sn rodeo. From English.
loˑdiˑn : /loˑdiˑn/ rodeo
loˑg 3S-n slave. Also lowag. These were mostly women and children captured in raids, although
there was some slave-trading with the northern peoples (among whom this custom was far more
common). Slaves were mostly well treated and often were adopted into the family. See Text 27;
Sec. 430.
loˑgs : /loˑks/ slave
loˑg\ʼaˑkʼ : /loˑkʼaˑk/ little slave
r̲el̲ owags : /lowaks/ slaves
loˑgs\ʼa̲la : /loˑkslʼa/ enslaves someone
r̲el̲ owags\ʼa̲la : /lolwakslʼa/ enslaves d.
loˑlomaq 3Sn wheat. Origin?
loˑlomaq : /loˑlomaq/ wheat
loˑlt 3S-n stirrup. May be a misrecording for r̲el̲ ᵛotn̲ys : /loltis/ “d. round objs. attached to.”
loˑltys : /loˑltis/ stirrup
loˑL 7Sv believe
loˑLa : /loˑLa/ believes
loˑLbgmksi : /loˑLapgamksi/ church camp (“believers’-place”)
loˑLdk : /loˑLatk/ one who has believed, a believer, worshipper
loˑLi! : /loˑLi!/ believe!
loˑLs : /loˑLas/ belief

loˑq 3Sn seed, core
loˑq : /loˑq/ seed, core
r̲eʼ̲ loˑq\ʼaˑkʼ : /lolʼoˑqʼaˑk/ d. little seeds
loˑqoˑqwʼ 7Sv have phlegm in the throat (a condition found in old people)
loˑqoˑqwa : /loˑqoˑqwʼa/ has phlegm in the throat
loˑqoˑqwʼs : /loˑqoˑqwʼas/ phlegm
loˑw 7Sv be foggy, smoky; be confused
loˑwa : /loˑwa/ is foggy
loˑwčnʼa : /loˑčnʼa/ fog, smoke drifts along
loˑwkanga : /loˑkanga/ fog, smoke drifts here and there; is confused
r̲el̲ oˑwkanga : /loloˑkanga/ d. are confused
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loˑwqn̲a : /loˑqa/ fog, smoke drifts out, through
loˑws : /loˑwas/ fog
loˑwtn̲a : /loˑta/ fog, smoke drifts against
loˑwwllʼgạ : /loˑwwallga/
̣ fog, smoke lifts

loˑwyeˑga : /loˑyeˑga/ starts to get foggy; starts to become confused
lpeʼ 10sv roll in snow (as part of a power quest). During the quest for spirit power the seeker put
himself through many different endurance tests, of which rolling in the snow was one. Only in:
wʼinlpeʼa : /wʼillpeʔa/ rolls in the snow
r̲ew
̲ ʼinlpeʼa : /wʼiwʼallpeʔa/ d. roll in the snow
lqʼań̲ 7Sv ripple, make a wave
lqʼań̲ : /lqʼan/ ripples, wave travels along
sne̲lqʼań̲ : /snalqʼan/ makes a wave, ripple
lqʼań̲s : /lqʼas/ wave, ripple
lqʼaq 3Sn pole (to push or steer a canoe)
lqʼaq : /lqʼaq/ canoe pole
lqʼaq\ʼaˑkʼ : /lqʼaqʼaˑk/ little canoe pole
ltb see altb away from against
ltew 7Sv eat tules; graze (as sheep, cattle)
ltewa : /ltewa/ eats tules; grazes
ltewča̲a : /ltewča/ goes to eat tules: goes to graze
ltewdga : /ltewtga/ been eating tules; been grazing
ltewwa : /ltewwa/ grazes in a flat place (field, pasture)
ltig\ʼ 7Sv lope, pace, walk on tiptoe
r̲ r ̲éˑ̲ r̲ltig\ʼa : /ltiˑgltikʼa/ lopes, paces, tiptoes
r̲ r ̲éˑ̲ r̲ltig\ʼs : /ltiˑgltiks/ “Pacer” (dog’s proper name)
ltig\ʼčnʼa : /ltikčnʼa/ goes along on tiptoe
r̲ r ̲el̲ tig\ʼčnʼa : /ltiltakčnʼa/ d. go on tiptoe
ltig\ʼyeˑga : /ltigyeˑga/ rises on one’s toes
ltoˑqʼ 7Sv be dappled, spotted
ltoˑqʼa : /ltoˑqʼa/ is dappled, spotted
r̲ r ̲el̲ toˑqʼdk : /ltoltoˑqʼatk/ d. spotted, dappled
ltʼoqʼ 7Sv thump with finger and thumb
ltʼoqʼa : /ltʼoqʼa/ thumps with finger and thumb
se̲ltʼoqʼa : /soltqʼa/ thumps oneself
se̲ltʼoqʼkʼys : /soltʼaqkʼis/ elbow (named for the “funny-bone” sensation)
ltʼoˑqʼa : /ltʼoˑqʼa/ thumps pl.
lwᵛ 4S-v clothe
lwᵛiǰqʼa : /lwičqʼa/ covers someone with clothing
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lwᵛočʼpʼa : /lwočpʼa/ undresses someone (removes a tubular obj. of clothing). Also lwᵛočʼiˑpʼa : /
lwočʼiˑpʼa/ with the same meaning.
se̲lwᵛočpʼa : /solwačpʼa/ undresses oneself. Or: se̲lwᵛočʼiˑpʼa : /soloˑčʼiˑpʼa/.
lwᵛosga : /lwosga/ removes a garment from someone
se̲lwᵛosga : /solwasga/ takes off one’s own garment
r̲es̲ e̲lwᵛosga : /sosalwasga/ d. take off their own, each other’s garments
lwᵛotn̲a : /lwota/ puts a garment on someone, clothes
se̲lwᵛotn̲a : /soloˑta/ dresses oneself
lwᵛotn̲bli : /lwotambli/ dresses someone again
r̲ r ̲el̲ wᵛotn̲bli : /lwoloˑtambli/ dresses d. again
se̲lwᵛotn̲dk : /soloˑtantk/ dressed
se̲lwᵛotn̲ys : /soloˑtis/ clothing
lwayqʼ 7Sv pl. laugh
lwayqʼa : /lwayqʼa/ pl. laugh
sne̲lwayqʼa : /snalwiˑqʼa/ makes pl. laugh
lwel 7Sv kill pl., slay, massacre
lwela : /lwela/ kills pl.
se̲lwel : /selwal/ kill each other, fight a war
lwela̲ksga : /lwelksga/ almost killed pl. (the act was never begun)
lwela̲stga : /lwelstga/ planned to kill pl.
histʼyys lwelks : /histʼyis lwelks/ “Mullet-Killing-Place” (place name: Summer Ridge near Beatty)
se̲lwels : /selwals/ war
lwelWiˑa : /lwelWiˑya/ almost killed pl. (the act was begun but did not become complete)
r̲ r ̲el̲ welys : /lweloˑlis/ killer, assassin
loq r̲ r ̲el̲ welys : /loq lweloˑlis/ “Grizzly-Slayer” (man’s proper name)
lwy see elwy by the fire, along the edge, into water
lwʼᵛlw 4S-v pl., few stand
lwʼᵛlwaliˑga : /lwʼaloˑliˑga/ pl., few stand on the edge
lwʼᵛlwawl : /lwʼaloˑwal/ pl., few stand on top of
sne̲lwʼᵛlwawl : /snaloˑloˑwal/ makes pl., few stand on top
lwʼᵛlwelwy : /lwʼeloˑlwi/ pl., few stand by a fire
lwʼᵛlwelʼgạ : /lwʼelwalga/
̣ pl., few stand up
lwʼᵛlwikLa : /lwʼilwakLa/ pl., few stand on a vehicle
lwʼᵛlwodga : /lwʼolwatga/ pl., few are standing
lwʼᵛlwodiˑla : /lwʼoloˑdiˑla/ pl., few stand underneath
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lwʼič 7S-v slide
lwʼiččnʼa : /lwʼiččnʼa/ slides along
lwʼičLWn̲čʼn̲a : /lwʼičlWančʼa/ slides along the top
lwʼičlʼgạ : /lwʼičlga/
̣ slides down to the ground
lYn̲ see alYn̲ on the edge, side, bank; along a twisting edge
L
Lal see oLal slide down, off
LaLaˑk alkali (the whitish deposit found around dry waterholes in desert country); now used also for
“lye.” Possibly r̲eL
̲ aˑk, but no distributive or intensive reference and no attesting forms. Only in:
LaLaˑk : /LaLaˑk/ alkali; lye
Lań̲ 7Sv feather (an arrow)
Lań̲ : /Lan/ feathers (an arrow)
r̲eL
̲ ań̲ : /LaLan/ d. feather
Lań̲s : /Las/ feather (generic term); wing
Lań̲wabg : /Lawapk/ will feather
Lapkʼeˑk 3S-n ash (flying bits of ash from a hot fire). Cf. also {čʼapkʼeˑk} 3S-n “soot.” Possibly
segmentable with further data. Cf. also next entry.
Lapkʼeˑks : /Lapkʼeˑks/ flying ash
Lapʼ 7Sv flap the wings; wave in the breeze
r̲é ̲ r̲Lapʼa : /LapLapʼa/ flaps the wings; waves in the breeze
LapʼakL 3S-n shoulder. Possible analysis?
LapʼakLs : /LapʼakLas/ shoulder
Lat 7-Sv scrape off a surface. Only in:
ʔiLatsga : /ʔiLatsga/ scrapes off the surface of a substance with a tool
LaWʼ 7Sv stutter, be unable to speak clearly
r̲é ̲ r̲LaWʼa : /LaWLawʼa/ stutters, cannot speak clearly
r̲é ̲ r̲LaWʼdk : /LaWLawʼatk/ stutterer

sne̲LaˑWʼdgi : /snaLaˑWtgi/ makes someone stutter
Laˑ 7Sv have a litter (of pups, etc.)
Laˑ : /Laˑ/ has a litter
Laˑsg̣ n̲ see aLaˑsg̣ n̲ slitting open
La̲ see eLa̲ onto, onto a surface, on a vehicle
LegoW
7S-v become weak, slack; die away (as ripples in a pool)
̣
LegoWdgi
: /LegoWtgi/
becomes weak, slack: dies away, comes to a stop (as ripples in a pool)
̣
̣
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sLegoWdgi
: /slegoWtgi/
slackens (a rope, etc.)
̣
̣
Lepʼ 7Sv be flat
r̲é ̲ r̲Lepʼ : /LepLep/ flat, flatly
/LepLep swakʼiˑs/ flat-butted
r̲é ̲ r̲Lepʼa : /LepLepʼa/ is flat, becomes flat (as terrain)
r̲é ̲ r̲Lepʼlʼi : /LepLeplʼi/ flat
Leqʼ 7Sv whisper
r̲é ̲ r̲Leqʼa : /LeqLeqʼa/ whispers
r̲e ̲ r̲é ̲ r̲Leqʼa : /LeLaqLeqʼa/ d. whisper
se̲ r̲é ̲ r̲Leqʼa : /seLaqLeqʼa/ whispers to oneself, to each other
r̲é ̲ r̲Leqʼbga : /LeqLeqpga/ is whispering
se̲ r̲e ̲ r̲Leqʼtn̲bga : /seLaqLeqtampga/ are whispering to each other
Leqʼo 3-S-n side (just under the shortribs). Only in:
r̲é ̲ r̲éL
̲ eqʼos : /LeqʼoLeqʼos/ side
Lewl i ̲ʼ 7Sv come apart, undone, untied. Also Lewlʼ in one example. Cf. also {Lol i ̲ʼ} 7+Sv which has
a similar meaning but with a sense of something loosely fastened coming undone.
Lewl i ̲ʼa : /Lewlʼa/ comes apart, undone, loose (something tightly fastened)
r̲eL
̲ ewl i ̲ʼa : /LeLoˑlʼa/ d. come apart
sLewl i ̲ʼa : /slewlʼa/ unties, takes apart
he̲sLewl i ̲ʼa : /hesLoˑlʼa/ unfastens one from another
r̲ r ̲es̲ Lewl i ̲ʼa : /slesLoˑlʼa/ d. take apart
Lewl i ̲ʼdk : /Lewlitk/ undone, apart, untied. Or Lewlʼdk : /Lewlʼatk/.
Lewlʼ sle
Leˑ 7-Sv spit out. Occurs only in:
qbᵛLeˑčnʼa : /qbeLeˑčnʼa/ spits something out
qbᵛLeˑgoga
: /qbeLeˑgoga/
spits something into a container
̣
̣

qbᵛLeˑkanga : /qbeLeˑkanga/ spits around; has a mouthful of something (as twigs, pins) (?)
qbᵛLeˑqn̲a : /qbeLeˑqa/ spits out, through
Leˑ 7-Sv sweep, brush. Possibly cf. last entry?
kᵛLeˑkanga : /keLeˑkanga/ sweeps back and forth with a pointed instrument; pitches hay around
kᵛLeˑykiˑna : /keLeˑykiˑna/ sweeps something out of fire, water, with a pointed instrument
ktLeˑbaˑtn̲a : /kleˑbaˑta/ brushes something up against
ktLeˑdiˑla : /kleˑdiˑla/ sweeps something under
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ktLeˑliˑna : /kleˑliˑna/ brushes off pl. objs. (as one brushes a table clean of crumbs)
ktLeˑlʼgạ : /kleˑlga/
̣ brushes down, aside
ktLeˑlʼgčn̲
̣ a : /kleˑlʼaqčʼa/ just brushed down and went on
ktLeˑsga : /kleˑsga/ brushes off pl.
se̲ktLeˑsga : /sekleˑsga/ brushes off of oneself (as dirt, flies)
ktLeˑwlʼgạ : /kleˑwlga/
̣ brushes down, spreads down (as bushes in passing)
ktLeˑWasga : /kleˑWasga/ brushes away, off
spᵛLeˑčnʼa : /speLeˑčnʼa/ hoes along
spᵛLeˑčnʼoˑts : /speLeˑčnʼoˑts/ hoe
spᵛLeˑtqʼaga : /speLeˑtqʼaga/ hoes up out, hoes up something
r̲ r ̲es̲ pᵛLeˑtqʼaga : /spespLeˑtqʼaga/ d. hoe up out
wLeˑdgl : /wLeˑtgal/ sweeps up with a long instrument
wLeˑditgoˑla : /wLeˑditgoˑla/ sweeps out from under
wLeˑdiˑla : /wLeˑdiˑla/ sweeps underneath
wLeˑgoga
: /wLeˑgoga/
sweeps into a container
̣
̣
wLeˑliˑna : /wLeˑliˑna/ sweeps off the edge
wLeˑLa̲a : /wLeˑLa/ sweeps onto a surface
wLeˑLy : /wLeˑLi/ sweeps inside
wLeˑqn̲a : /wLeˑqa/ sweeps out, through
wLeˑsga : /wLeˑsga/ brushes off, away
Lil 7Sv regret, care, mourn
Lila : /Lila/ regrets, cares, mourns
Liloˑla : /Liloˑla/ stops mourning, regretting
Liw\ʼ 7Sv shiver (from fatigue, hunger)
r̲é ̲ r̲Liw\ʼa : /LiwLiwʼa/ shivers from fatigue, hunger
Ln̲ see aLn̲ alongside

Ločʼ 7Sv fumble, be clumsy
r̲é ̲ r̲Ločʼa : /LočLočʼa/ fumbles, is clumsy, can’t work skillfully
r̲é ̲ r̲Ločʼdk : /LočLočʼatk/ a fumbler, clumsy one
Lol i ̲ʼ 7+Sv come apart, undone, untied, loose. Also Lolʼ in one example. Cf. also {Lewl i ̲ʼ} which
has a similar meaning but with a sense of something tightly fastened coming undone. See Sec.
334.
Lol i ̲ʼa : /Lolʼa/ rips open, comes untied, undone (something loose)
sLol i ̲ʼa : /slolʼa/ unfastens something, takes apart, unties
Lol i ̲ʼdk : /Lolitk/ undone, loose. Or Lolʼdk : /Lolʼatk/.
Loˑl i ̲ʼa : /Loˑlʼa/ pl. come undone, untied
r̲eL
̲ oˑl i ̲ʼa : /LoLoˑlʼa/ d. pl. come undone
Loˑl i ̲ʼsga : /Loˑlisga/ pl. come off, rip off (as loose buttons, patches)
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pᵛLoˑl i ̲ʼa : /poLoˑlʼa/ pulls apart a tangle, pulls off (as fuzz, burrs)
Lolʼ sle
Lopʼ 7+Sv be fuzzy, prickly. Only recorded in:
r̲eL
̲ opʼtn̲ysʔm : /LoLaptisʔam/ nettles (virulent sp.)
sbᵛLoˑpʼa : /sboLoˑpʼa/ pulls fuzz off (as off cattails)
Loqʼ 7Sv eat roe, fish eggs; roe
Loqʼa : /Loqʼa/ eats roe, fish eggs
Loqʼs : /Loqʼas/ roe
Loy\ʼ 7Sv be sweet
r̲é ̲ r̲Loy\ʼa : /LoyLoya/ is sweet. Also r̲éˑ̲ r̲Loy\ʼa : /LoˑyLoyʼa/.
r̲é ̲ r̲Loy\ʼdk : /LoyLoyʼatk/ sweet
r̲é ̲ r̲Loy\ʼs : /LoyLoys/ candy, sweets
r̲é ̲ r̲Loy\ʼsʔm : /LoyLoysʔam/ gooseberries. Also r̲e ̲ r̲éˑ̲ r̲Loy\ʼsʔm : /LoLoˑyLoysʔam/.
Loˑ 7-Sv brush, sweep an obj. (or few objs.); slide; stir (as batter, dough). Cf. also {Leˑ} 7-Sv
“sweep pl. objs.”
čᵛLoˑčʼiˑpʼa : /čoLoˑčʼiˑpʼa/ tubular obj. slides off
he̲sčᵛLoˑčʼiˑpʼa : /hosčLoˑčʼiˑpʼa/ causes a tubular obj. to slide down, off
čᵛLoˑdgị : /čoLoˑtgi/
̣ slides down (as avalanche, as one slides down a pole, as pants)
čᵛLoˑsga : /čoLoˑsga/ slides down, caves in (as a roof, excavation)
kᵛLoˑyeˑn i ̲ʼa : /koLoˑyeˑna/ stirs something with a pointed instrument (as a mixture. batter, dough)
r̲ek̲ ᵛLoˑyeˑn i ̲ʼa : /kokLoˑyeˑnʼa/ d. stir
ktLoˑbaˑtn̲a : /kloˑbaˑta/ brushes an obj. (or few objs.) up against
ktLoˑdiˑla : /kloˑdiˑla/ brushes an obj. (or few objs.) underneath
ktLoˑliˑna : /kloˑliˑna/ brushes an obj. (or few objs.) off the edge
Loˑb\ʼ 7Sv eat soup; soup
Loˑb\ʼa : /Loˑpa/ eats soup
sne̲Loˑb\ʼa : /snoLoˑpʼa/ makes someone eat soup
Loˑb\ʼs : /Loˑps/ soup
Loˑčʼ 7Sv eat a bird embryo; embryo
Loˑčʼa : /Loˑčʼa/ eats an embryo from an egg
Loˑčʼs : /Loˑts/ bird embryo
Loˑqʼ 7Sv snore
Loˑqʼa : /Loˑqʼa/ snores
r̲eL
̲ oˑqʼa : /LoLoˑqʼa/ d. snore
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Lqʼ see oLqʼ removing hair or feathers
LWn̲ see eLWn̲ down on top, along the top
Ly see oLy inside. into
lʼ
lʼ see dalʼ toward
lʼ see lʼi [adjective formant]
lʼ see nalk than
lʼabkʼ 7+Sv be doughy, mash up something doughy. Cf. also {tʼabkʼ} 7+Sv “be sticky, mash up
something sticky” and {čʼabkʼ} 7+Sv “be mushy, mash up something mushy.”
r̲é ̲ r̲ rl̲ ʼabkʼa : /lʼapklʼapkʼa/ is doughy
nlʼabkʼa : /nlʼapkʼa/ mashes into dough with a round instrument
lʼag\ʼ 7Sv be slimy. sticky. mushy (as the meat of fish that have spawned)
r̲éˑ̲ r̲lʼag\ʼa : /lʼaˑklʼakʼa/ is slimy, sticky
r̲éˑ̲ r̲lʼag\ʼdk : /lʼaˑklʼaˑkʼatk/ slimy, sticky
r̲e ̲ r̲éˑ̲ r̲lʼag\ʼs : /lʼalʼaˑklʼaks/ snail (sp.)
lʼak 3-Sn China brant (Anser canadensis). Onomatopoetic.
r̲é ̲ r̲lʼak : /lʼaklʼak/ China brant
r̲e ̲ r̲é ̲ r̲lʼak\ʼaˑkʼ : /lʼalʼaklʼaˑkʼaˑk/ d. little China brants
lʼaˑkʼ 7-Sv scribble, mark up
dᵛlʼaˑkʼa : /dalʼaˑkʼa/ smears, daubs with the hands
r̲ed̲ ᵛlʼaˑkʼa : /datlʼaˑkʼa/ d. smear, daub
se̲dᵛlʼaˑkʼa : /satlʼaˑkʼa/ smears oneself, each other
dᵛlʼaˑkʼ r̲bqʼa : /dalʼaˑkbapqʼa/ smears onto someone’s face
dᵛlʼaˑkʼ r̲t n̲nʼa : /dalʼaˑkʼattanʔa/ smears, wipes onto
kᵛlʼaˑkʼa : /kalʼaˑkʼa/ scribbles with a sharp instrument
kᵛlʼaˑkʼtn̲a : /kalʼaˑkta/ scribbles on, marks on
kᵛlʼaˑkʼ r̲t n̲nʼa : /kalʼaˑkʼattanʔa/ scribbles all over on
r̲ek̲ ᵛlʼaˑkʼtn̲a : /kaklʼaˑkta/ d. scribble on

kᵛlʼaˑkʼYeˑn i ̲ʼa : /kalʼaˑkYeˑnʼa/ scribbles inside, makes marks inside something
lᵛlʼaˑkʼa : /lalʼaˑkʼa/ scribbles with a round obj.
r̲el̲ ᵛlʼaˑkʼa : /lalʔaˑkʼa/ d. scribble on
lᵛlʼaˑkʼ r̲t n̲nʼa : /lalʼaˑkʼattanʔa/ scribbles all over on
lʼaˑlʼ see alʼaˑlʼ into the fire
lʼem\ʼ 7Sv be fragile, brittle, easily crumbled (as dry reeds, old cloth)
r̲éˑ̲ r̲lʼem\ʼa : /lʼeˑmlʼemʼa/ is brittle, easily broken, fragile
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lʼeqʼ 7Sv be tender (as meat)
r̲éˑ̲ rlʼeqʼa : /lʼeˑqlʼeqʼa/ is tender
sne̲ r̲éˑ̲ rlʼeqʼa : /snelʼeˑqlʼeqa/ makes tender
lʼeˑqʼdgi : /lʼeˑqtgi/ becomes tender
sne̲lʼeˑqʼdgi : /snelʼeˑqtgi/ tenderizes
lʼeqʼ 7Sv twinkle, glitter, flicker. Also lʼiqʼ (PO only). See Sec. 334.
r̲ér̲ lʼeqʼa : /lʼeqlʼeqʼa/ twinkles, glitters, flickers. PO gave r̲ér̲ lʼiqʼa : /lʼiqlʼiqʼa/.
r̲ér̲ lʼeqʼsdi : /lʼeqlʼeqsdi/ “Twinkle-Place” (place name)
lʼew 7-Sv bend a limber obj. Morphophonemics dubious. Only in:
pᵛlʼewlʼgạ : /pelʼoˑlga/
̣ pulls down a limber obj. without breaking it (as a sapling)
r̲ep̲ ᵛlʼewlʼgạ : /peplʼoˑlga/
̣ d. bend down

lʼg̣ see elʼg̣ down, to the ground, to a stop, finishing
lʼi 8sv 3sa [adjective formant]. Also lʼ and t. See Sec. 743.
r̲é ̲ r̲boslʼi : /bosboslʼi/ black; the pupil of the eye
r̲é ̲ r̲boslʼant : /bosboslʼant/ in a black one
/bosboslʼant maksatdat/ in a black basket
r̲é ̲ r̲boslʼantga : /bosboslʼantga/ with a black one
/bosboslʼantga waˑtʼitga/ with a black knife
r̲é ̲ r̲boslʼis : /bosboslʼis/ black [o]
/bosboslʼis lilhanks hoˑt slin./ He shot a black deer. Or: /bosboslʼis lilhanksas…/.
r̲é ̲ r̲gemlʼi
: /gemg
emlʼi/
calm, quiet, tame
̣
̣
̣
r̲e ̲ r̲é ̲ r̲gemlʼi
: /geg
emlʼi/
d. calm, quiet
̣
̣ amg
̣
̣
r̲é ̲ r̲gemtkʼaˑni
: /gemg
emtkʼaˑni/
little calm one
̣
̣
̣
r̲et̲ ʼaˑmdgislʼis : /tʼatʼaˑmtgislʼis/ insect (sp.) (“quiet-one”)
lʼim 7S-v be roan, a light reddish brown. Only recorded in:
r̲ér̲ lʼimlʼi : /lʼimlʼimlʼi/ roan
lʼiqʼ see lʼeqʼ twinkle, glitter, flicker
lʼiˑk 3-S-n man’s proper name. Unanalyzable.
r̲elʼiˑks : /lʼilʼiˑks/ man’s proper name
lʼm see ʔm [possessive]
lʼoč 4S-v act with the knee
lʼočbga : /lʼočpga/ is kneeling
r̲el̲ ʼočbga : /lʼolʼačpga/ d. kneel
lʼočdiˑla : /lʼočdiˑla/ puts a knee under
se̲lʼočdiˑla : /solʼačdiˑla/ sits with a knee under oneself
lʼočlʼgạ : /lʼočlga/
̣ puts a knee down
r̲elʼočlʼgạ : /lʼolʼačlga/
̣ kneels down
lʼočqʼaˑlʼa : /lʼočqʼaˑlʼa/ bends a knee
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se̲lʼočqʼaˑlʼa : /solʼačqʼaˑlʼa/ bends one’s own knee
lʼočwa : /lʼočwa/ puts a knee into water
lʼočwl : /lʼočwal/ puts a knee on top, has a knee on top
lʼočwllʼgbga
: /lʼočwallqpga/ has a knee raised
̣

lʼog̣ 3-S-n [unknown meaning]. Only in:
čag r̲el̲ ʼogs : /čak lʼolʼaqs/ “Digging-up-Serviceberries” (name of one of čʼasgiˑps’
dogs in Text 7).
̣
Also recorded čag r̲eʼ̲ lᵛotqʼags : /čak lolʼatqʼaks/.
lʼoqoˑgat 3Sn place name. Unanalyzable. BL stated that there was some connection with {loqwa̲}
7Sv “be lukewarm,” but this is not descriptively identifiable.
lʼoqoˑgat : /lʼoqoˑgat/ place name
lʼoˑg 3S-n lizard (sp. unknown). This was described as a small, blue, salamander-like variety.
lʼoˑgs : /lʼoˑks/ lizard (sp.)
r̲el̲ ʼoˑg\ʼaˑkʼ : /lʼolʼoˑkʼaˑk/ d. little lizards
lʼoˑm i ̲ʼ 7-Sv paint the face, smear on color or pitch. Only in:
dᵛlʼoˑm i ̲ʼa : /dolʼoˑmʼa/ paints, smears on the face
se̲dᵛlʼoˑm i ̲ʼa : /sotlʼoˑmʼa/ smears on one’s own face
dᵛlʼoˑm i ̲ʼdk : /dolʼoˑ mitk/ smeared, daubed
m
m see ʔi you sg.
m see ʔm [collective]
m see ʔm [possessive]
ma 3S-n root (sp. Angelico). This was mashed up and used as fish poison (LK); it also had a
medicinal use as a remedy for blood-poisoning (PO). Only in:
mas : /mas/ root (sp.)
mačaˑ 7S-v listen
mačaˑdga : /mačaˑtga/ listens
sne̲mačaˑdga : /snamčaˑtga/ causes to hear; idiom: slanders someone not present in order to anger
one of his relatives (who is present)
mačaˑdg! : /mačaˑdak!/ listen!
mačaˑdiˑla : /mačaˑdiˑla/ eavesdrops
r̲em
̲ ačaˑdiˑla : /mamčaˑdiˑla/ d. eavesdrop
magiˑp
̣ 3Sn root (sp. unknown). This was pulverized and rubbed onto the skin for inflammations.
Only in:
magiˑp
root (sp.)
̣ : /magiˑp/
̣
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magoˑqʼ
3S-n nephew, niece (woman’s sister’s child). It is also possible to express this by the
̣
reciprocal term for “aunt (mother’s sister)”; cf. {saˑqʼ} 3-S-n.
magoˑqʼa̲
b : /magoˑqap/
nephew, niece
̣
̣
r̲em
b : /mamgoˑqʼisap/
nephews, nieces
̲ agoˑqʼysa̲
̣
̣
maǰ 3S-n match(es). From English.
maǰys : /maǰiˑs/ match(es)
mak 7S-v camp. Synonymous with {sney} 3S-n.
makbga : /makpga/ is camping, has a camp established
makčnʼa : /makčnʼa/ camps while going along, camps on a journey
makkanga : /makkanga/ camps around here and there
maklʼgạ : /maklga/
̣ sets up a camp
r̲eʼ̲ maklʼgạ : /mamʼaklga/
̣ d. camp

makwl : /makwal/ camps on top of
čʼiksʔm makwls : /čʼiksʔam makwals/ nape of the neck (“bird’s-camp-on-top” )
maksa 3Sn basket (generic term). This term covers all types of small baskets but does not seem to
include the larger carrying baskets
maksa : /maksa/ basket
r̲eʼ̲ maksaʼaˑkʼ : /mamʼaksaʔaˑk/ d. little baskets
mang̣ 3Sn housefly
mang̣ : /manq/ housefly
r̲eʼ̲ mang\ʼaˑkʼ
: /mamʼanqʼaˑk/ d. little flies
̣
mangas
̣ : /mangas/
̣ housefly [o]
/noˑ ʔa mangas
̣ siwga./ I killed a fly.

manʼiˑ 2Sre1 also, too. This enclitic seems to be synonymous with {čʼis} 2Sre2 but is considerably
rarer.
/hoˑt gena, čoy čʼasgaˑy manʼiˑ genaˑ./ He went, and Weasel went too.
/naˑnok sbočʼalliˑna qlas. naˑnok qbel manʼiˑ./ He pulled off all of his skin, all of his tail too. (Texts,
16.33)
/noˑ ʔa gew beˑya sʔabiˑya, gew wnaga manʼiˑ./ I told my daughter, my son too.
maqlag̣ 3S-n person, Indian, Klamath. The semantic range of this term is wide; in conversation and
in the Texts it most often occurs as “Indian.” less often as “Klamath,” and occasionally as
“person.” It does not occur with { r̲e}̲ 1pn [distributive] or with {ʼaˑkʼ} 6sn [diminutive] or other
6sn affixes except {s}.
maqlagṣ : /maqlaqs/ Indian, person, Klamath
maqlagsm
̣ hemkangs : /maqlaqsam hemkanks/ the Klamath language
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maqlagsyalank
: /maqlaqsyalank/ in Klamath, “in Indian”
̣

mat 2Srp5 as they say (reported action). This particle indicates that the source of information is not
the speaker but someone else.
/wačǰat mat hoˑt weLoˑla./ (I heard) he fell off his horse.
/danqnʼi mat ʔi ʔiLoˑls gi?/ How many years have you (according to what you have heard)?
/kakni mat genwapk?/ Who [d.] will go (as you have heard),
/gesga
mat bi geys./ He can’t go himself (I hear).
̣
/dam mat hoˑt seˑsatk goˑt?/ Did they have a name for a goat (that you’ve heard)? (Texts, 38.75)
matʼ 3S-n hat. From Modoc. Cf. Klamath {čʼoyʔ} 7Sv “wear a hat.”
matʼs : /matʼas/ hat
may 3Sn tule (Scirpus validus). This was the commonest material for baskets and mats. The stalks
provided the main strands, and the delicate rootlets (often dyed white or yellow) provided design
elements. The pith of the stalk was also eaten.
may : /may/ tule
r̲em
̲ ay\ʼaˑkʼ : /mamyʼaˑk/ d. little tules
mayʔm : /mayʔam/ tule’s
mayʔm lag̣ : /mayʔam laq/ fine tule rootlets (“tule’s hair”)
mayʔm lolb : /mayʔam lolp/ pith of the tule stalk (“tule’s-eye”)
may 3Sn two-headed snake. This serpent is said to have a head on either end and to be capable of
going in either direction. Also called /biblant nʼos gitk/ “having-a-head-on-both-ends” and /laˑba
nʼos gitk/ “having-two-heads.” The form is homophonous with “tule” above.
may : /may/ two-headed snake
may\ʼaˑkʼ : /mayʼaˑk/ little two-headed snake
maˑčʼaˑ 3S-n wild mint (Mentha canadensis)
maˑčʼaˑsʔm : /maˑčʼaˑsʔam/ wild mint
maˑd see ʔaˑd you pl.

maˑdam 3S-n place name. Unanalyzable. Only in
maˑdamksi : /maˑdamksi/ place name
maˑlʼ see ʔaˑd you pl.
maˑms 2Srp3 even, even though, in spite of
/čoy maˑms nis geˑ ksaˑkʼwa gida./ Even though he did carry me across here. (Texts, 3.33)
/maˑms ni qʼay qʼa sʔaywaks./ Even though I don’t know an awful lot. (Texts, 9.2)
/ʔat ʔams ni satʼwaˑYa, yoyʼalgok,
maˑms ʔi qʼay satʼwaˑYdaksči./ Now I am helping you, taking
̣
pity, even though you are not worth helping. (Texts, 16.56)
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/maˑms hok naˑnok dwaˑ sʔottʼa kʼolyʼaˑʔaˑk./ Even though he had done everything, Little Coyote.
(Texts, 16.58)
maˑns 2Srt long ago, for a long time, a long time, late
/maˑns hak ni čelwi psin./ I sat up too late last night.
/waq ʔaˑt maˑns hak qaqta?/ How is it that you pl. sleep so late?
/maˑns nalk ni sbogwapk pačʼit./ I’ll lie longer this time. (Texts, 3.90)
/čoy honk ʔat maˑns gitk koččʼaʔaˑk gotqʼakbli./ Then after a long while Little Bullhead came back
up. (Texts, 6.39)
/čoy sa honk homʼas ʔat maˑˑˑns banʼi gi./ Now they did that way for a long, long time. (Texts,
15.37)
/dadaˑ maˑns hakt geˑ gweys
mbegwapk, čoy honk kʼadaˑ maˑns gi ʔat kyem giwapk gida./ As long
̣
as this footprint shall last, so long shall fish be here. (Texts, 18.32)
/ʔat sa gawʼalbli hiˑt, maˑns qʼeˑgist psin./ Now they found him there, the night being long gone.
(Texts, 19.57)
/ʔat sa honk siwga maˑns gitk čeˑ./ Now they killed her even after a long time. (Texts, 21.28).
maˑwič 3Sn deer. From Chinook Jargon. Used by Grover Pompey only rarely for Klamath: /
lilhanks/.
maˑwič : /maˑwič/ deer
mba 3S-n cooking rock (a fragment of rock that has been heated to cracking). These were dropped
into waterproof baskets containing liquid; cf. {tal} 7S-v “boil.”
mbas : /mbas/ cooking rock
mbatʼ see ngatʼ jump
mbaw 3S-n cured hide (usually buckskin). Also wbaw (Pompeys). See Sec. 430.
mbaws : /mbaws/ cured hide. Pompeys gave wbaws : /wbaws/
mbawkʼa : /mbawkʼa/ little hide
r̲ r ̲em
̲ bawkʼa : /mbamboˑkʼa/ d. little hides
mbaw 7Sv hoot (owl). Only in:
mbawa : /mbawa/ (owl) hoots
mbely 7Sv be cross-eyed
mbely : /mbeliˑ/ is cross-eyed
r̲ r ̲em
̲ bely : /mbembli/ d. are cross-eyed
mbelydk : /mbeliˑtk/ cross-eyed
mbodyʼ 7Sv wrinkle from exposure to water
mbodyʼa : /mbotyʼa/ wrinkles (as fingers from soaking)
mbodyʼdk : /mbodiˑtk/ wrinkled up
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r̲ r ̲em
̲ bodyʼdk : /mbompditk/ d. wrinkled up
mbosag 3S-n flint, obsidian. Also bosag. See Sec. 430.
mbosags : /mbosaks/ flint, obsidian
mbosagsawaˑs : /mbosaksawaˑs/ “Flint-Place” (place name: Chiloquin). Also given as
bosagsawaˑs : /bosaksawaˑs/.
mbosaklʼ see bosaklʼ thigh
mboseˑʔl sne
mboseˑlʼ 7Sv cohabit, marry. Also mboseˑʔl, moseˑʔl and moseˑlʼ. See Sec. 334.
mboseˑlʼa : /mboseˑlʼa/ cohabits
he̲smoseˑlʼa : /hosmseˑlʼa/ causes to marry, marries someone off
r̲ r ̲em
̲ boseˑlʼa : /mbompseˑlʼa/ d. cohabit
se̲moseˑlʼa : /somseˑlʼa/ marries
mboseˑʔlbli : /mboseˑʔalbli/ cohabits again
se̲moseˑʔlbli : /somseˑʔalbli/ marries again
mboyč 3Sn sinew. This was used as thread, cord, bow-backing, etc.
mboyč : /mboyč/ sinew
mboˑsant 3Sn tomorrow, morning
mboˑsant : /mboˑsant/ tomorrow, morning
/mboˑsant waytoˑlank/ day after tomorrow
/mboˑsant psin gi/ tomorrow night
/čoy mboˑsant ʔonaˑk sa honk ʔilqča./ Then early the next morning they took (the corpse) off to
bury it. (Texts, 32.18)
mboˑsantks : /mboˑsantks/ tomorrow, early. Probably {ksi} 10sn “place of.” but the semantics are
dubious.
/gen mboˑsantks/ this morning
mčelg̣ feel, grasp, intuit, understand. Possibly contains {elʼg}̣ 12sv “down, to the earth.”
mčelgạ : /nčelga/
̣ understands, grasps
se̲mčelgạ : /semčalga/
̣ feels, intuits
/semčalgạ ʔan kanʼs glegwapkst./
I felt someone would die.
̣

se̲mčelgbli
̣ : /semčalqbli/ returns to consciousness
mčn̲ see emčn̲ have, get, possess
mčʼig see ʔmʼč [augmentative]
me 7S-v pack a load on the back; camp. Also recorded mʼe but the glottalization is uncertain.
mečʼn̲a : /mečʼa/ moves, changes one’s camp
r̲em
̲ ečʼn̲a : /memčʼa/ d. move
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medbn̲a : /metba/ arrives with a pack, arrives at camp
medgl : /metgal/ packs, carries a load on the back; breaks camp
he̲smedgl : /hesmatgal/ causes someone to carry a load on the back; causes someone to break camp
r̲eʼ̲ medgl : /memʼatgal/ d. carry a pack; d. break camp
meLy : /meLiˑ/ packs a load inside; comes into camp
melʼgạ : /melga/
̣ sets down a pack; makes one’s camp permanent
se̲ʼmesLa : /semʼasLa/ moves, changes one’s dwelling
metʼleˑgị : /metʼleˑgi/
̣ packs a load over a mountain; moves one’s camp over a mountain
memyeˑk 3Sn (?) germs, little worms. These were described as “the little things you see when you
close your eyes tightly shut.” Possibly r̲em
̲ eyeˑk or r̲em
̲ eyeˑg. Analysis uncertain. See Text 2.
Only in:
memyeˑk : /memyeˑk/ germs, worms (?)
mey 7Sv dig roots
meya : /meya/ digs roots
r̲eʼ̲ mey : /memʼiˑ/ d. dig roots
mey! : /mey!/ dig roots!
meyča̲a : /meyča/ goes to dig roots
meyys : /meyiˑs/ the digging
/glewiˑ
ʔa hoˑt meyiˑs./ She stopped digging.
̣
meY 3S-n trout (Salmo iridens)
meYs : /meYas/ trout
r̲eʼ̲ meYkʼa : /memʼiˑhkʼa/ d. little trout

meYstiˑ : /meYastiˑ/ a piece of trout
meˑʼ 7Sv “maa,” make a noise like a deer
meˑʼa : /meˑʔa/ “maa’s,” makes a noise like a deer
meˑmaqla 3Sn waterfowl (generic term). Does not occur with { r̲e}̲ 1pn [distributive] or with
diminutive or augmentative affixes.
meˑmaqla : /meˑmaqla/ waterfowl
meˑn 3-Sn -man. From English. Only in the mixed Klamath-English compound:
yawgsmeˑn
: /yawqsmeˑn/ doctor (white man’s doctor)
̣
mi see ʔi you sg.
mičbi 7Sv be exasperated, fed up with a disagreeable experience; have enough of a punishment, be
unable to bear. With {sne̲} 3pv [causative] it means “teach a disagreeable lesson by experience.”
mičbi : /mičbi/ is fed up, has enough, cannot bear
sne̲ʼmičbi : /snimʼačbi/ teaches someone a lesson by allowing them to suffer an experience
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mičʼoˑ 3Sn spoon. These were of bone or wood or woven of tule. Another type was made of the
breastbone of a bird.
mičʼoˑ : /mičʼoˑ/ spoon
r̲eʼ̲ mičʼoʼaˑkʼ : /mimʼačwʼaˑk/ d. little spoons
mideˑʼ 7Sv wear leggings. From Chinook Jargon (French “mitasse”) Now usually found in Klamath
with { r̲e}̲ 1pv 1pn [distributive].
r̲em
̲ ideˑʼa : /mimdeˑʔa/ wears leggings
r̲em
̲ ideˑʼoˑla : /mimdeˑʔoˑla/ takes off leggings
r̲em
̲ ideˑʼs : /mimdeˑʔas/ leggings
r̲em
̲ ideˑʼkʼa : /mimdeˑkʼa/ little leggings
min see ni I and ʔi you sg.
mna see bi he-she-it [intensive]
mnaˑlʼ see baˑd they [intensive]
mni see amni up, upstream
moč 3S-n old man. Cf. also {močʼeˑw i ̲ʼ} 7Sv “be an old man” and also possibly {gmoč} 7Sv “be
old.” Only in:
moč\ʼaˑkʼ : /močʼaˑk/ old man
r̲em
̲ oč\ʼaˑkʼ : /momčʼaˑk/ d. old men
močʔmʼč : /močʔamʼč/ big old man
močʼeˑw i ̲ʼ 7Sv be an old man. Possibly {moč} (see last entry above) plus {eˑw i ̲ʼ} “be what the
preceding adverb (?) says.” Segmentation uncertain. Only in:
močʼeˑw i ̲ʼa : /močʼeˑwʼa/ is old (man)
močʼeˑw i ̲ʼdk : /močʼeˑwitk/ old man
močʼoˑy 3S-n place name. Unanalyzable. Possibly related to one or both of the last two entries.
močʼoˑy\ʼaˑkʼs : /močʼoˑyʼaˑks/ place name: Military Crossing
mokey 3Sn Kalapuya Indians (and territory?)

mokey : /mokey/ Kalapuya Indian(s)
mokʼ 3S-n horned owl (Bubo subarcticus).To see an owl was a bad omen, foretelling death and
misfortune.
mokʼs : /mokʼas/ horned owl
r̲eʼ̲ mokʼkʼa : /momʼakkʼa/ d. little owls
mokʼsʔm : /moksʔam/ owl’s
mokʼsʔmksi : /moksʔamksi/ “Owl’s-Place” (place name)
mokʼsʔm sniˑg\ʼs
̣ : /moksʔam sniˑqs/ fungus (“owl’s-snot”)

mokʼsʔm waˑs : /moksʔam waˑs/ “Owl’s-Nest” (place name)
mokʼ 7Sv menstruate
mokʼa : /mokʼa/ menstruates
mokʼdk : /mokʼatk/ one menstruating, a menstruating woman
r̲em
̲ okʼdk : /momkʼatk/ d. menstruating (women)
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mol 3S-n place name. Unanalyzable. This was said to mean “black-swan-place,” but no *mol or
*mols could be obtained.
molsi : /molsi/ place name: Rocky Point. near Harrison Lodge
molg̣ 3S-n man’s sister-in-law (man’s brother’s wife, wife’s sister); woman’s brother-in-law
(woman’s sister’s husband, husband’s sister)
molg̣ a̲b : /molgap/
̣ man’s sister-in-law; woman’s brother-in-law
molgysa̲
sisters-in-law, brothers-in-law
̣ b : /molgisap/
̣
moliˑn 7Sv mow (grass). Possibly English “mow” plus {oliˑn} 10sv “off the edge, off,” but no
further forms were obtained.
moliˑna : /moliˑna/ mows grass
molo 3Sn rotten wood, punk-wood, the inside of a rotten log or stump. This was used as the base of
a yellow dye employed in the process of curing and dyeing hides.
molo : /molo/ rotten wood. punk-wood
moloʼa̲la : /molwʼala/ gathers rotten wood
smoloʼa̲la : /smolwʼala/ colors a hide with rotten wood (a deep yellow)
mom 3-S-n bee. Given originally by the Pompeys as “bumblebee,” but later said to include all bees.
Informants stated that honeybees were not native to the Klamath area and were introduced
recently by the white men.
r̲é ̲ r̲moms : /mommoms/ bee
r̲é ̲ r̲momsʔm pʼań̲s : /mommomsʔam pʼas/ honey (“bee’s-food”)
momʼoˑwč 3Sn ear. Possibly r̲eʼ̲ moˑwč but no distributive or intensive reference and no attesting
forms. Note that { r̲e}̲ 1pn [distributive] occurs before this form.
momʼoˑwč : /momʼoˑwač/ ear
r̲em
̲ omʼoˑwč\ʼaˑkʼ : /momʔoˑčʼaˑk/ d. little earl
mon sne
monaˑ 2Sl below, underneath. Also mon. See Sec. 821.

monaˑ : /monaˑ/ below, underneath
/monaˑ ʔa lboteˑga./ He tunneled deeply.
monaˑ r̲ed̲ amnys : /monaˑ dadamnis/ gopher (“wanderer-beneath”)
monaˑdalʼkniˑ : /monaˑdalʼkniˑ/ Satan (“the-One-From-Below”)
monaˑna : /monaˑna/ around down below, at the bottom
/monaˑna hoˑt wdomkanga./ He’s swimming around down at the bottom.
montanni : /montanni/ one from below; underdrawers
montant : /montant/ down below
/montant hoˑt čiˑya./ He lives down below (underneath, as someone on the next floor down)
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mong 3Sn gopher (sp.)
mong : /monk/ gopher
mongm : /mongam/ gopher’s
moqwʼ 3S-n dyed tule (basket material). See Spier (1930). p. 183.
moqwʼs : /moqwʼas/ dyed tule
moqʼoˑga 3Sn mouse, fieldmouse. Species uncertain,
moqʼoˑga : /moqʼoˑga/ mouse. fieldmouse
r̲em
̲ oqʼoˑgaʼaˑkʼ : /momqʼoˑgaʔaˑk/ d. little mice
mos 3-Sn cow. Also moˑs in some entries (?). From Chinook Jargon,
r̲éˑ̲ r̲mos : /moˑsmos/ cow. Also recorded r̲éˑ̲ r̲moˑs : /moˑsmoˑs/.
mosʼa̲la : /moslʼa/ scavenges, gets unused animal remains after a butchering
mos 3-Sn black-tailed deer (Odocoileus columbianus columbianus; Gatschet gives “white-tailed
deer, Cervus macrotis”?)
r̲e ̲ r̲mos : /mosmas/ black-tailed deer. LK gave r̲é ̲ r̲mos : /mosmos/.
moseˑʔl see mboseˑlʼ cohabit, marry
moseˑlʼ see mboseˑlʼ cohabit, marry
moy 3Sn woodchuck (Marmota flaviventus Rhoads or Audubon and Bachman). The Pompeys gave
this as “groundhog.”
moy : /moy/ woodchuck
r̲em
̲ oy\ʼaˑkʼ : /momyʼaˑk/ d. little woodchucks
moYʼ 7Sv shiver (as jelly)
r̲é ̲ r̲moYʼa : /moYmoyʼa/ shivers
moˑ 2Srm very, much, big. Also ˑmo and a portmanteau moˑmʼs ({ r̲e ̲ moˑ ni ʼas} d. big ones [o]). See
Sec. 722,
moˑ : /moˑ/ very. much
/moˑ ʔans mʼaˑsʔa./ I’m very sick,
/moˑ blitk hoˑt./ He’s very fat.

/moˑčgas hoˑt ʔiwtanyeˑga,/ It started to get heavier.
r̲eˑ̲ mo : /moˑm/ d. very
/naˑnok ʔa geˑ moˑm ʔiwta./ All of these are very heavy.
moˑ ginkangs : /moˑ ginkanks/ “Big-Space-Around” (place name). Also recorded: /moˑginkanks/.
moˑmʼs : /moˑmʼs/ d. big ones [o]
/hoˑt ʔa moˑmʼs nalk boqs ʔiqaˑyʼoˑla./ He picked out the biggest camas roots.
moˑni : /moˑni/ big, big one [n]
/geˑ ʔa moˑni wač./ This is a big horse.
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/čoy honk ʔat hok moˑni gatbambli./ So then that big one returned.
r̲em
̲ oˑni : /moˑmni/ d. big ones [n]
/geˑ ʔa moˑmni lilhanks./ These are big deer.
moˑnkʼaˑni : /moˑnkʼaˑni/ little big one
/moˑnkʼaˑni nisda qʼay qtana./ The little big one didn’t sleep all night. (Texts, 1.50)
moˑnʼs : /moˑnʼs/ big one [o]
/moˑnʼs weq gawʼal./ He found a big branch.
moˑyʼant : /moˑyʼant/ in a big one
/moˑyʼant dwantdat/ in something big
moˑyʼantga : /moˑyʼantga/ with a big one
/moˑyʼantga slegoˑtstga/
with a big axe
̣
moˑyʼantiˑ : /moˑyʼantiˑ/ from a big one. piece of a big one
/moˑyʼantiˑ čʼoleˑkstiˑ/ from a big (piece of) meat
moˑmʼs sle

moˑs see mos cow
moˑwa̲ 7Sv blow from the south; south
moˑwa̲a : /moˑwa/ blows from the south
moˑwa̲kstʼa : /moˑwakstʼa/ “On-the-South-Side” (place name)
moˑwa̲s : /moˑwas/ south wind
moˑwa̲t : /moˑwat/ south
moˑwa̲t\ʼaˑkʼkniˑ : /moˑwatʼaˑkkniˑ/ Modoc(s)
moˑwa̲tdalʼkniˑ : /moˑwatdalʼkniˑ/ from the south, person from the south
moˑwa̲twaˑs : /moˑwatwaˑs/ “Home-(in)-the-South” (place name and tribal name: the Pit River
Indians)
moˑwa̲twaˑsa̲ltn̲dk : /moˑwatwaˑsaltantk/ “Pit-Rivered-On” (basket design; see Spier (1930), p. 192,
17k)
mpakʼ 7Sv gasp, belch. PO gave this form, while RD gave mpʼaqʼaˑ, q.v.
mpakʼa : /mpakʼa/ gasps, belches
mpetʼ 7S-v sg. float. Cf. {lmeˑy} 7S-v “pl. float.”
mpetʼbaˑtn̲a : /mpetbaˑta/ sg. floats to the shore, edge
mpetʼbn̲čʼn̲a : /mpetblančʼa/ floats downstream
sne̲mpetʼbln̲čʼn̲a : /snempatblančʼa/ causes to float downstream
mpetʼčnʼa : /mpetčnʼa/ floats along
diwiˑs mpetʼčnʼa : /diwiˑs mpetčnʼa/ rapids float along; idiom: daydreams
mpetʼ r̲dga : /mpetdatga/ is floating, in a state of floating in water or air, hangs suspended
mpetʼdgị : /mpettgi/
̣ floats down, sinks
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mpetʼkanga : /mpetkanga/ floats around here and there
mpetʼkangs : /mpetkanks/ Spaniard(s). Named by the people of the Oregon coast, who saw the early
Spanish ships offshore. This term was introduced as a loan translation into Klamath by slaves
captured in raids, according to LK.
mpetʼlʼgạ : /mpetlʼga/
̣ floats to the ground, sinks
r̲ r ̲em
̲ petʼlʼgạ : /mpempatʼlga/
̣ d. sink
sne̲mpetʼlʼgạ : /snempatʼlga/
̣ causes to sink; drowns someone
mpetʼlʼgṣ : /mpetlʼaqs/ gizzard (so named because other bird entrails float, while the gizzard sinks)
mpetʼtqʼaga : /mpettqʼaga/ floats up, rises to the surface
mpetʼtqʼagkanga : /mpettqʼakkanga/ bobs up and down here and there (as a fishing float)
mpetʼwa : /mpetʼwa/ floats in water
mpetʼ r̲wa : /mpetʼoˑwa/ floats around in water
mpetʼyeˑga : /mpetʼyeˑga/ floats up, rises
mpetʼygị : /mpetʼiˑgi/
̣ floats up, over

mpetʼykiˑna : /mpetʼiˑkiˑna/ floats out of water, up on the bank
mpʼaq 7S-v have spots (?). Meaning and form dubious. Only in:
r̲ r ̲em
̲ pʼaqtn̲ys : /mpʼampʼaqtis/ butterball duck (“having-spots-on-(each-side-of-his-head)”—Grover
Pompey)
mpʼaqʼ 7Sv dry up (as grass from a drought). Possibly see last entry above?
mpʼaqʼa : /mpʼaqʼa/ dries up (as a drought)
r̲ r ̲em
̲ pʼaqʼa : /mpʼampqʼa/ d. dry up
mpʼaqʼlʼgạ : /mpʼaqʼlga/
̣ dries up (as grassland)
mpʼaqʼwl : /mpʼaqʼwal/ dries up on top
mpʼaqʼwls : /mpʼaqʼwals/ “Dry-on-Top” (place name)
mpʼaqʼaˑ 7S-v gasp, belch. RD gave this form, while PO gave mpakʼ, q.v. RD’s form occurs in only
one sequence and seems to mean “comes belching.” Dubious.
mpʼaqʼaˑčibga : /mpʼaqʼaˑčipga/ gasps, belches
mpʼoqamn 7Sv be bitter (as almonds, medicine)
mpʼoqamna : /mpʼoqamna/ is, becomes bitter
mpʼoqamndk : /mpʼoqamnatk/ bitter
mpʼoqang see pʼoqang dandruff
msa 3S-n prairie dog (Pompeys); fieldmouse (BL) (?)
msas : /msas/ prairie dog; fieldmouse (?)
r̲ r ̲em
̲ sakʼa : /msamskʼa/ d. little prairie dogs
mtʼ 7-Sv (?) have sores (?). Unique element occurring only in:
čʼimtʼa : /čʼimtʼa/ has a liquid-containing sore, pussy infection
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čʼimtʼs : /čʼimtʼas/ sore; impetigo
čʼimtʼsm : /čʼimtsam/ poison oak. Or r̲eč̲ ʼimtʼsm : /čʼičʼamtsam/.
mʼ
mʼak 7S-v be muddy-brown
r̲é ̲ r̲mʼak nʼos gidk : /mʼakmʼak nʼos gitk/ “Muddy-Brown-Headed” (man’s proper name)
r̲é ̲ r̲mʼaklʼi : /mʼakmʼaklʼi/ muddy brown
mʼas 3sd way, kind, fashion. See Sec. 660,
gemʼas : /gemʼas/ this way, in this fashion
/qʼay gemʼas sʔodeˑ!/ Don’t do it this way!
homʼas : /homʼas/ that way (remote), thus
/hoˑt ʔa homʼas hak soloˑtambli./ He got dressed just thus again.
nemʼas : /nemʼas/ that way, thus (absent)
/tbeˑwa ʔan nemʼas sʔodeˑtgi giwk./ I told (him) to do it that way.
mʼaY 7Sv be shady, shadowy
mʼaYa : /mʼaYa/ is shady, shadowy
smʼaYa : /smʼaYa/ casts a shadow, makes shade
smʼaYena : /smʼaYčnʼa/ makes a shadow as one goes along, makes a shadow along (as a series of
fenceposts, a wire)
mʼaYlʼgạ : /mʼaYlga/
̣ casts a shadow on the ground
he̲smʼaYlʼgạ : /hasmʼiˑhčqʼa/ makes shade upon oneself
mʼaYs : /mʼaYas/ shadow, shade
r̲em
̲ ʼaYkʼa : /mʼamʼiˑhkʼa/ d. little shadows
mʼaˑčʼ see amʼaˑčʼ on the very end, on the point
mʼaˑk 3Sn body hair. pubic hair, fuzzy beard of a young boy. Also smʼaˑk. See Sec. 430.
mʼaˑk : /mʼaˑk/ pubic hair, body hair. Or smʼaˑk : /smʼaˑk/ in free variation.
r̲em
̲ ʼaˑks : /mʼamʼaˑks/ body hair; fuzzy beard of a young boy
mʼaˑs i ̲ʼ 7Sv be sick; taste (good, bad, etc.)
mʼaˑs i ̲ʼa : /mʼaˑsʔa/ is sick; tastes
/mʼoˑ dič ʔa geˑ maˑsʔa./ This tastes very good.
/qʼoy mʼaˑsʔa hoˑt./ That tastes bad.
/mʼoˑ ʔans mʼaˑsʔa./ I’m very sick.
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he̲smʼaˑs i ̲ʼa : /hasmʼaˑsʔa/ makes sick; makes something taste (good, bad)
r̲em
̲ ʼaˑs i ̲ʼa : /mʼamʼaˑsʔa/ d. are sick; d. taste
sne̲mʼaˑs i ̲ʼa : /snamaˑsʔa/ makes sick; makes taste (good bad). Same as he̲smʼaˑs i ̲ʼa?
mʼaˑs i ̲ʼdk : /mʼaˑsitk/ sick one, one being sick (probably also “one tasted, tasting” but not elicited)
mʼaˑs i ̲ʼaˑkʼidk : /mʼaˑsʔaˑkʼitk/ little sick one
mʼaˑs i ̲ʼs : /mʼaˑsis/ sickness; taste
mʼaˑs i ̲ʼwabg : /mʼaˑsiwapk/ will be sick; will taste
mʼaˑwʼ see amʼaˑwʼ adding a substance to a quantity of the same substance in a container
mʼečʼ 7S-v be blue
mʼeˑčʼdgi : /mʼeˑčtgi/ turns blue (as from cold, dye, etc.)
r̲em
̲ ʼeˑčʼdgi : /mʼemʼeˑčʼtgi/ d. turn blue
sne̲mʼeˑčʼdgi : /snemʼeˑčtgi/ makes turn blue
r̲é ̲ r̲mʼečʼlʼi : /mʼečmʼečlʼi/ blue
r̲e ̲ r̲é ̲ r̲mʼečʼlʼi : /mʼemʼačmʼečlʼi/ d. blue
mʼeqʼ 7Sv be sour (as meat), stale (as bread)
mʼeqʼa : /mʼeqʼa/ is, becomes sour, stale
mʼeqʼdk : /mʼeqʼatk/ sour, stale
mʼewʔ 7Sv meow (cat)
mʼewʔa : /mʼewʔa/ meows
mʼeˑqʼ 7S-v bruise lightly. Possibly mʼeqʼ but no attesting forms. Cf. also {mʼoˑqʼ} 7S-v “bruise
heavily.”
r̲em
̲ ʼeˑqʼbgs : /mʼemʼeˑqʼapks/ d. bruised
/mʼemʼeˑqʼapks lolp gitk/ having bruised eyes, “black eyes”
mʼeˑqʼdgi : /mʼeˑqtgi/ turns blue from a bruise, becomes bruised
smʼeˑqʼdgi : /smʼeˑqtgi/ bruises something
mʼeˑqyʼ 7Sv whine, cry
mʼeˑqyʼa : /mʼeˑqyʼa/ whines, cries, frets
mʼeˑqyʼs : /mʼeˑqis/ cry-baby, whiner
mʼikʼ 7Sv whine (as a dog)
r̲éˑ̲ r̲mʼikʼa : /mʼiˑkmʼikʼa/ whines

mʼiq 7-Sv cling to. Possibly cf. last entries? Only in:
čʼlᵉmʼiqtn̲a : /čʼlimʼaqta/ clings to, depends on heavily, clutches
čʼlᵉmʼiqtn̲ys : /čʼlimʼaqtis/ “clinging-vine” (a girl who is overly dependent upon her spouse)
mʼočkʼ 7Sv dislike
mʼočkʼa : /mʼočkʼa/ dislikes someone
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se̲mʼočkʼa : /somʼačkʼa/ dislike each other
mʼog 3S-n baby
mʼogs : /mʼoks/ baby. Usually, however:
mʼog\ʼaˑkʼ : /mʼokʼaˑk/ baby (“little-baby”)
r̲em
̲ ʼog\ʼaˑkʼ : /mʼomkʼaˑk/ d. little babies
mʼog\ʼaˑkʼa̲la : /mʼokʼaˑklʼa/ has a baby
mʼogʔmč : /mʼokʔamč/ big old baby
mʼog\ʼ 7Sv be soft, fuzzy, linty
r̲éˑ̲ r̲mʼog\ʼ r̲t n̲nʼa : /mʼoˑkmʼokʼattanʔa/ is fuzzy on
r̲e ̲ r̲éˑ̲ r̲mʼog\ʼ r̲t n̲nʼa : /mʼomʼoˑkmʼokʼattanʔa/ d. are fuzzy on
mʼoˑg\ʼs : /mʼoˑks/ fuzz, lint. Or: r̲éˑ̲ r̲mʼoˑg\ʼs : /mʼoˑkmʼoˑks/.
mʼolq 3Sn worm (sp.?)
mʼolq : /mʼolq/ worm
r̲em
̲ ʼolq\ʼaˑkʼ : /mʼomʼalqʼaˑk/ d. little worms; idiom: rice
mʼolq\ʼa̲la : /mʼolqʼala/ gathers worms (for fishing, etc.)
mʼolwʼ 7Sv be ready
mʼolwʼa : /mʼolwʼa/ is ready, gets ready
he̲smʼolwʼa : /hosmʼalwʼa/ makes someone ready
r̲em
̲ ʼolwʼa : /mʼomʼalwʼa/ d. get ready, are ready
mʼolwʼbli : /mʼolwʼabli/ gets ready again
mʼolwʼi! : /mʼolwʼi!/ get ready!
mʼolwʼwabg : /mʼoloˑwapk/ will be ready, get ready
mʼolwʼyWiˑlgang!
: /mʼolwʼayWiˑlgank!/
get ready! (exact meaning uncertain)
̣
̣
mʼolʼ 7Sv suppurate, be filled with pus
mʼolʼa : /mʼolʼa/ (sore) suppurates
mʼolʼs : /mʼolʼs/ pus
mʼolʼs\ʼa̲lwa : /mʼolsʔalwa/ fills with pus
mʼolʼyeˑga : /mʼolyeˑga/ starts to suppurate
mʼoqʼaLtʼ 7Sv be, get wet
mʼoqʼaLtʼa : /mʼoqʼaLtʼa/ is, gets wet
he̲smʼoqʼaLtʼa : /hosmqʼaLtʼa/ makes wet
smʼoqʼaLtʼa : /smʼoqʼaLtʼa/ wets something
smʼoqʼaLtʼlʼgạ : /smʼoqʼaLtʼalga/
̣ wets something down (as clothes, lawn)
mʼotčʼočʼoˑyʼ 7Sv smile, grin. Possibly segmentable (with some r̲e ̲ sequence?) but not in terms of the
present corpus.
mʼotčʼočʼoˑyʼa : /mʼotčʼočʼoˑyʼa/ grins
mʼotčʼočʼoˑyʼbga : /mʼotčʼočʼoˑyʼapga/ is smiling
r̲em
̲ ʼotčʼočʼoˑyʼbga : /mʼomʼatčʼočʼoˑyʼapga/ d. smile
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se̲mʼotčʼočʼoˑyʼbga : /somʼatčʼočʼoˑyʼapga/ smile at each other
sne̲mʼotčʼočʼoˑyʼbga : /snomʼatčʼočʼoˑyʼapga/ makes someone smile
mʼotčʼočʼoˑyʼbags : /mʼotčʼočʼoˑybaks/ the smiling
/glewiˑ
hoˑt mʼotčʼočʼoˑybaks,/ He quit smiling.
̣
mʼotčʼočʼoˑyʼnʼapga : /mʼotčʼočʼoˑynʼapga/ feels like smiling
mʼoˑqʼ 7S-v bruise heavily. Possibly mʼoqʼ but no attesting forms. Cf. also {mʼeˑqʼ} 7S-v “bruise
lightly.”
r̲em
̲ ʼoˑqʼbgs : /mʼomʼoˑqʼapks/ d. bruised
/mʼomʼoˑqʼapks weq gitk./ (He) has bruised arms (greenish-blue with bruises)
mʼoˑqʼdgi : /mʼoˑqtgi/ turns blue from a bruise, becomes bruised
smʼoˑqʼdgi : /smʼoˑqtgi/ bruises something
mʼoˑqʼdgi r̲bqʼa : /mʼoˑqtgipbapqʼa/ face turns blue from a bruise
n
n 4S-v act with a round instrument, act upon a round obj.
nbaw i ̲ʼa : /mbawʼa/ bursts with a round instrument; cracks (as a canoe, jar). See baw i ̲ʼ.
nbolʼa : /mbolʼa/ hits in the stomach with a round instrument
nbolʼtn̲a : /mbolʼta/ bumps the stomach on a protuberance
nčaˑy i ̲ʼa : /nčaˑyʼa/ splits with a round instrument (as a wedge, knife). See čay i ̲ʼ.
nčeqʼa : /nčeqʼa/ chips with a round instrument. See čeqʼ.
nčew i ̲ʼa : /nčewʼa/ splinters, smashes, cracks with a round instrument. See čew i ̲ʼ.
nčoˑy i ̲ʼa : /nčoˑyʼa/ crumbles up pl. with a round instrument (as dirt, rotten ice)
nčʼabkʼa : /nčʼapkʼa/ mashes into mush with a round instrument
nčʼay\ʼtn̲a : /nčʼayta/ pinches, mashes with a round instrument (as one hits a finger with a rock)
se̲nčʼay\ʼtn̲a : /sančʼiˑta/ mashes one’s own (finger, toe, with a rock)
nčʼiWpʼa : /nčʼiWpʼa/ bends with a round instrument (as by a heavy weight)
nčʼoy i ̲ʼtn̲a : /nčʼoyta/ blunts a round instrument on
ndᵛobga : /ndopga/ hits pl. times with a round instrument
se̲ndᵛobga : /sondapga/ hit each other pl. times
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n (continued)
ndᵛoga̲a : /ndoga/ hits once with a round instrument
ndᵛoga̲s : /ndoks/ little round fighting rock (given as “tommyhawk”)
ndᵛoga̲s čᵛewys : /ndoks čewiˑs/ “Hawk-Sitting-in-Water” (place name)
ndᵛoga̲ys : /ndogiˑs/ hawk (Falco columbarius L.)
niwčnʼa : /niwčnʼa/ hits and sends flying
niwdgị : /niwtgi/
̣ hits and knocks down
niwlamnoˑla : /niwlamnoˑla/ knocks off someone’s back with a round obj.
niwqʼaˑqʼa : /niwqʼaˑqʼa/ hits someone on the lap, on the neck
nǰaqʼliˑna : /nǰaqʼliˑna/ makes a ringing sound off of with a round instrument
nkʼačʼa : /nkʼačʼa/ cuts off the head with a round instrument
r̲ r ̲en̲ kʼaˑčʼa : /nkʼankʼaˑčʼa/ d. cut off pl. heads
nlʼabkʼa : /nlʼapkʼa/ mashes into dough with a round instrument
notʼwbli : /notʼoˑbli/ throws a round obj. back, again. See otʼw.
npatʼkʼya : /mpatkʼya/ nails shut with a round instrument. See patʼ.
npečʼaqʼliˑna : /mpečʼaqʼliˑna/ dents, knocks a little off the edge. See pečʼaqʼ.
npopʼa : /mpopʼa/ bloodies someone’s nose with a round instrument
npʼakʼa : /mpʼakʼa/ shatters with a round instrument. See pʼakʼ.
npʼeqʼa : /mpʼeqʼa/ hits in the face with a round instrument
npʼeˑqʼa : /mpʼeˑqʼa/ hits pl. in the face, hits pl. times in the face
npʼetʼa : /mpʼetʼa/ makes a hole bigger with a round instrument; chips around the edge of a hole. See
pʼetʼ.
npʼosqʼa : /mpʼosqʼa/ crushes something down lightly with a round instrument (as dried fish); crushes
into shape; irons clothes lightly
nqew i ̲ʼa : /nqewʼa/ breaks with a round instrument. See qew i ̲ʼ.
nqʼočʼa : /nqʼočʼa/ bends with a round instrument
ntew i ̲ʼa : /ntewʼa/ breaks a surface with a round instrument (as a window with a rock). See tew i ̲ʼ.
ntitʼa : /ntitʼa/ splits open with a round instrument (as a boil, sack of grain, with a knife)
ntoy i ̲ʼa : /ntoyʼa/ crumbles up with a round instrument. See toy i ̲ʼ.
ntʼabkʼa : /ntʼapkʼa/ mashes up into sticky consistency with a round instrument. See tʼabkʼ.
ntʼačʼlʼgạ : /ntʼačʼlga/
̣ traps, becomes trapped. See tʼačʼ.
ntʼoqʼtn̲a : /ntʼoqta/ bumps the head. See tʼoqʼ.
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n 3Sd [demonstrative Type II formant]. See Sec. 650.
gen : /gen/ this
/noˑ ʔa honks sleya gen gabo./ I gave him this coat.
/loy ʔins gen!/ Give me this (round obj.)!
genpči : /gempči/ like this, this kind
/gempči ʔa dičʼiˑ./ This kind is good.
gentd̲at : /gentdat/ in this
/gentdat lačʼasdat/ in this house. Or /gen lačʼasdat/.
gentga : /gentga/ with this
/gentga waˑtʼitga nis sdoga./ (He) stabbed me with this knife.
gentiˑ : /gentiˑ/ from this, a piece of this
/gentiˑ ʔins čʼley!/ Give me a piece of this (meat)!
hon : /hon/ that (remote). Similar to gen.
nen : /nen/ that (absent). Similar to gen.
n see ni I
n see yʼeˑnʼ [nonnominative theme formant]
nᵉ 4S-v act upon a flat obj. See Sec. 331.
nᵉabqʼa : /napqʼa/ puts a flat obj. on someone’s face (as a hat, handkerchief). (intr. also)
se̲ʼnᵉabqʼa : /sanʼapqʼa/ puts a flat obj. in front of one’s own face, on one’s face. (intr. also)
nᵉačqaˑy i ̲ʼa : /načqaˑyʼa/ is tangled (hair, rope). (N.B. ropes are often treated as flat objs. in
Klamath.)
r̲eʼ̲ nᵉačqaˑy i ̲ʼblidamna : /nanʼačqaˑyiblidamna/ d. keep getting tangled up again
nᵉačtn̲a : /načta/ tangles on, knots (as hair, string)
nᵉačwa : /načwa/ puts a flat obj. on the head, hair (as a hat, book). (intr. also.) (N.B. hats are treated
as flat objs. in Klamath.)
nᵉačwoˑla : /načwoˑla/ removes a flat obj. from someone’s head, hair

nᵉakyamna : /nakyamna/ puts a flat obj. around (as string). (intr. also)
nᵉakʼaˑy i ̲ʼa : /nakʼaˑyʼa/ puts a flat obj. up high. (intr. also)
nᵉakʼčʼwy : /nakčʼwi/ puts a flat obj. in a tight place, corner, cupboard, pocket
se̲ʼnᵉakʼčʼwyalla : /sanʼakčʼawyalla/ puts a flat obj. into one’s own (pocket, cupboard, etc.), stealing it
se̲ʼnᵉakʼčʼwyoˑla : /sanʼakčʼawyoˑla/ takes a flat obj. out of one’s own (pocket, cupboard, etc.)
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nᵉ (continued)
nᵉakʼya : /nakʼya/ closes with a flat obj., patches; puts a flat obj. on the buttocks
r̲eʼ̲ nᵉakʼya : /nanʼakʼya/ d. close, patch
nᵉakʼybli : /nakʼiˑbli/ closes up again, patches again
r̲en̲ ᵉakʼybli : /nankʼibli/ d. close up again, patch back up. See akʼy.
nᵉalamna : /nalamna/ puts a flat obj. behind, on the back. (intr. also)
se̲nᵉalamna : /sallamna/ puts a flat obj. behind oneself, on one’s own back. (intr. also)
nᵉaliˑga : /naliˑga/ puts a flat obj. on the edge, bank. (intr. also.) See aliˑg.
nᵉaLn̲čnʼa : /naLančnʼa/ lays a flat obj. alongside (as a spoon beside a plate). (intr. also)
nᵉalʼaˑlʼa : /nalʼaˑlʼa/ puts a flat obj. on a fire, broils a fish. (intr. also)
nᵉanasgạ : /nanasga/ puts a flat obj. beneath someone’s foot, feet. (intr. also)
nᵉaqaˑy i ̲ʼoˑla : /naqaˑyʼoˑla/ picks out a flat obj. from a heap of objs. See aqaˑy i ̲ʼ.
nᵉaqʼaˑqʼa : /naqʼaˑqʼa/ puts a flat obj. on someone’s lap, around someone’s neck (as a rope). (intr.
also)
se̲nᵉaqʼaˑqʼa : /sanqʼaˑqʼa/ puts a flat obj. around one’s own neck, on one’s own lap. (intr. also)
nᵉatʼaˑw i ̲ʼa : /natʼaˑwʼa/ puts a flat obj. in the sunshine. (intr. also)
nᵉawawča̲a : /nawawča/ passes a flat obj. from hand to hand, from person to person
nᵉawl : /nawal/ puts a flat obj. on top. (intr. also)
nᵉawʼaˑlʼa : /nawʼaˑlʼa/ puts a flat obj. on the end. (intr. also)
nᵉawʼaˑlʼs : /nawʼaˑlʼs/ wrist, ankle
nᵉayahʔa : /nayahʔa/ hides a flat obj. (intr. also)
nᵉayʼasgạ : /nayʼasga/
̣ puts a flat obj. in front of the male genitals. (intr. also.) See ayʼasg.̣
nᵉbᵛogaa : /mbega/ flat obj. is, lies, exists. See bᵛ.
nᵉdgl : /ndagal/ picks up a flat obj.
nᵉebga : /nepga/ brings a flat obj. See ebg.
nᵉedgạ : /netga/
̣ divides a flat obj.
he̲snᵉedgạ : /hesnatga/
̣ causes to divide a flat obj.; idiom: eats with someone
he̲snᵉedgdga
: /hesnatgatga/
been eating with someone
̣
̣
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nᵉ (continued)
he̲snᵉedglgi
comes to eat with someone
̣ : /hesnatgalgi/
̣
nᵉeLWn̲a : /neLWa/ puts a flat obj. down on top. (intr. also)
nᵉelʼgạ : /nelga/
̣ puts down a flat obj. This form is homophonous with nᵛelʼgạ “burns down.”
nᵉemčn̲a : /nemča/ has, gets a flat obj.
se̲ʼnᵉemčn̲dk : /senʼamčantk/ having one’s own flat obj.
nᵉeqn̲a : /neqa/ takes a flat obj. out, through. (intr. also)
nᵉeqn̲bga : /neqampga/ flat obj. is sticking through
nᵉeqʼya : /neqʼya/ puts a flat obj. in the road, in a doorway. (intr. also)
saˑykʼaʼaˑkʼ nᵉeqʼys : /saˑykʼaʔaˑk neqʼiˑs/ “Little-Plain-Lying-in-the-Way” (place name)
nᵉewa : /newa/ puts a flat obj. in water, flat place, over a woman’s genitals. (intr. also.) See ew.
nᵉiǰqʼa : /nečqʼa/ covers and squashes with a flat obj. (intr. also.) See čʼiqʼ.
nᵉikLa : /nekLa/ puts a flat obj. down on, on a vehicle; one more flat obj. above a decade in
counting (see Sec. 1031)
nᵉikLs : /nekLas/ saddle (old style)
nᵉočʼpʼa : /nečpʼa/ takes a flat obj. off of, slides a flat obj. off (as a string figure is taken from the
hands of one person to the hands of another)
nᵉodga : /netga/ takes a flat obj. out of a container
nᵉodgạ : /netga/
̣ takes a flat obj. away from. Homophonous with nᵉeˑdgạ “divides a flat obj.”
nᵉodiˑla : /nediˑla/ puts a flat obj. underneath. (intr. also)
r̲en̲ ᵉodiˑla : /nendiˑla/ d. put flat obj. under. (intr. also)
nᵉoga̲lgi : /negalgi/ comes to get a flat obj.
nᵉosga : /nesga/ takes off a flat obj.; skins an animal
r̲eʼ̲ nᵉosga : /nenʼasga/ d. take off, skin
nᵉosgoˑts : /nesgoˑts/ scraper for skinning
nᵉosgys : /nesgis/ the taking off, the skinning
/čʼaˑnis ʔan nesgis./ I don’t know how to skin.
nᵉosn̲a : /nesa/ puts a flat obj. deep under water, earth. (intr. also)
nᵉotn̲a : /neta/ puts a flat obj. on, against
se̲nᵉotn̲a : /senta/ puts a flat obj. against oneself
nᵉowiˑča̲bli : /newiˑčabli/ takes a flat obj. back first (before performing some further action)
nᵉowiˑkʼaˑy i ̲ʼa : /newiˑkʼaˑyʼa/ hangs up flat objs. in a line (as fish). (intr. also)
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nᵉ (continued)
nᵉowiˑwl : /newiˑwal/ puts flat objs. in a line on top of. (intr. also)
nᵉoya : /neya/ gives a flat obj.
r̲eʼ̲ nᵉoy : /nenʼiˑ/ d. give a flat obj.
nᵉoy! : /ney!/ give a flat obj.!
nᵉo r̲yamna : /neyyamna/ holds, carries a flat obj. around
nᵉoyeˑga : /neyeˑga/ raises a flat obj. (intr. also)
nᵉoyeˑg! : /neyeˑk!/ lift a flat obj.!
nᵉoyeˑgik! : /neyeˑgik!/ let me lift a flat obj.!
nᵉoygị : /neygi/
̣ puts a flat obj. above, over. (intr. also)
se̲ʼnᵉoygibga
: /senʼiˑgipga/
is holding a flat obj. over oneself
̣
̣
nᵉoyʼoˑta : /neyʼoˑta/ trades a flat obj.
se̲nᵉoyʼoˑta : /senyʼoˑta/ trade flat objs. with each other
nᵉqʼosliˑna : /neqʼasliˑna/ sprains an ankle, wrist. (N.B. Wrist and ankle are treated as flat objs. in
Klamath. See nᵉawʼaˑlʼs.)
nᵉtʼepʼčnʼa : /netʼapčnʼa/ puts flat objs. in a row. (intr. also.) See tʼepʼ.
nᵛ 4S-v burn. Also noy. Alone before most affixes, this morpheme denotes “fire burns”; before
{odtʼ} 7-Sv “do transitively,” it denotes “obj. burns.” Forms with noy are apparently in free
variation with those with nᵛ. See Sec. 331.
nᵛᵛqoˑtYeˑn i ̲ʼa : /noqoˑtYeˑnʼa/ burns out inside (as a tree struck by lightning, as a pot with burned
food all around the inside)
nᵛadgl : /natgal/ fire blazes up, rises
snᵛadgl : /snatgal/ causes a fire to blaze up
nᵛakyamna : /nakyamna/ burns around a central obj., burns around the edges
nᵛa r̲kyamna : /nakkakyamna/ is burning all around the edges
nᵛasg̣ n̲a : /nasga/
̣ burns through a cylinder, tube (as through a hollow log)
snᵛasg̣ n̲a : /snasga/
̣ burns something through (as one hollows out a canoe by burning)
nᵛaywwi : /nayoˑwi/ fire spreads
nᵛboˑs i ̲a : /noboˑsa/ burns a little, chars, burns a little on the top
nᵛboˑs i ̲dk : /noboˑsitk/ charred
nᵛeLa̲oˑla : /neLoˑla/ fire burns off the surface (as paint off a wall)
snᵛeLa̲oˑla : /sneLoˑla/ burns off a surface (trans.)
nᵛčapga : /načpga/ burns up completely. See čapg.
nᵛčaˑkʼa : /načaˑkʼa/ melts (by fire)
snᵛčaˑkʼa : /snačaˑkʼa/ melts something (trans.)
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nᵛ (continued)
nᵛeLWn̲a : /neLWa/ fire burns along the top, along a ridge
snᵛeLWn̲a : /sneLWa/ burns something along the top
nᵛelʼgạ : /nelga/
̣ burns down
r̲eʼ̲ nᵛelʼgạ : /nenʼalga/
̣ d. burn down

snᵛelʼgạ : /snelga/
̣ burns something down
nᵛgatʼa : /naktʼa/ burns in two (as a rope, bridge, etc.)
snᵛgatʼa : /snaktʼa/ burns something in two
nᵛkekʼa : /nekkʼa/ burns through the back. See kekʼ.
nᵛodiˑla : /nodiˑla/ fire burns underneath
nᵛodtʼa : /nottʼa/ obj. burns. See odtʼ.
nᵛolčʼa : /nolčʼa/ burns in two in pl. places. pl. burn in two. See golčʼ.
nᵛosga : /nosga/ burns off
snᵛosga : /snosga/ burns something off
nᵛoteˑga : /noteˑga/ fire burns deeply into
nᵛotn̲a : /nota/ fire burns on, against
r̲en̲ ᵛotn̲a : /nonta/ d. fires burn on
snᵛotn̲a : /snota/ burns something on, against
nᵛotn̲dk : /notantk/ burnt
nᵛotn̲yeˑga : /notanyeˑga/ fire starts to burn on
r̲en̲ ᵛotn̲yeˑgkanga : /nontanyeˑkkanga/ d. fires start to burn around here and there
nᵛowanga : /nowanga/ burns down (as a tree)
snᵛowanga : /snowanga/ burns something down
nᵛoyeˑga : /noyeˑga/ starts to burn; idiom: starts (as music, drum-playing, a tape-recorder, etc.)
snᵛoyeˑga : /snoyeˑga/ starts something burning; starts something
nᵛoyeˑn i ̲ʼa : /noyeˑnʼa/ fire burns inside
nᵛpʼetʼa : /neptʼa/ burns on the side, leaving little charred holes
nᵛpʼeˑtʼa : /nepʼeˑtʼa/ burns pl. all around the edge
noydiˑla : /noydiˑla/ burns underneath
snoydiˑla : /snoydiˑla/ burns something underneath
noywanga : /noywanga/ burns down (as a tree)
snoywanga : /snoywanga/ burns something down, fells a tree by burning
na 6sl around, in a general area. See Sec. 832.
gidaˑna : /gidaˑna/ all around here
/čoy gidaˑna geˑ maqlaqs čiˑya./ And these Indians lived around here. (Texts, 38.32)
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monaˑna : /monaˑna/ around underneath
/ʔambo geˑ čʼičʼiˑyamna monaˑna./ This water flows around underneath.
tabyʼtanna : /tabiˑtanna/ around back, all around behind
/tabiˑtanna ʔan lačʼas mis gaˑykʼa./
I looked all around back of your house for you.
̣
na see neˑ that (absent)
nab 3-S-n temple. This includes that part of the face just in front of the ear and above the cheek
from the cheekbone to the hairline.
r̲éˑ̲ r̲nabs : /naˑbnaps/ temple
nahkʼ 3S-n clavicle (the opening at the base of the neck where the two collarbones come together,
plus the collarbones). Possibly analyzable?
nahkʼys : /nahkʼis/ clavicle
nalk 2Sre1 than, rather. Also lʼ (in one and possibly two items), naˑk, naˑlk, and naˑlʼ. The distribution
of the various allomorphs is not clear: all were recorded from PO; RD preferred naˑlʼ; Grover
Pompey preferred naˑk; and Mrs. Pompey often gave naˑlk. All of the informants used nalk and lʼ.
The English comparative and superlative are rendered by this morpheme (often accompanied by
a construction meaning “having beaten X”).
/geˑ ʔa Naˑs goˑs
This tree is taller than that one. (“This one tree
̣ ʔaˑdiˑni nalk, honks winyagyank./
̣
tall than, it having-beaten.”)
/hoˑt ʔa dičʼiˑ nalk qyoqs./ He is the best doctor. Or “… better doctor.”
/hoˑt ʔa gilʔank
naˑk hoččant, winyagyank
mis./ He can run faster than you.
̣
̣
/dičʼaˑ nalk ʔiqaˑyʼoˑla./ (He) picked out the best one. Or “… the better one.”
/sleʔa ʔan honk, moˑˑˑni hok gen lačʼas winyagyank,
moˑni nalk, sboklʼis hok./ I saw it, much much
̣
bigger than this house, bigger, that sweathouse. (Texts, 18.48)
/moˑˑˑ naˑlʼ hanwi!/ Open your mouth much wider! (Texts, 10.39)
/ʔat honk hokt galamnatk honks, kat tapyʼap honklʼam naˑlʼ./ Now he followed him, who was his
next smallest brother. (Texts, 11.38)
/čoy moˑni naˑk ktiwčnʼa./ Then the biggest one nudged (him). (Texts, 1.46)
/goniˑlʼ ʔan glega./
I have become worse.
̣
/beˑn hoččnʼa wikʼaˑ naˑk./ And he again ran a little closer. (Texts, 3.48)
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/maˑns naˑlk ni sbogwapk pačʼit./ I’ll lie longer this time. (Texts, 3.90)
naLi 3S-n bowstring
naLiks : /naLiks/ bowstring place: the notch at the ends of the bow where a bowstring is fastened
naLis : /naLis/ bowstring
namn see onamn in strips (as meat)
nannwi 20sv right away. See Sec. 366.
gᵛen̲blinannwiwabg : /gemblinannwiwapk/ will go right back
lᵛdglblinannwi : /ldagalblinannwi/ picks a round obj. right back up
nᵉelʼgnannwi
: /nelgnannwi/
puts a flat obj. right down
̣
̣
qtan̲čʼn̲nannwiank : /qtančʼannannoˑyank/ having gone right to sleep
nanqa 2Sa some. See Sec. 721.
nanqa : /nanqa/ some
/nanqa ʔan honks kyem sʔewanʔa./ I gave him some fish
nanqayʼant : /nanqayʼant/ in some
/nanqayʼant tʼaˑyʼasdat/ in some bags
nanqayʼantga : /nanqayʼantga/ with some
/nanqayʼantga wawʼaˑtyʼaˑkkʼatga/ with some little knives
nanqayʼeˑnʼm : /nanqayʼeˑnʼam/ some’s
/nanqayʼeˑnʼam čiˑsdalʼ/ toward the home of some
nanqayʼeˑnʼs : /nanqayʼeˑnʼs/ some [o]
/hoˑt ʔa nanqayʼeˑns lwela./ He killed some.
nanqaˑs : /nanqaˑs/ some places
/noˑ ʔa nanqaˑs damnon./ I wandered around in some places
napl 3Sn egg
napl : /napal/ egg
r̲eʼ̲ napl\ʼaˑkʼ : /nanʼaplʼaˑk/ d. little eggs
napl\ʼa̲la : /naplʼala/ lays an egg
naqsboˑʼ sne

naqspoˑʼ 3-S-n Jew. Also naqsboˑʼ (PO only). RD stated that this word was first used for the itinerant
jewelry peddlers who visited the Reservation soon after its founding. The term is said to have
some meaning like “persuasive,” “good salesman,” etc. Only in:
r̲eʼ̲ naqspoˑʼs : /nanʼaqspoˑʔas/ Jew. PO gave r̲eʼ̲ naqsboˑʼs : /nanʼaqsboˑʔas/.
nasg̣ see anasg̣ under the feet
nayamčʼ 7Sv interrupt (someone talking). Only in:
nayamčʼa : /nayamčʼa/ interrupts
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nayatʼiˑya 3Sn 7Sv the handgame; play the handgame. Informants stated that this was not a Klamath
word and that the game and its terminology had been borrowed from the North. For the
description, see Spier (1930), and Dorsey (1901).
nayatʼiˑya : /nayatʼiˑya/ the handgame; plays the handgame
nayL 3-S-n bat. Analysis? Only in:
r̲eʼ̲ nayLs : /nanʼiˑLas/ bat(s)
r̲eʼ̲ nayLkʼa : /nanʼiˑLkʼa/ d. little bats
naˑd 1Sp we. Also naˑlʼ. See Sec. 522.
naˑd : /naˑt/ we. Occasionally recorded nad : /nat/.
/ʔat naˑt pʼawapk./ Now we will eat.
naˑds : /naˑts/ us [o]
/hoˑt ʔa naˑts sʔewanʔa lilhanks./ He gave us a deer.
naˑlʼm : /naˑlʼam/ our
/geˑ ʔa naˑlʼam čiˑs./ This is our home.
naˑlʼmdantga : /naˑlʼamdantga/ with our
/naˑlʼamdantga wončǰatga wokas loykča./ We go to pick wokas with our canoe.
naˑlʼmksi : /naˑlʼamksi/ our place
naˑlʼmkstʼa : /naˑlʼamkstʼa/ on our side
naˑlʼs : /naˑlʼs/ us [o]. In apparent free variation with naˑds (see above). naˑlʼs is commoner in the
corpus.
/gew ptisap litgị naˑlʼs sʔabiˑya naʔas./ My father told us thus in the evening.
naˑk see nalk than, rather
naˑlk see nalk than, rather
naˑlʼ see nalk than, rather
naˑlʼ see naˑd we

naˑn 3-S-n female cousin. Meaning uncertain. Gatschet lists this as “Father’s elder or younger
brother’s daughter,” but LK thought it was applicable to all female cousins.
bnaˑnyb : /bnaˑnip/ female cousin
bnaˑnysa̲b : /bnaˑnisap/ female cousins
naˑnok 2Sa all, every. See Sec. 721.
naˑnok : /naˑnok/ all, every
/naˑnok ʔa hoˑt sa genwapk./ They all will go.
/naˑnok ʔa sa pʼan./ All of them ate. Or: They ate it all.
naˑnok\ʼant : /naˑnokʼant/ in all
/naˑnokʼant ʔeʔoˑkʼatdat/ in all little lakes
naˑnok\ʼantga : /naˑnokʼantga/ with all: idiom: all together, all at once
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/naˑnokʼantga maksatga/ with all the little baskets
/naˑnokʼantga ʔa sa golgi./ They all attacked together.
naˑnok\ʼeˑnʼm : /naˑnokʼeˑnʼam/ of all, “all’s”
/naˑnoˑkʼeˑnam čiˑsdat/ in everyone’s home
naˑnok\ʼeˑnʼs : /naˑnokʼeˑnʼs/ all, everyone [o]
/noˑ ʔa naˑnokʼeˑnʼs sʔewanʔa./ I gave to everyone, to all.
naˑnok\ʼaˑs : /naˑnokʼaˑs/ everywhere, in all places
/hoˑt ʔa naˑnokʼaˑs damnon./ He wanders everywhere.
naˑnokdwaˑ : /naˑnokdwaˑ/ everything
/hoˑt ʔans naˑnokdwaˑ sʔewanʔa./ He gives me everything.
nčakʼ see čakʼ melt
nčalq 2Sra freshly
nčalq : /nčalq/ freshly, fresh
/noˑ ʔa hon nčalq sʔottʼa./ I have made it fresh.
nčalqnʼi : /nčalqnʼi/ fresh one; idiom: young man
nčayakʼ 7S-v listen for. Possibly cf. {mačaˑ} 7S-v “listen”? Only in:
nčayakʼčnʼbga : /nčayakčampga/ is listening for someone going along
nčayakʼlʼgạ : /nčayakʼlga/
̣ listens for

nčegị 7Sv become exasperated, angry (after having borne an insult in silence for a long time). See
Texts, 38.276 ff.
nčegị : /nčegi/
̣ becomes angry after having borne something in silence for a long while
nčes 7S-v be greasy, stained with grease
nčeskʼya : /nčeskʼya/ is clogged with grease; has a grease-stain on the buttocks
nčesqn̲a : /nčesqa/ grease-stain shows through
nčestn̲a : /nčesta/ grease spatters on (as in frying)
r̲ r ̲en̲ čestn̲dk : /nčenčastantk/ grease-spattered
nčikʼ 7S-v melt, drip. Cf. {čakʼ} 7Sv “melt” (with an allomorph nčakʼ) and also {ntiqʼ} “flow.”
se̲nčikʼdgạ : /sinčaktga/
̣ melt apart
nčikʼlʼgaˑ
̣ : /nčikʼlga/
̣ drips down, melts down
nčikʼtn̲a : /nčikta/ melts onto, drips onto
nčoqʼ 7Sv be deaf
nčoqʼa : /nčoqʼa/ is deaf, goes deaf
sne̲nčoqʼa : /snonsqʼa/ deafens
nčoqʼdk : /nčoqʼatk/ deaf one, deaf person
nčoqʼaˑkʼidk : /nčoqʼaˑkʼitk/ little deaf person
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nčoqʼlʼgạ : /nčoqʼlga/
̣ ears are stopped up (as by earwax, by a cold)
nčoqʼlʼgWiˑa
: /nčoqlʼaqWiˑya/ ears are almost stopped up
̣
nčoqʼnʼapga : /nčoqnʼapga/ is almost deaf
nčʼamaˑs 7S-v wipe. Also nčʼaˑ in apparent free variation. See Sec. 334.
nčʼamaˑs r̲bqʼa : /nčʼamaˑsbapqʼa/ wipes someone’s face
nčʼamaˑsčwoˑla : /nčʼamaˑsčwoˑla/ wipes off someone’s head, hair
r̲ r ̲en̲ čʼamaˑsčwoˑla : /nčʼančʼmaˑsčwoˑla/ d. wipe off someone’s head, hair
nčʼamaˑsdiˑla : /nčʼamaˑsdiˑla/ wipes underneath
se̲nčʼamaˑsdiˑla : /sančʼmaˑsdiˑla/ wipes under oneself, under one’s arms
nčʼamaˑskʼya : /nčʼamaˑskʼya/ wipes someone’s buttocks
se̲nčʼamaˑs r̲kʼya : /sančʼmaˑskʼakʼya/ wipes one’s own buttocks
nčʼamaˑssga : /nčʼamaˑsga/ wipes off
se̲nčʼamaˑssga : /sančʼmaˑsga/ wipes oneself off
nčʼamaˑs r̲wl : /nčʼamaˑsoˑwal/ wipes off the top
nčʼamaˑsYeˑn i ̲ʼa : /nčamaˑsYeˑnʼa/ wipes inside
se̲nčʼamaˑs r̲yʼasgạ : /sančʼmaˑsiˑʔasga/
̣ wipes off one’s genitals (man)
nčʼaˑdiˑla : /nčʼaˑdiˑla/ wipes underneath. Same as nčʼamaˑsdiˑla.
se̲nčʼaˑ r̲diˑla : /sančʼaˑtdiˑla/ wipes around underneath oneself, under one’s arms
nčʼaˑsga : /nčʼaˑsga/ wipes off. Same as nčʼamaˑssga.
nčʼaˑ sle
nčʼed 3S-n inner bark
nčʼeds : /nčʼets/ inner bark
nčʼekʼ 2Sra small, into bits, little pieces. Also čʼekʼ in occasional apparent free variation. See Sec.
722.
nčʼekʼ : /nčʼek/ in little bits. Also čʼekʼ : /čʼek/.
/qdetʼeˑkʼa naˑnok čʼoleˑks nčʼek./ (She) cut all the meat up into little bits.
nčʼekʼaˑni : /nčʼekʼaˑni/ small, little. Also čʼekʼaˑni : /čʼekʼaˑni/.
/hoˑt čʼekʼaˑni, tataˑnapkʼapči gi./ They are small, like little turnips. (Texts, 38.238)
r̲ r ̲en̲ čʼekʼaˑni : /nčʼenskʼaˑni/ d. little
/nčʼenskʼaˑni ʔa geˑ čʼiyaˑlʼs./ These salmon are small.
nčʼekʼnʼis : /nčʼeknʼis/ little one [o]
/hoˑt ʔa nčʼeknʼis dot gitk./ He has small teeth.
nčʼilo 3Sn bitch, she-dog. Applicable to other animals as well?
nčʼilo : /nčʼilo/ bitch
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nčʼiw 7S-v pop
nčʼiwčnʼa : /nčʼiwčnʼa/ pops out, off. (Texts, 4.380)
nčʼiwwllʼgạ : /nčʼiwwallga/
̣ pops up. (Texts, 4.381)
nčʼo 4S-v [unknown meaning]. Possibly nčʼᵛ. Only in:
nčʼoqʼoˑl i ̲ʼa : /nčʼoqʼoˑlʼa/ is curly
sne̲nčʼoqʼoˑl i ̲ʼa : /snonsqʼoˑlʼa/ curls (someone’s hair)
r̲ r ̲en̲ čʼoqʼoˑl i ̲ʼdk : /nčʼonsqʼoˑlitk/ d. curly
ndalk 3Sn root (Carum gairdneri). Called “Yampa” by the informants. This was gathered and eaten.
ndalk : /ndalk/ root (sp.)
ndan 2Sa three. Also ndann. See Sec. 721.
ndan : /ndan/ three
/ndan ʔan sleʔa doˑ./ I saw three there.
/tewnʼipʼant ndan/ thirteen
r̲ r ̲en̲ dan : /ndandan/ three at a time
/noˑ ʔa ndandan skodas sʔewanʔa./ I gave out blankets three at a time.
ndanksept : /ndanksept/ eight
/ndanksept ʔan maksa loykʼa./ I picked eight baskets (of berries, etc.).
ndankseptdannʼi : /ndankseptdanʔi/ eight [n]. Or ndankseptnʼi : /ndankseptnʼi/.
/ndankseptdanʔi ʔa naˑt wawʼaˑlwi./ Eight of us were sitting by the fire.
ndankseptdank\ʼaˑs : /ndankseptdankʼaˑs/ in eight places
/ndankseptdankʼaˑs ʔa geˑ pepattʼatk./ This is torn in eight places.
ndanna : /ndanna/ three [o]
/noˑ ʔa honks ndanna wač sʔewanʔa./ I gave him three horses.
ndannaˑs : /ndannaˑs/ in three places
/noˑ ʔa ndannaˑs qmaga./
̣ I searched in three places.
ndanni : /ndanni/ three [n]
/ndanni ʔa sa gisčipga./
Three are walking this way.
̣
ndanni : /ndanni/ three times; three (days, years, etc.)
/noˑ ʔa hon ndanni qbapsa./ I tasted it three times.
/ndanni ʔan ʔiLoˑls naˑnokʼaˑs damnon./ I wandered everyplace for three years.
/ndanni tewnʼip/ thirty
ndanniˑks : /ndanniˑks/ Wednesday
ndannokʼ : /ndannok/ all three
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/ndannok ʔa sa čʼoˑqʼa./ All three of them died.
ndann sle
ndečgi 7Sv be ashamed, shy, bashful
ndečgi : /ndečgi/ is ashamed, shy, bashful
r̲ r ̲en̲ dečgi : /ndendačgi/ d. are ashamed, shy
ndečgis : /ndečgis/ shame, shyness
/ndečgis sitk/ shameful
ndiˑlʼ 3S-n gudgeon (Trigoma bicolor Girard). Termed “chub” by LK. Cf. also under qčʼiˑwʼ.
ndiˑlʼs : /ndiˑlʼs/ gudgeon (sp.)
ndočʼ 7Sv freeze (as hands, ears, cheeks)
ndočʼa : /ndočʼa/ freezes
r̲ r ̲en̲ dočʼa : /ndontčʼa/ d. freeze
ndok 7S-v dote on, cling to, require service. Cf. also {ldokw} 7Sv “be infatuated with”? Only in:
ndokdga : /ndoktga/ dotes on. likes to wait on. Possibly n r̲e ̲ r̲doga? No attesting forms.
se̲ndokdga : /sondaktga/ needs to be waited on all the time
se̲ndokdgs : /sondakdaks/ “clinging-vine” (person who requires constant service)
ne see neˑ that (absent)
neLʼ 7Sv shiver (from chills, fear)
r̲é ̲ r̲neLʼa : /neLnelʼa/ shivers (from chills, fear)
nenm 3-S-n place name. Unanalyzable. Said to be named after a mythological figure who kept
crying /nenam nenam!/. BL thought this meant “Up! Up!” The myth is given by Curtin (1912).
r̲é ̲ r̲ rn̲ enms : /nenamnenams/ place name
new 7S-v run (road, line, fence. etc.)
newdgị : /newtgi/
̣ (road) runs down
newLn̲čʼn̲a : /newLančʼa/ (road) runs alongside a twisting edge (as along a riverbank, along a cliff)
newqaˑy i ̲ʼa : /newqaˑyʼa/ (road) runs into the forest
r̲eʼ̲ newqaˑy i ̲ʼa : /nenʼoˑqaˑyʼa/ d. roads run into the forest
newwllʼgạ : /newwallga/
̣ (road) runs up

newYn̲čʼn̲a : /newYančʼa/ (road) runs alongside a mountain, along a river. Apparently the same as
newLn̲čʼn̲a above.
newlʼg̣ 7Sv rule, make a law, plan, plot. Note that lʼg cannot be descriptively taken as an allomorph
of {elʼg}̣ 12sv “down, to a stop, to the ground” since {otn̲} 10sv “on, at, against” may occur after
it.
newlʼgạ : /newlga/
̣ rules, plans, plots, makes a law
r̲eʼ̲ newlʼgạ : /nenʼoˑlga/
̣ d. rule, plan
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se̲ʼnewlʼgạ : /senʼoˑlga/
̣ promise each other, make a rule, plot, plan, with each other
newlʼgčnʼiˑa
: /newlʼaqčnʼiˑya/ leaves a rule, law, for someone; makes a law for someone as one goes
̣
along (as Gmokʼamʼč and other culture-transformers did)
newlʼgṣ : /newlʼaqs/ rule, law, plan, plot
newlʼgtn̲
̣ a : /newlʼaqta/ plots against
newlʼgtn̲
̣ Wiˑa : /newlʼaqtanWiˑya/ almost succeeded in a plot against someone
newlʼinč 3Sn flicker (bird)
newlʼinč : /newlʼinč/ flicker
r̲eʼ̲ newlʼinč\ʼaˑkʼ : /nenʼoˑlʼinčʼaˑk/ d. little flickers
neˑ 2Sd that (absent). Also na and ne. See Secs. 622, 650, and 660
neˑ : /neˑ/ that one (absent)
/neˑ lis ʔans sʔottʼiˑya./ He (absent) made (it) for me.
naʔas : /naʔas/ thus
/naʔas ʔa hoˑt sʔabiˑya./ He told it thus.
/čoy honk naʔas gi./ So then (he) did thus; idiom: Then he said…
nemʼas : /nemʼas/ in that way, the other way, thus
/hoˑt ʔa naˑlʼs nemʼas gi./ He did thus to us.
nen : /nen/ that (absent). See Sec. 650.
/naʔas ni nen hemkanga./ I spoke it thus.
nen\ʼs : /nenʼs/ that (absent) [o]. Or neneˑnʼs : /neneˑnʼs/.
/geˑ ʔa neneˑnʼs qʼeˑlʼa./ He made a racket like that
nenpči : /nempči/ that (absent) kind
/nempča ʔa hoˑt dičʼeˑwʼa./ He liked that kind.
nent : /nent/ that (absent) [ref]
/nent bil ni domna./ That’s all I heard.

neˑg sa : /neˑk sa/ they (absent)
/neˑk sa ʔa qʼay gatbambli./ They (absent) have not returned.
neˑgs : /neˑks/ that one (absent) [o]
/waq či ni neˑks sʔabiˑya…/ As I told that (absent) one…
neˑlʼm : /neˑlʼam/ that (absent) one’s
/goniˑ ʔa neˑlʼam wonč./ There is his (absent one’s) canoe.
neˑyʼasm : /neˑyʼasam/ their (absent)
/neˑyʼasam sboklʼisdat/ in their sweathouse
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neˑyʼass : /neˑyʼas/ them (absent) [o]
/hoˑt ʔa neˑyʼas moˑ stinta./ He loves them (absent ones) a lot.
neˑbg 7Sv happen, occur
neˑbga : /neˑpga/ happens, occurs
he̲sneˑbgiˑa : /hesneˑpgiˑya/ causes to happen for someone
/qʼoy ʔins hesneˑpgiˑya./ You behaved badly to me (“made it happen badly for me”).
neˑbgwabg : /neˑbagwapk/ will happen
neˑg see oneˑg down into a hole
ng 3sd [demonstrative nonnominative]. Also g, nk, and ∅. See Sec. 623.
geˑgs : /geˑks/ this one [o].
/geˑks ʔan sleʔa./ I saw him (this one).
hongs : /honks/ that one (remote)
/honks ʔa sʔewanʔi!/ Give to him!
honkantga : /honkantga/ with that one
/honkantga waˑtʼitga/ with that knife
neˑyʼass : /neˑyʼas/ them (absent) [o]. Here ∅.
/hoˑt ʔa neˑyʼas moˑ stinta./ He loves them (absent ones) a lot.
ngag 3Sn turtle (sp. Chelopus or Clemmys marmorata)
ngag : /ngak/ turtle
r̲ r ̲en̲ gag\ʼaˑkʼ : /ngankkʼaˑk/ d. little turtles
ngagm čiˑs : /ngagam čiˑs/ turtle shell (“turtle’s-home”)
ngatʼ 7S-v jump. Also mbatʼ, sbatʼ, and sgatʼ. These allomorphs are possibly segmentable, but since
all possess the same meaning and since there is no good semantic identification for s or m, these
forms will be treated as free variants.
mbatʼkanga : /mbatkanga/ jumps around
mbatʼqn̲a : /mbatqa/ jumps out, through

mbatʼwa : /mbatʼwa/ jumps into the water, fiat place
ngatʼčnʼa : /ngatčnʼa/ jumps along
ngatʼ r̲ r ̲éč̲ ʼwa̲a : /ngatčʼwačʼwa/ jumps up and down
ngatʼdgị : /ngattgi/
̣ jumps down from a height
sne̲ngatʼdgị : /snangattgi/
̣ makes someone jump down
ngatʼkanga : /ngatkanga/ jumps around. Same as mbatʼkanga above
ngatʼkʼwa : /ngatkʼwa/ jumps across
ngatʼ r̲kʼwa : /ngatkʼakʼwa/ jumps back and forth across
ngatʼlʼgạ : /ngatʼlga/
̣ jumps down to the ground
ngatʼ r̲lʼgaˑ
̣ : /ngatlʼalga/
̣ jumps up and down on the ground
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ngatʼmni : /ngatʼmni/ jumps up onto
r̲ r ̲en̲ gatʼmni : /ngangatʼmni/ d. jump up onto

ngatʼneˑga : /ngatʼneˑga/ jumps down into a hole
ngatʼpbeˑl i ̲ʼa : /ngatpbeˑlʼa/ jumps back and forth
ngatʼtn̲a : /ngatta/ jumps on, against
ngatʼwa : /ngatʼwa/ jumps into water
ngatʼ r̲wa : /ngatʼoˑwa/ jumps around in water
ngatʼwl : /ngatʼwal/ jumps on top of
ngatʼ r̲ rw
̲ leˑqʼa : /ngatʼoˑwawleˑqʼa/ jumps up and down
ngatʼ r̲ rw
̲ leˑqʼyeˑga : /ngatʼoˑwawleˑqʼyeˑga/ starts to jump up and down on
ngatʼwllʼgdamna
: /ngatʼwallqdamna/ keeps jumping up, rearing up (as a horse)
̣
ngatʼyeˑga : /ngatʼyeˑga/ jumps up. See oyeˑg.
ngatʼygị : /ngatʼiˑgi/
̣ jumps over. See oygi.
̣

sbatʼdgị : /sbattgi/
̣ jumps down from a height. Same as ngatʼdgị above.
sbatʼliˑna : /sbatʼliˑna/ jumps off the edge of
sbatʼygị : /sbatʼiˑgi/
̣ jumps over. Same as ngatʼygị above.
sgatʼdgị : /sgattgi/
̣ jumps down from a height. Same as ngatʼdgị above.
ngenoˑ 3Sn mons Veneris
ngenoˑ : /ngenoˑ/ mons Veneris
ngoq 3Sn black helldiver (Branta nigricana). Given by the Pompeys as “cormorant.” Probably
onomatopoetic.
ngoq : /ngoq/ black helldiver
ngičʼ
̣ see gičʼ
̣ be tight
ngọ see gọ swan
ngol
̣ 3Sn jackrabbit (Lepus californicus)
ngol
̣ : /ngol/
̣ jackrabbit
r̲ r ̲en̲ gol\ʼaˑkʼ
: /ngonqlʼaˑk/
d. little jackrabbits
̣
̣

ni 3Sn snowshoe. These were woven of willows and bound to the feet with sinew.
ni : /ni/ snowshoe(s)
ni 1Sp I. Also n and two portmanteaus: gew ({ni} plus {ʔm} [possessive]) and ʔis ({ni} plus {ʔi}
1Sp “you sg.” plus {ʼas} [objective]). Cf. also {noˑ} 1Sp “I (declarative).” See Sec. 522.
ni : /ni/ I [n]
/ʔat ni genwapk./ Now I will go.
ʔan : /ʔan/ I (plus {ʔa} 2Srp6 [declarative])
/honks ʔan sanʼaˑWawli./ I want her.
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ʔins : /ʔins/ you-me. See Sec. 530.
/snʼogiˑya
ʔins hon qnoqs./ You held that rope for me.
̣
ʔis : /ʔis/ you-me. See Sec. 530.
/moˑ ʔis sʔewanʔi!/ Give me a lot!
gew : /gew/ my

/geˑ ʔa gew!/ This is mine!
min : /min/ I-you. See Sec. 530.
/ʔat min sqoldaqnʼa gen./ Now I put this into your mouth
nis : /nis/ me [o]
/hoˑt nis dom wolaˑ./ He asked me a lot.
ni 3sa [multiplicator]. Also nʼi. See Sec. 762.
danqnʼi : /danqnʼi/ how many (times, days, years, etc.)?
/hoˑt ʔa danqnʼi ʔiLoˑls gida čiˑya?/ How many years has he lived here?
domni : /domni/ many times; many (years, days, etc.)
/noˑ ʔa honks domni sleʔa gaˑʔaˑk./ I saw him many times long ago.
labnʼi : /lapnʼi/ twice; two (years, days, etc.)
/noˑ ʔa midanksi lapnʼi gepga./ I came to your place twice.
/lapnʼi ʔiLoˑls/ two years
/lapnʼi tewnʼip/ twenty
ni 3sd 6sa 6sl [adjective formant], Also niˑ, nʼ, nʼi, and nʼi·. See Secs. 630, 73l, and 831.
r̲é ̲ r̲gemtkʼaˑni
: /gemg
emtkʼaˑni/
little quiet one
̣
̣
̣
kani : /kani/ someone, who?
kanʼs : /kanʼs/ someone, whom? See ka.
labnʼiˑks : /lapnʼiˑks/ Tuesday
ndanniˑks : /ndanniˑks/ Wednesday
tonʼipnʼi : /tonʼipnʼi/ five [n]

/tonʼipnʼi maqlaqs ʔat goLiˑ./ Five people came in now.
tonʼipnʼis : /tonʼipnʼis/ five [o]
/noˑ ʔa tonʼipnʼis lwela./ I killed five.
wonibnʼiks : /wonipnʼiks/ Thursday
yaNWaˑni : /yaNWaˑni/ weak one, weak
nidw 7Sv guess, figure out, solve
nidw : /nidoˑ/ guesses
se̲nidw : /sindo/ guess each other, make an estimate of one another
nidwalla : /nidwalla/ guesses someone’s plot, “figures out his game”
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nidws : /nidoˑs/ guessing, to guess
/gesga
ʔan honks nidoˑs./ I can’t guess him (can’t see what he’s planning).
̣
niklap 7S-v dance a war dance, practice for war. Informants were not sure of the meaning. Only in:
niklapeˑʼa : /niklapeˑʔa/ dances a war dance, practices for war
nisda see niˑsda all night
niw 7S-v herd, drive animals. Possibly {n} 4S-v “act with a round instrument” plus {iw} 7-Sv “do
violently.” A herd of animals is treated in Klamath as a round obj.
niwčnʼa : /niwčnʼa/ herds animals along
r̲eʼ̲ niwčnʼa : /ninʼoˑčnʼa/ d. herd, drive animals
niwgoga
: /niwgoga/
drives animals into a container (as a corral)
̣
̣
niwkanga : /niwkanga/ herds animals around here and there
niwLy : /niwLi/ herds animals inside
niwqn̲a : /niwqa/ herds animals out, through, outside
niwqweˑLa : /niwqweˑLa/ herds animals down a slope
niwqʼaˑqʼa : /niwqʼaˑqʼa/ herds animals into a blind canyon. Use of {aqʼaˑqʼ} 10sv “on the lap, on the
neck” here?
niwWasga : /niwWasga/ drives animals away, off
niya see niˑya recently, a little while ago
niˑ 3S-n neck
niˑs : /niˑs/ neck
r̲eʼ̲ niˑkʼa : /ninʼiˑkʼa/ d. little necks
niˑ see ni [adjective formant]
niˑčg̣ 3S-n shoulder blade
niˑčgṣ : /niˑčaqs/ shoulder blade
niˑl 3Sn hair on a hide, fur
niˑl : /niˑl/ hair on a hide

niˑla̲lbli : /niˑlalbli/ gets the fur back again (as an animal at the start of the winter season)
niˑL sne
niˑLg̣ 7Sv rise (sun). Also niˑL in one form. See Sec. 334.
niˑLgạ : /niˑLga/
̣ (sun) rises
niˑLdga : /niˑLtga/ has risen
niˑLgṣ : /niˑLaqs/ “Sunrise” (place name: near Barclay Springs)
niˑqʼa 7S-v dread, fear that one will make a mistake or hurt someone’s feelings, have an
apprehension. Only in:
niˑqʼabga : /niˑqʼapga/ dreads
r̲eʼ̲ niˑqʼabga : /ninʼiˑqʼapga/ d. dread
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niˑsda 2Srt all night. Also nisda in apparent free variation. See Sec. 910.
/nisda hoˑt mʼaˑsʔa./ He was sick all night.
/čoy sa honk maqlaqs niˑsda swinaˑ./ Then those people sang all night. (Texts, 32.13)
/niˑsda ʔan qʼay qtančʼa./ I didn’t fall asleep all night long.
niˑya 2Srt recently, a little while ago. Also niya in apparent free variation. See Sec. 910.
/sʔaLam niˑya ni moˑ tʼwaˑYa./ I worked a lot last fall.
/niya ni gesga
qtays./ Recently I cannot sleep.
̣
/niˑya padaˑ gew ptisap ksonlʼa./ My father gathered hay last summer.
/homʼas naˑt wokas naˑlʼam beˑLbelʼa, waqt sa honk sa dank niˑya sʔottʼa./ Thus we fixed our wokas,
just as they make it recently. (Texts, 23,5)
/čoy naʔas nis geˑ wolaˑ, niˑya./ And he asked me thus, a little while ago. (Texts, 38.24)
nǰampkʼ 7Sv throb (as a wound, headache, toothache)
nǰampkʼa : /nǰampkʼa/ throbs
nǰampkʼs : /nǰampkʼas/ the throbbing, to throb
/glewiˑ
nǰampkʼas./ (It) stopped throbbing.
̣
nǰel 7S-v be bushy. Cf. also čikʼ. Only in:
se̲nǰelwʼaˑlʼdk : /senǰalwʼaˑlʼatk/ bushy
/senǰalwʼaˑlʼatk qbel gitk/ having a bushy tail
nǰoy 7S-v be numb. Only with {elʼg}̣ 12sv “down, to a stop,” Segmentable?
nǰoylʼgạ : /nioylga/
̣ is numb
r̲ r ̲en̲ ǰoylʼgạ : /nǰonǰiˑlga/
̣ d. are numb
snenǰoylʼgạ : /snonǰiˑlga/
̣ makes numb
nǰoylʼgṣ : /nǰoylʼaqs/ numbness
nk see ng [demonstrative nonnominative]
nka 3S-n stomach
nkas : /nkas/ stomach

r̲ r ̲en̲ kakʼa : /nkankkʼa/ d. little stomachs
nkas gi : /nkas gi/ has a stomach-ache
poqʼoˑnkas : /poqʼoˑnkas/ “Bucket-Belly” (man’s proper name)
nkikʼ sne
nkililkʼ 7Sv be dusty. Also kililkʼ and nkikʼ. See Sec. 334.
nkikʼdgl : /nkiktgal/ dust rises
sne̲nkikʼdgl : /sninkaktgal/ raises a dust
nkikʼdiˑla : /nkikdiˑla/ is dusty underneath
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nkikʼLa̲a : /nkikLa/ is dusty on a surface, on the floor
sne̲nkikʼLa̲a : /snikakLa/ makes dust on
nkikʼLWn̲a : /nkikʼlWa/ dust is along the top
sne̲nkikʼLWn̲a : /sninkakʼlWa/ covers something with dust
nkikʼlʼgạ : /nkikʼlga/
̣ dust settles
nkikʼtn̲a : /nkikta/ is dusty on, against
sne̲nkikʼtn̲a : /sninkakta/ makes dust on
nkikʼyeˑga : /nkikʼyeˑga/ dust rises
sne̲nkikʼyeˑga : /sninkakʼyeˑga/ raises a dust
nkililkʼa : /nkililkʼa/ is dusty. Or kililkʼa : /kililkʼa/.
sne̲nkililkʼa : /sninklilkʼa/ makes dusty
nkililkʼs : /nkililks/ dust. Or kililkʼs : /kililks/.

nkʼeysʔań̲ 7Sv shoot pl. objs. Also kʼey, nkʼey and nkʼeyseˑ. See Sec. 334.
nkʼeysʔań̲ : /nkʼeysʔan/ shoots pl. objs.
se̲nkʼeysʔań̲ : /senkʼiˑsʔan/ pl. shoot each other
nkʼeys : /nkʼeys/ war-arrow; bullet, Or kʼeys : /kʼeys/.
kʼeyse̲ls : /kʼeysals/ lead (metal)
lologskʼeys
: /loloqskʼeys/ gun (“fire-arrow”)
̣

nkʼeyseˑ! : /nkʼeyseˑ!/ shoot pl. objs.!
nkʼeyseˑdga : /nkʼeyseˑtga/ been shooting pl. objs.
nkʼeyseˑlgi : /nkʼeyseˑlgi/ comes to shoot pl. objs.
r̲ r ̲en̲ kʼeyseˑlgi : /nkʼenkʼiˑseˑlgi/ d. come to shoot pl. objs.
nkʼeyseˑs : /nkʼeyseˑs/ the shooting pl.; to shoot pl.
/sanʼaˑWawli ʔan nkʼeyseˑs./ I want to shoot pl. objs.
nkʼeyseˑ sle
non 3S-n plant (unknown sp.). This was mashed and made into a poultice for eye infections. Only
in:
nonm : /nonam/ plant (sp.)
non 7S-v be frostbitten. Only with {otn̲} 10sv “on, at, against.”
nontn̲a : /nonta/ is, gets frostbitten
nontn̲dk : /nontantk/ frostbitten
r̲eʼ̲ nontn̲dk : /nonʼantantk/ d. frostbitten
notak 3Sn grass (sp. of Glycerinus: Coville gives this as Agrostis perennans)
notak : /notak/ grass (sp.)
noy see nᵛ burn
noˑ 7S-v send a message to. Possibly cf. {noˑ} 7S-v “go to the land of the spirits; set (sun).” Only in:
noˑkanga : /noˑkanga/ gives someone a message (to be given to someone else)
se̲ʼnoˑkanga : /sonʼoˑkanga/ exchange messages
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se̲ʼnoˑkangs : /sonʼoˑkanks/ command, message
noˑ 7S-v go to the land of the spirits; set (sun). Possibly cf. preceding entry.
noˑčnʼa : /noˑčnʼa/ goes to the land of the spirits
noˑli : /noˑli/ (sun) sets
noˑlis : /noˑlis/ spirit of a dead person
noˑlisgeˑni
: /noˑlisgeˑni/
Spirit-Land. This is said to lie to the West. Informants were not clear as to
̣
̣
its description.
noˑ 1Sp I (declarative). Also a portmanteau gew ({noˑ} plus {ʔm} [possessive]). Cf. {ni} 1Sp “I.”
with which this morpheme overlaps in distribution. See Sec. 522.
noˑ : /noˑ/ I [n]
/noˑ ʔa honks sleʔa./ I (declarative) saw him.
gew : /gew/ my
/geˑ ʔa gew gweys./
This is my (foot)print.
̣
gewdanksi : /gewdanksi/ my place
gewdantiˑ : /gewdantiˑ/ from me, from my
/gewdantiˑ čʼoleˑksti/ a piece of my meat
noˑs : /noˑs/ me [o]
/tqʼomʼa hoˑt noˑs./ He hit me on the head.
noˑsdalʼ : /noˑsdalʼ/ toward me
noˑsd̲at : /noˑsdat/ in me, on me
noˑstʼet : /noˑstʼet/ with me
noˑg̣ 7Sv be cooked, ripe; roast (+ {ʼa̲l} 8sv “do as the preceding says”)
noˑgạ : /noˑga/
̣ is cooked, ripe, ready
he̲snoˑgạ : /hosnoˑga/
̣ causes to be cooked, ripe
r̲eʼ̲ noˑgạ : /nonʼoˑga/
̣ d. are cooked, ripe
snoˑgạ : /snoˑga/
̣ cooks, makes ready, ripens
noˑg\ʼa̲
̣ la : /noˑqlʼa/ roasts over a fire
noˑg\ʼa̲
̣ l! : /noˑqʼal!/ roast!

noˑg̣ a̲lks : /noˑgalks/
“Roasting-Place” (place name)
̣
noˑg\ʼa̲
̣ ls : /noˑqʼals/ cooked wokas mush
noˑgbgs
: /noˑgapks/
ripe
̣
̣
/noˑgapks
dmolo/ ripe plum
̣

noˑgdgi
: /noˑqtgi/ becomes cooked, ripe, ready
̣
noˑgsʔm
: /noˑqsʔam/ scraps of dried fish
̣
noˑkʼ 7-Sv taste by just touching the tongue to something. Only in:
qbᵛnoˑkʼa : /qbonoˑkʼa/ tastes by touching with the tongue
se̲qbᵛnoˑkʼa : /soqbnoˑkʼa/ wets the lips with the tongue
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nqaqgi 7Sv give birth. gi is possibly {gi} 7Sv “do, be” but nqaq occurs nowhere else in the corpus,
This will be left tentatively unsegmented.
nqaqgi : /nqaqgi/ gives birth to a child
nqen 4Sv shout, yell
nqena : /nqena/ shouts, yells
/kʼotʼas nqena nis./ A louse is shouting to me. (Idiomatic saying when one has a ringing in the ears.)
nqenbli : /nqembli/ shouts back, again
se̲nqen r̲ r ̲éb̲ li : /senqamblibli/ shout back and forth at each other
nqenbln̲a : /nqembla/ shouts downstream
nqenčnʼa : /nqenčnʼa/ shouts as one goes along
nqendgị : /nqentgi/
̣ shouts down from a height
nqenigamna
: /nqenigamna/
shouts upstream
̣
̣
nqenkanga : /nqenkanga/ shouts around here and there
r̲ r ̲en̲ qenkanga : /nqenqankanga/ d. shout around
nqenkʼwa : /nqenkʼwa/ shouts across

se̲nqen r̲kʼwa : /senqankkʼakʼwa/ keep shouting back and forth across at each other
nqenkʼwbga : /nqenkʼopga/ is shouting across
nqenlamna : /nqellamna/ shouts behind (i.e., shouts at someone ahead of one)
nqenmni : /nqenmni/ shouts up at
nqenqʼya : /nqenqʼya/ shouts at someone in the road, in the doorway
nqensaqčnʼa : /nqensaqčnʼa/ follows someone shouting
nqentn̲a : /nqenta/ shouts at
nqentn̲nʼa : /nqentanʔa/ shouts repeatedly at
se̲nqentn̲nʼa : /senqantanʔa/ shout repeatedly at each other
nqotʼ 7Sv scorch
nqotʼa : /nqotʼa/ scorches (intr.)
r̲ r ̲en̲ qotʼa : /nqonqtʼa/ d. scorch
sne̲nqotʼa : /snonqtʼa/ scorches something
nqotʼdiˑla : /nqotdiˑla/ scorches underneath
nqotʼdk : /nqotʼatk/ scorched
nqotʼliˑga : /nqotʼliˑga/ scorches on the edge, side, forehead (as sunburn)
nqotʼlYn̲dk : /nqotʼlYantk/ scorched along the edges
nqotʼLa̲a : /nqotLa/ scorches on a surface, on top
sne̲nqotʼLa̲a : /snonqatLa/ scorches something onto a surface
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nqotʼtn̲a : /nqotta/ scorches onto (as food onto a pan)
sne̲nqotʼtn̲a : /snonqatta/ scorches something onto
nqʼaq 3Sn crown of the head
nqʼaq : /nqʼaq/ crown of the head
nqʼiqʼ 7S-v weigh. Only with {elʼg}̣ 12sv “down, to the ground.”
nqʼiqʼlʼgạ : /nqʼiqʼlga/
̣ weighs (intr.)
sne̲nqʼiqʼlʼgạ : /sninqʼaqʼlga/
̣ weighs something
sne̲nqʼiqʼlʼgoˑts
: /sninqʼaqʼlgoˑts/
scales
̣
̣

nteqt 3S-n arrow (a special type which skipped over the water—used for shooting into flocks of
sitting waterfowl). Possibly contains {otn̲} 10sv “on, at, against.”
nteqtys : /nteqtis/ arrow (type)
ntey 3S-n bow. The Klamath bow was usually made of yew wood and strung with sinew.
Occasionally they were sinew-backed.
nteys : /nteys/ bow
r̲ r ̲en̲ tey\ʼaˑkʼ : /ntentiˑʔaˑk/ d. little bows
wiyaˑlm nteys : /wiyaˑlam nteys/ star constellation (unidentified) (“Wiya’s-bow”)
ntiqʼ 7S-v drip. Cf. {nčikʼ} 7S-v “melt, drip” and also {čakʼ} 7+Sv “melt.”
ntiqʼdgị : /ntiqtgi/
̣ drips down
ntiqʼwa : /ntiqʼwa/ drips into water, flat place
ntol 7S-v flow
ntolčnʼa : /ntolčnʼa/ flows along
r̲ r ̲en̲ tolčnʼa : /ntontalčnʼa/ d. flow
sne̲ntolčnʼa : /snontalčnʼa/ makes flow
ntolčibga : /ntolčipga/ flows toward

se̲ntoldangạ : /sontaldanga/
̣ flow together, into each other (as two streams)
se̲ntoldgạ : /sontaltga/
̣ flow apart, away from one another
ntolsga : /ntolsga/ flows off
ntolsgdk : /ntolsgatk/ flowing. juicy
ntolsgs : /ntolsgas/ juice
ntoltqʼaga : /ntoltqʼaga/ flows up out of
ntollYn̲čʼn̲a : /ntollYančʼa/ flows along a twisting edge (as a stream flowing along the edge of a
mountain)
ntop 7S-v choke, strangle on a mouthful of food. The segmentation of tn̲ as an allomorph of {otn̲}
10sv “on, at, against” is most probable but actually unattested.
ntoptn̲a : /ntopta/ chokes on a mouthful of food
r̲ r ̲en̲ toptn̲a : /ntontapta/ d. choke, strangle
ntoptn̲ ak̲ sga : /ntoptanksga/ almost choked (the action was not begun)
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ntoptn̲Wiˑa : /ntoptanWiˑya/ almost choked (the action was not brought to completion)
ntopʼ see stopʼ gush
ntʼaksni see tʼaksni children
ntʼakʼ 7S-v be stuck together, glued. Cf. also {čakʼ} 7+Sv “melt” (particularly the allomorph nčakʼ),
and also {nčikʼ} 7S-v “melt, drip” and {ntiqʼ} 7S-v “drip.”
se̲ntʼakʼdangạ : /santʼakdanga/
̣ are stuck to each other
sne̲ntʼakʼdangạ : /snantʼakdanga/
̣ sticks objs. together
ntʼakʼdiˑla : /ntʼakdiˑla/ is stuck on underneath
ntʼakʼkʼaˑy i ̲ʼa : /ntʼakkʼaˑyʼa/ is stuck on up high

ntʼakʼliˑga : /ntʼakʼliˑga/ is stuck on the edge, on the forehead
se̲ntʼakʼmʼaˑwʼa : /santʼakmʼaˑwʼa/ one more is stuck on top (as an obj. is stuck to a pile of similar
objs.)
ntʼakʼtn̲a : /ntʼakta/ is stuck to, glued to
se̲ntʼakʼtn̲a : /santʼakta/ are glued together
sne̲ntʼakʼtn̲a : /snantʼakta/ glues something on
ntʼakʼygị : /ntʼakʼiˑgi/
̣ is stuck on over (stuck on so that it projects out over)
ntʼaqʼ see tʼaqʼ be bare, bald, grassless
ntʼiw 7S-v fall (sg.)
ntʼiwčnʼa : /ntʼiwčnʼa/ falls along, falls as one goes along
sne̲ntʼiwčnʼa : /snintʼoˑčnʼa/ drops; idiom: has a miscarriage
ntʼiwčwoˑla : /ntʼiwčʼwoˑla/ falls off the head, hair (as a hat)
ntʼiwdgị : /ntʼiwtgi/
̣ falls down from a height
ntʼiwdgnʼa
̣ : /ntʼiˑwdaqnʼa/ falls into someone’s mouth
ntʼiwkʼčʼwy : /ntʼiwkʼačʼwi/ falls into a crevice, tight place
ntʼiwliˑna : /ntʼiwliˑna/ falls off the edge, off a vehicle
r̲ r ̲en̲ tʼiwliˑna : /ntʼintʼoˑliˑna/ d. fall off the edge
ntʼiwLy : /ntʼiwLi/ falls inside, into
ntʼiwlʼaˑlʼa : /ntiwlʼaˑlʼa/ falls into the fire
sne̲ntiwlʼaˑlʼa : /snintoˑlʼaˑlʼa/ drops into the fire
ntʼiwlʼgạ : /ntʼiwlʼga/
̣ falls down
sne̲ntʼiwlʼgạ : /snintʼoˑlga/
̣ drops
sne̲ntʼiwlʼg!̣ : /snintʼoˑlʼaq!/ drop (it)!
qčoˑlʔm ntʼiwlʼgṣ : /qčoˑlʔam ntʼiwlʼaqs/ “Star’s-Fall” (place name)
r̲ r ̲es̲ ne̲ntʼiwlʼgys
̣ : /snisntʼoˑlgis/
̣ one who habitually drops things
ntʼiwneˑga : /ntʼiwneˑga/ falls into a hole
ntʼiwqweˑLa : /ntʼiwqweˑLa/ falls down a slope
ntʼiwsga : /ntʼiwsga/ falls off (as a patch, hair)
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ntʼiwtn̲lʼgạ : /ntʼiwtallga/
̣ falls against something
ntʼiwwa : /ntʼiwwa/ falls into water, flat place
sne̲ntʼiwwa : /snintʼoˑwa/ drops something into water
ntʼiwwalla : /ntʼiwwalla/ falls into water and is lost
ntʼiwwl : /ntʼiwwal/ falls on top of
ntʼiwwloˑla : /ntʼiwoˑloˑla/ falls off the top of
ntʼiwwʼaˑlʼoˑla : /ntʼiwʔaˑlʼoˑla/ falls off the end of
ntʼiwYeˑn i ̲ʼa : /ntʼiwYeˑnʼa/ falls inside (as a pebble in a box)
ntʼopʼ 7Sv rot, spoil, sour
ntʼopʼa : /ntʼopʼa/ rots, spoils, sours
r̲ r ̲en̲ tʼopʼa : /ntʼontpʼa/ d. spoil, sour, rot
sne̲ntʼopʼa : /snontpʼa/ causes something to rot, spoil, sour
ntʼopʼdk : /ntʼopʼatk/ rotten, spoiled. sour
sne̲ntʼopʼlʼgạ : /snotʼapʼlga/
̣ causes to rot down (as wokas pods, in order to extract the seeds more
easily)
sne̲ntʼopʼlʼgṣ : /snontʼaplʼaqs/ rotted wokas (seeds and rotted pods mixed together and ready for
further extraction processes)
ntʼopʼWiˑa : /ntʼopWiˑya/ almost rotted, spoiled
ntʼopʼyeˑga : /ntʼopʼyeˑga/ starts to rot, spoil, sour
ntʼosʔ 7Sv swell up (tumor). Also ntʼoseˑ. See Sec. 334.
ntʼosʔa : /ntʼosʔa/ swells up (as a tumor, cancer)
sne̲ntʼosʔa : /snontʼasʔa/ causes to swell up
ntʼoseˑdk : /ntʼoseˑtk/ swelled up, swollen
ntʼoseˑ sle
ntʼoy see tʼoy go (school of fish, flock)
N
Nač see Naˑs one
Nay 2S-l beside, on one side
Naykstʼa : /Naykstʼa/ on one side; idiom: fifty cents
/Naykstʼa ʔans weq mʼaˑsʔa./ My arm hurts on one side.
/Naykstʼa hak sa čiˑya./ They live on one side (of me).
r̲eN
̲ aykstʼa : /NaNiˑkstʼa/ d. on one side, on each side; idiom: d. fifty cent pieces
/hoˑt sa ʔa NaNiˑkstʼa pʼapʼaˑčʼatk./ They are blind on one side (each).
/dam ʔi NaNiˑkstʼa gitk?/ Do you have (some) fifty cent pieces?
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Naykstʼant : /Naykstʼant/ beside, on one side
/hoˑt ʔa Naykstʼant qʼwanqʼatk./ He’s lame on one side.
Naytanna : /Naytanna/ all around beside
/qmagạ ʔans Naytanna./ (He) looked all around beside me.
Naytant : /Naytant/ beside, to one side
/Naytant hay ʔi slin./ You shot to one side (of the mark).
/Naytant ʔans hoˑt čelga./
̣ He sat down to one side of me, beside me.
Naˑ sne
Naˑč sne
Naˑs 2Sa one, another, other. Also Nač, Naˑ, and Naˑč. See Sec. 721.
Naˑs : /Naˑs/ one, another
/Naˑs hiswaqs gepgabli./ One man came back.
/Naˑs dal ʔi beˑn siwga?/ Have you killed another one? (Texts, 8.46)
/tewnʼipʼant Naˑs/ eleven
/lapnʼi tewnʼipʼant Naˑs/ twenty-one
r̲eN
̲ aˑs : /NaNaˑs/ one at a time, one to each
/ni ʔa honkyʼas NaNaˑs lolʼiˑ./ I gave one (round obj.) to each one.
Načksept : /Načksept/ six
/Načksept ʔa naˑt gankankča./ Six of us went hunting.
r̲eN
̲ ačksept : /NaNačksept/ six at a time
Načkseptdank\ʼaˑs : /Načkseptdankʼaˑs/ in six places
/geˑ čoLiˑs Načkseptdankʼaˑs patčʼatk./ This shirt is torn in six places.
Načkseptnʼi : /Načkseptnʼi/ six [n]. Or Načkseptdannʼi : /Načkseptdanʔi/.
/Načkseptdanʔi weˑwʼanʼs nis sleʔa./ Six women saw me.
Načkseptnʼis : /Načkseptnʼis/ six [o]. Or Načkseptdannʼis : /Načkseptdanʔis/.
/noˑ ʔa Načkseptdanʔis lilhanks slin./ I shot six deer.
Načqʼeˑgs : /Načqʼeˑks/ nine. Similar to Načksept above.
Naˑč\ʼaˑs : /Naˑčʼaˑs/ just one place, in one place
/noˑ ʔa Naˑčʼaˑs čiˑya./ I stay in one place.
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Naˑčyak : /Naˑčyak/ just one, alone
/noˑ ʔa Naˑčyak čelwi./ I sit by the fire alone.
/sleʔa ʔan Naˑčyak maqlaqs./ I see just one person.
Naˑyʼant : /Naˑyʼant/ in one, in another
/Naˑyʼant maksatdat/ in one basket, in the other basket
Naˑyʼantga : /Naˑyʼantga/ with one, with another
/Naˑyʼantga psinkstga/ on another night, the next night
Naˑyʼeˑnʼm : /Naˑyʼeˑnʼam/ one’s, another’s
/qʼay Naˑyʼeˑnʼam snʼeweˑts spontgi!/
̣ Don’t steal another’s wife.
Naˑyʼeˑnʼs : /Naˑyʼeˑnʼs/ one, another [o]
/hoˑt ʔa Naˑyʼeˑnʼs spontba./ He brought another one home.
nʼ
nʼ 11sv action onto, repeatedly, again and again. See Sec. 353.
ʔᵛosn̲nʼa : /ʔosanʔa/ puts a long obj. under water or earth repeatedly, under and then out again
hon r̲bln̲nʼa : /hompbablanʔa/ flies back and forth up and down the river
qliwtn̲nʼa : /qliwtanʔa/ splashes, sprinkles a handful of liquid against, onto
wotn̲nʼa : /wotanʔa/ chops, strikes with a long instrument
wo r̲t n̲nʼa : /wottanʔa/ chops, strikes repeatedly on
nʼ see ni [adjective formant]
nʼa 23sv [first person plural hortatory:] let us…! See Sec. 371.
r̲eb̲ adglnʼa! : /babatgalnʼa!/ let’s get up!
r̲eb̲ onwnʼa! : /bobanoˑnʼa!/ let’s drink!
dosčnʼnʼa! : /dosčanʔa!/ let’s run!
he̲ksᵛoga̲dangnʼa!
: /hoksakdanqnʼa!/ let’s set (our dogs) on each other!
̣
pʼań̲č a̲nʼa! : /pʼačnʼa!/ let’s go eat!
nʼapg 20sv feels like, intends to, about to. See Sec. 366.
badglnʼapga : /batgalnʼapga/ feels like getting up
ginʼapga : /ginʼapga/ almost is, becomes
/psekst ginʼapga./ It’s almost noon.
r̲ep̲ ʼaˑčʼnʼapgdk : /pʼapʼaˑčnʼapgatk/ almost blind
sliń̲nʼapga : /slinʼapga/ feels like shooting
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wʼetʼlʼgnʼapga
: /wʼetlʼaqnʼapga/ is about to fall down
̣

nʼawg̣ 3S-n or 3-S-n throat. Mrs. Martin gave the 3S-n form, while others gave this with r̲é ̲ r̲ r.̲
nʼawgṣ : /nʼawqs/ throat. Or r̲é ̲ r̲ rn̲ ʼawgṣ : /nʼawqnʼawqs/.
r̲e ̲ r̲é ̲ r̲ rn̲ ʼawgkʼa
̣ : /nʼanʼoˑqnʼawqkʼa/ d. little throats

nʼaˑqʼa 3Sn brown bear (Euarctos americanus cinnamonum, Audubon and Bachman; Gatschet gives
“Ursus americanus var. cinnamomeus”)
nʼaˑqʼa : /nʼaˑqʼa/ brown bear
r̲en̲ ʼaˑqʼaʼaˑkʼ : /nʼanʼaˑqʼaʔaˑk/ d. little brown bears
nʼaˑtʼa 3Sn Wilson snipe
nʼaˑtʼa : /nʼaˑtʼa/ Wilson snipe
r̲en̲ ʼaˑtʼaʼaˑkʼ : /nʼanʼaˑtʼaʔaˑk/ d. little snipes
nʼaˑtʼaksi : /nʼaˑtʼaksi/ “Snipe-Place” (place name)
nʼep 3Sn hand. Cf. also {nʼiq} 7S-v “act with the hand.”
nʼep : /nʼep/ hand
r̲en̲ ʼep\ʼaˑkʼ : /nʼenpʼaˑk/ d. little hands
nʼep sdaˑ : /nʼep sdaˑ/ handful. Or sdaˑ nʼep : /sdaˑ nʼep/ (also with no juncture: /sdaˑnʼep/). Also once
with a noun ending and no juncture: nʼepsdaˑʼs : /nʼepsdaˑʔas/.
nʼep\ʼa̲lbli : /nʼepʼalbli/ gets a hand back (as an artificial hand)
nʼepʔm nᵛawʼaˑlʼs : /nʼepʔam nawʼaˑlʼs/ wrist (“hand’s-flat-obj.-on-the-end”)
nʼepeˑʼa : /nʼepeˑʔa/ puts on a glove, wears a glove. See eˑʼ.
nʼepsisiˑl i ̲ʼa : /nʼepsisiˑlʼa/ puts on, wears a ring. See sisiˑl i ̲ʼ.
nʼeˑsl\ʼ 7Sv have coitus from behind (possibly sodomy, but not so translated by the informants)
nʼeˑsl\ʼa : /nʼeˑslʼa/ has sexual intercourse from behind
se̲nʼeˑsl\ʼa : /senʼeˑslʼa/ have coitus with each other
nʼeˑsl\ʼdga : /nʼeˑsaltga/ been having coitus from behind
nʼi see ni [adjective formant]

nʼi see ni [multiplicator]
nʼiq 7S-v act with the hand. Cf. {nʼep} 3Sn “hand.” Also cf. {das} 7S-v “reach. touch, act with the
hand” and {tpek} 7S-v “reach.” which overlap this morpheme semantically.
nʼiqdbn̲a : /nʼiqtba/ reaches and touches (“arrives-with-the-hand”)
nʼiqdiˑla : /nʼiqdiˑla/ puts a hand under. (intr. also)
nʼiqgoga
: /nʼiqgoga/
puts a hand into a container. (intr. also)
̣
̣
nʼiqkyamna : /nʼiqkyamna/ puts a hand around something, puts an arm around someone. (intr. also)
nʼiqkʼačweˑga : /nʼiqkʼačweˑga/ gets one’s hand stuck in a tight place
nʼiqLy : /nʼiqLi/ puts one’s hand inside. (intr. also)
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nʼiq (continued)
nʼiqlʼgạ : /nʼiqlga/
̣ puts a hand down, touches the ground
nʼiqqn̲a : /nʼiqqa/ puts a hand out, through. (intr. also)
nʼiqsn̲a : /nʼiqsa/ puts a hand under water, earth. (intr. also)
nʼiqtn̲a : /nʼiqta/ puts a hand on, against
se̲nʼiqtn̲a : /sinʼaqta/ touches oneself, each other
nʼiqtn̲alla : /nʼiqtnalla/ touches for some bad purpose, touches with sexual intentions
nʼiqtn̲lʼgạ : /nʼiqtallga/
̣ touches, bumps with a hand
se̲nʼiqtn̲ys : /sinʼaqtis/ touching each other. In:
qʼapčʼalm se̲nʼiqtn̲ys : /qʼapčʼalam sinʼaqtis/ the ring finger (“little-finger’s-one-touching”)
nʼiqwa : /nʼiqwa/ puts a hand into water, flat place. (intr. also)
nʼiq r̲wa : /nʼiqoˑwa/ keeps putting a hand in water. has a hand in water
nʼiqwbga : /nʼiqwapga/ soaks a hand
nʼiqwibga : /nʼiqwipga/ spreads out a hand
r̲en̲ ʼiqwibga : /nʼinʼaqwipga/ d. spread out a hand, holds the hands out (as in prayer)
nʼiqwl : /nʼiqwal/ puts a hand on top of. (intr. also)
nʼiq r̲ rw
̲ leˑqʼa : /nʼiqoˑwawleˑqʼa/ waves a hand at. See eˑqʼ.
nʼiqwllʼgbga
: /nʼiqwallqpga/ keeps a hand raised, up
̣
nʼiqwʼiˑna : /nʼiqwʼiˑna/ puts a hand in among, into mud. (intr. also)
nʼiqyeˑga : /nʼiqyeˑga/ raises a hand
nʼiqygị : /nʼiqiˑgi/
̣ puts a hand above, over. (intr. also)
nʼiqywwi : /nʼiqyoˑwi/ spreads out a hand
nʼisq 3S-n little girl (7-11 years old). Only with {ʼaˑkʼ} 6sn [diminutive].
nʼisq\ʼaˑkʼ : /nʼisqʼaˑk/ little girl
r̲en̲ ʼisq\ʼaˑkʼ : /nʼinʼasqʼaˑk/ d. little girls
nʼiˑ see ni [adjective formant]
nʼo 3S-n head
nʼos : /nʼos/ head

nʼokʼa : /nʼokʼa/ little head
r̲en̲ ʼokʼa : /nʼonkʼa/ d. little heads
nʼokʼmʼč : /nʼokʼamʼč/ big old head
laˑba nʼos gidk : /laˑba nʼos gitk/ two-headed snake (“having-two-heads”). See under may.
r̲é ̲ r̲mʼak nʼos gidk : /mʼakmʼak nʼos gitk/ “Muddy-Brown-Headed” (man’s proper name)
nʼos\ʼa̲la : /nʼoslʼa/ gets, obtains, has a head
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biblant nʼosa̲ldk : /biblant nʼosaltk/ two- headed snake (“Headed-on-both-ends”). See may.
nʼosksi : /nʼosksi/ “Head-Place” (place name)
n̲
n̲ see en̲ action away, taking away, going
o
obg 19sv [durative: continuous action or state lasting over a period of time]. Also bag and bg. See
Sec. 365.
ʔibga : /ʔipga/ pl. objs. lie, are
ʔibgdgi giwk : /ʔibaktgi giwk/ in order that pl. objs. might lie, be
čʼibga : /čʼipga/ liquid stands, is. This could also be {čʼi ebg a} “brings liquid”; the forms are
homophonous.
čʼinčnʼbga : /činčampga/ has one’s back to someone going along
čʼinlʼaˑlʼbga : /čʼilʔaˑlʼapga/ has one’s back to the fire
čʼintn̲bga : /čʼintampga/ has the back against, leans back against
gᵛebgbga : /gepgapga/ is coming
gᵛebgbgs : /gepgapks/ coming. E.g.,
/sdigaˑ noˑs gepgapks./ (He) smells me coming.
hinbags : /himbaks/ log
noˑgbgs
: /noˑgapks/
ripe, cooked
̣
̣
/noˑgapks
dmolo/ ripe plum
̣

tonbga : /tompga/ ropelike obj. is, lies
/tompga gog
̣ e/
̣ the river is, lies. Translated by the informant as “all along the length of the
river.” (Texts, 38.32)
obln̲ 10sv downstream. Also bln̲. See Sec. 352.
hon r̲bln̲nʼa : /hompbablanʔa/ flies up and down the river
nqenbln̲a : /nqembla/ shouts downstream
sdinbln̲čʼn̲a : /sdimblančʼa/ just went dipping downstream
sgᵛobln̲
a : /sgobla/
canoes downstream
̣
̣
sgᵛobln̲
bli : /sgoblambli/
canoes back downstream
̣
̣
očʼ 7-Sv [unknown meaning]. Also čʼ. Segmentation uncertain. See Sec. 334.
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kʼlᵛočʼčnʼa : /kʼloččnʼa/ goes carrying a torch, fire, goes to get a firebrand from a neighbor to relight
one’s own fire. See kʼlᵛ.
qbᵛočʼčnʼa : /qboččnʼa/ spits out (as tobacco juice)
qbᵛočʼdiˑla : /qbočdiˑla/ spits underneath
se̲qbᵛočʼkʼa : /soqbačkʼa/ rinses out the mouth. See qbᵛ.
slʼᵛočʼčnʼa : /slʼoččnʼa/ goes carrying a torch, fire. Same as kʼlᵛočʼčnʼa above. See slʼᵛ.
očʼisg 7-Sv suck out, make a smacking or kissing noise with the lips. Only in:
qbᵛočʼisga : /qbočʼisga/ sucks out; makes a smacking or kissing sound with the lips
očʼiˑpʼ 10sv sliding down off a tubular obj. (as trousers off legs, lead out of a pencil, etc.). Also čʼiˑpʼ,
čʼpʼ, and očʼpʼ. See Sec. 352.
ʔičʼpʼa : /ʔičpʼa/ takes tubular objs. off of (as pants, leggings, shirt, etc.). Or ʔičʼiˑpʼa : /ʔičʼiˑpʼa/.
se̲ʔičʼpʼa : /siʔačpʼa/ takes off one’s own (pants, shirt, etc.). Or se̲ʔičʼiˑpʼa : /siˑčʼiˑpʼa/.
ktočʼiˑpa : /ktočʼiˑpʼa/ slides out of (as lead out of a pencil)
lᵛočʼiˑpʼa : /ločʼiˑpʼa/ takes a round obj. off of (as a ring from someone’s finger, a bandage, etc.)
se̲ʼlᵛočʼpʼa : /solʼačpʼa/ takes a tubular round obj. off of oneself
lᵛočʼpʼbli : /ločpʼabli/ takes a ring, etc. back off of
se̲ʼlᵛočʼpʼs : /solʼačpʼas/ basket-base: the first woven ring of white cattails on which the basket is to be
built up
lwᵛočʼpʼa : /lwočpʼa/ undresses some (removes a tubular garment). See lwᵛ.
nᵉočʼpʼa : /nečpʼa/ takes a flat obj. off of, slides a flat obj. off (as a string figure is taken from the
hands of one person to the hands of another)
sbᵛčʼol i ̲ʼčʼiˑpʼa : /sbočʼalčʼiˑpʼa/ drags off a tubular obj. (as a garment)
očʼp sle
odg 19sv [past stative, in a state resulting from an action now completed:] been …ing. Also dag and
dg. See Sec. 365.
ʔᵛowiˑ r̲dga : /ʔowiˑtdatga/ long objs. stand in a line
čʼidga : /čʼitga/ liquid stands, is
čʼidgs : /čʼidaks/ dew

čʼiga̲dgdamna : /čʼigatkdamna/ used to keep getting water
ʔeydgdk : /ʔeytgatk/ headed
/boqboq ʔeytgatk/ white headed
ksiwlʼgdga
: /ksiwlʼaqtga/ been dancing
̣
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odg 10sv out of a container. Also dg. See Sec. 352.
ʔidga : /ʔitga/ takes pl. objs. out of a container
r̲eʔ̲ idga : /ʔiʔatga/ d. take out pl. objs.
nᵉodga : /netga/ takes a flat obj. out of a container
nᵉodgi! : /netgi!/ take a flat obj. out!
pᵛodga : /potga/ pulls something out of a container
pᵛodgbli : /potgabli/ pulls something back out
slᵉodgbliWiˑa : /sletgabliWiˑya/ almost took a clothlike obj. back out of a container
odg̣ 10sv taking away, removing, depriving. Also dg.̣ Cf. {edg}̣ 10sv “dividing.” See Sec. 352.
ʔᵛodgạ : /ʔotga/
̣ takes a long obj. away from someone
swʼenč se̲ʔᵛodgeˑʼs
“Taking-the-Cradle-board-from-Each-Other” (cat’s cradle
̣ : /swʼenč soʔatgeˑʔas/
̣
figure)
ʔidgạ : /ʔitga/
̣ takes pl. objs. away from someone
se̲ʔidgạ : /siʔatga/
̣ take pl. objs. away from each other, quarrel over pl. objs.
ʔidgbli
takes pl. objs. back from someone
̣ : /ʔitgabli/
̣
čʼadgạ : /čʼatga/
̣ takes a handful of objs. away from. Homophonous with {čʼa edg̣ a} “divides a
handful.”
čʼlidgạ : /čʼlitga/
̣ punctures and peels off with the fingernails (as the rind of a fruit)
slᵉodgạ : /sletga/
̣ takes a clothlike obj. away from
slᵉodgi!
̣ : /sletgi!/
̣ take a clothlike obj. away!
he̲spidgạ : /hispatga/
̣ drag away from each other
he̲spidgleˑʼa
: /hispatgleˑʔa/
play tug-of-war
̣
̣
odgị 10sv down, down from a height. Also dgi.
̣ See Sec. 352.
čʼadgị : /čʼatgi/
̣ takes a handful of objs. down; strips a branch of berries
dasdgị : /dastgi/
̣ reaches down

se̲dasdgibgs
: /sadastgipks/
spot between the shoulderblades (“reaching-down-on-oneself”)
̣
̣
gᵛodgị : /gotgi/
̣ goes down (as down a cliff, out of a tree)
ksᵛodgị : /ksotgi/
̣ takes a living being down; idiom: puts a living obj. (as a fish) down upon a
roasting stake
slᵉodgibli
: /sletgibli/
takes a clothlike obj. back down
̣
̣
odgnʼ
̣ 10sv into the mouth, in the mouth. Also dgnʼ,
̣ dg̣ n̲, and odg̣ n̲. See Sec. 352.
čʼlᵉodgnʼa
̣ : /čʼletqnʼa/ puts something into someone’s mouth with the fingers
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čʼlᵉodgnʼwabg
: /čʼletganwapk/
will put something into someone’s mouth
̣
̣
lᵛodgnʼa
̣ : /lotqnʼa/ puts a round obj. into someone’s mouth; idiom: gives a baby to suck
lᵛodg̣ n̲a! : /lotga!/
̣ put a round obj. into someone’s mouth!
lᵛodgnʼoˑla
: /lotqnʼoˑla/ takes a round obj. out of someone’s mouth
̣
lgᵉodg
nʼoˑla
: /lgetqnʼoˑla/
striped objs. hang out of the mouth (as noodles)
̣
̣
̣
ntʼiwdgnʼa
̣ : /ntʼiwdaqnʼa/ falls into someone’s mouth
odg̣ n̲ sle

oditgoˑl 10sv out from under. Also ditgoˑl. Possibly cf. {oˑl} 15sv “finishing an action, undoing an
action”? See Sec. 352.
gᵛoditgoˑla : /goditgoˑla/ goes out from under; idiom: has diarrhea
gᵛoditgoˑls : /goditgoˑls/ diarrhea
lᵛoditgoˑla : /loditgoˑla/ takes a round obj. out from under
nᵉoditgoˑlbli : /neditgoˑlabli/ takes a flat obj. back out from under
wLeˑditgoˑla : /wLeˑditgoˑla/ sweeps out from under
odiˑl 10sv under, underneath. Also diˑl. See Sec. 352.
ʔidiˑla : /ʔidiˑla/ puts pl. objs. underneath. (intr. also)
ʔidiˑlang! : /ʔidiˑlank!/ please put pl. objs. under!
ʔidiˑlangat! : /ʔidiˑlangat!/ pl. please put pl. objs. underneath!
ʔidiˑlat! : /ʔidiˑlat!/ pl. put pl. objs. under!
ʔidiˑli! : /ʔidiˑli!/ put pl. objs. under!
gᵛodiˑla : /godiˑla/ goes under
gᵛo r̲diˑla : /gotdiˑla/ goes around under
gᵛo r̲ rd̲ iˑla : /gotdatdiˑla/ goes around under continually or habitually
gediˑla
: /gediˑla/
grows underneath
̣
̣
r̲eg̲ ẹ r̲diˑls : /geg
armpit hair
̣ atdiˑls/
̣
lᵛodiˑla : /lodiˑla/ puts a round obj. underneath. (intr. also)

se̲lᵛodiˑldk : /soldiˑlatk/ having a round obj. underneath oneself; carrying a round obj. in the armpit
odtʼ 7-Sv do transitively (?). Meaning uncertain. Also di, dtʼ and odeˑ. See Sec. 334.
nᵛodtʼa : /nottʼa/ obj. burns
r̲eʼ̲ nᵛodtʼa : /nonʼattʼa/ d. objs. burn
snᵛodtʼa : /snottʼa/ burns an obj.
he̲snᵛodtʼa : /hosnattʼa/ burns oneself up
nᵛodeˑa̲ksga : /nodeˑksga/ obj. almost burned
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nᵛodeˑbga : /nodeˑpga/ obj. is burning
nᵛodeˑdga : /nodeˑtga/ been burning
r̲ r ̲es̲ nᵛodeˑdga : /snosndeˑtga/ has been burning d. objs.
nᵛodeˑkyamna : /nodeˑkyamna/ obj. burns around the edges
nᵛodeˑyeˑn i ̲ʼa : /nodeˑyeˑnʼa/ obj. burns inside
sʔodtʼa : /sʔottʼa/ does, works, makes. See s?
yʼoˑdtʼa : /yʼoˑttʼa/ shoots pl. times
yʼoˑdi! : /yʼoˑdi!/ shoot pl. times!
yʼoˑdiča̲a : /yʼoˑdiča/ goes to shoot pl. times. See yʼoˑ.
oga̲ 7-Sv get, obtain; perform an action once. Also ga̲. See Sec. 334.
ʔiga̲č a̲a : /ʔikča/ goes to get pl. objs.
ʔiga̲č a̲bli : /ʔikčabli/ goes back after pl. objs.
ʔiga̲č a̲iˑa : /ʔikčiˑya/ goes to get pl. objs. for someone
ʔiga̲dga : /ʔigatga/ been to get pl. objs.
ʔiga̲lgi : /ʔigalgi/ comes to get pl. objs.
ʔiga̲lgibliangat! : /ʔigalgiblyangat!/ pl. please come back to get pl. objs.!
čʼliga̲a : /čʼliga/ pinches, grabs in the fingers, claws; snags on (as a canoe on a submerged log, as a
fishhook on the bottom). See čʼlᵉ.
ksᵛoga̲t n̲a : /ksokta/ sets a living obj. onto. against; sets a dog on someone. See ksᵛ.
kʼlᵛočʼga̲č a̲a : /kʼločkča/ goes to get a fire, torch
sponga̲č a̲bli : /sponkčabli/ goes to get someone
sponga̲dga : /spongatga/ been to get someone
sponga̲lgi : /spongalgi/ comes to get someone
wdᵛoga̲a : /wdoga/ hits once with a long instrument
se̲wdᵛoga̲a : /soˑtga/ hits oneself with a long instrument, hit each other
wdᵛoga̲oˑts : /wdogoˑts/ whip
ogamn
10sv up, upstream. Also gamn
and igamn.
See Sec. 352.
̣
̣
̣
gᵛogamna
: /gogamna/
climbs up, goes upstream
̣
̣
nqenigamna
: /nqenigamna/
shouts upstream
̣
̣
sgᵛog
: /sgog
canoes upstream
̣ amna
̣
̣ amna/
̣
sgᵛog
: /sgog
canoes back upstream
̣ amnbli
̣
̣ amnabli/
̣
og̣ n̲ 10sv climbing. Also g̣ n̲. See Sec. 352.
gᵛog̣ n̲a : /goga/
̣ climbs
r̲eg̲ ᵛog̣ n̲a : /gokga/
̣ d. climb
gᵛog̣ n̲a! : /goga!/
̣ climb!
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gᵛog̣ n̲dgi : /gogantgi/
wants someone to climb
̣
gᵛog̣ n̲ek! : /gognek!/
let me climb!
̣
gᵛog̣ n̲ys : /gogiˑs/
̣ the climbing, to climb
/sanʼaˑWawli ʔan gogiˑs./
I want to climb.
̣

ogỵ 10sv swallowing, biting, snacking, into the mouth. Also gy.
̣ See Sec. 352.
čʼagỵ : /čʼagiˑ/
̣ bites, puts a handful into the mouth
čʼlᵉogỵ : /čʼlegiˑ/
̣ snacks, has a bite of food
čʼlᵉogyčʼa̲
bga : /čʼlegiˑčʼapga/
just had a snack before coming
̣
̣
čʼlᵉogynʼa!
: /člegiˑnʼa!/
let’s have a snack!
̣
̣
ksᵛogỵ : /ksogiˑ/
̣ swallows a living obj. (as a whole fish)
r̲ r ̲ek̲ sᵛogỵ : /ksoksgi/
̣ d. swallow a living obj.
slʼᵛogỵ : /slʼogiˑ/
̣ swallows fire

/loq ʔa slʼogiˑ̣ sʔabasas./ The Grizzly swallows the sun. Term for an eclipse.
okang 12sv around, here and there. Also kang. See Sec. 354.
čʼlᵉawskanga : /čʼlawskanga/ gropes around with the fingers
lotoˑkanga : /lotoˑkanga/ carries an armload around here and there
r̲en̲ ᵛotn̲yeˑgkanga : /nontanyeˑkkanga/ starts burning around here and there
swʼinkanga : /swʼinkanga/ rocks the body around, to and fro
swʼinkangoˑts : /swʼinkangoˑts/ rocking chair
wotʼwkangčnʼoˑta : /wotʼoˑkankčnʼoˑta/ waves (the tail) while going along
okʼ seeˑokʼ [inclusive]
okʼčʼw 10sv into water. Also kʼčʼw. See Sec. 352.
dᵛokʼčʼwa : /dokčʼwa/ falls into water headfirst
dᵛokʼčʼwwabg : /dokčʼoˑwapk/ will fall into water headfirst
ntʼiwkʼčʼwa : /ntʼiwkʼačʼwa/ falls into water
olčʼ see golčʼ sever pl. objs.

olgi 14sv motion toward for a purpose, coming to do. Also lgi. Cf. also {oˑlgi} 7-Sv “gather
together.” See Sec. 356.
gᵛolgi : /golgi/ comes (for a purpose); idiom: attacks, comes with an evil purpose
lᵛoga̲lgi : /logalgi/ comes to get a round obj.
lᵛoga̲lgibliangat! : /logalgiblyangat!/ pl. please come back to get a round obj.!
pʼań̲lgi : /pʼalgi/ comes to eat
sponga̲lgi : /spongalgi/ comes to get someone
wqatʼlʼglgiwabg
: /wqatlʼaglgiwapk/
will come to clear forest, cut down brush
̣
̣
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oliˑn 10sv off the edge, side; off a vehicle, overboard; on the edge. Also liˑn. See Sec. 352.
ʔiliˑna : /ʔiliˑna/ takes pl. objs. off the edge, off a vehicle, off the top (as one skims shells or peelings
off of liquid)
r̲eʔ̲ iliˑnat! : /ʔiˑliˑnat!/ pl. d. take pl. objs. off the edge!
ʔiliˑnča̲iˑk! : /ʔiliˑnčiˑk!/ go and take pl. objs. off the edge!
ʔiliˑni! : /ʔiliˑni!/ take pl. objs. off the edge!
čʼoqliˑna : /čʼoqliˑna/ puts the buttocks overboard; idiom: relieves oneself from a canoe
ntʼiwliˑna : /ntʼiwliˑna/ falls off the edge, off a vehicle
ntʼiwliˑnalla : /ntʼiwliˑnalla/ falls off the edge and is lost forever
yᵛqʼosliˑna : /yoqʼasliˑna/ sprains someone’s ankle. Use of {oliˑn} here?
oLal 7-Sv slide off, down. Cf. {Loˑ} 7-Sv with a similar meaning. Also Lal. See Sec. 334.
čᵛoLalčʼiˑpʼa : /čoLalčʼiˑpʼa/ tubular obj. slides off (as beads off a string)
čᵛoLaldgị : /čoLaltgi/
̣ slides down (as a loose obj. that was hanging up: a rope, garment, etc.)
čʼinLaleˑʼa : /čʼilhaleˑʔa/ slides down on one’s back (as a child on a snow slope)
r̲eč̲ ʼinLaleˑʼa : /čʼičʼalhaleˑʔa/ d. slide down
oLqʼ 10sv removing hair or feathers, plucking a bird. scraping a hide. Also Lqʼ. See Sec. 352.
ʔiLqʼa : /ʔiLqʼa/ removes hair or feathers, plucks a bird, scrapes a hide
r̲eʔ̲ iLqʼat! : /ʔiʔaLqʼat!/ pl. remove hair, feathers!
ʔiLqʼi! : /ʔiLqʼi!/ remove hair, feathers!
ʔiLqʼs : /ʔiLqʼas/ the plucking, scraping
/sʔaywaks hoˑt ʔiLqʼas./ He knows how to pluck (a bird).
gᵛoLqʼa : /goLqʼa/ goes off (feathers, hair); idiom: sleet falls
gᵛoLqʼs : /goLqʼas/ sleet
pᵛoLqʼa : /poLqʼa/ pulls off feathers, hair; plucks a bird
r̲ep̲ ᵛoLqʼa : /popaLqʼa/ d. pluck
oLy 10sv into. inside, into a house. Also Ly. See Sec. 352.

ʔiLy : /ʔiLiˑ/ puts pl. objs. inside. (intr. also).
ʔiLy! : /ʔiLiˑ!/ put pl. objs. inside!
ʔiLybliiˑa : /ʔiLiˑbliˑya/ puts pl. objs. back inside for someone
ʔiLydk : /ʔiLiˑtk/ pl. objs. inside; idiom: prisoners
ʔiLyks : /ʔiLiˑks/ jail (“pl.-objs.-inside-place”)
dᵉloLy : /delhi/ looks inside, into a house
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gᵛoLy : /goLiˑ/ goes inside, into a house
lotoˑLy : /lotoˑLi/ carries an armload inside
nʼiqLybga : /nʼiqLipga/ has a hand inside
r̲ r ̲es̲ tʼaqʼLyykiˑndk : /stʼastʼaqLiˑkiˑnatk/ having a receding hairline (“d.-being-bald-inside-from-theedge”)
onamn 10sv in strips (as meat). Also namn. See Sec. 352.
wonamna : /wonamna/ cuts into strips with a long instrument (as meat)
r̲ew
̲ onamna : /woˑnamna/ d. cut into strips
oneˑg 10sv down into a hole, ditch. Also neˑg. See Sec. 352.
dinneˑga : /dinneˑga/ (sun) sets
dinneˑgs : /dinneˑks/ sunset
keˑneˑga : /keˑneˑga/ throws a handful, shovelful, down into a hole
ktiwneˑgbli : /ktiwneˑkbli/ pushes back down into a hole
ntʼiwneˑga : /ntʼiwneˑga/ falls into a hole, ditch
pečneˑgi! : /pečneˑgi!/ put a foot into a hole!
oqʼil 7-Sv bend into a circle. Only in:
spᵛoqʼillʼgạ : /spoqʼillga/
̣ bends into a circle (as a willow wand)
osg 10sv off of, away from, out. Also sg. See Sec. 352.
ʔisga : /ʔisga/ takes pl. objs. off of, away from; idiom: picks berries
se̲ʔisga : /siʔasga/ takes pl. objs. off of oneself, each other
r̲es̲ e̲ʔisga : /sisʔasga/ d. take pl. objs. off of themselves, each other
ʔisgi! : /ʔisgi!/ take pl. objs. off!
čʼlᵉᵛqitʼsga : /čʼliqatsga/ scratches off with the fingernails
dassga : /dasga/ lets go of something from the hand
gwᵛosga
: /gwosga/
bites off
̣
̣
r̲ r ̲es̲ tʼaqsgdk : /stʼastʼaqsgatk/ mangy, with hair coming off

osn̲ 10sv underneath, sunken deep under water, buried deep beneath earth, ashes, etc. Also sn̲. See
Sec. 352.
ʔisn̲a : /ʔisa/ puts pl. objs. under water, under earth. (intr. also)
ʔisn̲a! : /ʔisa!/ put pl. underneath!
ʔisn̲č a̲wabg : /ʔisančwapk/ will go to put pl. objs. underneath
lᵛosn̲a : /losa/ puts a round obj. underneath water, earth. (intr. also)
nᵉosn̲a : /nesa/ puts a flat obj. underneath water, earth. (intr. also)
slᵉosn̲bli : /slesambli/ puts a clothlike obj. back under water, earth. (intr. also)
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oteˑg 10sv deep into. Also teˑg. See Sec. 352.
gwᵛoteˑga
: /gwoteˑga/
bites deep into
̣
̣

ksᵛoteˑga : /ksoteˑga/ puts a living obj. deep into. (intr. also)
ksᵛoteˑgčʼn̲a : /ksoteˑkčʼa/ just put a living obj. deep into. Note the following idiom:
/ksoteˑkčʼa ʔan gew./ I’m slowly sinking (dying, getting weaker and weaker).
qdᵛoteˑga : /qdoteˑga/ cuts deep into
sboˑteˑga : /sboˑteˑga/ puts a leg deep into (as mud)
otn̲ 10sv on, against, attached to. Also tn̲. See Sec. 352.
ʔitn̲a : /ʔita/ puts pl. objs. onto (as beads on a string, as one attaches beads to a dress). PO also used
this form for “records items on a tape recorder.”
ʔitn̲a! : /ʔita!/ put pl. objs. on!
ʔitn̲bli : /ʔitambli/ puts pl. objs. back on
čʼintn̲bga : /čʼintampga/ has the back against, leans back against
čʼlᵉmʼiqtn̲a : /čʼlimʼaqta/ clings to, depends on heavily, clutches
čʼlᵉmʼiqtn̲ys : /čʼlimʼaqtis/ “clinging-vine” (a girl who is overly dependent upon her spouse)
dastn̲a : /dasta/ touches, reaches, puts a hand on
nᵉotn̲a : /neta/ puts a flat obj. onto, against
se̲nᵉotn̲a : /senta/ holds a flat obj. against oneself
nᵉotn̲bli : /netambli/ puts a flat obj. back onto; idiom: changes diapers
nʼiqtn̲a : /nʼiqta/ lays a hand on. See nʼiq.
qbᵛotn̲a : /qbota/ puts the mouth on, against
qbᵛotn̲nʼa : /qbotanʔa/ keeps putting the mouth on
qbᵛo r̲t n̲nʼa : /qbottanʔa/ keeps repeatedly putting the mouth on
otqʼag 10sv up out of (water. dirt. a hole. etc.). Also tqag. See Sec. 352.
ʔitqʼaga : /ʔitqʼaga/ takes pl. objs. up out of, digs up pl. objs. (as carrots, roots)
ʔitqʼag! : /ʔitqʼak!/ dig up pl. objs.!
r̲eʔ̲ itqʼagat! : /ʔiʔatqʼagat!/ d. pl. dig up pl. objs.!
kᵛiwtqʼaga : /kiwtqʼaga/ pokes up out with a sharp instrument
lᵛotqʼaga : /lotqʼaga/ takes a round obj. up out of (water, earth, ashes). (intr. also.) See lᵛ.
slᵉotqʼaga : /sletqʼaga/ takes a clothlike obj. up out. (intr. also)
slᵉotqʼagbli : /sletqʼakbli/ takes a clothlike obj. back up out
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otʼw 7-Sv throw sg. Only after {n} 4S-v “act with a round instrument” and {w} 4S-v “act with a
long instrument.”
notʼwbli : /notʼoˑbli/ throws a round obj. back
notʼwčnʼa : /notʼoˑčnʼa/ throws a round obj.
notʼwčibga : /notʼoˑčipga/ throws a round obj. toward, this way
notʼwlʼaˑlʼa : /notʼoˑlʼaˑlʼa/ throws a round obj. into the fire
notʼwqn̲a : /notʼoˑqa/ throws a round obj. out, through
notʼwwa : /notʼoˑwa/ throws a round obj. into water
notʼwwl : /notʼoˑwal/ throws a round obj. on top of
notʼwy : /notʼwi/ throws a round obj. to someone. gives a round obj. by tossing it
se̲notʼwyʼaˑYa : /sontʼoˑyʼaˑYa/ throws a round obj. in front of oneself
wotʼwčnʼa : /wotʼoˑčnʼa/ throws away a long obj.
wotʼwča! : /wotʼoˑča!/ throw a long obj.!
wotʼwčnʼa̲t : /wotʼoˑčant/ can throw a long obj.
wotʼwdgị : /wotʼoˑtgi/
̣ throws a long obj. down
wotʼwkanga : /wotʼoˑkanga/ throws a long obj. around; shakes someone up roughly
wotʼwkangčnʼoˑta : /wotʼoˑkančnʼoˑta/ waves (the tail) while going along
wotʼwkʼiˑčʼa : /wotʼoˑkʼiˑčʼa/ whirls around and throws (as a sling)
wotʼwlʼgạ : /wotʼoˑlga/
̣ throws down upon the ground
se̲wotʼwlʼgạ : /soˑtʼoˑlga/
̣ throw each other down

se̲wotʼwpbeˑl i ̲ʼa : /soˑtʼoˑpbeˑlʼa/ throws back and forth; casts a fishline
wotʼwqn̲a : /wotʼoˑqa/ throws a long obj. out, through
wotʼwqweˑLa : /wotʼoˑqweˑLa/ throws a long obj. down from, down a slope, out of a tree
wotʼwy : /wotʼwi/ throws a long obj. to someone, gives a long obj. by throwing it. Also used with
other categories of objs. whose classificatory stem does not occur with {otʼw}; e.g., “gives a
clothlike obj. by throwing,” “gives a living obj. by throwing,” etc.
wotʼwygị : /wotʼoˑygi/
̣ throws up out of, over (as a fish jerked out of water on a line)
owang 10sv falling over (as a vertical long obj., a tree. pole). Also wang. See Sec. 352.
nᵛowanga : /nowanga/ tree burns down
snᵛowanga : /snowanga/ fells a tree by burning
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qawanga : /qawanga/ pulls a heavy or pronged obj. over (as a stump). (intr. also)
qawangi! : /qawangi!/ pull it over!
wičoˑwanga : /wičoˑwanga/ (wind) blows over (a tree, etc.)
wowanga : /wowanga/ (tree, pole) falls over
r̲ew
̲ owanga : /woˑwanga/ d. fall over
owedg 10sv taking out of a socket. Also wedg. Cf. also {odg} 10sv “out of a container.” See Sec.
352.
lᵛowedga : /lowetga/ takes a round obj. out of a socket (as an eye)
r̲el̲ ᵛowedga : /lolwetga/ d. take a round obj. out of a socket
pᵛowedga : /powetga/ pulls an obj. out of a socket
pᵛowedgi! : /powetgi!/ pull an obj. out of a socket!
owi 10sv spreading out, scattering. Also wi. Some occurrences of this morpheme are homophonous
with occurrences of wy (allomorph of {oy} 10sv “giving sg.”). Cf. {aywwi} 10sv with much the
same meaning. See Sec. 352.
dinwi : /dinwi/ pl. run and scatter, spread out
he̲sdᵛowi : /hosdwi/ pass a pipe to each other
r̲ r ̲es̲ dᵛowi : /sdosdwi/ d. pass a pipe
nʼiqwibga : /nʼiqwipga/ spreads out a hand
slᵉowi : /slewi/ spreads out a garment among
stopʼwi : /stopʼwi/ water gushes and spreads out
wʼetʼwi : /wʼetʼwi/ spreads out a substance on the earth
wʼetʼ r̲wi : /wʼetʼoˑwi/ spreads out a substance all around
owiˑ 7-Sv be in a line, row, bunch. Also wiˑ. See Sec. 334.
ʔᵛowiˑčnʼa : /ʔowiˑčnʼa/ go along shoulder to shoulder in a line
ʔᵛowiˑ r̲dga : /ʔowiˑtdatga/ long objs. stand in a row, line
ʔᵛowiˑkanga : /ʔowiˑkanga/ go around in a line here and there (as soldiers)

ʔᵛowiˑlʼgạ : /ʔowiˑlga/
̣ stand up in a line
ʔᵛowiˑwl : /ʔowiˑwal/ long objs. stand in a line on top of
ksᵛowiˑdiˑla : /ksowiˑdiˑla/ puts living objs. in a line beneath
lᵛowiˑbga : /lowiˑpga/ round objs. stand side by side
lᵛowiˑdglčʼn̲a : /lowiˑtgalčʼa/ round objs. just started off in a line (as cars in a race)
lᵛowiˑkyamna : /lowiˑkyamna/ puts round objs. in a line around a central obj. (intr. also)
se̲lᵛowiˑkyamna : /solwiˑkyamna/ places round objs. in a line around oneself
lᵛowiˑlʼgạ : /lowiˑlga/
̣ puts down round objs. in a line, row
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owiˑ 10sv take home first, do first before some other action. Also wiˑ. See Sec. 352.
ʔiwiˑča̲a : /ʔiwiˑča/ goes to take pl. objs. home first (before performing some further action)
ʔiwiˑča̲angat! : /ʔiwiˑčangat!/ pl. please take pl. objs. homE first!
ʔiwiˑča̲at! : /ʔiwiˑčat!/ pl. take pl. objs. home first!
ʔiwiˑča̲iˑk! : /ʔiwiˑčiˑk!/ take pl. objs. home first!
ʔiwiˑdga : /ʔiwiˑtga/ been to take pl. objs. home first
nᵉowiˑča̲bli : /newiˑčabli/ goes to take a flat obj. back first
sgeʔan̲wiˑlʼgạ : /sgeʔanwiˑlga/
̣ buys first (in advance)

slᵉowiˑča̲a : /slewiˑča/ takes home a clothlike obj. first
owqiˑw see wqiw extend out onto a plain, flat place
oWasg 10sv away from. off. Also Wasg. Cf. also {osg} 10sv “off of, away from, out.” See Sec.
352.
ʔiWasga : /ʔiWasga/ takes pl. objs. away. off
ʔiWasgi! : /ʔiWasgi!/ take away pl. objs.!
ʔiWasgnʼapga : /ʔiWasknʼapga/ feels like taking pl. objs. off, away
gwᵛoWasga
: /gwoWasga/
bites off, away
̣
̣

qaWasga : /qaWasga/ takes a heavy or pronged obj. away from (as a chair away from a wall)
tpoWasga : /tpoWasga/ drives (an animal, etc.) away
owʼeˑtʼ 10sv over the edge, draped off the edge. Also wʼeˑtʼ. See Sec. 352.
hiwwʼeˑtʼa : /hiwʔeˑtʼa/ (blanket, rug, mat) drapes off the edge, hangs half off the edge
he̲shiwwʼeˑtʼi! : /hisoˑʔeˑtʼi!/ make it drape off the edge!
lᵛowʼeˑtʼa : /lowʼeˑtʼa/ hangs a round obj. over the edge (intr. also); draws the body up into a ball (?)
se̲lᵛowʼeˑtʼs : /solwʼeˑts/ lavaliere, pendant (“round-obj.-suspended-off-oneself”)
tonwʼeˑtʼa : /tonwʼeˑtʼa/ ropelike obj. hangs off the edge
stonwʼeˑtʼa : /stonwʼeˑtʼa/ hangs a ropelike obj. off the edge
oy 10sv giving a single obj. Also wy and y. See Sec. 352.
ʔᵛoya : /ʔoya/ gives a long obj.
r̲eʔ̲ ᵛoy : /ʔoʔiˑ/ d. each give a long obj.
čʼaya : /čʼaya/ gives a handful of granular objs.
r̲eč̲ ʼay : /čʼačʼiˑ/ d. each give a handful
čʼaya̲t : /čʼayt/ can give a handful of objs.
čʼaybli : /čʼaybli/ gives a handful back
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ksᵛoya : /ksoya/ gives a living obj.
lᵛoya : /loya/ gives a round obj.
r̲eʼ̲ lᵛoy : /lolʼiˑ/ d. each give a round obj.
lotoˑwy : /lotoˑwi/ gives an armload of objs.
nᵉoya : /neya/ gives a flat obj.
sʔoˑwy : /sʔoˑwi/ gives a plate, tray of objs.
slᵉoya : /sleya/ gives a clothlike obj.
r̲ r ̲es̲ lᵉoy : /slesli/ d. each give a clothlike obj.
slᵉoy! : /sley!/ give a clothlike obj.!
wotʼwy : /wotʼwi/ gives a long obj. by throwing, tossing
oyamn 10sv around, carrying or holding an obj. aimlessly
čʼlᵉoyamna : /čʼleyamna/ holds a massive, shapeless obj. (as a piece of meat, clod of dirt, etc.)
čʼlᵉo r̲yamna : /čʼleyyamna/ carries a massive obj. around
nᵉo r̲yamna : /neyyamna/ holds, carries a flat obj. around
qbᵛoyamna : /qboyamna/ has something in the mouth (clear inside the mouth, as a piece of candy).
Cf.
qbi r̲yamna : /qbiyyamna/ holds, carries in the mouth so that an end protrudes (as a dog carrying a
bone)
sgᵛoyamna
: /sgoyamna/
canoes around
̣
̣
sgᵛoyamndga
: /sgoyamnatga/
been canoeing around
̣
̣
sgᵛoyamnkanga
: /sgoyamnkanga/
canoes around here and there aimlessly
̣
̣
oyeˑg 11sv up, raising, lifting. Also yeˑg. Cf. also {yeˑg} 17sv “beginning, starting.” See Sec. 353.
ʔiyeˑga : /ʔiyeˑga/ lifts pl. objs.
ʔiyeˑg! : /ʔiyeˑk!/ lift pl. objs.! Or:
ʔiyeˑgi! : /ʔiyeˑgi!/ lift pl. objs.!
ʔiyeˑgik! : /ʔiyeˑgik!/ let me lift pl. objs.!
dasyeˑga : /dasyeˑga/ raises a hand
dasyeˑgs : /dasyeˑks/ the raising of a hand
/gesga
ʔan dasyeˑks./ I can’t raise a hand.
̣
ngatʼyeˑga : /ngatʼyeˑga/ jumps up
ngatʼyeˑgdamna : /ngatʼyeˑkdamna/ keeps jumping up
ngatʼyeˑgkanga : /ngatʼyeˑkkanga/ jumps up here and there
ngatʼyeˑgkangyeˑga : /ngatʼyeˑkkangyeˑga/ starts to jump up here and there
oyeˑgị see oygị up, above, over
oyeˑn i ̲ʼ 10sv inside, action inside. Also Yeˑn i ̲ʼ and occasionally yeˑn i ̲ʼ (in free variation with Yeˑn i ̲ʼ).
See Sec. 352.
ʔiyeˑn i ̲ʼoˑla : /ʔiyeˑnʼoˑla/ takes pl. objs. out from inside
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čʼlᵉawsYeˑn i ̲ʼa : /čʼlawsYeˑnʼa/ gropes about inside with the fingers
kᵛčʼloˑsYeˑn i ̲ʼa : /kočʼloˑsYeˑnʼa/ mops inside. See čʼlos.
nᵛoyeˑn i ̲ʼa : /noyeˑnʼa/ fire burns inside
snᵛoyeˑn i ̲ʼa : /snoyeˑnʼa/ burns something inside
nᵛoyeˑn i ̲ʼdk : /noyeˑnitk/ burned inside
snᵛoyeˑn i ̲ʼi! : /snoyeˑnʼi!/ burn (it) inside!
oygag
̣ 10sv out of water, container. Also ygag.
̣ See Sec. 352.
ʔiygaga
: /ʔiˑgaga/
takes pl. objs. out of water, out of a pot; takes money out of a pool or gambling
̣
̣
game
gᵛoygaga
: /goygaga/
goes out of water
̣
̣
gᵛoygagbli
: /goygakbli/
goes back out of water
̣
̣
kčʼiygaga
: /kčʼiˑgaga/
crawls out of water
̣
̣
spiygaga
: /spiˑgaga/
drags something out of water
̣
̣
oygị 10sv up, above, over. Also oyeˑgi,
̣ yeˑgi,
̣ yg,̣ and ygi.
̣ See Sec. 352.
ʔeyygị : /ʔeyiˑgi/
̣ puts the head over. (intr. also)
ʔeyygioˑts
: /ʔeyyagyoˑts/
headrest: a cloth or tule pad put under a child’s head on the cradle board
̣
̣
ʔiygị : /ʔiˑgi/
̣ puts pl. objs. over, above (intr. also); takes pl. objs. out of water (?)
ʔambo ʔiygioˑts
: /ʔambo ʔiˑgyoˑts/
water pump
̣
̣
čʼinygị : /čʼiniˑgi/
̣ puts the back up, arches the back
hod̲ygị : /hoyiˑgi/
̣ runs over, jumps over
hod̲ r̲yeˑgi : /hoyyeˑgi/ runs, jumps back and forth over
ksᵛoygị : /ksoygi/
̣ puts a living obj. over. (intr. also)
nᵉoygị : /neygi/
̣ puts a flat obj. above, over. (intr. also)
se̲ʼnᵉoygibga
: /senʼiˑgipga/
is holding a flat obj. over oneself (as a hat, paper, book)
̣
̣
ngatʼygị : /ngatʼiˑgi/
̣ jumps over, above
ngatʼ r̲yeˑgị : /ngatʼiˑyeˑgi/
̣ jumps back and forth over
se̲ngatʼygeˑʼa
jump over each other for sport, play leapfrog
̣ : /sangatʼiˑgeˑʔa/
̣
slᵉoygị : /sleygi/
̣ puts a clothlike obj. over. (intr. also)
he̲slᵉoygị : /hesliˑgi/
̣ puts a clothlike obj. over oneself
he̲slᵉoygṣ : /hesliˑqs/ shawl

oykag 10sv escaping. Also ykag. See Sec. 352.
gᵛoykaga : /goykaga/ escapes, runs off
kčʼiykaga : /kčʼiˑkaga/ crawls away and escapes
oykiˑn 11sv to the edge, out of a fire, out of water, on the edge, in a line. Also ykiˑn. See Sec. 353.
kᵛiwykiˑna : /kiwiˑkiˑna/ pokes an obj. out of water, fire, with a sharp instrument
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kᵛiwykiˑniˑa : /kiwiˑkiˑniˑya/ pokes out of fire, water, for someone
kᵛiwykiˑns : /kiwiˑkiˑns/ “Taking-out-of-Water-with-a-Pointed-Instrument” (place name)
liwykiˑna : /liwiˑkiˑna/ group stands on the edge
r̲eʼ̲ yaˑkʼa liwykiˑns : /yayʼaˑkʼa liwiˑkiˑns/ “Little-Willows-in-a-Group-on-the-Edge” (place name)
sgᵛoykiˑna
: /sgoykiˑna/
canoes to the edge, brings a canoe to the shore and out of water
̣
̣
r̲ r ̲es̲ tʼaqʼLyykiˑndk : /stʼastʼaqLiˑkiˑnatk/ having a receding hairline (“d.-being-bald-inside-from-theedge”)
oyw i ̲ʼ 10sv action upon pl. (usually violent action, such as biting, beating). Also yw i ̲ʼ. See Sec. 352.
gwᵛoyw
i ̲ʼa : /gwoywʼa/
bites pl. objs.
̣
̣
ktoyw i ̲ʼa : /ktoywʼa/ hits, kicks pl.
ktoyw i ̲ʼwabg : /ktoywi wapk/ will hit, kick pl.

wdᵛoyw i ̲ʼa : /wdoywa/ beats, whips pl.
oYn̲ 10sv alongside, along a mountainside, cliff, twisting riverbank. Also Ya (before {obg} 19sv
[durative]) and Yn̲. See Sec. 352.
dmᵛoYn̲čʼn̲a : /dmoYančʼa/ digs a tunnel alongside, along a mountainside, cliff. (intr. also)
ginYabga : /ginYapga/ is a space all along a slope
kenYn̲čʼn̲a : /kenYančʼa/ snows along a mountainside (intr. also)
lᵛoYn̲čʼn̲a : /loYančʼa/ round obj. runs along the edge, along a cliff, riverbank (as an automobile)
mbastga nqew i ̲ʼYabgs : /mbastga nqewYapks/ “Breaking-Through-with-Rocks” (name of one of
čʼasgiˑps’
dogs in Text 7)
̣
sdᵛoYn̲čʼn̲a : /sdoYančʼa/ just passed a pipe along a row of persons
oyʼoˑt 10sv trading, throwing a spear (in one item only). Also yʼoˑt. See Sec. 352.
se̲ʔiyʼoˑta : /siˑyʼoˑta/ trade pl. objs. with each other
se̲ʔiyʼoˑta̲t : /siˑyʼoˑtat/ can trade pl. objs.
se̲ʔiyʼoˑtbli : /siˑyʼoˑtbli/ trade back pl. objs. Or /siˑyʼoˑtabli/.
se̲ʔiyʼoˑtčawa̲bg : /siˑyʼoˑtčwapk/ will go to trade pl. objs. with each other
he̲ksᵛoyʼoˑta : /hoksyʼoˑta/ trades a living obj. (swaps horses, changes a horse from one side of the
harness to the other)
ktoyʼoˑta : /ktoyʼoˑta/ throws at (as a spear, dart)
se̲ktoyʼoˑta : /soktyʼoˑta/ throw a spear at each other
se̲nᵉoyʼoˑta : /senyʼoˑta/ trade flat objs. with each other
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se̲tonyʼoˑta : /sotanyʼoˑta/ ropelike objs. cross, go together, past each other (as ropes, wires)
oˑ 7-Sv do to someone else, do from afar. Meaning uncertain. Possibly somehow connected with
{iw} 7-Sv “do violently.” Only in:
diloˑčnʼa : /diloˑčnʼa/ watches someone going along
r̲ed̲ iloˑčnʼa : /didloˑčnʼa/ d. watch someone going
diloˑčibga : /diloˑčipga/ watches someone coming
diloˑdgị : /diloˑtgi/
̣ watches someone going down
diloˑliˑdangbga
: /diloˑliˑdanqpga/ is watching someone coming to meet one
̣
diloˑmni : /diloˑmni/ watches someone going up
diloˑtʼn̲a : /diloˑtʼa/ dreams, has a premonition
diloˑtʼn̲nʼa : /diloˑtʼanʔa/ dreams about someone, has a premonition about someone
gitʼoˑtn̲
nʼa : /gitʼoˑtanʔa/
pours over someone (as water, perfume)
̣
̣
se̲gitʼoˑtn̲
nʼa : /siqtʼoˑtanʔa/ pours over oneself
̣
oˑl 15sv finishing an action, undoing an action, completing and ceasing an action. See Sec. 361.
se̲ʼnᵉakʼčʼwy : /sanʼakčʼwi/ puts a handkerchief into one’s own pocket, cupboard, tight place
se̲ʼnᵉakʼčʼwyoˑla : /sanʼakčʼawyoˑla/ takes a flat obj., handkerchief, etc., out of one’s own pocket,
cupboard, tight place
nᵉawl : /nawal/ puts a flat obj. on top of
nᵉawloˑla : /nawloˑla/ takes a flat obj. off the top of
pečqn̲a : /pečqa/ puts a foot through, out
pečqn̲oˑla : /pečqnoˑla/ pulls a foot out, through
slᵉaqaˑy i ̲ʼa : /slaqaˑyʼa/ puts a garment, clothlike obj., into the bushes, trees, in among
slᵉaqaˑy i ̲ʼoˑla : /slaqaˑyʼoˑla/ picks out a clothlike obj. from among bushes, jumbled objects
slᵉiwyʼgoˑlbli
: /slewiˑgoˑlabli/
takes a clothlike obj. back out of a container
̣
̣
stʼaqʼčwoˑla : /stʼaqčwoˑla/ is getting bald
wčaˑqʼoˑla : /wčaˑqʼoˑla/ finishes sharpening a long instrument

oˑlgi 7-Sv gather together. Also woˑlgi in one form. Cf. also {olgi} 14sv “motion toward for a
purpose, coming to do.” See Sec. 334.
se̲ʔioˑlgi : /siʔoˑlgi/ gathers pl. objs. together
se̲ʔioˑlgibli : /siʔoˑlgibli/ gathers pi. objs. back together
se̲gᵛoˑlgi : /sogoˑlgi/ gather together
se̲lᵛwoˑlgi : /solwoˑlgi/ gathers a round obj.; coils into a ball (as string, rope)
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oˑli 10sv down off, down a bank; beating, winning. Also liˑ. See Sec. 352.
gᵛoˑli : /goˑli/ goes down off, down a bank; beats in a game
gᵛoˑlia̲t : /goˑlit/ can go down off; can win
gᵛoˑlidamna : /goˑlidamna/ keeps going down off; keeps winning
gᵛoˑlis : /goˑlis/ the going down off; the winning
/gesga
ʔa hoˑt goˑlis./ He can’t win.
̣

dᵉloˑli : /deloˑli/ looks down off
noˑli : /noˑli/ (sun) goes down, sets. See noˑ.
stopʼoˑli : /stopʼoˑli/ (water) gushes down off
oˑt 20sv [instrumental noun formant] (with {s} 24sv [noun formant]); performing the action of the
verb simultaneously with the action of another verb in the predication. See Sec. 366.
ʔesnkʼoˑta : /ʔesnkʼoˑta/ while crying
/hoˑt ʔa ʔesnkʼoˑta sgepgabli./
He rowed back while crying.
̣
ʔeyygioˑts
: /ʔeyyagyoˑts/
headrest; a cloth or tule pad put under a child’s head on the cradleboard
̣
̣
bonwoˑta : /bonwoˑta/ while drinking …; drinks with a certain obj.
/hoˑt ʔa bonwoˑta swinaˑ./ He sang while drinking.
bonwoˑts : /bonwoˑts/ something to drink with; cup, glass, etc.
čᵛawloˑts : /čawloˑts/ chair
gᵛadbn̲oˑta : /gatbnoˑta/ while arriving; idiom: intrudes upon
/gatbnoˑta hak wiččambli./ (He) had no more than arrived when he became anxious to return.
hemkangoˑts : /hemkangoˑts/ telephone
wotʼwkangčnʼoˑta : /wotʼoˑkankčnʼoˑta/ while waving (his tail) around
/hont honk dičʼeˑwʼa ʔat mʼaYas mna sleˑbapgok, dadaˑt honk gena, qbel honk wotʼoˑkankčnʼoˑta
mna./ He liked to look at his shadow, when he went, waving his tail around. (Texts, 9.28)
p
p 10sv (?) [unknown meaning]. Only in:
gelpa
: /gelpa/
(dog, animal) is hot
̣
̣
pᵛ 4S-v pull
pᵛᵛdoqʼsga : /podaqsga/ pulls off (as pine needles from a branch), strips by pulling
pᵛᵛdoˑqʼa : /podoˑqʼa/ pulls out, off (as a tuft of grass)
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pᵛ (continued)
pᵛačwoˑla : /pačwoˑla/ pulls something off of someone’s head (as a hat)
pᵛačʼiˑkʼa : /pačʼiˑkʼa/ pulls and twists, wrings
pᵛakʼčʼwyoˑla : /pakčʼawyoˑla/ pulls out of a tight place (as out of a pocket, corner, cupboard)
pᵛakʼyoˑla : /pakʼyoˑla/ pulls open; strips a branch of berries
pᵛaLaˑsg̣ n̲a : /paLaˑsga/
̣ pulls and rips open (as a sack of grain)
r̲ep̲ ᵛaLaˑsg̣ n̲a : /papLaˑsga/
̣ d. rip open

pᵛawʼiˑnoˑla : /pawʼiˑnoˑla/ pulls out from among, out of mud
pᵛčay i ̲ʼa : /pačyʼa/ pulls a strip off, pulls and gashes
pᵛčaˑy i ̲ʼa : /pačaˑyʼa/ tears off pi. strips
r̲ep̲ ᵛčaˑy i ̲ʼa : /papčaˑyʼa/ d. pull off pi. strips
spᵛčʼaˑy\ʼ r̲dgnʼa
̣ : /spačʼaˑytdatqnʼa/ pulls and pinches someone’s mouth (as a horse’s mouth with a
bridle)
pᵛčʼiWpʼa : /pičʼoˑhpʼa/ pulls and bends (as a bar of iron)
r̲ep̲ ᵛčʼiWpʼa : /pipčʼoˑhpʼa/ d. pull and bend
pᵛedgạ : /petga/
̣ tears in two, divides by pulling
se̲pᵛedgạ : /sepatga/
̣ divide among ones elves by pulling apart
pᵛeqn̲a : /peqa/ pulls through, out, outside
pᵛettʼa : /pettʼa/ tears a hole
r̲ep̲ ᵛettʼa : /pepattʼa/ d. tear a hole
pᵛgatʼa : /paktʼa/ pulls and breaks in two (as a string)
pᵛkʼačʼa : /pakčʼa/ pulls off someone’s head
pᵛkaˑčʼa : /pakʼaˑčʼa/ pulls off pl. heads
pᵛkatʼsga : /pakʼatsga/ pulls someone’s tooth
se̲pᵛkʼatʼsga : /sapkʼatsga/ pulls one’s own tooth
pᵛkʼoˑsa : /pokʼoˑsa/ roughs someone up, pulls and dishevels someone

pᵛkʼyeˑwʼa : /pekʼyeˑwʼa/ pulls open the vagina
se̲pᵛkʼyeˑwʼa : /sepkʼyeˑwʼa/ pulls open one’s own vagina
spᵛLeˑčnʼa : /speLeˑčnʼa/ pulls a row, furrow; hoes along. See Leˑ.
pᵛLoˑl i ̲ʼa : /poLoˑlʼa/ pulls apart a tangle, pulls off (as fuzz, burrs)
pᵛlʼewlʼgạ : /pelʼoˑlga/
̣ pulls down a limber obj. without breaking it (as a sapling). See lʼew.
pᵛodga : /potga/ pulls out of a container
se̲pᵛodga : /sopatga/ takes out of one’s own container
pᵛodgạ : /potga/
̣ pulls away from someone, takes an obj. away from
se̲pᵛodgạ : /sopatga/
̣ pull something away from each other
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pᵛ (continued)
pᵛodgnʼoˑla
: /potqnoˑla/ pulls something out of someone’s mouth
̣
pᵛolčʼa : /polčʼa/ pulls and breaks pl. objs. (as cords, reeds, threads)
pᵛoLqʼa : /poLqʼa/ pulls off feathers, hair; plucks a bird
r̲ep̲ ᵛoLqʼa : /popaLqʼa/ d. pluck a bird
pᵛosga : /posga/ pulls off, away
r̲es̲ e̲pᵛosga : /sospasga/ d. pull off of each other (as each other’s hair, clothes)
pᵛotqʼaga : /potqʼaga/ pulls up out (as a root)
pᵛowedga : /powetga/ pulls out of a socket
r̲ep̲ ᵛowedga : /popwetga/ d. pull an obj. out of a socket
pᵛqew i ̲ʼa : /peqwʼa/ pulls and breaks
pᵛqeˑw i ̲ʼa : /peqeˑwʼa/ pulls and breaks pi.
r̲ep̲ ᵛqeˑw i ̲ʼa : /pepqeˑwʼa/ d. pull and break pl.
spᵛqʼalʼlʼgạ : /spaqallga/
̣ pulls and folds (a cloth, etc.)
r̲ r ̲es̲ pᵛqalʼlʼgaˑ
̣ : /spaspqʼallga/
̣ d. fold

pᵛqʼeˑčʼa : /peqʼeˑčʼa/ pulls and leaves marks, scratches
pᵛqʼočʼa : /poqčʼa/ pulls and bends out of shape
r̲ep̲ ᵛqʼočʼa : /popaqčʼa/ d. bend an obj. out of shape
pᵛqʼol i ̲ʼlʼgạ : /poqʼallga/
̣ pulls and bends, crumples up
pᵛqʼosliˑna : /poqʼasliˑna/ pulls and sprains (someone’s arm or leg)
pᵛtʼačʼa : /patčʼa/ pulls apart, tears. See tʼačʼ.
pᵛtʼekʼa : /petkʼa/ tears off a bit, little piece. See tʼekʼ.
pᵛtʼoˑqʼa : /potʼoˑqʼa/ pulls out someone’s hair. See tʼoqʼ.
pᵛyʼoqʼsga : /poyʼaqsga/ pulls out one hair. See yʼoqʼ.
pačʼačʼwi 2Srt now, right now. Cf. also {pačʼit} 2Srt “now.” This form is rare in the corpus.
pačʼačʼwi : /pačʼačʼwi/ right now
/pačʼačʼwi ni genwapk./ I’ll go right now.

pačʼit 2Srt now. See also the preceding entry.
pačʼit : /pačʼit/ now
/dam ʔi kanʼs pačʼit sleʔa?/ Did you see anyone just now?
/ʔaMkʼa ni pačʼit padaˑ skoˑl gičwapk./ Maybe I’ll go to school this summer.
/qʼa ʔa gatdaks
pačʼit./ It’s awfully cold now.
̣

/homʼas hok doˑ yanaˑ, naˑnok wʼetpga, sleˑs pačʼit gin./ It is thus down there, all lying, visible even
now. (Texts, 26.5)
/pačʼit sa qʼay homʼas gi./ Now they’re not like that. (Texts, 38.125)
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padaˑ 3Sn summer
padaˑ : /padaˑ/ summer
/gen padaˑ ni honks tʼwaˑYa./ I work for him this summer.
/niˑya padaˑ/ last summer
/Naˑyʼantga padaˑ/ summer before last, summer after next
/ʔonʼčeˑ padaˑ/ next summer
padg̣ 7-Sv mash flat
čᵛpadgạ : /čapatga/
̣ sits on and mashes flat
yᵛpadgạ : /yapatga/
̣ mashes flat with the foot, feet
yᵛpadg̣ a̲ksga : /yapatgaksga/
almost mashed flat with the feet (the act was never begun)
̣
yᵛpadgWiˑa
: /yapatqWiˑya/ almost mashed flat with the feet (the act was begun but not completed)
̣
pag 7Sv bark (as a dog, coyote). Cf. {pakʼ} 7Sv “scream.”
paga : /paga/ barks
r̲ep̲ aga : /papga/ d. bark
sne̲paga : /snapga/ makes a dog bark
pags : /paks/ the barking, to bark
/geˑ wačʼaˑk paks bil sʔaywaks./ This dog only knows how to bark.
pagsdgi : /pakstgi/ in:
/qʼa pakstgi!/ (You) bark a lot! (i.e., be quiet!)
pagsdgiangat! : /paksdagyangat!/ in:
/qʼa paksdagyangat!/ (You pl.) bark a lot!
pagst : /pakst/ the barking [ref]
/domna ʔan honks pakst./ I hear him barking.
pagtn̲nʼa : /paktanʔa/ barks at
paksa 3Sn Big Wokas Bay. Unanalyzable.
paksa : /paksa/ Big Wokas Bay

pakʼ 7Sv scream. Only in:
r̲é ̲ r̲pakʼa : /pakpakʼa/ screams; crows (rooster)
r̲e ̲ r̲é ̲ r̲pakʼa : /papakpakʼa/ d. scream
sne̲ r̲é ̲ r̲pakʼa : /snapakpakʼa/ makes someone scream
r̲é ̲ r̲pakʼa̲ksga : /pakpakʼaksga/ almost screamed
r̲é ̲ r̲pakʼdamna : /pakpakdamna/ keeps screaming
r̲é ̲ r̲pakʼs : /pakpaks/ the screaming, to scream
/gesga
ʔan pakpaks./ I can’t scream.
̣
pal 7Sv dry up (as a river, liquid in a pot)
pala : /pala/ dries up (intr.)
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spala : /spala/ dries something up
r̲ r ̲es̲ pala : /spaspla/ d. dry something up
spal! : /spal!/ dry (it) up!
r̲ r ̲es̲ palat! : /spasplat!/ pl. dry up!
spals : /spals/ the drying, to dry something
/gesga
ʔan gen skodas spals./ I can’t dry this blanket.
̣

paltn̲a : /palta/ dries up on (as soup boils dry and sticks to the sides of a pot)
r̲ep̲ altn̲a : /papalta/ d. dry onto
spaltn̲a : /spalta/ dries something onto
palwys : /palwis/ where something has dried
gog
̣ ẹ palwys : /gog
̣ ẹ palwis/ dry riverbed
pal 7-Sv tattoo. Only in:
čʼipaleˑʼa : /čʼipaleˑʔa/ tattoos someone

se̲čʼipaleˑʼa : /sičpaleˑʔa/ tattoos oneself, gets oneself tattooed
se̲čʼipaleˑʼs : /sičpaleˑʔas/ tattooing
paL 7S-v stoop, crouch. Only in:
paLlʼgạ : /paLlga/
̣ stoops down, crouches. Also rec. /palhga/.
̣
wʼas paLlʼgṣ : /wʼas paLʔaqs/ sp. coyote (Gatschet gives “Vulpes velox”)
papg̣ 3S-n board, lumber
papgṣ : /papgas/
̣ board, lumber
r̲ep̲ apgkʼa
̣ : /papapqkʼa/ d. little boards
papgs\ʼa̲
makes boards, lumber
̣ laˑ : /papgaslʼa/
̣

paps 7Sv be stupid
papsa : /papsa/ is stupid
papsys : /papsis/ stupidity, stupid one
qʼapapsys : /qʼapapsis/ “Awfully-Stupid” (woman’s proper name). Possibly: /qʼa papsis/?
patʼ 7-Sv nail, pin
kᵛpatʼdangạ : /kapatdanga/
̣ pins, nails something together
se̲kᵛpatʼdangạ : /sakpatdanga/
̣ pins, nails two objs. to one another
se̲kᵛpatʼmʼaˑwʼa : /sakpatmʼaˑwʼa/ pins something onto other similar objs.
kᵛpatʼtn̲a : /kapatta/ pins to, onto, against
npatʼkʼya : /mpatkʼya/ nails shut with a round instrument
npatʼtn̲a : /mpatta/ nails onto, against
npatʼtn̲oˑts : /mpattnoˑts/ hammer
swᵛpatʼtn̲a : /swapatta/ ties to (as a horse to a tree)
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patʼoˑ 3Sn cheek
patʼoˑ : /patʼoˑ/ cheek
r̲ep̲ atʼoˑʼaˑkʼ : /papatwʼaˑk/ d. little cheeks
payaˑqʼo 3Sn pocket. From English?
payaˑqʼo : /payaˑqʼo/ pocket
pbeˑl i ̲ʼ 10sv back and forth. Probably also occurs with an allomorph with an initial vowel, but this
was not elicited. See Sec. 352.
ʔipbeˑl i ̲ʼa : /ʔipbeˑlʼa/ carries pi. objs. back and forth
se̲ʔipbeˑl i ̲ʼa : /siʔapbeˑlʼa/ carry pl. objs. back and forth to each other
lotoˑpbeˑl i ̲ʼa : /lotoˑpbeˑlʼa/ carries an armload back and forth
lotoˑpbeˑl i ̲ʼwabg : /lotoˑpbeˑliwapk/ will carry an armload back and forth
tonpbeˑl i ̲ʼa : /tompbeˑlʼa/ rope-like obj. runs back and forth (as a telephone wire). See ton.
se̲wotʼwpbeˑl i ̲ʼa : /soˑtʼoˑpbeˑlʼa/ throw a long obj. back and forth to each other; casts a fishline back
and forth
pč 7sn 3sp 6sd 2sa like, similar to. See Secs. 452, 541, 671, 674, and 742.
čagpča : /čakpča/ blue bead (a type traded in by the early settlers) (“like-serviceberries”)
gewpči : /gewpči/ like mine
gewčyspči
: /gewčispči/
like a wolf
̣
̣
honpči : /hompči/ that kind [n]
/hompči hak ʔa hoˑt./ He’s that very sort.
honpča : /hompča/ that kind [o]
/hompča ni sanʼaˑWawli./ I want that kind.
honpčant : /hompčant/ in that kind

/hompčant maksatdat/ in that kind of basket
honpčantga : /hompčantga/ with that kind
/hompčantga dwantga/ with something like that
se̲hongpči : /sohangapči/ alike
/sohangapči ʔa gew yamnas./ My beads are alike.
r̲et̲ aˑnabkʼapči : /tataˑnapkʼapči/ like little turnips
pčikʼ 7S-v brush (hair)
pčikʼdgạ : /pčiktga/
̣ combs the hair away, apart
se̲pčikʼdgạ : /sipčaktga/
̣ parts one’s hair
pčikʼlʼgạ : /pčikʼlga/
̣ brushes someone’ s hair
r̲ r ̲ep̲ čikʼlʼgạ : /pčipčakʼlga/
̣ d. brush the hair

se̲pčikʼlʼgạ : /sipčakʼlga/
̣ brushes one’s own hair
pčikʼlʼgdk
having the hair brushed
̣ : /pčikʼlgatk/
̣
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pčikʼyeˑga : /pčikʼyeˑga/ brushes someone’s hair up (as an upswept hairdo)
pčiń̲ 7Sv twist together to form rope; twist two tules together to make the base of a basket
pčiń̲ : /pčin/ twists into rope; twists a basket-base
r̲ r ̲ep̲ čiń̲ : /pčipčan/ d. twist
pčiń̲yeˑga : /pčiyeˑga/ starts to twist a rope, etc.
pčʼoˑqʼ 7Sv be soft (as blanket, skin, hide, cloth, etc.)
pčʼoˑq : /pčʼoˑq/ soft, softly
/moˑ ʔi pčʼoˑq dastis./ You are very soft to the touch.
pčʼoˑqʼa : /pčʼoˑqʼa/ is soft
pčʼoˑqʼdgi : /pčʼoˑqtgi/ becomes soft
r̲ r ̲ep̲ čʼoˑqʼdgi : /pčʼopčʼoˑqtgi/ d. become soft
sne̲pčʼoˑqʼdgi : /snoptoˑqtgi/ softens (as one softens a hide)
peč 3Sn 7S-v foot; act with the foot
peč : /peč/ foot
r̲ep̲ eč\ʼaˑkʼ : /pepčʼaˑk/ d. little feet
qoˑʼs peč : /qoˑʔas peč/ “Bogeyman-Foot” (woman’s proper name)
peč\ʼa̲la : /pečlʼa/ gets a foot (as a wooden leg)
peč\ʼa̲ltn̲dk : /pečʼaltantk/ “Footed-on” (basketry design: Barrett, pi. 3)
pečkʼwa : /pečkʼwa/ puts a foot across. (intr. also)
pečLy : /pečLi/ puts a foot inside. (intr. also)
pečlʼgạ : /pečlga/
̣ puts a foot down, on the ground
pečlʼgWiˑs
: /pečlʼaqWiˑs/ footprint
̣

pečneˑga : /pečneˑga/ puts a foot into a hole
pečqn̲a : /pečqa/ puts a foot through, out, outside. See eqn̲.
pečtʼleˑgị : /pečtʼleˑgi/
̣ puts a foot over, puts a foot astride a horse. (intr. also)
pečwa : /pečwa/ puts a foot into water, flat place. (intr. also)

pečwl : /pečwal/ puts a foot on top of. (intr. also)
r̲ep̲ ečwl : /pepačwal/ d. put a foot on top of
pečwloˑla : /pečoˑloˑla/ takes a foot off the top of
pečwʼiˑna : /pečwʼiˑna/ puts a foot among, into mud
pečygị : /pečiˑgi/
̣ puts a foot over, above. (intr. also)
r̲ep̲ ečygị : /pepčiˑgi/
̣ d. put a foot over
pečʼaqʼ 7-Sv dent and knock off a little bit. Only in:
npečʼaqʼliˑna : /mpečʼaqʼliˑna/ dents, knocks a little off the edge with a round instrument
npečʼaqʼsga : /mpečʼaqsga/ dents and knocks off a little
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pelwi 2Sl next door, neighboring, nearby
pelwi : /pelwi/ next door, nearby
pelwis : /pelwis/ one next door, neighbor
peL\ʼ 7-Sv shake all over. Only in:
swʼᵛ r̲e ̲ r̲peL\ʼa : /swʼepaLplʼa/ shakes all over, shakes oneself (as a wet dog)
peqʼ 7Sv wear a belt (?). Meaning uncertain; only RD recalled this item (an occurrence seems to
appear in Spier, p. 190).
peqʼdiˑla : /peqdiˑla/ wears a belt underneath
se̲peqʼdiˑla : /sepaqdiˑla/ wears underneath one’s own clothes
peqʼs : /peqʼas/ belt of rawhide (RD)
pew 7S-v act upon a few round objs. Cf. also {pewL} 3S-n “saddle blanket” (possibly pewLa̲).
pewdiˑla : /pewdiˑla/ puts a few round objs. underneath. (intr. also)
pewkanga : /pewkanga/ carries a few round objs. around here and there
pewLa̲a : /pewLa/ puts a few round objs. down upon, onto a vehicle (intr. also); pl. round objs.
above a decade in counting (see Sec. 1031)
r̲ep̲ ewLa̲a : /pepoˑLa/ d. put a few round objs. down upon
pewlʼgạ : /pewlga/
̣ puts down a few round objs.
se̲pewlʼgạ : /sepoˑlga/
̣ puts a few round objs. down upon oneself. Used in Texts for “puts (eyes) in
the back of one’s head.”
pewwl : /pewwal/ puts a few round objs. on top of. (intr. also)
r̲ep̲ ewwl : /pepoˑwal/ d. put a few round objs. on top
pewy : /pewiˑ/ gives a few round objs.
r̲ep̲ ewy : /pepwi/ d. each give a few round objs.
pewL 3S-n saddle blanket (used before the white man’s saddle became common in the Klamath
area). Possibly identifiable as {pew eLa̲} “put-a-few-round-objs.-down-upon.” See the preceding
entry.
pewLs : /pewLas/ saddle blanket
pewqʼy 7Sv embrace
pewqʼya : /pewqʼya/ embraces
r̲ep̲ ewqʼya : /pepoˑqʼya/ d. embrace
se̲pewqʼywabg : /sepoˑqʼiwapk/ will embrace each other
peˑnhi 7Sv be naked
peˑnhi : /peˑnhi/ is naked
he̲speˑnhi : /hespeˑnhi/ strips someone naked
r̲ep̲ eˑnhi : /pepeˑnhi/ d. are naked
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peˑp 3Sn pine marten (Mustela americana)
peˑp : /peˑp/ pine marten
r̲ep̲ eˑp\ʼaˑkʼ : /pepeˑpʼaˑk/ d. little pine martens
peˑtʼ 3S-n [unknown meaning]. Only in:
wʼan peˑtʼs : /wʼan peˑtʼas/ sp. of red fox
peˑw 7Sv bathe
peˑwa : /peˑwa/ bathes
he̲speˑwa : /hespeˑwa/ bathes someone
r̲eh̲ e̲speˑwa : /hehaspeˑwa/ d. bathe someone
r̲ep̲ eˑwa : /pepeˑwa/ d. bathe
peˑwča̲a : /peˑwča/ goes to bathe
peˑwča̲nʼa! : /peˑwčnʼa!/ let’s go bathe!
r̲ep̲ eˑwkʼys : /pepeˑwkʼis/ bathing place, spa
peˑwoˑla : /peˑwoˑla/ finishes bathing
peˑws : /peˑwas/ the bathing, to bathe
/sanʼaˑWawli ʔan peˑwas./ I want to bathe.
r̲eh̲ e̲speˑws : /hehaspeˑwas/ the bathing of d.; to bathe d.
/woNa ʔan honkyʼas hehaspeˑwas./ I finished bathing them.
pikča 3Sn picture. From English.
pikča : /pikča/ picture
r̲ep̲ ikčaʼaˑkʼ : /pipakčaʔaˑk/ d. little pictures
pinoˑ 7S-v overtake
pinoˑčnʼa : /pinoˑčnʼa/ catches up with someone going along
pinoˑča̲a : /pinoˑča/ goes to overtake someone
pinoˑdbn̲a : /pinoˑtba/ catches up with someone as he reaches home
pinoˑqʼya : /pinoˑqʼya/ overtakes someone on the road, in the doorway

pinoˑwa : /pinoˑwa/ catches up with someone in the water, in a flat place
pipiˑkʼ 7Sv put on, wear a bracelet. Possibly r̲ep̲ iˑkʼ, but no distributive or intensive meaning and no
attesting forms.
pipiˑkʼa : /pipiˑkʼa/ puts on a bracelet, wears a bracelet
pipiˑkʼdk : /pipiˑkʼatk/ wearing a bracelet
pipiˑkʼs : /pipiˑks/ bracelet
pipiˑkʼkʼa : /pipiˑkkʼa/ little bracelet
plen 2S-l above, on top. Cf. also {blay} 2Sl “above.” See Sec 821.
plent : /plent/ on top
/čoy sa hon snʼogaˑ, ka hakt plent ʔambo siˑksikʼapks gin hompča dičʼaˑ gi./ And they caught even
those moving on the top of the water [which] were good thus. (Texts, 15.40)
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plentant : /plentant/ above, on top
/hoˑt ʔa ʔečʼas plentant gitLa./
He poured milk on top.
̣

/noˑ ʔa plentant mis čiˑya./ I live above you (in an upper story).
pleya 3Sn prayer. From English.
pleya : /pleya/ prayer
pleya gi : /pleya gi/ prays
pni 3Sn wild onion (sp. of Allium). Occurs only with r̲e ̲ allomorph of { r̲e}̲ 1pn [distributive].
pni : /pni/ wild onion
r̲ep̲ niʼaˑkʼ : /pipnaʔaˑk/ d. little wild onions
pniw 7S-v blow (breath)
pniwbčʼa : /pniwpčʼa/ blows out (a candle, light)
r̲ r ̲ep̲ niwbčʼa : /pnipnoˑpčʼa/ d. blowout a light
pniwkslʼa : /pniwkslʼa/ blows on a fire (to make it burn)
pniwliˑna : /pniwliˑna/ blows something off the edge (as one blows a bit of grass off one’s table,
book)
pniwqn̲a : /pniwqa/ blows through, out of
r̲ r ̲ep̲ niwqn̲bli : /pnipnoˑqambli/ d. blow something back out of
pniwsg̣ n̲a : /pniwsga/
̣ blows through a tube
pniwtn̲a : /pniwta/ blows on
pniwtn̲nʼa : /pniwtanʔa/ blows on repeatedly
se̲pniw r̲t n̲nʼa : /sipnoˑttanʔa/ keeps blowing on oneself (as on one’s hands in cold weather)
pniwwa : /pniwwa/ blows on liquid
poliˑ 3Sn police. From English. This could be analyzed as pol plus {y} 23sv 5sn [noun formant], but
the usual allomorph of {ʼaˑkʼ} 6sn [diminutive] after {y} is ˑkʼ.
poliˑs : /poliˑs/ police(man)
r̲ep̲ oliˑkʼa : /popliˑkʼa/ d. little policemen
pom 3Sn beaver (Castor canadensis pacificus, Rhoads)
pom : /pom/ beaver
pom\ʼaˑkʼ : /pomʼaˑk/ little beaver; muskrat (the muskrat is a recent importation into the area)
r̲ep̲ om\ʼaˑkʼ : /popmʼaˑk/ d. little beavers; d. muskrats
pop 3S-n cattail (Typha latifolia?). The roots of this plant were eaten, and the stalks were used in
basketry.
pops : /popas/ cattail(s)
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popsʔm : /popsʔam/ the cattail plant, species
popwʼeg 3S-n horned toad
popwʼegs : /popwʼeks/ horned toad
popʼ 7+Sv have a nosebleed, make the nose bleed
popʼa : /popʼa/ has a nosebleed
čʼlᵉpopʼa : /čʼloppʼa/ makes someone’s nose bleed by pinching, scratching
ktpopʼa : /kpopʼa/ hits and bloodies someone’s nose
se̲ktpoˑpʼa : /sokpoˑpʼa/ bloody each other’s noses
wpopʼa : /wpopʼa/ hits with a long instrument and bloodies someone’s nose
poqʼoˑ 3Sn bucket. This was originally a tightly woven basket covered with pitch. An empty bucket
is still treated as a “cloth-like obj.” in the semantic system.
poqʼoˑ : /poqʼoˑ/ bucket
poqʼoˑʼaˑkʼ : /poqʼoˑʔaˑk/ little bucket
r̲ep̲ oqʼoˑʼaˑkʼ : /popaqwʼaˑk/ d. little buckets
poqʼoˑnkas : /poqʼoˑnkas/ “Bucket-Belly” (man’s proper name)
posl 7Sv hatch an egg. Possibly pos plus {ʼa̲l} 8sv 8sn “do what the preceding noun says.” The
recording is an early one and was never checked.
posla : /posla/ hatches an egg
r̲ep̲ osla : /popasla/ d. hatch an egg
priˑča 3Sn preacher. From English. No form was elicited from the oldest informants.
priˑča : /priˑča/ preacher
ps see aps on coals, roasting
pse 3Sn daytime. Cf. also {psekst} 3Sn “noon.”
pse : /pse/ daytime
pse r̲eg̲ ᵛen̲ys : /pse gegnis/ Venus (“Daytime-Goer”)
r̲ r ̲ep̲ selolbd̲atga : /psepsa lolpbatga/ with daytime eyes (Texts, 1.124)
psekst 3Sn noon. Cf. also preceding entry.
psekst : /psekst/ noon
/psekst banʼi/ until noon
/psekst ginʼapga./ It’s almost noon.
/psekst giwlank ni gembliwapk./ After noon I’ll go back.
psewdi 3S-n humans of the myth age. These were contemporary with the great myth heroes and
culture transformers, and for them such transformers as Gmokʼamʼč, Sqel, etc. prepared a safe
environment by slaying monsters, teaching food-gathering techniques, and giving social
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laws. Cf. also r̲eg̲ aˑwaˑs (under gaˑ) with much the same meaning. Only in:
psewdiwaˑs : /psewdiwaˑs/ humans of the myth age
psi 3S-n nose
psis : /psis/ nose
r̲ r ̲ep̲ sikʼa : /psipskʼa/ d. little noses
psikʼmʼč : /psikʼamʼč/ big old nose
čaqʼpsis : /čaqpsis/ “Sharp-Nose” (man’s proper name). Possibly with juncture: /čaq psis/?
psin 3Sn night
psin : /psin/ night
/ʔonaˑ ʔan psin honkyʼas sleʔaˑ./ I saw them yesterday night.
/mboˑsant psin gis/ tomorrow night
/Naˑs psin gis ni gida čiˑwapk./ I’ll stay here for one night.
psin r̲ed̲ amnoń̲wys : /psin dadamnowis/ “Night-Wanderer” (man’s proper name)
psinks : /psinks/ night, nighttime. With {ksi} 10sn “place”?
/čoy naˑt ʔa slomtanwapk, naˑnok psinks./ And we will go torch-hunting, every night. (Texts, 4.93)
/tewnʼip psinks giwlank čoy ni honks lakčʼwapk./ After five nights have passed, I will cut off her
head. (Texts, 4.95)
/čoy daˑts honk ʔat, beˑn Naˑyʼentga psinkstga gena./ And then however, they went on another night.
(Texts, 4.103)
ptneˑgị see aptneˑgị on top of a full load
pʼ
pʼačʼ 7+Sv 10sv be blind, put out an eye, be hidden, out of sight, out (like a light). Also abčʼ and bčʼ.
See Sec. 334.
pʼačʼa : /pʼačʼa/ eye, water-filled obj. bursts
r̲ep̲ ʼaˑčʼa : /pʼapʼaˑčʼa/ is blind, are blind. There is no further occurrence of { r̲e}̲ 1pv [distributive]
before this to denote distributive being blind.
r̲ep̲ ʼaˑčʼdk : /pʼapʼaˑčʼatk/ blind
r̲ep̲ ʼaˑčʼaˑkʼidk : /pʼapʼaˑčʼaˑkʼitk/ little blind person
r̲ep̲ ʼaˑčʼnʼapgdk : /pʼapʼaˑčnʼapgatk/ almost blind
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kᵛpʼačʼa : /kapčʼa/ pokes out someone’s eye with a pointed instrument
kᵛpʼaˑčʼa : /kapʼaˑčʼa/ pokes out pl. eyes
r̲ek̲ ᵛpʼaˑčʼa : /kakpʼaˑčʼa/ d. poke out pl. eyes
se̲kᵛpʼaˑčʼa : /sakpʼaˑčʼa/ pokes out one’s own eyes, each other’s eyes
ktpʼačʼa : /kpʼačʼa/ hits in the eye
pniwbčʼa : /pniwpčʼa/ blows out (a candle, light)
slᵉabčʼa : /slapčʼa/ covers with a clothlike obj. so as to hide an obj.
spʼačʼa : /spʼačʼa/ stabs in the eye
/sʔabas spʼačʼa/ stabs the sun in the eye. Term for spearing the : /sokʼokkʼos/ ball with the needle. See
sokʼokkʼo.
pʼag̣ 7Sv smoke a pipe, cigarette
pʼagạ : /pʼaga/
̣ smokes a pipe, cigarette
r̲ep̲ ʼagạ : /pʼapga/
̣ d. smoke
sne̲pʼagạ : /snapga/
̣ makes someone smoke
pʼagoˑla
: /pʼagoˑla/
finishes a pipe, cigarette
̣
̣
pʼagṣ : /pʼaqs/ pipe, cigarette
r̲ep̲ ʼag\ʼaˑkʼ
: /pʼapqʼaˑk/ d. little pipes
̣

pʼakʼ 7+Sv break a brittle obj. to pieces, shatter, smash
pʼakʼa : /pʼakʼa/ smashes, shatters (intr.)
pʼakʼsga : /pʼaksga/ chips off (as flint, glass) (intr.)
pʼaˑkʼa : /pʼaˑkʼa/ pl. shatter
npʼakʼa : /mpʼakʼa/ breaks to pieces with a round instrument
npʼakʼlʼgạ : /mpʼakʼlga/
̣ shatters a round obj. on the ground
npʼakʼsga : /mpʼaksga/ knocks off chips with a round instrument
npʼaˑkʼa : /mpʼaˑkʼa/ breaks, shatters pl.
r̲ r ̲en̲ pʼaˑkʼa : /mpʼampʼaˑkʼa/ d. break pl.
wpʼakʼa : /wpʼakʼa/ smashes with a long instrument
r̲ r ̲ew
̲ pʼakʼsga : /wpʼawpʼaksga/ d. chip bits off of
r̲ r ̲ew
̲ pʼaˑkʼa : /wpʼawpʼaˑkʼa/ d. smash pl. with long instruments
yᵛpʼakʼa : /yapkʼa/ smashes a brittle obj. with the feet
yᵛpʼaˑkʼa : /yapʼaˑkʼa/ breaks up pl. objs. with the feet
pʼall 7Sv steal. Possibly (historically?) {pʼań̲} 7Sv “eat” plus {all} 20sv [pejorative].
pʼalla : /pʼalla/ steals
r̲ep̲ ʼalla : /pʼapʼalla/ d. steal
se̲pʼalla : /sapʼalla/ steal from each other; idiom: commit adultery
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pʼalliˑa : /pʼalliˑya/ steals for someone
r̲ep̲ ʼallys : /pʼapʼallis/ thief
pʼaLa 3Sn basket tray. This was used to parch wokas: the wokas seeds were placed in this tray
together with burning coals and dexterously tossed until the outer shells of the wokas seeds were
parched. These trays average about twelve to fifteen inches in diameter.
pʼaLa : /pʼaLa/ basket tray
r̲ep̲ ʼaLaʼaˑkʼ : /pʼapLaʔaˑk/ d. little basket trays
pʼań̲ 7Sv eat
pʼań̲ : /pʼan/ eats
sne̲pʼań̲ : /snapʼan/ makes somebody eat
pʼań̲! : /pʼa!/ eat!
pʼań̲at! : /pʼaˑt!/ pl. eat!
pʼań̲ at̲ : /pʼat/ can eat
pʼań̲č a̲a : /pʼača/ goes to eat
pʼań̲č a̲bli : /pʼačabli/ goes back to eat
pʼań̲č a̲nʼa! : /pʼačnʼa!/ let’s go eat!
pʼań̲čnʼa : /pʼačnʼa/ goes along eating
pʼań̲čʼn̲a : /pʼačʼa/ just ate
sne̲pʼań̲čʼn̲a : /snapčʼa/ puts the taste of too-rich or too-sweet food out of one’s mouth by eating
something else
pʼań̲dga : /pʼatga/ been eating
pʼań̲diˑla : /pʼadiˑla/ eats underneath; idiom: eats food stored in a cache
pʼań̲kʼys : /pʼakʼiˑs/ eating
gleˑčʼ
pʼań̲kʼys : /gleˑč
pʼakʼiˑs/ “Clam-Eating” (place name). Also recorded /gleˑčpʼakʼiˑs/.
̣
̣
̣

sangṣ pʼań̲kʼys : /sanqs pʼakʼiˑs/ watermelon (“eating-raw”). Also recorded without juncture: /
sanqspʼakʼiˑs/.
saˑdm pʼań̲kʼys : /saˑdam pʼakʼiˑs/ cascara willow (chidam) (“Paiutes’-food”)
tlagṣ pʼań̲kʼys : /tlaqs pʼakʼiˑs/ “Mullet-Eating” (place name)
pʼań̲lgi : /pʼalgi/ comes to eat
pʼań̲nʼa! : /pʼanʼa!/ let’s eat!
pʼań̲oˑla : /pʼawoˑla/ or /pʼawla/ finishes eating

pʼań̲oˑta : /pʼawoˑta/ eats with (some instrument), while eating
pʼań̲oˑts : /pʼawoˑts/ eating instrument (applied to the white man’s eating utensils)
pʼań̲s : /pʼas/ food
pʼań̲s\ʼa̲la : /pʼaslʼa/ gets food
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pʼań̲ (continued)
pʼań̲\ʼa̲lča̲a : /pʼasʔalča/ goes to get food
pʼań̲s\ʼa̲lčisamni : /pʼasʔalčisamni/ feels like going to get food
pʼań̲s\ʼa̲ls : /pʼasʔals/ to eat
/qʼelyʼak hoˑt dwaˑ pʼasʔals./ He has nothing to eat
pʼań̲wa : /pʼawa/ pastures, feeds (as cattle)
pʼań̲wča̲a : /pʼawča/ goes to pasture
pʼań̲wabg : /pʼawapk/ will eat
pʼań̲yeˑga : /pʼayeˑga/ starts eating
pʼań̲yeˑn i ̲ʼa : /pʼayeˑnʼa/ eats inside; idiom: eats food stored for the winter for the first time in the
season. This was the occasion for a celebration.
r̲ep̲ ʼań̲ys : /pʼapʼiˑs/ habitual eater
wač\ʼaˑkʼ r̲ep̲ ʼań̲ys : /wačʼaˑk pʼapʼiˑs/ Montana Indians (“dog-eater(s)”). The informants were not
sure which tribe was meant.
pʼaq 7-Sv echo. Only in:
Walpʼaqtn̲a : /Walpʼaqta/ echoes
pʼaw 3S-n diaphragm, solar plexus
pʼaws : /pʼaws/ diaphragm, solar plexus
pʼaws nᵛkekʼs : /pʼaws nekkʼas/ “Diaphragm-Burnt-Through” (place name: Mount Harrison). See
kekʼ.
pʼays 7Sv be cloudy
pʼaysa : /pʼaysa/ is cloudy
pʼaysoˑla : /pʼaysoˑla/ is finished being cloudy; the sky is clearing
pʼayss : /pʼaysas/ cloud
r̲ep̲ ʼayskʼa : /pʼapʼiˑskʼa/ d. little clouds
pʼaˑkt 3S-n nephew, niece (man’s brother’s child). This can also be expressed by the reciprocal term
for “uncle (father’s brother)”; see {seˑy} .
pʼaˑktys : /pʼaˑktis/ nephew, niece
pʼaˑktysa̲b : /pʼaˑktisap/ nephews, nieces
pʼelqʼ 7Sv lick, Cf. also {bel} 7S-v “act with the tongue. ”
pʼelqʼa : /pʼelqʼa/ licks
pʼelqʼa̲t : /pʼelqʼat/ can lick
pʼelqʼ r̲bqʼa : /pʼelqbapqʼa/ licks someone’s face
pʼelqʼi! : /pʼelqʼi!/ lick (it)!
pʼelqʼsga : /pʼelqsga/ licks off
pʼelqʼ r̲t n̲nʼa : /pʼelqʼattanʔa/ licks at something repeatedly
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pʼelqʼYeˑn i ̲ʼa : /pʼelqYeˑnʼa/ licks inside
r̲ep̲ ʼelqʼYeˑn i ̲ʼa : /pʼepalqYeˑnʼa/ d. lick inside
pʼeqʼ 7-Sv 10sv act on the face, on the face. Also abqʼ, bg,̣ and bqʼ. See Sec. 334.
ʔibqʼa : /ʔipqʼa/ puts pl. objs. on the face
se̲ʔibqʼa : /siʔapqʼa/ puts pl. objs. on one’s own face, on each other’s face
ʔibqʼoˑla : /ʔipqʼoˑla/ wipes off someone’s face
čʼlᵉpʼeqʼa : /čʼlepqʼa/ scratches someone’s face once
čʼlᵉpʼeˑqʼa : /čʼlepʼeˑqʼa/ scratches someone’s face pl. times
se̲čʼlᵉpʼeˑqʼa : /sečʼlpʼeˑqʼa/ scratch each other’s faces
čʼoqbqʼa : /čʼoqpqʼa/ puts the buttocks in someone’s face. See čʼoq.
lᵛ r̲e ̲ r̲pʼeqʼa : /lepʼaqpqʼa/ shakes the head from side to side (a sign of negation)
nᵉabqʼa : /napqʼa/ puts a flat obj. on someone’s face (as a handkerchief). (intr. also)
nᵉa r̲bqʼa : /napbapqʼa/ keeps putting a flat obj. on someone’s face
se̲ʼnᵉabqʼa : /sanʼapqʼa/ puts a flat obj. on one’s own face
wpʼeqʼa : /wpʼeqʼa/ hits in the face with a long instrument
wpʼeˑqʼa : /wpʼeˑqʼa/ hits pl. (or pl. times) in the face with a long instrument
pʼesʔ 7-Sv wiggle. Only in:
čʼoq r̲éˑ̲ r̲pʼesʔa : /čʼoqpʼeˑspʼesʔa/ wiggles the buttocks around, squirms
pʼetqʼ 7Sv blink
pʼetqʼa : /pʼetqʼa/ blinks once
sne̲pʼetqʼa : /snepʼatqʼa/ makes someone blink (as bright sunlight)
r̲é ̲ r̲ rp̲ ʼetqʼa : /pʼetqpʼetqʼa/ blinks
r̲e ̲ r̲é ̲ r̲ rp̲ ʼetqʼa : /pʼepʼatqpʼetqʼa/ d. blink
pʼetʼ 7+Sv enlarge a hole, damage around the edges
pʼetʼa : /pʼetʼa/ a hole becomes larger, tears out
r̲ep̲ ʼetʼa : /pʼeptʼa/ d. holes tear out

nᵛpʼetʼa : /neptʼa/ burns a hole larger, burns on the side (leaving little charred spots or holes)
nᵛpʼetʼdk : /neptʼatk/ burnt larger, burnt on the side
nᵛpʼeˑtʼa : /nepʼeˑtʼa/ burns all around the edges of a hole
npʼetʼa : /mpʼetʼa/ makes a hole bigger with a round instrument, chips around the edge of a hole
npʼetʼkyoˑla : /mpʼetkʼyoˑla/ chips open a hole
npʼetʼLa̲oˑla : /mpʼetLoˑla/ strikes a glancing blow off a surface, off the top (knocking off chips)
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npʼetʼsga : /mpʼetsga/ strikes a glancing blow off of
pʼeˑh? 3-S-n barn owl. Another informant gave “snowy owl.” Only in:
r̲é ̲ r̲pʼeˑhʔs : /pʼehpʼeˑhʔas/ barn owl
pʼeˑhǰiˑʼ 7Sv “play possum,” pretend to be dead. Only in:
r̲ep̲ ʼeˑhǰiˑʼa : /pʼepʼeˑhǰiˑʔa/ plays possum
pʼiling 7Sv secrete a sweet sap. Certain deciduous trees exude a sweetish sap from their leaves. This
was gathered and eaten as candy.
pʼilinga : /pʼilinga/ secretes sweet sap
pʼilings : /pʼilinks/ sweet sap of certain trees
pʼilings\ʼa̲la : /pʼilinkslʼa/ gathers sweet sap
pʼipʼ 7-Sv strike the stomach
hod̲pʼipʼtn̲a : /hoppʼipta/ runs and hits the stomach against
wpʼipʼlʼgạ : /wpʼipʼlga/
̣ falls hard on the stomach
wpʼipʼtn̲a : /wpʼipta/ falls on the stomach; hits on the stomach with a long instrument
r̲ r ̲ew
̲ pʼiˑpʼkanga : /wpʼiwpʼiˑpkanga/ d. fall around here striking the stomach
pʼisʔ 3S-n hummingbird (Selasphorus rufus or Stellula calliope)
pʼisʔs : /pʼisʔas/ hummingbird
r̲ep̲ ʼisʔkʼa : /pʼipʼaskʼa/ d. little hummingbirds
pʼisʔ 3-S-n cat. This was said to be obsolete; d. pʼoˑs.
r̲é ̲ r̲pʼisʔs : /pʼispʼisʔas/ cat
pʼiwg̣ 3S-n foot rags. These were rags wrapped around the feet in lieu of shoes.
pʼiwgṣ : /pʼiwqs/ foot rags
pʼleˑgị see etʼleˑgị over a mountain, into the next room
pʼloˑqʼ 7Sv smear pitch on the head. This was a sign of mourning.
pʼloˑqʼa : /pʼloˑqʼa/ smears pitch on someone’s head, face
se̲pʼloˑqʼdk : /sopʼloˑqʼatk/ having one’s head smeared with pitch
pʼnan̲ 7Sv bury. Apparently synonymous with {womiˑ}.
pʼnan̲a : /pʼnana/ buries
r̲ r ̲ep̲ ʼnan̲a : /pʼnapʼna/ d. bury
pʼnan̲! : /pʼnan!/ bury!
pʼnan̲iˑa : /pʼnaniˑya/ buries for someone
pʼnan̲ksi : /pʼnanksi/ “Burying-Place” (place name)
pʼnan̲ys : /pʼnays/ the burying; to bury
/gesga
hoˑt hon pʼnays./ He can’t bury it.
̣

pʼoqang 3S-n dandruff. BL gave this form; PO gave mpʼoqang.
pʼoqangs : /pʼoqanks/ dandruff. Or mpʼoqangs : /mpʼoqanks/.
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pʼosqʼ 7-Sv crush into shape, squeeze lightly
dᵛpʼosqʼa : /dopʼasqʼa/ squeezes lightly with the hands, tests a fruit by gently squeezing
r̲ed̲ ᵛpʼosqʼa : /dotpʼasqʼa/ d. squeeze gently
npʼosqʼa : /mpʼosqʼa/ crushes something down lightly with a round instrument (as dried fish); crushes
something into shape; irons clothes lightly
r̲ r ̲en̲ pʼosqʼa : /mpʼompʼasqʼa/ d. crush lightly, etc.
pʼotʼ 7Sv be winded, out of breath
pʼotʼa : /pʼotʼa/ is winded, out of breath
r̲é ̲ r̲lep pʼoteˑˑˑ! : /leplep pʼotʼeˑˑˑ!/ “Two-in-smother!” (The name of the game-and also its tag-lineplayed by the Fawns upon the little Grizzly Bears in retaliation for the death of their mother; see
Texts, 1.78 and also Note 5.)
pʼoˑkʼ 7-Sv between the legs. Meaning and class membership dubious. Only in:
ʔᵛpʼoˑkʼa : /ʔopʼoˑkʼa/ hits between the legs with a long obj.
pʼoˑkʼ 7-Sv put on warpaint. Exact meaning and class membership dubious. Only in:
lᵛpʼoˑkʼa : /lopʼoˑkʼa/ puts warpaint on someone
se̲lᵛpʼoˑkʼa : /solpʼoˑkʼa/ puts warpaint on oneself
pʼoˑs 3S-n cat. From English. Cf. also {pʼisʔ} 3-S-n “cat.”
pʼoˑsys : /pʼoˑsis/ cat
r̲ep̲ ʼoˑsykʼ : /pʼopʼoˑsiˑk/ d. little cats, kittens
q
qʔi 3S-n rattlesnake (Crotalus confluentus—or anyone of three similar varieties)
qʔis : /qʔis/ rattlesnake
qʔikʼa : /qʔikʼa/ little rattlesnake
qʔis yᵛgatʼs : /qʔis yaktʼas/ “Rattlesnake-Cut-in-Two” (place name)
qa 4S-v act upon a heavy obj., upon a pronged obj. (such as a chair, various types of fishtraps, etc.)
qabaˑtn̲a : /qabaˑta/ sets something heavy up against, sets a pronged obj. against. (intr. also)
he̲sqabaˑtn̲a : /hasqbaˑta/ causes someone to put a heavy or pronged obj. up against
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qa (continued)
sne̲qabaˑtn̲a : /snaqbaˑta/ causes someone to put a heavy or pronged obj. up against. Given as the
same as the last above (?).
he̲sqačʼaˑy\ʼa : /hasqčʼaˑya/ picks one’s teeth. (N.B. a toothpick is treated as a pronged obj.). See čʼay.
sqačʼoˑl i ̲ʼa : /sqačʼoˑlʼa/ comes off easily (as a ripe berry from its stem). See čʼol i ̲ʼ.
qadbn̲bli : /qatbambli/ arrives back with a heavy or pronged obj.
qadgl : /qatgal/ lifts a heavy or pronged obj., puts a heavy or pronged obj. on the back. (intr. also)
sqadgl : /sqatgal/ lifts a heavy or pronged obj. (as one pulls up a tree stump)
qadiˑla : /qadiˑla/ puts a heavy or pronged obj. under. (intr. also)
qakLa : /qakLa/ puts a heavy or pronged obj. down on, onto a vehicle. (intr. also)
qakLs : /qakLas/ saddle
qaltba : /qaltba/ pushes a heavy or pronged obj. a way from against (as a chair away from a wall)
qalʼgạ : /qalga/
̣ sets a heavy or pronged obj. down; fishes with a pronged fish spear
qalʼgṣ : /qalqs/ pronged fish spear
qaqn̲a : /qaqa/ takes a heavy or pronged obj. outside
sqatqʼaga : /sqatqʼaga/ pulls a heavy or pronged obj. up out of (as a tree by the roots)
weq sqatqʼags : /weq sqatqʼaks/ “Limbs-Stick-out-of-Water” (place name)
qawa : /qawa/ puts a heavy or pronged obj. into water, flat place. (intr. also)
sqawa : /sqawa/ causes a heavy or pronged obj. to sink in water
qawčʼn̲a : /qawčʼa/ just sank a heavy or pronged obj. in water; idiom: puts down a sack of fish guts
and rocks to trap crawfish
qawanga : /qawanga/ pulls a heavy or pronged obj. over (as a stump)
qawl : /qawal/ puts a heavy or pronged obj. on top of. (intr. also)
qaWasga : /qaWasga/ takes a heavy or pronged obj. away
qačgal 3Sn tobacco (Nicotiana)
qačgal : /qačgal/ tobacco
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qačʼn 3Sn pitch-wood. Specially gathered and used to start fires.
qačʼn : /qačʼan/ pitch-wood
qačʼn\ʼa̲la : /qačnʼala/ gathers pitch-wood
qadak 2Sra truly, surely
qadak : /qadak/ truly, surely
/qadak ʔis sʔabiˑ!/ Tell me truly!
/čoy honk ʔat qadak hak gotgị honk, gempči hok goqʼaˑk./
Now then sure enough he went down, to
̣
a little river like this. (Texts, 13.80)
qadakʼiˑ 3S-n Wintu (people and place). PO thought this might have something to do with
“truthfulness”; cf. the preceding entry.
qadakʼiˑwaˑs : /qadakʼiˑwaˑs/ Wintu
qaǰiˑʼ 3-S-n siftings (bits of shell, chaff, and debris left over from sifting wokas or seeds). Only in:
r̲eq̲ aǰiˑʼs : /qaqǰiˑʔas/ siftings
qal 3S-n tightness (?). Possibly a Residue stem, but seems to be morphologically a noun.
qals : /qals/ tightness
/qals gi ʔa geˑ./ This is tight
/qals ʔa glegank…/
having become tight…
̣
qalla 3Sn water-storage basket. These were tightly woven pitch-covered baskets imported from the
Pit River people. The name is also said to be foreign.
qalla : /qalla/ water-storage basket
qaL 3S-n drawers, underpants (woman’s)
qaLys : /qaLiˑ s/ drawers, underpants
r̲eq̲ aLyˑkʼ : /qaqLiˑk/ d. little underpants
qam 7S-v come off easily (as a berry from the stem). Meaning and form dubious. Only in:
r̲eh̲ e̲sqamoˑla : /hahasqmoˑla/ comes off easily
r̲eh̲ e̲sqamoˑlsʔm : /hahasqmoˑlsʔam/ thimbleberry (Rubus parviflorus Nutt.). Cf. also čʼol i ̲ʼ.

qaml 3S-n dried fish
qamls : /qamals/ dried fish
qamls\ʼa̲la : /qamalslʼa/ dries fish

r̲eq̲ amlslʼis : /qaqmalslʼis/ sp. of insect. This is a flat, black, and shiny insect that lives in dried fish.
qampg̣ 7Sv overflow (as a river, sack, box)
qampgạ : /qampga/
̣ overflows
qap 7S-v be silent, absent
r̲é ̲ r̲qapdgibga : /qapqaptgipga/ is silent, absent
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qaqaˑč 3Sn tripe, cow’s inner intestines. Possibly r̲eq̲ aˑč, but no distributive or intensive reference
and no attesting forms.
qaqaˑč : /qaqaˑč/ tripe
qaqiˑʔg̣ 3S-n whirlwind. PO gave this form; BL gave qaqYag.̣ Some occurrence of r̲e ̲ seems
probable here, but no certain morphophonemic shape can be postulated.
qaqiˑʔgṣ : /qaqiˑʔaqs/ whirlwind (PO). Or qaqYagṣ : /qaqYaqs/ (BL).

qaqnʼoˑlʼ 3S-n armor shirt. This was made of elkhide. Possibly r̲eq̲ anoˑlʼ,but no distributive or
intensive reference and no attesting forms.
qaqnʼoˑlʼs : /qaqnʼoˑlʼs/ elkhide armor shirt
qaqYag̣ see qaqiˑʔg̣ whirlwind
qaqʼoˑ 3Sn bone
qaqʼoˑ : /qaqʼoˑ/ bone; type of small bead
r̲eq̲ aqʼoˑʼaˑkʼ : /qaqaqwʼaˑk/ d. little bones
qaqʼoˑ bil : /qaqoˑ bil/ only bones, bony
qas 7S-v be reddish-gold, roan-colored. Also qaˑs. See Sec. 334.
r̲éˑ̲ r̲qaˑs : /qaˑsqaˑs/ sp. of beetle. This insect has tan and gold stripes.
qaˑsdgi : /qaˑstgi/ turns reddish-gold, roan
r̲éˑ̲ r̲qaslʼi : /qaˑsqaslʼi/ roan-colored
qatʼ 7-Sv clear forest, cut down brush
wqatʼčnʼa : /wqatčnʼa/ goes along breaking down brush with a long instrument
wqatʼčibga : /wqatčipga/ comes along cutting down brush
wqatʼlʼgạ : /wqatʼlga/
̣ clears forest, cuts down brush
wqatʼlʼgča̲
̣ wabg : /wqatlʼaqčwapk/ will go to cut down brush
wqatʼlʼgiˑa
clears brush for someone
̣ : /wqatʼlgiˑya/
̣
wqatʼlʼglgiiˑa
: /wqatlʼaglgiˑya/
comes to cut down brush for someone
̣
̣

wqatʼlʼgoˑla
: /wqatʼlgoˑla/
finishes clearing forest
̣
̣
wqatʼwanga : /wqatʼwanga/ knocks down brush, forest
qawčʼi 3Sn wokas juice. The liquid that remains after wokas is boiled is kept and drunk separately.
It is said to be especially nutritious.
qawčʼi : /qawčʼi/ wokas juice
qawdoˑgiˑ 3S-n bird (sp.). This is a dark brown, white-breasted prairie bird about 7 inches high. It
builds nests on the ground. Onomatopoetic: its cry is /qawdoˑgiˑˑˑ! qaw qaw qawdoˑgiˑˑˑ!/. In
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the Texts the cry of the Qawdoˑgiˑs brothers is /qawdoˑgiˑs sgoč sgoč, qawdoˑgiˑs sgoč sgoč!/; cf.
Texts, 11.28.
qawdoˑgiˑs : /qawdoˑgiˑs/ sp. bird
r̲eq̲ awdoˑgiˑkʼa : /qaqoˑdoˑgiˑkʼa/ d. little birds (sp.)
qawdoˑgiˑsm čiˑs : /qawdoˑgiˑsam čiˑs/ “Bird’s-Home” (place name: a plain south of Fort Klamath
and the locale of Text 11)
qawkʼat 3Sn place name. Unanalyzable. Said to be named after a mythological figure, but the
informants were not sure.
qawkʼat : /qawkʼat/ place name
qaW 7S-v be hard, dry, desiccated
qaˑWdgi : /qaˑWtgi/ becomes hard (as bread)
sne̲qaˑWdgi : /snaqaˑWtgi/ makes hard, hardens
r̲é ̲ r̲qaWlʼi : /qaWqaWlʼi/ hard, dry, desiccated
qayqmʼ 7Sv not recognize someone
qayqmʼa : /qayqmʼa/ does not recognize someone
se̲qayqmʼa : /saqiˑqmʼa/ do not recognize each other
qaˑčʼ 7-Sv scrabble, scratch
čʼlᵉqaˑčʼa : /čʼlaqaˑčʼa/ scratches, scrabbles
se̲čʼlᵉqaˑčʼa : /sačʼlqaˑčʼa/ scratch each other, oneself
čʼlᵉqaˑčʼčnʼa : /čʼlaqaˑččnʼa/ scrabbles at, clutches at as one goes (as when someone being dragged
along the ground clutches at something to stop himself)
čʼlᵉqaˑčʼkanga : /čʼlaqaˑčkanga/ scrabbles around
qaˑs see qas be roan-colored
qaˑs i ̲ʼ 7Sv suspect (someone of plotting, a crime, etc.)
qaˑs i ̲ʼa : /qaˑsʔa/ suspects
qaˑs i ̲ʼs : /qaˑsis/ suspicion; to suspect
qaˑs i ̲ʼ r̲t n̲nʼa : /qaˑsittanʔa/ suspects someone
se̲qaˑs i ̲ʼ r̲t n̲nʼa : /saqaˑsittanʔa/ suspect each other
qaˑs i ̲ʼyeˑga : /qaˑsiyeˑga/ starts to suspect
qaˑy i ̲ʼ see aqaˑy i ̲ʼ in the brush, woods; in the hair
qbᵛ 4S-v act with the mouth, suck, spit. Cf. also {qbi} 4S-v “hold in the mouth.” See Sec. 331.
qbᵛapsa̲a : /qbapsa/ tastes something. See apsa̲.
qbᵛčʼoˑsa : /qbočʼoˑsa/ sucks on something (as candy). See čʼoˑs.
qbᵛečʼčʼn̲a : /qbeččʼa/ just sucked out of, sucks dry
qbᵛečʼčʼn̲ank : /qbeččʼnank/ having sucked dry
qbᵛedw : /qbedoˑ/ tastes something. See edw.
qbᵛLeˑčnʼa : /qbeLeˑčnʼa/ spits out something. See Leˑ.
qbᵛiwčibga : /qbiwčipga/ brings something out of the mouth (as a shaman does); sucks the breast
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qbᵛiwdgl : /qbiwtgal/ brings something out of the mouth (as a shaman does: during the curing
ceremony the shaman sucks at the diseased person’s body in various places and eventually may
bring some small object out of his mouth. This is the disease. The object may be a feather, a
stone, a frog, etc.)
qbᵛiwqn̲a : /qbiwqa/ sucks out a disease (as a shaman does; cf. above)
qbᵛnoˑkʼa : /qbonoˑkʼa/ tastes by just touching the tongue to something. See noˑkʼ.
qbᵛočʼčnʼa : /qboččnʼa/ spits out (as tobacco juice)
qbᵛočʼLa̲a : /qbočLa/ spits on the floor, on a surface
qbᵛočʼlʼgạ : /qbočʼlga/
̣ spits on the ground
qbᵛočʼtn̲a : /qbočta/ spits at, onto
se̲qbᵛočʼtn̲a : /soqbačta/ spit at each other (as cats). See očʼ.
qbᵛočʼisga : /qbočʼisga/ sucks out, makes a smacking or kissing noise with the lips
qbᵛotn̲a : /qbota/ puts the mouth on, against. See otn̲.
qbᵛoyamna : /qboyamna/ has something in the mouth (clear inside the mouth, as a piece of candy).
Cf. qbi r̲yamna : /qbiyyamna/ “holds, carries in the mouth so that an end protrudes (as a dog
carrying a bone).”
qbᵛo r̲yamna : /qboyyamna/ is holding something in the mouth
r̲ r ̲eq̲ bᵛo r̲yamna : /qboqbiˑyamna/ d. hold something in the mouth
qba 3Sn poker (for the fire)
qba : /qba/ poker
r̲ r ̲eq̲ baʼaˑkʼ : /qbaqbaʔaˑk/ d. little pokers
qbaqʼ 7Sv braid the hair into a single braid. Cf. also {weqtʼ} 7Sv “braid into pl. braids.”
qbaqʼa : /qbaqʼa/ braids someone’s hair into a single braid
r̲ r ̲eq̲ baqʼa : /qbaqpqʼa/ d. braid someone’s hair
se̲qbaqʼa : /saqpqʼa/ braids one’s own hair
qbaqʼi! : /qbaqʼi!/ braid someone’s hair!
se̲qbaqʼwys : /saqbaqʼwis/ a single braid
qbatʼy 7Sv wrap the legs around, hold between the legs
qbatʼya : /qbatʼya/ wraps the legs around, holds something between the legs
qbatʼyoˑla : /qbatʼyoˑla/ unwraps the legs from around something
r̲ r ̲eq̲ batʼywabg : /qbaqptʼiˑwapk/ d. will wrap their legs around something
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qbel 3Sn tail
qbel : /qbel/ tail
r̲ r ̲eq̲ bel\ʼaˑkʼ : /qbeqplʼaˑk/ d. little tails
qbel\ʼa̲liˑa : /qbelʔiˑya/ makes a tail for someone
qbeˑw see tbeˑw order, command
qbi 4S-v hold in the mouth (so that one or more ends project). Cf. also {qbᵛ} “act with the mouth,
suck, spit.” See Sec. 331.
qbičʼn̲a : /qbičʼa/ just carried away in the mouth
qbidn̲a : /qbitba/ carries home in the mouth (as a dog brings home a bone)
qbi r̲yamna : /qbiyyamna/ holds, carries in the mouth (as a dog with a bone, someone with a pipe in
his mouth). Cf. qbᵛoyamna : /qboyamna/ “holds inside the mouth (as a piece of candy).”
r̲ r ̲eq̲ bi r̲yamna : /qbiqbiˑyamna/ d. hold in the mouth
qbol 7S-v be slightly nauseated (as by the taste of something too sickly sweet)
qboldgi : /qboltgi/ is slightly nauseated
qbolWi see bolWi plant (sp.)
qčing 3S-n fence. From Modoc, Cf. Klamath {waqlʼaq} 3Sn.
qčings : /qčinks/ fence
qčoˑl 3Sn star
qčoˑl : /qčoˑl/ star
r̲ r ̲eq̲ čoˑl\ʼaˑkʼ : /qčoqčoˑlʼaˑk/ d. little stars
qčoˑlʔm : /qčoˑlʔam/ star’s
qčoˑlʔm ntʼiwlʼgṣ : /qčoˑlʔam ntʼiwlʼaqs/ “Star’s-Fall” (place name)

qčoˑlʔm saˑykʼa : /qčoˑlʔam saˑykʼa/ “Star’s-Plain” (place name: LaPine)
qčʼik 3Sn canoe paddle
qčʼik : /qčʼik/ canoe paddle
r̲ r ̲eq̲ čʼik\ʼaˑkʼ : /qčʼiqčkʼaˑk/ d. little paddles
qčʼiˑwʼ 3S-n gudgeon (large sp.). Called a “chub” by LK. The following fish, listed in descending
order of size, are also considered “chubs”: {qčʼiˑwʼ}. {ndiˑlʼ}, {qʼodag} and {tʼeˑba}.
qčʼiˑwʼs : /qčʼiˑwʼas/ gudgeon (large sp.)
qdᵛ 4S-v cut
qdᵛakʼya : /qdakʼya/ cuts someone’s buttocks
qdᵛakʼyoˑla : /qdakʼyoˑla/ cuts off the bottoms (as the bottoms of carrots, stems)
qdᵛaLaˑsg̣ n̲a : /qdaLaˑsga/
̣ cuts open (as a sack, bladder)
qdᵛamʼaˑčʼoˑla : /qdamʼaˑčʼoˑla/ cuts the end off of
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qdᵛ (continued)
qdᵛawl : /qdawal/ cuts on top
qdᵛawldi : /qdawaldi/ “Cut-on-Top-Place” (place name)
qdᵛčʼoy i ̲ʼtn̲a : /qdočʼiˑta/ cuts and blunts
se̲qdᵛedgạ : /seqdatga/
̣ cuts in half, divides something by cutting
qdᵛgatʼa : /qdaktʼa/ cuts off a single piece, severs
qdᵛkʼačʼa : /qdakčʼa/ cuts off someone’s head, cuts the throat
qdᵛkal\ʼa : /qdaklʼa/ cuts off one obj. See kʼal\ʼ.
qdᵛolčʼa : /qdolčʼa/ cuts off pl. objs. severs; castrates. See golčʼ.
qdᵛoliˑna : /qdoliˑna/ cuts off the edge, along the edge
r̲es̲ e̲qdᵛoliˑna : /sosaqdliˑna/ pares one’s fingernails (“cuts-d.-off-of-oneself-along-the-edge”)
qdᵛosga : /qdosga/ cuts off
r̲ r ̲eq̲ dᵛosga : /qdoqdasga/ d. cut off
se̲qdᵛosga : /soqdasga/ cuts off of oneself
qdᵛoteˑga : /qdoteˑga/ cuts deep into
qdᵛoyeˑn i ̲ʼoˑla : /qdoyeˑnʼoˑla/ cuts out the inside of
qdᵛtitʼa : /qdittʼa/ cuts open a bulbous round obj. (as a stomach, bladder, sack of grain)
qdᵛtʼačʼa : /qdatčʼa/ cuts apart, splits
qdᵛtʼekʼa : /qdetkʼa/ cuts a bit off of, cuts a hole
qdᵛtʼeˑkʼa : /qdetʼeˑkʼa/ cuts up into bits, slices
qdᵛyʼoˑqʼa : /qdoyʼoˑqʼa/ cuts someone’s hair. See yʼoqʼ.
qday 3Sn rock, stone
qday : /qday/ rock, stone
r̲ r ̲eq̲ day\ʼaˑkʼ : /qdaqdiˑʔaˑk/ d. little rocks, pebbles
qdayʔm skodas : /qdayʔam skodas/ moss (“rock’s-blanket”)
qdaydi : /qdaydi/ “Rock-Place” (place name)

qday ginqn̲ys : /qday ginqis/ “Hole-Through-Rocks” (place name)
qdayksi : /qdayksi/ “Rock-Place” (place name)
qdaywaˑs : /qdaywaˑs/ “Rock-Nest” (place name)
qdaˑl sne
qdaˑlo sne
qdeˑLo 3Sn sugar pine (Pinus lambertiana), PO and BL gave forms with qdeˑLo, while the Pompeys
gave qdaˑl and qdaˑlo.
qdeˑLo : /qdeˑLo/ sugar pine; pine nut. Or qdaˑl : /qdaˑl/.
qdeˑLoʔm : /qdeˑLoʔam/ sugar pine tree. Or qdaˑlm : /qdaˑlam/. Or (in free variation with the last, by
the Pompeys) qdaˑloʔm : /qdaˑloʔam/.
qdog 3S-n cattail root. This was gathered and eaten, and a kind of bread was made from it; cf. slʼeps.
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qdogs : /qdoks/ cattail root
qdoˑč 7Sv rain
qdoˑča : /qdoˑča/ rains
sne̲qdoˑča : /snoqdoˑča/ makes it rain
qdoˑčlʼgạ : /qdoˑčlga/
̣ rain falls hard
qdoˑčs : /qdoˑčas/ rain
qdoˑčyeˑga : /qdoˑčyeˑga/ starts to rain
qen 3-Sn grey squirrel (Sciursus fossor)
r̲e ̲ r̲qen : /qenqan/ grey squirrel
qetʼ 7-Sv clean off, scrape off, trample down
sqetʼa : /sqetʼa/ scrapes with a sharp instrument
r̲ r ̲es̲ qetʼa : /sqesqtʼa/ d. scrape
sqetʼLa̲oˑla : /sqetLoˑla/ scrapes off the surface of
sqetʼsga : /sqetsga/ scrapes off
wqetʼlʼgạ : /wqetʼlga/
̣ tramples down (with a long instrument?)
wqetʼsga : /wqetsga/ cleans off, scrapes off with a long instrument
qew i ̲ʼ 7+Sv break, break an obj. in two, fracture
qew i ̲ʼa : /qewʼa/ breaks in two (intr.)
qew i ̲ʼLa̲oˑla : /qewLoˑla/ breaks off the surface of, breaks off (as a tree limb)
qew i ̲ʼmʼaˑčʼoˑla : /qewmʼaˑčʼoˑla/ breaks off the end
qeˑw i ̲ʼdk : /qeˑwitk/ pl. broken, destroyed
gwᵛqew
i ̲ʼa : /gweqwʼa/
breaks by biting
̣
̣

gwᵛqew
i ̲ʼtn̲a : /gweqoˑta/
breaks by biting on (as one breaks a tooth on a rock)
̣
̣
ktqew i ̲ʼa : /tqewʼa/ breaks with a blow, kick
ktqeˑw i ̲ʼa : /tqeˑwʼa/ breaks pl.
r̲ r ̲ek̲ tqeˑw i ̲ʼa : /tqetqeˑwʼa/ d. break pl.
lᵛqew i ̲ʼa : /leqwʼa/ breaks a round obj.
lᵛqeˑw i ̲ʼa : /leqeˑwʼa/ breaks pl.
r̲el̲ ᵛqeˑw i ̲ʼa : /lelqeˑwʼa/ d. break pl.
nqew i ̲ʼa : /nqewʼa/ breaks with a round instrument
nqew i ̲ʼtn̲a : /nqewta/ breaks on, against
mbastga nqew i ̲ʼYabgs : /mbastga nqewYapks/ “Breaking-Through-with-Rocks” (name of one of
čʼasgiˑps’
dogs in Text 7)
̣
nqeˑw i ̲ʼa : /nqeˑwʼa/ breaks pl.
r̲ r ̲en̲ qeˑw i ̲ʼa : /nqenqeˑwʼa/ d. break pl.
wqew i ̲ʼa : /wqewʼa/ breaks with a long instrument
wqew i ̲ʼYabga : /wqewYapga/ breaks with a long instrument along the side of a hill (as one goes
along breaking down brush with a stick)
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yᵛqew i ̲ʼa : /yeqwʼa/ steps on and breaks, breaks something over the knee, over a rock (?)
yᵛqew i ̲ʼalla : /yeqwʼalla/ breaks something all to pieces, irretrievably
yᵛqew i ̲ʼa̲stga : /yeqoˑstga/ tried to break
yᵛqeˑw i ̲ʼa : /yeqeˑwʼa/ breaks pl.
r̲ey̲ ᵛqeˑw i ̲ʼa : /yeyqeˑwʼa/ d. break pl.
qeY\ʼ 7Sv be rocky, rough terrain, sandy, gravelly. Also qeˑY\ʼ in apparent free variation. See Sec.
334.
r̲éˑ̲ r̲qeY\ʼa : /qeˑYqeyʼa/ is rough, sandy, rocky
r̲é ̲ r̲qeY\ʼlʼi : /qeYqeYlʼi/ rough, rocky, gravelly, sandy. Or r̲éˑ̲ r̲qeˑY\ʼlʼi : /qeˑYqeˑYlʼi/.
r̲éˑ̲ r̲qeˑY\ʼlʼant : /qeˑYqeˑYlʼant/ “Where-It-Is-Rough” (place name)
qeˑmt 3Sn back (of a person, animal)
qeˑmt : /qeˑmat/ back
r̲eq̲ eˑmt\ʼaˑkʼ : /qeqeˑmtʼaˑk/ d. little backs
qeˑmtant : /qeˑmtant/ at the back, behind
qeˑq 7S-v run away, flee
qeˑqčnʼa : /qeˑqčnʼa/ runs away, flees
r̲eq̲ eˑqčnʼa : /qeqeˑqčnʼa/ d. flee
qeˑqdiˑla : /qeˑqdiˑla/ runs under; idiom: runs to someone for protection
qeˑqkanga : /qeˑqkanga/ flees here and there
qeˑqlčʼwy : /qeˑqlačʼwi/ flees right up to (runs away from someone and runs right up to someone else
for aid)
qeˑqLy : /qeˑqLi/ flees inside, into the house
qeˑqwa : /qeˑqwa/ flees into water, flat place
r̲eq̲ eˑqwi : /qeqeˑqwi/ d. flee and spread out, run off in all directions
qeˑs 3-S-n son-in-law (daughter’s husband). This is the same as wgoˑbgs
: /wgoˑbaks/;
cf. wgoˑ
̣
̣
̣
bqeˑsyb : /pqeˑsip/ son-in-law
bqeˑsa̲llgi : /pqeˑsallgi/ comes to see one’s son-in-law
bqeˑsysa̲b : /pqeˑsisap/ sons-in-law
qeˑY\ʼ see qeY\ʼ be rocky, rough terrain, sandy, gravelly
qi 3S-n salmon spear
qis : /qis/ salmon spear
qi 3S-n evening. Occurs only in one construction and possibly identifiable with {qi} 3S-n “salmon
spear”; “time for spearing salmon” since
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the best time to spear salmon might be the early evening. Only in:
qiseˑmʼi : /qiseˑmʼi/ evening
qi 7S-v swim underwater. Possibly d. {qi} 3S-n “salmon spear”?
qibln̲čʼn̲a : /qiblančʼa/ swims downstream
qičʼn̲a : /qičʼa/ swims along underwater, just swam away
qidgị : /qitgi/
̣ swims down to the bottom; swims downstream (?)
qidiˑla : /qidiˑla/ swims underneath (an underwater ledge)
qimni : /qimni/ swims up, upstream
se̲qipbeˑl i ̲ʼa : /siqapbeˑlʼa/ swims back and forth underwater
qi r̲yamna : /qiyyamna/ swims around underwater
r̲eq̲ i r̲yamna : /qiqiˑyamna/ d. swim around underwater
qičʼ 7-Sv pound up into a compact mass, Only in:
wqičʼa : /wqičʼa/ pounds up into a compact mass with a long instrument (as dried fish)
qil\ʼ 7Sv glare, stare at angrily
r̲éˑ̲ r̲qil\ʼa : /qiˑlqilʼa/ glares, stares angrily
r̲éˑ̲ r̲qil\ʼbga : /qiˑlqilpga/ is glaring at
r̲e ̲ r̲éˑ̲ r̲qil\ʼbga : /qiqiˑlqilpga/ d. glare at
r̲éˑ̲ r̲qil\ʼbg! : /qiˑlqilbak!/ glare!
qiliˑw 3S-n red-headed woodpecker (small sp.). Probably onomatopoetic but not elicited. Only in:
qiliˑws : /qiliˑwas/ red-headed woodpecker
qiLoˑ 3S-n anger, meanness
qiLoˑs : /qiLoˑs/ anger, meanness; the large vertebrae at the base of the neck between the shoulders
(possibly a loan translation from the local English idiom, in which this is also called a person’s
“meanness”?)
/qʼa ʔan qiLoˑs./ I (am) terribly mean.
/qʼa ʔan qiLoˑs seˑwʼa./ I act terribly mean.
qiw 7Sv smart (as eyes, lips from chapping)
qiwa : /qiwa/ smarts
sne̲qiwa : /sniqwa/ makes (someone’s eyes, lips, etc.) smart
qiWkʼ 7Sv speak roughly to, snarl at, be angry with
qiWkʼa : /qiWkʼa/ snarls at, speaks roughly to
r̲eq̲ iWkʼa : /qiqoˑhkʼa/ d. snarl at, are angry with
se̲qiWkʼa : /siqoˑhkʼa/ snarl at each other, are angry with one another
qiˑʔa 3Sn lizard (sp.?)
qiˑʔa : /qiˑ ʔa/ lizard
r̲eq̲ iˑʔaʼaˑkʼ : /qiqiˑʔaʔaˑk/ d. little lizards
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qiˑʔa gitʼLa̲s : /qiˑʔa gitLas/ “Lizards-Poured-out-on” (place name: Williamson River Church)
qiˑč 3S-n fin
qiˑčs : /qiˑčas/ fin
qla 3S-n uncured hide (usually buckskin unless otherwise specified)
qlas : /qlas/ uncured hide
qlakʼa : /qlakʼa/ little hide
qlakʼmʼč : /qlakʼamʼč/ big old hide
qlaLʔań̲ 7Sv hail. Also qlaLeˑ. See Sec. 334.
qlaLʔań̲ : /qlaLʔan/ hails
qlaLeˑwabg : /qlaLeˑwapk/ will hail
qlaLeˑs : /qlaLeˑs/ hail
qlaLeˑyeˑga : /qlaLeˑyeˑga/ starts to hail
qlaLeˑ sle
qlanʼa sne
qlanʼe 3Sn root (sp. unknown). Also qlanʼa (AC only). This was a long whitish root, described as
“like macaroni” in shape. The plant grows in semiarid country and has a blue flower. Cooked, it
is said to be very sweet.
qlanʼe : /qlanʼe/ root (sp.), Or qlanʼa : /qlanʼa/.
qlanʼeˑʼaˑkʼ : /qlanʼeʔaˑk/ little root (sp.)
qli 3S-n acorn; oak tree (with {ʔm} 7sn [collective]). The species of oak denoted by this term could
not be ascertained.
qlis : /qlis/ acorn
qlism : /qlisam/ oak tree
qliń̲ 7Sv choke on something in the throat (as a fish bone)
qliń̲ : /qlin/ chokes on something
r̲ r ̲eq̲ liń̲ : /qliqlan/ d. choke
sne̲qliń̲ : /sniqlan/ causes someone to choke
qliw 7S-v act on a handful of liquid, Also a portmanteau qliW ({ r̲e}̲ 1pv [distributive] plus {qliw}).
See Sec. 334.
qliwčnʼa : /qliwčnʼa/ splashes a handful of liquid on as one goes along; carries a handful of liquid
along
qliwlʼaˑlʼa : /qliwlʼaˑlʼa/ sprinkles a handful of liquid on a fire; sprinkles a handful of water on hot
rocks in a sweathouse
qliWlʼaˑlʼa : /qliwlʼaˑlʼa/ d. sprinkle a handful on a fire
qliwqaˑy i ̲ʼa : /qliwqaˑyʼa/ sprinkles a handful of liquid in the bushes, in the hair (as hair tonic)
se̲qliwqaˑy i ̲ʼdk : /siqloˑqaˑyitk/ having liquid on one’s hair
qliwtn̲nʼa : /qliwtanʔa/ splashes a handful of liquid on
qliw r̲t n̲nʼa : /qliwttanʔa/ splashes a handful of liquid hard against, repeatedly against
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qliwwl : /qliwwal/ puts a handful of liquid on top of; baptizes
se̲qliwwl : /siqloˑwal/ puts a handful of liquid on oneself, each other
qliwwllʼgạ : /qliwwallga/
̣ throws a handful of liquid up
qliW sle
qliˑpa 3Sn mink (Lutreola vison energumenos, Bangs; Gatschet gives “Putorius vison”)
qliˑpa : /qliˑpa/ mink
r̲ r ̲eq̲ liˑpaʼaˑkʼ : /qliqliˑpaʔaˑk/ d. little mink
qlo 3Sn root (sp. unknown). This is a round root which grows in damp ground. It was eaten roasted
but was said to be tough and not very delicious.
qlo : /qlo/ root (sp.)
qma 3Sn basket hat. Also qmaleˑq 3S-n in apparent free variation. This was worn by both men and
women in the old days but later mostly by women, Occurs only with r̲e ̲ allomorph of { r̲e}̲ 1pn
[distributive].
qma : /qma/ basket hat, Or qmaleˑqs : /qmaleˑqs/.
r̲eq̲ maʼaˑkʼ : /qaqmaʔaˑk/ d. little basket hats
qmag̣ 7Sv search, look for. Occurs only with r̲e ̲ allomorph of { r̲e}̲ 1pv [distributive].
qmagạ : /qmaga/
̣ looks for, searches
r̲eq̲ magạ : /qaqmga/
̣ d. search
qmagbga
: /qmaqpga/ is looking for
̣
qmagkanga
: /qmaqkanga/ looks around for
̣

qmag̣ r̲kyamna : /qmaqkakyamna/ looks for something all around some central obj.
qmagYeˑn
i ̲ʼa : /qmaqYeˑna/ looks for inside
̣

qmaleˑq see qma basket hat
qmeˑs 7S-v fade away (sound). Possibly qmes plus ˑdgi. Cf. also the next entry. Only in:
qmeˑsdgi : /qmeˑstgi/ (sound) fades away (as an echo, the reverberation of a bell, etc.)
qmeˑW 7S-v stop gradually (as waves, reverberations, wind). Possibly qmeW plus ˑdgi. Cf. the
preceding entry.
qmeˑWdgi : /qmeˑWtgi/ stops gradually
r̲ r ̲eq̲ meˑWdgi : /qmeqmeˑWtgi/ d. stop gradually
qnaˑwat see gnaˑwat
reed (sp.)
̣
qnewčʼi 3Sn outer bark
qnewčʼi : /qnewčʼi/ outer bark
qnewčʼiʼa̲la : /qnewčyʼala/ gathers bark (for fuel)
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qniyʼ 7Sv have an erection. Occurs either with r̲ r ̲e ̲ or r̲e ̲ allomorphs of { r̲e}̲ 1pv [distributive].
qniyʼa : /qniyʼa/ has an erection
r̲ r ̲eq̲ niyʼa : /qniqnyʼa/ d. have an erection. Or r̲eq̲ niyʼa : /qiqnyʼa/.
sne̲qniyʼa : /sniqnyʼa/ causes someone to have an erection
qnog̣ 3S-n rope, thread, string. Also a portmanteau qnoqq ({ r̲e}̲ 1pn [distributive] plus {qnog}).
̣ See
Sec. 430.
qnogṣ : /qnoqs/ rope, thread, string
qnog\ʼaˑkʼ
: /qnoqʼaˑk/ little rope, thread, string
̣
qnoqq\ʼaˑkʼ : /qnoqqʼaˑk/ d. little ropes, etc.
qnoqq sle
qn̲ see eqn̲ outside, out, through
qočaˑnig 3S-n goosefoot (Chenopodium fremontii Wats.)
qočaˑnigsʔm : /qočaˑniksʔam/ goosefoot
qotaˑ 3Sn woodrat (sp. of Neotoma)
qočʼaˑ : /qočʼaˑ/ woodrat
r̲eq̲ očʼaˑʼaˑkʼ : /qoqčʼaˑʔaˑk/ d. little woodrats
qodo 3Sn coccyx, base of the spine
qodo : /qodo/ coccyx
qol\ʼ 7Sv rumble (stomach)
r̲éˑ̲ r̲qol\ʼa : /qoˑlqolʼa/ (stomach) rumbles, growls
qoqding 3S-n dragonfly (libellula). Most informants called this insect “mosquito-hawk.” Possibly
r̲eq̲ oding, but no distributive or intensive reference and no attesting forms.
qoqdings : /qoqdinks/ dragonfly; idiom: batchelor
qoqdingkʼa : /qoqdinkkʼa/ little dragonfly; little batchelor
r̲eq̲ oqdingkʼa : /qoqaqdinkkʼa/ d. little dragonflies; d. little batchelors
qoqyʼag̣ 3S-n loon (small sp.; Gatschet gives “Sp. of red-eyed grebe: sp. of Podiceps”). Possibly
r̲eq̲ oyʼag,̣ but no distributive or intensive reference and no attesting forms.
qoqyʼagṣ : /qoqyʼaqs/ loon (sp.)
r̲eq̲ oqyʼagkʼa
̣ : /qoqaqyʼaqkʼa/ d. little loons
qoyg̣ 7Sv recognize
qoygạ : /qoyga/
̣ recognizes someone
he̲sqoygạ : /hosqiˑga/
̣ introduces someone
se̲qoygạ : /soqiˑga/
̣ recognize each other
se̲qoygaˑʼs
parents
̣ : /soqiˑgaˑʔas/
̣
se̲qoygdk
acquaintance
̣ : /soqiˑgatk/
̣

qoygannwi
: /qoygnannwi/
recognizes right away
̣
̣
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qoy i ̲ʼ 7-Sv thresh, mash, separate seeds from hulls
nqoy i ̲ʼa : /nqoyʼa/ threshes, mashes with a round instrument
sqoy i ̲ʼa : /sqoyʼa/ threshes, mashes with a sharp instrument (as one threshes wokas out of the rotting
pods with a wooden paddle)
sqoy i ̲ʼdga : /sqoyitga/ been mashing, threshing
sqoˑy i ̲ʼa : /sqoˑyʼa/ threshes, mashes pl.
qoˑʼ 7Sv be frightened of a ghost, “bogeyman”
qoˑʼa : /qoˑʔa/ is frightened by a ghost, bogeyman
he̲sqoˑʼa : /hosqoˑʔa/ (ghost, bogeyman) frightens someone
qoˑʼs : /qoˑʔas/ bogeyman
qoˑʼs peč : /qoˑʔas peč/ “Bogeyman-Foot” (woman’s proper name)
qoˑs 7S-v act with one’s parents-in-law (woman); act with a step-father (woman?). The semantic
range is uncertain.
qoˑsbga : /qoˑspga/ (woman) stays with parents-in-law
qoˑsbgs : /qoˑsbaks/ (woman’s) father-in-law
qoˑsčnʼa : /qoˑsčʼnʼa/ (woman) goes to parents-in-law
qoˑsdbn̲bli : /qoˑstbambli/ (woman) arrives back at the home of parents-in-law
qoˑslʼgạ : /qoˑslga/
̣ stays with one’s step-father (apparently for both men and women)
qoˑslʼgṣ : /qoˑslʼaqs/ step-father
qpʼalʼ 7Sv double up a fist, pack into a ball, curl up
qpʼalʼa : /qpʼalʼa/ doubles up a fist, packs a snowball, curls up
qpʼalʼdk : /qpʼalʼatk/ doubled up, curled up, packed
qpʼalʼaˑkʼidk : /qpʼalʼaˑkʼitk/ little doubled-up one

qtan̲ 7Sv sleep. Occurs only with r̲e ̲ allomorph of { r̲e}̲ 1pv [distributive].
qtan̲a : /qtana/ sleeps
r̲eq̲ tan̲a : /qaqta/ d. sleep
qtan̲ at̲ : /qtant/ can sleep
qtan̲bga : /qtampga/ is sleeping

qtan̲čʼn̲a : /qtančʼa/ just dropped off to sleep, fell asleep
sne̲qtan̲čʼn̲a : /snaqtančʼa/ puts someone to sleep
qtan̲čʼn̲ ak̲ sga : /qtančʼanksga/ almost fell asleep
qtan̲čʼn̲nannwi : /qtančʼannannwi/ dropped right off to sleep
qtan̲nʼapga : /qtanʔapga/ feels sleepy
qtan̲ys : /qtays/ sleep; to sleep
/gesga
ʔan qtays./ I can’t sleep
̣

qtʼaqʼ 7Sv clap the hands. Only in:
se r̲ r ̲e ̲ r̲qtʼaqʼa : /saqtʼaqqtqʼa/ claps the hands together, Recorded
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/saqtʼaqtqʼa/—either an error or an otherwise unattested morphophonemic phenomenon.
qwaˑtʼ 7Sv be hard, difficult
qwaˑtʼ : /qwaˑt/ hard, difficult
/moˑ ʔa geˑ qwaˑt./ This is very difficult.
qwaˑtʼant : /qwaˑtʼant/ on something hard, difficult
/čoy honk hoqqaˑyilgạ qwaˑtʼant hompčant./ And he ran into thick bushes like that. (“ran-intobushes into-(something)-hard like-that”). (Texts, 13,55)
qwaˑtʼbgs : /qwaˑtʼapks/ being difficult, hard
/čoy waq min honk giwk sʔewanwapk kʼet qwaˑtʼapks?/ And why should I give it to you (having
gotten it) with so much trouble? (Texts, 12.26)
qwaˑtʼdk : /qwaˑtʼatk/ hard, difficult
/qwaˑtʼatk ʔa geˑ sʔodeˑs gempči./ This kind is hard to make.
qweˑL see eqweˑL down a hill, out of a tree
qyeˑtn̲ see aqyeˑtn̲ right beside
qyoʔg̣ sne

qyog̣ 3S-n shaman (“Indian doctor”). Also qyoʔg.̣ Occurs only with r̲e ̲ allomorph of { r̲e}̲ 1pn
[distributive]. For the various functions of the shaman in Klamath culture, see Spier (1930). See
Sec. 430.
qyogṣ : /qyoqs/ shaman
r̲eq̲ yoʔgṣ : /qoqiˑʔaqs/ d. shamans
qyos 7Sv be barely audible
qyosa : /qyosa/ is barely audible (as a voice coming very faintly from the distance)
qʼ
qʼa 2Srm awfully, very, terribly
/qʼa ʔa gatdaks
pačʼit./ It’s awfully cold now.
̣

/qʼa nalk ʔa geˑ mʼaˑsʔa./ This one is much worse, (“awfully more sick”)
/qʼa ʔat čʼmogaˑ/ It’s terribly dark.
/qʼač ʔa sa sʔaswiˑga./ They’re very angry too.
/qʼiw qʼa čʼapʼas/ “Squeezing-the-Anus-Hard” (cat’s-cradle figure)
qʼačwʼeˑč 3Sn place name. Unanalyzable. AC stated that this was from a myth but could give no
further analysis.
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qʼačʼ 7-Sv make something tight, do something firmly
gwᵛqʼačʼa
: /gwaqčʼa/
bites tightly, firmly
̣
̣
swᵛqʼaˑčʼa : /swaqʼaˑčʼa/ ties something tightly
qʼaǰaym 3S-n manzanita. Only in:
qʼaǰaymʔm : /qʼaǰaymʔam/ manzanita
qʼaǰi 3Sn place name. Unanalyzable.
qʼaǰi : /qʼaǰi/ place name
qʼaǰičwʼačweˑʼ 3S-n proper name: a mythological figure. Said to mean “show-off to the ladies” or
“braggart” and used as a common noun with these meanings. Analysis?
qʼaǰičwʼačweˑʼs : /qʼaǰičwʼačweˑʔas/ proper name; braggart, show-off
qʼal 7S-v be round
qʼaˑldgi : /qʼaˑltgi/ becomes round
sne̲qʼaˑldgi : /snaqʼaˑltgi/ makes something round
r̲é ̲ r̲qʼallʼi : /qʼalqʼalʔi/ round
qʼalǰiǰig 3S-n spider, Appears to contain an r̲e ̲ sequence but not descriptively segmentable.
qʼalǰiǰigs : /qʼalǰiǰiks/ spider
qʼalǰiǰigsʔm sne̲ntʼačʼlʼgṣ : /qʼalǰiǰiksʔam snantʼačlʼaqs/ spiderweb (“spider’s-trap”)

qʼalmilmil 3Sn willow bark. Appears to contain an r̲é ̲ r̲ sequence but not descriptively segmentable.
qʼalmilmil : /qʼalmilmil/ willow bark
qʼalyʼa 3Sn rabbitskin blanket
qʼalyʼa : /qʼalyʼa/ rabbitskin blanket
r̲eq̲ ʼalyʼaʼaˑkʼ : /qʼaqʼalyʼaʔaˑk/ d. little rabbitskin blankets
qʼaL 7S-v be hurt, injured
sqʼaLdgi : /sqʼaLtgi/ is injured, becomes injured
/qʼay sanʼaˑWawli Naykstʼant hay bas sqʼaLtgi giwk./ (They) don’t want to be injured on one side.
(Texts, 21.46)
qʼaLkʼl\ʼa : /qʼaLklʼa/ hurts, is injured
he̲sqʼaLkʼl\ʼa : /hasqʼaLklʼa/ injure each other
r̲eq̲ ʼaLkʼl\ʼa : /qʼaqʼaLklʼa/ d. are injured
sqʼaLkʼl\ʼa : /sqaLklʼa/ injures someone
qʼaLgalbli : /qʼaLgalbli/ is hurt again
qʼaLgaldk : /qʼaLgaltk/ hurt, injured
qʼaLgalWiˑs : /qʼaLgalWiˑs/ an old wound, injury
qʼalʼ 7-Sv bend, fold
lʼočqʼaˑlʼa : /lʼočqʼaˑlʼa/ bends the knee
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se̲lʼočqʼaˑlʼa : /solʼačqʼaˑlʼa/ bends one’s own knee
spᵛqʼalʼlʼgạ : /spaqʼallga/
̣ folds a cloth
r̲ r ̲es̲ pᵛqʼalʼlʼgaˑ
̣ : /spaspqʼallga/
̣ d. fold a cloth
qʼambolwʼ 7Sv bud (wokas)
qʼambolwʼa : /qʼambolwʼa/ buds, is budding (wokas)
qʼambolwʼs : /qʼambolwʼas/ bud, a small unripe wokas pod
qʼapčʼa 3Sn little finger
qʼapčʼa : /qʼapčʼa/ little finger
r̲eq̲ ʼapčʼaʼaˑkʼ : /qʼaqʼapčʼaʔaˑk/ d. little fingers

qʼapčʼalm se̲nʼiqtn̲ys : /qʼapčʼalam sinʼaqtis/ the ring finger (“little-finger’s-one-touching”)
qʼapdo 3Sn mullet (Chasmistes brevirostris)
qʼapdo : /qʼapdo/ mullet (sp.)
qʼapdoʼaˑkʼ : /qʼapdoʔaˑk/ little mullet
r̲eq̲ ʼapdoʼaˑkʼ : /qʼaqʼaptwʼaˑk/ d. little mullet
qʼapdoʔmʼč : /qʼapdoʔamʼč/ big old mullet
qʼapdoʼeˑmʼi : /qʼapdoʔeˑmʼi/ mullet season
qʼaqneˑg 7Sv be dirty
qʼaqneˑga : /qʼaqneˑga/ is dirty, gets dirty
sqʼaqneˑga : /sqʼaqneˑga/ dirties something
he̲sqʼaqneˑga : /hasqʼaqneˑga/ dirties oneself
qʼaqneˑgdiˑla : /qʼaqneˑkdiˑla/ is dirty underneath
qʼaqneˑgdk : /qʼaqneˑgatk/ dirty
qʼaqneˑgwl : /qʼaqneˑgwal/ is dirty on top
qʼatyaˑwʼ 3S-n seagull (large sp.). Onomatopoetic: its cry is: /qʼatyaˑˑˑ, qʼatyaˑˑˑ, qʼatyaˑˑˑ!/.
qʼatyaˑwʼs : /qʼatyaˑwʼas/ seagull (sp.)
qʼaw\ʼ 7Sv catch a thrown obj. Also qʼawehʔ. It is possible that the latter allomorph may be
analyzable as qʼaw\ʼ plus an otherwise unattested allomorph of {eˑʼ} 13sv “in a game,
competition.” See Sec. 334.
qʼaw\ʼa : /qʼawʼa/ catches a thrown obj.
qʼaw\ʼ! : /qʼaw!/ catch!
qʼaw\ʼiˑa : /qʼawʼiˑya/ catches for someone
r̲eq̲ ʼaw\ʼiˑa : /qʼaqwʼiˑya/ d. catch for someone
qʼaw\ʼs : /qʼaws/ the catching; to catch
/gesga
ʔan hon qʼaws./ I could not catch it.
̣
qʼaw\ʼwabg : /qʼawwapk/ will catch
se̲qʼawehʔa : /saqʼwehʔa/ plays catch
se̲qʼawehʔkʼys : /saqʼwehkʼis/ ball court; place name at Crater Lake (Texts, 10.49)
qʼawehʔ sle
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qʼaW 7S-v (?) brown (?), Only in one proper name. Cf. also {kaW} 7S-v “be brown,”
qʼaWlʼi r̲es̲ e̲lᵛikLs : /qʼaWlʼi sislakLas/ “Brown-Spots-Above-the-Eyes” (name of one of čʼasgiˑps’
̣
dogs in Text 7)
qʼawʼ 3S-n snail (sp.). This is the small garden variety with a coiled shell found in damp places.
qʼawʼys : /qʼawʼiˑs/ snail (sp.)
qʼay 3Srn no, not. See Secs. 910 and 1023.
qʼay : /qʼay/ no, not
/qʼay ni sʔaywakta./ I don’t know.
/qʼay hon bonwi!/ Don’t drink that!
/ʔaMkʼa geˑ qʼay dičʼiˑ./ Maybe this is not good.
qʼay\ʼoˑ : /qʼayʼoˑ/ not yet
/qʼayʼoˑ ʔa hoˑt gatbambli./ He has not yet returned.
/dam ʔi qʼayʼoˑ qtančʼa?/ Haven’t you fallen asleep yet?
qʼaylaˑlb 7Sv put on, wear pants
qʼaylaˑlba : /qʼaylaˑlba/ puts on, wears pants
qʼaylaˑlbbli : /qʼaylaˑlapbli/ puts pants back on
se̲qʼaylaˑlbdiˑlas : /saqʼiˑlaˑlapdiˑlas/ underpants
qʼaylaˑlboˑla : /qʼaylaˑlboˑla/ takes off pants
qʼaylaˑlbs : /qʼaylaˑlaps/ pants
qʼaylaˑlb\ʼaˑkʼ : /qʼaylaˑlpʼaˑk/ little pair of pants. But note:
r̲eq̲ ʼaylaˑlbkʼa : /qʼaqʼiˑlaˑlapkʼa/ d. little pairs of pants
qʼayLyʼ 7Sv put on, wear a belt
qʼayLyʼa : /qʼayLyʼa/ puts on a belt, wears a belt
he̲sqʼayLyʼa : /hasqʼiˑLyʼa/ puts a belt on someone
qʼayLyʼbli : /qʼayLibli/ puts a belt back on
qʼayLyʼoˑla : /qʼayLyʼoˑla/ takes off a belt
qʼayLyʼs : /qʼayLis/ belt
qʼayLyʼˑk : /qʼayLiˑk/ little belt
r̲eq̲ ʼayLyʼˑk : /qʼaqʼiˑLiˑk/ d. little belts

qʼaYʔań̲ 7Sv miss a target, mark. Also qʼaYeˑ. See Sec. 334.
qʼaYʔań̲ : /qʼaYʔan/ misses a mark
r̲eq̲ ʼaYʔań̲ : /qʼaqʼiˑhʔan/ d. miss a mark
se̲qʼaYʔań̲ : /saqʼiˑhʔan/ miss each other
qʼaYeˑbga : /qʼaYeˑpga/ is missing a mark
sne̲qʼaYeˑwabg : /snaqYeˑwapk/ will make someone miss
qʼaYeˑ sle
qʼayʼe 3Sn intestines. Possibly cf. {sqʼayʼe} 3Sn “trout’s gills; Adam’s apple.”
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qʼayʼe : /qʼayʼe/ intestines
r̲eq̲ ʼayʼeʼaˑkʼ : /qʼaqyʼeʔaˑk/ d. little intestines; idiom: a dumpling made of flour and water
qʼaˑh? 3-S-n great blue heron (Ardea herodias L.)
r̲é ̲ r̲qʼaˑhʔs : /qʼahqʼaˑhʔas/ great blue heron
r̲é ̲ r̲qʼaˑhʔsʔm čᵛikLs : /qʼahqʼaˑhsʔam čikLas/ “Heron-Sitting-on-Top” (place name: a mountain on
the boundary of the old Reservation)
qʼaˑǰ 3-S-n female cousin (daughters of persons related as brother and sister); daughters of female
cousins. This definition is from Gatschet; RD knew this term but could not explain it.
bqʼaˑǰyb : /pqʼaˑǰip/ female cousin
qʼaˑqʼ see aqʼaˑqʼ on the neck; on the lap
qʼečʼ 7-Sv pound, chip, scribble, scratch, sharpen
ʔᵛqʼečʼa : /ʔeqčʼa/ sharpens with a long obj.
ʔᵛqʼečʼs : /ʔeqčʼas/ file
ʔᵛqʼečʼsa̲lkʼys : /ʔeqčsalkʼis/ “Sharpening-Instrument” (place name)
čʼlᵉqʼečʼa : /čʼleqčʼa/ scratches once, leaving a mark
čʼlᵉqʼeˑčʼa : /čʼleqʼeˑčʼa/ scratches pl.; marks with the fingernails
lᵛqʼečʼa : /leqčʼa/ sharpens a round obj. (as a flint knife)
lᵛqʼečʼdgi : /leqčʼatgi/ wants someone to sharpen
lᵛqʼečʼs : /leqčʼas/ sharpening stone, whetstone
pᵛqʼeˑčʼa : /peqʼeˑčʼa/ pulls and leaves marks on (as one drags a heavy box across the floor)
sdᵛqʼečʼa : /sdeqčʼa/ sharpens by striking with a sharp instrument (as one chips the edge of an
arrowhead)
qʼeǰoč 3Sn squirrel (sp.) This was given only by the Pompeys. Possibly onomatopoetic.
qʼeǰoč : /qʼeǰoč/ squirrel (sp.)
qʼelyʼ sne
qʼelyʼak 2Srn without, having no… Also qʼelyʼ. See Secs. 910 and 1023.

qʼelyʼak : /qʼelyʼak/ without, having no…
/hoˑt ʔa qʼelyʼak pkʼisap, qʼelyʼak ptisap./ He is without a mother (and) without a father.
/qʼelyʼak honk Las gist—kʼičkʼaˑnʼs gist ʔoˑč./ He has no feathers—being small yet. (Texts, 14.13)
/qʼelyʼak kyem ʔikʼaˑyisʔals./ (He) has no fish to hang up.
qʼelyʼant : /qʼelyʼant/ not being present
/čoy ni sikoˑyeˑkdamnwapk, qʼelyʼant maˑlʼs./ And I will keep raising myself (with this cane) while
you pl. are gone. (Texts, 4.341)
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/gelwipga ʔa sa, qʼelyʼant nis./ They came visiting, while I was absent.
qʼeˑč 3Sn seagull (small sp.). Gatschet gives this as “a sp. of magpie: Pica melanoleus hudsonica.”
The author’s informants were insistent that this is a seagull, however. Onomatopoetic: its cry
is : /qʼeˑč, qʼeˑč, qʼeˑč!/.
qʼeˑč : /qʼeˑč/ seagull (sp.)
r̲eq̲ ʼeˑč\ʼaˑkʼ : /qʼeqʼeˑčʼaˑk/ d. little seagulls
qʼeˑčʔmʼč : /qʼeˑčʔamʼč/ big old seagull
qʼeˑgi 7Sv be absent, lacking. Cf. {qʼay} 2Srn “no, not” and {qʼelyʼak} 2Srn “without, having no…”
qʼeˑgi : /qʼeˑgi/ is absent, lacking
/qʼeˑgi lis hoˑt maˑns./ He is absent a long time.
sne̲qʼeˑgi : /sneqʼeˑgi/ loses something
qʼeˑgs 2-Sa less than ten. Probably identifiable as historically connected with the preceding entry.
See Sec. 721. Only in:
Načqʼeˑgs : /Načqʼeˑks/ nine. See Naˑs.
qʼeˑLo 3Sn juniper (Juniperus occidentalis)
qʼeˑLo : /qʼeˑLo/ juniper
qʼeˑLoʔm : /qʼeˑLoʔam/ juniper tree, species
qʼeˑlʼ i ̲ 7Sv act silly; make a noise, rumpus
qʼeˑlʼ i ̲a : /qʼeˑlʼa/ acts silly; makes noise
/wʼas sitk qʼeˑlʼaˑ/ (He) makes a racket like a coyote.
/ʔi dal neneˑnʼs qʼeˑlʼa?/ Is that you making that racket?
/qʼoy qʼeˑlʼa/ acts ugly, has a tantrum
r̲eq̲ ʼeˑlʼ i ̲a : /qʼeqʼeˑlʼa/ d. make a racket
qʼeˑlʼ i ̲dga : /qʼeˑlʼitga/ been making a noise, acting silly
qʼeˑlʼ i ̲dk : /qʼeˑlʼitk/ one acting silly, a “cut-up”
r̲eq̲ ʼeˑlʼ i ̲sʔm swin̲ys : /qʼeqʼeˑlʼisʔam swiˑs/ “fun-song” (in contrast to a spirit song)
qʼiliˑǰig 3S-n diver duck. Possibly onomatopoetic.
qʼiliˑǰigs : /qʼiliˑǰiks/ diver duck
qʼiMaˑč 3Sn ant (all varieties)
qʼiMaˑč : /qʼiMaˑč/ ant
r̲eq̲ ʼiMaˑč\ʼaˑkʼ : /qʼiqMaˑčʼaˑk/ d. little ants
qʼiw 3Sn anus
qʼiw : /qʼiw/ anus
r̲eq̲ ʼiw\ʼaˑkʼ : /qʼiqwʼaˑk/ do little anuses
qʼiw qʼa čʼapʼs : /qʼiw qʼa čʼapʼas/ “Squeezing-the-Anus-Hard” (cat’s cradle figure)
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qʼlamčʼ 7Sv close the eyes, Occurs with r̲e ̲ allomorph of { r̲e}̲ 1pv [distributive] only.
qʼlamčʼa : /qʼlamčʼa/ closes the eyes
r̲eq̲ ʼlamčʼa : /qʼaqʼlamčʼa/ d. close the eyes
qʼlamčʼbga : /qʼlamčʼapga/ has the eyes closed
qʼlamčʼoˑla : /qʼlamčʼoˑla/ opens the eyes
qʼlaˑǰ 3Sn blueberry (sp.)
qʼlaˑǰ : /qʼlaˑč/ blueberry (sp.)
r̲ r ̲eq̲ ʼlaˑǰ\ʼaˑkʼ : /qʼlaqʼlaˑčʼaˑk/ d. little blueberries
qʼlaˑǰa̲lča̲a : /qʼlaˑǰalča/ goes to pick blueberries
qʼlaˑǰksi : /qʼlaˑǰaksi/ “Blueberry-Place” (place name)
qʼlidiˑ 3S-n sandhill crane (Grus canadensis). Onomatopoetic: its cry is: /qʼlidiˑˑˑ qʼlidiˑˑˑ!/.
qʼlidiˑs : /qʼlidiˑs/ sandhill crane
qʼlidiˑkʼa : /qʼlidiˑkʼa/ little sandhill crane
qʼliq 4S-v peek, glance. Also tʼliq in apparent free variation. Occurs with r̲e ̲ allomorph of { r̲e}̲ 1pv
[distributive] only before tʼliq; but r̲ r ̲e ̲ was recorded before qʼliq (?). See Sec. 331.
qʼliqditgoˑlbga : /qʼliqditgoˑlapga/ is peeking out from under
qʼliqdiˑla : /qʼliqdiˑla/ peeks underneath
qʼliqLy : /qʼliqLi/ peeks, glances inside
qʼliqsaqčnʼbga : /qʼliqsaqčampga/ is peeking at someone ahead
qʼliqtn̲a : /qʼliqta/ glances at
qʼliqYeˑn i ̲ʼa : /qʼliqYeˑnʼa/ peeks inside
r̲ r ̲eq̲ ʼliqYeˑn i ̲ʼa : /qʼliqʼlaqYeˑnʼa/ d. peek inside
tʼliqdiˑla : /tʼliqdiˑla/ peeks underneath
tʼliqkanga : /tʼliqkanga/ peeks around, glances here and there
r̲et̲ ʼliqkanga : /tʼitʼlaqkanga/ d. peek around here and there
tʼliqtn̲a : /tʼliqta/ peeks at
se̲tʼliqtn̲a : /sitʼlaqta/ peek at each other; idiom: puts charcoal on one’s eyes to keep away snow
blindness
tʼliqygị : /tʼliqiˑgi/
̣ peeks over, above
qʼmolmʼolʼ 7Sv bubble (as boiling liquid). Seems to contain an r̲é ̲ r̲ sequence, but this is not
descriptively segmentable.
qʼmolmʼolʼa : /qʼmolmʼolʼa/ bubbles
qʼnačʼiˑqʼ 7Sv wink, blink, squint. Occurs with r̲e ̲ allomorph of { r̲e}̲ 1pv [distributive] only.
qʼnačʼiˑqʼa : /qʼnačʼiˑqʼa/ winks, blinks, squints
r̲eq̲ ʼnačʼiˑqʼa : /qʼaqʼnčʼiˑqʼa/ d. wink, blink, squint
qʼnačʼiˑqʼiˑa : /qʼnačʼiˑqʼiˑya/ winks for someone (as one winks to indicate sexual interest in a woman)
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qʼobL\ʼ 7Sv belch
r̲é ̲ r̲ rq̲ ʼobL\ʼa : /qʼobaLqʼoplʼa/ belches repeatedly
qʼobL\ʼdgi : /qʼobaLtgi/ belches, feels like belching
qʼočwʼal 3Sn gunny sack
qʼočwʼal : /qʼočwʼal/ gunny sack
qʼočwʼal\ʼaˑkʼ : /qʼočwʼalʼaˑk/ little gunny sack
qʼočʼ 7+Sv bend
qʼočʼa : /qʼočʼa/ bends (intr.)
r̲eq̲ ʼočʼa : /qʼoqčʼa/ d. bend
sqočʼa : /sqočʼa/ bends something
r̲ r ̲es̲ qʼočʼa : /sqʼosqčʼa/ d. bend something
qʼočʼbgs : /qʼočʼapks/ being bent
/qʼočʼapks psis gitk/ having a bent nose
qʼočʼdk : /qʼočʼatk/ bent
nqʼočʼa : /nqʼočʼa/ bends with a round instrument
pᵛqʼočʼa : /poqčʼa/ pulls and bends out of shape
sqʼočʼtn̲a : /sqʼočta/ bends a sharp instrument on (as the point of a knife on a rock)
yᵛqʼočʼa : /yoqčʼa/ bends with the foot, feet
yᵛqʼoˑčʼa : /yoqʼoˑčʼa/ bends pl. with the feet
qʼodag 3S-n minnow (sp.). See qʼčʼiˑwʼ.
qʼodags : /qʼodaks/ minnow
r̲eq̲ ʼodagkʼa : /qʼoqdakkʼa/ d. little minnows
qʼoǰing 3S-n hoof (of a quadruped)
qʼoǰings : /qʼoǰinks/ hoof
r̲eq̲ ʼoǰingkʼa : /qʼoqǰinkkʼa/ d. little hooves
qʼol 3-S-n grandmother (mother’s mother); reciprocal: grandchild (woman’s daughter’s child)
bqʼolyb : /pqʼoliˑp/ grandmother; grandchild
se̲bqʼola̲ldk : /sopqʼlaltk/ related to each other as grandmother-grandchild
bqʼolysa̲b : /pqʼoliˑsap/ grandmothers; grandchildren
qʼoliˑsga : /qʼoliˑsga/ Granny! Grandchild!
qʼol i ̲ʼ 7-Sv bend, wad up, tangle, crumple, curl. Possibly 7+Sv but not attested.
dᵛqoˑl i ̲ʼa : /doqʼoˑlʼa/ crumbles between the hands
se̲dᵛqʼoˑl i ̲ʼa : /sotqʼoˑlʼa/ rubs the hands together
kmᵛqʼol i ̲ʼlʼgạ : /kmoqʼallga/
̣ tangles up a ropelike mass
kmᵛqʼoˑl i ̲ʼa : /kmoqʼoˑlʼa/ crumples, wads up into a ball
r̲ek̲ mᵛqʼoˑl i ̲ʼa : /kokmqʼoˑlʼa/ d. crumple up, wad up
kmᵛqʼoˑl i ̲ʼ r̲bqʼdk : /kmoqʼoˑlipbapqʼatk/ wrinkle-faced
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kmᵛqʼoˑl i ̲ʼyeˑniˑ dk : /kmoqʼoˑliyeˑnitk/ wrinkled inside
nčʼoqʼoˑl i ̲ʼa : /nčʼoqʼoˑlʼa/ is curly. See nčʼo.
pᵛqʼol i ̲ʼlʼgạ : /poqʼallga/
̣ pulls and bends, crumples up
spᵛqʼol i ̲ʼlʼgạ : /spoqʼallga/
̣ coils, bends (as rope)
qʼoLt 3Sn otter (Lutra canadensis pacifica, Rhoads)
qʼoLt : /qʼoLt/ otter
r̲eq̲ ʼoLt\ʼaˑkʼ : /qʼoqʼaltʼaˑk/ d. little otters

qʼoLtʔm waˑs : /qʼoLtʔam waˑs/ “Otter’s-Den” (place name)
qʼolʼanč sne
qʼolʼinč 3Sn knee. Also qolʼanč (BL) and sqʼolʼanč in one item. See Sec. 430.
qʼolʼinč : /qʼolʼinč/ knee. Also qʼolʼanč : /qʼolʼanč/ .
r̲eq̲ ʼolʼinč\ʼaˑkʼ : /qʼoqlʼinčʼaˑk/ d. little knees
r̲eq̲ ʼolʼančʔmʼč : /qʼoqʼlʼančʔamʼč/ big old knees; man’s proper name
gaˑg
sqʼolʼančʼaltantk/ “Crow’s-Kneed-on” (basket design: Barrett, p.
̣ m
̣ sqʼolʼančʼa̲ltn̲dk : /gaˑg
̣ am
̣
264)
qʼom i ̲ʼ 7-Sv hit on the head with a blunt instrument; lop off an ear. Cf. {kom i ̲ʼ} 7-Sv “split the
skull.”
ktqʼoˑm i ̲ʼa : /tqʼoˑmʼa/ hits on the head with a fist; kicks in the head
lᵛqʼoˑm i ̲ʼa : /loqʼoˑmʼa/ hits on the head with a round obj.; lops off an ear; rubs someone’s eye with
charcoal to protect them from snow blindness. Possibly the latter meaning is due to a
misrecording of some form connected with {lkʼom} 3Sn “charcoaL”
lᵛqʼoˑm i ̲ʼdk : /loqʼoˑmitk/ struck on the head; having an ear lopped off; having put charcoal on
someone’s eyes
wqʼom i ̲ʼa : /wqʼomʼa/ hits on the head with a long instrument
wqʼoˑm i ̲ʼa : /wqʼoˑmʼa/ hits pl. (or pl. times) on the head
se̲wqʼoˑm i ̲ʼa : /soˑqʼoˑmʼa/ hits oneself, each other, on the head
qʼos 7-Sv sprain
nᵉqʼosliˑna : /neqʼasliˑna/ sprains someone’s ankle, wrist
pᵛqʼosliˑna : /poqʼasliˑna/ sprains by pulling
yᵛqʼosliˑna : /yoqʼasliˑna/ sprains someone’s foot
se̲yᵛqʼosliˑna : /soyqʼasliˑna/ sprains one’s own foot
qʼosapʼ 3S-n pocketknife. Said to be onomatopoetic: the sound of the knife snapping shut.
qʼosapʼs : /qʼosapʼas/ pocketknife
qʼotpʼ 3S-n gnat(s)
qʼotpʼs : /qʼotpʼas/ gnat(s)
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qʼot 7-Sv make a knot, bundle
sqʼotʼa : /sqʼotʼa/ makes a knot, bundle; ties something up
r̲ r ̲es̲ qʼotʼa : /sqʼosqtʼa/ d. make a knot, tie up
sqʼotʼlʼgạ : /sqʼotʼlga/
̣ ties a knot; hobbles a horse
wqʼotʼlamna : /wqʼotʼlamna/ ties a knot behind
se̲wqʼotʼlamndk : /soˑqʼatʼlamnatk/ having (hair) knotted in back
se̲wqʼotʼliˑgdk : /soˑqʼatʼliˑgatk/ having (hair) knotted on the forehead
wqʼotʼlʼgạ : /wqʼotʼlga/
̣ ties a knot
r̲ r ̲ew
pl. tie a knot!
̲ qʼotʼlʼgat!
̣ : /wqʼoˑqʼatʼlgat!/
̣

se̲wqʼotʼqn̲dk : /soˑqʼatqantk/ having (hair) knotted on the crown. Use of {eqn̲} 10sv “through, out”?
wqʼotʼwas : /wqʼotʼwas/ “Knotted-in-Water” (place name: Buck Island)
wqʼotʼwl : /wqʼotʼwal/ makes a knot on top
se̲wqʼotʼwldk : /soˑqʼatʼwaltk/ having (hair) knotted on top
qʼow 3-S-n plant (sp.). This species has yellow flowers on top and grows in swampy land. The
underbark was used as a poultice for swellings.
r̲e ̲ r̲qʼowʔm : /qʼoˑqʼwʔam/ plant (sp.)
qʼoy 2Sra badly, evilly. Also qʼoyčʼ. See Sec. 722.
qʼoy : /qʼoy/ badly, evilly
/qʼoy bilwi/ stinks
/qʼoy domnas/ noise, racket
/qʼoy glega/
spoils (as food)
̣
/qʼoy haˑwitk/ having bad breath
/qʼoy mʼaˑsʔa/ hurts, is sick; tastes bad
/qʼoy neˑpga/ happens badly, goes wrong
/qʼoy sʔottʼa/ spoils, makes something badly
/qʼoy sleˑs/ ugly, bad-looking
qʼoyčʼa : /qʼoyčʼa/ bad [o]
/hoˑt ʔans qʼoyčʼa boqs loya./ He gave me a bad camas root.
qʼoyčʼ eˑnʼm : /qʼoyčʼeˑnʼam/ bad one’s
/geˑ ʔa honklʼam newlʼaqs, qʼoyčʼeˑnʼam./ This is his plot, the bad one’s.
qʼoyčʼ\ʼeˑnʼs : /qʼoyčʼeˑnʼs/ bad one [o]
/noˑ ʔa hon sʔaywakta qʼoyčʼeˑnʼs gist./ I know she is a bad one.
qʼoyčʼi : /qʼoyčʼi/ bad [n]
/hoˑt ʔa moˑ qʼoyčʼi hiswaqs./ He is a very bad man.
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r̲eq̲ ʼoyčʼi : /qʼoqʼiˑčʼi/ d. bad [n]
/hoˑt sa ʔa qʼoqʼiˑčʼi hihaswaqs./ They are bad men.
qʼoyčʼkʼaˑni : /qʼoyčkʼaˑni/ little bad one
qʼoyeˑw i ̲ʼa : /qʼoyeˑwʼa/ is sad. See eˑw i ̲ʼ.

qʼoy\ʼ 7Sv hate; be slightly nauseated at the taste of something greasy or heavy. Cf. the preceding
entry and also {qʼoˑy\ʼ} 7Sv “be disgusted, annoyed with.”
r̲é ̲ r̲qʼoy\ʼa : /qʼoyqʼoyʼa/ hates; is slightly nauseated
sne r̲é ̲ r̲qʼoy\ʼa : /snoqʼiˑqʼoyʼa/ causes one to hate; makes one nauseated
qʼoyqʼaˑwʼ 3S-n lion. This is a mythological being, supposedly killed off in a “Big Winter” about a
hundred years ago. One more sophisticated informant identified it as a “dinosaur.” For another
similar instance, cf. {giliˑli}
3Sn. Possibly contains {qʼoy} 2Sra “badly, evilly.” Only in:
̣
qʼoyqʼaˑwʼs : /qʼoyqʼaˑwʼas/ lion (mythical animal)
qʼoyseˑw i ̲ʼ 7Sv be glad, happy; rejoice. Possibly contains {eˑw i ̲ʼ} 8sv “be what the preceding adverb
says” with an otherwise unattested stem qʼoys. Another possible analysis might be {qʼoy} 2Sra
“badly, evilly” plus {seˑw i ̲ʼ} 7Sv “think something to be … ,” but this is semantically dubious.
qʼoyseˑw i ̲ʼa : /qʼoyseˑ wʼa/ is glad, happy; rejoices
qʼoyseˑw i ̲ʼdk : /qʼoyseˑwitk/ glad, happy
qʼoˑčʼ 7-Sv make marks on. Possibly cf. {qʼočʼ} 7+Sv “bend.” Only in:
ʔᵛqʼoˑčʼa : /ʔoqʼoˑčʼa/ makes marks on with a long obj.
qʼoˑy\ʼ 7Sv be disgusted with, annoyed with. Cf. also {qʼoy} 2Sra “badly, evilly” and also {qʼoy\ʼ}
7Sv “hate; be slightly nauseated.”
r̲éˑ̲ r̲qʼoˑy\ʼa : /qʼoˑyqʼoˑyʼa/ is disgusted with, annoyed with
r̲e ̲ r̲éˑ̲ r̲qʼoˑy\ʼa : /qʼoqʼoˑyqʼoˑyʼa/ d. are disgusted with, annoyed with
qʼoˑYeˑg 7Sv be an orphan
qʼoˑYeˑga : /qʼoˑYeˑga/ is, becomes an orphan
r̲eq̲ ʼoˑYeˑga : /qʼoqʼoˑYeˑga/ d. become orphans
sne̲qʼoˑYeˑga : /snoqʼoˑYeˑga/ orphans someone
qʼoˑYeˑgs : /qʼoˑYeˑks/ orphan

qʼwanqʼ 7Sv limp, be lame. Occurs with r̲e ̲ allomorph of { r̲e}̲ 1pv [distributive] only.
qʼwanqʼa : /qʼwanqʼa/ limps, is lame
qʼwanqʼčnʼa : /qʼwanqčnʼa/ limps along
qʼwanqʼčibga : /qʼwanqčipga/ comes limping along
qʼwanqʼdk : /qʼwanqʼatk/ lame
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qʼwanqʼkanga : /qʼwanqkanga/ limps around
r̲eq̲ ʼwanqʼkanga : /qʼaqwanqkanga/ d. limp around
qʼwiˑl 3Sn sheep. Modoc for Klamath {wyʼa} 3S-n.
qʼwiˑl : /qʼwiˑl/ sheep
qʼy see eqʼy in the road, in the doorway
qʼya 7S-v lie on one’s side
qʼyabga : /qʼyapga/ is lying on one’s side
r̲ r ̲eq̲ ʼyabga : /qʼyaqʼyapga/ d. lie on their sides
qʼyatn̲bga : /qʼyatampga/ is lying on one’s side against; is leaning against
qʼyatʼaˑw i ̲ʼbga : /qʼyatʼaˑwipga/ lies on one’s side in the sunshine
r̲
r̲ 9psv [intensive]. See Sec. 351.
ʔᵛowiˑ r̲dga : /ʔowiˑtdatga/ long objs. stand in a row, line
čʼin r̲lʼgạ : /čʼilʔalga/
̣ stoops down continuously
čʼlᵉaws r̲yʼasgạ : /čʼlawsiˑʔasga/
̣ gropes around for someone’s genitals
qmag̣ r̲kyamna : /qmaqkakyamna/ looks for all around a central obj.
snʼog̣ r̲bga : /snʼoqbapga/ is grasping, holding
tgᵛo r̲diˑla : /tgotdiˑla/ is standing around under
wčʼečʼ r̲bqʼdk : /wčʼeˑčbapqʼatk/ sprinkle-faced: freckled
wčʼeˑčʼ r̲t n̲nʼa : /wčʼeˑčʼattanʔa/ sprinkles on
wčʼeˑčʼ r̲wl : /wčʼeˑčʼoˑwal/ sprinkles around on top
r̲e ̲ 1pv 1pn 1pd 1pa 1pl 1pr [distributive]. Also r̲eʼ̲ and r̲ r ̲e.̲ The meaning of this morpheme is
discussed in Sec. 321. See also Secs. 42l, 671, 673, 761, 831, and 921.
r̲eʔ̲ ᵛen̲a : /ʔeʔa/ d. each take away a long obj.; takes away d. long objs.
r̲eb̲ ankanga : /babankanga/ d. wade around
r̲eč̲ ʼlᵉoy : /čʼečʼli/ d. each give a massive obj.; gives d. massive objs.
r̲eʼ̲ lᵛadbn̲a : /lalʼatba/ d. arrive with a round obj.; arrives with d. round objs.
r̲el̲ ᵛewa : /lelwa/ d. put a round obj. in water, in a flat place; puts d. round objs. in water, in a flat
place. (intr. also)
r̲ r ̲en̲ dan : /ndandan/ three at a time
/boqs ʔa honkyʼas ndandan sʔewanʔa./ (He) gave them camas roots three at a time.
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r̲eq̲ ʼoyčʼi : /qʼoqʼiˑčʼi/ d. bad [n]
/hoˑt sa ʔa qʼoqʼiˑčʼi hihaswaqs./ They are bad men.

r̲ r ̲es̲ čidiˑla : /sčisčdiˑla/ d. put a bunch underneath; puts d. bunches under
r̲et̲ ogiʼaˑkʼ
: /totaqyʼaˑk/ d. little horns
̣
r̲ew
̲ ʼakʼa : /wʼawkʼa/ d. little coyotes
r̲e ̲ 2pn [kinship vocative]. Also r̲eʼ̲ and r̲é.̲ See Sec. 422
r̲ék̲ oy! : /kokoy!/ Great-uncle!
r̲eʼ̲ ligs : /lilʼaks/ Great-aunt!
r̲eʼ̲ ligʼaˑkʼ! : /lilʼakʼaˑk!/ Little Great-aunt!
r̲es̲ aˑqʼs! : /sasaˑqs!/ Aunty! Nephew! Niece!
r̲et̲ ʼeˑw! : /tʼetʼeˑw!/ Granny! Grandchild!
r̲eʼ̲ sle
r̲eʼ̲ see r̲e ̲ [distributive]
r̲e ̲ r̲ see r̲é ̲ r̲ [intensive]
r̲é ̲ see r̲e ̲ [kinship vocative]
r̲é ̲ r̲ 6pSv 2pSn [intensive]. Also r̲e ̲ r̲, r̲é ̲ r̲é,̲ r̲é ̲ r̲ r ̲ and r̲ r ̲e ̲ r̲. See Secs. 333 and 422.
r̲é ̲ r̲bam : /bambam/ drum
r̲e ̲ r̲din : /dindan/ bell
r̲é ̲ r̲éL
̲ eqʼos : /LeqoLeqos/ side (just under the shortribs)
r̲é ̲ r̲neL\ʼa : /neLnelʼa/ shivers (from chills, fear)
r̲e ̲ r̲qen : /qenqan/ grey squirrel
se r̲ r ̲e ̲ r̲qtʼaqʼa : /saqtʼaqqtqʼa/ claps the hands together. Recorded /saqtʼaqtqʼa/—either an error or an
otherwise unattested morphophonemic phenomenon.
r̲é ̲ r̲qʼaˑhʔs : /qʼahqʼaˑhʔas/ great blue heron
r̲é ̲ r̲qʼoy\ʼa : /qʼoyqʼoyʼa/ hates; is nauseated
r̲é ̲ r̲ rt̲ ewgṣ : /tewqtewqs/ marsh-hawk
w r̲e ̲ r̲čikʼa : /wčikčkʼa/ shakes out repeatedly
w r̲e ̲ r̲gaW\ʼa
: /wgaWqwʼa/
knocks on with a long instrument
̣
̣
w r̲e ̲ r̲tʼoqʼa : /wtʼoqtqʼa/ strikes on the head repeatedly with a long instrument
r̲ r ̲ew
̲ r̲e ̲ r̲tʼoqʼa : /wtʼoˑtʼaqtqʼa/ d. strike repeatedly on the head
r̲é ̲ r̲é ̲ sle
r̲é ̲ r̲ r ̲ sle
r̲éˑ̲ r̲ 6pSv 2pSn [intensive]. Also r̲ r ̲éˑ̲ r̲ and r̲ r ̲ r ̲éˑ̲ r̲. See Secs. 333 and 422.
r̲éˑ̲ r̲bem\ʼa : /beˑmbemʼa/ is confused, becomes confused
čʼoq r̲éˑ̲ r̲pʼesʔa : /čʼoqpʼeˑspʼesʔa/ wiggles the buttocks around
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r̲ r ̲éˑ̲ r̲ltig\ʼa : /ltiˑgltikʼa/ lopes, paces, tiptoes
r̲éˑ̲ r̲mos : /moˑsmos/ cow
r̲éˑ̲ r̲qʼoˑy\ʼa : /qʼoˑyqʼoˑyʼa/ is disgusted with, annoyed with
r̲e ̲ r̲éˑ̲ r̲qʼoˑy\ʼa : /qʼoqʼoˑyqʼoˑyʼa/ d. are annoyed with
r̲ r ̲ r ̲éˑ̲ r̲tsgews
: /tsgeˑwtsg
ews/
bluejay
̣
̣
̣

r̲ r ̲ 9psv 9psn 11psn [intensive]. See Secs. 351, 454, and 456.
čᵛo r̲ rb̲ ga : /čobakpga/ sits and sits
čiˑs r̲ rk̲ si : /čiˑsksaksi/ just at the house, dwelling
gᵛo r̲ rd̲ iˑla : /gotdatdiˑla/ goes around under continually
nʼiq r̲ rw
̲ leˑqʼa : /nʼiqoˑwawleˑqʼa/ waves a hand at
qday r̲ rd̲ at : /qdayyatdat/ right on the rock
snʼog̣ r̲ rb̲ ga : /snʼoqbakpga/ is continually grasping, holding
r̲ r ̲e ̲ see r̲e ̲ [distributive]
r̲ r ̲e ̲ r̲ see r̲é ̲ r̲ [intensive]
r̲ r ̲é ̲ 9psv [intensive, repetitive action:] up and down, to and fro. See Sec. 351.
ʔi r̲ r ̲éw
̲ nʼa̲a : /ʔiwnʼawnʼa/ pl. objs. are up against, cornered (as animals in a box canyon)
he̲sgᵛe
turns one’s canoe back again and again
̣ r̲ r ̲éb̲ li : /hesgablibli/
̣
swʼin r̲ r ̲éč̲ ʼwa̲a : /swʼinčʼwačʼwa/ shakes the body forward and backward
r̲ r ̲éʼ̲ r̲ see r̲éˑ̲ r̲ [intensive]
r̲ r ̲ r ̲éˑ̲ r̲ see r̲éˑ̲ r̲ [intensive]
s
s 4S-v act with a sharp instrument, stab
sčapʼqn̲a : /sčapqa/ separates out seeds from pods by prodding with a sharp instrument. See čapʼ.
sčeˑw i ̲ʼa : /sčeˑwʼa/ stabs holes in a surface (as ice)
sčʼabkʼa : /sčʼapkʼa/ mashes up something mushy with a sharp instrument
sčʼiqʼa : /sčʼiqʼa/ squashed with a sharp instrument (as one squashes a louse with a thumbnail)
r̲ r ̲es̲ čʼiqʼa : /sčʼisčqʼa/ d. squash with a sharp instrument
sčʼiwʼa : /sčʼiwʼa/ stabs in the eye
sčʼoy i ̲ʼtn̲a : /sčʼoyta/ stabs and blunts a sharp instrument on
sdᵛaLaˑsg̣ n̲a : /sdaLaˑsga/
̣ slashes open with a sharp instrument
sdᵛobga : /sdopga/ stabs pl. times, is stabbing
he̲sdᵛobga : /hosdapga/ stabs oneself, each other, pl. times
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s (continued)
sdᵛoga̲a : /sdoga/ stabs once
he̲sdᵛoga̲a : /hostga/ stabs oneself, each other, once
sdᵛqʼečʼa : /sdeqčʼa/ sharpens by striking with a sharp instrument (as one chips the edge of an
arrowhead)
s r̲e ̲ r̲gaW\ʼa
: /sgaWqwʼa/
knocks on with a sharp instrument
̣
̣
skawʼa : /skawʼa/ stabs, pricks someone on a spot already sore; reopens an old wound
skekʼa : /skekʼa/ punctures, stabs a hole through the back, top of an obj. See kekʼ.
skew i ̲ʼa : /skewʼa/ punctures a surface, stabs a hole through. See kew i ̲ʼ.
spʼačʼa : /spʼačʼa/ stabs in the eye, blinds. See pʼačʼ.
spʼeqʼa : /spʼeqʼa/ stabs in the face
spʼeˑqʼa : /spʼeˑqʼa/ stabs pl. (or pl. times) in the face
sqetʼa : /sqetʼa/ scrapes with a sharp instrument. See qetʼ.
sqoy i ̲ʼa : /sqoyʼa/ threshes, mashes with a sharp instrument (as one threshes wokas out of the rotting
pods with a wooden paddle). See qoy i ̲ʼ.
sqʼečʼa : /sqʼečʼa/ sharpens with a sharp instrument. Cf. also sdᵛqʼečʼa : /sdeqčʼa/ above.
sqʼeˑčʼa : /sqʼeˑčʼa/ sharpens pl.
sqʼočʼtn̲a : /sqʼočta/ bends a sharp instrument on (as the point of a knife against a rock)
stew i ̲ʼa : /stewʼa/ breaks a surface with a sharp instrument (as glass, ice)
steˑw i ̲ʼa : /steˑwʼa/ breaks pl.
stoy i ̲ʼlʼgạ : /stoylga/
̣ crumbles up into bits with a sharp instrument
stʼekʼlʼgạ : /stʼekʼlga/
̣ cuts up into pieces with a sharp instrument
stʼeˑkʼa : /stʼeˑkʼa/ cuts to bits with a sharp instrument
stʼoˑy i ̲ʼa : /stʼoˑyʼa/ jabs at the ground, crumbles up clods with a sharp instrument; digs a furrow
s 3pv [transitive]. See Sec. 323.
sčʼayalčnʼa : /sčʼayalčnʼa/ backs something up. See čʼayal.
sdilnbli : /sdilambli/ rolls something over. See diln.
sqadgl : /sqatgal/ pulls up a heavy or pronged obj. (as a tree stump). See qa.
sqʼočʼa : /sqʼočʼa/ bends something. See qʼočʼ.
sqʼotʼa : /sqʼotʼa/ makes a knot, bundle; ties something up. See qʼotʼ.
stončnʼa : /stončnʼa/ strings a ropelike obj. along. See ton.
swʼinkanga : /swʼinkanga/ rocks the body to and fro. See wʼin.
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s 6sn 24sv 3sl. [noun formant]. Also as and ∅. See Secs. 381, 451, and 832.
čʼinkʼws : /čʼinkʼos/ “Going-Across-with-the-Fin-Showing” (place name)
doˑs : /doˑs/ there where, where. See doˑ.
gis : /gis/ being
/mboˑsant psin gis/ tomorrow night. See Sec. 1045.
gisi : /gisi/ while being
/moˑyʼeˑnʼs gisi selwal./ While (I) was grown up, (they) fought the war. See Secs. 382 and 1045.
gist : /gist/ being
/delwa damʼoˑ mʼolwʼapks gist./ (He) looked in (to see) whether it was ready yet. See Secs. 382 and
1042.
lobgṣ : /lobaqs/ chalk
loˑLbgs : /loˑLapks/ believer
loˑLbgmksi : /loˑLapgamksi/ church camp (“believer’s-place”). Here ∅.
niˑs : /niˑs/ neck
qʼawʼys : /qʼawʼiˑs/ snail
se̲qʼaylaˑlbdiˑlas : /saqʼiˑlaˑlapdiˑlas/ underpants
sʔabas : /sʔabas/ sun
skodas : /skodas/ blanket
s see ʼas [objective]
s see ksi place of
s see ys [kinship plural]
sʔ 4S-v do, work, make. Only with {odtʼ} 7-Sv “do transitively” (?)
sʔodtʼa : /sʔottʼa/ does, works, makes
sʔodeˑ! : /sʔodeˑ!/ do! make! work!
sʔodeˑa̲t : /sʔodeˑt/ can do, work, make
sʔodeˑbli : /sʔodeˑbli/ repairs, makes again
sʔodeˑnʼapga : /sʔodeˑnʼapga/ feels like working, doing
sʔodeˑs : /sʔodeˑs/ work; to do, make, work
/gesga
ʔan hon sʔodeˑs./ I can’t make that.
̣

sʔodeˑtn̲a : /sʔodeˑta/ works on; idiom: makes a picture; brands cattle
r̲ r ̲es̲ ʔodeˑtn̲a : /sʔosdeˑta/ d. work on; d. make pictures, photographs
he̲sʔodeˑtn̲ys : /hosdeˑtis/ picture; photograph
he̲sʔodeˑtn̲yˑkʼ : /hosdeˑtiˑk/ little picture, photograph
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sʔodtʼiˑa : /sʔottʼiˑya/ makes for someone
r̲ r ̲es̲ ʔodtʼiˑa : /sʔosʔattʼiˑya/ d. make for someone
sʔodtʼoˑta : /sʔottʼoˑta/ works with some instrument
sʔodtʼoˑts : /sʔottʼoˑts/ instrument, tool
r̲ r ̲es̲ ʔodtʼys : /sʔosʔattʼis/ worker (“habitual-maker”)
ʔanko r̲ r ̲es̲ ʔodtʼys : /ʔanko sʔosʔattʼis/ “Wood-Worker” (i.e., “woodcutter”) (cat’s cradle figure)
sʔab 7Sv tell, say
sʔaba : /sʔaba/ tells, says
sʔabapia : /sʔabaplʼa/ tells the highlights, picks out the gist of the plot
sʔabdgi : /sʔaptgi/ wants someone to tell
r̲ r ̲es̲ ʔabgleˑʼa
: /sʔasʔapgleˑʔa/
tells a myth. Only with { r̲e}̲ 1pv [distributive].
̣
̣
r̲ r ̲es̲ ʔabgleˑʼs
: /sʔasʔapgleˑʔas/
myth
̣
̣
sʔabiˑa : /sʔabiˑya/ tells for someone
r̲ r ̲es̲ ʔabiˑa : /sʔasbiˑya/ d. tell for someone
he̲sʔabiˑa : /hasbiˑya/ tell each other
sʔabiˑ! : /sʔabiˑ!/ tell for!

sʔabs : /sʔaps/ the telling; to tell
/qʼay ʔan sanʼaˑWawli hon sʔaps./ I don’t want to tell that.
sʔabyeˑga : /sʔabyeˑga/ starts to tell
sʔab 3S-n sun; month. Possibly related to the preceding entry: “the teller.”
sʔabas : /sʔabas/ sun; month
/sʔabas spʼačʼa/ stabs the sun in the eye. Term for spearing the /sokʼokkʼos/ ball with the needle. See
sokʼokkʼo.
/loq sʔabas slʼogiˑ./
̣ The Grizzly swallows the sun. Or : /loq ʔa slʼogiˑ̣ sʔabasas./ Term for an eclipse.
/sʔabas ʔa tgelga./
̣ The month is starting.
r̲ r ̲es̲ ʔabkʼa : /sʔaspkʼa/ d. little suns
sʔaliˑn 3S-n gunwales of a canoe; fillets of a fish (the thick steaks along each side of a fish’s
backbone). Possibly contains {oliˑn} 10sv “off the edge.”
sʔaliˑns : /sʔaliˑns/ gunwale; fillet of a fish
sʔaLm 3Sn fall (season)
sʔaLm : /sʔaLam/ fall
/sʔaLam niˑya/ last fall. Or /niˑya sʔaLam/.
/sʔaLam banʼi/ until fall
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/Naˑyʼantga sʔaLammatga/ fall before last
sʔamna 7S-v ask for, beg. Only with {otn̲} 10sv “on, at, against.” Possibly relatable to {ʔamna} 7Sv “cry, weep”?
sʔamnatn̲a : /sʔamnata/ asks for, begs
sʔamnatn̲ank : /sʔamnatnank/ having asked, begged
sʔawiˑg 7Sv be angry. Also ʔawiˑg (after {sne̲} 3pv [causative]). It is possible to analyze this form
into {s} 3pv [transitive] plus ʔawiˑg, but neither meaning nor distribution make this seem
advantageous.
sʔawiˑga : /sʔawiˑga/ is, gets angry
r̲ r ̲es̲ ʔawiˑga : /sʔaswiˑga/ d. are angry
sne̲ʔawiˑga : /snaˑwiˑga/ makes someone angry
sʔawiˑgsʼa̲ldk : /sʔawiˑksʔaltk/ one getting angry
/qʼay ʔa geˑ sʔawiˑksʔaltk./ He doesn’t get angry.
sʔawiˑgwk : /sʔawiˑgok/ because of being angry
/sʔawiˑgok hoˑt gembli./ Being angry, he went back.
sʔawiˑgWiˑa : /sʔawiˑkWiˑya/ almost got angry
r̲ r ̲es̲ ʔawiˑgys : /sʔaswiˑgis/ one who is habitually angry, a “sorehead”
sʔawʼaˑY 7Sv advise, give information, suggest remedies for someone’s illness. Possibly {sʔ} 4S-v
“do, make, work” plus {awʼaˑY} 10sv “waiting for, helping.”
sʔawʼaˑYa : /sʔawʼaˑYa/ advises, suggests remedies, gives information
sʔaywg 7Sv learn, know
sʔaywga : /sʔayoˑga/ learns
sʔaywgalla : /sʔayoˑgalla/ imitates, mimics a bad habit
sʔaywga̲t : /sʔayoˑgat/ can learn
he̲ssʔaywga̲t : /hasʔiˑwakt/ can teach
sʔaywgs : /sʔaywaks/ a knower, knowing

/sʔaywaks ʔa hoˑt beqsas./ She knows how to grind (with a metate and muller).
sʔaywgtn̲a : /sʔaywakta/ knows
/sʔaywakta honks pʼallast./ (I) know he steals.
he̲ssʔaywgtn̲a : /hasʔiˑwakta/ teaches to
r̲eh̲ e̲ssʔaywgys : /hahasʔiˑwgis/ teacher
sʔaˑʼ 7Sv make someone cry
sʔaˑʼa : /sʔaˑʔa/ makes someone cry
r̲ r ̲es̲ ʔaˑʼa : /sʔasʔaˑʔa/ d. make someone cry
sʔaˑʼwabg : /sʔaˑwapk/ will make someone cry
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sʔaˑMkʼ 7Sv be related
sʔaˑMkʼa : /sʔaˑMkʼa/ is related
he̲sʔaˑMkʼa : /hasʔaˑMkʼa/ are related to each other
sʔaˑMkʼaˑʼs : /sʔaˑMkʼaˑʔas/ related. In:
/le waq sʔaˑMkʼaˑʔas/ unrelated (or distantly related). Said of a person whose relationship is so
distant that no term exists for it. PO gave:
/qʼay waq sʔaˑMkʼaˑʔas/ (same as above)
sʔaˑMkʼdga : /sʔaˑMaktga/ been to visit a relative
he̲sʔaˑMkʼdk : /hasʔaˑMkʼatk/ related to each other
sʔaˑMkʼlgi : /sʔaˑMakʼlgi/ comes to visit a relative
sʔaˑMkʼs : /sʔaˑMaks/ relative
r̲ r ̲es̲ ʔaˑMkʼs : /sʔasʔaˑMaks/ d. relatives
sʔedw 7Sv count
sʔedw : /sʔedoˑ/ counts
r̲ r ̲es̲ ʔedw : /sʔesdo/ d. count
sʔedw! : /sʔedoˑ!/ count!
sʔedwa̲t : /sʔedoˑt/ can count
sʔedwbli : /sʔedoˑbli/ counts again
sʔedwiˑa : /sʔedwiˑya/ counts for someone
sʔedws : /sʔedoˑs/ counting; to count
/čʼaˑnis ʔan sʔedoˑs./ I don’t know how to count.
sʔenw 7Sv get out of the way
sʔenwa : /sʔenwa/ gets out of someone’s way
sʔenwi! : /sʔenwi!/ get out of the way!
sʔepaqL 3S-n spot between the shoulder blades. Analyzable? Apparently the same as se̲dasdgibgs
:/
̣
sadastgipks/;
see das.
̣
sʔepaqLys : /sʔepaqLis/ spot between the shoulder blades
sʔeqg̣ 7Sv say goodbye
sʔeqgạ : /sʔeqga/
̣ says goodbye
r̲ r ̲es̲ ʔeqgạ : /sʔesʔaqga/
̣ d. say goodbye

sʔeqgčʼn̲
̣ a : /sʔeqqčʼa/ just said goodbye (and went off)
sʔeqgdga
: /sʔeqgatga/
been saying goodbye to someone
̣
̣
sʔeqgiˑa
says goodbye for someone else
̣ : /sʔeqgiˑya/
̣
sʔewanʔ 7Sv give pl. objs. Cf. {oy} 10sv “giving a single obj.”
sʔewanʔa : /sʔewanʔa/ gives pl. objs.
he̲sʔewanʔa : /heswanʔa/ give to each other
r̲ r ̲es̲ ʔewanʔa : /sʔeswanʔa/ d. give pl. objs.
sʔewanʔbli : /sʔewanʔabli/ gives back pl. objs.
sʔewanʔi! : /sʔewanʔi!/ give pl. objs.!
r̲ r ̲es̲ ʔewanʔys : /sʔeswanʔis/ a giver, generous person
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sʔeWeWʔ 7Sv stutter, mumble, be unable to enunciate properly. May contain an r̲é ̲ r̲ sequence, but
no attesting forms.
sʔeWeWʔa : /sʔeWeWʔa/ stutters, mumbles, cannot enunciate
sʔilg 7Sv dig a well
sʔilga : /sʔilga/ digs a well
sʔilgs : /sʔilks/ well
r̲ r ̲es̲ ʔilg\ʼaˑkʼ : /sʔisʔalkʼaˑk/ d. little wells
kʼoččʼalm sʔilgs : /kʼoččʼalam sʔilks/ “Bullhead’s-Well” (place name)
weleˑqʼ\ʼaˑkʼlm sʔilgs : /weleˑqʼaˑkʼlam sʔilks/ “Little-Old-Lady’s-Well” (place name)
sʔin̲ 7Sv have coitus
sʔin̲a : /sʔina/ has coitus
r̲ r ̲es̲ ʔin̲a : /sʔisʔa/ d. have coitus
sʔin̲nʼapga : /sʔinʔapga/ feels like having coitus
sʔin̲ys : /sʔiˑs/ coitus; to have coitus
/gesga
ʔa hoˑt sʔiˑs./ He cannot have coitus.
̣
r̲ r ̲es̲ ʔin̲ys : /sʔisʔiˑs/ one who habitually has coitus
sʔiwl 7S-v act with a lever. Possibly sʔiwal?
sʔiwlkʼyoˑla : /sʔiwalkʼyoˑla/ pries open with a lever
sʔiwllʼgạ : /sʔiwallga/
̣ stops with a lever; idiom: puts on the brakes
sʔiwllʼgoˑts
: /sʔiwallgoˑts/
brake
̣
̣

sʔiwltn̲a : /sʔiwalta/ guides a canoe with a paddle; steers with a lever
sʔiwlyeˑga : /sʔiwalyeˑga/ pries up with a lever
sʔo see sʔoˑ act upon a tray, plate of food
sʔolh 7Sv pillow, use for a pillow, Possibly contains {eLa̲} 13sv “onto the surface of.”
sʔolha : /sʔolha/ uses for a pillow
he̲ssʔolha : /hosʔalha/ pillows someone’s head on
sʔolhs : /sʔolhas/ pillow
sʔolilqʼ sne
sʔollqʼ 7Sv growl. Also sʔolilqʼ. See Sec. 334.
sʔollqʼa : /sʔollqʼa/ growls. Or sʔolilqʼa : /sʔolilqʼa/.
sʔollqʼoˑta : /sʔollqʼoˑta/ growls (while doing something else)
/hoˑt ʔa sʔollqʼoˑta pʼan./ He growled as he ate.
sʔollqʼs : /sʔollaqs/ growling; to growl. Or sʔolilqʼs : /sʔolilqʼas/.
/toqʼlgạ hoˑt witʼeˑm sʔollaqs./ That bear stopped growling.
sʔollqʼtn̲nʼa : /sʔollaqtanʔa/ growls at
he̲sʔollqʼtn̲nʼa : /hosʔallaqtanʔa/ growl at each other
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he̲sʔollqʼ r̲t n̲nʼa : /hosʔallqʼattanʔa/ keep growling at each other
sʔop 7S-v haul a load
sʔopbaˑtn̲a : /sʔopbaˑta/ hauls up on shore
sʔopbaˑtn̲blidamna : /sʔopbaˑtamblidamna/ keeps hauling loads back over to the shore
sʔopčnʼa : /sʔopčnʼa/ hauls a load away, along
he̲sʔopčnʼa : /hosʔapčnʼa/ haul a load to each other, for each other
sʔopkanga : /sʔopkanga/ hauls a load around
sʔopLy : /sʔopLi/ hauls a load inside
sʔoppbeˑl i ̲ʼa : /sʔopbeˑlʼa/ hauls a load back and forth
sʔopqʼ 7Sv grunt
sʔopqʼa : /sʔopqʼa/ grunts
r̲ r ̲es̲ ʔopqʼa : /sʔosʔapqʼa/ d. grunt
sʔoqoˑp 3Sn breastbone (of a waterfowl). These were made into spoons.
sʔoqoˑp : /sʔoqoˑp/ bird’s breastbone
sʔoys? 7Sv be thin, unhealthy, poor
sʔoysʔa : /sʔoysʔa/ is, gets thin, unhealthy, poor
he̲ssʔoysʔa : /hosʔiˑsʔa/ makes someone thin
r̲ r ̲es̲ ʔoysʔa : /sʔosʔiˑsʔa/ d. are thin, poor
sʔoysʔdk : /sʔoysʔatk/ thin, unhealthy
sʔoysʔaˑkʼidk : /sʔoysʔaˑkʼitk/ little thin person
sʔoˑ 7S-v act upon a tray (plate of food, basket mat full of some substance, etc.). Also sʔo in a few
forms in apparent free variation. See Sec. 334.
sʔowy : /sʔowiˑ/ passes out food on a tray, serves. Cf. sʔoˑwy with the same meaning.
r̲ r ̲es̲ ʔowy : /sʔoswi/ d. serve
sʔowya̲t : /sʔowiˑt/ can serve a plate, tray
sʔoˑbčʼa : /sʔoˑpčʼa/ puts a tray out of sight

he̲sʔoˑbčʼa : /hosʔoˑpčʼa/ puts a plate, etc. out of sight behind oneself
sʔoˑbga : /sʔoˑpga/ plate, tray stands
sʔoˑčnʼa : /sʔoˑčnʼa/ takes a plate of something away, along
sʔoˑčibga : /sʔoˑčipga/ comes carrying a plate
sʔoˑdgạ : /sʔoˑtga/
̣ takes a plate away from someone
sʔoˑdiˑla : /sʔoˑdiˑla/ puts a tray underneath: idiom: bakes in an oven. (intr. also)
sʔoˑkanga : /sʔoˑkanga/ carries a plate around
sʔoˑkʼaˑy i ̲ʼa : /sʔoˑkʼaˑya/ puts a plate up high. (intr. also)
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sʔoˑliˑna : /sʔoˑliˑna/ takes a plate off the edge
sʔoˑLa̲a : /sʔoˑLa/ sets a tray, plate, on a surface, on the floor. (intr. also)
sʔoˑlʼaˑlʼa : /sʔoˑlʼaˑlʼa/ puts a plate on the fire; idiom: parches wokas on a parching mat. (intr. also)
sʔoˑlʼgạ : /sʔoˑlga/
̣ sets a plate down
sʔoˑlʼg!̣ : /sʔoˑlʼaq!/ set it down!
sʔoˑtʼaˑw i ̲ʼa : /sʔoˑtʼaˑwʼa/ puts a plate out in the sunshine. (intr. also)
sʔoˑwl : /sʔoˑwal/ puts a plate on top of. (intr. also)
sʔoˑwy : /sʔoˑwi/ serves a plate to, gives a plate to. Cf. sʔowy with the same meaning
r̲ r ̲es̲ ʔoˑwy : /sʔosʔoˑwi/ d. give a plate, serve
sʔoˑyahʔo : /sʔoˑyahʔa/ hides a plate

he̲sʔoˑyahʔo : /hosʔoˑyahʔa/ hides a plate behind oneself
sʔoˑg̣ 3S-n blue crane. Gatschet gives “Night heron, Nyctiardea Gardenii.” Onomatopoetic: its cry
is: /sʔoˑˑq, sʔoˑˑq!/.
sʔoˑgṣ : /sʔoˑqs/ blue crane
sʔoˑgʔmʼč
: /sʔoˑqʔamʼč/ big old crane
̣
r̲ r ̲es̲ ʔoˑgkʼa
̣ : /sʔosʔoˑqkʼa/ d. little cranes
sa 1Sp they. This is found alone and also in syntactic constructions with the demonstratives. See
Sec. 522.
sa : /sa/ they [n]
/ʔat ʔa sa gena./ Now they are going.
/čoy hok sa honk dinʼaˑ sogoˑlgi, waqt honk liwliˑgank, hoˑt sa, komal./ Now once they gathered
together, as they were grouped on the bank, they, the Pelicans. (Texts, 14.4)
sam : /sam/ their
/goniˑ hay lačʼas sam, doˑkstʼa!/ That’s their house over there, across (the river)!
sas : /sas/ them [o]
/čoy sas honk ʔat pinoˑča hadakt./ Then she overtook them there. (Texts, 1.123)

/yaˑˑˑ, ʔat čik sas geˑ tpočʼaˑ./ Yaˑˑˑ, now this one is chasing them. (Texts, 39.33)
sadamniˑlg̣ 7Sv depend on someone. Analysis? May contain {se̲} 2pv [reflexive-reciprocal] and
also {elʼg}̣ 12sv “down, to the ground, to a stop.” Only in:
sadamniˑlgạ : /sadamniˑlga/
̣ depends on someone (to perform some action, to support one’s cause)
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sagaˑt 3S-n [unknown meaning]. Only in a proper name. May contain {se̲} 2pv [reflexivereciprocal] and also {otn̲} 10sv “on, at, against.” Informants could offer no translation.
sagaˑtys : /sagaˑtis/ woman’s proper name
sagapǰol
7S-v play cat’s cradle. May contain {se̲} 2pv [reflexive-reciprocal]. Only in:
̣
sagapǰoleˑʼa
: /sagapǰoleˑʔa/
makes a cat’s cradle figure
̣
̣
sagapǰoleˑʼs
: /sagapǰoleˑʔas/
cat’s cradle figure
̣
̣
sagapǰoleˑʼkʼa
: /sagapǰoleˑkʼa/
little cat’s cradle figure
̣
̣
sagoˑdg
7Sv ask for, request, May contain {se̲} 2pv [reflexive-reciprocal].
̣
sagoˑdga
: /sagoˑtga/
asks for something, requests
̣
̣
r̲es̲ agoˑdga
: /sasgoˑtga/
d. ask for
̣
̣

sagoˑdgblidamna
: /sagoˑdakblidamna/
keeps asking for something again, asking for the return of
̣
̣
something
sagoˑdgča̲
wabg : /sagoˑdakčwapk/
will go to ask for something
̣
̣
saǰaqw 7Sv wash (hands). May contain {se̲} 2pv [reflexive-reciprocal]. Cf. also {dmetčʼ} 7Sv
“wash (clothes, hair),” {ǰoqʼ} 7-Sv “wash (body, dishes, fruit)” and {stabačkʼ} 7Sv “wash.” The
areas of semantic reference are not clear.
saǰaqwa : /saǰaqwa/ washes the hands
he̲ssaǰaqwa : /hasǰaqwa/ washes someone’s hands, makes someone wash their hands
r̲es̲ aǰaqwa : /sasǰaqwa/ d. wash the hands
saǰaqwča̲a : /saǰaqoˑča/ goes to wash the hands
sakl\ʼ 7Sv gamble (in the bone game). RD stated that the meaning of this item has been lately
generalized to include gambling at cards, dice, etc.
sakl\ʼa : /saklʼa/ gambles
sakl\ʼ! : /sakal!/ gamble!
sakl\ʼča̲a : /sakalča/ goes to gamble
sakl\ʼdga : /sakaltga/ been gambling
sakl\ʼs : /sakals/ the bone game. This was similar to the handgame (cf. {nayatʼiˑya}), except that the
bones were hidden under a winnowing mat. Also called the “grass game.” Cf. Dorsey (1901).
sakl\ʼyeˑga : /sakalyeˑga/ starts to gamble
sakʼamsineˑʼ 7Sv be lonesome. May contain {se̲} 2pv [reflexive-reciprocal] and also {eˑʼ} 13sv “in a
game, competition.” The latter is semantically dubious. Only in:
sakʼamsineˑʼa : /sakʼamsineˑʔa/ is lonesome
sakʼaˑlog 3S-n woman’s underpants. Analysis?
sakʼaˑlogs : /saˑkʼaˑloks/ woman’s underpants
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salkʼy 7Sv be bashful; think of oneself as a “lady-killer.” Informants differed on the translation. May
contain {se̲} 2pv [reflexive-reciprocal] Only in:
salkʼya : /salkʼya/ is bashful; thinks of oneself as a “lady-killer”
samni 20sv intending to, planning to. See Sec. 366.
gᵛen̲blisamni : /gemblisamni/ intends to return
pʼań̲s\ʼa̲lčisamni : /pʼasʔalčisamni/ intends to go and get food
sbᵛtʼoˑy i ̲ʼsamni : /sbotʼoˑyisamni/ intends to plow
wdomkangsamniwabg : /wdomkanksamniwapk/ will feel like swimming around
sampʼal i ̲ 7S-v make a mistake. Only with {otn̲} 10sv “on, at, against.”
sampʼal i ̲tn̲a : /sampʼalta/ makes a mistake
sampʼal i ̲tn̲aksga : /sampʼaltanksga/ almost made a mistake
sampʼal i ̲rt̲ n̲nʼa : /sampʼalittanʔa/ keeps making mistakes at
saMoˑ 7S-v invite, call, ask someone to go
saMoˑlgi : /saMoˑlgi/ invites someone to come
saMoˑLy : /saMoˑLi/ calls, invites someone inside
saMoˑqn̲a : /saMoˑqa/ asks someone to go outside
sandi 3Sn Sunday. From English.
sandi : /sandi/ Sunday
sang̣ sne

sangị 7Sv be raw, uncooked. Also sang.̣ Morphophonemics are uncertain. Only in:
sangibgs
: /sangipks/
being raw, uncooked
̣
̣
/wačʼaˑk ʔa sangipks
čʼoleˑks dičʼeˑwʼa./ The dog likes raw meat.
̣
sangidk
: /sangitk/
raw, uncooked
̣
̣

sangspʼań̲
kʼys : /sanqspʼakʼiˑs/ watermelon (“eating-raw”). Also recorded with juncture: /sanqs
̣
pʼakʼiˑs/.
sanʼaˑWawli 7Sv want, desire, wish. May contain {se̲} 2pv [reflexive-reciprocal].
sanʼaˑWawli : /sanʼaˑWawli/ wants, wishes, desires
/sanʼaˑWawli ʔan pʼas./ I want to eat.
/hoˑt ʔa sanʼaˑWawli geys./ He wants to go.
/sanʼaˑWawli ʔan honks gentgi giwk./ I wanted him to go.
he̲sanʼaˑWawli : /hasnʼaˑWawli/ want each other

he̲sanʼaˑWawlis : /hasnʼaˑWawlis/ sweetheart (“wanted-for-oneself-one”)
he̲sanʼaˑWawliˑkʼ : /hasnʼaˑWawliˑk/ little darling
sapL 7Sv be a dish, use as a dish. May contain {eLa̲} 13sv “onto the surface of.”
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sapLa : /sapLa/ uses as a dish, is a dish
sapLs : /sapLas/ dish
r̲es̲ apLkʼa : /sasaplkʼa/ d. little dishes
sapLsʼa̲la : /sapLaslʼa/ makes, gets a dish
saq 7-Sv follow
delsaqčnʼa : /delsaqčnʼa/ looks at someone ahead
gᵛsaqčnʼa : /gasaqčnʼa/ follows someone
gᵛasaqdbn̲a : /gasaqtba/ follows home
gᵛsaqkanga : /gasaqkanga/ follows around
gᵛsaqlwybga : /gasaqlwipga/ follows into the fire, into the water
gᵛsaqLy : /gasaqLi/ follows inside
nqensaqčnʼa : /nqensaqčnʼa/ follows someone shouting
qʼliqsaqčnʼbga : /qʼliqsaqčampga/ is peeking at someone ahead
saqda 3Sn bone awl; sp. of sucker fish
saqda : /saqda/ bone awl; sucker fish
r̲es̲ aqdaʼaˑkʼ : /sasaqdaʔaˑk/ d. little awls; d. little suckers
saqamkʼ 7Sv deny an accusation, May contain {se̲} 2pv [reflexive-reciprocal].
saqʼamkʼa : /saqʼamkʼa/ denies an accusation
r̲es̲ aqʼamkʼa : /sasqʼamkʼa/ d. deny
sasalgi sne
sasalkʼy quarrel. Also sasalgi. Analysis? Possibly r̲es̲ e̲lᵛakʼy—which would mean something like “d.
close each other with a round obj.” No very likely semantic possibilities. Tentatively left
unsegmented.
sasalkʼya : /sasalkʼya/ quarrels
sasalgiča̲a : /sasalgiča/ goes to have a quarrel
sasalgidga : /sasalgitga/ been quarreling
satma̲ 7Sv invite, call, ask to do
satma̲a : /satma/ calls, invites, asks to do
/noˑ ʔa honks sʔodeˑtgi giwk satma./ I asked him to do it.
he̲satma̲a : /hasatma/ invite each other, ask each other to do
satma̲bli : /satmabli/ asks back, invites someone to do again, come again
satʼwaˑY 7Sv help. Probably contains {awʼaˑY} 10sv “waiting for, helping.” This cannot be analyzed
as containing {se̲} 2pv [reflexive-reciprocal], since he̲ (allomorph of {se̲}) occurs before it.
Possibly cf. also {tʼwaˑY} 7Sv “work for.”
satʼwaˑYa : /satʼwaˑYa/ helps
/hoˑt ʔa satʼwaˑYa honks gog
She helped her take her dress off.
̣ oˑlst./
̣
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he̲satʼwaˑYa : /hasatʼwaˑYa/ help each other
/hoˑt sa ʔa hasatʼwaˑYa pʼnanoˑk pʼas./ They’re helping each other bury food.
satʼwaˑYdgsči : /satʼwaˑYdaksči/ worth helping (?)
/ʔat ʔams ni satʼwaˑYa, yoyʼalgok,
maˑms ʔi qʼay satʼwaˑYdaksči./ Now I am helping you, taking
̣
pity, even though you are not worth helping. (Texts, 16.56)
satʼwaˑYi! : /satʼwaˑYi!/ help!
sawaˑ 3S-n minnow (large sp.)
sawaˑs : /sawaˑs/ minnow (sp.)
sawl 3S-n arrowpoint. Both laurel-leaf and double-tanged points occur in profusion archeologically.
RD stated that the tanged variety was the usual type made during his lifetime.
sawls : /sawals/ arrowpoint
sawlkʼa : /sawalkʼa/ little arrowpoint
sawlsa̲ltn̲dk : /sawalsaltantk/ “Arrowpointed-on” (Basketry design: Barrett, p. 298, fig. 1). This
same design is also called smʼolingsa̲ltn̲dk : /smʼolinksaltantk/ “Trout-Guts-on.”
saˑč 7Sv dance the scalp dance. Informants were not sure about the nature and significance of this
dance but felt it had something to do with victory in war. The translation is RD’s.
saˑča : /saˑča/ dances the scalp dance; idiom: insults someone by coming jovially into a house of
mourning
saˑd 3Sn Paiute (people and place). This refers to several Northern Paiute groups who bordered the
Klamath to the East and South.
saˑd : /saˑt/ Paiute(s)
saˑdm pʼań̲kʼys : /saˑdam pʼakʼiˑs/ Cascara willow (chidam) (“Paiutes’-food”)
saˑdl\ʼ 7Sv ask someone to do, invite
saˑdl\ʼa : /saˑtlʼa/ asks someone to do
/saˑtlʼa ʔans wepLoˑlatgi giwk./ He asked me to unwrap (it).
r̲es̲ aˑdl\ʼa : /sasaˑtlʼa/ d. ask someone to do

saˑdl\ʼ! : /saˑdal!/ ask (someone) to do!
saˑdl\ʼwabg : /saˑdalwapk/ will ask someone to do
saˑl 3Sn reed (Phragmites phragmites). This plant was used as a source of basket material, and its
stalks also were used as arrowshafts.
saˑl : /saˑl/ reed (sp.)
r̲es̲ aˑl\ʼaˑk : /sasaˑlʼaˑk/ d. little reeds
saˑlm tʼaˑys : /saˑlam tʼaˑyʼas/ type of basket (“sack-of-reeds (sp.)”)
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saˑqʼ 3-S-n aunt (mother’s sister); reciprocal: niece, nephew (woman’s sister’s child). Cf. also
magoˑqʼ.
̣
bsaˑqʼyb : /psaˑqʼip/ aunt; nephew, niece
bsaˑqʼa̲lbga : /psaˑqʼalpga/ considers someone to be one’s aunt (or one’s nephew, niece)
bsaˑqʼysa̲b : /psaˑqʼisap/ aunts; nephews, nieces
r̲es̲ aˑqʼs! : /sasaˑqs!/ Aunty! Nephew! Niece!
saˑs 3-S-n stepmother; reciprocal: stepchild
bsaˑsyb : /psaˑsip/ stepmother; stepchild
bsaˑsysa̲b : /psaˑsisap/ stepmothers; stepchildren
saˑykʼa 3Sn plain, open space, clearing in the forest, valley
saˑykʼa : /saˑykʼa/ plain, clearing
saˑykʼaʼaˑkʼ : /saˑykʼaʔaˑk/ little plain
saˑykʼaʼaˑkʼ nᵉeqʼys : /saˑykʼa ʔaˑk neqʼiˑs/ “Little-Plain-Lying-in-the-Way” (place name)
r̲es̲ aˑykʼaʼaˑkʼ : /sasaˑykʼaʔaˑk/ d. little plains, clearings
qčoˑlʔm saˑykʼa : /qčoˑlʔam saˑykʼa/ “Star’s-Plain” (place name)
sbᵛ 4S-v drag, pull. Cf. also {pᵛ} 4S-v “pull” and {spi} 4S-v “drag.”
sbᵛᵛqiˑtʼčnʼa : /sbiqiˑtčnʼa/ pulls something heavy along, leaving scrape-marks
sbᵛčʼol i ̲ʼčʼiˑpʼa : /sbočʼalčʼiˑpʼa/ drags off a tubular garment. See čʼol i ̲ʼ.
sbᵛLoˑpʼa : /sboLoˑpʼa/ pulls fuzz off (as off cattail burrs)
sbᵛtʼapʼqn̲a : /sbatʼapqa/ hooks a fish, drags a fish out of water
sbᵛtʼoy i ̲ʼčnʼa : /sbotʼiˑčnʼa/ jerks a heavy obj. along (as a snagged log). See tʼoy i ̲ʼ.
sbatʼ see ngatʼ jump
sbaˑl 3Sn clay. This is a yellowish clay found near Crater Lake. When baked, this became bright red
and was used as face paint.
sbaˑl : /sbaˑl/ clay (type)
sbaˑlm : /sbaˑlam/ clay [collective]
sbaˑMi 3Sn pine needle(s)
sbaˑMi : /sbaˑMi/ pine needle(s)
sboklʼi 7Sv sweat oneself in a sweathouse
sboklʼi : /sboklʼi/ sweats in a sweathouse
sboklʼidga : /sboklʼitga/ been sweating
sboklʼis : /sboklʼis/ sweathouse

sboklʼiˑk : /sboklʼiˑk/ little sweathouse
sboklʼiˑkʼ r̲ rd̲ at : /sboklʼiˑkkʼatdat/ in the little sweathouse
sboklʼis\ʼa̲la : /sboklʼislʼa/ builds a sweathouse
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sbokwʼ 3S-n special quality of wokas. The floating seeds and pulp from burst overripe pods were
specially collected and processed, When parched, these seeds puffed up into popcorn-like
spheres and were eaten as a treat.
sbokwʼs : /sbokwʼas/ special quality of wokas
sboˑ 7S-v act with the leg
sboˑdiˑla : /sboˑdiˑla/ puts a leg underneath. (intr. also)
sboˑkʼwa : /sboˑkʼwa/ puts a leg across. (intr. also)
sboˑkʼwiˑa : /sboˑkʼwiˑya/ puts a leg across for someone. (Texts, 1.139, 151, 153)
sboˑteˑ ga : /sboˑteˑ ga/ puts a leg deep into. (intr. also)
sboˑtʼaˑw i ̲ʼa : /sboˑtʼaˑwʼa/ puts a leg out in the sunshine. (intr. also)
sboˑwa : /sboˑwa/ puts a leg into water, flat place. (intr. also)
r̲ r ̲es̲ boˑwa : /sbosboˑwa/ d. put a leg into water, flat place (intr. also)
sčaw 3S-n roof-post. This was a vertical beam which supported the roof of the semisubterranean
winter house.
sčaws : /sčaws/ vertical roof-post
sčemis 7S-v slip and sit down hard
sčemisdgị : /sčemistgi/
̣ sits down hard
sčemislʼgạ : /sčemislga/
̣ sits down hard on the ground
sčemiswa : /sčemiswa/ sits down hard in water, flat place
sči 4S-v act upon a bunch of objs. (as a bunch of grapes, onions, fish strung on a stick)
sčibga : /sčipga/ bunch stands, exists. This is {sči obg a}. It is homophonous with {sči ebg a}
“brings a bunch.”
sčidbn̲a : /sčitba/ arrives with a bunch, brings a bunch home
sčidgị : /sčitgi/
̣ takes down a bunch
sčidiˑla : /sčidiˑla/ puts a bunch underneath. (intr. also)
sčiga̲a : /sčiga/ gets a bunch; idiom: strings in a bunch (as fish upon a forked willow)

sčiga̲čnʼoˑts : /sčikčnʼoˑts/ forked stick for stringing fish. The use of {čnʼ} 16sv “along, action while
moving” is obscure here.
sčikLa : /sčikLa/ puts a bunch on top of, onto a vehicle. (intr. also)
sčikaˑy i ̲ʼa : /sčikʼaˑyʼa/ puts a bunch up high, hangs up a bunch. (intr. also)
sčilʼgạ : /sčilga/
̣ puts a bunch down on the ground
sčil\ʼgṣ : /sčilqs/ bottom of a basket. This is the bunch of strands tied in the middle from which the
sides of the basket are built up.
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sčiwl : /sčiwal/ puts a bunch on top of. (intr. also)
r̲ r ̲es̲ čiwl : /sčisčwal/ d. put a bunch on top. (intr. also)
sčiya : /sčiya/ gives a bunch
sči r̲yamna : /sčiyyamna/ is carrying a bunch around
sčilikʼa̲ 7Sv frown, grimace
sčilikʼa̲a : /sčilikʼa/ frowns briefly, grimaces
sčilikʼa̲bga : /sčilikʼapga/ frowns
sčilikʼa̲bg! : /sčilikʼabak!/ frown!
sčilikʼa̲bgdk : /sčilikʼapgatk/ frowning, one who frowns
sčiq 7S-v bridle (?). Only with {odgnʼ}
̣ 10sv “into the mouth.”
sčiqdgnʼa
̣ : /sčiqdaqnʼa/ bridles a horse
r̲ r ̲es̲ čiqdgnʼa
̣ : /sčisčaqdaqnʼa/ d. bridle
sčiqdg̣ n̲ys : /sčiqtgis/
̣ bridle

sčokʼ 7S-v lean vertical objs. together (as poles)
sčokʼlʼgạ : /sčokʼlga/
̣ leans vertical objs. together
sčokʼlgṣ : /sčoklʼaqs/ fishrack; tepee (this latter meaning has arisen only lately, according to RD)
r̲ r ̲es̲ čokʼlʼgkʼa
̣ : /sčosčaklʼaqkʼa/ d. little fishracks; d. little tepees
sčokʼwa : /sčokʼwa/ leans vertical objs. together in water, in a flat place. (intr. also)
sčokʼwl : /sčokʼwal/ leans vertical objs. together on top. (intr. also)
sčoqʼ sne
sčoqʼy 7S-v drop off (as a ripe berry). Also sčoqʼ. See Sec. 334.
r̲ r ̲es̲ čoqʼoˑlysʔ? : /sčosčqʼoˑlisʔam/ sp. of edible red berry
sčoqʼylʼgạ : /sčoqʼiˑlga/
̣ drops off easily (as a berry)
sčʼikʼwal 7S-v carry someone on the shoulders
sčʼikʼwaleˑʼa : /sčʼikʼwaleˑʔa/ puts someone onto another person’s shoulders
he̲sčʼikʼwaleˑʼa : /hisčʼakʼwaleˑʔa/ carries a person on one’s own shoulders

he̲sčʼikwaleˑʼs : /hisčʼakʼwaleˑʔas/ “Carrying-on-one’s-Shoulders” (place name: Mount Thielsen)
sčʼiwaˑg 7S-v put on, wear a skirt; skirt
sčʼiwaˑgbli : /sčʼiwaˑkbli/ puts a skirt back on
sčʼiwaˑgoˑla : /sčʼiwaˑgoˑla/ takes a skirt off
sčʼiwaˑgs : /sčʼiwaˑks/ skirt
sčʼol 7S-v wade (as a duck or waterfowl, without using the wings), paddle
sčʼolčnʼa : /sčʼolčnʼa/ wades, paddles along
sčʼol r̲wa : /sčʼoloˑwa/ wades around in the water
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sčʼolykiˑna : /sčʼoliˑkiˑna/ wades out of water
sčʼolʼ 7Sv rise (as bubbles), bubble up
sčʼolʼa : /sčʼolʼa/ (bubbles) rise
sčʼolʼksi : /sčʼolksi/ “Bubble-up-Place” (place name)
sčʼoqʼ 7Sv be one-eyed
sčʼoqʼa : /sčʼoqʼa/ is, becomes one-eyed
r̲ r ̲es̲ čʼoqʼbgs : /sčʼosčqʼapks/ d. having only one eye
sčʼoqʼdk : /sčʼoqʼatk/ one-eyed
sdᵛ 4S-v act on a pipe, cigarette
sdᵛalʼaˑlʼa : /sdalʼaˑlʼa/ fills and lights a pipe
r̲ r ̲es̲ dᵛalʼaˑlʼa : /sdastlʼaˑlʼa/ d. fill and light pipes
sdᵛelʼgạ : /sdelga/
̣ lays down a pipe, cigarette
r̲ r ̲es̲ dᵛowi : /sdosdwi/ distributes a pipe to d.
he̲sdᵛowi : /hosdwi/ pass a pipe to each other
sdᵛoya : /sdoya/ gives a pipe, cigarette
sdᵛoyang! : /sdoyank!/ please give a pipe, cigarette!
sdᵛoYn̲čʼn̲a : /sdoYančʼa/ passes a pipe along a row of people
sdaqbong 3S-n leech
sdaqbongs : /sdaqbonks/ leech
sdayn 3S-n heart
sdayns : /sdaynas/ heart
sdaynkʼa : /sdaynkʼa/ little heart
r̲ r ̲es̲ daynkʼa : /sdasdiˑnkʼa/ d. little hearts
sdaynkʼmʼč : /sdaynkʼamʼč/ big old heart
sdaˑ 2Sra full
sdaˑ : /sdaˑ/ full
/wokas sdaˑ ʔa geˑ./ This is full of wokas.
r̲ r ̲es̲ daˑ : /sdasdaˑ/ d. full
sdaˑ gi : /sdaˑ gi/ is full, fills. Also recorded without juncture: /sdaˑgi/.
/sdaˑgi ʔan hon maksa wokastga./ I filled that basket with wokas.
sdaˑ gibli : /sdaˑ gibli/ fills up again. Also recorded /sdaˑgibli/.
sdaˑ giliˑna : /sdaˑ giliˑna/ is full to overflowing
sdaˑ nʼep : /sdaˑ nʼep/ handful. Also recorded /sdaˑnʼep/. Also nʼep sdaˑ : /nʼep sdaˑ/, and once with a
noun ending and no juncture: nʼepsdaˑʼs : /nʼepsdaˑʔas/.
sdaˑni : /sdaˑni/ a full one, full
/sdaˑni ʔa geˑ wonč./ This canoe is full.
/sdaˑni wokas/ full of wokas
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/geˑla
sdaˑni!/ (You’re) a world-full! (To say this to someone is a serious insult.)
̣
sdaˑw 7Sv fast, go hungry
sdaˑwa : /sdaˑwa/ fasts, goes hungry
r̲ r ̲es̲ daˑwa : /sdasdaˑwa/ d. go hungry
sdaˑY 7Sv wait on ahead for someone. Possibly cf. {awʼaˑY} 10sv “waiting for, helping.”
sdaˑYa : /sdaˑYa/ waits on ahead for someone
r̲ r ̲es̲ daˑYa : /sdasdaˑYa/ d. wait on ahead
sdeg̣ 3S-n fingernail, claw
sdegṣ : /sdeqs/ fingernail, claw
r̲ r ̲es̲ deg\ʼaˑkʼ
: /sdestqʼaˑk/ d. little fingernails, claws
̣
sdela 3Sn Stella (woman’s proper name). From English. Included here because of the interesting
matronymic.
sdelakʼsa̲b : /sdelaksap/ “Stella’s-Mother” (woman’s proper name)
sdeybal 3Sn stable. From English.
sdeybal : /sdeybal/ stable
sdeˑgin 3S-n 7Sv stocking; wear stocking(s). From English.
sdeˑginbli : /sdeˑgimbli/ puts stocking(s) back on
sdeˑgins : /sdeˑgins/ stocking(s)
sdgi 7-Sv [unknown meaning]. Only in:
pagsdgi : /pakstgi/ in:
/qʼa pakstgi!/ (You) bark a lot! (i.e., Be quiet!). See pag.
sdig 4Sv smell. Also sdigs. See Sec. 331.
sdiga : /sdiga/ smells, perceives an odor
he̲ssdiga : /histga/ makes someone smell
r̲ r ̲es̲ diga : /sdistga/ d. smell
sdigat! : /sdigat!/ pl. smell!
sdigdgi! : /sdiktgi!/ let him smell!
sdigeˑk! : /sdigeˑk!/ let me smell!
sdigi! : /sdigi!/ smell!
he̲ssdig! : /hisdak!/ make (someone) smell!
he̲sdig r̲kʼya : /hisdakkʼakʼya/ sniff at each other’s buttocks (as dogs)
sdigs : /sdiks/ the smelling; to smell
/gesga
ʔan sdiks./ I can’t smell (it).
̣
sdigsčnʼa : /sdiksčnʼa/ goes along smelling (as a dog along a trail). Also recorded sdigčnʼa : /
sdikčnʼa/.
sdigsdiˑla : /sdiksdiˑla/ smells underneath
sdigs r̲diˑla : /sdiksatdiˑla/ keeps smelling around underneath
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sdigskanga : /sdikskanga/ smells around here and there
sdigs r̲kyamna : /sdikskakyamna/ sniffs all around some central obj.
sdig r̲éˑ̲ r̲soqʼa : /sdiksoˑqsoqʼa/ sniffs the wind, sniffs at a scent
sdigstn̲nʼa : /sdikstanʔa/ sniffs at something
sdigs r̲t n̲nʼa : /sdiksattanʔa/ keeps smelling at something
sdigswa : /sdikswa/ smells at liquid, water. Also recorded sdigwa : /sdigwa/.
sdigs r̲wa : /sdiksoˑwa/ keeps smelling at liquid
sdigs r̲ rw
̲ leˑqʼa : /sdiksoˑwawleˑqʼa/ sniffs the air, smells the breeze for a scent
sdigs sle
sdiksoˑy\ʼ 3Sn 7Sv shoe; to put on, wear shoes. Said to be from English “stick-shoe,” an EnglishKlamath kenning term for the heavy boots worn by early white settlers.
sdiksoˑy\ʼ : /sdiksoˑy/ shoe(s)
r̲ r ̲es̲ diksoˑy\ʼ\ʼaˑkʼ : /sdisdaksoˑyʼaˑk/ d. little shoes
sdiksoˑy\ʼbli : /sdiksoˑyʼabli/ puts shoe(s) back on
sdiksoˑy\ʼdk : /sdiksoˑyʼatk/ having shoe(s) on
sdiksoˑy\ʼoˑla : /sdiksoˑyʼoˑla/ takes shoe(s) off
sdil 7S-v tell, report, give news. BL gave this form; the Pompeys gave stil.
he̲sdilditgoˑla : /hisdalditgoˑla/ spoofs, tells something untrue just for fun (“tells-on-oneself-outfrom-underneath”)
sdilkʼwa : /sdilkʼwa/ takes a report, news, across
sdil r̲kʼwa : /sdilkkʼakʼwa/ carries tales back and forth
sdilsga : /sdilsga/ tattles on (“tells-off-of”)
he̲sdilsga : /hisdalsga/ tells something on oneself, each other
stilča̲a : /stilča/ goes to report, tell
stilčnʼa : /stilčnʼa/ takes a report, news
stilčibga : /stilčipga/ brings a report
stildbn̲a : /stiltba/ arrives with news
stilsga : /stilsga/ tattles on. See sdilsga above.
stilsgča̲a : /stilskča/ goes to tattle on someone
sdimč 3S-n visored cap. Further description not obtained.
sdimčys : /sdimčis/ visored cap
sdimčys\ʼa̲la : /sdimčislʼa/ makes a visored cap
sdin 7S-v dip. See also {sgin}
7S-v “spoon out.”
̣
sdinbln̲čʼn̲a : /sdimblančʼa/ just went dipping along downstream (as a pelican for fish)
sdinčnʼa : /sdinčnʼa/ goes along dipping
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sdinliˑna : /sdilliˑna/ dips off the edge, top
sdinliˑns : /sdilliˑns/ a stage in wokas manufacture
sdintqʼaga : /sdintqʼaga/ dips out, nets out (as little minnows)
sdinyeˑga : /sdinyeˑga/ dips up, nets
sdinyeˑgoˑts : /sdinyeˑgoˑts/ dip net for small fish
sdinygị : /sdiniˑgi/
̣ dips up, over

sdinYeˑn i ̲ʼa : /sdinYeˑnʼa/ dips inside; idiom: takes up a collection
sdinʼaˑʼ 7Sv build a wickiup (a summer lodge-a sort of lean-to of mats and skins)
sdinʼaˑʼa : /sdinʼaˑʔa/ builds a wickiup
sdinʼaˑʼs : /sdinaˑʔas/ wickiup
r̲ r ̲es̲ dinʼaˑʼkʼa : /sdistnʼaˑkʼa/ d. little lean-tos
sdinʼaˑʼwabg : /sdinʼaˑwapk/ will build a lean-to
sdipn 7S-v overturn, be upside down
sdipnbli : /sdipambli/ turns something back over
sdipndiˑla : /sdipandiˑla/ turns something upside down underneath. (intr. also)
sdipnǰqʼa : /sdipančqʼa/ turns over upon someone crushing or covering him beneath
he̲sdipnǰqʼa : /histpančqʼa/ turns over upon oneself
sdipnǰqʼoˑla : /sdipančqʼoˑla/ overturns something off of an obj. beneath
sdipnks : /sdipanks/ dishpan (“overturned-place”?—so named because “you always turn it over
under the sink after you use it”)
sdipnLa̲a : /sdipalha/ turns something over upon a surface (as onto a floor, table). (intr. also)
sdipnlʼgạ : /sdipallga/
̣ turns upside down
r̲ r ̲es̲ dipnlʼgạ : /sdistpallga/
̣ d. turn upside down
sdipnlʼg!̣ : /sdipalʔaq!/ turn (it) upside down!
sdipnwa : /sdipanwa/ turns upside down in water, in a flat place. (intr. also)
sdipnygị : /sdipniˑgi/
̣ turns upside down above, (intr. also)
sditg̣ 7Sv cheat. May contain {odg}̣ 10sv “taking away from.”
sditgạ : /sditga/
̣ cheats
he̲sditgạ : /hisdatga/
̣ cheats oneself, each other
r̲ r ̲es̲ ditgạ : /sdisdatga/
̣ d. cheat
sditg̣ a̲ksga : /sditgaksga/
almost cheated
̣

sditg̣ a̲stga : /sditgastga/
planned to cheat (but failed)
̣
sditgi!
̣ : /sditgi!/
̣ cheat!
r̲ r ̲es̲ ditgys
̣ : /sdisdatgis/
̣ an habitual cheater
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sdiyʼa 3Sn pitch. Also sdiyʼe (conditions of variation uncertain). See Sec. 430.
sdiyʼa : /sdiyʼa/ pitch. Or sdiyʼe : /sdiyʼe/.
sdiyʼe sle
sdo 3Sn road, path
sdo : /sdo/ road, path
r̲ r ̲es̲ doʼaˑkʼ : /sdosdaʔaˑk/ d. little roads
sdočʼoˑkʼ 7Sv pucker the lips. Analyzable?
sdočʼoˑkʼa : /sdočʼoˑkʼa/ puckers the lips
sdočʼoˑkʼbgdk : /sdočʼoˑkʼapgatk/ having the lips puckered
sdokʼ 7S-v lean
sdokčnʼa : /sdokčnʼa/ leans forward
sdokʼlʼgạ : /sdokʼlga/
̣ leans down

sdokʼtn̲a : /sdokta/ leans on something, someone
sdoly 7Sv advise
sdoly : /sdoliˑ/ advises
he̲sdoly : /hosdli/ advise each other
r̲ r ̲es̲ doly : /sdosdli/ d. advise
sdolyoˑla : /sdolyoˑla/ finishes advising
sdolywabg : /sdoliˑwapk/ will advise
sdolys : /sdoliˑs/ advice
sdopWi 7Sv menstruate for the first time
sdopWi : /sdopWi/ has the first menstrual period
sdopWidk : /sdopWitk/ a girl who has reached womanhood
sdoqʼ 7Sv roar with laughter
sdoqʼa : /sdoqʼa/ roars with laughter
he̲ssdoqʼa : /hostqʼa/ makes roar with laughter

sdoqʼdamna : /sdoqdamna/ keeps roaring with laughter
sdoy 7S-v pile up (as coals for roasting). Cf. also {sqoy} 7S-v “pile up, make a mound.”
sdoybaˑtn̲a : /sdoybaˑta/ piles up along the shore (as driftwood)
sdoydiˑla : /sdoydiˑla/ piles up underneath; idiom: banks a fire underneath
sdoyLa̲a : /sdoyLa/ piles up on a surface
sdoyLa̲s : /sdoyLas/ pile (given as “woodpile” by the Pompeys)
sdoylʼgạ : /sdoylga/
̣ piles (as coals for roasting)
sdoylʼgṣ : /sdoylʼaqs/ pile of coals

sepkʼeˑčʼ 7Sv thank. May contain {se̲} 2pv [reflexive-reciprocal]. No certain analysis. Only in:
sepkʼeˑčʼa : /sepkʼeˑčʼa/ thanks someone
/sepkʼeˑčʼa ʔan honks pʼasdat./ I thanked him for the food.
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sesadwi 7Sv sell. Possibly r̲es̲ edwi, but no distributive reference and no attesting forms.
sesadwi : /sesadwi/ sells
sesadwia̲stga : /sesadwistga/ planned to sell (but didn’t)
sesadwia̲t : /sesadwit/ can sell
sesadwibli : /sesadwibli/ sells something back again
sesadwidgi : /sesadwitgi/ wants someone to sell
/tbeˑwa ʔan honks sesadwitgi giwk./ I ordered him to sell (it).
sesadwinʼapga : /sesadwinʼapga/ feels like selling
sesadwiWiˑa : /sesadwiWiˑya/ almost sold
sesti 3Sn Shasta (place and people). From Shasta.
sesti : /sesti/ Shasta
sesti tgᵛawʼaˑlʼs : /sesti tgawʼaˑlʼs/ “Shasta-Standing-on-the-End” (place name)
seˑs 7Sv name, give a price to; mean (as a word, idea)
seˑsa : /seˑsa/ names, gives a price to
/det geˑ seˑsa?/ How much is this?
/moˑ hak seˑsa./ It costs too much.
seˑsdk : /seˑsatk/ named, priced
/dwaˑ čik hok nemʼas seˑsatk?/ What does that mean?
seˑss : /seˑsas/ name, price
/waq ʔi seˑsas gitk?/ How are you named?
seˑw i ̲ʼ 7Sv think something to be
seˑw i ̲ʼa : /seˑwʼa/ thinks something to be
/mʼamʼaˑsis seˑwʼa ʔa sa./ They think they are sick.
/hoˑt ʔa dwaˑ seˑwʼa./ He thinks a lot of himself.
/hoˑskanga gew hon wawčʼaˑk gi seˑwʼa./ (I) think those are my dogs
/hoˑskanga honks genwapk seˑwʼa./ (I) think he is going to go.
seˑw i ̲ʼst : /seˑwist/ thinking something to be
/dam mat sa honk dadaˑ sa (Proper name) sleʔa, qiLoˑs seˑwist, …/ Whether they had ever seen
(proper name) being angry… (Texts, 38.158)
seˑy 3-S-n uncle (father’s brother); reciprocal: nephew, niece (man’s brother’s child). Cf. also
{pʼaˑkt} 3S-n.
bseˑyyb : /pseˑyip/ uncle; nephew, niece
bseˑya : /pseˑya/ uncle [o]; nephew, niece [o]
bseˑya̲lbga : /pseˑyalpga/ considers someone to be one’s uncle; nephew, niece
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bseˑya̲ldga : /pseˑyaltga/ been to see one’s uncle; nephew, niece
bseˑym : /pseˑyam/ uncle’s; nephew’s, niece’s
bseˑyysa̲b : /pseˑyisap/ uncles; nephews, nieces. Also recorded as r̲ r ̲eb̲ seˑyysa̲b : /psepseˑyisap/—
possibly d. pl. uncles; nephews, nieces.
se̲ 2pv 1pd 1pr [reflexive-reciprocal]. Also he̲ and se̲ʼ. See Secs. 322, 623, and 921.
se̲ʔᵛoygị : /soʔiˑgi/
̣ holds a long obj. over oneself
r̲es̲ e̲ʔᵛoygị : /sosʔiˑgi/
̣ d. hold a long obj. over themselves, over each other
se̲ʔiwʼaˑYa : /siˑwʼaˑYa/ stores pl. objs. in advance for oneself (as one stores grain for the winter)
he̲sne̲ r̲éˑ̲ r̲bem\ʼa : /hesnbeˑmbemʼa/ confuse each other
se̲čʼlᵉčaˑy i ̲ʼa : /sačʼlčaˑyʼa/ scratches oneself, each other, leaving pl. scratches
se̲domna : /sodamna/ hear each other
se̲hongpči : /sohangapči/ alike
/sohangapči ʔa geˑ lalʼačkʼa./ These little houses are alike.
se̲ʼnᵉakʼčʼwy : /sanʼakčʼwi/ puts a flat obj. into one’s own tight place (as into a pocket, cupboard,
corner)
he̲sʔoˑyahʔa : /hosʔoˑyahʔa/ hides a tray, plate, behind oneself, from oneself, from each other
he̲slᵉočʼiˑpʼa : /heslčʼiˑpʼa/ takes off one’s own garment
r̲eh̲ e̲slᵉočʼiˑpʼa : /hehaslčʼiˑpʼa/ d. take off a garment, take off each other’s garment
se̲ʼyᵛkawʼa : /sayʼakwʼa/ hurts oneself again on a place already sore
se̲ʼ sle
sg see osg off of, away from, out
sgᵛ 4S-v act with the penis
sgᵛᵛqoˑtYeˑn i ̲ʼa : /sgoqoˑtYeˑnʼa/ scrapes the penis around inside
sgᵛčoqtn̲a : /sgočaqta/ bends the penis on
sgᵛčʼoy i ̲ʼtn̲a : /sgočʼiˑta/ blunts the penis on
sgᵛen̲a : /sgena/ takes out the penis

sgᵛeqn̲bga : /sgeqampga/ penis extends out
sgᵛoLy : /sgoLiˑ/ inserts the penis
sgatʼ see ngatʼ jump
sgaw 3Sn death camas. This plant is similar to the edible camas but is distinguishable by its white
flowers (the edible variety has blue flowers). It is said to be dangerously poisonous.
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sgaw : /sgaw/ death camas
sgaWag 7S-v squat
sgaWagčnʼbga : /sgaWakčampga/ is squatting, sitting on one’s haunches. Use of {čnʼ} 16sv “along,
action while moving” here?
sgaWagčibgbga : /sgaWakčipgapga/ is squatting facing toward
sgaWagdgị : /sgaWaktgi/
̣ jumps down into a squatting position
sgaWagLa̲a : /sgaWakLa/ squats down on a surface, on a vehicle
sgaWaglʼgạ : /sgaWaglga/
̣ squats down
sgeʔ 7Sv buy. Also sgeʔan̲ and sgeˑn̲. See Sec. 334.
sgeʔa : /sgeʔa/ buys
he̲sgeʔa : /heskʔa/ buy from each other
r̲ r ̲es̲ geʔa : /sgeskʔa/ d. buy
sgeʔan̲ at̲ : /sgeʔant/ can buy
sgeʔan̲bli : /sgeʔambli/ buys back, buys again
sgeʔan̲č a̲a : /sgeʔanča/ goes to buy
sgeʔan̲dga : /sgeʔantga/ been buying
sgeʔi! : /sgeʔi!/ buy!
sgeʔan̲nʼapga : /sgeʔanʔapga/ feels like buying
sgeʔan̲wabg : /sgeʔanwapk/ will buy
sgeʔan̲wiˑlʼgạ : /sgeʔanwiˑlga/
̣ buys in advance (as clothing for the winter)
sgeˑn̲ank : /sgeˑnank/ having bought
sgeˑn̲at! : /sgeˑnat!/ pl. buy!
sgeˑn̲iˑa : /sgeˑniˑya/ buys for someone
r̲ r ̲es̲ geˑn̲iˑa : /sgesgeˑniˑya/ d. buy for someone
sgeˑn̲ys : /sgeˑys/ the buying; to buy
/qʼay ʔan sanʼaˑWawli hon sgeˑys./ I don’t want to buy that.
sgeʔan̲ sle
sgeˑn̲ sle

sgičkč 7Sv shake something off the head (as a horse shakes his head to drive off flies). Possibly a
misrecording for some form containing {čiqʼ} 7-Sv “shake out, beat out, comb.” Only in:
sgičkča : /sgičkča/ shakes something off the head
sgo 2Sd name unknown: “whatchamacallem.” Also sgoˑ. See Sec. 640.
sgo : /sgo/ “whatchamacallem.” Also recorded sgoˑ : /sgoˑ/.
/kani ʔa gatba—sgoˑ./ Somebody came—whatchamacallem.
sgolm : /sgolam/ whatchamacallem’s
sgoˑs : /sgoˑs/ whatchamacallem [o]
/hoˑt ʔa nqena sgoˑs./ He called to whatchamacallem.
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sgomL 7Sv be, get frosty
sgomLa : /sgomLa/ is frosty, gets frosty
sgomLs : /sgomLas/ frost
sgoyw 7S-v send someone (on an errand). Possibly d. {gᵛ} 4S-v “go.”
sgoywčnʼa : /sgoyoˑčnʼa/ sends someone along
sgoywčnʼbli : /sgoyoˑčambli/ sends someone back
sgoywlčʼwy : /sgoywalčʼwi/ sends someone right up to
sgoywqn̲a : /sgoyoˑqa/ sends someone outside
r̲ r ̲es̲ goywqn̲a : /sgosgyoˑqa/ d. send someone outside
sgoywsga : /sgoyoˑsga/ sends someone off, away
sgoywtn̲a : /sgoyoˑta/ sends someone to
sgoywwqiˑwa : /sgoyoˑqiˑwa/ sends someone far out, drives someone away
sgoywWasga : /sgoyoˑWasga/ sends someone away
sgoywy : /sgoywi/ sends someone
/sgoywi ʔan honks gaˑyakčatgi
giwk./ I sent him to look for (it)
̣
sgoywybli : /sgoywibli/ sends someone back
sgoˑ see sgo name unknown
sgᵛ̣ 4S-v act upon a canoe, canoe
sgᵛabaˑtn̲
a : /sgabaˑta/
lands a canoe; canoes to shore
̣
̣
he̲ssgᵛabaˑtn̲
a : /hasqbaˑta/ makes someone land
̣
r̲ r ̲es̲ gᵛabaˑtna
: /sgasqbaˑta/
d. land a canoe
̣
̣
sgᵛadbn̲
a : /sgatba/
arrives in a canoe
̣
̣
sgᵛakʼiˑčʼa
: /sgakʼiˑčʼa/
turns a canoe around
̣
̣

sgᵛakʼiˑm
i ̲ʼa : /sgakʼiˑmʼa/
canoes around the edge of (as one canoes all around the edge of a lake
̣
̣
looking for good tules)
sgᵛakʼwa
: /sgakʼwa/
canoes across
̣
̣
sgᵛakʼwbli
: /sgakʼoˑbli/
canoes back across
̣
̣

sgᵛamni
: /sgamni/
canoes upstream
̣
̣
sgᵛebga
: /sgepga/
brings a canoe, canoes toward
̣
̣
sgᵛebli
: /sgebli/
turns a canoe back; overturns a canoe
̣
̣
he̲sgᵛe
turns one’s canoe back again and again
̣ r̲ r ̲éb̲ li : /hesgablibli/
̣
sgᵛen̲
takes a canoe, canoes away
̣ a : /sgena/
̣
sgᵛeqn̲
a : /sgeqa/
canoes through (as through a barrier of tules, out of the mouth of a river)
̣
̣
sgᵛewkanga
: /sgewkanga/
canoes around here and there
̣
̣
sgᵛobln̲
a : /sgobla/
canoes downstream
̣
̣
sgᵛobln̲
bli : /sgoblambli/
canoes back downstream
̣
̣
sgᵛodg
ị : /sgotg
̣
̣ i/
̣ canoes down the river (same as the last?)
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sgᵛodg
i!
̣
̣ : /sgotg
̣ i!/
̣ canoe down the river!
sgᵛog
: /sgog
canoes upstream
̣ amna
̣
̣ amna/
̣

sgᵛotqʼaga
: /sgotqʼaga/
dredges up a sunken canoe; sunken canoe rises to the surface
̣
̣
sgᵛotqʼags
: /sgotqʼaks/
“Canoe-Dredged-up” (place name)
̣
̣
sgᵛoya
: /sgoya/
gives a canoe
̣
̣
sgᵛoyamna
: /sgoyamna/
canoes around
̣
̣
sgᵛoyamndga
: /sgoyamnatga/
been canoeing around
̣
̣
sgᵛoyamnkanga
: /sgoyamnkanga/
canoes around aimlessly here and there
̣
̣
sgᵛoykiˑna
: /sgoykiˑna/
canoes to the edge, brings a canoe out of water
̣
̣
sgạ 3Sn mortar; idiom: breast tumor
sgạ : /sga/
̣ mortar; idiom: breast tumor
r̲ r ̲es̲ gaʼaˑkʼ
: /sgasg
d. little mortars
̣
̣ aʔaˑk/
̣

sgačoˑ
3S-n frame of willows. Tule mats were lashed to this frame to make the walls of the wickiup.
̣
sgačoˑs
: /sgačoˑs/
frame of willows
̣
̣
sgačoˑsa̲
ltn̲dk : /sgačoˑsaltantk/
“Wall-Framed-on” (basketry design: Spier, p. 192, fig. 17j)
̣
̣
sgag
̣ al
̣ 3S-n [unknown meaning]. Only in:
sgag
̣ als
̣ čʼopʼs : /sgag
̣ als
̣ čʼopʼas/ name of a cat’s cradle figure
sgapčʼlʼeˑlʼeˑk
3S-n eyelash(es). RD and BL gave this form; d. PO’s {sgemʼin}
3S-n.
̣
̣
sgapčʼleˑlʼeˑks
: /sgapčʼleˑlʼeˑks/
eyelash(es)
̣
̣

sgaˑm
7Sv belittle someone, disparage
̣
sgaˑma
: /sgaˑma/
belittles someone
̣
̣
sgẹ 7S-v crawl backwards. Possibly sgᵉ,
̣ but sufficient forms not obtained.
sgečʼn̲
a : /sgečʼa/
just crawled backwards; idiom: gestures to the outside in the handgame (to
̣
̣
indicate the position of the hidden bones)
sgeyg
̣ ị : /sgeyg
̣ i/
̣ crawls over backwards, out of water; crawls like a crab, crawfish
goyʼalm
sgeyg
sgeyqs/
“Crawfish’s-Crawling-up” (place name)
̣
̣ ṣ : /goyʼalam
̣
̣
sgeg
̣ ̣ 3S-n inheritance, keepsake
sgeg
̣ ys
̣ : /sgeg
̣ iˑs/
̣ inheritance, keepsake
sgeg
laˑ : /sgeg
inherits
̣ ys\ʼa̲
̣
̣ iˑslʼa/
̣

sgemdg
ị 7Sv surprise, happen unexpectedly. May contain {odgi}
̣
̣ 10sv “down.”
sgemdg
ị : /sgemtg
i/
̣
̣
̣ surprises, happens unexpectedly
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sgemdg
iank
: /sgemdag
yank/
having happened by surprise
̣
̣
̣
̣
sgemʼin
3S-n eyelash(es). PO gave this form; cf. {sgapčʼleˑlʼeˑk}
3S-n.
̣
̣
sgemʼins
: /sgemʼins/
eyelash(es)
̣
̣

sgiloˑlg
̣
̣ 7Sv measure, estimate. May contain {elʼg}̣ 12sv “down, to a stop, to the ground.”
sgiloˑlg
ạ : /sgiloˑlg
a/
̣
̣
̣ measures, estimates (dimensions, amount, time, direction, etc.)
/sgiloˑlg
ạ ʔa det ba gist./ (He) figured out how big it was.
̣
he̲sgiloˑlg
ạ : /hisgloˑlg
a/
̣
̣
̣ marks a place for oneself; idiom: blazes a trail
sgin
̣ 7S-v spoon out. Cf. also {sdin} 7S-v “dip.”
sginLa̲
a : /sgilha/
spoons out onto (as onto a plate)
̣
̣
sginlʼg
ạ : /sgillg
̣
̣ a/
̣ spoons out onto the ground
sginyg
ị : /sginiˑg
i/
̣
̣
̣ spoons up (as some substance out of a deep container)
sginwettʼ
7Sv swing
̣
sginwettʼa
: /sginwettʼa/
as someone hanging from a limb, as some suspended obj.
̣
̣
sginwettʼs
: /sginwettʼas/
swing (for children)
̣
̣
sgisoˑl
7Sv wake up. May contain {oˑl} 15sv “finishing, undoing.”
̣
sgisoˑla
: /sgisoˑla/
wakes up someone. (intr. also)
̣
̣
r̲ r ̲es̲ gisoˑla
: /sgisqsoˑla/
d. wake someone up. (intr. also)
̣
̣
sg̣ n̲ see asg̣ n̲ through a tube
sgočʼ
̣ 3S-n breastbone (human)
sgočʼys
: /sgočʼiˑs/
breastbone
̣
̣

sgodg
̣
̣ n̲ 7Sv swallow. Seems to contain {odgnʼ}
̣ 10sv “into the mouth,” but there is no identification
for sg,̣ nor is odg̣ n̲ formally identical with the expected allomorph of {odgnʼ}.
̣
sgodg
n̲
a
:
/sg
otg
a/
swallows
̣
̣
̣ ̣
he̲ssgodg
̣
̣ n̲a : /hosgatg
̣ a/
̣ makes someone swallow something
r̲ r ̲es̲ godg
̣
̣ n̲a : /sgosg
̣ atg
̣ a/
̣ d. swallow
sgodg
windpipe
̣
̣ n̲oˑts : /sgotg
̣ noˑts/
̣
sgodg
almost swallowed
̣
̣ n̲Wiˑa : /sgotg
̣ anWiˑya/
̣
sgoˑtʼig
3S-n water lizard (sp.)
̣
sgoˑtʼigs
: /sgoˑtʼiks/
water lizard
̣
̣

si see ksi place of
sibač 7Sv fit. Alone, this morpheme occurs as a syntactic adverb with the meaning “enough.” See
Sec. 1025.
sibač : /sibač/ enough
/ʔat ni sibač bonwa./ Now I have drunk enough.
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/hoˑt ʔa sibač lotoˑLi ʔanko lačʼasdat./ He brought enough wood into the house.
/sibač pʼa!/Eat enough!
sibačLy : /sibačLi/ fits into, inside
/qwaˑt ʔa geˑ sibačLi, baˑksdat./ This fits in tightly, in the box.
sibačtn̲a : /sibačta/ fits on
/gičg
̣ ič
̣ ʔans geˑ qʼaylaˑlaps sibačta./ These pants are a tight fit on me.

sidaygs 3S-n place name. Unanalyzable.
sidaygsdi : /sidayksdi/ place name (at Warmsprings )
sidyaykʼ 7Sv rejoice, be happy. Only in:
sidyaykʼa : /sidyaykʼa/ rejoices, is happy
siǰaq 7S-v be angry at, wish to have trouble with someone. May contain {se̲} 2pv [reflexivereciprocal]. Occurs only with {otn̲} 10sv “on, at, against.”
siǰaqtn̲a : /siǰaqta/ is angry with someone, wishes to have trouble with someone
he̲siǰaqtn̲a : /hisǰaqta/ are angry at each other
he̲siǰaqtn̲dk : /hisǰaqtantk/ angry at each other
he̲siǰaqtn̲ys : /hisǰaqtis/ anger with one another; to be angry with one another
/hoˑt ʔa honks hisǰaqtis sanʼaˑWawli./ He wants to have trouble with him.
sikʼ 7Sv move, make a motion
r̲éˑ̲ r̲sikʼa : /siˑksikʼa/ moves
he̲s r̲éˑ̲ r̲sikʼa : /hisiˑksikʼa/ moves something
sikʼdgi : /siktgi/ moves
/geˑla
siktgi/ there is an earthquake (“the earth moves”)
̣
he̲ssikʼdgi : /hisaktgi/ causes something to move
sikʼnam 7S-v endure (pain, discomfort). May contain {se̲} 2pv [reflexive-reciprocal]. Only in:
sikʼnambga : /sikʼnampga/ endures pain, etc.; refrains from crying or showing discomfort
sikʼnambags : /sikʼnambaks/ endurance; to endure
/gesga
ʔan sikʼnambaks mʼaˑsis./ I can’t endure sickness.
̣
sikʼnitg 3S-n pistol. Analysis? Only in:
sikʼnitgs : /sikʼnitks/ pistol

sil\ʼ 7Sv roar (as a crowd, stampede, water)
r̲éˑ̲ r̲sil\ʼa : /siˑlsilʼa/ roars. Or r̲é ̲ r̲sil\ʼa : /silsilʼa/.
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sill\ʼ 7Sv be, get sick
sill\ʼa : /silʔa/ is sick, gets sick
he̲ssill\ʼa : /hisalʔa/ makes someone sick
r̲es̲ ill\ʼa : /sisalʔa/ d. get sick, are sick
sill\ʼbgs : /silalpks/ being sick
sill\ʼdga : /silaltga/ been sick
sill\ʼdk : /silaltk/ sick, a sick person
sill\ʼs : /silals/ sickness
silʼ 7-Sv bend a slender obj. Also silʼ i ̲. Cf. also sisiˑl i ̲ʼ. See Sec. 334. Only in:
dᵛsiˑlʼdk : /disiˑlʼatk/ bent, crooked. But note:
r̲ed̲ ᵛsiˑlʼ i ̲dk : /ditsiˑlʼitk/ d. bent, crooked
dᵛsilʼlʼgạ : /disallga/
̣ bends an erect obj. down. This could also be dᵛsilʼ i ̲lʼga.
̣
silʼ i ̲ sle
sinʼams 7S-v be terrified. May contain {se̲} 2pv [reflexive-reciprocal]. Occurs only with {otn̲} 10sv
“on, at, against.”
sinʼamstn̲a : /sinʼamsta/ is terrified, afraid
sinʼamstn̲ank : /sinʼamstnank/ having become afraid
r̲es̲ inʼamstn̲ys : /sisnʼamstis/ coward
sipč 7Sv extinguish, put out a fire. Cf. also {bičg} 7Sv “go out (fire).”
sipča : /sipča/ puts out a fire
r̲es̲ ipča : /sisapča/ d. put out a fire
sipča̲stga : /sipčastga/ intended to put out a fire
sisiˑl sne
sisiˑl i ̲ʼ 7-Sv [unknown meaning]. Possibly r̲es̲ iˑl i ̲ʼ, but there is no easy identification since this item
is unique in the corpus. Possibly cf. {silʼ} 7-Sv “bend a slender obj.” Occurs only in:
nʼepsisiˑl i ̲ʼa : /nʼepsisiˑlʼa/ puts on, wears a finger-ring
nʼepsisiˑl i ̲ʼbli : /nʼepsisiˑlibli/ puts a ring back on
nʼepsisiˑl i ̲ʼdk : /nʼepsisiˑlitk/ wearing a ring
nʼepsisiˑls : /nʼepsisiˑls/ finger-ring
sisoˑ 3Sn scissors. From English.
sisoˑ : /sisoˑ/ scissors
sitk 2Sre1 like, similar to
/qdoˑčok sitk qčoˑl hetgi./ The stars fell like rain.
/siˑlʼaˑk sitk bilwi./ (It) smells like a rag.
/pse sitk ganʼiˑ
wgawg
os./
The moon is like day outside.
̣
̣
̣
/hoˑt ʔa pkʼisap sitk mna sleˑs./ He looks like his mother.
/hompča slʼaps wokas sitk pʼan./ (They) eat its leaves like wokas. (Texts, 38.197)
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/lelʼeˑwsam sitk gečʼaˑ
qʼelyʼak daˑts lelʼeˑwsam./ It grows like flowers, but has no flowers. (Texts,
̣
38.188)
/ʔiˑ, lmeys sitk ʔa nen hoˑt./ Yes, it’s just like thunder. (Texts, 2.10)
siwg 7Sv kill sg. With { r̲e}̲ 1pv [distributive], this has the meaning “fight.”
siwga : /siwga/ kills sg.
he̲siwga : /hisoˑga/ kills oneself, each other
r̲es̲ iwga : /sisoˑga/ fights
siwga̲ksga : /siwgaksga/ almost killed sg.
siwga̲stga : /siwgastga/ planned to kill sg.
siwgnʼapga : /siwknʼapga/ feels like killing sg.
r̲es̲ iwgys : /sisoˑgis/ killer; fighter
siww 3S-n girl (grown: about 12 to 18 years old). Only in:
siww\ʼaˑkʼ : /siwʔaˑk/ girl (really “little girl”)
r̲es̲ iww\ʼaˑkʼ : /sisoˑʔaˑk/ d. girls
siww\ʼmʼč : /siwʔamʼč/ big old girl; spinster
siwy 7Sv sift wokas with hot coals in a basket tray (a means of parching wokas)
siwy : /siwiˑ/ tosses, shakes, sifts wokas in a basket tray together with hot coals
r̲es̲ iwy : /siswi/ d. sift
siwys : /siwiˑs/ wokas that has been parched by this method (but which is still unhulled)
siˑ see ksi place of
siˑd 3S-n clitoris. This is possibly siˑčʼ, since the elicitation of this form with {ʼaˑkʼ} 6sn [diminutive]
was overlooked.
siˑds : /siˑts/ clitoris
siˑl 3Sn cloth. From Chinook Jargon (English “sail”).
siˑl : /siˑl/ cloth
siˑl\ʼaˑkʼ : /siˑlʼaˑk/ little cloth, rag
r̲es̲ iˑl\ʼaˑkʼ : /sisiˑlʼaˑk/ d. little rags
siˑlhaws : /siˑlhaws/ tent (“sail-house”)
siˑlhawkʼa : /siˑlhawkʼa/ little tent
sǰim 7S-v be amazed, surprised. Only with {otn̲} 10sv “on, at, against.”
sǰimtn̲a : /sǰimta/ is amazed at, surprised at
skač 7S-v bristle, stand up straight (hair). Only in:
r̲ r ̲es̲ kačyeˑga : /skaskačyeˑga/ (hair) bristles, stand up straight and stiff
skay interjection only in:
skay hak čʼaˑms! : /skay hak čʼaˑms!/ That’s not called for!
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skaˑkʼ 7Sv hiss (snake)
skaˑkʼa : /skaˑkʼa/ (snake) hisses
skin 7S-v crawl (snake). Possibly cf. {kin} 7S-v “march.”
skinčnʼa : /skinčnʼa/ (snake) crawls along
r̲ r ̲es̲ kinčnʼa : /skiskančnʼa/ d. snakes crawl along
skinčʼiˑpʼa : /skinčʼiˑpʼa/ (snake) crawls out of its skin (out of a tubular obj.) Or:
skinčʼiˑsqʼaga : /skinčʼiˑsqʼaga/ (snake) crawls out of its skin, sheds its skin
skinwa : /skinwa/ (snake) crawls into water, flat place
skin r̲wa : /skinoˑwa/ (snake) swims around in water
skinykiˑna : /skiniˑkiˑna/ (snake) crawls out of water, out of fire
skiy\ʼ 7Sv fart
skiy\ʼ a : /skiyʼa/ farts
he̲sskiy\ʼa : /hiskyʼa/ causes one to fart
r̲ r ̲es̲ kiy\ʼa : /skiskyʼa/ d. fart
skiy\ʼdamna : /skiˑdamna/ keeps farting
skiy\ʼčibga : /skiˑčipga/ comes farting
skiy\ʼčibgi! : /skiˑčipgi!/ come farting! In:
/weleˑqʼaˑk skiˑčipgi!/ Little old lady come farting! If one faces toward Mount Pitt on a hot day and
shouts this, a cool breeze will blow.
skiy\ʼnʼapga : /skiˑnʼapga/ feels like farting
skiy\ʼs : /skiˑs/ fart
r̲ r ̲es̲ kiy\ʼys : /skiskyʼis/ farter; stink bug
skod 7Sv put on, wear a blanket; blanket
skoda : /skoda/ wears, puts on a blanket
he̲sskoda : /hoskda/ puts a blanket on someone
skodbli : /skotbli/ puts a blanket back on

skodoˑla : /skodoˑla/ takes off a blanket
skodas : /skodas/ blanket; idiom: amniotic sack
r̲ r ̲es̲ kodkʼa : /skoskatkʼa/ d. little blankets
skodʔmʼč : /skotʔamʼč/ big old blanket
čʼomsʔm skodas : /čʼomsʔam skodas/ big fluffy snowflakes (“sucker’s-blanket”)
qdayʔm skodas : /qdayʔam skodas/ moss (“rock’s-blanket”)
skoˑg 7Sv be frightened of a ghost; ghost
skoˑga : /skoˑga/ is frightened of a ghost
he̲sskoˑga : /hoskoˑga/ ghost frightens someone
skoˑgs : /skoks/ ghost
skoˑgsʔm heksgys
̣ : /skoˑksʔam heksgis/
̣ “Ghost’s-Cane” (cat’s cradle figure)
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skoˑl 3Sn school. From English
skoˑl : /skoˑl/ school
skoˑl gi : /skoˑl gi/ attends school
skoˑl giča̲a : /skoˑl giča/ goes to school
skoˑl ginʼapga : /skoˑl ginʼapga/ feels like attending school
skʼačʼ 7Sv caulk a boat (by pouring melted pitch into its seams)
skʼačʼa : /skʼačʼa/ caulks
r̲ r ̲es̲ kʼačʼa : /skʼaskčʼa/ d. caulk
skʼačʼoˑla : /skʼačʼoˑla/ finishes caulking
skʼawang 3S-n wild parsnip (Zygadenus venosus Wats.). This poisonous plant was roasted,
pulverized, and used on arrowheads as poison.
skʼawangs : /skʼawanks/ wild parsnip
skʼawangs lᵛakʼčʼwys : /skʼawanks lakčʼwis/ “Wild-Parsnips-Among-(Rocks)” (place name)
skʼayaˑčwʼ 7Sv yawn
skʼayaˑčwʼa : /skʼayaˑčwʼa/ yawns
he̲sskʼayaˑčwʼa : /haskʼyaˑčwʼa/ makes someone yawn
skʼayaˑčwʼdamna : /skʼayaˑčodamna/ keeps yawning
skʼaˑm 3Sn small of the back
skʼaˑm : /skʼaˑm/ small of the back
skʼič 7S-v be a dwarf, midget. Only with {elʼg}̣ 12sv “down, to the earth, to a stop.”
skʼičlʼgạ : /skʼičlga/
̣ is a midget
skʼičlʼgdk
dwarf, midget
̣ : /skʼičlgatk/
̣
skʼičʼ 7Sv nag
skʼičʼa : /skʼičʼa/ nags someone
r̲ r ̲es̲ kʼičʼa : /skʼiskčʼa/ d. nag
skʼičʼyeˑga : /skʼičʼyeˑga/ starts to nag

r̲ r ̲es̲ kʼičʼys : /skʼiskčʼis/ an habitual nagger

skʼin see kʼin yellowjacket
skʼolyʼaˑ see kʼolyʼaˑ coyote
skʼoyʼa 3Sn hunchback
skʼoyʼa : /skʼoyʼa/ hunchback
sl sne
slᵉ 4S-v act upon a clothlike obj. (as a garment, piece of cloth, empty bucket, basket hat, etc.) Also
sl. Cf. also {slan̲} 7Sv “act upon a mat, bedding.” See Sec. 331.
slᵉabčʼa : /slapčʼa/ puts something out of sight under a clothlike obj.: covers with a cloth. (intr. also)
slᵉabqʼa : /slapqʼa/ puts a cloth on someone’s face. (intr. also)
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slᵉ (continued)
slᵉakyamna : /slakyamna/ surrounds with a clothlike obj., puts a clothlike obj. around an obj. (intr.
also)
slᵉakʼaˑy i ̲ʼa : /slakʼaˑyʼa/ hangs up a clothlike obj. (intr. also)
slᵉakʼčʼwy : /slakčʼwi/ puts a clothlike obj. into a tight place (as a corner, pocket, cupboard). (intr.
also)
slᵉalamna : /slalamna/ drapes a clothlike obj. over someone’s back. (intr. also)
slᵉaptneˑgị : /slaptneˑgi/
̣ puts a cloth on top of a full load; covers a full load with a clothlike obj.
(intr. also)
slᵉaqaˑy i ̲ʼoˑla : /slaqaˑyʼoˑla/ picks out a clothlike obj. from among bushes, from among a jumble of
objs.
slᵉatʼaˑw i ̲ʼa : /slatʼaˑwʼa/ puts a clothlike obj. in the sunshine. (intr. also)
slᵉawawča̲a : /slawawča/ passes a clothlike obj. from hand to hand, from person to person (as if to
allow people to look at it)
slᵉawl : /slawal/ puts a clothlike obj. on top. (intr. also)
slᵉawloˑla : /slawloˑla/ takes a clothlike obj. off the top
slᵉawls : /slawals/ roof
slᵉawʼaˑlʼa : /slawʼaˑlʼa/ puts a clothlike obj. on the end. (intr. also)
slᵉayahʔa : /slayahʔa/ hides a clothlike obj.
slᵉbᵛawl : /sbawal/ clothlike obj. lies on top. See bᵛ.
slᵉdgl : /sdagal/ picks up a clothlike obj.
slᵉebga : /slepga/ brings a clothlike obj.
slᵉeliˑgčʼn̲a : /sleliˑkčʼa/ just left a clothlike obj. on the bank of a stream. Also recorded slᵉaliˑgčʼn̲a : /
slaliˑkčʼa/ in apparent free variation.
slᵉeLWn̲a : /sleLWa/ puts a clothlike obj. down on top, along the top. (intr. also)
slᵉelʼgạ : /slelga/
̣ puts down a clothlike obj.
slᵉelʼgčnʼiˑa
: /slelgačnʼiˑya/
leaves a clothlike obj. for someone as one goes along
̣
̣
slᵉelʼgi!
̣ : /slelgi!/
̣ put down a clothlike obj.!
slᵉen̲a : /slena/ takes a clothlike obj. away
slᵉen̲! : /slen!/ take a clothlike obj. away!
slᵉeqn̲a : /sleqa/ takes a clothlike obj. out, through
slᵉewa : /slewa/ puts a clothlike obj. into water, into a fiat place. (intr. also)
slᵉikLa : /slekLa/ puts down a clothlike obj. on. (intr. also)
slᵉikLs : /slikLas/ floor mat
slᵉiwyʼgạ : /slewiˑga/
̣ puts a clothlike obj. into a container. (intr. also)
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slᵉ (continued)
r̲ r ̲es̲ lᵉiwyʼgạ : /sleslwiˑga/
̣ d. put a clothlike obj. into a container. (intr. also)
slᵉiwyʼgoˑlbli
: /slewiˑgoˑlabli/
takes a clothlike obj. back out of a container
̣
̣
slᵉočʼiˑpʼa : /slečʼiˑpʼa/ takes off someone’s garment (tubular obj.). Or slᵉočʼpʼa : /slečpʼa/.
he̲slᵉočʼiˑpʼa : /heslčʼiˑpʼa/ takes off one’s own garment, each other’s garment. Also he̲slᵉočʼpʼa : /
heslačpʼa/.
r̲eh̲ e̲slᵉočʼiˑpʼa : /hehaslčʼiˑpʼa/ d. take off their own, each other’s garments
slᵉodga : /sletga/ takes a clothlike obj. out of a container
slᵉodgạ : /sletga/
̣ takes a clothlike obj. away from someone
slᵉodgị : /sletgi/
̣ takes down a clothlike obj.
slᵉodiˑla : /slediˑla/ puts a clothlike obj. underneath. (intr. also)
slᵉoga̲č a̲a : /slekča/ goes to get a clothlike obj.
slᵉoga̲lgi : /slegalgi/ comes to get a clothlike obj.
slᵉosga : /slesga/ takes a clothlike obj. off of
he̲slᵉosga : /heslasga/ takes a clothlike obj. off of oneself, each other (as a blanket)
slᵉosn̲a : /slesa/ puts a clothlike obj. deep under water, earth. (intr. also)
slᵉotn̲a : /sleta/ attaches a clothlike obj. to; puts a cloth like obj. onto, against. (intr. also)
slᵉotn̲ys : /sletiˑs/ type of mat (used as the wall-covering of a wickiup)
slᵉotqʼaga : /sletqʼaga/ takes a clothlike obj. up out of (as one digs a garment out of mud, pulls a
garment up out of water). (intr. also)
slᵉowi : /slewi/ spreads out a clothlike obj. among
r̲ r ̲es̲ lᵉowi : /sleslwi/ distributes clothlike objs. to d.
slᵉowiˑča̲a : /slewiˑča/ takes home a clothlike obj. first (before doing something else)
slᵉowʼeˑtʼa : /slewʼeˑtʼa/ hangs, drapes a clothlike obj. off the edge, side. (intr. also)
slᵉoya : /sleya/ gives a clothlike obj.
r̲ r ̲es̲ lᵉoy : /slesli/ d. give a clothlike obj.
slᵉoy! : /sley!/ give a clothlike obj.!
slᵉoybli : /sleybli/ gives back a clothlike obj.
slᵉo r̲yamna : /sleyyamna/ is carrying, holding a clothlike obj.
slᵉoyeˑga : /sleyeˑga/ picks up a clothlike obj. (intr. also)
slᵉoygị : /sleygi/
̣ puts a clothlike obj. over. (intr. also.) See oygi.
̣
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sliwkʼya : /sliwkʼya/ shuts with a clothlike obj. (as one closes an opening with a mat, curtain)
sliwlʼgạ : /sliwlga/
̣ lays down a clothlike obj. (the same as slᵉelʼga,
̣ but with more emphasis: “lays
down a clothlike obj. with force, deliberately”)
slᵛ 4S-v act with a sawlike obj., with a toothed obj.
slᵛčaˑy i ̲ʼa : /slačaˑyʼa/ saws into strips
slᵛčaˑy i ̲ʼs : /slačaˑyis/ sawmill
slᵛčiˑqʼa : /sličiˑqʼa/ combs the hair
he̲sslᵛčiˑqʼa : /hislčiˑqʼa/ combs someone else’s hair; makes someone comb his hair
r̲ r ̲es̲ lᵛčiˑqʼa : /slislčiˑqʼa/ d. comb their hair
slᵛčiˑqʼs : /sličiˑqʼs/ comb (of porcupine quills)
slᵛgatʼa : /slaktʼa/ saws off a piece
slᵛolčʼa : /slolčʼa/ saws off pl. pieces
slᵛolčʼoˑts : /slolčʼoˑts/ saw
slᵛoteˑga : /sloteˑga/ saws deep into
slačʼ 7S-v sift (through a sieve, strainer)
slačʼgoga
: /slačgoga/
sifts into a container
̣
̣
slačʼkanga : /slačkanga/ sifts around here and there
r̲ r ̲es̲ lačʼkanga : /slaslačkanga/ d. sift around (as miners along a stream sifting for gold)
slačʼqn̲a : /slačqa/ sifts through, sieves
slačʼqn̲oˑts : /slačqnoˑts/ sifting basket (made of willows roughly woven), sieve, collander
slačʼtn̲a : /slačta/ sifts onto; splashes onto (as grease popping onto the top of a stove)
slačʼwl : /slačʼwal/ sifts onto the top of
slačʼygị : /slačʼiˑgi/
̣ sifts above, over; splashes over
slan̲ 7Sv act on a mat, bedding. Cf. also {slᵉ} 4S-v “act on a clothlike obj.”
slan̲a : /slana/ spreads out a mat, bedding
slan̲bga : /slampga/ (mat, bedding) lie
slan̲bli : /slambli/ makes the bed again
slan̲diˑla : /slandiˑla/ spreads out a mat, bedding, underneath. (intr. also)
he̲slan̲diˑla : /haslandiˑla/ spreads a mat, bedding, underneath oneself
slan̲goga
: /slangoga/
spreads out a mat inside
̣
̣
slan̲kʼwa : /slankʼwa/ spreads a mat, bedding, across (also a matlike surface, as a bridge)
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slan̲kʼwsksi : /slankʼosksi/ “Bridge-Place” (place name: the bridge near Williamson River church)
slan̲lʼgạ : /slallga/
̣ spreads a mat, bedding, tules, on the ground
slan̲ys : /slays/ tule mat
r̲ r ̲es̲ lan̲y\ʼaˑkʼ : /slaslyʼaˑk/ d. little mats
slan̲ys\ʼa̲la : /slayslʼa/ makes a tule mat
slapstʼ 7Sv make a fist
slapstʼa : /slapstʼa/ makes a fist
r̲ r ̲es̲ lapstʼa : /slaslapstʼa/ d. make a fist
slaˑl 3Sn fir tree (sp. unknown)
slaˑl : /slaˑl/ fir tree (sp.)
slaˑlm : /slaˑlam/ fir tree species
slaˑmʼi 7Sv be a widower. Also recorded slaˑmi once and never rechecked. The latest recording has
mʼ.
slaˑmʼi : /slaˑmʼi/ is, becomes a widower
slaˑmʼidk : /slaˑmʼitk/ widower
slaˑyg̣ 7Sv smoke (fire)
slaˑygạ : /slaˑyga/
̣ (fire) smokes

he̲sslaˑygạ : /haslaˑyga/
̣ smokes something (as meat, as a horse over a pit-a remedy for distemper)
r̲ r ̲es̲ laˑygạ : /slaslaˑyga/
̣ d. fires smoke
slaˑygṣ : /slaˑyaqs/ smoke
sleʔ 7Sv see. Also sleˑ. See Sec. 334.
sleʔa : /sleʔa/ sees

he̲ssleʔa : /heslʔa/ causes someone to see; show; appears (as an apparition)
r̲ r ̲es̲ leʔa : /sleslʔa/ d. see
sleʔalla : /sleʔalla/ peeps, sees for immoral purposes
sleʔank : /sleʔank/ having seen
sleʔa̲t : /sleʔat/ can see
sleʔi! : /sleʔi!/ see!
sleʔiˑk! : /sleʔiˑk!/ let me see!
sleˑʔoˑla : /sleʔoˑla/ finishes seeing
sleʔoˑta : /sleʔoˑta/ while seeing, on seeing
/sleʔoˑta hak honks ni qoyga./
̣ On seeing him, I recognized (him).
r̲eh̲ e̲ssleʔys : /hehaslʔis/ apparition
r̲ r ̲es̲ leʔys : /sleslʔis/ one who habitually sees
he̲ssleˑ! : /hesleˑ!/ show!
sleˑa̲stga : /sleˑstga/ planned to see
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sleˑbga : /sleˑpga/ is seeing
sleˑbli : /sleˑbli/ sees again
sleˑča̲a : /sleˑča/ goes to see
r̲ r ̲es̲ leˑča̲a : /slesleˑča/ d. go to see
sleˑdga : /sleˑtga/ been seeing
he̲ssleˑdga : /hesleˑtga/ been showing

he̲ssleˑks : /hesleˑks/ “Apparition-Place” (place name). Really “Cause-to-See-Place.”
sleˑlgi : /sleˑlgi/ comes to see
sleˑnʼa! : /sleˑnʼa!/ let’s see!
sleˑs : /sleˑs/ the seeing; to see; looking
/hoˑt ʔa dič sleˑs snʼeweˑts./ She is a good-looking woman. See Sec. 1031.
/gesga
ʔan sleˑs./ I can’t see (it).
̣
he̲ssleˑWiˑa : /hesleˑWiˑya/ almost showed
sleg̣ 7S-v (?) [unknown meaning]. May contain {slᵛ} 4S-v “act with a sawlike obj.” Only in:
slegoˑts
: /slegoˑts/
axe
̣
̣
r̲ r ̲es̲ legoˑtkʼiˑkʼ
: /sleslgoˑtkʼiˑk/
d. little axes
̣
̣

sleleˑčʼ 3S-n nettle (Urtica holosericae). The stalks were used as cord for nets. Seems to contain an
r̲e ̲ sequence: s r̲el̲ eˑčʼ but not descriptively segmentable; cf. {sleˑčʼ} 3S-n “nettle cord.”
sleleˑčʼsʔm : /sleleˑtsʔam/ nettle
sleˑ see sleʔ see
sleˑčʼ 3S-n nettle cord. Cf. {sleleˑčʼ} 3S-n “nettle” above.
sleˑčʼs : /sleˑts/ nettle cord
r̲ r ̲es̲ leˑčʼkʼa : /slesleˑčkʼa/ little nettle cords

sleˑčʼsksi : /sleˑtsksi/ “Nettle-Cord-Place” (place name)
slič 7S-v tie something
sličbga : /sličpga/ is tied to
he̲sličdangạ : /hislačdanga/
̣ ties two objs. together
sličkyamna : /sličkyamna/ ties something around the circumference of an obj.
sličkʼwa : /sličkʼwa/ ties something across
sličlʼgạ : /sličlga/
̣ ties up (a horse, shoe, etc.)
r̲ r ̲es̲ ličlʼgạ : /slislačlga/
̣ d. tie something up
sličlʼgoˑla
: /sličlgoˑla/
unties
̣
̣
he̲sličlgoˑla
: /hislačlgoˑla/
unties oneself
̣
̣
he̲sličlʼgoˑts
: /hislačlgoˑts/
lace, shoestring
̣
̣
sličqʼaˑqʼa : /sličqʼaˑqʼa/ ties someone by the neck
sličsga : /sličsga/ takes off a rope, unties. Recorded slitsga (?).
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sličtn̲a : /sličta/ ties something to (as a horse to a tree)
sličwl : /sličwal/ ties on top of (as a load on top of a wagon)
slikw 7Sv use a firedrill. Also slikwiy in one form. See Sec. 334.
slikwa : /slikwa/ makes fire with a firedrill
slikwiyoˑts : /slikwiyoˑts/ base stone for a firedrill. These are archeological items found on the
Klamath Marsh. They consist of a spherical stone with a carved socket for the tinder and the
drill.
slikwys : /slikwis/ firedrill. This consisted of a small bow strung with sinew and a hardwood shaft
(LK suggested yew as the material), The pitchy dried tops of young pine trees formed the tinder
(cf. {haˑba})
slikwiy sle
sliń̲ 7Sv shoot sg.
sliń̲ : /slin/ shoots sg.
r̲ r ̲es̲ liń̲ : /slislan/ d. shoot sg.
sliń̲ : /sli!/ shoot sg.!
sliń̲at! : /slaˑt!/ pl. shoot sg.!
sliń̲aksga : /sliksga/ almost shot
sliń̲ as̲ tga : /slistga/ planned to shoot, tried to shoot
sliń̲damna : /slidamna/ keeps shooting sg.
sliń̲dgi : /slitgi/ wants someone to shoot sg.
/ʔapʔota ʔan honks slitgiwk./ I promised to shoot him.
sliń̲iˑa : /sliyiˑya/ shoots sg. for someone
sliń̲lgi : /slilgi/ comes to shoot sg.
sliń̲nʼapga : /slinʼapga/ feels like shooting
he̲sliń̲nʼapga : /hislanʼapga/ feels like shooting oneself
sliń̲s : /slis/ shooting; to shoot
/geg
̣ oˑ
̣ hoˑt nis slis./ He tried to shoot me.

he̲sliń̲s : /hislas/ shooting oneself, each other
/gesga
ʔan hislas./ I can’t shoot myself.
̣
sliń̲wl : /sliwal/ pulls the trigger. Use of {wal} 7S-v 10sv “cover, on top of” here?
sliń̲wloˑts : /sliwloˑts/ trigger
sliń̲Wiˑa : /sliWiˑya/ wounded; almost shot (i.e., shot but did not completely shoot)
slog 7Sv string (beads, fish)
sloga : /sloga/ strings (beads, fish)
slogbli : /slokbli/ restrings
slogs : /sloks/ a string of beads, fish; a constellation of three stars in a vertical line in the southern
sky.
slohoˑqsg̣ 7Sv starve. Segmentable? Only in:
slohoˑqsgạ : /slohoˑqsga/
̣ starves
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slom 7S-v hunt birds with a torch. Waterfowl were hunted at night with torches from canoes on the
Klamath Marsh. Only before {otn̲} 10sv “on, at, against.”
slomtn̲a : /slomta/ hunts birds with a torch
slomtn̲dga : /slomtantga/ been hunting birds with a torch
slomtn̲wabg : /slomtanwapk/ will hunt birds with a torch
sloqʼ 7S-v spit. Cf. {sloˑqʼog} 3S-n “spittle.”
sloqʼčnʼa : /sloqčnʼa/ spits as one goes along
sloqʼLa̲a : /sloqLa/ spits on a surface (as on the floor)
sloqʼtn̲a : /sloqta/ spits onto
he̲sloqʼtn̲a : /hoslaqta/ spits on oneself
ʔoqsoʼsʔm sloqʼtn̲ys : /ʔoqsosʔam sloqtis/ “Cough’s-Spitting-on” (place name: see ʔoqsoʼ)
sloqʼwa : /sloqʼwa/ spits into water, in a flat place
sloqʼygị : /sloqʼiˑgi/
̣ spits over
slot 3S-n wokas mush. Only in:
slotys : /slotiˑs/ wokas mush

slowaˑ 3Sn lynx (Lynx rufus)
slowaˑ : /slowaˑ/ lynx
r̲ r ̲es̲ lowaˑʼaˑkʼ : /sloslwaˑʔaˑk/ d. little lynxes
sloˑqʼog 3S-n spittle. Cf. also {sloqʼ} 7S-v “spit.”
sloˑqʼogs : /sloˑqʼoks/ spittle
sL 10sv (?) moving, changing one’s dwelling. Meaning and morphophonemic shape dubious. Only
in:
se̲ʼmesLa : /semʼasLa/ moves, changes one’s dwelling
slʼᵛ 4S-v act upon fire. Cf. {kʼlᵛ} 4S-v with the same meaning. Some of the segmentations are based
upon the segmentations of {kʼlᵛ}.
slʼᵛočʼčnʼa : /slʼoččnʼa/ goes carrying a torch, fire
slʼᵛočʼdiˑla : /slʼočdiˑla/ takes a torch, fire, underneath
slʼᵛočʼga̲lgi : /slʼočgalgi/ comes to get a torch, fire
slʼᵛočʼkanga : /slʼočkanga/ carries a torch, fire, around
r̲ r ̲es̲ lʼᵛočʼkanga : /slʼoslʼačkanga/ d. carry a torch, fire, around
slʼᵛočʼwa : /slʼočʼwa/ fishes by torchlight, “torch-fishes”
slʼᵛogỵ : /slʼogiˑ/
̣ swallows fire

/loq ʔa slʼogiˑ̣ sʔabasas./ The Grizzly swallows the sun. Term for an eclipse.
slʼab 7Sv bloom, blossom
slʼaba : /slʼaba/ blooms, blossoms
r̲ r ̲es̲ lʼaba : /slʼaslba/ d. bloom
slʼabs : /slʼaps/ bloom, blossom
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r̲ r ̲es̲ lʼabtn̲ysʔm : /slʼaslʼaptisʔam/ snowbrush
r̲ r ̲es̲ lʼabys : /slʼaslbis/ a perennial (habitual bloomer)
slʼeps 3S-n bread of cattail root flour. May contain {aps} 10sv “on coals, roasting,”
slʼepss : /slʼepsas/ bread of cattail root flour
slʼeqʼ 7Sv rust, rot, decay
slʼeqʼa : /slʼeqʼa/ rusts, rots, decays
r̲ r ̲es̲ lʼeqʼbgs : /slʼeslqʼapks/ d. rusted, rotten, decayed
slʼeqʼditgoˑla : /slʼeqditgoˑla/ is rusted out from beneath
slʼeqʼdiˑla : /slʼeqdiˑla/ is rusted, rotten, beneath
slʼeqʼdk : /slʼeqʼatk/ rusted, rotten, decayed
slʼeqʼtn̲a : /slʼeqta/ is rusted on
slʼeqʼtn̲nʼdk : /slʼeqtanʔatk/ a little rusted here and there, flecked with rust
slʼeqʼwl : /slʼeqʼwal/ is rusty, rotten, on top
slʼet 3Sn wildcat (sp.)
slʼet : /slʼet/ small sp. of wildcat
r̲ r ̲es̲ lʼet\ʼaˑkʼ : /slʼesltʼaˑk/ d. little wildcats
slʼewy 7Sv be windy
slʼewy : /slʼewiˑ/ is windy, wind blows
r̲ r ̲es̲ lʼewy : /slʼeslwi/ d. winds blow
slʼewys : /slʼewiˑs/ wind
slʼewys\ʼa̲la : /slʼewiˑslʼa/ makes a wind (said of a passing car)
slʼolg 3S-n testicle(s)
slʼolgs : /slʼolks/ testicle(s)
r̲ r ̲es̲ lʼolg\ʼmʼč : /slʼoslʼalkʼamʼč/ big old testicles; man’s proper name
slʼoqoˑp 3S-n house-pit. These were the pits dug as the base for the semisubterranean winter house.
Some of these seen by the author measure twenty feet across and are about six feet deep.
slʼoqoˑps : /slʼoqoˑps/ house-pit
slʼoqʼ 7Sv shed hair, molt
slʼoqʼa : /slʼoqʼa/ sheds, molts
slʼoqʼbgs : /slʼoqʼapks/ shedding, molting
slʼoqʼsga : /slʼoqsga/ (hair, feathers) come off, fall out
slʼotʼiˑtʼaˑʼ 3S-n tule mat roll used as a knee support for an infant on a cradleboard
slʼotʼitʼaˑʼs : /slʼotʼitʼaˑʔas/ knee support for an infant
slʼowʼiWyʼ 7Sv trot
slʼowʼiWyʼa : /slʼowʼiWyʼa/ trots
he̲sslʼowʼiWyʼa : /hoslwʼiWyʼa/ makes trot
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slʼowʼiWyʼygị : /slʼowʼiWyʼiˑgi/
̣ trots over (as a horse over a hill)
slʼoyč 3Sn bank: a place where the water has receded leaving a dry, cracked place along the edge of
a river
slʼoyč : /slʼoyč/ bank
slʼoyoˑkʼ 7Sv whistle. Also slʼoyʼakiˑkʼ. See Sec. 334.
slʼoyoˑkʼa : /slʼoyoˑkʼa/ whistles
slʼoyoˑkʼtn̲a : /slʼoyoˑkta/ whistles at someone
slʼoyʼakiˑkʼa : /slʼoyʼakiˑkʼa/ keeps whistling
slʼoyʼakiˑkʼ sle
slʼoˑgl\ʼ
̣ 7Sv shoot at a mark, target; practice shooting
slʼoˑgl\ʼa
̣ : /slʼoˑqlʼa/ shoots at a mark; practices shooting
slʼoˑgl\ʼ!
shoot!
̣ : /slʼoˑgal!/
̣
slʼoˑgl\ʼat!
: /slʼoˑqlʼat!/ pl. shoot!
̣

slʼoˑgl\ʼča̲
a : /slʼoˑgalča/
goes to shoot at a mark; goes to practice shooting
̣
̣
slʼoˑlwʼ 7Sv play a flute
slʼoˑlwʼa : /slʼoˑlwʼa/ plays a flute
r̲ r ̲es̲ lʼoˑlwʼa : /slʼoslʼoˑlwʼa/ d. play a flute
slʼoˑlws : /slʼoˑlwas/ flute
slʼoˑlwsʔ? : /slʼoˑlosʔam/ elderberries (Sambucus glaucus). The berries were dried and stored for
winter use, while the stems were used as pipestems and flutes.
r̲ r ̲es̲ lʼoˑlWys : /slʼoslʼoˑlwis/ flute-player
smaˑy 3Sn porcupine needle(s). These were dyed red or yellow and woven into clothing or used as
the design element in basketry.
smaˑy : /smaˑy/ porcupine needle(s)
smaˑya̲ldk : /smaˑyaltk/ having porcupine needles (as the design element on a basket, dress, etc.)
smaˑym : /smaˑyam/ porcupine needles [collective]
smoˑ 7S-v wrap. Morphophonemic shape dubious. Only in:
he̲smoˑwl : /hosmoˑwal/ wraps up one’s head (in a scarf, shawl, etc,)
he̲smoˑwldk : /hosmoˑwaltk/ having one’s head wrapped up
smoˑkʼ 7Sv tan a hide. This was done by soaking the hide in a mixture of deer brains and water.
smoˑkʼa : /smoˑkʼa/ tans by soaking a hide in deer brains and water
r̲ r ̲es̲ moˑkʼa : /smosmoˑkʼa/ d. tan a hide
smoˑlʼ 7Sv smoke a hide. Possibly cf. the last entry?
smoˑlʼa : /smoˑlʼa/ smokes a hide (giving it the desired yellowish-brown color)
hessmoˑlʼa : /hosmoˑlʼa/ causes someone to smoke a hide
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r̲ r ̲es̲ moˑlʼa : /smosmoˑlʼa/ d. smoke a hide
smoˑlʼiˑa : /smoˑlʼiˑya/ smokes a hide for someone
smʼaˑk see mʼaˑk body hair, pubic hair
smʼaˑWi 7Sv stop (rain, snow, storm)
smʼaˑWi : /smʼaˑWi/ (rain, snow, storm) stops
smʼoling 3S-n fish bladder or intestines
smʼolings : /smʼolinks/ fish bladder or intestines
smʼolingsa̲ltn̲dk : /smʼolinksaltantk/ “Trout-Guts-on” (basketry design: Barrett, p. 298, fig. 1). Also
called sawlsa̲ltn̲dk : /sawalsaltantk/ “Arrowpointed-on.” Cf. {sawl}.
smʼoqʼy 7Sv have a mouthful
smʼoqʼya : /smʼoqʼya/ has a mouthful
smʼoqʼydk : /smʼoqʼiˑtk/ having a mouthful
r̲ r ̲es̲ mʼoqʼydk : /smʼosmqʼitk/ d. having a mouthful
smʼoˑg̣ 3Sn mustache, beard, face hair
smʼoˑg̣ : /smʼoˑq/ mustache, beard
r̲ r ̲es̲ mʼoˑg\ʼaˑkʼ
: /smʼosmʼoˑqʼaˑk/ d. little mustaches, beards
̣

smʼoˑg\ʼa̲
̣ la : /smʼoˑqlʼa/ grows a mustache, beard
smʼoˑg̣ a̲ldk : /smʼoˑgaltk/
having a mustache, beard
̣
snab 7Sv parch wokas in a basket-tray. This refers to the parching, while {siwy} 7Sv refers to the
peculiar sifting and tossing motion employed in parching wokas by this method.
snaba : /snaba/ parches wokas in a basket-tray
snabs : /snaps/ parched wokas
snakʼl 7Sv have brown spots on the face during pregnancy. PO called these “liver spots.” These
were quite common among the Klamath women but have become less so now.
snakʼla : /snakʼla/ has brownish spots on the face
snakʼls : /snakʼals/ pregnancy spots: “liver spots”
snawč 3S-n headband. BL was not sure of this item.
snawčys : /snawčis/ headband

sney 3S-n blackjack duck (Bucephala albeola)
sneyys : /sneyiˑs/ blackjack duck
sney 7S-v camp, build a temporary campfire. Apparently synonymous with {mak} 7S-v.
sneybga : /sneypga/ is camping, has a campfire
sneybags : /sneybaks/ camp
sneydiˑla : /sneydiˑla/ camps underneath
sneyliˑga : /sneyliˑga/ camps on the bank of a stream
sneylʼgạ : /sneylga/
̣ camps, sets up a camp
sneylʼgṣ : /sneylʼaqs/ hearth
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sneyqaˑy i ̲ʼa : /sneyqaˑyʼa/ camps in the brush, woods
r̲ r ̲es̲ neyqaˑy i ̲ʼa : /snesniˑqaˑyʼa/ d. camp in the brush, woods
sneytʼaˑw i ̲ʼa : /sneytʼaˑwʼa/ camps in the sunshine; idiom: builds a bonfire
sneywl : /sneywal/ camps on top of
sneyykiˑna : /sneyiˑkiˑna/ camp spreads beyond the edge, away from fire, water
/pʼapʼallisam mat hok sneyiˑkiˑna./ Thieves’ (fire) spreads away from camp. Proverb
sne̲ 3pv [causative]. Also sne̲ʼ. See Sec. 3230
sne̲badgl : /snabatgal/ causes someone to get up out of bed. See ba.
r̲ r ̲es̲ ne̲badgl : /snasnbatgal/ d. get someone up
he̲sne̲ r̲éˑ̲ r̲bem\ʼa : /hesnbeˑmbemʼa/ fool each other
sne̲ r̲éˑ̲ r̲ǰiqʼa : /sniǰiˑqǰiqʼa/ makes someone ticklish; tickles
he̲sne̲ r̲éˑ̲ r̲ǰiqʼa : /hisnǰiˑqǰiqʼa/ tickle each other
sne̲lmen̲a : /snelma/ makes thunder
sne̲lqʼań̲ : /snalqʼan/ makes ripple, makes waves
sne̲ntolčnʼa : /snontalčnʼa/ makes flow
r̲ r ̲es̲ ne̲ntolčnʼa : /snosnantalčnʼa/ d. makes flow
sne̲ntʼopʼlʼgạ : /snontʼapʼlga/
̣ causes to rot

sne̲ʼwibga : /sniwʼapga/ rescues (“causes to escape”)
r̲ r ̲es̲ ne̲wibgys : /snisnwapgis/ rescuer, saviour
sne̲ r̲é ̲ r̲Wag\ʼa : /snaWakWakʼa/ steams something
sne̲ʼ sle
sni 4S-v eat, breakfast (?)
sniWaˑčnʼa : /sniWaˑčnʼa/ swallows
sniWaˑdgl : /sniWaˑtgal/ swallows a bite and gets up. “grabs a snack”
sniWaˑdglksi : /sniWaˑtgalksi/ “Eat-First-Place” (place name)
he̲sni r̲yamna : /hisniyyamna/ walks around eating
sniyeˑga : /sniyeˑga/ starts (the day) by eating, breakfasts
sniyeˑgčʼa̲bga : /sniyeˑkčʼapga/ just breakfasted before coming
sničiˑkʼ caulk (by stuffing rags coated with pitch into a boat’s seams). May contain {sne̲} 3pv
[causative]. Cf. {skʼačʼ} 7Sv “caulk.”
sničiˑkʼa : /sničiˑkʼa/ caulks
r̲ r ̲es̲ ničiˑkʼa : /snisnčiˑkʼa/ d. caulk
sničiˑkʼs : /sničiˑks/ caulking; to caulk
/gesga
ʔan gen wonč sničiˑks./ I can’t caulk this canoe.
̣
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sničiˑqʼ 7Sv fry. PO and BL gave this form; RD gave sniǰiˑqʼ. May contain {sne̲} 3pv [causative].
sničiˑqʼa : /sničiˑqʼa/ fries. Or sniǰiˑqʼa : /sniǰiˑqʼa/.
r̲ r ̲es̲ ničiˑqʼa : /snisnčiˑqʼa/ d. fry
sničʼiˑčʼ 7S-v make a face. May contain {sne̲} 3pv [causative]. Only in:
sničʼiˑčʼbga : /sničʼiˑčʼapga/ makes a face. Or also recorded /sničʼiˑčpga/.
sniǰiˑqʼ see sničiˑqʼ fry
sniˑg\ʼ̣ 7Sv blow the nose; snot
sniˑg\ʼa
̣ : /sniˑqʼa/ blows the nose
sniˑg\ʼdamna
: /sniˑqdamna/ keeps blowing the nose
̣
sniˑg\ʼi!
̣ : /sniˑqʼi!/ blow the nose!
sniˑg\ʼs
̣ : /sniˑqs/ snot
he̲sniˑg\ʼs\ʼa̲
la : /hisniˑqslʼa/ picks one’s nose
̣
mokʼsʔm sniˑg\ʼs
̣ : /moksʔam sniˑqs/ fungus (“owl’s-snot”)

snog 7Sv cool by blowing on
snoga : /snoga/ cools by blowing on
snogs : /snoks/ cooling; to cool; “Cooler” (woman’s proper name)
snoloˑkʼ 7Sv threaten, frighten, warn. May contain {sne̲} 3pv [causative].
snoloˑkʼa : /snoloˑkʼa/ threatens, warns, frightens
r̲ r ̲es̲ noloˑkʼa : /snosnloˑkʼa/ d. threaten, warn
snomčakL 7Sv disturb a sleeping person. May contain {sne̲} 3pv [causative] and also {eLa̲} 13sv
“onto a surface”?
snomčakLa : /snomčakLa/ disturbs a sleeping person
snotʼ 7S-v (?) [unknown meaning]. Only in:
snotʼoˑts : /snotʼoˑts/ shield; Gatschet gives also “lady-bug (Coccinella septempunctata)”
snʼeklʼ 3S-n eyebrow. Given once by BL as “eyelashes.”
snʼeklʼys : /snʼeklʼis/ eyebrow
snʼeweˑčʼ 3S-n woman, wife. Cf. {weˑwʼanʼ} 3S-n “women.”
snʼeweˑčʼs : /snʼeweˑts/ woman, wife
snʼeweˑčʼʔmʼč : /snʼeweˑčʔamʼč/ big old woman
snʼeweˑčʼkʼa : /snʼeweˑčkʼa/ little woman; girl
snʼeweˑčʼs\ʼa̲la : /snʼeweˑtslʼa/ (man) gets married
he̲ssnʼeweˑčʼs\ʼa̲la : /hesnʼweˑtslʼa/ marries someone off, causes a boy to marry
snʼewLi 7Sv get, have a cold, catarrh
snʼewLi : /snʼewLi/ gets, has a cold
r̲ r ̲es̲ nʼewLi : /snʼesnʼoˑLi/ d. have, get a cold
snʼewLidk : /snʼewLitk/ one having a cold
snʼewLis : /snʼewLis/ cold, catarrh
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snʼog̣ 7Sv catch, grasp, hold, get
snʼogạ : /snʼoga/
̣ catches, gets, grasps, holds
r̲ r ̲es̲ nʼogạ : /snʼosnga/
̣ d. catch, get, hold
r̲ r ̲es̲ nʼogat!
pl. grab, hold!
̣ : /snʼosngat!/
̣

snʼog̣ a̲t : /snʼogat/
̣ can grasp, hold, catch, get
snʼogbga
: /snʼoqpga/ is holding, grasping
̣
snʼog̣ r̲bga : /snʼoqbapga/ is holding

snʼog̣ r̲ rb̲ ga : /snʼoqbakpga/ is holding and holding
snʼogbli
̣ : /snʼoqbli/ gets something back, grasps again
snʼogča̲
̣ a : /snʼoqča/ goes to get
snʼogi!
̣ : /snʼogi!/
̣ grasp! Catch! Get!
snʼogiˑa
grasps, holds for someone
̣ : /snʼogiˑya/
̣
snʼogkʼys
: /snʼoqkʼis/ handle (of a tool)
̣
snʼogWiˑa
: /snʼoqWiˑya/ almost got, held
̣
r̲ r ̲es̲ nʼogys
̣ : /snʼosngis/
̣ policeman (“catcher”)
snʼoL 7Sv build a nest; nest
snʼoLa : /snʼoLa/ builds a nest
snʼoLs : /snʼoLas/ nest

sn̲ see osn̲ underneath, under water, dirt
sokl\ʼ 7Sv mix
sokl\ʼa : /sokia/ mixes
r̲es̲ okl\ʼa : /sosaklʼa/ d. mix
sokl\ʼdk : /sokaltk/ mixed
sokl\ʼs : /sokals/ mixture; a mixture of Indian tobacco and Bull Durham
sokʼokkʼo 3S-n game of needle and ball. A tule ball is attached to a needle by a string. The player
tosses the ball in the air and tries to spear it with the needle. When one is successful, one “stabs
the sun in the eye” (/sʔabas spʼačʼa/). May contain {se̲} 2pv [reflexive-reciprocal] and also
possibly {akʼw} 10sv “across.”
sokʼokkʼos : /sokʼokkʼos/ game of needle and ball
solpsag̣ 3S-n joint (of the body). Analyzable?
solpsagṣ : /solpsaqs/ joint

solwg 7Sv tease, make fun of
solwgoˑla : /soloˑgoˑla/ makes fun of someone. Use of {oˑl} 15sv “finishing an action, undoing”
here?
solwgtn̲a : /solwakta/ pokes fun at
som 3Sn mouth (including the lips)
som : /som/ mouth
r̲es̲ om\ʼaˑkʼ : /sosmʼaˑk/ d. little mouths
somdi : /somdi/ “Mouth-Place” (place name)
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sombal 7S-v regret. May contain {se̲} 2pv [reflexive-reciprocal]. Occurs only with {otn̲} 10sv “on,
at, against.”
sombaltn̲a : /sombalta/ regrets (an action)
r̲es̲ ombaltn̲a : /sosambalta/ d. regret
sombaltn̲ank : /sombaltnank/ having regretted
somʼalwʼ 7Sv write; make designs, marks
somʼalwʼa : /somʼalwʼa/ writes; makes designs, marks
he̲somʼalwʼa : /hosmʼalwʼa/ write to each other
r̲es̲ omʼalwʼa : /sosmʼalwʼa/ d. write; d. make marks
somʼalwʼbga : /somʼalwʼapga/ is writing
somʼalwʼbli : /somʼalwʼabli/ writes back, again
somʼalwʼdk : /somʼalwʼatk/ written; having designs, marks
r̲es̲ omʼalwʼaˑkʼidk : /sosmʼalwʼaˑkʼitk/ d. little marked ones (referring to spotted puppies)
somʼalwʼi! : /somʼalwʼi!/ write!
somʼalwʼiˑa : /somʼalwʼiˑya/ writes for someone
somʼalwʼoˑts : /somʼalwʼoˑts/ writing instrument: pen, pencil
somʼalwʼs : /somʼalwʼas/ writing; design, mark; to write
/sʔaywaks hoˑt somʼalwʼas./ He knows how to write.
somʼalwʼtn̲a : /somʼaloˑta/ writes to
somʼalwʼyeˑga : /somʼaloˑyeˑga/ starts to write
soqʼ 7-Sv sniff, test a scent. Only in:
sdig r̲éˑ̲ r̲soqʼa : /sdiksoˑqsoqʼa/ sniffs a scent, smells the wind
sosannʼg̣ 7Sv wrestle. May contain { r̲e}̲ 1pv [distributive] and also {se̲} 2pv [reflexive-reciprocal].
sosannʼgạ : /sosannga/
̣ wrestles
sosannʼg̣ a̲t : /sosanʔaqt/ can wrestle
sosannʼgnʼa!
: /sosanʔaqnʼa!/ let’s wrestle!
̣
sosannʼgṣ : /sosanʔaqs/ wrestling; to wrestle
sosannʼgys
̣ : /sosanngis/
̣ wrestler
soynʼ 7Sv race
soynʼa : /soynʼa/ races

he̲soynʼa : /hosiˑnʼa/ race each other
soynʼys : /soynʼis/ race
soˑ 7S-v chase
soˑbaˑtn̲a : /soˑbaˑta/ chases something up against
soˑčnʼa : /soˑčnʼa/ chases (a person, animal) along
soˑča! : /soˑča!/ chase (it)!
soˑdgl : /soˑtgal/ chases something up, scares an animal up out of hiding, flushes
soˑkanga : /soˑkanga/ chases something around
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r̲es̲ oˑkanga : /sosoˑkanga/ d. chase around
soˑkʼčʼwy : /soˑkʼačʼwi/ chases something into a tight corner, tight place
he̲soˑpbeˑl i ̲ʼa : /hosoˑpbeˑlʼa/ chase each other back and forth
soˑWasga : /soˑWasga/ chases something off, away
soˑ see swᵛ tie
soˑč 7Sv kindle a fire, light a fire
soˑča : /soˑča/ lights a fire
r̲es̲ oˑča : /sosoˑča/ d. light a fire
soˑčbli : /soˑčabli/ lights a fire again
soˑčdgi : /soˑčatgi/ let him light the fire, wants someone to light the fire
/snʼeweˑtsʔa mna soˑčatgi./ He has his wife light the fire.
soˑčdiˑla : /soˑčdiˑla/ lights a fire under
soˑčLa̲a : /soˑčLa/ lights a fire on a surface, on the floor, on a vehicle
soˑčLa̲bli : /soˑčLabli/ lights a fire on again
soˑčLa̲čʼa̲bli : /soˑčlčʼabli/ just lit a fire on and came back
soˑčwl : /soˑčwal/ lights a fire on top of
soˑk 7S-v hurry. Possibly sok plus ˑdgi (allomorph of {dgi} 8sv “turn, become”). Only in:
soˑkdgi : /soˑktgi/ hurries
soˑkdgiang! : /soˑkdagyank!/ please hurry!
soˑl 3Sn salt. From Chinook Jargon. Informants stated that the Klamaths had no knowledge of salt
in aboriginal times.
soˑl : /soˑl/ salt
soˑlčoq : /soˑlčoq/ ocean
soˑlčoqkniˑ : /soˑlčoqkniˑ/ Lower Rogue River people
soˑlǰ 3S-n soldiers. Historically, this is the English plural: “soldiers.” Descriptively, it contains the
Klamath affixes {y s}, as is seen from the occurrence of this form with {ʼaˑkʼ} 6sn [diminutive].
Cf. the singular {soˑlǰa} 3Sn, which must be classed as a “related morpheme”!
soˑlǰys : /soˑlǰis/ soldiers
r̲es̲ oˑlǰyˑkʼ : /sosoˑlǰiˑk/ d. little soldiers
soˑlǰa 3Sn soldier. Cf. the preceding entry.
soˑlǰa : /soˑlǰa/ soldier
soˑlǰaʼaˑkʼ : /soˑlǰaʔaˑk/ little soldier
soˑqetmi 3Sn place name. Unanalyzable.
soˑqetmi : /soˑqetmi/ place name
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soˑqʼoˑng 7Sv foam
soˑqʼoˑnga : /soˑqʼoˑnga/ foams (as beer, soapsuds)
soˑqʼoˑngs : /soˑqʼoˑnks/ foam
soˑwi 7Sv complain, tell someone about one’s troubles
soˑwi : /soˑwi/ complains
soˑwiwabg : /soˑwiwapk/ will complain
spel 7S-v point with the index finger
spelčnʼa : /spelčnʼa/ points in the handgame (indicating the position of the hidden bones)
spelwys : /spelwis/ index finger
spentʼoˑ 7S-v turn inside out. Only in:
spentʼoˑqn̲a : /spentʼoˑqa/ turns inside out (as a garment)
r̲ r ̲es̲ pentʼoˑqn̲bli : /spespantʼoˑqambli/ d. turn inside out again
spi 4S-v drag. Cf. also {sbᵛ} 4S-v “drag, pull” and {pᵛ} 4S-v “pull.”
spiᵛqiˑtʼčnʼa : /spiqiˑtčnʼa/ drags away, leaving scrape marks on
spičiwʼa : /spičiwʼa/ tears off a strip, piece. See čiwʼ.
spičʼn̲a : /spičʼa/ drags along, just dragged away
spidga : /spitga/ drags out of a container
spi r̲dga : /spitdatga/ is holding in position to drag (as one grasps a sack, ready to drag it off)
spidgs : /spidaks/ wokas-gathering basket. This was a large oval tule basket dragged behind a canoe
and filled by the wokas pickers.
spidgl : /spitgal/ drags up, out of bed
spidgạ : /spitga/
̣ drags away from someone
he̲spidgạ : /hispatga/
̣ drag an obj. away from each other
he̲spidgleˑʼa
: /hispatgleˑʔa/
play tug-of-war
̣
̣
spidgị : /spitgi/
̣ drags down, downhill
spikʼwa : /spikʼwa/ drags across
spilamna : /spilamna/ drags behind

he̲spilamna : /hisplamna/ drags behind oneself
spiliˑna : /spiliˑna/ drags off the edge, drags off (as one drags a car off a road, as one drags bedcovers
or clothes off of someone)
spiLWn̲čʼn̲a : /spiLWančʼa/ just dragged along the top
spiLy : /spiLiˑ/ drags inside
r̲ r ̲es̲ piLy : /spispLi/ d. drag inside
spimni : /spimni/ drags uphill, up into a tree
r̲ r ̲es̲ pimni : /spispamni/ d. drag uphill, up into a tree
spiqn̲a : /spiqa/ drags through, out, outside
spiqn̲oˑts : /spiqnoˑts/ needle
spiqn̲oˑtkʼiˑkʼ : /spiqnoˑtkʼiˑk/ little needle
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spisn̲a : /spisa/ drags something deep under water, dirt
spiteˑga : /spiteˑga/ drags down deep
spitʼleˑgị : /spitʼleˑgi/
̣ drags over a mountain, into another room
spiwa : /spiwa/ drags in water: trolls for fish
spiwoˑts : /spiwoˑts/ trolling line
spiwl : /spiwal/ drags onto the top
spiwloˑla : /spiwloˑla/ drags off the top
spi r̲yamna : /spiyyamna/ drags around aimlessly
he̲spi r̲yamna : /hispiˑyamna/ drags around behind oneself
spiyeˑga : /spiyeˑga/ drags up, raises
he̲spiyeˑga : /hispyeˑga/ drags oneself up
r̲ r ̲es̲ piyeˑgs : /spispyeˑks/ gold buttons from U.S. army uniforms. These were used as money during
the very early days. The name is said to be due to the raised lettering on them (?).
spiygaga
: /spiˑgaga/
drags out of water
̣
̣
spiygị : /spiˑgi/
̣ drags over, above, out of water
spiykiˑna : /spiˑkiˑna/ drags out of fire, water
spinoˑ 3Sn grave. Also spinw. See Sec. 430.
spinoˑ : /spinoˑ/ grave
r̲ r ̲es̲ pinoˑʼaˑkʼ : /spispanwʼaˑk/ d. little graves
spinoˑd̲at : /spinoˑwwat/ in the grave
spinoˑksi : /spinoˑksi/ “Grave-Place” (place name)
spinwyb : /spinwip/ relative whose connection with the family has been broken by the death of the
intermediate link: e.g., the brother of one’s deceased wife
spinwysa̲b : /spinwisap/ relatives related only through some link now deceased
spinw sle
spodw 7Sv perform the power quest. This consisted of a period of isolation (usually ten days),
during which the seeker underwent severe endurance tests—staying up all night, exercising,
throwing heavy stones, sweating himself in a sweathouse and then plunging into icy water, etc.
At the end of this time a spirit usually gave the seeker some sign, appearing in a vision and
teaching the person a spirit song containing magical power. The individual received prestige in
the society according to the extent of his spirit power (an alternate road to prestige was the
possession of wealth and the allegiance of supporters). Both men and women could undergo the
power quest, and the more spiritually inclined tended to become professional shamans. See Spier
(1930) for a complete description.
spodw : /spodoˑ/ performs the power quest
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r̲ r ̲es̲ podw : /spospdo/ d. perform the power quest
spodwča̲a : /spodoˑča/ goes on a power quest
spodws : /spodoˑs/ power quest
spon 4S-v lead someone, guide, take by the hand
spončnʼa : /spončnʼa/ leads someone along
spončibga : /spončipga/ leads toward, comes leading
spončnʼbli : /spončambli/ leads someone back
spondbn̲a : /spontba/ arrives leading someone or something (as one leads one’s horse into camp)
spondgạ : /spontga/
̣ takes someone away from someone else; cuckolds
sponga̲č a̲bli : /sponkčabli/ goes back to get someone
sponga̲dga : /spongatga/ been to get someone
sponga̲lgi : /spongalgi/ comes to get someone
spongoga
: /spongoga/
leads someone into an enclosed space
̣
̣
sponliˑna : /spolliˑna/ leads someone off of (as one removes a person from a vehicle)
sponLa̲a : /spolha/ leads a person onto a surface, puts a person on a vehicle
sponLy : /spolhi/ leads someone inside
sponLydk : /spolhitk/ one inside: prisoner
sponmni : /sponmni/ leads someone up, uphill
sponneˑga : /sponneˑga/ leads someone down into a hole; idiom: gets late, gets dark
sponqaˑy i ̲ʼa : /sponqaˑyʼa/ leads someone into the woods
sponqaˑy i ̲ʼoˑla : /sponqaˑyʼoˑla/ takes someone out of the woods; picks out someone from among
many persons
spontʼleˑgị : /spontʼleˑgi/
̣ leads someone over a mountain, into another room
spony : /sponiˑ/ gives someone (as a father gives his daughter in marriage)
r̲ r ̲es̲ pony : /spospni/ d. give a person
spʼaw 7S-v poison. Only with {otn̲} 10sv “on, at, against,”
spʼawtn̲a : /spʼawta/ poisons someone
r̲ r ̲es̲ pʼawtn̲a : /spʼaspʼoˑta/ d. poison
spʼawtn̲nʼapga : /spʼawtanʔapga/ feels like poisoning
spʼawtn̲ys : /spʼawtis/ poison
spʼol sne

spʼolʼi 7S-v overturn a canoe, tip overboard. Also spʼol in apparent free variation. Only in:
spʼolʼidgi : /spʼolʼitgi/ overturns a canoe, tips someone or something overboard. Or spʼoldgi : /
spʼoltgi/.
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sqa 4S-v act on a basket-like obj.
sqačʼn̲a : /sqačʼa/ carries a basket-like obj. away
sqadgl : /sqatgal/ packs a basket-like obj. on the back; lifts a basket-like obj.
sqaga̲č a̲a : /sqakča/ goes to get a basket-like obj.
sqalʼgạ : /sqalga/
̣ sets down a basket-like obj.; nets fish in a big willow trap
sqaya : /sqaya/ gives a basket-like obj., a basketful of something
sqayamna : /sqayamna/ carries a basket-like obj. around
sqabg 3S-n newlywed girl. Gatschet gives this as “married man or woman who has no children yet.”
sqabgs : /sqabaks/ newlywed girl
sqačʼ 7S-v project, hang out, stick out. Possibly d. {sqečʼ} 7S-v “pile.”
sqačʼdiˑla : /sqačdiˑla/ projects underneath (as an underwater ledge)
sqačʼtqʼaga : /sqačtqʼaga/ projects up out of; fish surfaces, comes to the top of the water
sqačʼygị : /sqačʼiˑgi/
̣ projects over (as a tree seen over a fence)
sqalb 7Sv be hunchbacked. Cf. {skʼoyʼa} 3Sn “hunchback”—a different physical defect?
sqalba : /sqalba/ is hunchbacked
sqalbdk : /sqalbatk/ hunchbacked
sqamdi 3Sn proper name: Sqamdi. This dangerous being dwells underwater at a deep spring (/
sqamdiwaˑs/). To see him is almost certain death. The Pompeys described him as having horns,
being covered with moss all over, and possessing great platelike eyes. He is a historical rather
than a mythological being, and the author heard several stories of encounters with him. See Text
19.
sqamdi : /sqamdi/ Sqamdi
sqamdiwaˑs : /sqamdiwaˑs/ “Sqamdi’s-Den” (place name). Apparently used once for the name of the
monster himself in Text 19.
sqas 7Sv be jealous
sqasa : /sqasa/ is jealous
he̲sqasa : /hasqsa/ are jealous of each other
r̲ r ̲es̲ qasa : /sqasqsa/ d. are jealous

sqečʼ 7S-v pile (as logs, brush). Possibly cf. {sqačʼ} 7S-v “project, hang out, stick out.”
sqečʼdiˑla : /sqečdiˑla/ piles up brush underneath
sqečʼkyamna : /sqečkyamna/ piles up around; idiom: piles up brush around a fire to make a
windbreak
r̲ r ̲es̲ qečʼkyamna : /sqesqačkyamna/ d. pile up around
sqečʼlʼgạ : /sqečʼlga/
̣ piles up brush; idiom: builds a windbreak
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sqečʼlʼgṣ : /sqečlʼaqs/ windbreak
sqečʼtʼleˑgị : /sqečtʼleˑgi/
̣ piles up over (?)

sqečʼwa : /sqečʼwa/ piles up brush in a flat place, in water
sqel 3Sn proper name: Old Marten. Also called “Old Mink.” His role is similar to that of
Gmokʼamʼč (with whom he is sometimes confused). He serves as a culture transformer, giving
laws, destroying evil beings teaching subsistence techniques, and generally preparing the world
for the myth age humans (/psewdiwaˑs/). See Texts 10 and 18.
sqel : /sqel/ Old Marten (or Old Mink)
sqel\ʼaˑkʼ : /sqelʼaˑk/ “Little Marten” (man’s proper name and now a family name on the Reservation:
Skellock)
sqelʔmʼč : /sqelʔamʼč/ Big Old Marten. More often recorded sqel\ʼmʼč : /sqelʼamʼč/ even in slow
speech.
sqel 7S-v be hoarse. Only with {akʼy} 10sv “closing.”
sqelkʼya : /sqelkʼya/ is, gets hoarse
r̲ r ̲es̲ qelkʼya : /sqesqalkʼya/ d. are, get hoarse
sqelkʼydk : /sqelkʼitk/ hoarse
sqem 7S-v break out of an egg. Only with {eqn̲} 10sv “out, outside, through.”
sqemqn̲a : /sqemqa/ breaks out of an egg
sqemqn̲wys : /sqemqanwis/ chick, a baby bird fresh from the egg
sqen̲ 7Sv sew
sqen̲a : /sqena/ sews
sqen̲čnʼa : /sqenčnʼa/ sews along, sews
sqen̲ča! : /sqenča!/ sew!
sqen̲čys : /sqenčis/ sewing: to sew
/čʼaˑnis hoˑt sqenčis./ She doesn’t know how to sew.
sqenčnʼiˑa : /sqenčnʼiˑya/ sews for someone
sqen̲kanga : /sqenkanga/ sews here and there
sqen̲kʼwa : /sqenkʼwa/ sews across
r̲ r ̲es̲ qen̲kʼwa : /sqesqankʼwa/ d. sew across
sqen̲kʼya : /sqenkʼya/ sews shut
sqen̲lʼgạ : /sqellga/
̣ starts to sew (?)
sqen̲yeˑga : /sqenyeˑga/ starts to sew
sqen̲ys : /sqeys/ sewing; to sew. In usage, apparently identical with sqen̲čys above.
/sʔaywaksʔa hoˑt sqeys./ She knows how to sew.
sqeqʼ 7Sv act with the legs; straddle
sqeqʼa : /sqeqʼa/ straddles
sqeqʼank : /sqeqʼank/ having straddled
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/noˑ ʔa sqeqʼank čiˑyaˑ/ I’m sitting straddle-legged.
sqeqʼčnʼa : /sqeqčnʼa/ goes along straddle-legged, bowlegged
sqeqʼkyamna : /sqeqkyamna/ hugs with the legs. Or sqeqʼtyamna : /sqeqtymana/. Cf. also {qbatʼy}
7Sv “wrap the legs around.”
r̲ r ̲es̲ qeqʼkyamna : /sqesqaqkyamna/ d. hug with the legs (as women holding grinding stones with
their thighs while grinding wokas)
sqeqʼtʼleˑgị : /sqeqtʼleˑgi/
̣ straddles over (as one straddles a horse)
sqeqʼygị : /sqeqʼiˑgi/
̣ straddles over, above
sqeˑdi 7Sv be on the left; left. Only in noun constructions except for one occurrence with {dk} 24sv
“in a state of.” Morphophonemics uncertain.
sqeˑdikstʼa : /sqeˑdikstʼa/ on the left side
sqeˑdidk : /sqeˑditk/ left-handed
sqeˑdis : /sqeˑdis/ the left (hand, side, etc.)
sqeˑdisdalʼ : /sqeˑdisdalʼ/ toward the left
sqiˑwʼ 3S-n sling; bull-roarer. BL described this as a missile throwing sling used by children to kill
birds. The Pompeys gave this as “a kind of noisemaker you whirl around your head.”
sqiˑwʼs : /sqiˑwʼas/ sling; bull-roarer
sqo see sqoW be spring
sqol 7S-v act with a pointed obj. (as a finger); point. Some forms semantically overlap forms with
{gin}
7S-v “point.”
̣
sqol r̲bqa : /sqolpbapqʼa/ keeps pointing into someone’s face
sqoldgnʼa
̣ : /sqoldaqnʼa/ points into someone’s mouth; puts a pointed obj. into someone’s mouth
sqol r̲dgnʼa
̣ : /sqoltdatqnʼa/ keeps putting a pointed obj. into someone’s mouth
sqolkʼčʼwy : /sqolkʼačʼwi/ puts a pointed obj. into a tight place (as a finger into a crevice)
sqolkʼya : /sqolkʼya/ plugs up with a pointed obj.
sqollʼaˑlʼa : /sqolʔaˑlʼa/ puts a pointed obj. into a fire (as a poker)
sqolqn̲a : /sqolqa/ puts a pointed obj. through, out
sqolssg̣ n̲a : /sqolsga/
̣ puts a pointed obj. through a tube. See asg̣ n̲.
sqoltn̲a : /sqolta/ points at; puts a pointed obj. on
sqolʼe 3Sn meadowlark
sqolʼe : /sqolʼe/ meadowlark
r̲ r ̲es̲ qolʼeʼaˑkʼ : /sqosqlʼeʔaˑk/ d. little meadowlarks

sqolʼoˑ 3S-n turkey. Gatschet gives this as “turkey buzzard, Cathartes aura,” but the author’s
informants were insistent that this was not a buzzard.
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sqoq 7S-v pay. Only with {otn̲} 10sv “on, at, against.”
sqoqtn̲a : /sqoqta/ pays
/moˑsmoˑsdat ʔans sqoqta./ (He) paid me for a cow.
/moˑsmoˑstga ʔans sqoqta./ (He) paid me with a cow (made payment with a cow).
r̲ r ̲es̲ qoqtn̲čʼn̲a : /sqosqaqtančʼa/ d. just paid
sqoqtn̲ys : /sqoqtis/ pay, earnings
sqosʔ 3S-n stick used as a counter in the handgame
sqosʔs : /sqosʔas/ counter
sqoW 7Sv be spring. Also sqo 3Sn. See Sec. 334.
sqo : /sqo/ spring
/sqotdat ni sbotʼoˑyiwapk./ I’ll plow in the spring.
sqoWa : /sqoWa/ is, becomes spring
sqoWwk : /sqoWoˑk/ because of being spring
/sqoWoˑk qdoˑča./ Because it’s spring, it rains.
sqoy 7S-v pile up, make a mound. Cf. {sdoy} 7S-v “pile up (as coals for roasting).”
sqoywa : /sqoywa/ piles up in the water, flat place
sqoyws : /sqoywas/ “Mound-in-the-Water” (place name)
sqoywʼaˑlʼa : /sqoywʼaˑlʼa/ pile s up on the end (as a mound or cairn of stones on a point of land)
sqʼayʼe 3Sn trout’s gills; Adam’s apple. Possibly cf. {qʼayʼe} 3Sn “intestines.”
sqʼayʼe : /sqʼayʼe/ trout’s gills; Adam’s apple
sqʼenaneˑ 7S-v bow the head in shame. Only in:
he̲sqʼenaneˑčibga : /hesqʼnaneˑčipga/ comes bowing the head in shame
sqʼeń̲ 7Sv defecate
sqʼeń̲ : /sqʼen/ defecates
he̲ssqʼeń̲ : /hesqʼan/ causes to defecate
r̲ r ̲es̲ qʼeń̲ : /sqʼesqʼan/ d. defecate
sqʼeń̲č a̲a : /sqʼeča/ goes to defecate
sqʼeń̲dga : /sqʼetga/ been defecating
sqʼeń̲nʼapga : /sqʼenʼapga/ feels like defecating
sqʼeń̲s : /sqʼes/ excrement, feces
sqʼitʼo 3Sn wart
sqʼitʼo : /sqʼitʼo/ wart
sqʼol 7S-v lie down (sg.)
sqʼolbga : /sqʼolpga/ sg. is lying
sqʼolbgkʼys : /sqʼolbakkʼis/ bed
sqʼoldiˑla : /sqʼoldiˑla/ sg. lies under
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sqʼollʼgạ : /sqʼollga/
̣ sg. lies down
he̲ssqʼollʼgạ : /hosqʼallga/
̣ makes someone lie down
sqʼollʼg!̣ : /sqʼolʔaq!/ lie down!
sqʼollʼgek!
: /sqʼollgek!/
let me lie down!
̣
̣

sqʼollʼgoˑta
: /sqʼollgoˑta/
while lying; idiom: commits adultery
̣
̣
sqʼolwa : /sqʼolwa/ lies down in water, flat place
sqʼolʼanč see qʼolʼinč knee
sqʼom\ʼ 7Sv beat (in a fight). Possibly related to {qʼom i ̲ʼ} 7-Sv “hit on the head with a blunt
instrument.”
sqʼom\ʼa : /sqʼomʼa/ beats someone in a fight
he̲sqʼom\ʼa : /hosqmʼa/ beat each other
r̲ r ̲es̲ qʼom\ʼa : /sqʼosqmʼa/ d. beat
sqʼom\ʼi! : /sqʼomʼi!/ beat (him)!
sqʼom\ʼs : /sqʼoms/ beating; to beat
/gesga
ʔan honks sqʼoms./ I can’t beat him.
̣
sqʼoplʼing 3S-n horsefly
sqʼoplʼings : /sqʼoplʼinks/ horsefly
sqʼoˑg 3S-n woodtick
sqʼoˑgs : /sqʼoˑks/ woodtick
st 7S-v (?) speak clearly (?). Meaning and form uncertain. Occurs only with {odgnʼ}
̣ 10sv “into the
mouth.”
stodgnʼa
̣ : /stotqnʼa/ speaks in a clear voice
/dič stotqnʼa/ speaks in a nice way
/qʼoy stotqnʼa/ speaks harshly
stodg̣ n̲ys\ʼa̲la : /stotgislʼa/
mourns, wails
̣
r̲ r ̲es̲ todg̣ n̲ys\ʼa̲la : /stostatgislʼa/
d. mourn
̣
stabačkʼ 7Sv wash (hands, face, clothes, etc.). Cf. {dmetčʼ} 7Sv “wash (clothes, hair).” {ǰoqʼ} 7-Sv
“wash (body, dishes, fruit)” and {saǰaqw} 7Sv “wash (hands).” The areas of semantic reference
are not clear.
stabačkʼa : /stabačkʼa/ washes (hands, face, clothes)
he̲sstabačkʼa : /hastbačkʼa/ causes someone to wash
r̲ r ̲es̲ tabačkʼa : /stastbačkʼa/ d. wash
stabačkʼi! : /stabačkʼi!/ wash!
stabačkʼik! : /stabačkʼik!/ let me wash!
stabačkʼoˑts : /stabačkʼoˑts/ washpan
stabl\ʼ 7Sv gather inner bark. The inner bark of the cottonwood tree (or the ponderosa pine—
informants differed) was gathered and eaten.
stabl\ʼa : /staplʼa/ gathers inner bark
stabl\ʼča̲a : /stabalča/ goes to gather inner bark
stabl\ʼsʔm : /stabalsʔam/ inner bark
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stak 7S-v project (as a point of land, spinney of trees)
stakmʼaˑčʼa : /stakmʼaˑčʼa/ projects on the point
stakmʼaˑčʼ : /stakmʼaˑč/ “Projecting-on-the-Point” (place name: Eagle Point)
stakqweˑLa : /stakqweˑLa/ projects down a slope (as a spinney of trees, a spur of rock)
stakwa : /stakwa/ projects out into the water, into a flat place
staklʼinč 3Sn heel. Possibly cf. the preceding entry.
staklʼinč : /staklʼinč/ heel
stapg 7Sv grow, sprout. Only in:
stapga : /stapga/ (shoots) sprout, come up
stayLa̲ 7Sv gather food, get provisions
stayLa̲a : /stayLa/ gathers food (as roots, berries)
r̲ r ̲es̲ tayLa̲a : /stastiˑLa/ d. gather food
stayLa̲č a̲a : /stayLača/ goes to gather food
stayLa̲dga : /stayLatga/ been gathering food
stayLa̲iˑa : /stayLiˑya/ gathers food for someone
steLb sne
steLbg 3S-n (?) right, right side. Also steLb. The various occurrences suggest a verb (d. {sqeˑdi}
7Sv “be on the left”), but there are no attesting forms. See Sec. 430.
steLbgs : /steLapks/ right (side, hand, etc.)
steLbkstʼa : /steLapkstʼa/ on the right side
steLbkstʼadalʼ : /steLapkstʼadalʼ/ toward the right side
stelʼal 7S-v buck (as a horse). Only with {elʼg}̣ 12sv “down, to the ground, to a stop, finishing.”
stelʼallʼgạ : /stelʼallga/
̣ bucks
r̲ r ̲es̲ telʼallʼgạ : /stestlʼallga/
̣ d. buck
r̲ r ̲es̲ telʼallgys
̣ : /stestlʼallgis/
̣ bronco, unbroken horse

stewL 3S-n tule mat used as a wall covering, These were large and of coarse quality. May contain
{eLa̲} 13sv “on a surface,”
stewLs : /stewLas/ tule mat
r̲ r ̲es̲ tewLkʼa : /stestoˑLkʼa/ d. little mats
stil see sdil tell, report, carry information
stin 7S-v suspend, hang something from, tie something at both ends
stinčnʼbga : /stinčampga/ suspends something along. (intr. also)
stinčibga : /stinčipga/ suspends something toward. (intr. also)
stindgl : /stintgal/ hangs something on the back
he̲stindgldk : /histantgaltk/ having something suspended on one’s back (as a cradleboard)
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stinkwa : /stinkwa/ suspends across (as one fastens a rope across a gorge, attaching it at both ends).
(intr. also)
stinLa̲a : /stilha/ ties to a surface at both ends
stinLa̲s : /stilhas/ carry-strap for a pack-basket
he̲stinpbeˑl i ̲ʼa : /histampbeˑlʼa/ runs a rope back and forth. (intr. also)
stinqn̲čʼn̲a : /stinqančʼa/ just pulled a rope through, out (attached at both ends)
stintn̲a : /stinta/ suspends on, attaches to something. Possibly cf. the following entry.
r̲ r ̲es̲ tintn̲a : /stistanta/ d. suspend on
stinygị : /stiniˑgi/
̣ suspends something over
he̲stinygis
̣ : /histniˑgis/
̣ suspenders

stin 7S-v love. Only with {otn̲} 10sv “on, at, against.” Possibly an idiomatic usage of stintn̲a : /
stinta/ “suspends on, attaches to something”; cf. last entry.
stintn̲a : /stinta/ loves
he̲stintn̲a : /histanta/ loves oneself, each other
r̲ r ̲es̲ tintn̲a : /stistanta/ d. love
stintn̲wabg : /stintanwapk/ will love
r̲ r ̲es̲ tintn̲ys : /stistantis/ a Don Juan (habitual lover)
stiˑqʼ 7Sv cramp, knot up (as one’s foot, fingers)
stiˑqʼa : /stiˑqʼa/ cramps, knots up
r̲ r ̲es̲ tiˑqʼa : /stistiˑqʼa/ d. cramp
stopʼ 7S-v gush, boil up. Also ntopʼ, Cf. also {dopʼ} 7Sv “boil.” See Sec. 334.
ntopʼygị : /ntopʼiˑgi/
̣ boils over
stopʼdgị : /stoptgi/
̣ gushes down (as a waterfall)
stopʼoˑli : /stopʼoˑli/ gushes down off, over a bank
stopʼwi : /stopʼwi/ gushes and spreads out
stopʼyeˑga : /stopʼyeˑga/ boils up (as soup in a pot)

stopʼygị : /stopʼiˑgi/
̣ gushes over, boils over, Same as ntopʼygị above.
stosq 7Sv be conceited. “stuck up”
stosqa : /stosqa/ is conceited, stuck up
r̲ r ̲es̲ tosqa : /stostasqa/ d. are conceited
stosqdk : /stosqatk/ a conceited person, conceited
stoˑbg 7Sv threaten with a weapon
stoˑbga : /stoˑpga/ threatens with a weapon
stoˑbgs : /stoˑbaks/ club
stoˑbgtn̲a : /stoˑbakta/ threatens (“threatens at”)
he̲stoˑbgtn̲a : /hostoˑbakta/ threaten each other
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stoˑp 3Sn stove. From English.
stoˑp : /stoˑp/ stove
stʼab 3S-n tule mat (type)
stʼabs : /stʼaps/ type of tule mat
stʼakwʼ 3S-n fish spear
stʼakwʼs : /stʼakwʼas/ fish spear
stʼaqʼ see tʼaqʼ be bare, bald, grassless
stʼem 3S-n vagina
stʼems : /stʼems/ vagina
r̲ r ̲es̲ tʼem\ʼaˑkʼ : /stestmʼaˑk/ d. little vaginas
stʼemʔmʼč : /stʼemʔamʼč/ big old vagina
stʼil 7S-v plug up a hole. Only with {akʼy} 10sv “closing.”
stʼilkʼya : /stʼilkʼya/ plugs a hole
r̲ r ̲es̲ tʼilkʼydk : /stʼistʼalkʼitk/ d. plugged up
stʼokʼwa 3Sn young mudhen. Gatschet and Curtin give this as a species of squirrel, but the author’s
informants insisted that this was a halfgrown mud hen.
stʼokʼwa : /stʼokʼwa/ young mudhen
stʼokʼwa\ʼaˑkʼ : /stʼokʼwaʔaˑk/ little mudhen
stʼopʼ 3S-n marrow. This was used as hair oil, as the base for certain paints, as a tanning agent, etc.
stʼopʼs : /stʼopʼas/ marrow
stʼoy 3S-n mudhole, bog
stʼoys : /stʼoys/ mudhole, bog
swᵉ 4S-v look, look like
swᵉabqʼa : /swapqʼa/ looks at someone’s face; looks like in the face
swᵉabgṣ : /swapqs/ looking like in the face
/čʼelčʼel swapqs/ looking shiny-faced

swᵉa r̲ rk̲ tys : /swaktktis/ looking like inside
swᵉakʼya : /swakʼya/ looks at someone’s buttocks; buttocks look like
swᵉakʼys : /swakʼiˑs/ buttocks looking like
/LepLep swakʼiˑs/ looking flat-hipped
swᵉalamna : /swalamna/ looks at someone’s back; looks like in back
swᵉalamns : /swalamnas/ back (back view of a person)
/moˑ dič swalamnas/ looking very well in back
swᵉa r̲lYn̲bga : /swallalYampga/ watches (as a night watchman)
r̲ r ̲es̲ wᵉa r̲lYn̲bgys : /swasoˑllalYampgis/ watchman
swᵉawl : /swawal/ looks on top; looks like on top
swᵉawls : /swawals/ looking like on top
/mokʼas sitk ʔan swawals./ I look like an owl on top (referring to a hairdo).
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swᵉ (continued)
swᵉaypʼeˑkʼa : /swaypʼeˑkʼa/ strains the eyes looking
swᵉawʼiˑna : /swawʼiˑna/ looks among; looks like among
swᵉa r̲wʼiˑna : /swawʔiˑna/ looks over a crowd for someone
swᵉawʼiˑns : /swawʼiˑns/ looking like among
/qʼay ʔa gew lačʼas dič swawʼiˑns./ My house doesn’t look well among (others nearby).
swᵉelʼgạ : /swelga/
̣ looks at, sees (?)
/ʔat ʔan dič swelga./
̣ Now I see it plainly.
swᵉigoga
: /swegoga/
looks inside a container; looks like inside
̣
̣
swᵉodiˑla : /swediˑla/ looks underneath; looks like underneath
r̲ r ̲es̲ wᵉodiˑls : /swesoˑdiˑls/ d. looking like underneath
/qʼoy hay ʔi swesoˑdiˑls./ You look bad beneath (i.e., having poor shoes or ragged stockings on).
swᵉoneˑga : /sweneˑga/ looks down into a hole; looks like down in a hole
swᵉotn̲nʼa : /swetanʔa/ looks at, inspects
swᵉo r̲yamna : /sweyyamna/ looks around; looks like around, looks like generally
/qʼay hoˑt dič sweyyamna./ He doesn’t look well.
swᵛ 4S-v tie. Also soˑ and swl. See Sec, 331.
soˑlʼgạ : /soˑlʼga/
̣ ties tightly onto
he̲soˑlʼgạ : /hosoˑlga/
̣ ties tightly on oneself (as a tourniquet)
swᵛačqʼaˑqʼa : /swačqʼaˑqʼa/ ties around the neck and strangles
he̲swᵛačqʼaˑqʼa : /haswačqʼaˑqʼa/ ties around one’s own neck and strangles oneself
swᵛaqʼaˑqʼa : /swaqʼaˑqʼa/ ties around someone’s neck
swᵛayʼasgạ : /swayʼasga/
̣ ties something between someone’s legs, in front of someone’s genitals (as a
loincloth)
he̲swᵛayʼasgạ : /hasoˑyʼasga/
̣ ties something between one’s own legs
swᵛiwkʼaˑy i ̲ʼa : /swiwkʼaˑyʼa/ ties something up high
swᵛiwLa̲a : /swiwLa/ ties onto a vehicle (as a burden onto a horse, canoe)
swᵛiwlʼgạ : /swiwlga/
̣ ties something down
he̲swᵛiwlʼgạ : /hisoˑlga/
̣ ties something onto oneself, each other
swᵛpatʼtn̲a : /swapatta/ ties to (as horse to a tree)
r̲ r ̲es̲ wᵛpatʼtn̲a : /swasoˑpatta/ d. tie to
swᵛqʼaˑčʼa : /swaqʼaˑčʼa/ ties something tightly
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r̲ r ̲es̲ wᵛqʼaˑčʼa : /swasoˑqʼaˑčʼa/ d. tie tightly
switʼatqn̲a : /switʼatqa/ ties tightly and squeezes out
he̲switʼatqn̲a : /hisoˑtʼatqa/ ties oneself too tightly (as when one puts on too tight a girdle)
switʼg\ʼa
̣ : /switqʼa/ makes a stiff rim for a basket. Morphophonemics?
switʼg\ʼs
̣ : /switʼaqs/ inner rim of stiff willows for a carrying basket
switʼla : /switʼla/ cinches a horse
switʼloˑts : /switʼloˑts/ girth (horse harness)
switʼls : /switʼals/ cinch (horse harness)
swalqʼ 7Sv sweat
swalqʼa : /swalqʼa/ sweats
he̲sswalqʼa : /haswalqʼa/ makes someone sweat
swalqʼs : /swalqs/ sweat
swaqč 7Sv cry, weep
swaqča : /swaqča/ cries, weeps
he̲sswaqča : /haswaqča/ makes someone cry
r̲ r ̲es̲ waqča : /swaswaqča/ d. cry
swaqčoˑla : /swaqčoˑla/ stops crying
swaqčyeˑga : /swaqčyeˑga/ starts to cry
r̲ r ̲es̲ waqčys : /swaswaqčis/ habitual cry-baby
swaW 7S-v startle. Only in:
swaWdgi : /swaWtgi/ startles someone
swayʼ 3Sn red deer. Gatschet gives “blacktail deer. Cervus columbianus.” (?).
swayʼ : /swayʼ/ red deer
swaˑya 3Sn proper name: Swaˑya. This mythological being appears in Text 5 and also in Curtin
(1912).
swaˑya : /swaˑya/ Swaˑya
swaˑyaʼaˑkʼ : /swaˑyaʔaˑk/ Little Swaˑya

swew 7Sv suspect someone (of a crime, adultery, etc.)
swewa : /swewa/ suspects, is suspicious
swewoˑta : /swewoˑta/ suspects someone (same as last?)
swi see swᵛ tie
swičʼ 7Sv urinate
swičʼa : /swičʼa/ urinates
swičʼdga : /swičtga/ been urinating
swičʼnʼapga : /swičnʼapga/ feels like urinating
swičʼs : /swičʼas/ urine
swičʼtn̲a : /swičta/ urinates on
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he̲swičʼtn̲a : /hiswačta/ urinates on oneself
r̲ r ̲es̲ wičʼtn̲a : /swiswačta/ d. urinate on
swin̲ 7Sv sing. Cf. also {win} 7S-v “interpret a shaman’s song,” which may belong to the same
morpheme.
swin̲a : /swina/ sings
he̲sswin̲a : /hiswa/ makes someone sing
r̲ r ̲es̲ win̲a : /swiswa/ d. sing
swin̲! : /swin!/ sing!
swin̲at! : /swinat!/ pl. sing!
swin̲ at̲ : /swint/ can sing
swin̲dga : /swintga/ been singing
he̲swin̲eˑʼa : /hisoˑneˑʔa/ sing in competition with each other
swin̲eˑk! : /swineˑk!/ let me sing!
swin̲iˑa : /swiniˑya/ sings for someone
swin̲oˑla : /swinoˑla/ finishes singing
swin̲yeˑga : /swinyeˑga/ starts to sing
swin̲ys : /swiˑs/ song; to sing
/gesga
ʔan swiˑs./ I can’t sing.
̣
/geˑ ʔa dičʼiˑ swiˑs./ This is a good song.
r̲ r ̲es̲ win̲ys : /swisoˑnis/ singer
swin̲ys\ʼa̲la : /swiˑslʼa/ has a spirit vision: “gets a song”
swokʼ 7S-v blow breath, smoke (as in the sweathouse, as in shamanistic curing ceremonies)
swokʼčnʼa : /swokčnʼa/ (shaman) blows out a puff of smoke
swokʼtn̲a : /swokta/ blows a puff of breath, smoke, onto (as a shaman, as someone sweating himself
in the sweathouse)
swokʼ r̲t n̲nʼa : /swokʼattanʔa/ keeps blowing a puff of breath, smoke, onto
swoˑkʼ r̲t n̲nʼa : /swoˑkʼattanʔa/ blows pl. puffs onto
he̲swoˑkʼ r̲t n̲nʼa : /hoswoˑkʼattanʔa/ blows pl. puffs onto oneself
swʼᵛ 4S-v shake
swʼᵛ r̲e ̲ r̲čiqʼa : /swʼičaqčqʼa/ shakes the head (as a horse)
r̲ r ̲es̲ wʼᵛ r̲e ̲ r̲čiqʼa : /swʼisoˑčaqčqʼa/ d. shake the head
swʼᵛewa : /swʼewa/ shakes something in water; fishes with a hook and line
r̲ r ̲es̲ wʼᵛewa : /swʼesoˑwa/ d. fish
swʼᵛewča̲a : /swʼewča/ goes fishing
swʼᵛewoˑts : /swʼewoˑts/ fishpole
swʼews : /swʼews/ fishline
r̲ r ̲es̲ wʼᵛewys : /swʼesoˑwis/ fisherman
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swʼᵛ r̲e ̲ r̲peL\ʼa : /swʼepaLplʼa/ shakes all over, shakes oneself (as a dog)
swʼaqsna 7S-v straighten out, tidy, lay objs. in neat rows (as tules for basketry). Only in:
swʼaqsnalʼgạ : /swʼaqsnalga/
̣ tidies, straightens objs. out, lays out neatly
swʼaw 3S-n moss (Evernia vulpina). LK gave swʼew. This was used as the base for a yellow dye
used to color porcupine needles, deerskin, basket materials, etc.
swʼawysm : /swʼawiˑsam/ moss (sp.). Or swʼewsm : /swʼewsam/.
swʼaˑlʼ 7Sv pile up (as stones in a cairn)
swʼaˑlʼa : /swʼaˑlʼa/ piles up (stones, logs, etc,)
swʼaˑlʼsgeˑn
“Piled-up-Place” (place name)
̣ : /swʼaˑlʼsgeˑn/
̣
swʼelw 7Sv tangle up (as threads, ropes, basket strands)
swʼelwa : /swʼelwa/ tangles up something
r̲ r ̲es̲ wʼelwa : /swʼeswʼalwa/ d. tangle up something
swʼelwdk : /swʼelwatk/ tangled
swʼenč 3Sn cradleboard. For a description of this see Spier.
swʼenč : /swʼenč/ cradleboard
r̲ r ̲es̲ wʼenč\ʼaˑkʼ : /swʼeswʼančʼaˑk/ d. little cradleboards
swʼenč se̲ʔᵛodgeˑʼs
“Taking-the-Cradleboard-from-Each-Other” (cat’s cradle
̣ : /swʼenč soʔatgeˑʔas/
̣
figure)
swʼeng 7Sv destroy, tear down (as a building)
swʼenga : /swʼenga/ destroys, tears down
r̲ r ̲es̲ wʼenga : /swʼeswʼanga/ d. destroy, tear down
swʼengdk : /swʼengatk/ torn down, destroyed
swʼeqapč 7S-v blink. Class membership and form dubious. Only in:
swʼeqapčdamna : /swʼeqapčdamna/ keeps blinking
swʼew see swʼaw moss (sp.)
swʼiˑg 3S-n duckling (just out of the egg)
swʼiˑgs : /swʼiˑks/ duckling
swʼiˑWi see wʼiˑWi cattail burr
syokʼaˑ 2S-l close to, near
syokʼaˑtanni : /syokʼaˑtanni/ close one
/syokʼaˑtanni ʔa hoˑt sa./ They’re close together (as close relatives, close emotionally, or close
physically).
syokʼaˑtant : /syokʼaˑtant/ close, near
/čelgị syokʼaˑtant nis!/ Sit close to me!
/syokʼaˑtant sʔaˑMaks/ a close relative
syokʼaˑtʼa : /syokʼaˑtʼa/ close to, near
/syokʼaˑtʼa hoˑt čaqyeˑta./ He sat close by.
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t
t 25sv 14sn 11sd 11sa 9sl 4sr [referential]. See Secs. 382, 671, 673, 761, 831, and 920.
bonwst : /bonwast/ drinking [ref]
/sleʔa ʔan honks bonwast./ I saw him drinking.
dankt : /dankt/ some time ago, at that time [ref]
/čoy dankt hok dič neˑpga homʼas giwk, waq nen ni geˑks naʔas gi./ And long ago it was good,
because it was thus, as I have told this one. (Texts, 38.131)
gᵛadbn̲wabgst : /gatbanwapkst/ arriving in the future [ref]
/nidoˑ ʔan honks gatbanwapkst./ I guessed he would be coming.
gist : /gist/ being [ref]
/sʔaywakta honks dat gist./ (I) knew where he was.
/delwa damʼoˑ Loˑps mʼolwʼapks gist./ (She) looked in (the pot) to see whether the soup was ready.
hakt : /hakt/ [emphatic, ref]
/čoy ʔat homʼas giwapk, waqt hakt min sʔabiˑya./ So it would be thus, just as I have related to you.
(Texts, 18.71)
honktiˑt : /honktiˑt/ from that [ref]
/honktiˑt hok sa laˑbi qʼoyeˑwʼa./ From that they two became sad. (Texts, 14.65)
hont : /hont/ that one [ref]
/hont ʔams ni giwiˑgiˑya./
I’m satisfied with that one for you.
̣
nqotʼst : /nqotst/ scorching [ref]
/sdiga dwaˑ nqotst./ (I) smell something scorching.
pagst : /pakst/ barking [ref]
/dam ʔi domna hon wačʼaˑks pakst?/ Do you hear that dog barking?
t 4sp 8sd 8sa 4sl 6sl [locative]. See Secs. 542, 671, 672, 761, 762, 831, and 832.
biblantant : /biblantant/ on both sides
/čoy lolbaltk biblantant nʼos hok loˑs./ And that goose had eyes on both sides of his head. (Texts,
8.89)
biblantgeˑni
: /biblantgeˑni/
on both ends
̣
̣
/biblantgeˑni
ʔa geˑ čaqčaqlʼi./ This is sharp on both ends.
̣
r̲é ̲ r̲boslʼant : /bosboslʼant/ in a black one
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/bosboslʼant maksatdat/ in a black basket
gewdant : /gewdant/ in my
/gewdant lačʼasdat/ in my house. Or /gew lačʼasdat/.
honkant : /honkant/ in that
/honkant maksatdat/ in that basket. Or /hon maksatdat/.
mnaˑlʼmdant : /mnaˑlʼamdant/ in their own
/mnaˑlʼamdant wončǰat/ in their own canoe
tewnʼip\ʼant : /tewnʼipʼant/ on ten
/tewnʼipʼant Naˑs/ eleven
/tewnʼipʼant ndan/ thirteen
/lapnʼi tewnʼipʼant laˑp/ twenty-two
wikʼaˑtant : /wikʼaˑtant/ close to
/hoˑt ʔans wikʼaˑtant čaqyeˑta./ He sat close to me.
t see lʼi [adjective formant]
tabyʼ 3S-n 2Sl back, behind, younger, last
tabyʼ : /tabiˑ/ last, finally
/Naˑs hok tabiˑ ledalʔaˑni gepga./ One who was mischievous came last. (Texts, 12.22)
tabyʼa̲b : /tapyʼap/ man’s younger brother; woman’s younger sister. Apparently reciprocal.
r̲et̲ abyʼsa̲b : /tatbisap/ younger brothers; younger sisters
tabyʼa̲lbga : /tapyʼalpga/ considers someone as one’s younger brother, younger sister
se̲tabyʼa̲ldk : /satapyʼaltk/ related to one another as younger brother-older brother, younger sisterolder sister
tabyʼgeˑni
: /tabiˑgeˑni/
the last place; idiom: the last time
̣
̣
/čoy sa honk ʔat tabiˑgeˑni./
Then they (went) for the last time. (Texts, 4.118)
̣
tabyʼni : /tabiˑni/ the last one, youngest
/čoy daˑts tabiˑyʼeˑnʼs, kat tabiˑni hiswaqs./ But it was the young one, who was the youngest male.
(Texts, 4.407)
tabyʼt\ʼiˑt : /tabiˑtʼiˑt/ behind
/hoˑt ʔa tabiˑtʼiˑt noˑs tgotga./ He is standing behind me.
tabyʼtankniˑ : /tabiˑtankniˑ/ from behind
/tabiˑtankniˑ ʔans hoˑt galčʼwi./ He approached me from behind.
tabyʼtanna : /tabiˑtanna/ all around behind
/tabiˑtanna ʔan lačʼas mis gaˑykʼa./
I looked all around back of (your) house for you.
̣
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/tabiˑtant hay ʔis kčʼiLiˑ!/ Crawl in my behind! (Texts, 3.17)
/hiˑt goniˑ tabiˑtant gapčʼank!/ Go hide out of sight there! (Texts, 39.11)
tabyʼtdalʼ : /tabiˑtdalʼ/ toward the back, behind
/čoyč ʔi sleˑwapk gidalʼ, tabiˑtdalʼ./ And you will see this way too, behind. (Texts, 13.108)
tak 7S-v be red
taˑkdgi : /taˑktgi/ turns red
taˑkdgi r̲bqʼa : /taˑktgipbapqʼa/ blushes
r̲é ̲ r̲taklʼi : /taktaklʼi/ red; Mars
r̲é ̲ r̲taklʼisksi : /taktaklʼisksi/ “Red-Place” (place name; a mountain near Yamsay)
tal 7S-v stone-boil; boil food by dropping heated rocks into a waterproof basket of liquid. This was
the usual method of boiling food in aboriginal times. Only in;
talwa : /talwa/ cooks by stone-boiling
tanʼaqʼa 3S-n place name. Unanalyzable.
tanʼaqʼaksi : /tanʼaqʼaksi/ place name
taw\ʼ 7Sv throb (as from a burn, from pain)
r̲é ̲ r̲taw\ʼa : /tawtawʼa/ throbs
tawn 3Sn town. From English.
tawn : /tawn/ town
tawy 7Sv curse, bewitch, lay a spell on
tawy : /tawiˑ/ curses someone
r̲et̲ awy : /tatwi/ d. curse someone
tawy! : /tawiˑ!/ curse!
tawyiˑa : /tawyiˑya/ lays a spell on a person for someone (as a shaman does)
tawys : /tawiˑs/ curse; to curse
/sanʼaˑWawli ʔan honks tawiˑs./ I want to lay a spell on him.
taˑnab 3S-n turnip. From English.
taˑnabs : /taˑnaps/ turnip(s)
r̲et̲ aˑnabkʼa : /tataˑnapkʼa/ little turnips
r̲et̲ aˑnabkʼapči : /tataˑnapkʼapči/ like little turnips
taˑsnaˑk 3S-n rutebaga(s). Not Klamath, but derivation unknown.
taˑsnaˑks : /taˑsnaˑks/ rutebaga(s)
tbeˑw 7Sv order, command. Also kbeˑw and qbeˑw in apparent free variation. RD tended to give
qbeˑw, while other informants
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varied between kbeˑw and tbeˑw.
tbeˑwa : /tbeˑwa/ orders, commands. Or kbeˑwa : /kbeˑwa/ or qbeˑwa : /qbeˑwa/.
/tbeˑwa ʔan honks goLiˑtgi giwk./ I ordered him to go inside.
/kbeˑwa ʔa hoˑt mna wnaga siwktgiwk hon lilhanks./ He ordered his son to kill that deer.
tčʼoˑs 7-Sv rub on, paint on
dᵛtčʼoˑsa : /dotčʼoˑsa/ rubs something onto someone
se̲dᵛtčʼoˑsa : /sodatčʼoˑsa/ rubs onto oneself
lᵛtčʼoˑsa : /lotčʼoˑsa/ rubs on with a round obj.; paints on with a brush
temiˑ 7S-v be, get in line (one in front of the other)
temiˑ r̲dga : /temiˑtdatga/ are in line
temiˑlʼgạ : /temiˑlga/
̣ get into line
stemiˑlʼgạ : /stemiˑlga/
̣ lines up objs., people
temiˑwl : /temiˑwal/ are in line on top of
stemiˑwl : /stemiˑwal/ lines up objs., people, on top of
tewg̣ 3-S-n marsh hawk (Circus hudsonius)
r̲é ̲ r̲ rt̲ ewgṣ : /tewqtewqs/ marsh hawk
r̲e ̲ r̲é ̲ r̲ rt̲ ewgkʼa
̣ : /tetoˑqtewqkʼa/ d. little marsh hawks

tew i ̲ʼ 7+Sv break a thin surface, shatter (as ice, glass)
tew i ̲ʼa : /tewʼa/ surface cracks, breaks (as ice)
tew i ̲ʼoˑta : /tewʼoˑta/ surface breaks with (someone)
teˑw i ̲ʼa : /teˑwʼa/ pl. surfaces break (as rotten boards)
kttew i ̲ʼa : /ktewʼa/ breaks a surface with a kick, blow. See kt.
ntew i ̲ʼa : /ntewʼa/ breaks a surface with a round instrument (as a window with a rock)
ntew i ̲ʼkʼyoˑla : /ntewkʼyoˑla/ breaks open (as a box with a rock)
ntew i ̲ʼLy : /ntewLi/ breaks into
nteˑw i ̲ʼqn̲čʼn̲a : /ntewqančʼa/ just broke through a surface with a round instrument

nteˑw i ̲ʼa : /nteˑwʼa/ breaks pl. (or pl. times, or in pl. places) with a round instrument
r̲ r ̲en̲ teˑw i ̲ʼa : /ntenteˑwʼa/ d. break pl.
nteˑw i ̲ʼdk : /nteˑwitk/ broken
yᵛtew i ̲ʼa : /yetwʼa/ steps on and breaks a surface
yᵛtew i ̲ʼqn̲čʼn̲a : /yetoˑqančʼa/ just stepped on and broke through
yᵛteˑw i ̲ʼa : /yeteˑwʼa/ steps on and breaks pl. surfaces (or pl. holes in a surface)
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tewnʼip 2Sa ten. Cf. also {tonʼip} 2Sa “five.” See Sec. 721.
tewnʼip : /tewnʼip/ ten
r̲et̲ ewnʼip : /tetoˑnip/ ten at a time
/hoˑt sa ʔa tetoˑnip dosčna./ They ran off ten at a time.
tewnʼip\ʼant : /tewnʼipʼant/ on ten
/tewnʼipʼant Naˑs/ eleven
/tewnʼipʼant woniˑp/ fourteen
/ndanni tewnʼipʼant ndan/ thirty-three
tewnʼip\ʼaˑs : /tewnʼipʼaˑs/ in ten places
/noˑ ʔa hon tewnʼipʼaˑs nanʼakʼya./ I patched it in ten places.
tewnʼip\ʼokʼ : /tewnʼipʼok/ all ten
/tewnʼipʼok ʔa sa čʼoˑqʼa./ All ten of them died.
tewnʼipnʼi : /tewnʼipnʼi/ ten [n]
/tewnʼipnʼi maqlaqs gida čiˑya./ Ten people live here.
tewnʼipnʼis : /tewnʼipnʼis/ ten [o]
/noˑ ʔa honks tewnʼipnʼis wač sʔewanʔa./ I gave him ten horses.
tewnʼipnʼi : /tewnʼipnʼi/ ten (days, years, etc.); ten times
/tewnʼipnʼi waytas hoˑt čiˑwapk./ He’ll stay ten days.
/tewnʼipnʼi tewnʼip/ one hundred
teWčʼ 7-Sv spank, snap against. Also teWečʼ with {ˑ} 6pSv [intensive] infixed after the second e.
See Sec. 334.
ktteWčʼa : /kteWčʼa/ spanks, slaps
ktteWčʼ r̲bqʼa : /kteWačbapqʼa/ slaps in the face
ktteWeˑčʼ r̲bqʼa : /kteWeˑčbapqʼa/ slaps repeatedly in the face
ktteWčʼkʼya : /kteWačkʼya/ slaps on the buttocks
se̲ktteWčʼkʼya : /sektoˑhčkʼya/ slaps oneself, each other, on the buttocks

ktteWčʼtn̲a : /kteWačta/ slaps on, against
wteWčʼa : /wteWčʼa/ snaps back on (as a tree branch in passing); slaps with a long instrument
wteWčʼtn̲a : /wteWačta/ slaps against, snaps back on
teWečʼ sle
teybal 3Sn table. From English.
teybal : /teybal/ table
r̲et̲ eybal\ʼaˑkʼ : /tetiˑbalʼaˑk/ d. little tables
teˑg see oteˑg deep into
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tgᵛ 4S-v stand (sg.)
tgᵛabaˑy i ̲ʼa : /tgabaˑyʼa/ stands leaning on
tgᵛaliˑga : /tgaliˑga/ stands on the edge of a stream
r̲ r ̲et̲ gᵛaliˑga : /tgatgliˑga/ d. stand on the edge of a stream
tgᵛaqaˑy i ̲ʼa : /tgaqaˑyʼa/ stands in the woods, among trees
tgᵛawl : /tgawal/ stands on top of
tgᵛawʼaˑlʼa : /tgawʼaˑlʼa/ stands on the end
sesti tgᵛawʼaˑlʼs : /sesti tgawʼaˑlʼs/ “Shasta-Standing-on-the-End” (place name)
tgᵛawʼiˑna : /tgawʼiˑna/ stands among, in mud, in snow
tgᵛebltn̲a : /tgebalta/ blazes up (“fire-stands-blazing-on”)
tgᵛeblyeˑga : /tgeblyeˑga/ fire blazes up
sne̲tgᵛeblyeˑga : /snatkbalyeˑga/ makes a fire blaze up
tgᵛelwy : /tgelwi/ stands by a fire
tgᵛelʼgạ : /tgelga/
̣ stands up. Note the following idiom:
/sʔabas ʔa tgelga./
̣ The month is starting.
sne̲tgᵛelʼgạ : /snetgalga/
̣ makes someone stand up
tgᵛelʼgnʼapgaˑ
: /tgelqnʼapga/ feels like standing up
̣

tgᵛeqʼya : /tgeqʼya/ stands in the road, in the doorway
tgᵛewa : /tgewa/ stands in water, in a flat place
kols tgᵛews : /kols tgews/ “Badger-Standing-in-Water” (place name)
tgᵛiǰqʼa : /tgičqʼa/ stands on someone, squashing him; stands over a fallen person
tgᵛiǰqʼ! : /tgiǰaq!/ stand on, over!
tgᵛikLa : /tgikLa/ stands on a vehicle
tgᵛiwyʼga : /tgiwiˑga/ stands inside a container, closed space
tgᵛ r̲e ̲ r̲kʼačʼa : /tgakʼačkčʼa/ stands from earth to sky (said of a character in a myth)
tgᵛodga : /tgotga/ stands, is standing (i.e., in a state resulting from standing up)
r̲ r ̲et̲ gᵛodga : /tgotgatga/ d. are standing
tgᵛodiˑla : /tgodiˑla/ stands underneath
tgᵛosn̲a : /tgosa/ stands deep under water, dirt
tgᵛtʼeLqʼa : /tgetʼaLqʼa/ stands on and flattens
tga 10sn 4sp 8sd 8sa [instrumental:] with, by means of. Also d̲atga. See Secs. 455, 541, 671, 674,
761, and 762.
bogstga
: /boqstga/ with (a) camas root
̣
/hoˑt ʔans boqstga sqoqta./ He paid me with camas root(s).
domantga : /domantga/ with many; idiom: a lot of
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/domantga mimʼačwʼaˑkkʼatga/ with many little spoons
/domantga ʔa sa galčʼwi./ Many of them approached together.
gentga : /gentga/ with this
/noˑ ʔa gentga waˑtʼitga qdolčʼa hon qnoqs./ I cut that rope with this knife.
gewdantga : /gewdantga/ with my
/hoˑt ʔa gewdantga wončǰatga sgepgabli./
He canoed back with my canoe.
̣
naˑnok\ʼantga : /naˑnokʼantga/ with all; idiom: all together, all at once
/naˑnokʼantga maksatga/ with all the baskets
/naˑnokʼantga ʔa sa golgi./ They all attacked together.
qʼolʼinčd̲atga : /qʼolʼinčǰatga/ with the knee
sdo r̲ rt̲ ga : /sdotdatga/ with the road
/gentga ni sdotdatga hak genwapk./ I’ll go by this very road.
tgolʼoˑt 3S-n proper name; Tgolʼoˑts. This myth character is similar (or perhaps identical with) to
Čʼaˑqyʼaˑk.
tgolʼoˑts : /tgolʼoˑts/ proper name: Tgolʼoˑts; a sp. of small beetle with an iridescent shell
tgolʼoˑtsʔm ksᵛews : /tgolʼoˑtsʔam ksews/ “Tgolʼoˑts’-Lying-in-Water” (place name)
tgolʼoˑtsʔm ksᵛodiˑlks : /tgolʼoˑtsʔam ksodiˑlks/ “Tgolʼoˑts’-Lying-Underneath-Place” (place name)
tgablamč
3Sn place name. Unanalyzable. May contain {ʔmʼč} 6sn [augmentative].
̣
tgablamč
: /tgablamč/
place name
̣
̣
tgalm
3Sn west. Also tgalma.
See Sec. 430.
̣
̣
tgalm
: /tgalam/
west
̣
̣

tgalmakstʼa
: /tgalmakstʼa/
“West-Side” (place name)
̣
̣
tgalmas
: /tgalmas/
west wind
̣
̣
tgalmdalʼ
: /tgalamdalʼ/
toward the west
̣
̣
tgalmdalʼkniˑ
: /tgalamdalʼkniˑ/
from the west
̣
̣
tgalma
sle
̣

tgap
̣ 3Sn reed (sp. of Phragmites). This was used to form the weft in basketry.
tgap
̣ : /tgap/
̣ reed (sp.)
tgaˑwʼ
3S-n wild horse, colt, bronco
̣
tgaˑwʼs
: /tgaˑwʼas/
wild horse, untamed young horse, bronco
̣
̣
tgaˑwʼkʼa
: /tgaˑwkʼa/
colt
̣
̣
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r̲ r ̲et̲ gaˑwʼkʼa
: /tgatg
d. colts
̣
̣ aˑwkʼa/
̣
tgaˑwʼkʼaa̲
la : /tgaˑwkʼala/
has a colt, foals
̣
̣

tgaˑwʼs
r̲eč̲ ᵛikLys : /tgaˑwʼas
čičakLis/ cowboy, buckeroo (“bronco-habitual-sitter-on” )
̣
̣
tgeˑw
3Sn elder (person, animal). Also tgeˑwnʼ
(as 3S-n) with the meaning “elder brother, elder son,
̣
̣
elder male cousin.”
tgeˑw
: /tgeˑw/
elder one, largest one
̣
̣
tgeˑwnʼa̲
b : /tgeˑwnʼap/
elder brother, eldest son, eldest male cousin (by a younger male cousin)
̣
̣
tgeˑwnʼa̲
lbga : /tgeˑwnʼalpga/
considers someone to be one’s elder brother, eldest son, eldest male
̣
̣
cousin
tgeˑwnʼa̲
ldga : /tgeˑwnʼaltga/
been to see one’s eldest son, elder brother, elder cousin
̣
̣
se̲tgeˑwnʼa̲
ldk : /setgeˑwnʼaltk/
related to one another as elder-younger brother, cousin
̣
̣
r̲es̲ e̲tgeˑwnʼa̲
ldk : /sesatgeˑwnʼaltk/
d. related to one another as elder-younger brothers, cousins
̣
̣
tgeˑwnʼysa̲
b : /tgeˑwnʼisap/
elder brothers, sons, cousins
̣
̣
tgeˑwnʼ
sle
̣

tgotg
̣ ̣ 7Sv be an omen, have a premonition
tgotg
̣ ạ : /tgotg
̣ a/
̣ is an omen; has a premonition
tgoy
See
̣ 7Sv knead, tan a hide; straighten an arrow (by some sort of kneading process?). Also tgoyl.
̣
Sec. 334.
tgoya
: /tgoya/
kneads (dough, etc.); tans a hide (by kneading in deer brains and water); straightens
̣
̣
an arrow
r̲ r ̲et̲ goy
̣ : /tgotg
̣ i/
̣ d. knead, tan, straighten an arrow
tgoyiˑa
: /tgoyiˑya/
kneads, tans, straightens for someone
̣
̣
tgoylkʼys
: /tgoylkʼis/
arrow-straightener
̣
̣
tgoyys
: /tgoyiˑs/
kneading, tanning, straightening
̣
̣
/čʼaˑnis ʔan tgoyiˑs
qlas./ I don’t know how to tan a hide.
̣
tis 3-S-n father
btisa̲b : /ptisap/ father
btisa : /ptisa/ father [o]
btisa̲lbga : /ptisalpga/ considers someone as one’s father
btisa̲lča̲a : /ptisalča/ goes to see one’s father
btisa̲ldga : /ptisaltga/ been to see one’s father
btisa̲llgi : /ptisallgi/ comes to see one’s father
btism : /ptisam/ father’s
btisysa̲b : /ptisiˑsap/ fathers
btisysa̲ldga : /ptisiˑsaltga/ been to see fathers
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titʼ 7+Sv slash open, cut open a bulbous round obj. (as a sack of grain, a bladder, a boil)
titʼa : /titʼa/ splits open (intr.)
čʼlᵉtitʼa : /čʼlittʼa/ picks open with one’s fingernails (as a boil)
gwᵛtitʼa
: /gwittʼa/
bites open a bulbous round obj. (as a bladder, louse, fish eye)
̣
̣
lᵛtitʼa : /littʼa/ cuts open a bulbous round obj. with a round obj. (as a flint knife)
lᵛtiˑtʼa : /litiˑtʼa/ cuts open pl.
r̲el̲ ᵛtiˑtʼa : /liltiˑtʼa/ d. cut open pl.
ntitʼa : /ntitʼa/ splits open a bulbous round obj. with a round instrument
ntitʼdgị : /ntittgi/
̣ splits open down onto; idiom: defecates, has a loose motion
ntitʼLa̲a : /ntitLa/ splits open onto a surface; idiom: defecates onto
ntitʼLa̲s : /ntitLas/ pancake (named because of the loose manner of pouring it onto the griddle)
ntitʼlʼgạ : /ntitʼlga/
̣ splits something open onto the ground; idiom: defecates on the ground
ntitʼtn̲a : /ntitta/ splits something open onto; idiom: has a loose motion on, defecates on
ntiˑtʼa : /ntiˑtʼa/ splits open pl. with a round instrument
r̲ r ̲en̲ tiˑtʼa : /ntintiˑtʼa/ d. split open pl.
tiˑ 3Sn tea. From English.
tiˑ : /tiˑ/ tea
tiˑ 10sn 4sp 8sd 8sa [partitive:] from, a piece of, concerning. See Secs. 455, 541, 671, 674, and 761.
r̲éˑ̲ r̲čʼiˑktiˑ : /čʼiˑkčʼiˑktiˑ/ from the wagon, a piece of the wagon
/hoˑt ʔa leqeˑwʼa gew Wiˑl čʼiˑkčʼiˑktiˑ./ He broke a wheel off of my wagon.
gosotiˑ : /gosotiˑ/ a piece of pork
honkantiˑ : /honkantiˑ/ from that, a piece of that
/honkantiˑ ʔis čʼley!/ Give me a piece of that!
midanti : /midanti ./ from your, a piece of your
/midanti čʼoleˑkstiˑ/ a piece of your meat

waˑtʼitiˑ : /waˑtʼitiˑ/ a piece of a knife; idiom: iron, metal
tkʼaˑw 7S-v soak, be damp. Possibly tkʼaw plus ˑ dgi (allomorph of {dgi} 8sv “turn, become”). Only
in:
tkʼaˑwdgi : /tkʼaˑwtgi/ (hide, clothes) soak
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r̲ r ̲et̲ kʼaˑwdgi : /tkʼatkʼaˑwtgi/ d. soak
sne̲tkʼaˑwdgi : /snatkʼaˑwtgi/ soaks something

tlag̣ 3S-n mullet (sp.). This fish is similar to the /yeˑn/ (Catostomus labiatus Gird.), except that the
scales of this fish are brown instead of silvery.
tlagṣ : /tlaqs/ mullet (sp.)
tlagṣ pʼań̲kʼys : /tlaqs pʼakʼiˑs/ “Mullet-Eating” (place name)
tln̲ see atln̲ alongside, beside
tmaˑkʼ 7Sv annoy, bother someone. Only with {sne̲} 3pv [causative]. RD recognized /tmaˑkʼa/ as an
independent form but could not satisfactorily explain it.
sne̲tmaˑkʼa : /snatmaˑkʼa/ annoys, bothers someone
sne̲tmaˑkʼdgi : /snatmaˑktgi/ wants someone to bother, lets someone bother
/qʼay nis snatmaˑktgi!/ Don’t let him bother me!
tmo 3Sn grouse (Bonasa vorsabinei). PO gave dmo. See Sec. 430.
tmo : /tmo/ grouse. Or dmo : /dmo/.
tmoʼaˑkʼ : /tmoʔaˑk/ little grouse
tn̲ see otn̲ on, at, against, attached to
tobaks 3S-n man’s sister
tobaksyb : /tobaksip/ man’s sister
r̲et̲ obaksyb : /totbaksip/ sisters
tobaksa̲ldga : /tobaksaltga/ been to see one’s sister
se̲tobaksa̲ldk : /sotbaksaltk/ related to one another as brother and sister
tobaksm : /tobaksam/ sister’s
tod 3-S-n daughter-in-law (son’s wife)
btoda̲b : /ptodap/ daughter-in-law
btodsa̲b : /ptotsap/ daughters-in-law
togị 3Sn horn, antler
togị : /togi/
̣ horn, antler
r̲et̲ ogiʼaˑkʼ
: /totaqyʼaˑk/ d. little horns
̣

togiʼa̲
̣ ldk : /toqyʼaltk/ horned; idiom: a stag
ton 7S-v act on a ropelike obj. (as rope, thread, wire, ribbon, roads, etc.)
tonbga : /tompga/ ropelike obj. is, lies
/tompga gog
̣ e/
̣ the river is, lies. Translated by the informant as “all along the length of the
river.” (Texts, 38.32)
tončnʼa : /tončnʼa/ rope like obj. runs along
r̲et̲ ončnʼa : /totančnʼa/ d. ropelike objs. run along (as telephone wires)
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ton (continued)
stončnʼa : /stončnʼa/ strings a ropelike obj. along; drags a ropelike obj. along
se̲tondangạ : /sotandanga/
̣ ropelike objs. meet (as wires, roads, streams)
se̲tondgạ : /sotantga/
̣ ropelike obj s. branch off from one another (as roads, streams)
tondgị : /tontgi/
̣ ropelike obj. hangs down to the ground
stondgị : /stontgi/
̣ pulls down a rope like obj.
tonkanga : /tonkanga/ ropelike obj. runs here and there
r̲et̲ onkanga : /totankanga/ d. ropelike objs. run here and there, are strung all around
r̲et̲ onksʔm : /totanksʔam/ blackberries
r̲et̲ onksʔm\ʼa̲la : /totanksmʼala/ picks blackberries
tonkyamna : /tonkyamna/ ropelike obj. runs all around some central obj.
stonkyamna : /stonkyamna/ runs a ropelike obj. around (as a fence around a field)
tonkʼaˑy i ̲ʼa : /tonkʼaˑyʼa/ rope like obj. runs along up high
stonkʼaˑy i ̲ʼa : /stonkʼaˑyʼa/ runs a ropelike obj. up high (as one strings a telephone wire)
tonkʼwa : /tonkʼwa/ ropelike obj. runs across
stonkʼwa : /stonkʼwa/ runs a ropelike obj. across
stonkʼw! : /stonkʼo!/ run a ropelike obj. across!
tonlYn̲čʼn̲a : /tollYančʼa/ ropelike obj. runs along the edge of a stream, cliff (as a road, wire)
tonLy : /tolhi/ ropelike obj. runs inside
tonlʼgạ : /tollga/
̣ rope like obj. runs to the ground
stonlʼgạ : /stollga/
̣ runs a ropelike obj. to the ground
tonpbeˑl i ̲ʼa : /tompbeˑlʼa/ ropelike objs. run back and forth
stonpbeˑl i ̲ʼa : /stompbeˑlʼa/ runs a ropelike obj. back and forth
tonqn̲a : /tonqa/ ropelike obj. runs out, through
stonqn̲a : /stonqa/ runs a ropelike obj. out
tontn̲a : /tonta/ ropelike obj. is attached to, tied to
tonwʼeˑtʼa : /tonwʼeˑtʼa/ ropelike obj. hangs off the edge
se̲tonyʼoˑta : /sotanyʼoˑta/ ropelike objs. run together, cross (as wires, roads)
tonʼip 2Sa five. Cf. also {tewnʼip} 2Sa “ten.” See Sec. 721.
tonʼip : /tonʼip/ five
r̲et̲ onʼip : /totnʼip/ five at a time
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/noˑ ʔa totnʼip sʔewanʔa, skodas./ I gave (them) out five at a time, blankets.
tonʼip\ʼaˑs : /tonipaˑs/ in five places
/noˑ ʔa tonʼipʼaˑs qmaga./
̣ I looked in five places.
tonʼip\ʼokʼ : /tonʼipʼok/ all five
/tonʼipʼok ʔa sa gatbambli./ All five returned.
tonʼipnʼi : /tonʼipnʼi/ five [n]
/tonʼipnʼi weˑwʼanʼs woksalča./ Five women went wokas-picking.
tonʼipnʼis : /tonʼipnʼis/ five [o]
/noˑ ʔa tonʼipnʼis lilhanks nesga./ I skinned five deer.
tonʼipnʼi : /tonʼipnʼi/ five (days, years, etc.); five times
/noˑ ʔa honks tonʼipnʼi sleʔa./ I saw him five times.
/tonʼipnʼi ʔiLoˑls hoˑt qʼwanqʼatk./ He is lame for five years.
/tonʼipnʼi tewnʼipʼant tonʼip/ fifty-five
tonʼipnʼiks : /tonʼipnʼiks/ Friday. Or tonʼipnʼi : /tonʼipnʼi/.
toqʼ 7S-v stop an action. Only with {elʼg}̣ 12sv “down, to the ground, to a stop.” Possibly cf. the
next entry.
toqʼlʼgạ : /toqʼlga/
̣ stops (an action)
/toqʼlgạ hoˑt swiˑs./ He stopped singing.
he̲stoqʼlʼgạ : /hostaqʼlga/
̣ makes someone stop
r̲et̲ oqʼlʼgạ : /totaqʼlga/
̣ d. stop
toqʼlʼgi!
̣ : /toqʼlgi!/
̣ stop!
he̲stoqʼlʼg!̣ : /hostaqlʼaq!/ make him stop!
/hostaqlʼaq mi hon wačʼaˑk paks!/ Make your dog stop barking!
toqʼ 7Sv be frightened, scared, startled
toqʼa : /toqʼa/ is startled, frightened, scared
he̲stoqʼa : /hostqʼa/ frightens someone

toqʼs : /toqʼas/ sp. willow (or alder?). Named because “it grows so fast it startles you”—readily
connected by the informant.
toqʼsksi : /toqʼasksi/ “Willow-Place” (place name)
r̲é ̲ r̲toqʼa : /toqtoqʼa/ is continually slightly frightened, on edge (as when one dwells among hostile
people). Also r̲éˑ̲ r̲toqʼa : /toˑqtoqʼa/.
he̲s r̲éˑ̲ r̲toqʼbga : /hostoˑqtoqpga/ keeps someone continually worried, on edge
totqʼ 3-S-n woman’s parent-in-law (either mother- or father-in-law). Not reciprocal; cf. {tod} 3-S-n
“daughter-in-law.”
btotqʼa̲b : /ptotqʼap/ woman’s parent-in-law
btotqʼysa̲b : /ptotqʼisap/ woman’s parents-in-law
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toy i ̲ʼ 7+Sv crumble up (as dirt clods)
toˑy i ̲ʼa : /toˑyʼa/ (dirt) crumbles
kᵛtoˑy i ̲ʼa : /kotoˑyʼa/ breaks up into small bits with a pointed instrument (as clods with a pick,
mattock)
r̲ek̲ ᵛtoˑy i ̲ʼa : /koktoˑyʼa/ d. break up pl. into bits
ntoy i ̲ʼa : /ntoyʼa/ crumble up objs. with a round instrument
ntoy i ̲ʼlʼgạ : /ntoylga/
̣ crushes down with a round instrument (as clods, dried fish)
ntoˑy i ̲ʼdk : /ntoˑyitk/ crushed, crumbled with a round instrument
stoy i ̲ʼlʼgạ : /stoylga/
̣ crumbles something into bits with a sharp instrument
tpek 7S-v reach. Cf. also {das} 7S-v “reach, touch. act with the hand” and {nʼiq} 7S-v “act with the
hand,” which semantically overlap this morpheme.
se̲tpekblibga : /setpakblipga/ is reaching behind oneself
tpekčnʼa : /tpekčnʼa/ reaches for
tpekdbn̲a : /tpektba/ reaches (“reach-arrives”)
tpekdiˑla : /tpekdiˑla/ reaches underneath
r̲ r ̲et̲ pekdiˑla : /tpetpakdiˑla/ d. reach underneath
tpekLy : /tpekLi/ reaches inside
tpekwa : /tpekwa/ reaches into water, into a flat place
tpekygị : /tpekiˑgi/
̣ reaches over, above
tpo 7S-v drive, herd. Also kpo in apparent free variation. See Sec. 334.
kpomni : /kpomni/ drives, herds up, upstream
kpowa : /kpowa/ herds into water, into a flat place
tpočʼn̲a : /tpočʼa/ herds along, just herded off
tpočʼn̲wabg : /tpočʼanwapk/ will just herd away
tpodiˑla : /tpodiˑla/ herds underneath (as one drives a herd underneath trees for shelter)
tpokʼwa : /tpokʼwa/ herds across
tpoLy : /tpoLiˑ/ herds inside (as into a corral). Also kpoLy : /kpoLiˑ/.
tpolʼgạ : /tpolga/
̣ halts a herd, drives to a stop
tpoqweˑLa : /tpoqweˑLa/ herds downhill
r̲ r ̲et̲ poqweˑLa : /tpotpaqweˑLa/ d. herd downhill
tposga : /tposga/ drives away, off of
se̲tposga : /sotpasga/ drives off of oneself (as flies)
tpotʼleˑgị : /tpotʼleˑgi/
̣ drives over a mountain, into the next room
tpowllʼgạ : /tpowallga/
̣ drives, herds up a hill
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tpowlyeˑga : /tpowalyeˑga/ herds up, gets herd to rise and move on
tpoWasga : /tpoWasga/ drives off, away
tqi sne
tqiq 4S-v act with the elbow. Also tqi. See Sec. 331.
tqiqdiˑla : /tqiqdiˑla/ puts an elbow underneath. (intr. also)
tqiqLa̲a : /tqiqLa/ puts an elbow on a surface, leans an elbow on
r̲ r ̲et̲ qiqLa̲a : /tqitqaqLa/ d. put an elbow on
tqiqwa : /tqiqwa/ puts an elbow into water, flat place. Or tqiwa : /tqiwa/.
he̲stqitʼčʼa : /histqatčʼa/ fights by stretching the other’s mouth with an elbow. This method of fighting
is employed by Čʼečteˑsis and Časgiˑps
in Text 7.
̣
r̲eh̲ e̲stqitʼčʼwabg : /hihastqatčʼwapk/ d. will elbow-fight each other
tqʼag see otqʼag up out of
tqʼaps see atqʼaps down from a height
tqʼopʼoˑ 3Sn thumb
tqʼopʼoˑ : /tqʼopʼoˑ/ thumb
r̲ r ̲et̲ qʼopʼoˑʼaˑkʼ : /tqʼotqʼapwʼaˑk/ d. little thumbs
tqʼopʼoˑd̲at : /tqʼopʼoˑwwat/ on the thumb
treyn 3Sn railroad train. From English. Cf. the earlier kenning term /loloqs weˑgan/
̣ “fire
wagon” (under lolog).
̣
treyn : /treyn/ train
tsaˑkʼ 7Sv be light (in weight)
tsaˑkʼa : /tsaˑkʼa/ is light
tsaˑkʼdgi : /tsaˑktgi/ becomes light
sne̲tsaˑkʼdgi : /snatsaˑktgi/ lightens, makes light
tsaˑkʼdk : /tsaˑkʼatk/ light
tsgew
tsgeˑˑˑw!/.
̣ 3-S-n bluejay. Onomatopoetic; its cry is: /tsgeˑˑw,
̣
̣
r̲ r ̲ r ̲éˑ̲ r̲tsgews
:
/tsg
eˑwtsg
ews/
bluejay
̣
̣
̣
r̲ r ̲ r ̲éˑ̲ r̲tsgewkʼa
: /tsgeˑwtsg
ewkʼa/
little bluejay
̣
̣
̣

tsimʼang 7Sv boy (teenage), youth. Also čimʼang in apparent free variation (or possibly varying
between informants?). Occurs only with r̲e ̲ allomorph of { r̲e}̲ 1pv [distributive]. Possibly
related to {tsiń̲} 7sv “grow.” Occurs only with {dk} 24sv “in a state of having been …ed” (?).
See Sec. 334.
tsimʼangdk : /tsimʼangatk/ youth, teenage boy. Or čimʼangdk : /čimʼangatk/.
r̲et̲ simʼangdk : /titsmʼangatk/ d. boys. Or r̲eč̲ imʼangdk : /čičmʼangatk/.
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tsiń̲ 7Sv grow. Also čiń̲. (PO only). Occurs with r̲e ̲ allomorph of { r̲e}̲ 1pv [distributive] only. Cf.
the preceding entry. See Sec. 334
tsiń̲ : /tsin/ grows. PO gave čiń̲ : /čin/.
he̲stsiń̲ : /histsan/ makes grow, raises someone
r̲eh̲ e̲stsiń̲ : /hihastsan/ d. make grow, d. raise (as children, animals)
r̲et̲ siń̲ : /titsan/ d. grow. PO gave r̲eč̲ iń̲ : /čičan/.
tsiń̲liˑna : /tsiliˑna/ outgrows (as clothes)
tsiń̲yeˑga : /tsiyeˑga/ starts to grow. PO gave čiń̲yeˑga : /čiyeˑga/.
ttal see attal going from house to house; peddling
twᵛ 4S-v twist, bore. Occurs with r̲e ̲ allomorph of { r̲e}̲ 1pv [distributive] only.
twᵛačʼiˑkʼa : /twačʼiˑkʼa/ twists and wrings; bores (as with a brace and bit)
twᵛačʼiˑkʼoˑts : /twačʼiˑkʼoˑts/ brace and bit
twᵛakʼiˑčʼa : /twakʼiˑčʼa/ twists around in a circle
twᵛaˑčʼa : /twaˑčʼa/ twists cord on the thigh, makes cord (of nettle fiber or of tule)
twᵛeqn̲a : /tweqa/ bores through
r̲et̲ wᵛeqn̲a : /tetoˑqa/ d. bore through
twᵛiwkʼiˑčʼa : /twiwkʼiˑčʼa/ twists around; makes string by rolling it on the hip (same as twᵛaˑčʼa
above)
twᵛkʼačʼa : /twakčʼa/ twists off the head, wrings the neck
twᵛosga : /twosga/ twists something off
twaˑqʼ 7Sv paint, smear
twaˑqʼa : /twaˑqʼa/ paints, smears
se̲twaˑqʼa : /satwaˑqʼa/ smears oneself (as with pitch for mourning)
twinwan 3Sn cord on the neck back of the ear
twinwan : /twinwan/ cord back of the ear
tya 3Sn basket sifter. Also čya (Mr. Pompey only). See Sec. 430.
tya : /tya/ basket sifter (Barrett, p. 274, fig. 2). Or čya : /čya/.
r̲ r ̲et̲ yaʼaˑkʼ : /tyatiˑʔaˑk/ d. little basket sifters
tyamn see akyamn around, embracing, surrounding
tʼ
tʼa 4sl [locative:] in, at, on. Cf. also {t} 4sl 6sl 4sp 8sd 8sa [locative]. See Sec. 832.
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/hiˑt hon čiˑya sa, niˑLaqs honk ginaˑtʼa./ They lived there, on this side of NiˑLaqs. (Texts, 18.27)
goniˑtʼa : /goniˑtʼa/ the other side
/sohiˑyagyeˑks
hon goniˑtʼa/ on the other side of Sohiˑyagyeˑks.
(Texts, 14.2)
̣
̣
syokʼaˑtʼa : /syokʼaˑtʼa/ close to, next to
/syokʼaˑtʼa ʔat honk liwpgank/ gathered together closely. (Texts, 15.11)
weliˑtʼa : /weliˑla/ apart, besides
/laˑbi hok sa weliˑtʼa honks./ They were two besides him. (Texts, 14.30)
wikʼaˑtʼa : /wikʼaˑtʼa/ near, close to
/yʼaynʼa, gog
̣ ẹ wikʼaˑtʼa ʔakyʼa./ A mountain, perhaps near a river. (Texts, 39.26)
tʼabkʼ 7+Sv be sticky, mash up something sticky. Cf. also {čʼabkʼ} 7+Sv “be mushy, mash up
something mushy” and {lʼabkʼ} 7+Sv “be doughy, mash up something doughy.”
r̲é ̲ r̲ rt̲ ʼabkʼa : /tʼapktʼapkʼa/ is sticky, lumpy
dᵛtʼabkʼa : /datʼapkʼa/ mashes up with the fingers, hands
dᵛtʼabkʼkʼiˑm i ̲ʼa : /datʼapkkʼiˑmʼa/ mashes around the edges with the fingers
kttʼabkʼa : /ktʼapkʼa/ mashes up with a blow, kick
ntʼabkʼa : /ntʼapkʼa/ mashes up with a round instrument
r̲ r ̲en̲ tʼabkʼa : /ntʼantʼapkʼa/ d. mash up with a round instrument
ntʼabkʼlʼgạ : /ntʼabakʼlga/
̣ throws down a round obj. and squashes it (as a rotten fruit)
ntʼabkʼtn̲a : /ntʼabakta/ mashes up something sticky against (as a handful of mud slapped against a
wall)
tʼabl 7-Sv track in (mud, etc.). Only in;
kttʼablLy : /ktʼabalhi/ tracks inside
kttʼablqn̲a : /ktʼabalqa/ tracks out, through, outside
kttʼablygị : /ktʼabliˑgi/
̣ tracks over
tʼačʼ 7-Sv cover, trap .

ntʼačʼlʼgạ : /ntʼačʼlga/
̣ traps (with a round instrument?)
sne̲ntʼačʼlʼgạ : /snantʼačʼlga/
̣ traps something
sne̲ntʼačʼlʼgṣ : /snantʼačlʼaqs/ trap (of willows)
/qʼalǰiǰiksʔam snantʼačlʼaqs/ spiderweb (“spider’s-trap”)
ntʼačʼwa : /ntʼačʼwa/ is trapped in the water (as fish)
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se̲ntʼačʼwa : /santʼačʼwa/ gets oneself stuck in the water (as when one’s canoe is caught on a snag)
se̲ntʼačʼwoˑts : /santʼačʼwoˑts/ canoe anchor
wtʼačʼkʼya : /wtʼačkʼya/ covers and closes (with a long instrument?)
r̲ r ̲ew
̲ tʼačʼgiwabg : /wtʼawtʼačgiwapk/ d. will cover, close
wtʼačʼlʼgạ : /wtʼačʼlga/
̣ covers over (as one weights down a canvas over a pile of wokas)
tʼačʼ 7-Sv stretch apart, cut apart. Also tčʼ. See Sec. 334.
pᵛtʼačʼa : /patčʼa/ pulls apart, tears apart
pᵛtʼaˑčʼa : /patʼaˑčʼa/ pulls and stretches pl. apart
r̲ep̲ ᵛtʼaˑčʼa : /paptʼaˑčʼa/ d. pull and stretch apart
spᵛtʼaˑčʼa : /spatʼaˑčʼa/ stretches pl. apart. Use of {s} 3pv [transitive] here?
qdᵛtʼačʼa : /qdatčʼa/ cuts apart, splits
spitʼaˑčʼa : /spitʼaˑčʼa/ drags pl. apart
he̲stqitʼčʼa : /histqatčʼa/ fights by stretching the other person’s mouth with one’s elbow. See tqiq.
tʼagaˑq
̣ 3Sn sole of the foot
tʼagaˑq
sole of the foot
̣ : /tʼagaˑq/
̣
tʼak 3-S-n man’s proper name. Unanalyzable. Said to mean something like “Stutterer,” but no
further forms were obtainable.
r̲é ̲ r̲tʼaks : /tʼaktʼaks/ man’s proper name: Stutterer
tʼaks 3S-n plant (sp. unknown). This plant grows to a height of about six inches and has small
yellow flowers. Its roots are oval and are similar to small onions. They were eaten raw.
tʼaksys : /tʼaksis/ plant (sp.)
tʼaksni 3-Sn children. Also ntʼaksni, tʼakyʼ and tʼakyʼas. See Sec. 430.
r̲et̲ ʼaksni : /tʼatʼaksni/ children
r̲ r ̲en̲ tʼaksni : /ntʼantʼaksni/ “Children” (a constellation said to consist of six or seven stars rising in
the east or south-east and setting in the west)
r̲et̲ ʼakyʼa̲ldk : /tʼatʼakyʼaltk/ having children
r̲et̲ ʼakyʼasm : /tʼatʼakyʼasam/ children’s. Possibly cf. {yʼas} 4sd [demonstrative non-nominative pl.]?
r̲et̲ ʼakyʼass : /tʼatʼakyʼas/ children [o]
tʼakyʼ sle
tʼakyʼas sle
tʼamsg̣ see atʼamsg̣ between
tʼapq 3Sn leaf
tʼapq : /tʼapaq/ leaf
r̲et̲ ʼapq\ʼaˑkʼ : /tʼatʼapqʼaˑk/ d. little leaves
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čʼaˑsysʔm tʼapq : /čʼaˑsisʔam tʼapaq/ skunk cabbage (“skunk’s-leaf”). This is said to be a recent
importation into the area and may be a loan translation.
tʼapq\ʼa̲la : /tʼapqʼala/ leafs out (as a tree in spring)
tʼapsniˑq 3Sn brains. Possibly cf. {sniˑg\ʼ}
̣ 7Sv “blow the nose; snot.”
tʼapsniˑq : /tʼapsniˑq/ brains
tʼapʼ 7-Sv hook a fish, drag a fish out of water (?). Only in:
sbᵛtʼapʼqn̲a : /sbatʼapqa/ hooks a fish, drags a fish out
r̲ r ̲es̲ bᵛtʼapʼqn̲a : /sbasptʼapqa/ d. hook a fish
sbᵛtʼapʼygị : /sbatʼapʼiˑgi/
̣ drags a fish out of water, over
tʼapʼ 7-Sv pat (as one pats oneself in the sweathouse to bring out the sweat). Only in:
kttʼapʼtn̲nʼa : /ktʼaptʼanʔa/ pats someone
se̲kttʼapʼtn̲nʼa : /saktʼaptanʔa/ pats oneself, each other
kttʼapʼwa : /ktʼapʼwa/ pats the hand in the water
tʼaqʼ 7S-v be bare, bald, grassless. Also ntʼaqʼ and stʼaqʼ. See Sec. 334.
tʼaˑqʼdgi : /tʼaˑqtgi/ becomes bare, grassless. barren
r̲é ̲ r̲tʼaqʼlʼi : /tʼaqtʼaqlʼi/ bare, smooth, grassless
r̲é ̲ r̲tʼaqʼlʼant : /tʼaqtʼaqlʼant/ in the flat, where it’s flat, bare
ntʼaqʼčwoˑla : /ntʼaqčwoˑla/ is bald, getting bald. Same as stʼaqʼčwoˑla below.
stʼaqʼčwoˑla : /stʼaqčwoˑla/ is bald, getting bald
stʼaqʼčwoˑldk : /stʼaqčwoˑlatk/ bald
r̲ r ̲es̲ tʼaqʼLyykiˑndk : /stʼastʼaqLiˑkiˑnatk/ having a receding hairline (“d.-being-bald-inside-from-theedge”)
r̲ r ̲es̲ tʼaqʼsgdk : /stʼastʼaqsgatk/ mangy, with hair coming off
stʼaqʼwloˑla : /stʼaqʼoˑloˑla/ is getting bald on top
stʼaqʼwloˑlbgs : /stʼaqʼoˑloˑlapks/ being bald on top
/hoˑt ʔa stʼaqʼoˑloˑlapks nʼos gitk./ He has a bald head
stʼaqʼwloˑldk : /stʼaqʼoˑloˑlatk/ bald on top

tʼaqʼ see tʼoqʼ act with the head
tʼas 7+Sv straighten out (as wrinkles, crooked strings, cloth, willows, etc.)
tʼaˑsdgi : /tʼaˑstgi/ becomes straight, unwrinkled
stʼaˑsdgi : /stʼaˑstgi/ straightens something (as a crooked willow)
r̲ r ̲es̲ tʼaˑsdgibli : /stʼastʼaˑstgibli/ d. straightens something back out again
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lᵛtʼasčnʼa : /latʼasčnʼa/ straightens out wrinkles with a round obj.; irons clothes
r̲el̲ ᵛtʼasčnʼa : /laltʼasčnʼa/ d. iron clothes
lᵛtʼasčnʼoˑts : /latʼasčnʼoˑts/ iron (for clothes)
lᵛtʼasčnʼyeˑga : /latʼasčanyeˑga/ starts to iron
r̲el̲ ᵛtʼasčys\ʼa̲ls : /laltʼasčisʔals/ d. to be ironed
/noˑ ʔa domaˑ laltʼasčisʔals gitk./ I have lots to iron
tʼasak interjection just like that! all at once!
tʼasak! : /tʼasak!/ just like that! all at once!
tʼat 7+Sv squeeze out, ooze out
tʼatqn̲a : /tʼatqa/ (something) squeezes, oozes out
switʼatqn̲a : /switʼatqa/ ties tightly and squeezes out
he̲switʼatqn̲a : /hisoˑtʼatqa/ ties oneself too tightly (as when one puts on too tight a girdle)
tʼay 7-Sv pinch. Possibly cf. {tʼaytʼitʼy} 7-Sv “slap on the hand”? Only in:
gwᵛtʼayg
oga
: /gwatʼiˑg
oga/
pinches inside (as a tight shoe)
̣
̣
̣
̣
tʼaytʼitʼy 7-Sv slap on the hand. Segmentation: possibly cf. the preceding entry? Only in:
kttʼaytʼitʼya : /ktʼaytʼitʼya/ slaps on the hand
tʼaˑhʔ 3-S-n locust (or large grasshopper). These were roasted on a hot rock and eaten.
Onomatopoetic: its cry is: /tʼatʼatʼatʼa!/ (cf. Texts, 4.355).
r̲é ̲ r̲tʼaˑhʔs : /tʼahtʼaˑhʔas/ locust (or large grasshopper)
r̲é ̲ r̲tʼaˑhʔs\ʼa̲la : /tʼahtʼaˑhʔaslʼa/ gathers locusts, grasshoppers (for food)
tʼaˑl 3-S-n woman’s elder sister, woman’s elder female cousin. The term is reciprocal between
cousins but not between sisters.
btʼaˑlyb : /ptʼaˑlip/ woman’s elder sister, elder female cousin
se̲btʼaˑla̲ldk : /saptʼaˑlaltk/ related to one another as elder-younger sister, as female cousins
btʼaˑlysa̲b : /ptʼaˑlisap/ woman’s elder sisters, female cousins
tʼaˑm 7S-v be quiet, calm. Possibly tʼam plus ˑ dgi (allomorph of {dgi} 8sv “turn, become”).
tʼaˑmdgi : /tʼaˑmtgi/ becomes quiet, calm
sne̲tʼaˑmdgi : /snatʼaˑmtgi/ makes calm
r̲et̲ ʼaˑmdgislʼis : /tʼatʼaˑmtgislʼis/ sp. of insect (“quiet-one”)
tʼaˑw i ̲ʼ see atʼaˑw i ̲ʼ in the sunshine
tʼaˑyʼ 3S-n sack, bag
tʼaˑyʼs : /tʼaˑyʼas/ sack, bag.
saˑlm tʼaˑyʼs : /saˑlam tʼaˑyʼas/ type of basket (made of /saˑl/ “reed (Phragmites phragmites)”)
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tʼčʼ see tʼačʼ stretch apart, cut apart
tʼekʼ 7Sv burn, feel feverish
r̲é ̲ r̲tʼekʼa : /tʼektʼekʼa/ burns (as pepper on the tongue), feels feverish
tʼekʼ 7+Sv be in pieces, bits, tatters
tʼeˑkʼa : /tʼeˑkʼa/ is all tattered, all to pieces
r̲et̲ ʼeˑkʼa : /tʼetʼeˑkʼa/ d. are tattered, in bits
čʼlᵉtʼekʼa : /čʼletkʼa/ picks to pieces with the fingernails
čʼlᵉtʼeˑkʼa : /čʼletʼeˑkʼa/ picks pl. to pieces
pᵛtʼekʼa : /petkʼa/ pulls off a piece
spᵛtʼekʼa : /spetkʼa/ tears off a piece, snags and tears
pᵛtʼeˑkʼa : /petʼeˑkʼa/ pulls to pieces
r̲ep̲ ᵛtʼeˑkʼa : /peptʼeˑkʼa/ d. pull pl. to pieces
spᵛtʼeˑkʼa : /spetʼeˑkʼa/ tears pl. to pieces (different from pᵛtʼeˑkʼa?)
se̲pᵛtʼeˑkʼ r̲t n̲nʼa : /septʼeˑkʼattanʔa/ tears pl. off of oneself (as bandages)
wtʼekʼa : /wtʼekʼa/ breaks up into pieces with a long instrument
wtʼekʼlʼgạ : /wtʼekʼlga/
̣ breaks, chops into pieces (as firewood)
wtʼeˑkʼa : /wtʼeˑkʼa/ breaks, chops pl. up into pieces
r̲ r ̲ew
̲ tʼeˑkʼlʼgạ : /wtʼewtʼeˑkʼlga/
̣ d. chop pl. up into pieces
tʼel i ̲ʼ 7-Sv squash, make too tight. Also tʼl. See Sec. 334.
ntʼel i ̲ʼa : /ntʼelʼa/ squashes with a round instrument
switʼla : /switʼla/ cinches a horse
switʼls : /switʼals/ cinch (horse harness)
switʼloˑts : /switʼloˑts/ girth (horse harness)
yᵛtʼel i ̲ʼa : /yetʼla/ squashes with the foot (with a single swift motion)
yᵛtʼeˑl i ̲ʼa : /yetʼeˑlʼa/ squashes pl. objs. with the feet
tʼeLqʼ 7-Sv squash. Possibly cf. the preceding entry.

čᵛtʼeLqʼa : /četʼaLqʼa/ sits on and flattens
wtʼeLqʼa : /wtʼeLqʼa/ smashes, flattens with a long instrument
r̲ r ̲ew
̲ tʼeLqʼa : /wtʼewtʼaLqʼa/ d. smash, flatten with a long instrument
wtʼeLqʼtn̲a : /wtʼeLaqta/ flattens something onto with a long instrument
yᵛtʼeLqʼa : /yetʼaLqʼa/ steps on and flattens (as one steps on an insect)
tʼepʼ 7-Sv be in a line, row
ʔᵛtʼepʼčnʼa : /ʔetʼapčnʼa/ puts long objs. in a row. (intr. also)
ʔᵛtʼepʼlʼgạ : /ʔetʼapʼlga/
̣ lays down long objs. in a row
lᵛtʼepʼčnʼa : /letʼapčnʼa/ puts round objs. in a line, row. (intr. also)
r̲el̲ ᵛtʼepʼčnʼa : /leltʼapčnʼa/ d. put round objs. in a row. (intr. also)
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tʼepʼ (continued)
lᵛtʼepʼkyamna : /letʼapkyamna/ puts round objs. in a circle around some central obj. (intr. also)
lᵛtʼepʼkʼiˑm i ̲ʼa : /letʼapkʼiˑmʼa/ puts round objs. in a circle around the edge, around the circumference.
(intr. also)
lᵛtʼepʼkʼwa : /letʼapkʼwa/ puts round objs. in a line across (as buttons). (intr. also)
se̲lᵛtʼepʼkʼwa : /seltʼapʼkwa/ puts round objs. in a row across oneself; idiom: buttons one’s clothes
se̲lᵛtʼepʼkʼwbli : /seltʼapkʼobli/ buttons oneself up again
se̲lᵛtʼepʼkʼwoˑla : /seltʼapkʼwoˑla/ unbuttons one’s clothes
se̲lᵛtʼepʼkʼws : /seltʼapkʼos/ button
lᵛtʼepʼliˑga : /letʼapʼliˑga/ puts round objs. along the edge (as stones along a path). (intr. also)
lᵛtʼepʼlʼgạ : /letʼapʼlga/
̣ puts down round objs. in a row
nᵉtʼepʼčnʼa : /netʼapčnʼa/ puts flat objs. in a row. (intr. also)
nᵉtʼepʼkyamna : /netʼapkyamna/ surrounds a central obj. with a circle of flat objs.
r̲en̲ ᵉtʼepʼkyamna : /nentʼapkyamna/ d. put flat objs. in a circle around
nᵉtʼepʼlʼgạ : /netʼapʼlga/
̣ lays flat objs. down in a row
tʼet 12sn 5sp 9sd with, instead. See Secs. 457, 541, and 671.
hiswagstʼet
: /hiswaqstʼet/ with the man
̣
mistʼet : /mistʼet/ with you
/mistʼet ʔa noˑ čiˑya./ I live with you.
yohoˑtʼet : /yohoˑtʼet/ rather the buffalo. (Texts, 3.21)
tʼeyn 2Sra new, newly, recently
tʼeyn : /tʼeyn/ newly, recently
/tʼeyn ʔa hoˑt gen sʔottʼa./ He has made it recently.
tʼeynni : /tʼeynni/ new
/tʼeynni mi soloˑtis gi./ Your clothes are new.
r̲et̲ ʼeynni : /tʼetiˑnni/ d. new
/geˑ sdeˑgins tʼetʼiˑnni./ These stockings are new.
tʼeynnis : /tʼeynnis/ new [o]
/tʼeynnis ʔan wonč gitk./ I have a new canoe.

tʼeynniwaˑs : /tʼeynniwaˑs/ daughter-in-law (a newly married girl living at her husband’s parents’
home)
tʼeˑba 3Sn sunfish, minnow (sp.). This fish has brilliant scales and grows to be about four inches
long. Called a species of “chub” by the informants; cf. qčʼiˑwʼ.
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tʼeˑba : /tʼeˑba/ sunfish, minnow (sp.)
tʼeˑqʼ 7-Sv stamp on. Only in:
kttʼeˑqʼa : /ktʼeˑqʼa/ stamps on
tʼeˑw 3-S-n grandmother (father’s mother); reciprocal: woman’s son’s child
btʼeˑwyb : /ptʼeˑwip/ grandmother; grandchild
se̲btʼeˑwa̲ldk : /septʼeˑwaltk/ related to one another as grandmother-grandchild
btʼeˑwysa̲b : /ptʼeˑwisap/ grandmothers; grandchildren
r̲et̲ ʼeˑw! : /tʼetʼeˑw!/ Granny! Grandchild!
tʼg\ʼ̣ 7-Sv (?) make a stiff inner rim for a basket (?). Form and meaning dubious. Only in:
switʼg\ʼa
̣ : /switqʼa/ makes a stiff inner rim for a basket
switʼg\ʼs
̣ : /switʼaqs/ inner rim of stiff willows
tʼibeˑq 7S-v be twilight, dusk. Cf. also {beqʼ} 7S-v “be bay-colored; dawn.”
tʼibeˑqdgi : /tʼibeˑqtgi/ is, becomes twilight, dusk
tʼibeˑqdgis : /tʼibeˑqtgis/ dusk
tʼibeˑqdgiyeˑga : /tʼibeˑqtgiyeˑga/ starts to get dark, becomes twilight
tʼilkoy 3S-n place name. Unanalyzable. Only in:
tʼilkoydi : /tʼilkoydi/ place name: Shoalwater Bay
tʼilʼe 3S-n type of mud. This was used to dye the design element of a basket blue-black. See also
{tʼoboˑq}.
tʼilʼes : /tʼilʼes/ type of blue-black mud
tʼitʼ 7-Sv whip with a limber obj.
wtʼitʼa : /wtʼitʼa/ whips once with a limber long instrument (as a willow switch)
wtʼitʼa : /wtʼitʼa/ whips pl. (or pl. times)
r̲ew
̲ tʼitʼa : /wtʼiwtʼitʼa/ d. whip pl.
tʼitʼq 3Sn swallow (bird)
tʼitʼq : /tʼitʼaq/ swallow

r̲et̲ ʼitʼq\ʼaˑkʼ : /tʼitʼatqʼaˑk/ d. little swallows

tʼiw\ʼ 7Sv shiver, tremble (from palsy, old age)
r̲é ̲ r̲tʼiw\ʼa : /tʼiwtʼiwʼa/ shivers, trembles
r̲é ̲ r̲tʼiw\ʼyeˑga : /tʼiwtʼiwyeˑga/ starts to tremble
tʼiˑt see atʼiˑt just outside the door
tʼl see tʼel i ̲ʼ squash, make too tight
tʼleˑgị see etʼleˑgị over a mountain, into another room
tʼliq see qʼliq peek, glance
tʼlog̣ 3S-n basket hopper. This was a shallow oval basket placed at the
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end of a metate to receive the ground seeds. Occurs only with r̲e ̲ allomorph of { r̲e}̲ 1pn
[distributive].
tʼlogṣ : /tʼloqs/ basket hopper
r̲et̲ ʼlog\ʼaˑkʼ
: /tʼotʼlaqʼaˑk/ d. little basket hoppers
̣
tʼn̲ 10sv (?) have a premonition in a dream. Only in:
diloˑtʼn̲a : /diloˑtʼa/ dreams about, has a premonition about someone in a dream
diloˑtʼn̲nʼa : /diloˑtʼanʔa/ dreams about someone

se̲diloˑtʼn̲nʼa : /sidloˑtʼanʔa/ dreams about oneself, has a premonition about oneself in a dream
tʼoboˑq 3S-n mud. Cf. also {ide} 3S-n “type of blue-black mud” and {tʼope} 3S-n “mud, muddy.”
tʼoboˑqs : /toboˑqs/ mud
tʼog̣ 3S-n navel, umbilical cord; “floater” bladder in a fish
tʼogṣ : /tʼoqs/ navel, umbilical cord; floater bladder
tʼohoˑ 3S-n mudhen (Fulica americana)
tʼohoˑs : /tʼohoˑs/ mudhen
r̲et̲ ʼohoˑkʼa : /tʼothoˑkʼa/ d. little mudhens
tʼolalwʼ 3S-n dentalium shell(s). These were traded in from the coastal tribes. Informants stated that
they were not widely used for money (as was the case farther north), but that they did constitute
an article of trade and were used in making necklaces. etc.
tʼolalwʼs : /tʼolalwʼas/ dentalium shell(s)
tʼomoˑl 3S-n barrel
tʼomoˑlys : /tʼomoˑlis/ barrel
r̲et̲ ʼomoˑlyˑkʼ : /tʼotʼmoˑliˑk/ d. little barrels
tʼomsan 3S-n place name. Unanalyzable. Only in:
tʼomsandi : /tʼomsandi/ place name: Mount Scott
tʼoM\ʼ 7Sv be flat on top, blunt. Possibly cf. the preceding entry?
r̲é ̲ r̲tʼoM\ʼa : /tʼoMtʼomʼa/ is flat on top
r̲é ̲ r̲tʼoM\ʼlʼi : /tʼoMtʼoMlʼi/ flat on top, blunt

tʼopʼe 3S-n mud, muddy spot. See also {tʼoboˑq}.
tʼopʼes : /tʼopʼes/ mud, a muddy place
tʼoqʼ 7-Sv act with the head. Also tʼaqʼ in one form. See Sec. 334.
goˑtʼaqʼtn̲
a : /goˑtʼaqta/
crawls under head first; wraps the head in a shawl, hood
̣
̣
ntʼoqʼtn̲a : /ntʼoqta/ bumps the head on
se̲ntʼoqʼtn̲ ak̲ sga : /sontʼaqtanksga/ almost bumped heads with one another
ntʼoˑqʼkanga : /ntʼoˑqkanga/ bumps the head here and there
ntʼoˑqʼ r̲t n̲nʼa : /ntʼoˑqʼattanʔa/ bumps the head repeatedly on something
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sne̲ntʼoˑq r̲t n̲nʼa : /snontʼoˑqʼattanʔa/ bumps someone’s head repeatedly on something
pᵛtʼoˑqʼa : /potʼoˑqʼa/ pulls off of someone’s head (as hair)
r̲ep̲ ᵛtʼoˑqʼa : /poptʼoˑqʼa/ d. pull out someone’s hair
se̲pᵛtʼoˑqʼa : /soptʼoˑqʼa/ pulls out one’s own, each other’s hair
wtʼoqʼa : /wtʼoqʼa/ strikes on the head with a long instrument (as one clubs a fish)
w r̲e ̲ r̲tʼoqʼa : /wtʼoqtqʼa/ strikes repeatedly on the head
r̲ r ̲ew
̲ r̲e ̲ r̲tʼoqʼa : /wtʼoˑtʼaqtqʼa/ d. strike repeatedly on the head
tʼosoˑq 3S-n lung(s)
tʼosoˑqs : /tʼosoˑqs/ lung(s)
tʼosqʼ 7Sv be soft, flabby, cushiony
r̲é ̲ r̲ rt̲ ʼosqʼa : /tʼosqtʼosqʼa/ is soft, flabby, cushiony
tʼotʼ 3S-n stump; nose plug. Nose plugs were rare among the Klamath. Informants stated that this
custom was a recent importation from certain Californian tribes. Nose plugs were usually simply
a piece of carved bone thrust through the septum.
tʼotʼs : /tʼotʼas/ stump; nose plug
tʼoy 7S-v go (gang, school of fish). Also ntʼoy in one example (belongs here?). See Sec. 334.
ntʼoydbn̲a : /ntʼoytba/ arrives with a mob
/dwaˑ ʔi ntʼoytba?/ What did you bring (your mob for)? Said when one is ganged up on in
conversation.
tʼoybaˑy i ̲ʼa : /tʼoybaˑyʼa/ (group, school of fish) go to the limit (as to the end of a channel, to the
headwaters of a stream)
r̲et̲ ʼoybaˑy i ̲ʼa : /tʼotʼiˑbaˑyʼa/ d. groups go to the end, limit
tʼoyčnʼa : /tʼoyčnʼa/ (group, school of fish) go along
tʼoy\ʼ 7Sv prickle (as one’s foot when it has gone to sleep)
r̲é ̲ r̲tʼoy\ʼa : /tʼoytʼoyʼa/ prickles
r̲e ̲ r̲é ̲ r̲tʼoy\ʼa : /tʼotʼiˑtʼoyʼa/ d. prickle
sne̲ r̲é ̲ r̲tʼoy\ʼa : /snotʼiˑtʼoyʼa/ makes prickle

tʼoy i ̲ʼ 7+Sv dig a row, furrow; drag along leaving a furrow. Cf. also {čoy i ̲ʼ} 7+Sv “crumble up (as
clods, ice)” and {tʼoy i ̲ʼ} 7+Sv “crumble up (as dirt, clods).”
tʼoˑy i ̲ʼdk : /tʼoˑyitk/ furrowed
kᵛtʼoˑy i ̲ʼa : /kotʼoˑyʼa/ digs a row, furrow, with a pointed instrument
r̲ek̲ ᵛtʼoˑy i ̲ʼa : /koktʼoˑyʼa/ d. dig furrows
sbᵛtʼoy i ̲ʼčnʼa : /sbotʼiˑčnʼa/ jerks a heavy obj. along (as a log that is snagged in the ground)
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sbᵛtʼoˑy i ̲ʼa : /sbotʼoˑyʼa/ drags leaving pl. furrows; plows
r̲ r ̲es̲ bᵛtʼoˑy i ̲ʼa : /sbosptʼoˑyʼa/ d. plow
sbᵛtʼoˑy i ̲ʼdk : /sbotʼoˑyitk/ plowed
sbᵛtʼoˑy i ̲ʼiˑa : /sbotʼoˑyʼiˑya/ plows for someone
sbᵛtʼoˑy i ̲ʼoˑts : /sbotʼoˑYoˑts/ plow
stʼoˑy i ̲ʼa : /stʼoˑya/ jabs the ground with a sharp instrument, crumbles up clods; digs a furrow
tʼoˑlg̣ 3S-n clod of earth
tʼoˑlgṣ : /tʼoˑlqs/ clod

tʼwaqʼ 3S-n green heron. Gatschet gives this as “shitepoke,” but the author’s informants were
insistent.
tʼwaqʼs : /tʼwaqʼas/ green heron
r̲ r ̲et̲ ʼwaqʼkʼa : /tʼwatʼwaqkʼa/ d. little herons
tʼwaˑY 7Sv work for someone. Occurs only with re allomorph of { r̲e}̲ 1pv [distributive].
tʼwaˑYa : /tʼwaˑYa/ works for someone
r̲et̲ ʼwaˑYa : /tʼatʼwaˑYa/ d. work for
tʼwaˑYs : /tʼwaˑYas/ the working for; to work for
/woNaˑ ʔan honks tʼwaˑYas./ I finished working for him.
r̲et̲ ʼwaˑYys : /tʼatʼwaˑYis/ worker
tʼwekʼ 7Sv crane a look, stare. Also tʼweˑkʼ. See Sec. 334.
tʼweˑkʼa : /tʼweˑkʼa/ stares, cranes a look
r̲ r ̲éˑ̲ r̲tʼwekʼa : /tʼweˑktʼwekʼa/ stares now and then, stares without any definite obj.
tʼweˑkʼ sle
tʼwiniˑqʼ 3S-n or 7Sv berdache. These were men who dressed and behaved as women (even to the
extent of “marrying”). Usually they took the role of shaman and were credited with great spirit
power. The Pompeys gave this form only as a noun (3S-n), while other informants supplied
forms with {dk} 24sv “in a state of being … ed.” Occurs only with r̲e ̲ allomorph of { r̲e}̲ 1pv
1pn [distributive].
tʼwiniˑqʼdk : /tʼwiniˑqʼatk/ berdache
r̲et̲ ʼwiniˑqʼdk : /tʼitʼoˑniˑqʼatk/ d. berdaches
tʼwiniˑqʼs : /tʼwiniˑqs/ berdache
w
w 4S-v act with a long instrument; fall. For a similar semantic connection, cf. {kt} 4S-v “hit, kick;
slide” and {čᵛ} 4S-v “sit (sg.); slide.”
wᵛdoqʼsga : /wodaqsga/ scrapes off with a long instrument (as fish innards). See ᵛdoqʼ.
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w (continued)
wᵛqičkʼa : /wiqačkʼa/ scrapes off (as something spilled). See ᵛqičkʼ.
wᵛqiˑtʼa : /wiqiˑtʼa/ peels away, drags away, scrapes. See ᵛqitʼ.
wᵛqoˑtYeˑn i ̲ʼa : /woqoˑtYeˑnʼa/ scrapes out the inside of (as a bucket, barrel). See ᵛqoˑt.
wadbn̲a : /watba/ falls and arrives; idiom: arrives at puberty; idiom: (month) ends
wadbn̲nʼapga : /watbanʔapga/ is about to become pubescent; (month) is about to end
waqʼaˑqʼa : /waqʼaˑqʼa/ hangs a long obj. around someone’s neck (intr. also); falls onto someone’s
neck, onto someone’s lap
se̲waqʼaˑqʼa : /sawqʼaˑqʼa/ hangs something around one’s own neck
waqʼaˑqʼksi : /waqʼaˑqksi/ “Hang-Around-the-Neck-Place” (place name)
watʼamsgạ : /watʼamsga/
̣ hits between with a long instrument; falls between
wawl : /wawal/ hits on top with a long instrument; falls on top of
wawloˑla : /wawloˑla/ falls off the top of
wawsYeˑn i ̲ʼa : /wawsYeˑnʼa/ feels around blindly inside with a long instrument
wawʼiˑna : /wawʼiˑna/ strikes with a long instrument among; falls among. See awʼiˑn.
wayʼasgạ : /wayʼasga/
̣ puts a long instrument in front of the male genitals (intr. also); falls on the
genitals
se̲wayʼasgạ : /sawyʼasga/
̣ puts a long obj. in front of one’s own genitals, between one’s legs
he̲swayʼasgṣ : /hasoˑyʼasgis/
̣ loin cloth
wbawl : /wbawal/ throws pl. in a heap, mass, on top of. See be.
wbolʼa : /wbolʼa/ hits in the stomach with a long instrument. See bolʼ.
wčay i ̲ʼa : /wčayʼa/ gashes with a long instrument
wčaˑy i ̲ʼa : /wčaˑyʼa/ gashes pl. (or pl. times)
r̲ r ̲ew
̲ čaˑy i ̲ʼa : /wčawčaˑyʼa/ d. gash pl.
wčaˑqʼa : /wčaˑqʼa/ sharpens a long instrument
wčewa : /wčewa/ (fish) jumps. Possibly not segmentable. See čew.

wčew i ̲ʼa : /wčewʼa/ hits on the same spot with a long instrument
wčew i ̲ʼa : /wčewʼa/ breaks a brittle obj. with a long instrument. See čew i ̲ʼ.
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w (continued)
wčičʼa : /wčičʼa/ splits something thin with a long instrument (as a box to make kindling). See čičʼ.
wčiqʼa : /wčiqʼa/ shakes out, beats an obj. once with a long instrument (as a carpet). See čiq.
wčoy i ̲ʼa : /wčoyʼa/ crumbles up with a long instrument (as a clod). See čoy i ̲ʼ.
wčoˑčlʼa : /wčoˑčlʼa/ makes shavings with a long instrument
wčʼay\ʼtn̲a : /wčʼayta/ pinches someone’s finger, toe, etc. with a long instrument. See čʼay\ʼ.
wčʼečʼtn̲a : /wčʼečta/ makes a dab on, a spot, with a long instrument. See čʼečʼ.
wčʼiqʼlʼgạ : /wčʼiqʼlga/
̣ falls down. See čʼiqʼ.

wčʼiwʼa : /wčʼiwʼa/ hits in the eye with a long instrument
wčʼlosLy : /wčʼlosLi/ sweeps sg. inside. See čʼlos.
wčʼoy i ̲ʼtn̲a : /wčʼoyta/ blunts a long instrument on
wdᵛobga : /wdopga/ whips, hits with a long instrument. See dᵛ.
wdinYeˑn i ̲ʼa : /wdinYeˑnʼa/ pounds around inside with a long instrument, tamps down inside
weLa̲bga : /weLapga/ throws onto with a long instrument (as a load of hay with a pitchfork)
weLa̲oˑla : /weLoˑla/ throws off a surface, vehicle; falls off (as off a horse)
sne̲weLa̲oˑla : /snewLoˑla/ throws off (as a horse throws someone)
welʼgạ : /welga/
̣ knocks down with a long instrument, thrashes (as grain); falls down
weqweˑLa : /weqweˑLa/ falls down a slope
weqweˑLs : /weqweˑLas/ “Falling-Downhill” (place name)
wewa : /wewa/ strikes a long instrument in the water; falls into water, flat place
wgattʼa : /wgattʼa/ chops down, chops in two
wgaya : /wgaya/ trims a tree, prunes with a long instrument. See gay.
wgolčʼa : /wgolčʼa/ cuts off, severs pl. objs. with a long instrument
se̲wgolčʼa : /soˑgalčʼa/ cuts pl. objs. off of oneself (as bits of string from one’s new coat)
w r̲e ̲ r̲gaW\ʼa
: /wgaWqwʼa/
knocks on with a long instrument. See gaW\ʼ.
̣
̣
̣
wheblyeˑga : /wheblyeˑga/ makes something blaze, flare up with a long instrument; pokes a fire with
a stick.
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w (continued)
wiwčnʼa : /wiwčnʼa/ knocks down with a long instrument. See iw.
wǰoqʼa : /wǰoqʼa/ washes (body, dishes, fruit). See ǰoqʼ.
wkawʼa : /wkawʼa/ hits someone with a long instrument on a spot already sore
wkekʼa : /wkekʼa/ strikes on the back with a long instrument; punctures a surface with a long
instrument (as a can, ice). See kekʼ.
wkom i ̲ʼa : /wkomʼa/ splits the skull with a long instrument. See kom i ̲ʼ.
wkʼačʼa : /wkʼačʼa/ cuts off the head with a long instrument. See kʼačʼ.
wkʼal\ʼa : /wkʼalʼa/ cuts with a long instrument. See kʼal\ʼ.
wLeˑdgl : /wLeˑtgal/ sweeps up with a long instrument. See Leˑ.
wobga : /wopga/ is hitting with a long instrument
wodgị : /wotgi/
̣ falls down from a height
woliˑna : /woliˑna/ peels off with a long instrument (as bark off a stick); falls off the edge
wonamna : /wonamna/ cuts into strips with a long instrument (as meat). See onamn.
woneˑga : /woneˑga/ falls into a hole
wosga : /wosga/ falls off; idiom: doesn’t come to visit anymore
wosn̲čʼn̲a : /wosančʼa/ just fell deep underneath water, dirt, ashes
wotn̲lʼgạ : /wotallga/
̣ falls hard against
wotn̲nʼa : /wotanʔa/ chops, strikes on with a long instrument
wo r̲t n̲nʼa : /wottanʔa/ chops repeatedly on
r̲ew
̲ otn̲nʼa : /woˑtanʔa/ d. chop on
r̲é ̲ r̲bam wotn̲nʼoˑts : /bambam wotanʔoˑts/ drumstick
wotqʼaga : /wotqʼaga/ falls up out of
sqʼeń̲s r̲eʼ̲ wotqʼags : /sqʼes wowʼatqʼaks/ “Excrement-Falling-up-out” (place name: where evilsmelling volcanic mud boils up and falls on the ground)
wotʼwčnʼa : /wotʼoˑčnʼa/ throws away a long obj. See otʼw.
wowanga : /wowanga/ (tree, pole) falls over
wo r̲yamna : /woyyamna/ falls around, staggers
wpopʼa : /wpopʼa/ hits with a long instrument and bloodies someone’s nose
wpʼakʼa : /wpʼakʼa/ smashes with a long instrument. See pʼakʼ.
wpʼeqʼa : /wpʼeqʼa/ hits in the face with a long instrument. See pʼeqʼ.
wpʼipʼlʼgạ : /wpʼipʼlga/
̣ falls hard on the stomach. See pʼipʼ.
wqatʼčnʼa : /wqatčnʼa/ goes along breaking down brush with a long instrument. See qatʼ.
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w (continued)
wqetʼlʼgạ : /wqetʼlga/
̣ tramples down with a long instrument. See qetʼ.
wqew i ̲ʼa : /wqewʼa/ breaks with a long instrument. See qew i ̲ʼ.
wqičʼa : /wqičʼa/ pounds up into a compact mass with a long instrument (as dried fish)
wqʼečʼa : /wqʼečʼa/ pounds, chips with a long instrument
wqʼeˑčʼa : /wqʼeˑčʼa/ chips pl. (or pl. times, or in pl. places) with a long instrument
wqʼom i ̲ʼa : /wqʼomʼa/ hits on the head with a long instrument. See qʼom i ̲ʼ.
wqʼotʼlamna : /wqʼotʼlamna/ ties a knot behind. See qʼotʼ.
wtew i ̲ʼa : /wtewʼa/ breaks a brittle surface with a long instrument
wtew i ̲ʼkʼyoˑla : /wtewkʼyoˑla/ breaks open (as a box with an axe)
wtew i ̲ʼLy : /wtewLi/ breaks into
wteˑw i ̲ʼa : /wteˑwʼa/ breaks pl. (or pl. times) with a long instrument
wteWčʼa : /wteWčʼa/ snaps back on (as a tree branch in passing); slaps with a long instrument. See
teWčʼ.
wtoy i ̲ʼa : /wtoyʼa/ crumbles up a brittle obj. with a long instrument
wtoˑy i ̲ʼa : /wtoˑyʼa/ crumbles up pl. with a long instrument (as clods, dried fish)
wtʼabkʼa : /wtʼapkʼa/ pounds up something sticky with a long instrument
wtʼačʼkʼya : /wtʼačkʼya/ covers and closes (with a long instrument?). See tʼačʼ.
wtʼekʼa : /wtʼekʼa/ breaks up into pieces with a long instrument. See tʼekʼ.
wtʼeLqʼa : /wtʼeLqʼa/ smashes, flattens with a long instrument. See tʼeLqʼ.
wtʼitʼa : /wtʼitʼa/ whips once with a limber long instrument (as a willow switch). See tʼitʼ.
wtʼoqʼa : /wtʼoqʼa/ strikes on the head with a long instrument (as one clubs a fish). See tʼoqʼ.
w 22sv [past noun]. See Sec. 368.
gog
̣ ẹ palwys : /gog
̣ ẹ palwis/ dried riverbed
se̲qbaqʼwys : /saqbaqʼwis/ braid
spelwys : /spelwis/ index finger

sqemqn̲wys : /sqemqanwis/ freshly hatched chick
w see ew in water, in a flat place
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wabg 23sv [future intentive:] will, going to. See Sec. 371.
ʔᵛen̲bliwabg : /ʔembliwapk/ will take a long obj. back
bonwwabg : /bonoˑwapk/ will drink
/qʼay ʔi dadaˑ bonoˑwapk!/ Don’t you ever drink!
čʼlᵉebgiˑwabg : /čʼlepgiˑwapk/ will bring a massive obj. for someone (as a piece of meat)
čʼlᵉebgiˑwabgdk : /čʼlepgiˑwapgatk/ to have brought for (translation? )
/yʼaMtgi čʼlepgiˑwapgatk mis./ He forgot to bring (meat) for you.
gᵛebgwabg : /gepgwapk/ will come
gᵛebgwabgwk : /gepgwapgok/ that one would come, in order to come
/ʔapʔota ʔan honks gepgwapgok./ I promised him (I) would come.
lᵛadbn̲wabg : /latbanwapk/ will arrive with a round obj.; will drive up in a car, arrive in a car
lᵛadbn̲bliiˑwabgst : /latbambalyiˑwapkst/ that one would be arriving with a round obj. for someone
again, driving up for someone again
/sʔaywakta ʔan latbambalyiˑwapkst nis./ I knew (he) would be driving up for me again.
wqatʼlʼgča̲
̣ wabg : /wqatlʼaqčwapk/ will go to clear forest
wqtʼlʼglgiwabg
: /wqatlʼaglgiwapk/
will come to clear forest
̣
̣
wač 3Sn horse. Originally “domesticated animal, pet.” With {ʼaˑkʼ} 6sn [diminutive], this form has
the meaning “dog.” “Little horse” is expressed by /tgaˑwkʼa/
“colt” to avoid confusion.
̣
wač : /wač/ horse; domesticated animal, pet
wač\ʼaˑkʼ : /wačʼaˑk/ dog
r̲ew
̲ ač\ʼaˑkʼ : /wawčʼaˑk/ d. dogs
r̲ew
̲ ač\ʼaˑkʼ\ʼaˑkʼ : /wawčʼaˑkʼaˑk/ d. little dogs (!)
r̲ew
̲ ač\ʼaˑkʼlmksi : /wawčʼaˑkʼlamksi/ “Dogs-Place” (place name)
lagị wač : /lagị wač/ stallion
se̲ʼwač\ʼa̲la : /sawʼačlʼa/ wags the tail
wačksi : /wačksi/ “Horse-Place” (place name: given to two different places)
wačakw 3S-n plant (Equisetum hyemale L.)
wačakwys : /wačakwis/ plant (sp.)
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wačginʼa 3Sn raccoon (Procynon lotor pacifica, Merriam). Possibly cf. {wač} 3Sn “horse; pet” and
{ginʼa} 3-Sn [unknown meaning].
wačginʼa : /wačginʼa/ raccoon
wagaˑn
̣ sne
wagaˑnha
sne
̣
wageˑn
̣ sne
wageˑnha
2Srp1 perhaps, maybe, or. Also wageˑn
̣
̣ in apparent free variation. RD gave this as either
wagaˑnha
or wagaˑn.
See Secs. 910 and 1046.
̣
̣
wageˑnha
: /wageˑnha/
perhaps, maybe, or. Also wageˑn
wagaˑnha
: /wagaˑnha/
and
̣
̣
̣ : /wageˑn/,
̣
̣
̣
wagaˑn
̣ : /wagaˑn/.
̣
/genwapk ni gen, wageˑnha
mboˑsant. wageˑnha
mboˑsant waytoˑlank./ I’ll go, perhaps tomorrow,
̣
̣
perhaps day after tomorrow.

/dam hompčit moˑmni, wagaˑn
̣ kani gin sboklʼiʔa hadakt honkant./ … Whether those big persons, or
anybody at all sweated themselves in it there. (Texts, 18.58)
/ʔaMkʼa sa sbotʼoˑywiwapgok wageˑnha
ksonalwapgok giqʔaskanga./
Perhaps they’re walking
̣
̣
around to plow or to gather hay. (Texts. 39.2)
/geˑ hiswaqs dwaˑ—ptisap yʼa. wageˑnha
bloksip./ This is some man—maybe the father, or perhaps
̣
the grandfather. (Texts, 39.17)
waglw
̣ 3S-n shinbone awl. Cf. {waqkʼ} 3S-n “shinbone” (?). Possibly contains {w} 22sv [past
noun].
waglwys
: /waglwis/
shinbone awl
̣
̣
wagnʼ
̣ 7Sv change (boy’s voice at puberty)
wagnʼa
̣ : /waqna/ (boy’s voice) changes
r̲eʼ̲ wagnʼa
̣ : /wawʼaqnʼa/ d. voices change

wagnʼdk
: /wagantk/
a boy whose voice has changed
̣
̣
wak 7S-v stretch a hide

wakdiˑla : /wakdiˑla/ stretches a hide out underneath. (intr. also)
waklʼgạ : /waklga/
̣ stretches a hide on the ground
waktn̲a : /wakta/ stretches a hide on (a frame). (intr. also)
r̲eʼ̲ waktn̲a : /wawakta/ d. stretch a hide on
waktn̲oˑts : /waktnoˑts/ stretching frame for hides
wakwl : /wakwal/ stretches a hide out on top. (intr. also)
waklo 3Sn buckskin sack (for storing clothes)
waklo : /waklo/ buckskin sack
r̲eʼ̲ wakloʼakʼ : /wawʼaklwʼaˑk/ d. little sacks
waksna 3Sn 7Sv put on. wear a moccasin; moccasin
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waksna : /waksna/ buckskin moccasin
r̲eʼ̲ waksnaʼaˑkʼ : /wawʼaksnaʔaˑk/ d. little moccasins
waksnabli : /waksnabli/ puts a moccasin back on
waktal 3S-n place name. Recorded as “Lodgepole-Pine-Place,” but never checked against {waˑko}
3Sn “lodgepole pine.”
waktalys : /waktaliˑs/ place name
wal 7S-v 10sv cover, put on top, on top. Also awl and wl. See Sec. 334,
walčʼn̲a : /walčʼa/ just covered, put on top
se̲ʼwallYn̲a : /sawʼallYa/ covers along the sides; wears a headband
se̲ʼwallYn̲ys : /sawʼallYis/ headband
se̲ʼwals : /sawʼals/ covers, bedding
ʔiwl : /ʔiwal/ puts pl. objs. on top of. (intr. also)
ʔiwl! : /ʔiwal!/ put pl. on top of!
r̲eʔ̲ iwlat! : /ʔiʔoˑlat!/ d. pl. put pl. objs. on top!
ʔiwllʼgạ : /ʔiwallga/
̣ raises pl. objs., pulls up (as the roots of a tree)
ʔiwllʼg!̣ : /ʔiwlʔaq!/ raise pl. objs.!
r̲eʔ̲ iwllʼgat!
d. pl. raise pl.!
̣ : /ʔiʔoˑllgat!/
̣

ʔiwloˑla : /ʔiwloˑla/ takes pl. objs. off the top
se̲ʔiwlyeˑga : /siˑwalyeˑga/ piles up on top of each other (as wood in a heap)
r̲es̲ e̲ʔiwlyeˑga : /sisiˑwalyeˑga/ d. pile up pl. objs. on top of one another
čᵛawl : /čawal/ sits on top
čᵛawldk : /čawaltk/ sitting on top
ken̲wl : /kenwal/ snows on top
ken̲ r̲wl : /kenoˑwal/ snows all around on top
nʼiqwl : /nʼiqwal/ puts a hand on top
nʼiqwllʼgbga
: /nʼiqwallqpga/ has a hand raised
̣
nʼiq r̲ rw
̲ leˑqʼa : /nʼiqoˑwawleˑqʼa/ waves a hand at

slᵉawl : /slawal/ puts a clothlike obj. on top. (intr. also)
slᵉawloˑla : /slawloˑla/ takes a clothlike obj. off the top
stʼaqʼwloˑla : /stʼaqʼoˑloˑla/ is bald on top
wawl : /wawal/ falls on top
walaˑg̣ 3S-n chokecherry gum. This was used to fasten arrowheads to the shaft.
walaˑgys
̣ : /walaˑgis/
̣ chokecherry gum
walg̣ 7Sv answer
walgạ : /walga/
̣ answers
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se̲ʼwalgạ : /sawʼalga/
̣ answers oneself, each other; idiom: takes revenge
walgat!
pl. answer!
̣ : /walgat!/
̣
walgi!
̣ : /walgi!/
̣ answer
walgṣ : /walqs/ answer; to answer
/gesga
ʔams ni walqs./ I can’t answer you.
̣
walkoy 3Sn seal. From Chinook Jargon.
walkoy : /walkoy/ seal
waL 3S-n pole (slender cut sapling)
waLs : /waLas/ pole
r̲eʼ̲ waLkʼa : /wawʼaLkʼa/ d. little poles
waL 3-S-n plant (sp. of Compositae),This plant grows in California south of the Klamath area. Its
branches were used to make arrowshafts.
r̲é ̲ r̲waLʔm : /waLwaLʔam/ plant (sp.)
waL sne
waLg̣ 7Sv watch, wait for. Also waL. Possibly waLg̣ is a misrecording for waLlʼg̣ (with {elʼg}̣
“down, to the ground, ‘to a stop”).
waLgạ : /waLga/
̣ waits, watches for prey, keeps under surveillance
waLbga : /waLpga/ is watching
čʼikʼs waLgkʼys
: /čʼikʼas waLaqkʼis/ “Bird-Lookout” (place name)
̣
waLtn̲bga : /waLtampga/ is watching, guarding
waLin 7S-v be friends with. Only in:
se̲ʼwaLineˑʼa : /sawʼaLineˑʔa/ are friends with each other
se̲ʼwaLineˑʼs : /sawʼalineˑʔas/ friend
r̲es̲ e̲ʼwaLineˑʼs : /saswʼaLineˑʔas/ friends

wamnag 3S-n snake. Gatschet gives “Pituophis (sayi bellona).” Informants termed this a “bullsnake.”
wamnags : /wamnaks/ bull-snake
wamnagsʔm waˑs : /wamnaksʔam waˑs/ “Bull-Snake’s-Nest” (place name)
wang see owang falling over (as a vertical long obj.)
waq 2Sri somehow, how? why? Cf. also {ʔoʔoˑʔaq} 2Sra “different kinds, ways.”
waq : /waq/ somehow, how? why?
/dwaˑ hok waq giwk gatba?/ Why did he come?
/waq bas noˑ gent doˑt?/ How can I go there?
/waq bas nis dič nidwalla!/ How well she has guessed me (found out my plot)!
/waq hak dal ʔi?/ What’s the matter with you?
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/waq lis ʔi?/ How are you? (Greeting)
/waq ʔi giwk qʼay qtant?/ Why can’t you sleep?
waqpči : /waqpči/ like what (“like-how?”)
/waqpči hoˑt čʼoleˑks?/ How is the meat?
waqt : /waqt/ as, just as [ref]
/gesga
ʔan hon sʔodeˑs waqt min dank sʔabiˑya./ I can’t do it, as I told you awhile ago.
̣

/qʼay čʼalwis, waqt sat ʔaˑt hon pʼan./ Not rotten fish, like those you pl. eat. (Texts, 15.20)
/čoy ʔat homʼas giwapk, waqt hakt min sʔabiˑya./ So it would be thus, just as I have related to you.
(Texts, 18.71)
waq 3S-n ladder. May contain {eqn̲} 10sv “out, through.”
waqys : /waqiˑs/ ladder
waq\ʼ 7Sv yelp (as a dog, coyote)
r̲éˑ̲ r̲waq\ʼa : /waˑqwaqʼa/ yelps
waqap see wegeˑp
̣ quiver
waqkʼ 3S-n shinbone. A deer’s shinbone was often used as a hide scraper. Cf. also {waglw}
3S-n
̣
“shinbone awl” (?).
waqkʼs : /waqkʼas/ shinbone
waqlʼaq 3Sn fence. This may contain {elʼg}̣ 12sv “down, to the ground, to a stop.” Cf. Modoc
{qčing} 3S-n with the same meaning.
waqlʼaq : /waqlʼaq/ fence
waqs i ̲ʼ 7Sv gallop
waqs i ̲ʼa : /waqsʔa/ gallops
r̲eʼ̲ waqs i ̲ʼa : /wawʼaqsʔa/ d. gallop
sne̲ʼwaqs i ̲ʼa : /snawʼaqsʔa/ makes an animal gallop
waqs i ̲ʼkanga : /waqsikanga/ gallops around
waqs i ̲ʼs : /waqsis/ a galloper (horse having a tendency to gallop)
waqs i ̲ʼwabg : /waqsiwapk/ will gallop
r̲eʼ̲ waqs i ̲ʼys : /wawʼaqsis/ habitual galloper
wasla 3Sn chipmunk (sp. of Tamias)
wasla : /wasla/ chipmunk
r̲eʼ̲ waslaʼaˑkʼ : /wawʼaslaʔaˑk/ d. little chipmunks
waslalm r̲eʔ̲ iwmʼaˑkʼ : /waslalam ʔiʔoˑmʼaˑk/ sp. of huckleberries (“chipmunk’s-little-huckleberries”)
watang 3S-n place name. Unanalyzable. Only in:
watangs : /watanks/ place name
waw see awaw from hand to hand, person to person
wawlag̣ 3S-n hunting. From Modoc. Cf. Klamath {gan} 7S-v.
wawlagṣ : /wawlaqs/ hunting
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wawʼaˑk 3S-n eye mucus (the gummy substance formed on the eyes during sleep). Possibly r̲eʼ̲ waˑk,
but no distributive or intensive reference and no attesting forms.
wawʼaˑks : /wawʼaˑks/ eye mucus
wawʼiˑk 3S-n great grandmother (on the mother’s side, according to the Pompeys). May contain
some r̲e ̲ sequence, such as { r̲e}̲ 2pn [kinship vocative]. Only in:
wawʼiˑks : /wawʼiˑks/ great grandmother
wayaˑlb 7Sv form icicles; icicle
wayaˑlba : /wayaˑlba/ forms an icicle, “icicles”
wayaˑlbs : /wayaˑlaps/ icicle
wayha 3Sn negro. From English “Hawaiian” (through Chinook Jargon?). Kanaka sailors from
passing American ships were the first colored people seen by the Indians.
wayha : /wayha/ negro
wayt 7Sv be a day. See Sec. 1045 for occurrences of this morpheme in tactic temporal
constructions.
wayta : /wayta/ is a day, becomes a day; idiom: all day
/noˑ ʔa wayta qtana./ I slept all day.
waytbli : /waytabli/ lies over a day (on a journey)
waytoˑlank : /waytoˑlank/ a day having finished
/ʔonaˑ waytoˑlank/ day before yesterday
/mboˑsant waytoˑlank/ day after tomorrow
wayts : /waytas/ day
/tonʼipnʼi waytas ni gida čiˑwapk./ I’ll stay here five days,
waywʼ 3S-n white brant. Gatschet gives “snow goose (Anser hyperboreus),”
waywʼs : /waywʼas/ white brant
waˑ 7Sv pl. live, stay, exist. Also awaˑ in one place name. Forms with { r̲e}̲ 1pv [distributive] have
the meaning “pl. sit.”
waˑ : /waˑ/ pl. live, stay, exist
he̲swaˑ : /haswaˑ/ causes pl. to live; plants (as crops)
r̲eʼ̲ waˑbga : /wawʼaˑpga/ pl. are sitting
r̲eʼ̲ waˑdiˑla : /wawʼaˑdiˑla/ pl. sit underneath
waˑgoga
: /waˑgoga/
pl. are inside a container; uses as a container for pl., keeps pl. in
̣
̣
r̲eʼ̲ waˑgoga
: /wawʼaˑgoga/
pl. sit inside
̣
̣
waˑgogs
: /waˑgoks/
purse, little bag for one’s belongings
̣
̣
r̲eʼ̲ waˑkʼaˑy i ̲ʼa : /wawʼaˑkʼaˑyʼa/ pl. sit up high
r̲eʼ̲ waˑliˑga : /wawʼaˑliˑga/ pl. sit on the edge of a stream
r̲eʼ̲ waˑLa̲a : /wawʼaˑLa/ pl. sit on a surface, on a vehicle
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waˑ (continued)
r̲eʼ̲ waˑlʼgạ : /wawʼaˑlga/
̣ pl. sit down
r̲eʼ̲ waˑqyeˑtn̲a : /wawʼaˑqyeˑta/ pl. sit next to
waˑs : /waˑs/ nest, den, burrow, home
blaywaˑs : /blaywaˑs/ golden eagle (“home-above”)
r̲eg̲ aˑwaˑs : /gagaˑwaˑs/ mythological humans (apparently the same as: /psewdiwaˑs/)
mbosagsawaˑs : /mbosaksawaˑs/ “Flint-Place” (place name: Chiloquin), Also given as
bosagsawaˑs : /bosaksawaˑs/.
mokʼsʔm waˑs : /moksʔam waˑs/ “Owl’s-Nest” (place name)
moˑwa̲twaˑs : /moˑwatwaˑs/ “Home-(in)-the-South” (place name and tribal name: the Pit River
Indians)
psewdiwaˑs : /psewdiwaˑs/ mythological humans (cf. r̲eg̲ aˑwaˑs above)
qadakʼiˑwaˑs : /qadakʼiˑwaˑs/ Wintu (people and place)
qdaywaˑs : /qdaywaˑs/ “Rock-Nest” (place name)
sqamdiwaˑs : /sqamdiwaˑs/ “Sqamdi’s-Den” (place name)
wamnagsʔm waˑs : /wamnaksʔam waˑs/ “Bull-Snake’s-Nest” (place name)
r̲eʼ̲ waˑtʼaˑw i ̲ʼa : /wawʼaˑtʼaˑwʼa/ pl. sit in the sunshine
r̲eʼ̲ waˑtʼaˑw i ̲ʼbgs : /wawʼaˑtʼaˑwipks/ pl. sitting in the sunshine
/sleʔa ʔan honkyʼas wawʼaˑtʼaˑwipks./ I saw them sitting in the sunshine.
r̲eʼ̲ waˑtʼiˑta : /wawʼaˑtʼiˑta/ pl. sit just outside the door
waˑʼ 7Sv howl (as a mad dog), Cf. also {woˑʼ} 7Sv “howl (as a wolf),”
waˑʼa : /waˑʔa/ howls
r̲eʼ̲ waˑʼa : /wawʼaˑʔa/ d. howl
waˑʼwabg : /waˑwapk/ will howl
waˑgin 3S-n red paint. This was made from a sp. of fungus.
waˑgins : /waˑgins/ red paint
waˑko 3Sn lodgepole pine (Pinus contortus murrayana or Pinus contortus var. latifolia; Gatschet
gives this as “hemlock pine, Abies douglasii”). Cf. also {waktal} 3S-n place name (said to mean
“Lodgepole-Pine-Place” and never checked against {waˑko}).
waˑko : /waˑko/ lodgepole pine
waˑko ʔiwliˑwa : /waˑko ʔiwliˑwa/ “Lodgepole-Pine-on-the-Edge” (place name)
waˑkoʔm : /waˑkoʔam/ lodgepole pine species
waˑl 3Sn root (sp. unknown). This item occurred in a tag-line of a half-remembered myth. PO could
recall none of the description of this plant. AC discussed the matter in the Texts (38.249 ff.).
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waˑl : /waˑl/ root (sp.)
/le mna ptʼeˑwa moˑnʼs waˑl ʔoyeˑˑˑ!/ He doesn’t give his grandmother the big “waˑl” roots! (tag-line
from a myth)
waˑlm 3S-n place name. Unanalyzable.
waˑlmkskniˑ : /waˑlamkskniˑ/ Upland Takelma (according to the Pompeys). Other informants stated
that this referred to the Rogue River Indians.
waˑlmsiˑni : /waˑlamsiˑni/ place name: Mount Scott
waˑL 7Sv dance a ceremonial dance. Informants differed: RD described this as a shamanistic
performance in which the shaman danced around the arrows of those going on war raids; if blood
appeared on his body as he danced around a person’s arrow, that person would die during the
fight. PO stated that this was a girl’s puberty dance.
waˑLa : /waˑLa/ dances a ceremonial dance
waˑLwabg : /waˑLwapk/ will dance
waˑm 4S-v extend in a line
waˑmčaqLWn̲a : /waˑmčaqlWa/ are in a straight line along the top (as trees)
waˑmčaqLWn̲ys : /waˑmčaqlWis/ mane
waˑmLWn̲a : /waˑmlWa/ are in a straight line along the top. Same as the last above.
waˑmLWn̲ys : /waˑmlWis/ mane
waˑmqweˑLa : /waˑmqweˑLa/ extend down the slope in a line (as a spinney)
waˑmykiˑna : /waˑmikiˑna/ extends out of water in a line
goˑs
̣ waˑmykiˑns : /goˑs
̣ waˑmikiˑns/ “Trees-Growing-Out-in-a-Line” (place name: the Williamson
River Cemetery)
waˑMi 3Sn plant (Chrysothamnus bloomeri Grey), This is a low bush with yellow flowers growing
in semiarid country.
waˑMi : /waˑMi/ plant (sp.)
waˑsi 3Sl inside. Possibly waˑs ({waˑ} 7Sv “pl. live, stay, exist” plus {s} 24sv [noun ending]: the
combination has the meaning “den, burrow, nest” from which “inside” could be semantically
derived).
waˑsi : /waˑsi/ inside
/waˑsi ʔa goLiˑ hoˑt, lačʼasdat./ He went inside, into the house.
waˑsitanna : /waˑsitanna/ all around inside
/waˑsitanna ʔans gaˑykʼa./
He searched all around inside for me.
̣
waˑsitant : /waˑsitant/ inside
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/waˑsitant ʔa hoˑt qtampga./ He’s sleeping inside.
/noˑ ʔa naˑnok woqoˑtYeˑnʼa waˑsitant meYsas./ I scraped out all the insides of the trout.
/hoˑt ʔa gew lačʼas waˑsitant./ He’s inside my house.
waˑtʼi 3Sn knife. In aboriginal times these were ovals of chipped flint, and it probably was due to
this that knives are still treated in the Klamath verbal system as “round objects.”
waˑtʼi : /waˑtʼi/ knife
/waˑtʼi ʔins loy!/ Give me a knife! ({lᵛ} 4S-v “act on a round obj.”)
r̲eʼ̲ waˑtʼiʼaˑkʼ : /wawʼaˑtyʼaˑk/ d. little knives
waˑtʼitiˑ : /waˑtʼitiˑ/ piece of a knife, from a knife: idiom: metal, iron
wbaw see mbaw cured hide
wbe 7S-v fringe
wbetn̲a : /wbeta/ puts a fringe onto, attaches a fringe
wbewʼeˑtʼa : /wbewʼeˑtʼa/ puts a fringe along the edge. (intr. also)
wbewʼeˑtʼs : /wbewʼeˑts/ fringe
wbewʼeˑtʼkʼa : /wbewʼeˑtʼkʼa/ little fringe
wbelqʼ 7Sv pout, extend the lips, purse the lips. Cf. also {bel} 7S-v “act with the tongue” and
{pʼelqʼ} 7Sv “lick,”
wbelqʼa : /wbelqʼa/ pouts, purses the lips
r̲ r ̲ew
̲ belqʼa : /wbewbalqʼa/ d. pout
wčaq 3Sn reed (sp. unknown). This plant is similar to the cattail. It was called “burr-reed” by the
informants.
wčaq : /wčaq/ reed (sp.)
wčʼag 3S-n sucker (sp. of Catastomides). Given by LK as “whitefish.” It is a large fat fish, ranging
up to two or three feet in length.
wčʼags : /wčʼaks/ sucker (sp.)
r̲ r ̲ew
̲ čʼag\ʼaˑkʼ : /wčʼawčkʼaˑk/ d. little suckers
wčʼeg 3S-n proper name. Said to mean “lively one,” but no further forms were obtainable.
wčʼegs : /wčʼeks/ woman’s proper name
wden 7S-v have a nightmare. Only with {adgl} 10sv “up, out of bed, off the back.”
wdendgl : /wdentgal/ has a nightmare
wdendgldamna : /wdentgaldamna/ keeps having nightmares
wdom 7S-v swim
wdombli : /wdombli/ swims back
se̲wdombli : /soˑdambli/ swims over and back
wdombln̲a : /wdombla/ swims downstream
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wdomčnʼa : /wdomčnʼa/ swims along
wdomčibga : /wdomčipga/ comes swimming, swims toward
wdomčnʼa̲t : /wdomčant/ can swim
wdomdglčʼn̲a : /wdomtgalčʼa/ just swam away
wdomkanga : /wdomkanga/ swims around, here and there
r̲ r ̲ew
̲ domkanga : /wdoˑdamkanga/ d. swim around
wdomkʼwa : /wdomkʼwa/ swims across
wdom r̲kʼwa : /wdomkkʼakʼwa/ swims repeatedly across
sne̲wdomkʼwa : /snoˑdamkʼwa/ makes someone swim across
wdomkʼwčʼn̲a : /wdomkʼoˑčʼa/ just swam across
wdomlamna : /wdomlamna/ swims behind
wdommni : /wdommni/ swims upstream
wdompbeˑl i ̲ʼa : /wdompbeˑlʼa/ swims back and forth
wdomwa : /wdomwa/ swims in water
wdom r̲wa : /wdomoˑwa/ swims around
wdomwča̲a : /wdomoˑča/ goes swimming
wdomygị : /wdomiˑgi/
̣ swims over, above
se̲wdomygieˑʼa
: /soˑdamyagyeˑʔa/
compete against each other in swimming, hold a swimming race
̣
̣
wdoˑtg 3S-n caterpillar
wdoˑtgys : /wdoˑtgis/ caterpillar
we 3S-n ice
wes : /wes/ ice
weʼ 7Sv go to the toilet (baby); baby-sit. Cf. also {weˑʼ} 3S-n “child”—possibly identifiable as the
same morpheme?
weʼa : /weʔa/ (baby) goes to the toilet (translated as “goes to the potty”—a baby-talk word)
weʼ r̲dga : /wetdatga/ baby-sits
weddoˑwi 7Sv break off relations with a person, have nothing more to do with someone (because of
some offense or insult)
weddoˑwi : /weddoˑwi/ is through with someone, breaks off relations with someone
wedg see owedg taking out of a socket
wegetʼ
̣ 3S-n small sp. of frog (Rana, sp.). Onomatopoetic.
wegetʼs
frog
̣ : /wegetʼas/
̣
r̲ew
: /wewgetkʼa/
d. little frogs
̲ egetʼkʼa
̣
̣

yʼaynʼatiˑ wegetʼs
tree frog (Hyla regilla) (“frog-from-the-mountain”)
̣ : /yʼaynʼatiˑ wegetʼas/
̣
wegeˑp
̣ 7Sv (?) quiver (a carrying sack of skin for the bow and arrow). Also waqap. Analysis
uncertain. RD supplied both forms, but could not give any other constructions containing wegeˑp
̣
or waqap.
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wegeˑpkʼys
: /wegeˑpkʼis/
quiver, sack for the bow and arrows. Or waqapkʼys : /waqapkʼis/. See Texts,
̣
̣
16.29.
weǰli 7Sv lisp
weǰli : /weǰli/ lisps
r̲eʼ̲ weǰli : /wewʼaǰli/ d, lisp
sne̲ʼweǰli : /snewʼaǰli/ causes someone to lisp
weǰlidk : /weǰlitk/ having a lisp
weleˑqʼ 7Sv be an old lady; old lady. Occurs only with noun affixes or with {dk} 24sv “in a state of
being …ed” or {bg s} ({obg} 19sv [durative] plus {s} 24sv [noun ending]).
weleˑqʼbgs : /weleˑqʼapks/ being an old lady
/čʼley ʔins kʼink, weleˑqʼapks!/ Give me a little, (since I am) an old lady!
weleˑqʼdk : /weleˑqʼatk/ having been, become an old lady
/čoy honk ʔat hok hosdanga,
Now he met him, Gmokʼamʼč,
̣ gmokʼamʼčas, weleˑqʼatk hok glegank./
̣
he (i.e., G.) having become an old woman. (Texts, 11.20)
weleˑqʼs : /weleˑqs/ old lady
weleˑqʼ\ʼaˑkʼ : /weleˑqʼaˑk/ little old lady
weleˑqʼ\ʼaˑkʼlm sʔilgs : /weleˑqʼaˑkʼlam sʔilks/ “Little-Old-Lady’s-Well” (place name)
r̲ew
̲ eleˑqʼs : /wewleˑqs/ d. old ladies
r̲ew
̲ eleˑqʼ\ʼaˑkʼ : /wewleˑqʼaˑk/ d. little old ladies
weliˑ 2S-l apart, separate, besides
weliˑtanna : /weliˑtanna/ all around apart, separate
/ʔat ni ʔoˑwantʼaˑwiwapk hon sbokwʼas weliˑtanna./ Now I will spread that “sbokwʼas” (special type
of wokas) out in the sunshine all around separately.
weliˑtankniˑ : /weliˑtankniˑ/ stranger
r̲ew
̲ eliˑtankniˑ : /wewliˑtankniˑ/ d. strangers
weliˑtant : /weliˑtant/ separate, apart
/čoy sa honkt weliˑtant ʔiʔalqčnʼa./ And they put them down apart. (Texts, 22.12)
r̲ew
̲ eliˑtant : /wewliˑtant/ in different places
/wewliˑtant hoˑt woˑmiˑčwapk mna daˑla./ He’ll go to bury his money in different places
weliˑtʼa : /weliˑtʼa/ apart. separate. besides
/laˑbi hok sa weliˑtʼa honks./ They were two besides him. (Texts. 14.30)
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weloč 3Sn pup, pooch (cute term for a small dog)
weloč : /weloč/ pup. pooch
weloč\ʼaˑkʼ : /weločʼaˑk/ puppy
r̲ew
̲ eloč\ʼaˑkʼ : /wewločʼaˑk/ d. puppies
welw 3S-n spring (deep pool). This term differs from {gawm}
3Sn “spring,” which denotes a spring
̣
gushing out of a hillside or running down from above.
welws : /welwas/ spring (deep pool in which water is continually welling up from underground
sources)
weLeli sne
weLeˑli 3Sn Oregon grape (Berberis piperiana; given by Gatschet as “Berberis aquifolium”). Also
weLeli in apparent free variation. See Sec. 430.
weLeˑli : /weLeˑli/ Oregon grape. Or weLeli : /weLeli/.
wenni sne
wenniˑ 2Sra differently, other. Also wenni in apparent free variation. See Sec. 910.
wenni : /wenni/ differently, other. Or wenniˑ : /wenniˑ/.
/wenni lis hoˑt sʔottʼa./ He made (it) differently.
r̲eʼ̲ wenni : /wewʼanni/ d. differently
/wewʼanni ʔa sa glega./
They have become different.
̣
wennikniˑ : /wennikniˑ/ stranger. Cf. weliˑtankniˑ above with apparently the same meaning.
/pačʼit domiˑ wennikniˑ gatbnoˑta./ Now many strangers have intruded.
wenniˑni : /wenniˑni/ different one
/wenniˑni ʔa hoˑt./ He’s a different one.
wenniˑnʼs : /wenniˑnʼs/ different one [o]
/wenniˑnʼs ʔan pʼaga./
̣ I smoke a different one (brand of cigarettes).
wenniˑyʼant : /wenniˑyʼant/ in a different one
/wenniˑyʼant maksatdat ʔiwyʼaq!/ Put pl. objs. in a different basket!
wenniˑyʼantga : /wenniˑyʼantga/ with a different one
/wenniˑyʼantga dwantga/ with something different
wenwy\ʼ 7Sv be a widow
wenwy\ʼa : /wenoˑyʼa/ is, becomes a widow
wenwy\ʼdk : /wenwitk/ widow
r̲eʼ̲ wenwy\ʼdk : /wewʼanwitk/ d. widows
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wen̲ 7Sv wear out. wear a hole. chafe
wen̲a : /wena/ wears out (as clothing)
r̲eʼ̲ wen̲a : /wewʼa/ d. wear out
sne̲ʼwen̲a : /snewʼa/ makes something wear out
wen̲bli : /wembli/ heals, gets well (meaning?)
wen̲ r̲bqʼa : /wempbapqʼa/ has a sore, chafed spot, on the face
wen̲diˑla : /wendiˑla/ chafes underneath (as under a saddle, under the arms)
wen̲dk : /wentk/ worn out
wen̲L a̲a : /welha/ wears a hole in a surface, vehicle; has a saddlesore
r̲eʼ̲ wen̲L a̲a : /wewʼalha/ d. wear out on; d. have saddlesores
wen̲L a̲dk : /welhatk/ having a saddlesore
wen̲lʼgạ : /wellga/
̣ wears down, chafes (as a sore)
wen̲lʼgbliWiˑs
: /welʔaqbliWiˑs/ scar (“returning-from-being-worn-down”)
̣
wen̲q n̲a : /wenqa/ wears through
wen̲sga : /wensga/ wears off, out
wen̲t n̲a : /wenta/ wears out on. chafes on
wen̲yʼasga : /wenyʼasga/
̣ chafes in the crotch
wepL 7Sv wrap (as a package, as someone in a blanket). May contain {eLa̲} 13sv “onto, onto a
surface, on a vehicle.”
wepLa : /wepLa/ wraps
r̲eʼ̲ wepLa : /wewʼapLa/ d. wrap
se̲ʼwepLa : /sewʼapLa/ wraps oneself
wepLoˑla : /wepLoˑla/ unwraps
weq 3Sn arm, branch, limb
weq : /weq/ arm. branch, limb
r̲ew
̲ eq\ʼaˑkʼ : /wewqʼaˑk/ d. little arms
weq sqatqʼags : /weq sqatqʼaks/ “Limbs-Stick-up-out-of-Water” (place name)
weq 3-Sn large butterfly (sp. of Vanessa). Possibly cf. the preceding entry.
r̲é ̲ r̲weq : /weqweq/ butterfly (sp.). BL gave r̲e ̲ r̲weq : /weqwaq/.
weqtʼ 7Sv braid into pl. braids, plait. Only occurs after { r̲e}̲ 1pv [distributive]. Cf. also {qbaqʼ} 7Sv
“braid the hair into a single braid.”
r̲eʼ̲ weqtʼa : /wewʼaqtʼa/ braids the hair into pl. braids. plaits the hair
r̲eʼ̲ weqtʼdk : /wewʼaqtʼatk/ having the hair braided into pl. braids
r̲eʼ̲ weqtʼs : /wewʼaqtʼas/ pl. braids
/hoˑt ʔa wewʼaqtʼas gitk./ She has pl. braids.
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wetn̲ 7Sv laugh
wetn̲a : /weta/ laughs
r̲ew
̲ etn̲a : /wewta/ d. laugh
sne̲wetn̲a : /snewta/ makes someone laugh
wetn̲nʼapga : /wetanʔapga/ feels like laughing
wetn̲t n̲a : /wetanta/ laughs at
wetn̲ys : /wetiˑs/ laughter; to laugh
/gesga
ʔan wetiˑs./ I can’t laugh.
̣

wetn̲yspči : /wetiˑspči/ funny (“like-laughter”)
wewk 3Sn root (generic term including bulbs, tubers, tree roots, etc.)
wewk : /wewk/ root
r̲eʼ̲ wewk\ʼaˑkʼ : /wewʼoˑkʼaˑk/ d. little roots
weˑʼ 3S-n child. Cf. also {weʼ} 7Sv “go to the toilet (baby); baby-sit”—possibly identifiable as the
same morpheme?
weˑʼs : /weˑʔas/ child
weˑʼkʼa : /weˑkʼa/ little child
r̲ew
̲ eˑʼkʼa : /weweˑkʼa/ d. little children
r̲ew
̲ eˑʼs : /weweˑʔas/ children
weˑʼs\ʼa̲la : /weˑʔaslʼa/ has a child, gives birth
weˑčʼ 7Sv slobber
weˑčʼa : /weˑčʼa/ slobbers
r̲eʼ̲ weˑčʼa : /weweˑčʼa/ d. slobber
weˑčʼtn̲a : /weˑčta/ slobbers on
se̲ʼweˑčʼ r̲t n̲nʼa : /sewʼeˑčʼattanʔa/ keeps slobbering on oneself
weˑgan 3Sn wagon. From English.
weˑgan : /weˑgan/ wagon

r̲eʼ̲ weˑgan\ʼaˑkʼ : /wewʼeˑganʼaˑk/ d. little wagons

lologṣ weˑgan : /loloqs weˑgan/ railroad train (“fire-wagon”)
weˑteˑn 3S-n Warmsprings (land and people). Only in;
weˑteˑnkniˑ : /weˑteˑnkniˑ/ Warmsprings people; idiom: sp. of potato beetle (so named “because he is
painted up like a Warmsprings Indian”)
weˑteˑngiˑsm : /weˑteˑngiˑsam/ Warmsprings people’s
/weˑteˑngiˑsam geˑla/
Warmsprings (“Warmsprings-People’s-Land”)
̣
weˑteˑngiˑsas : /weˑteˑngiˑsas/ Warmsprings person, people [o]
/kpočʼambli ʔan weˑteˑngiˑsas./ I chased the Warmsprings Indian back home.
weˑwl\ʼ 7Sv permit, let, give permission
weˑwl\ʼa : /weˑwlʼa/ lets, gives permission
/weˑwlʼa ʔan honks gentgiwk./ I let him go.
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se̲ʼweˑwl\ʼa : /sewʼeˑwlʼa/ lets oneself, each other
weˑwl\ʼbli : /weˑwalbli/ gives permission again
weˑwl\ʼwabg : /weˑwalwapk/ will let, allow, give permission
/qʼay ʔins weˑwalwapk ledwaˑgitgi giwk!/ Don’t let me be empty-handed! PO recalled one old man
who always spoke thus to his gun before going hunting. Such supplications to natural objects
were a common method of gaining the good will of the spirits inhabiting them. Cf. /hesamkanga/
({hem} 7Sv “talk.”)
weˑwʼann sne
weˑwʼanw sne
weˑwʼanʼ 3S-n women. Also weˑwʼann and weˑwʼanw in apparent free variation. Cf. also {snʼeweˑčʼ}
3S-n “woman.”
weˑwʼanʼs : /weˑwʼanʼs/ women. Or weˑwʼannys : /weˑwʼannis/, or weˑwʼanwys : /weˑwʼanwis/.
weˑwʼannyʔmč : /weˑwʼanniˑʔamʼč/ big old women
weˑwʼannyˑkʼ : /weˑwʼanniˑk/ little women, girls. Or weˑwʼanwyˑkʼ : /weˑwʼanwiˑk/.
wgipʼ 7Sv be constipated
wgipʼa : /wgipʼa/ is, becomes constipated
wgipʼdk : /wgipʼatk/ constipated
wgawʼ
7Sv shine (moon); moon. Only in:
̣
r̲ r ̲ew
: /wgawqwʼa/
(moon) shines. Possibly r̲ r ̲e ̲ r̲wgawʼa?
̲ gawʼa
̣
̣
̣
r̲ r ̲ew
: /wgawg
os/
̲ gawʼs
̣
̣
̣ moon
wgoˑ
̣ 7S-v act with, upon one’s wife’s parents
wgoˑbga
: /wgoˑpga/
stays with one’s wife’s parents
̣
̣
wgoˑbgs
: /wgoˑbaks/
son-in-law
̣
̣

wgoˑčʼn̲
a : /wgoˑčʼa/
goes to one’s wife’s parents to visit
̣
̣
wgoˑdga
: /wgoˑtga/
been to visit one’s wife’s parents
̣
̣
wgoˑwy
: /wgoˑwi/
gives (bride payment) to one’s parents-in-law
̣
̣

wgoˑwys
: /wgoˑwis/
bride payment. This was given at the time of the marriage.
̣
̣
whilaˑ 3Sn underwater ledge. Overhanging underwater ledges are a common geological feature of
rivers in the Klamath area.
whilaˑ : /whilaˑ/ overhanging underwater ledge
wi 4S-v blow (wind). When this morpheme occurs with {čoˑ} 7-Sv, the meaning is transitive: “wind
blows something (on, off of, against, etc.).”
wičoˑbli : /wičoˑbli/ (wind) blows something back
r̲ew
̲ ičoˑbli : /wiwčoˑbli/ (wind) blows d. back
wičoˑbqʼa : /wičoˑpqʼa/ (wind) blows something into one’s face
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wi (continued)
wičoˑčnʼa : /wičoˑčnʼa/ (wind) blows something along
wičoˑdgị : /wičoˑtgi/
̣ (wind) blows something off a height. down off
wičoˑkanga : /wičoˑkanga/ (wind) blows something around
wičoˑ r̲kʼya : /wičoˑkkʼakʼya/ (wind) blows something repeatedly shut (as a banging door)
wičoˑliˑna : /wičoˑliˑna/ (wind) blows something off the edge, off of
wičoˑlʼgạ : /wičoˑlga/
̣ (wind) blows something down (as a tree)
wičoˑwanga : /wičoˑwanga/ (wind) blows a vertical long obj. over (as a tree, pole)
wičoˑwloˑla : /wičoˑloˑla/ (wind) blows something off the top
wičoˑygị : /wičoˑygi/
̣ (wind) blows something over, above (as a bit of paper)
wičʼn̲a : /wičʼa/ (wind) just blew, blows along
wiLy : /wiLiˑ/ (wind) blows inside
wilʼgạ : /wilga/
̣ (wind) stops blowing
r̲eʼ̲ wilʼgạ : /wiwʼalga/
̣ d. (winds) stop blowing
wisg̣ n̲a : /wisga/ (wind) blows through a tubular obj .
wisg̣ n̲čʼn̲a : /wisgančʼa/
(wind) just blew through
̣
wisg̣ n̲di : /wisgandi/
“Blow-Through-Place” (place name)
̣
witn̲a : /wita/ (wind) blows on
witn̲bli : /witambli/ (wind) blows onto again; idiom: returns to life, consciousness
sne̲witn̲bli : /sniwtambli/ causes someone to return to life, consciousness; resurrects, resuscitates
wi r̲yamna : /wiyyamna/ (wind) blows aimlessly around
wi see owi spreading out
wiʔam 3Sn red duck
wiʔam : /wiʔam/ red duck
wiʔaˑl see wilʼe fawn
wibg 7Sv escape
wibga : /wipga/ escapes
r̲eʼ̲ wibga : /wiwʼapga/ d. escape
sne̲ʼwibga : /sniwʼapga/ rescues
wibgča̲a : /wibakča/ goes to escape
wibgWiˑa : /wibakWiˑya/ almost escaped
r̲ r ̲es̲ ne̲ʼwibgys : /snisnwʼapgis/ rescuer, savior
wibl 3Sn alder (Alnus tennifolia Nutt.)
wibl : /wibal/ alder (sp.)
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r̲eʼ̲ wibl\ʼaˑkʼ : /wiwʼaplʼaˑk/ d. little alders
r̲eʼ̲ wibl\ʼaˑkʼs : /wiwʼaplʼaˑks/ “Little-Alders-Place” (place name)
wiblm : /wiblam/ alder tree, alder species
wič 4S-v (?) blow (snow, storm), blizzard. Cf. {wi} 7S-v “blow (wind).”
wič r̲bqʼa : /wičbapqʼa/ (snow, blizzard) blows into one’s face
wičdkʼa : /wičtkʼa/ blizzards
wičdkʼliˑdangạ : /wičdakʼliˑdanga/
̣ (snow, blizzard) blows toward a person travelling along
wičdkʼlʼgạ : /wičdakʼlga/
̣ (blizzard) comes down hard, snows violently
wičdkʼs : /wičdaks/ blizzard
wičdkʼyeˑga : /wičdakʼyeˑga/ starts to blizzard
wičpaˑy 3Sn sedge (Carex, sp.). The tender roots of this plant were gathered and eaten.
wičpaˑy : /wičpaˑy/ sedge
wičʼ 7S-v be anxious, desirous: be enamored of (“have a crush on”)
wičʼčnʼa : /wiččnʼa/ is anxious to go
/le wiččnʼa/ refuses to go. Also recorded /lewiččnʼa/.
wičʼčibga : /wiččipga/ is anxious to come
/le wiččipga/ refuses to come
wičʼčnʼbli : /wiččambli/ is anxious to return
wičʼlʼgạ : /wičʼlga/
̣ is anxious to stop
/le wičʼlga/
̣ refuses to budge
wičʼtn̲a : /wičta/ is infatuated with, enamored of (“has a crush on”)
/le wičta/ refuses. Also recorded /lewičta/ and /lewista/ (?).
r̲eʼ̲ wičʼtn̲a : /wiwʼačta/ d. are infatuated with
se̲ʼwičʼtn̲a : /siwʼačta/ is enamored of oneself, of each other
se̲ʼwičʼtn̲ys : /siwʼačtis/ narcissist, one in love with himself (or herself)
wičʼ 7Sv be horizontally striped. Possibly cf. {wičʼyaq} 3Sn “rainbow” (yaq as an allomorph of

{ygi}
̣ 10sv “over, above”?).
wičʼa : /wičʼa/ has a horizontal stripe
r̲ew
̲ ičʼdk : /wiwčʼatk/ having horizontal stripes
wičʼtn̲a : /wičta/ has a horizontal stripe on
wičʼoˑL 3S-n fishnet. This was a large net on two slender poles. It was dipped over the side of the
canoe.
wičʼoˑLs : /wičʼoˑLas/ fishnet
r̲ew
̲ ičʼoˑLkʼa : /wiwčʼoˑLkʼa/ d. little fishnets
wičʼyaq 3Sn rainbow. Cf. {wičʼ} 7Sv “be horizontally striped” above.
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widaˑl 3Sn mica. Now also used for “glass.”
widaˑl : /widaˑl/ mica
widaˑltiˑ lolbaldk : /widaˑltiˑ lolbaltk/ wearing spectacles (“having-eyes-of-mica”)
wikʼ sne
wikʼaˑ 2Sl short, near, close. Also wikʼ after { r̲e}̲ 1pl [distributive] in apparent free variation with
wikʼaˑ. See Sec. 821.
wiˑkʼaˑ : /wiˑkʼaˑ/ short, near, close
/beˑn Naˑs sʔottʼa git geˑt wikʼaˑ, …/ He made another one near there, … (Texts, 26.7)
/čoy honk čiˑya ʔat wikʼaˑ banʼiˑ./ Then he lived there for a little while (“up to near”). (Texts, 9.35)
/čoy honk ʔat hadakt wikʼaˑ čeˑ ʔat./ And now he was close enough there. (Texts, 14.54)
/beˑn hoččnʼa wikʼaˑ naˑk./ He ran again a little closer. (Texts, 3.48)
r̲ew
̲ ikʼaˑ : /wiwkʼaˑ/ d. near. Also r̲ew
̲ iˑkʼ : /wiwk/.
/qdoˑlčʼa honk wiwk./ He cut it up into small (pieces). (Texts, 18.19)
/wiwkʼaˑ ʔa letʼapčnʼa./ (He) laid (round objs.) close together in a row.
wikʼaˑ delčnʼbga : /wikʼaˑ delčampga/ looks close by; idiom: almost, nearly
/wikʼaˑ delčampga hoˑt wčʼiqlʼaqs./ He almost fell down.
wikʼaˑna : /wikʼaˑna/ all around close by
/ginaˑt wikʼaˑna, nčoqʼa ʔat./ Here, close by, I am deaf now! (Texts, 38.267)
wikʼaˑni : /wikʼaˑni/ short one, close one
/wikʼaˑni lis hoˑt goˑs./
That tree is short.
̣
wikʼaˑnʼs : /wikʼaˑnʼs/ short one [o]
/noˑ ʔa wikʼaˑnʼs hisanwanga./ I felled the short one (tree).
wikʼaˑt : /wikʼaˑt/ close by
/dadaˑt ʔi gatbanwapk doˑ wikʼaˑt./ When you will arrive close by there… (Texts, 14.43)
wikʼaˑtʼiˑt : /wikʼaˑtʼiˑt/ close to, near
/hoˑt ʔans wikʼaˑtʼiˑt čaqyeˑta./ He’s sitting close to me.
wikʼaˑtanni : /wikʼaˑtanni/ a close one
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/wikʼaˑtanni ʔans hoˑt./ He’s one close to me (as a relative).
wikʼaˑtant : /wikʼaˑtant/ close to, near
/hoˑt ʔans wikʼaˑtant čiˑya./ He lives close to me.
/wikʼaˑtant ʔis ʔeytnank delwi!/ Bend down your head close and look at me! (Texts, 13.89)
wikʼaˑtʼa : /wikʼaˑtʼa/ close to, near
/yʼaynʼa, gog
̣ ẹ wikʼaˑtʼa ʔakyʼa./ A mountain, perhaps near a river. (Texts, 39.26)
wilisik 3Sn bag, sack. This was a large variety of gunny sack, used for storing food.
wilisik : /wilisik/ sack, bag
r̲ew
̲ ilisik\ʼaˑkʼ : /wiwlisikʼaˑk/ d. little sacks
wilitgiʼ 7Sv pace (as a horse)
wilitgiʼa : /wilitgiʔa/ paces
r̲ew
̲ ilitgiʼa : /wiwlitgiʔa/ d. pace
sne̲wilitgiʼa : /sniwlitgiʔa/ makes (an animal) pace
wilitgiʼs : /wilitgis/ pacer
wilwal 3S-n place name. Unanalyzable. Only in:
wilwaldi : /wilwaldi/ place name
wilʼe 3Sn fawn. Also wiʔaˑl (after { r̲e}̲ 1pn [distributive]. See Sec, 430.)
wilʼe : /wilʼe/ fawn
r̲ew
̲ iʔaˑl\ʼaˑkʼ : /wiwʔaˑlʼaˑk/ d. little fawns
win 7S-v beat, outdo, win. Only with {oygi}
̣ 10sv “over, above.”
winygị : /winiˑgi/
̣ wins, beats
se̲ʼwinygị : /siwʼaniˑgi/
̣ outdo one another

winygiank
: /winyagyank/
having beaten. This form is used as a means of expressing a comparison.
̣
̣
/hoˑt ʔa dičʼiˑ nalk, winyagyank
honks./ He is better than he is. (“He is good-than, having beaten
̣
him”)
/hoˑt ʔa sʔoysʔatk hiswaqs, naˑnokʼeˑnʼs winyagyank./
He is the thinnest man of all. (“He is a thin
̣
man, having beaten all”)
/noˑ ʔa honks winyagyank
gilʔank
nalk hoččantk./ I can run faster than he can.
̣
̣
/hoˑt ʔa noˑs winyagyank
bonwa laˑm./ He drinks more whiskey than I do.
̣
winygia̲
̣ t : /winiˑgit/
̣ can beat, outdo
se̲ʼwinygieˑʼa
: /siwʼanyagyeˑʔa/
outdo one another in a game, competition
̣
̣
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winygis
̣ : /winiˑgis/
̣ winning; to win, beat
/gesga
ʔan honks winiˑgis./
̣
̣ I can’t beat him.

win 7S-v interpret a shaman’s song. Many of the Klamath shamans employed an “interpreter” who
repeated the words of the shaman’s song and “translated” them to the audience. Cf. {swin̲} 7Sv
“sing.”
winoˑta : /winoˑta/ interprets a shaman’s song
winoˑtys : /winoˑtis/ shaman’s song. Or “interpreter”? Informants were not sure.
winYaˑʼ 3S-n industrious person. Possibly a verbal stem? Only in:
winYaˑʼs : /winYaˑʔas/ industrious person
wipga 3Sn tule moccasin
wipga : /wipga/ tule moccasin
r̲eʼ̲ wipgaʼaˑkʼ : /wiwʼapgaʔaˑk/ d. little moccasins
wiqčʼ 3S-n kind,sort
wiqčʼys : /wiqčʼis/ kind, sort
/naˑnok wiqčʼistiˑ seˑsas/ with every kind of name (Texts, 4.270)
wisgag
̣ ̣ 3Sn robin. Onomatopoetic: its call is: /wisgag
̣ ạ wisgag
̣ a!/
̣
wisgag
:
/wisg
aq/
robin
̣ ̣
̣
r̲eʼ̲ wisgag
: /wiwasgaqʼaˑk/
d. little robins
̣ \ʼaˑkʼ
̣
̣
wisgag
snʼoLas/ robin’s nest
̣ m
̣ snʼoLs : /wisgag
̣ am
̣

wising 3Sn snake (possibly a sp. of Eutaenia, or Thamnophis elegans or Thamnophis sirtalis).
Informants gave this as “black snake,” but it seems to be a generic term also.
wising : /wisink/ snake
r̲ew
̲ ising\ʼaˑkʼ : /wiwsinkʼaˑk/ d. little snakes
r̲ew
̲ isingʔmʼč : /wiwsinkʔamʼč/ d. big old snakes
wisingm : /wisingam/ snake’s. Or wisingʔm : /wisinkʔam/ in apparent free variation.
wisingʔm čʼipʼs : /wisinkʔam čʼipʼas/ sp. of mustard plant (“snake’s-mustard”)
wisingm dinws : /wisingam dinwas/ “Snake’s-Lying-in-Water” (place name)
witgatg 3S-n sp. of hawk. Called “bird hawk” by the informants.
witgatgys : /witgatgis/ bird hawk
witʼ 7S-v extend in a grove
witʼčnʼa : /witčnʼa/ extends along in a strip (as a grove of trees)
witʼčnʼdk : /witčantk/ extended (as a grove)
witʼčys : /witčis/ grove of trees
witʼLWn̲a : /witʼlWa/ extends along the top in a grove
witʼLWn̲ys : /witʼlWis/ grove along the top
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witʼliˑga : /witʼliˑga/ grove extends along the bank
witʼqweˑLa : /witqweˑLa/ extends down a slope
witʼtʼleˑgị : /wittʼleˑgi/
̣ (grove, spinney) extends over a mountain
witʼwa : /witʼwa/ extends into water, flat place
witʼwqiˑwa : /witʼoˑqiˑwa/ extends out onto a plain
witʼWasga : /witWasga/ extends out away from (as a branch or spur away from a mountain)
witʼeˑm 3Sn black bear (Euarctos americanus altifrontalis Elliot)
witʼeˑm : /witʼeˑm/ black bear
r̲ew
̲ itʼeˑm\ʼaˑkʼ : /wiwtʼeˑmʼaˑk/ d. little black bears
witʼeˑmʔmksi : /witʼeˑmʔamksi/ “Bear’s-Place” (place name)
wiyaˑ 3Sn (?) [unknown meaning]. Possibly a proper name. Only in:
wiyaˑlm nteys : /wiyaˑlam nteys/ “Wiyaˑ’s-Bow” (a constellation; location and description
unknown)
wiˑ see owiˑ be in a line, row
wiˑ see owiˑ take home first, do first (before some other action)
wiˑčʼig 7Sv be selfish, stingy
wiˑčʼiga : /wiˑčʼiga/ is selfish, stingy
wiˑčʼigs : /wiˑčʼiks/ stingy person, miser
meYsm lolb wiˑčʼigs : /meYsam lolp wiˑčʼiks/ “Stingy-With-Trout’s-Eyes” (man’s proper name)
wk 24sv by, because of, in order to, from. See Sec. 381.
gᵛebgwabgwk : /gepgwapgok/ in order to come
/ʔapʔota ʔan honks gepgwapgok./ I promised him (I) would come.
gmočwk : /gmočoˑk/ because of being old
/gesga
ʔan geys, gmočoˑk./ I can’t go, because of being old.
̣
loykʼwk : /loykʼok/ in order to pick berries, to pick berries
/hoˑt sa ʔa hasatʼwaˑYa loykʼok ʔiwam./ They are helping each other pick huckleberries.
pʼań̲wabgwk : /pʼawapgok/ in order to eat
/čoy honkt čʼičkʼaˑyʼa loˑq mnaˑlʼam loloqsdat pʼawapgok./ Then they each boil their seeds over the
fire in order to eat.
pʼań̲s\ʼa̲lča̲wk : /pʼasʔalčok/ in order to go get food
/goniˑ ʔan sdilančisamni tawn, pʼasʔalčok./ I feel like driving up there to town, to get something to
eat.
sʔawiˑgwk : /sʔawiˑgok/ from anger, because of being angry
/sʔawiˑgok hok sa gembli./ They returned because, they were angry.
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sinʼamstn̲wk : /sinʼamstnok/ because of being frightened
/diqdiqʼa ʔa gew sdaynas, sinʼamstnok./ My heart beat fast from fright.
sqoWwk : /sqoWoˑk/ because of being spring
/sqoWoˑk qdoˑča./ Because it’s spring, it rains.
Idiomatically in:
/dwaˑ [subject, etc.] waq giwk …/ why?
/dwaˑ sa waq giwk genaˑ?/ Why did they go?
/qʼay ni sʔaywakta dwaˑ waq giwk./ I don’t know why.
/dwaˑ hak hoˑt hiswaqs waq giwk gatbambli?/ Why indeed did that man return?
wl see wal cover, put on top; on top
wlal 3Sn cottonwood tree (Populus angustifolia). LK stated that the inner bark of this tree was made
into a kind of cloth in aboriginal times. Other informants stated that some part of the inner bark
was gathered as food (cf. {stabl\ʼ} 7Sv).
wlal : /wlal/ cottonwood tree
r̲ r ̲ew
̲ lal\ʼaˑkʼ : /wlawlʔaˑk/ d. little cottonwoods
r̲ r ̲ew
̲ lal\ʼaˑks : /wlawlʔaˑks/ “Little-Cottonwoods-Place.” Same as next below:
wlalksi : /wlalksi/ “Cottonwood-Place” (place name)
wlalm : /wlalam/ cottonwood species
wlan 7S-v follow a leader, go in a group or gang
wlančnʼa : /wlančnʼa/ go along in a group
wlankanga : /wlankanga/ go around in a group together
se̲wlankangs : /sawlankanks/ follower (of a leader), member of a gang or group
wlaq 7S-v [unknown meaning]. Only in:
r̲ r ̲ew
̲ laqčys : /wlawlaqčis/ blue racer snake. Or:
r̲ r ̲ew
̲ laqkangs : /wlawlaqkanks/ blue racer snake
wle 7S-v run (few; four-legged animal)

wlečnʼa : /wlečnʼa/ few run along; four-legged animal runs along
wlečʼn̲a : /wlečʼa/ few, four-legged animal just ran off
wlekanga : /wlekanga/ few, four-legged animal run around here and there
wleqweˑLa : /wleqweˑLa/ few, four-legged animal run down a hill
wle r̲yamna : /wleyyamna/ few, four-legged animal run around aimlessly
wleYn̲čʼn̲a : /wleYančʼa/ few, four-legged animal run along the edge of a cliff, along a bank
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wlelg̣ 7Sv arrange, put in order (as a pile of scattered objs.). May contain {elʼg}̣ 12sv “down, to a
stop, to the ground.”
wlelgạ : /wlelga/
̣ arranges, puts scattered objs. into some order
wlelgbli
̣ : /wlelqbli/ rearranges, puts in order again
wlepʼl\ʼ 7Sv lightning; strike (lightning)
wlepʼl\ʼa : /wleplʼa/ lightning strikes
wlepʼl\ʼdamna : /wlepʼaldamna/ lightning keeps striking
wlepʼl\ʼs : /wlepʼals/ lightning
wlepʼl\ʼtn̲a : /wlepʼalta/ lightning strikes at, hits an obj.
wlepʼl\ʼtn̲dk : /wlepʼaltantk/ “Lightning-Struck-on” (basketry design: Barrett, Plate 3)
wličʼ 7S-v go zigzag (as a serpent, sliding log)
wličʼdiˑla : /wličdiˑla/ goes underneath zigzag
wličʼdgị : /wličtgi/
̣ goes down zigzag (as a log down a chute)
wličʼkanga : /wličkanga/ goes around zigzag (as a snake)
r̲ r ̲ew
̲ ličʼkanga : /wliwlačkanga/ d. go around zigzag
wličʼygị : /wličʼiˑgi/
̣ goes over zigzag

wlo 3Sn fishnet or fishtrap of willows
wlo : /wlo/ fishnet or fishtrap
wlo ksᵛikLs : /wlo ksikLas/ “Fishnet-Stands-on” (place name). Use of {ksᵛ} 4S-v “act on a living
obj.” here?
wloq 7S-v pout, have naturally protruding lips. Form and meaning dubious. Only in:
wloqwʼeˑtʼa : /wloqwʼeˑtʼa/ has protruding lips (“hangdown-lips”—PO)
r̲ r ̲ew
̲ loqwʼeˑtʼbga : /wloˑlaqwʼeˑtʼapga/ d. have protruding lips
wloˑ 7S-v blow (breeze). Cf. {wi} 4S-v “blow (wind)” and {wič} 4S-v “blow (snow, blizzard).”
Only in:
wloˑtn̲a : /wloˑta/ (breeze) blows against something
wLetʼ 7S-v spread eagle, lie flat on the back with arms and legs outstretched
wLetʼbga : /wLetpga/ is lying flat on the back
r̲ r ̲ew
̲ Letʼbga : /wLewLatpga/ d. are lying flat
wLetʼlʼgạ : /wLetʼlga/
̣ lies down on the back
sne̲wLetʼlʼgia
̣ : /snewLatʼlga/
̣ spread eagles someone
wLetʼwl : /wLetʼwal/ lies spread eagled on top of
wLičʼ 7Sv shake out (as a blanket, garments)
wLičʼa : /wLičʼa/ shakes out (a blanket, etc.)
r̲ r ̲ew
̲ Ličʼa : /wLiwlčʼa/ d. shake out

wLiw 7S-v fan. May contain {w} 4S-v “act with a long instrument.”
wLiwbqʼoˑla : /wLiwpqʼoˑla/ fans someone’s face
r̲ r ̲ew
̲ Liwbqʼoˑla : /wLiwLoˑpqʼoˑla/ d. fan someone’s face
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se̲wLiwbqʼoˑla : /siwLoˑpqʼoˑla/ fans one’s own face
wLiwkslʼa : /wLiwkslʼa/ fans a fire
wLiwYeˑn i ̲ʼa : /wLiwYeˑnʼa/ fans someone. Use of {oyeˑn i ̲ʼ} 10sv “inside” here?
se̲wLiwYeˑn i ̲ʼa : /siwLoˑYeˑnʼa/ fans oneself
se̲wLiwYeˑn i ̲ʼoˑts : /siwLoˑYeˑnʼoˑts/ fan
wlʼaks 7S-v lap (as a dog)
wlʼaks r̲bqʼa : /wlʼaksbapqʼa/ laps the face
wlʼaksdgl : /wlʼakstgal/ laps up (as a cat laps up milk)
r̲ r ̲ew
̲ lʼaksdgl : /wlʼawlʼakstgal/ d. lap up
wlʼakskanga : /wlʼakskanga/ laps around here and there (as a dog laps up spatters of spilled grease)
wlʼaksliˑna : /wlʼaksliˑna/ laps off the edge
wlʼaks r̲wʼaˑlʼa : /wlʼaksoˑwʼaˑlʼa/ laps around the end of
wlʼiˑč 3Sn place name. Unanalyzable. Only in:
wlʼiˑč : /wlʼiˑč/ place name
wlʼiˑq 7Sv be limber (as a wand, willow switch). Cf. also {kčaˑkʼ} 7Sv with apparently the same
meaning.
wlʼiˑqʼa : /wlʼiˑqʼa/ is, becomes limber
wlʼiˑqʼdk : /wlʼiˑqʼatk/ limber
r̲ r ̲ew
̲ lʼiˑqʼdk : /wlʼiwlʼiˑqʼatk/ d. limber
wnag 3Sn son
wnag : /wnak/ son
r̲ r ̲ew
̲ nag : /wnawnak/ sons
wnaga : /wnaga/ son [o]
/sleʔa ʔan honklʼam wnaga./ I saw his son.
r̲ r ̲ew
̲ naga : /wnawnga/ sons [o]
/noˑ ʔa gew wnawnga hasʔiˑwakta somʼalwʼas./ I’m teaching my sons to write.
wnaga̲lbga : /wnagalpga/ considers someone to be one’s son
wnaga̲ldga : /wnagaltga/ been to see one’s son
wnaga̲ldk : /wnagaltk/ having a son
r̲ r ̲ew
̲ naga̲ldk : /wnawngaltk/ having sons
se̲wnaga̲ldk : /sawngaltk/ related to one another as parent and son
wnagm : /wnagam/ son’s
/geˑ ʔa gew wnagam waˑtʼi./ This is my son’s knife.
wnay 3Sn small fish, minnow (sp.)
wnay : /wnay/ minnow (sp.)
wneq 7Sv be gluttonous
wneqa : /wneqa/ is gluttonous, greedy for food
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wneqys : /wneqiˑs/ glutton, gourmand
wnʼa̲ see awnʼa̲ propped up against
wog̣ 7Sv cache (as food, supplies)
wogạ : /woga/
̣ caches (food, etc.)
r̲ew
̲ ogạ : /woˑga/
̣ d. cache
wogkʼys
: /woqkʼis/ cache
̣

wogsdi
̣ : /woqsdi/ “Cache-Place” (place name)
wok 3S-n pond lily: “wokas” (Nymphaea polysepala; Gatschet gives “Nuphar advena”). The
parched seeds of this plant provided the major source of cereal food in aboriginal times. For a
description of wokas preparation, see Texts 22, 23, and 24 and also Coville (1897 and 1902),
Gatschet (1890), and Spier (1930).
woks : /wokas/ “wokas,” pond lily seeds
woks\ʼa̲la : /wokslʼa/ gathers wokas
woksa̲lča̲a : /woksalča/ goes to gather wokas
woksa̲ldga : /woksaltga/ been gathering wokas
woksa̲lks : /woksalks/ “Wokas-Gathering-Place” (place name: Little Wokas Bay)
woksʔm : /woksʔam/ the wok as plant, species
wokseˑmʼi : /wokseˑmʼi/ wokas season (usually beginning about the first or second week in August)
woln̲ 7Sv ask (a question)
woln̲a : /wola/ asks
r̲ew
̲ oln̲a : /woˑla/ d. ask
se̲woln̲a : /soˑla/ asks oneself, each other
woln̲damna : /wolandamna/ keeps asking questions
woln r̲t n̲nʼa : /wolanttanʔa/ keeps asking at, pesters someone with questions
woln̲wabg : /wolanwapk/ will ask
woln̲ys : /woliˑs/ question
r̲eʼ̲ woln̲ys : /wowʼalnis/ questioner, one who habitually asks questions
wolqʼ 7Sv loan
wolqʼa : /wolqʼa/ loans
r̲eʼ̲ wolqʼa : /wowʼalqʼa/ d. loan
se̲ʼwolqʼa : /sowʼalqʼa/ loan to each other
wolqʼlgi : /wolqʼalgi/ comes to loan
r̲eʼ̲ wolqʼys : /wowʼalqʼis/ moneylender
wolwan 3S-n cedar. Gatschet gives “redwood: Sequoia sempervirens”(?).
wolwans : /wolwans/ cedar
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womiˑ 7Sv bury. Apparently has the same meaning as {pʼnan̲} 7Sv, q.v.
womiˑ : /womiˑ/ buries
r̲ew
̲ omiˑ : /woˑmiˑ/ d. bury
womiˑbli : /womiˑbli/ buries again
womiˑdga : /womiˑtga/ been burying
womiˑdiˑla : /womiˑdiˑla/ buries underneath; idiom: have someone keep one’s possessions for one
/hoˑt nis daˑla mna womiˑdiˑla./ He had me keep his money (for him).
womiˑiˑa : /womiˑya/ buries for someone
womiˑkanga : /womiˑkanga/ buries around here and there
womiˑlʼgạ : /womiˑlga/
̣ buries (for later)
won 3Sn elk (Cervus canadensis)
won : /won/ elk
r̲ew
̲ on\ʼaˑkʼ : /woˑnʼaˑk/ d. little elk
wonib sne
woniˑb 2Sa four. Also wonib. See Sec. 721.
woniˑb : /woniˑp/ four
/noˑ ʔa woniˑp sʔedoˑ./ I counted four.
/tewnʼipʼant woniˑp/ fourteen
r̲ew
̲ oniˑb : /woˑniˑp/ four at a time
/noˑ ʔa sʔewanʔa skodas, woˑniˑp./ I gave out blankets, four at a time.
wonibnʼi : /wonipnʼi/ four (days, years, etc.); four times
/wonipnʼi ʔan laˑm bonwa./ I have drunk liquor four times
/wonipnʼi tewnʼipʼant woniˑp/ forty-four
/wonipnʼi ʔan waytas mʼaˑsʔa./ I was sick for four days.
wonibnʼiks : /wonipnʼiks/ Thursday
woniˑb\ʼaˑs : /woniˑpʼaˑs/ in four places
/noˑ ʔa honks woniˑpʼaˑs qmaga./
̣ I looked for him in four places.
woniˑb\ʼokʼ : /woniˑpʼok/ all four
/woniˑpʼok ʔans sleʔaˑ./ All four saw me.
woniˑba : /woniˑba/ four [o]
/hoˑt ʔa woniˑba weweˑʔas gitk./ He has four children.
woniˑbi : /woniˑbi/ four [n]
/woniˑbi ʔa hihaswaqs wawʼaˑpga./ Four men are sitting.
r̲ew
̲ oniˑbi : /woˑniˑbi/ four at a time [n]
/woˑniˑbi ʔa sa kikankyamna./ They marched around it four at a time.
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wonǰ 3Sn canoe. With {ʔm} 7sn [collective], this denotes the sp. of fir from which canoes were
most often made.
wonǰ : /wonč/ canoe, dugout
r̲eʼ̲ wonǰ\ʼaˑkʼ : /wowʼančʼaˑk/ d. little canoes
wonǰ\ʼa̲la : /wončlʼa/ makes, gets a canoe
wonǰa̲ldk : /wonǰaltk/ having a canoe
wonǰm : /wonǰam/ fir (sp.)
woN 7Sv finish
woNa : /woNa/ finishes
/woNa ʔan beqsas./ I finished grinding,
/woNa ʔan honks hespeˑwas./ I finished bathing him
woNwk : /woNoˑk/ on finishing, because of finishing
/čoy sa honk ʔat woNoˑk honk, čoy sa sdilliˑnča sa honk naˑnok./ And then having finished that,
they dipped it all to one side. (Texts, 22.28)
wos 7Sv fear
wosa : /wosa/ fears, is afraid
r̲ew
̲ osa : /woˑsa/ d. fear
sne̲wosa : /snoˑsa/ frightens someone
wosas : /wosas/ fear
wosaspči : /wosaspči/ dangerous (“like-fear”)
wotʼ 7Sv eat up
wotʼa : /wotʼa/ eats up
r̲ew
̲ otʼa : /woˑtʼa/ d. eat up
r̲ew
̲ otʼys : /woˑtʼis/ habitual eater-up
woy 3S-n the “inside-outside” gesture in the handgame, indicating that the marked bones are in the
pattern xoxo or oxox (the difference is made by gesturing sharply to the left or to the right)
woys : /woys/ the “inside-outside” gesture
woy 7S-v forbid, warn, prohibit. Form and meaning uncertain. Only in:
r̲ew
̲ oytn̲bga : /wowiˑtampga/ keeps telling someone not to do something, warns. See Texts, 4.68.
woygang
3S-n green; grass
̣
woygangs
: /woyganks/
green; grass
̣
̣
/geˑ ʔa woyganks
lačʼas./ This is a green house.
̣
woˑʼ 7Sv howl (as a wolf). Cf. also {waˑʼ} 7Sv “howl (as a mad dog).”
woˑʼa : /woˑʔa/ howls (as a wolf)
r̲eʼ̲ woˑʼwabg : /wowʼoˑwapk/ d. will howl
woˑlgi see oˑlgi gather together
wqa 3Sn fishpole. Cf. also : /swʼewoˑts/ ({swʼᵛ} 4S-v “shake”).
wqa : /wqa/ fishpole
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wqa\ʼaˑkʼ : /wqaʔaˑk/ little fishpole
wqam 3Sn plant (Sium cicutaefolium Gmel.). This is a marsh plant, similar to the wild parsnip. Its
stalk is soft, while that of the wild parsnip is ribbed and stiff.
wqam : /wqam/ plant (sp.)
wqapqʼ 7Sv flap the wings
wqapqʼa : /wqapqʼa/ flaps the wings (BL)
se̲wqapqʼa : /sawqapqʼa/ flaps the wings (PO—with the same meaning as the last above)
wqeplʼg̣ 3S-n summer house. This was a semipermanent construction (in contrast to the: /sdinʼaˑʔas/
“wickiup,” which was only a temporary campsite shelter). For a description, see Gatschet (1890)
and Spier (1930). May contain {elʼg}̣ 12sv “down, to the earth, to a stop,” but there are no related
verbal forms.
wqeplʼgṣ : /wqeplʼaqs/ summer house
r̲ r ̲ew
̲ qeplʼgkʼa
̣ : /wqewqaplʼaqkʼa/ d. little summer houses
wqiw 7Sv 10sv extend out onto a plain, flat place. Also owqiˑw and wqiˑw.
wqiwa : /wqiwa/ extends out onto a plain (as a spur of mountains)
goˑsʔm
wqiws : /goˑsʔam
wqiws/ “Tree’s-Extending-out” (place name)
̣
̣
čʼlᵉwqiˑwbga : /čʼliwqiˑwapga/ (willows) hang out in a clump over the water. Possibly
čʼlᵉiwwqiˑwbga?
dᵉlowqiˑwa : /deloˑqiˑwa/ looks far out across a plain
gᵛowqiˑwa : /goˑqiˑwa/ is going out onto a plain: idiom: runs away from home
gᵛowqiˑwbga : /goˑqiˑwapga/ is extending out over a flat place, over liquid (as a tree hangs out over
water)
witʼwqiˑwa : /witʼoˑqiˑwa/ extends out onto a plain, over water
wqiˑw sle
wqʼa 3S-n quartz
wqʼas : /wqʼas/ quartz
wso 3Sn chest (of a person, animal)
wso : /wso/ chest
wsoʼaˑkʼ : /wsoʔaˑk/ little chest
wtʼamʼ 7Sv put on a lid, cover
wtʼamʼa : /wtʼamʼa/ puts a lid on, covers (a basket, pot, etc.)
r̲ r ̲ew
̲ tʼamʼa : /wtʼawtmʼa/ d. cover
wtʼamʼbli : /wtʼambli/ puts a lid back on
wtʼamʼoˑla : /wtʼamʼoˑla/ takes a lid off
wtʼamʼs : /wtʼamʼs/ lid, top
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wtʼamʼs\ʼa̲liˑa : /wtʼamʼslʼiˑya/ makes, gets a lid for someone
wy see oy giving a single obj.
wyʼa 3S-n mountain sheep (Ovis canadensis californiana, Doug.). Cf. Modoc {qʼwiˑl} 3Sn which
seems to be the same animal.
wyʼas : /wyʼas/ mountain sheep
wyʼg̣ see iwyʼg̣ into a container, receptacle
W
Wag\ʼ 7Sv steam
r̲é ̲ r̲Wag\ʼa : /WakWakʼa/ steams
sne̲ r̲é ̲ r̲Wag\ʼa : /snaWakWakʼa/ steams something
r̲é ̲ r̲Wag\ʼs : /WakWaks/ steam
r̲é ̲ r̲Wag\ʼyeˑga : /WakWagyeˑga/ starts to steam
Wal 3S-n cliff, precipice
Walys : /Waliˑs/ cliff, precipice
Walyˑkʼ : /Waliˑk/ little cliff
Wal 4S-v sound, converse, make a noise
Waldga : /Waltga/ been chatting, conversing
Waldgs : /Waldaks/ conversation, talk
Waldgsgeˑni
: /Waldaksgeˑni/
talking-place, parley-ground, council ground
̣
̣
Walpʼaqtn̲a : /Walpʼaqta/ echoes
Waltn̲a : /Walta/ makes noise
r̲eW
̲ altn̲a : /WaWalta/ d. make noise
sne̲Waltn̲a : /snaWalta/ causes someone to make a noise; plays an instrument
Walwi : /Walwi/ (sound, rumor) spreads
sne̲Walwis : /snaWalwis/ snake rattles
Walygị : /Waliˑgi/
̣ tattles, tells a secret
Walygis
̣ : /Waliˑgis/
̣ tattletale

Wallwi 7Sv be bright-colored
Wallwi : /Wallwi/ is bright-colored (as a garment)
Wallwidk : /Wallwitk/ bright-colored
Wasg see oWasg away from, off
Waˑ 7-Sv swallow (?). Only in:
sniWaˑčnʼa : /sniWaˑčnʼa/ swallows an obj.
sniWaˑdgl : /sniWaˑtgal/ swallows a bite and gets up, “grabs a snack”
sniWaˑdglksi : /sniWaˑtgalksi/ “Eat-First-Place” (place name)
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Weˑg̣ 3S-n mallard duck (Anas boschas). Onomatopoetic: its cry is /Weˑq Weˑq Weˑqeˑqeˑq!/. See
Texts, 4.363.
Weˑgṣ : /Weˑqs/ mallard duck
r̲eW
̲ eˑgkʼa
̣ : /WeWeˑqkʼa/ d. little mallards
Weˑgsginʼa
: /Weˑqsginʼa/ sp. of duck similar to a teal
̣
Wič 7S-v be stiff (as hair, bristles)
Wiˑčdgi : /Wiˑčtgi/ becomes stiff
r̲eW
̲ iˑčdgi : /WiWiˑčtgi/ d. become stiff
sne̲Wiˑčdgi : /sniWiˑčtgi/ makes something stiff
r̲é ̲ r̲Wičlʼi : /WičWičlʼi/ stiff
Witʼ 7Sv flop (as a fish)
r̲é ̲ r̲Witʼa : /WitWitʼa/ flops
r̲é ̲ r̲Witʼkanga : /WitWitkanga/ flops around
r̲e ̲ r̲é ̲ r̲Witʼkanga : /WiWatWitkanga/ d. flop around
sne̲ r̲é ̲ r̲Witʼkanga : /sniWatWitkanga/ makes something flop around
r̲é ̲ r̲Witʼlʼi : /WitWitlʼi/ floppy
Wiˑ 22sv almost, used to, nearly. This morpheme indicates that the action of the verb was begun but
was not successful or not completed. Cf. {a̲ksg} 20sv “almost, came close to doing accidentally”
which indicates that the action of the verb was never begun but only almost begun. Before {s}
24sv [noun ending], {Wiˑ} has the meaning “state or action now past but whose traces or effects
remain.” This usage is similar in meaning to {w} 22sv [past noun], q.v.
ʔeččoʼWiˑa : /ʔeččoWiˑya/ almost sneezed
giWiˑdk : /giWiˑtk/ used to be
/geˑ ʔa honklʼam lačʼas giWiˑtk./ This used to be his house.
gwᵛoga̲
Wiˑa : /gwokWiˑya/
almost bit (tried but failed)
̣
̣
haYkangWiˑa : /haYkankWiˑya/ almost succeeded in tracking someone
lolʼalbgWiˑs : /lolʼalbakWiˑs/ signs of pl. lying down (“pl.-lying-trace”)
ntoptn̲Wiˑa : /ntoptanWiˑya/ almost choked on a mouthful
pečlʼgWiˑs
: /pečlʼaqWiˑs/ footprint
̣
sʔawiˑgWiˑa : /sʔawiˑkWiˑya/ almost became angry

sgeˑn̲iˑWiˑa : /sgeˑniˑWiˑya/ almost bought for someone
wen̲lʼgbliWiˑs
: /welʔaqbliWiˑs/ scar (“returning-from-being-worn-down-traces”)
̣
yᵛpadgWiˑa
: /yapatqWiˑya/ almost mashed something flat with the feet
̣
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Wiˑl 3Sn wheel. From English.
Wiˑl : /Wiˑl/ wheel
r̲eW
̲ iˑl\ʼaˑkʼ : /WiWiˑlʼaˑk/ d. little wheels
wʼ
wʼa 3S-n coyote (Canis latrans). Cf. also {kʼolyʼaˑ} 3Sn with the same meaning (apparently a
borrowed word).
wʼas : /wʼas/ coyote
wʼakʼa : /wʼakʼa/ little coyote
r̲ew
̲ ʼakʼa : /wʼawkʼa/ d. little coyotes; name of a cat’s cradle figure
wʼakʼmʼč : /wʼakʼamʼč/ big old coyote
r̲ew
̲ ʼakʼmʼč : /wʼawkʼamʼč/ d. big old coyotes
wʼas paLlʼgṣ : /wʼas paLʔaqs/ sp. of coyote (Gatschet gives “Vulpes velox”)
wʼagin 3-S-n red-headed woodpecker
r̲é ̲ r̲wʼagins : /wʼakwʼagins/ red-headed woodpecker
wʼalqʼačga 3Sn fisher (Mustela pennantii)
wʼalqʼačga : /wʼalqʼačga/ fisher
r̲ew
̲ ʼalqʼačgaʼaˑkʼ : /wʼawʼalqʼačgaʔaˑk/ d. little fishers
wʼan 3Sn red fox. Gatschet lists this as “silver fox,” but the author’s informants uniformly gave it as
“red fox” and gave silver fox as /heyhey/.
wʼan : /wʼan/ red fox
r̲ew
̲ ʼan\ʼaˑkʼ : /wʼawnʼaˑk/ d. little red foxes
wʼan peˑtʼs : /wʼan peˑtʼas/ sp. of red fox
wʼawʼaˑq 3S-n ear. Apparently r̲ew
̲ ʼaˑq or r̲eʼ̲ waˑq, but no distributive or intensive meaning.
Moreover { r̲e}̲ 1pn [distributive] occurs before this form.
wʼawʼaˑqs : /wʼawʼaˑqs/ ear
wʼawʼaˑqkʼa : /wʼawʼaˑqkʼa/ little ear
r̲ew
̲ ʼawʼaˑqkʼa : /wʼawʔaˑqkʼa/ d. little ears
r̲ew
̲ ʼawʼaˑqkʼalmksi : /wʼawʔaˑqkʼalamksi/ “Little-Ears’-Place” (place name)
r̲ew
̲ ʼawʼaˑqs : /wʼawʔaˑqs/ d. ears

wʼaˑlʼ see awʼaˑlʼ on the end
wʼaˑY see awʼaˑY waiting for, helping
wʼetʼ 7S-v throw a load, mass of objs. Also intransitive: load, mass of objs. fall.
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wʼetʼ (continued)
wʼetʼbli : /wʼetbli/ overturns a load, mass of objs.
wʼetʼčnʼa : /wʼetčnʼa/ throws a mass, load, away
swʼetʼčnʼa : /swʼetčnʼa/ makes a mass, load, fall; shakes off a mass (as leaves from a tree)
wʼetʼdga : /wʼettga/ throws a load, mass, out of a container. (intr. also)
wʼetʼdgạ : /wʼettga/
̣ throws apart a load, mass; idiom: cleans a fish (by inserting the thumb back of
the head and ripping down the back from head to tail. The backbone and innards could then be
extracted in a single mass and disposed of)
wʼetʼgoga
: /wʼetgoga/
throws a load, mass, into a container (as potatoes into a sack). (intr. also)
̣
̣
wʼetʼǰqʼa : /wʼetčqa/ throws a load, mass, onto and squashes or covers. (intr. also)
wʼetʼkanga : /wʼetkanga/ throws pl. objs. around here and there (as a load in the back of a jouncing
truck). (intr. also)
swʼetʼkanga : /swʼetkanga/ throws a load, mass, around
wʼetʼliˑna : /wʼetʼliˑna/ throws a load. mass. off of the edge. off of a vehicle. (intr. also)
wʼetʼLa̲a : /wʼetLa/ throws a load, mass, onto a surface, onto a vehicle, onto the floor. (intr. also)
wʼetʼlʼaˑlʼa : /wʼetlʼaˑlʼa/ throws a load, mass, into the fire. (intr. also)
swʼetʼlʼaˑlʼa : /swʼetlʼaˑlʼa/ throws a load, mass, into the fire. Different from the last above?
wʼetʼlʼgạ : /wʼetʼlga/
̣ throws a load, mass, down on the ground. (intr. also)
swʼetʼlʼgạ : /swʼetʼlga/
̣ tears down a load, mass
wʼetʼqn̲a : /wʼetqa/ throws a load, mass, outside, out. (intr. also)
wʼetʼwi : /wʼetʼwi/ throws and spreads out a load, mass. (intr. also)
wʼetʼ r̲wi : /wʼetʼoˑwi/ spreads out a substance all around. (intr. also)
wʼetʼwl : /wʼetʼwal/ throws a load. mass. on top of. (intr. also)
wʼetʼYeˑn i ̲ʼa : /wʼetYeˑnʼa/ throws a load, mass, inside
swʼetʼYeˑn i ̲ʼa : /swʼetYeˑnʼa/ makes a load, mass, fall around inside (as pebbles in a box)
wʼetʼYn̲lʼgạ : /wʼetYallga/
̣ throws a load. mass, down alongside. (intr. also)
se̲wʼetʼYn̲lʼgạ : /sewʼatYallga/
̣ adds to a pile for oneself
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wʼeˑ 2Sre1 first, before some other action
/hak hay stabačkʼik wʼeˑ!/ Let me wash first!
/noˑqtgi wʼeˑ!/ Let it get done first!
/lolplʼa wʼeˑ ʔa lobiˑ./ First he made eyes. (Texts, 2.45)
/slakʼaˑyiwapk wʼeˑ gen./ I’ll hang this (clothlike obj.) up first.
/gen wʼeˑ ni delčanwapk, lopyʼa gen nqottist./ I’ll look at this first, before it scorches on.
wʼeˑtʼ see owʼeˑtʼ over the edge, draped off the edge
wʼičʼ 7Sv be breathless. hold the breath
wʼičʼa : /wʼičʼa/ is breathless (from laughing, etc.); holds the breath
r̲ew
̲ ʼičʼa : /wʼiwčʼa/ d. are breathless; d. hold the breath
wʼin 7S-v lie on the stomach. With {s} 3pv [transitive], this morpheme has the meaning “act with
the body, put the body (on, under, against, etc.).”
wʼinbga : /wʼimpga/ is lying on the stomach
r̲ew
̲ ʼinbga : /wʼiwʼampga/ d. are lying on the stomach
swʼinčnʼa : /swʼinčnʼa/ leans the body on as one goes
swʼinčnʼbga : /swʼinčampga/ is leaning the body against (as one leans back in an armchair)
swʼin r̲ r ̲éč̲ ʼwa̲a : /swʼinčʼwačʼwa/ shakes the body forward and backward
wʼindiˑla : /wʼindiˑla/ lies on the stomach underneath
r̲ew
̲ ʼindiˑla : /wʼiwʼandiˑla/ d. lie on their stomachs underneath
swʼindiˑla : /swʼindiˑla/ puts the body underneath
wʼinǰqʼa : /wʼinčqʼa/ lies on the stomach on and covers. Also recorded: /wʼinsqʼa/.
swʼinkanga : /swʼinkanga/ rocks the body to and fro
swʼinkangoˑts : /swʼinkangoˑts/ rocking chair
swʼinkangoˑtkʼiˑkʼ : /swʼinkangoˑtkʼiˑk/ little rocking chair
wʼinlpeʼa : /wʼillpeʔa/ rolls in the snow (as part of a power quest). See lpeʼ.
wʼinLa̲a : /wʼilha/ lies flat on the stomach on a surface, on a vehicle, on the floor

wʼinLWn̲čʼn̲a : /wʼillWančʼa/ lies on the stomach on top of; slides down on the stomach
wʼinlʼgạ : /wʼillga/
̣ lies down on the stomach
he̲swʼinlʼgạ : /hiswʼallga/
̣ lays someone down on the stomach
wʼinqaˑy i ̲ʼa : /wʼinqaˑyʼa/ lies on the stomach in the bushes, grass
swʼinqn̲bga : /swʼinqampga/ has the body out; is leaning out, through
wʼintn̲a : /wʼinta/ hangs onto, lies on the stomach and holds on
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sne̲wʼintn̲a : /sniwʼanta/ makes someone hang onto
swʼintn̲a : /swʼinta/ puts the body on, against
swʼinygị : /swʼiniˑgi/
̣ puts the body over; raises oneself up over
wʼig̣ 3-S-n magpie (Pica hudsonica)
r̲é ̲ r̲wʼigṣ : /wʼiqwʼiqs/ magpie; name of a cat’s cradle figure
r̲e ̲ r̲é ̲ r̲wʼigkʼa
̣ : /wʼiwʼaqwʼiqkʼa/ d. little magpies
wʼiˑn see awʼiˑn among; into mud or snow
wʼiˑWi 3Sn cattail burr. Also swʼiˑWi in apparent free variation.
wʼiˑWi : /wʼiˑWi/ cattail burr. Or swʼiˑWi : /swʼiˑWi/.
y
y 4sn [kinship vocative]. Also iˑsga in one form. See Sec. 441.
kʼisyb! : /kʼisiˑp!/ Mommy!
qʼoliˑsga! : /qʼoliˑsga!/ Granny! Grandchild!
tisyb! : /tisiˑp!/ Daddy!
y 23sv 5sn [noun formant]. See Secs. 371 and 442.
čʼaˑsys : /čʼaˑsis/ skunk
čʼaˑsyʔmʼč : /čʼaˑsiʔamʼč/ big old skunk
r̲eč̲ ʼaˑsyˑkʼ : /čʼačʼaˑsiˑk/ d. little skunks
gᵛen̲ys : /geys/ (the) going; to go
/gesga
ʔan geys./ I can’t go.
̣
r̲eg̲ ᵛen̲ys : /gegnis/ habitual goer
lmen̲ys : /lmeys/ thunder; to thunder
r̲ r ̲el̲ men̲ys : /lmelmnis/ habitual thunderer; the thunderbird
r̲ r ̲el̲ men̲yˑkʼ : /lmelmniˑk/ little thunderer
qʼawʼys : /qʼawʼiˑs/ snail
r̲ r ̲es̲ ʔawiˑgys : /sʔaswiˑgis/ one who is habitually angry
tʼomoˑlys : /tʼomoˑlis/ barrel
waqys : /waqiˑs/ ladder
Walys : /Waliˑs/ cliff, precipice
y see oy giving a single obj.
yᵛ 4S-v act with the foot, feet. Some forms seem to have no reference to action by the feet but seem
to have a more general meaning; “act violently on.”
yᵛačqʼaˑqʼa : /yačqʼaˑqʼa/ strangles someone, chokes violently
r̲eʼ̲ yᵛačqʼaˑqʼa : /yayʼačqʼaˑqʼa/ d. choke, strangle
yᵛawskanga : /yawskanga/ gropes around with the feet, shuffles along blindly
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yᵛ (continued)
yᵛ r̲é ̲ r̲baleˑʼa : /yabalbaleˑʔa/ flaps the wings, flutters
yᵛ r̲é ̲ r̲baleˑʼs : /yabalbaleˑʔas/ small sp. of butterfly
yᵛčloqʼa : /yočlqʼa/ slips, feet slip. See čloqʼ.
yᵛčʼiqʼa : /yičqʼa/ squashes by pressure with the feet, weight, rubbing. See čʼiqʼ.
yᵛčʼosqʼa : /yočʼasqʼa/ steps on, mashes flat
yᵛgatʼa : /yaktʼa/ cuts in two, breaks in two with the foot, feet. See gattʼ.
yᵛiwbaˑtn̲a : /yiwbaˑta/ pushes up against
r̲eʼ̲ yᵛiwbaˑtn̲a : /yiyʼoˑbaˑta/ d. push up against
yᵛiwčnʼa : /yiwčnʼa/ pushes along
yᵛiwgoga
: /yiwgoga/
pushes into a container
̣
̣
r̲es̲ e̲ʼyᵛiwgogbli
: /sisyʼoˑgokbli/
d. push back into a container on oneself, for oneself. (Texts, 13.93)
̣
̣
yᵛiwqn̲a : /yiwqa/ pushes out, through, outside
yᵛiwteˑga : /yiwteˑga/ pushes deep into
yᵛiwtn̲a : /yiwta/ pushes against, holds against
se̲ʼyᵛiwtn̲a : /siyʼoˑta/ holds against oneself
yᵛiwwa : /yiwwa/ pushes into water with the feet
yᵛiwwanga : /yiwwanga/ pushes over (as a tree, pole)
yᵛkawʼa : /yakwʼa/ kicks someone on a sore place
se̲ʼyᵛkawʼa : /sayʼakwʼa/ kicks oneself on a sore spot
yᵛkekʼa : /yekkʼa/ kicks, pushes on the back. See kekʼ.
yᵛkʼal\ʼa : /yaklʼa/ cuts someone’s foot. See kʼal\ʼ.
yᵛpadgạ : /yapatga/
̣ mashes flat with the foot, feet. See padg.̣
yᵛpʼakʼa : /yapkʼa/ breaks a brittle obj. with the foot, feet. See pʼakʼ.
yᵛqew i ̲ʼa : /yeqwʼa/ steps on and breaks, breaks something over a knee, over a rock (?). See qew i ̲ʼ.
yᵛqʼočʼa : /yoqčʼa/ bends out of shape with the foot. See qʼočʼ.
yᵛqʼosliˑna : /yoqʼasliˑna/ sprains someone’s foot. See qʼos.
yᵛtew i ̲ʼa : /yetwʼa/ steps on and breaks a surface (as ice). See tew i ̲ʼ.
yᵛtitʼa : /yittʼa/ squeezes open a bulbous round obj. (as a boil)
yᵛtʼabkʼa : /yatʼapkʼa/ mashes up something sticky with the feet (as soft mud)
yᵛtʼel i ̲ʼa : /yetlʼa/ squashes with the foot (with a single swift motion). See tʼel i ̲ʼ.
yᵛtʼeLqʼa : /yetʼaLqʼa/ steps on and flattens (as one squashes an insect)
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ya 3S-n place name. Unanalyzable. Only in:
yaʼaˑkʼ : /yaʔaˑk/ place name
yadiˑ 3S-n “spirit rock.” RD stated that there used to be several of these on the Klamath Marsh
almost in a straight line across the Marsh. They were rough columns of stone about four feet high
and painted (or naturally colored?) a dark reddish brown. They were evil beings turned to stone
by Crow’s laughter. These stones have now been destroyed to make a road across the Marsh.
yadiˑs : /yadiˑs/ “spirit stone,” evil being
r̲ey̲ adiˑs : /yaydiˑs/ d. “spirit stones”
yags interjection. No certain meaning or analysis available from the present corpus. Only in:
yags dwaˑ! : /yaks dwaˑ!/ Oh my goodness! This expresses perplexity or irritation.
yahʔ see ayahʔ hiding, concealing
yahiˑ 3Sn type of bead. These were small and white (made of bone?)
yahiˑ : /yahiˑ/ type of small bead
yak see ʼokʼ. [inclusive]
yaksa 3Sn cane. Only BL gave this form. Other informants knew it but preferred: /heksgis/.
̣
yaksa : /yaksa/ cane
r̲eʼ̲ yaksaʼaˑkʼ : /yayʼaksa ʔaˑk/ d. little canes
yal 7S-v be clear (as water)
yaˑldgi : /yaˑltgi/ becomes clear
r̲eʼ̲ yaˑldgi : /yayʼaˑltgi/ d. become clear
r̲é ̲ r̲yallʼi : /yalyalʔi/ clear
r̲é ̲ r̲yallʼant : /yalyalʔant/ “Where-It-Is-Clear” (place name: Spring Creek)
yal 8sv 8sn speaking the language of the preceding noun
basdinyalank : /basdinyalank/ in English
/basdinyalank ʔams ni swiniˑwapk./ I’ll sing for you in English.
maqlagsyalank
: /maqlaqsyalank/ in Klamath (“in-Indian”)
̣
/naˑt daˑts maqlaqsyalank hemkanga./ We however speak in Klamath.
maqlagsyals
: /maqlaqsyals/ in Klamath
̣
/gesga
ʔan maqlaqsyals./ I can’t (speak) in Klamath.
̣
moˑwa̲twaˑsyalank : /moˑwatwaˑsyalank/ in the Pit River language

/dam ʔi moˑwatwaˑsyalank hemkangat?/ Can you speak in the Pit River language?
yalqm 3Sn storm, thunderhead
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yalqm : /yalqam/ storm, thunderhead
/yalqam giwapk./ It will storm.
yalqmʼa̲la : /yalqmʼala/ is storming, a storm is in the offing
yaml 3Sn pelican (Pelecanus erythrorhynchus). From Modoc; cf. Klamath {koml} 3Sn.
yaml : /yamal/ pelican
yamn 3S-n bead (generic term), string of beads
yamns : /yamnas/ bead(s)
r̲eʼ̲ yamnkʼa : /yayʼamnkʼa/ d. little beads
yamn see oyamn around, carrying or holding an obj.
yan 3S-n plant (Calochortus macrocarpus Dougl.). This plant was similar to “ipos” ({geˑ}
̣ 3S-n) and
was eaten in much the same way.
yans : /yans/ plant (sp.)
yan 7S-v act upon a few nonround objs., long objs.
yanbaˑtn̲a : /yambaˑta/ leans a few nonround objs. against. (intr. also)
yandiˑla : /yandiˑla/ puts a few nonround objs. underneath. (intr. also)
yangoga
: /yangoga/
puts a few nonround objs. into a container (as arrows into a quiver, flowers into
̣
̣
a vase). (intr. also)
yankanga : /yankanga/ carries a few nonround objs. around here and there (as a bunch of poles)
yanLa̲a : /yalha/ puts a few nonround objs. down upon, upon a vehicle, surface (intr. also); few non
round objs. above a decade (in counting; see Sec. 1031).
yanwl : /yanwal/ puts a few nonround objs. on top. (intr. also)
yany : /yaniˑ/ gives a few non round objs.
r̲eʼ̲ yanyangat! : /yayʼanyangat!/ pl. please give d. nonround objs.!
yan see yanaˑ below, down below
yanal 3S-n place name. Unanalyzable. Only in:
yanaldi : /yanaldi/ place name: Agency Hill
yanaˑ 2Sl below, down below. Also yan. See Sec. 821.
yanaˑ : /yanaˑ/ down below
/geˑ dak nen ginaˑt yanaˑ./ That, however, is down over this way.
yant\ʼiˑt : /yantʼiˑt/ down below

/mbosaksawaˑs yantʼiˑt maqlaqsas gaˑʔaˑk sʔottʼiˑya./ Below Chiloquin he made it for the people long
ago. (Texts. 26.1)
yantant : /yantant/ below, down below
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/noˑ ʔa mis yantant čiˑya./ I live down below you (i.e., on lower terrain, lower on a slope).
/čoy sa gen qʼay dadaˑ wotʼoˑygị git yantant, kyem …/ And they never caught them below here, fish
… (Texts, 15.75)
yaNWaˑ 2Sra weakly
yaNWaˑ : /yaNWaˑ/ weakly
/yaNWaˑ lis ʔans sdaynas gitk./ I have a weak heart. (“Weakly my heart being!”)
yaNWaˑni : /yaNWaˑni/ weak one, weak
/hoˑt ʔa moˑ yaNWaˑni hiswaqs./ He’s a very weak man.
r̲eʼ̲ yaNWaˑni : /yayʼaNWaˑni/ d. weak ones
yaNWaˑnʼs : /yaNWaˑnʼs/ weak one [o]. Or yaNWaˑyʼeˑnʼs : /yaNWaˑyʼeˑnʼs/ .
/yaNWaˑyʼeˑnʼs ʔa noˑ sliwapk./ I’ll shoot the weak one.
yawg̣ 7Sv give medicine; medicine
yawgạ : /yawga/
̣ gives medicine to someone
r̲eʼ̲ yawgạ : /yayʼoˑga/
̣ d. give medicine
se̲ʼyawgạ : /sayʼoˑga/
̣ takes medicine oneself
yawgṣ : /yawqs/ medicine

yawgsa̲
̣ lks : /yawqsalks/ “Medicine-Getting-Place”: a rock where consumptives spat in order to
gain a cure. Also called ʔoqsoʼsʔm sloqʼtn̲ys : /ʔoqsosʔam sloqtis/ “Cough’s-Spitting-on.”
yawgsmeˑn
: /yawqsmeˑn/ doctor (white man’s doctor)
̣
yawk 2Sl next door, neighboring
yawk : /yawk/ next door
/yawk ʔan genwapk./ I’m going next door.
yawkkniˑ : /yawkkniˑ/ neighbor, people next door
yawqʼl 3Sn bald eagle (Haliaetus leucocephalus)
yawqʼl : /yawqʼal/ bald eagle
yawqʼl\ʼaˑkʼ : /yawqlʼaˑk/ little bald eagle
yawqʼlmksi : /yawqʼlamksi/ “Bald-Eagle’s-Place” (place name)
yaˑ 3S-n willow (Salix, sp.). Willow shoots were used in basketry, and the larger burden baskets
were woven entirely of willow withes.
yaˑs : /yaˑs/ willow(s)
r̲eʼ̲ yaˑkʼa : /yayʼaˑkʼa/ d. little willows
r̲eʼ̲ yaˑkʼa liwykiˑns : /yayʼaˑkʼa liwiˑkiˑns/ “Little-Willows-in-a-Group-on-the-Edge” (place name)
r̲eʼ̲ yaˑkʼa r̲ rk̲ si : /yayʼaˑkʼaksaksi/ “Little-Willows-Place” (place name)
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yaˑs ksᵛawʼaˑlʼs : /yaˑs ksawʼaˑlʼs/ “Willow-on-the-End” (place name). Use of {ksᵛ} 4S-v “act on a
live obj.”?
yaˑs ksᵛelwys : /yaˑs kselwis/ “Willow-Beside-the-Edge” (place name). Use of {ksᵛ} 4S-v “act on a
live obj.”.?
yaˑ interjection oh! Often with voice qualifiers and extra vowel length.
yaˑ : /yaˑ/ Oh!
yaˑdg see ayaˑdg avoiding, out of the way
yaˑhʔ 3-S-n proper name; Yayʼahyaˑhʔas. This myth character is said to be an old man who runs
along the hillside shouting : /yayʼahyʼaˑˑˑ! yayʼahyʼaˑˑˑ!/. He has one leg shorter than the other, and
this he uses to advantage in chasing his victims along the slope, keeping the short leg on the
uphill side. He appears in a myth recorded by Curtin (1912). Prompted by this myth, BL recalled
the details above but could not tell the myth. Only in:
r̲eʼ̲ r̲é ̲ r̲yaˑhʔs : /yayʼahyaˑhʔas/ proper name: Yayʼahyaˑhʔas
yaˑma̲ 7Sv blow from the north; north
yaˑma̲a : /yaˑma/ blows from the north
yaˑma̲kniˑ : /yaˑmakniˑ/ northern people. This term is applied to all of the Columbia River tribes.
yaˑma̲kstʼa : /yaˑmakstʼa/ on the north side. Recorded a few times as /yaˑmokstʼa/ (?).
yaˑma̲s : /yaˑmas/ north wind
yaˑma̲t : /yaˑmat/ north
yaˑma̲tdalʼ : /yaˑmatdalʼ/ toward the north
yaˑma̲tdalʼkniˑ : /yaˑmatdalʼkniˑ/ from the north
yaˑm i ̲ʼ admire, appreciate an obj. or person
yaˑm i ̲ʼa : /yaˑmʼa/ admires (something, someone)
r̲eʼ̲ yaˑm i ̲ʼa : /yayʼaˑmʼa/ d. admire
se̲ʼyaˑm i ̲ʼa : /sayʼaˑmʼa/ admires oneself, each other
se̲ʼyaˑm i ̲ʼdk : /sayʼaˑmitk/ one who admires himself (or herself)

yaˑm i ̲ʼiˑa : /yaˑmʼiˑya/ admires something for someone (as one might admire a fine suit for one’s son)
yaˑm i ̲ʼs : /yaˑmis/ admiration; to admire
/gesga
ʔan honks yaˑmis./ I can’t admire him.
̣
yaˑnWa 3sd which of two. See Sec. 630. Only in:
kayaˑnWa : /kayaˑnWa/ which of two?

/kayaˑnWa ʔi sanʼaˑWawli?/ Which one (of two) do you want?
r̲ek̲ ayaˑnWa : /kakyaˑnWa/ d. which of two?
/kakyaˑnWa ʔi sanʼaˑWawli?/ Which ones (of two choices) do you want?
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yaˑnWaʼ 7Sv be gloomy. Possibly cf. {yaNWaˑ} 2Sra “weakly.” Only in:
se̲ʼyaˑnWaʼa : /sayʼaˑnWaʔa/ is gloomy
yb see a̲b [kinship suffix]
yebn̲ 7Sv dig a hole
yebn̲a : /yeba/ digs, scrapes out a hole
r̲ey̲ ebn̲a : /yeyba/ d. dig
yebn̲dgi : /yebantgi/ wants someone to dig
yebn̲diˑla : /yebandiˑla/ digs underneath
yebn̲kanga : /yebankanga/ digs here and there; idiom: shuffles the feet, struggles to go but can’t
yebn̲ r̲kyamna : /yebankkakyamna/ digs all around some central obj.
yebn̲oˑla : /yebnoˑla/ finishes digging
yebn̲oˑts : /yebnoˑts/ elkhorn adze (“digger”)
yebn̲oˑtkʼiˑkʼ : /yebnoˑtkʼiˑk/ little elkhorn adze
yebn̲oˑtkʼyakʼd̲atga : /yebnoˑtkʼyakkʼatga/ with a little elkhorn adze
yebn̲tqʼaga : /yebantqʼaga/ digs something up
yebn̲ys : /yebiˑs/ (the) digging; to dig
/sanʼaˑWawli ʔa hoˑt gida yebiˑs./ He wants to dig here.
yečʼeˑlʼ 7Sv masturbate
yečʼeˑlʼa : /yečʼeˑlʼa/ masturbates someone
se̲yečʼeˑlʼa : /seyčʼeˑlʼa/ masturbates oneself
r̲es̲ e̲yečʼeˑlʼa : /sesiˑčʼeˑlʼa/ d. masturbate
yeq 7Sv celebrate, rejoice; howl (as a coyote). Only in:
yeqa : /yeqa/ celebrates, rejoices; (coyote) howls; idiom: offends someone in mourning by being
jovial
yeywi 7Sv be proud of, value highly. Also yeˑywi in apparent free variation.
yeywi : /yeywi/ is proud of, values highly. Or yeˑywi : /yeˑywi/.
r̲eʼ̲ yeˑywi : /yeyʼeˑywi/ d. are proud of. No form with yeywi was recorded.
se̲ʼyeywi : /seyʼiˑwi/ is proud of oneself, each other. Or se̲ʼyeˑywi : /seyʼeˑywi/.
yeˑg 17sv starting, beginning. Cf. also {oyeˑg} 11sv “up, raising.” See Sec. 363.
geyeˑgbli
: /geyeˑkbli/
starts to grow back
̣
̣
ken̲yeˑga : /kenyeˑga/ starts to snow
ksiwlʼgyeˑgsi
: /ksiwlʼagyeˑksi/
while … starting to dance
̣
̣

/ksiwlʼagyeˑksi
ʔans, hoˑt snaWalta bambam./ While I started to dance, he played the drum.
̣
lᵛtʼasčnʼyeˑga : /latʼasčanyeˑga/ starts to iron (clothes)
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ngatʼyeˑgkangyeˑga : /ngatʼyeˑkkangyeˑga/ starts to jump up and down here and there
r̲é ̲ r̲tʼiw\ʼyeˑga : /tʼiwtʼiwyeˑga/ starts to tremble, shiver
yeˑg see oyeˑg up, raising, lifting
yeˑgị see oygị up, above, over
yeˑn 3Sn mullet (Catostomus labiatus Gird.)
yeˑn : /yeˑn/ mullet (sp.)
r̲eʼ̲ yeˑn\ʼaˑkʼ : /yeyʼeˑnʼaˑk/ d. little mullets (sp.)
yeˑn i ̲ʼ see oyeˑn i ̲ʼ inside, action inside
yeˑwa̲ 7Sv blow from the south-east; south-east. RD felt that this was properly “east,” but Mr.
Pompey contrasted it with {loby} 2Sl “before, first, in front,” which occurs in several
constructions with the meaning “east.”
yeˑwa̲a : /yeˑwa/ blows from the south-east
yeˑwa̲kstʼa : /yeˑwakstʼa/ on the south-east side
yeˑwa̲s : /yeˑwas/ south-east wind
yeˑwa̲t : /yeˑwat/ south-east
yeˑywi see yeywi be proud of, value highly
yg̣ see oygị up, above, over
ygag
̣ see oygag
̣ out of water
ygị see oygị up, above, over
ykag see oykag escaping
ykiˑn see oykiˑn out of fire, out of water, to the edge, in a line
yo 7S-v pity, be pitiful (?). Only in;
yo r̲dga : /yotdatga/ longs for, feels sad when someone goes away
yolʼgạ : /yolʼga/
̣ pities someone
se̲ʼyolʼgạ : /soyʼalga/
̣ pities oneself, each other
r̲eʼ̲ yolʼgwk
because of taking pity
̣ : /yoyʼalgok/
̣

/ʔat ʔams ni satʼwaˑYa, yoyʼalgok,
maˑms ʔi qʼay satʼwaˑYdaksči./ Now I am helping you, taking
̣
pity, even though you are not worth helping. (Texts, 16.56)
r̲eʼ̲ yolʼgsči
̣ : /yoyʼalqsči/ poor, pitiful
yohoˑ 3Sn buffalo (Bos americanus)
yohoˑ : /yohoˑ/ buffalo
r̲eʼ̲ yohoˑʼaˑkʼ : /yoyʼahwʼaˑk/ d. little buffaloes. RD also gave r̲ey̲ ohoˑʼaˑkʼ : /yoyhoˑʔaˑk/.

yoqma 3Sn digging stick. With {ʔm} 7sn [collective], this denotes the tree from which these were
most commonly made. This form may be Modoc, since the common Klamath term for this is: /
ʔamda/, q.v.
yoqma : /yoqma/ digging stick
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yoqmalm : /yoqmalam/ mountain mahogany
ys 4sn [kinship plural]. Also s. See Sec. 44l.
bʔaˑnysa̲b : /pʔaˑnisap/ woman’s elder brothers [n]
bʔaˑnysa : /pʔaˑnisa/ woman’s elder brothers [o]
bʔaˑnysm : /pʔaˑnisam/ woman’s elder brothers’
bʔomǰysa̲b : /pʔomǰisap/ cousins [n]
bqʼolysa̲b : /pqʼoliˑsap/ grandmothers (mother’s mothers); grandchildren [n]
btisysa̲b : /ptisiˑsap/ fathers [n]
btisysa : /ptisiˑsa/ fathers [o]
btisysm : /ptisiˑsam/ fathers’
btodsa̲b : /ptotsap/ daughters-in-law [n]
yw i ̲ʼ see oyw i ̲ʼ action upon pl.
ywwi see aywwi spreading out
yWiˑlg̣ 10sv [unknown meaning]. Only in:
mʼolwʼyWiˑlgang!
: /mʼolwʼayWiˑlgank!/
Get ready! (exact meaning uncertain)
̣
̣
Y
Ya see oYn̲ alongside. along a mountainside, riverbank
Yakʼ 7Sv whimper, sob; hiccough
r̲é ̲ r̲Yakʼa : /YakYakʼa/ whimpers, sobs
Yakʼčʼn̲a : /Yakčʼa/ hiccoughs
r̲eY
̲ akʼčʼn̲a : /YaYakčʼa/ d. hiccough
Yatb 10sv three-sided, ending in a dead end. An allomorph with an initial vowel is likely but was
not elicited. Only in:
ginYatbys : /ginYatbis/ box canyon, a three-sided space ending in a dead end
Yeˑn i ̲ʼ see oyeˑn i ̲ʼ inside, action inside

Yn̲ see oYn̲ alongside, along a mountainside, riverbank
Yog̣ 3-S-n armpit
r̲e ̲ r̲Yogṣ : /YoqYaqs/ armpit. An early recording from the Pompeys is either incorrectly written or
has an unexplainable w:
/wYoqYaqs/ .
yʼ
yʼa 2Sre2 [dubitative:] wonder, perhaps. With {bas} 2Srp6 “wonder…?,”
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this item has an added connotation of sarcasm and disapproval.
/ʔi yʼa nen lmena?/ Is that you thundering? (Texts, 13.16)
/hok yʼa?/ Is it? (Texts, 38.80)
/ʔaMkʼa Naˑs beˑn yʼa hoččnʼa, hiˑtdalʼ./ Perhaps somebody else is running, towards there. (Texts,
39.6)
/geˑ hiswaqs dwaˑ—ptisap yʼa, wageˑnha
bloksip./ This man is something—perhaps the father, or
̣
possibly the grandfather. (Texts, 39.17)
/ʔisalqʼi ʔakyʼa gen ʔilga./
̣ Perhaps he is planting corn. (Texts, 39.27)
/geˑ basyʼa qʼa bobanwis!/ Isn’t he an awful drinker!
/dwaˑ basyʼa geˑ stilčipga./ Wonder what this one is coming to tell.
yʼagi 3Sn burden basket. This was woven of coarse willows and was carried on the back by a strap
passed over the shoulders. (Barrett, p. 274)
yʼagi : /yʼagi/ burden basket
r̲ey̲ ʼagiʼaˑkʼ : /yʼayʼakyʼaˑk/ d. little burden baskets
yʼam 3S-n place name. Unanalyzable. Only in:
yʼamsiˑ : /yʼamsiˑ/ place name: Yamsay
yʼamsiˑni : /yʼamsiˑni/ one from Yamsay
yʼaM 7S-v forget. Only with {dgi} 8sv “turn, become.”
yʼaMdgi : /yʼaMtgi/ forgets
r̲ey̲ ʼaMdgi : /yʼayʼaMtgi/ d. forget
sne̲yʼaMdgi : /snayʼaMtgi/ makes someone forget
yʼaMdgiank : /yʼaMdagyank/ having forgotten
yʼaMdgiWiˑa : /yʼaMtgiWiˑya/ almost forgot
yʼaMkʼ 7Sv be lazy
yʼaMkʼa : /yʼaMkʼa/ is lazy
sne̲yʼaMkʼa : /snayʼaMkʼa/ makes someone lazy
yʼaMkʼs : /yʼaMkʼas/ lazy person, laziness
yʼan see yʼeˑnʼ [nonnominative theme formant]
yʼas 4sd [nonnominative plural]. Also yʼes in apparent free variation. See Sec. 623.
geˑyʼasm : /geˑyʼasam/ their (proximate)
/geˑ ʔa geˑyʼasam wonč./ This is their canoe.
geˑyʼasmksi : /geˑyʼasamksi/ their place
geˑyʼasmkstʼa : /geˑyʼasamkstʼa/ on their side
hongyʼasm : /honkyʼasam/ their (remote)
hongyʼass : /honkyʼas/ them [o]
/honkyʼas ni lwela./ I slew them.
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r̲ek̲ ayʼasm : /kakyʼasam/ some people’s, whose?
/kakyʼasam ʔa geˑ weweˑ ʔas?/ Whose children are these?
r̲ek̲ ayʼass : /kakyʼas/ some people, whom ([o])
neˑyʼasm : /neˑyʼasam/ their (absent)
neˑyʼass : /neˑyʼas/ them (absent) [o]
yʼasg̣ see ayʼasg̣ on the male genitals, in front of the loins
yʼaynʼa 3Sn mountain
yʼayna : /yʼaynʼa/ mountain
yʼaynʼaʼaˑkʼ : /yʼaynʼaʔaˑk/ little mountain
yʼaynʼaʼaˑkʼs : /yʼaynʼaʔaˑks/ “Little-Mountain-Place” (place name)
r̲ey̲ ʼaynʼaʼaˑkʼ : /yʼaʔiˑnʼaʔaˑk/ d. little mountains. A misrecording for */yʼayʼiˑnʼaʔaˑk/?
yʼaynʼaks : /yʼaynʼaks/ “Mountain-Place” (place name: Yainax)
yʼaynʼatiˑ wegetʼs
tree frog (Hyla regilla) (“frog-from-the-mountain”)
̣ : /yʼaynʼatiˑ wegetʼas/
̣
yʼaˑY see ayʼaˑY in front of, ahead of, over this way
yʼes see yʼas [nonnominative plural]
yʼeˑnʼ 4sn 7sd 6sa 5sl [nonnominative theme formant]. Also ʼan, ʼeˑnʼ, an, eˑnʼ, n, and yʼan. See Secs.
441, 623, 731, and 832.
domeˑnʼm : /domeˑnʼam/ many’s, of many
domeˑnʼs : /domeˑnʼs/ many [o]
domant : /domant/ in many
domantga : /domantga/ with many. See dom.
geˑlant
: /geˑlant/
on the ground
̣
̣
geˑlantga
: /geˑlantga/
on foot. See geˑla
and Secs. 441 and 731.
̣
̣
̣
naˑnok\ʼeˑnʼm : /naˑnokʼeˑnʼam/ all’s, of all
naˑnok\ʼant : /naˑnokʼant/ in all. See naˑnok.
tewnʼipʼant : /tewnʼipʼant/ on ten
/tewnʼipʼant Naˑs/ eleven (“on-ten, one”). See tewnʼip.
wenniˑyʼantga : /wenniˑyʼantga/ with a different one
yaNWaˑyʼeˑnʼm : /yaNWaˑyʼeˑnʼam/ weak one’s
yaNWaˑyʼeˑnʼs : /yaNWaˑyʼeˑnʼs/ weak one [o]
yʼoqʼ 7Sv itch
r̲éˑ̲ r̲yʼoqʼa : /yʼoˑqyʼoqʼa/ itches
yʼoˑqʼdgi : /yʼoˑqtgi/ becomes itchy
sne̲yʼoˑqʼdgi : /snoyʼoˑqtgi/ makes one itch
yʼoqʼ 7-Sv cut the hair, shave
ʔᵛyʼoˑqʼa : /ʔoyʼoˑqʼa/ shaves someone
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r̲eʔ̲ ᵛyʼoˑqʼa : /ʔoˑyʼoˑqʼa/ d. shave someone
se̲ʔᵛyʼoˑqʼa : /soˑyʼoˑqʼa/ shaves oneself
r̲es̲ e̲ʔᵛyʼoˑqʼa : /sosoˑyʼoˑqʼa/ d. shave themselves, each other
se̲ʔᵛyʼoˑqʼoˑts : /soˑyʼoˑqʼoˑts/ razor
pᵛyʼoqʼsga : /poyʼaqsga/ pulls off a hair
pᵛyʼoˑqʼa : /poyʼoˑqʼa/ pulls pl. hairs
se̲pᵛyʼoˑqʼoˑts : /sopyʼoˑqʼoˑts/ tweezers
qdᵛyʼoˑqʼa : /qdoyʼoˑqʼa/ cuts someone’s hair
r̲ r ̲eq̲ dᵛyʼoˑqʼa : /qdoqtyʼoˑqʼa/ d. cut someone’s hair
se̲qdᵛyʼoˑqʼa : /soqtyʼoˑqʼa/ cuts one’s own, each other’s, hair
qdᵛyʼoˑqʼča̲a : /qdoyʼoˑqča/ goes to get the hair cut
r̲es̲ e̲qdᵛyʼoˑqʼkʼys : /sosaqtyʼoˑqkʼis/ barbershop
r̲ r ̲eq̲ dᵛyʼoˑqʼys : /qdoqtyʼoˑqʼis/ barber
yʼoˑ 4S-v shoot a bow and arrow, gun, pl. times
yʼoˑčabga : /yʼoˑčapga/ shoots and finishes (all one’s cartridges)
yʼoˑčnʼa : /yʼoˑčnʼa/ shoots pl. times as one goes along
se̲yʼoˑdangạ : /soyʼoˑdanga/
̣ shoot pl. times together; idiom: bring a project to a successful end
together
yʼoˑdiˑla : /yʼoˑdiˑla/ shoots pl. times underneath
yʼoˑdtʼa : /yʼoˑttʼa/ shoots pl. times
yʼoˑdi! : /yʼoˑdi!/ shoot pl. times!
yʼoˑdiča̲a : /yʼoˑdiča/ goes to shoot pl. times
yʼoˑdidga : /yʼoˑditga/ been shooting pl. times
yʼoˑdilgi : /yʼoˑdilgi/ comes to shoot
yʼoˑdis : /yʼoˑdis/ the shooting (pl. times); to shoot pl. times
/sanʼaˑWawli ʔan yʼoˑdis./ I want to shoot (pl. times—target practice).

yʼoˑdtʼat! : /yʼoˑttʼat!/ pl. shoot pl. times!
r̲ey̲ ʼoˑdtʼys : /yʼoyʼoˑttʼis/ habitual shooter, marksman
se̲yʼoˑLWn̲ys : /soyʼoˑLWis/ skunk (“shooter-along-his-own-back”—a nickname)
yʼoˑlʼgạ : /yʼoˑlga/
̣ shoots down to the ground, doesn’t shoot far
se̲yʼoˑlʼgạ : /soyʼoˑlga/
̣ practices shooting (meaning?)
yʼoˑmni : /yʼoˑmni/ shoots up pl. times
yʼoˑmniat! : /yʼoˑmanyat!/ pl. shoot up pl. times!
yʼoˑsg̣ n̲a : /yʼoˑsga/
̣ shoots through a tube pl. times; idiom: makes the “inside” gesture in the
handgame, indicating that the marked bones are in the pattern oxxo.
yʼoˑtln̲čnʼa : /yʼoˑtlančnʼa/ shoots to one side
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yʼoˑ r̲t n̲nʼa : /yʼoˑttanʔa/ shoots pl. times at
se̲yʼoˑ r̲t n̲nʼa : /soyʼoˑttanʔa/ shoot back and forth at each other
yʼoˑygị : /yʼoˑygi/
̣ shoots over, above
yʼoˑ 2Srp4 [hortative, imperative]. Rare.
/ʔat yʼoˑ naˑt genʔa!/ Now let’s go!
/ʔat yʼoˑ naˑt babatgalnʼa!/ Now let’s get up!
yʼoˑt see oyʼoˑt trading; throwing a spear
ˑ
ˑ 6pSv [intensive, action upon pl. objs.]. See Sec. 333.
čʼlᵉtʼekʼa : /čʼletkʼa/ tears to pieces with the fingernails
čʼlᵉtʼeˑkʼa : /čʼletʼeˑkʼa/ tears all to pieces, tears pl. to pieces with the fingernails
kᵛpʼačʼa : /kapčʼa/ pokes out someone’s eye, blinds with a pointed instrument
r̲ek̲ ᵛpʼačʼa : /kakapčʼa/ d. poke out an eye
kᵛpʼaˑčʼa : /kapʼaˑčʼa/ pokes out pl. eyes
r̲ek̲ ᵛpʼaˑčʼa : /kakpʼaˑčʼa/ d. poke out pl. eyes
lᵛtitʼa : /littʼa/ cuts open a bulbous round obj. with a round obj. (as a flint knife)
lᵛtiˑtʼa : /litiˑtʼa/ cuts open pl. bulbous round objs. with a round obj.
r̲el̲ ᵛtiˑtʼa : /liltiˑtʼa/ d. cut open pl. bulbous round objs. (as sacks, boils)
npʼakʼa : /mpʼakʼa/ shatters, breaks to pieces with a round instrument
npʼaˑkʼa : /mpʼaˑkʼa/ shatters pl. with a round instrument
r̲ r ̲en̲ pʼaˑkʼa : /mpʼampʼaˑkʼa/ d. shatter pl. with a round instrument
stew i ̲ʼa : /stewʼa/ breaks a surface with a sharp instrument (as ice, glass)
steˑw i ̲ʼa : /steˑwʼa/ breaks pl. surfaces (or the same surface pl. times) with a sharp instrument
ˑ dgi see dgi turn, become
ˑkʼ see ʼaˑkʼ [diminutive]
ˑmo see moˑ very, much, big
ˑs see ʼaˑs place(s), in (some number) places
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∅
∅ see ʔm [possessive]
∅ see a [indicative]
∅ see g [nominative plural]
∅ see i [imperative singular]
∅ see ng [demonstrative nonnominative]
∅ see s [noun formant]
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A
abandon deˑWi. Sv. Also glewy.
Sv.
̣

about to nʼapg. sv.
above (on top) plen. S-l.
above (over) oygi.
̣ sv.
above (up high) blay. Sl.
abrade (scuff) klaˑ. S-v.
absent (lacking), be qʼeˑgi. Sv.
absent (still), be qap. S-v.
achieve se̲gisLa̲
a. See gis.
̣
̣
acorn qli. S-n.
acquaintance se̲qoygdk.
̣ See qoyg.̣
across akʼw. sv.
across a mountain etʼleˑgi.
̣ sv.
[action onto repeatedly] nʼ. sv.
[action upon pl.] oyw i ̲ʼ. sv.
Adam’s apple sqʼayʼe. Sn.
adding one quantity of a substance to another amʼaˑwʼ. sv.
[adjective formant] lʼi. sv sa.
[adjective formant] ni. sd sa sl.
[adjective formant:] in a state of having been … ed dk. sv.
admire (appreciate) yaˑm i ̲ʼ. Sv.
admire (wish to have) čaˑn. S-v.
adultery (lie with someone’s spouse), commit sqʼollʼgoˑta.
See sqʼol.
̣
adultery (steal away someone’s spouse), commit se̲pʼalla. See pʼall.
advice sdolys. See sdoly.
advise sdoly. Sv.
advise (suggest remedies) sʔawʼaˑY. Sv.
adze yebn̲oˑts. See yebn̲.
after awhile ʔonʼčeˑ. Srt.
afterwards dankskniˑ. See dank.
again beˑn. Srt.
against (at, on) otn̲. sv.
against (diagonally) abaˑy i ̲ʼ. sv.
against (the shore, wall) abaˑtn̲. sv.
against a hillside alamn. sv.
Agency ʔiˑǰan. S-n.
Agent ʔiˑǰant. Sn.
ahead of ayʼaˑY. sv.
aim at a target layy i ̲ʼ. Sv.
air, do an action repeatedly in the eˑqʼ. sv.

alder (sp.) wibl. Sn.
alike se̲hongpči. See hoˑd.
alkali LaLaˑk. Sn.
all naˑnok. Sa.
all around na. sl.
all around (carrying aimlessly) oyamn. sv.
all around (here and there) okang. sv.
all day wayta. See wayt.
all night niˑsda. Srt.
all together naˑnok\ʼantga. See naˑnok.
allow (let someone go, do) ʔinoˑ. S-v.
allow (permit) weˑwlʼ. Sv.
almost wikʼaˑ delčnʼbga. See dᵉl and wikʼaˑ.
almost (action not begun) a̲ksg. sv.
almost (action begun but not completed) Wiˑ. sv.
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alone Naˑčyak. See Naˑs.
along (action while moving) čnʼ. sv.
along a twisting edge (cliff, riverbank) oYn̲. sv.
along the back eWa̲. sv.
along the bank alYn̲. sv. Also aliˑg. sv.
along the edge elwy. sv. Also oliˑn. sv.
along the top eLWn̲. sv.
alongside atln̲. sv. Also aLn̲. sv. Also oYn̲. sv.
also (too) čʼis. Sre.
also (too, as well) manʼiˑ. Sre.
always čʼosak. Srt.
amazed, be sǰim. S-v.
ambush, to gantn̲a. See gan.
amniotic sack skodas. See skod.
among awʼiˑn. sv.
anal hair geyeˑn
i ̲ʼs. See ge.
̣
̣
anchor se̲ntʼačʼwoˑts. See tʼačʼ.
and (so, then) čoy. Srp.
angel ʔinǰil. Sn.
anger (meanness) qiLoˑ. S-n.
angry, be sʔawiˑg. Sv.
angry (want trouble with someone), be siǰaq. S-v.
ankle nᵉawʼaˑlʼs. See nᵉ.
annoy sne̲tmaˑkʼa. See tmaˑkʼ.
annoyed, be ǰekʼ. Sv.
annoyed (disgusted) with, be qʼoˑy\ʼ. Sv.
another Naˑs. Sa.
answer walg.̣ Sv.
ant qʼiMaˑč. Sn.
antelope čew. Sn.
antler togi.
̣ Sn.
anus qʼiw. Sn.
anus (orifice) kʼiliˑt. Sn.
anxious, be wičʼ. S-v.
any (even) gin. Sre.
any place, way hinaˑ. S-l.
apart weliˑ. S-l.
apparition r̲eh̲ e̲ssleʔys. See sleʔ.
apple(s) ʔeˑpal. S-n.
appreciate yaˑm i ̲ʼ. Sv.
arch the back čʼinygi.
̣ See čʼin.
argue dalʼ. Sv.

arm weq. Sn.
armload, act upon a lotoˑ. S-v.
armor (elkhide shirt) qaqnʼoˑlʼ. S-n.
armor vest (slat armor) deˑLq. Sn.
armpit Yog.̣ -S-n.
armpit hair r̲eg̲ ẹ r̲diˑls. See ge.
̣
around (carrying an obj. aimlessly) oyamn. sv.
around (here and there) okang. sv.
around (in a general area) na. sl.
around (revolving) akʼiˑčʼ. sv.
around a central obj. akyamn. sv.
around the edge, circumference akʼiˑm i ̲ʼ. sv.
arrange (put in order) wlelg.̣ Sv.
arriving adbn̲. sv.
arrow dalčʼi. Sn.
arrow (for waterfowl) nteqt. S-n.
arrow (shaman’s instrument) heneˑs. S-n.
arrow (war) kʼeys. See nkʼeysʔań̲.
arrowpoint sawl. S-n.
arrow-straightener tgoylkʼys.
See tgoy.
̣
̣
as (so, then) či. Srp.
as (just as) waqt. See waq.
as big as betbanʼi. Sra.
as far as dadaˑdi. See dadaˑ. Also kʼadaˑdi. See kʼadaˑ.
as they say (reported action) mat. Srp.
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ash (flying bits of ash from a hot fire) Lapkʼeˑk. S-n.
ashamed, be ndečgi. Sv.
ashes (coals, charcoal) lkʼom. Sn.
ashes (hearth) sneylʼgs.
̣ See sney.
ask a question woln̲. Sv.
ask for (beg) sʔamna. S-v.
ask for (request) sagoˑdg.
Sv.
̣
ask someone to do saˑdlʼ. Sv.
ask someone to go saMoˑ. S-v.
attached to (at, on) otn̲. sv.
attack gᵛolgi. See gᵛ.
attack (pounce on) delwg. Sv.
attention, pay geqč.
Sv.
̣
audible, be plainly čiNttʼ. Sv.
audible, be barely qyos. Sv.
[augmentative] ʔmʼč. sn sa.
aunt (father’s brother’s wife) loloˑs. -S-n.
aunt (father’s sister) goǰ.
̣ -S-n.
aunt (mother’s brother’s wife) ʔomg.̣ -S-n.
aunt (mother’s sister) saˑqʼ. -S-n. Also kʼis. -S-n.
automobile lᵛo r̲yamnoˑts. See lᵛ. Also ʔawtomoˑbiˑl. S-n.
avoiding ayaˑdg. sv.
awake, be delčnʼbga. See dᵉl.
awake, be fully čibqʼoˑla. See či.
away (action away from for a purpose) ča̲. sv.
away from oWasg. sv.
away from (off) osg. sv.
away from against altb. sv.
awfully (very, extremely) qʼa. Srm.
awl saqda. Sn.
axe slegoˑts.
See sleg.̣
̣

B
baby mʼog. S-n.
baby birds čiˑlʼilʼig. S-n.
baby louse kʼapnʼa. Sn.
baby-sit weʼ r̲dga. See weʼ.
back (again, returning) ebli. sv.
back (body part) qeˑmt. Sn.
back (view of a person) swᵉalamns. See swᵉ.
back, act on the kekʼ. -Sv.
back, act with the čʼin. S-v (cl.)

back, along the eWa̲. sv.
back, on the adgl. sv.
back, on the alamn. sv.
back and forth pbeˑl i ̲ʼ. sv.
back of the knee ʔiww. S-n.
back up čʼayal. S-v.
backbite r̲es̲ e̲gwᵛobga.
See gwᵛ.
̣
̣
backbone ʔᵛeLWn̲ys. See ʔᵛ.
back-scratcher se̲daqčoˑts. See daqč.
bad qʼoyčʼi. See qʼoy.
badger kol. S-n.
badly qʼoy. Sra.
bag tʼaˑyʼ. S-n. See ‘sack’ also.
bail of a bucket čʼiskʼws. See či.
bait a hook ksᵛotn̲a. See ksᵛ.
bake in a pit bog.̣ Sv.
bake in a tray or pan sʔoˑdiˑla. See sʔoˑ.
bake in ashes kčinʼ. Sv.
bald stʼaqʼčwoˑldk. Also stʼaqʼwloˑldk. See tʼaqʼ.
ball boˑl. Sn.
ball-court se̲qʼawehkʼys. See qʼaw\ʼ.
bank (financial) beˑnk. Sn.
bank (where the water has receded and left a cracked dry place along the edge of a stream) slʼoyč.
Sn.
bank, along the alYn̲. sv.
bank, on the aliˑg. sv.
bank a fire sdoydiˑla. See sdoy.
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baptize qliwwl. See qliw.
barber r̲ r ̲eq̲ dᵛyʼoˑqʼys. See yʼoqʼ.
barbershop r̲es̲ e̲qdᵛyʼoˑqʼkʼys. See yʼoqʼ.
bare, be tʼaqʼ. S-v.
barefoot bayaˑsyak. Sra.
barely čeˑt hak. See čeˑ.
bark (inner) nčʼed. S-n.
bark (inner) stabl\ʼsʔm. See stabl\ʼ.
bark (outer) qnewčʼi. Sn.
bark, gather stabl\ʼ. Sv.
bark, to pag. Sv.
barrel tʼomoˑl. S-n.
bashful (ashamed), be ndečgi. Sv.
bashful (shy), be salkyʼ. Sv.
basket maksa. Sn.
basket (burden) yʼagi. Sn.
basket (for wokas-gathering) spidgs. See spi.
basket (sifting) slačʼqn̲oˑts. See slačʼ.
basket (storage) čaklʼa. Sn.
basket (type) saˑlm tʼaˑyʼs. See tʼaˑyʼ.
basket (water-storage) qalla. Sn.
basket base (the first ring of white cattails on which the basket is built up) se̲ʼlᵛočʼpʼs. See očʼiˑpʼ.
basket hat qma. Sn S-n.
basket hopper tʼlog.̣ S-n.
basket sifter tya. Sn.
basket tray (for wokas-sifting and parching) pʼaLa. Sn.
basket-like obj., act upon sqa. S-v (cl.).
basketry designs: the following names of basketry design elements were recorded.
Arrow-Pointed-on sawlsa̲ltn̲dk. See sawl.
Crow’s-Kneed-on gaˑgm
̣ sqʼolʼanč\ʼa̲ltn̲dk. See qʼolʼinč.
Footed-on peč\ʼa̲ltn̲dk. See peč.
Lightning-Struck-on wlepʼl\ʼtn̲dk. See wlepʼl\ʼ.
Pit-Rivered-on moˑwa̲twaˑsa̲ltn̲dk. See moˑwa̲.
Trout-Guts-on smʼolingsa̲ltn̲dk. See smʼoling.
Wall-Framed-on sgačoˑsa̲
ltn̲dk. See sgačoˑ.
̣
̣
bat nayL. -S-n.
batchelor qoqding. S-n.
bathe peˑw. Sv.
bay-colored, be beqʼ. S-v.
be gi. Sv.
be able a̲t. sv.
be an article of wearing apparel (?) eˑʼ. sv.

be what the preceding adverb says eˑw i ̲ʼ. sv.
bead yamn. S-n.
bead (blue glass) čagpča. See čag.
bead (bone) qaqʼoˑ. Sn.
bead (type) yahiˑ. Sn.
bear (black bear) witʼeˑm. Sn.
bear (cinnamon) nʼaˑqʼa. Sn.
bear (grizzly) loq. Sn.
beard smʼoˑg.̣ Sn.
beard (of a young boy) r̲em
̲ ʼaˑks. See mʼaˑk.
beat dᵛ. -S-v (cl.).
beat (in a fight) sqʼom\ʼ. Sv.
beat (win) win. S-v. Also gᵛoˑli. See oˑli.
beat (with a fist, foot) kt. S-v (cl.).
beat (with a long instrument) w. S-v (cl.).
beat hard (pitter-patter) kʼaw\ʼ. Sv.
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beat hard (throb) diqʼ. Sv.
beat on (as a drum) wotn̲nʼa. See w.
beaver pom. Sn.
because of wk. sv.
become (be) gi. Sv.
become (change) gleg.
Sv.
̣
become (turn) dgi. sv.
bed sqʼolbgkʼys. See sqʼol. Also bet. Sn.
bedding se̲ʼwals. See wal.
bee mom. -S-n.
been ([past stative]) odg. sv.
beetle (potato beetle) weˑteˑnkniˑ. See weˑteˑn.
beetle (sp.) tgolʼoˑt. S-n.
beetle (sp.) r̲éˑ̲ r̲qaˑs. See qas.
before loby. Sl Sr.
beg sʔamna. S-v.
behind alamn. sv.
behind tabyʼtant. See tabyʼ.
belch qʼobL\ʼ. Sv.
belch (gasp) mpakʼ. Sv. Or mpʼaqʼaˑ. S-v.
belch (have gas on the stomach) kʼoskʼ. Sv.
believe loˑL. Sv.
belittle sgaˑm.
Sv.
̣
bell din. -Sn.
below (down below) yanaˑ. Sl.
below (underneath) monaˑ. Sl.

belt (of hide) peqʼ. Sv.
belt, wear qʼayLyʼ. Sv.
bend čoq. -Sv.
bend qʼočʼ. +Sv.
bend (a limber obj.) lʼew. -Sv.
bend (a slender obj.) silʼ. -Sv.
bend (fold) qʼalʼ. -Sv.
bend (into a hoop) čʼis. S-v.
bend (wad up, tangle) qʼol i ̲ʼ. -Sv.
[benefactive] iˑ. sv.
berdache twiniˑq. S-v.
berry: for various spp. see under “plant.” Berries having commonly known English names will be
found under those headings.
beside aqyeˑtn̲. sv.
beside (on one side) Nay. S-l.
besides (separate) weliˑ. S-l.

between atʼamsg.̣ sv.
between the legs pʼoˑkʼ. -Sv.
big moˑ. Srm.
bile bi. S-n.
bird čʼikʼ. S-n. Species having common English names will be found under those headings.
bird (sp.) gawi. Sn.
bird (sp.) ǰiWeˑʼ. -S-n.
bird (sp.) qawdoˑgiˑ. S-n.
birth, give nqaqgi. Sv. Also mʼog\ʼaˑkʼ\ʼa̲la. See mʼog. And weˑʼs\ʼa̲la. See weˑʼ.
bit (unit of money) bit. Sn.
bitch nčʼilo. Sn.
bite, to gwᵛ.
S-v (cl.).
̣
bite fleas čʼaˑqʼ. -Sv.
biting ogy.
̣ sv.
bitter, be mpʼoqamn. Sv.
black, be bos. S-v.
blackberry r̲et̲ onksʔm. See ton.
blackbird čʼog.̣ S-n.
blackbird (Brewer’s blackbird) čʼeg.̣ S-n.
blackbird (yellow-headed blackbird) kaklaˑwʼ. -S-n.
bladder (of a fish) tʼog.̣ S-n.
blanket (rabbitskin) qʼalyʼa. Sn.
blanket, wear skod. Sv.
blaze (on a horse’s forehead) se̲nᵉaliˑgdk. See nᵉ.
blaze up hebl. -Sv.
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bleach, to sne̲čoˑqʼdgi. See čoqʼ.
bleed ǰeglea̲
̣ la. See ǰegle.
̣
blind pat. +Sv sv.
blink swʼeqapč. S-v.
blink pʼetqʼ. Sv.
blink (wink, squint) qʼnačʼiˑqʼ. Sv.
blister čʼitn̲a. See čʼi.
blister, to čʼew\ʼ. Sv.
blizzard, to wič. S-v (cl.).
blood ǰegle.
̣ Sn.
bloom, to slʼab. Sv.
blow (a puff of breath) swokʼ. S-v.
blow (breath) pniw. S-v.
blow (breeze) wloˑ. S-v.
blow (from the north) yaˑma̲. Sv.
blow (from the south) moˑwa̲. Sv.
blow (from the south-east) yeˑwa̲. Sv.
blow (snow, storm, blizzard) wič. S-v (cl.).
blow (the nose) sniˑg\ʼ.
̣ Sv.
blow (wind) wi. S-v (cl.).
blue, be mʼečʼ. S-v.
bluejay tsgew.
-S-n.
̣
blunt, be čʼoy i ̲ʼ. +Sv.
blunt on top, be tʼoM\ʼ. Sv.
blush taˑkdgi r̲bqʼa. See tak.
board (piece of lumber) papg.̣ S-n.
body čʼoleˑk. S-n.
body, act with the wʼin. S-v.
body hair r̲em
̲ ʼaˑks. See mʼaˑk.
bogeyman qoˑʼs. See qoˑʼ.
boil (skin eruption) lᵛotqʼags. See lᵛ.
boil, to dopʼ. Sv.
boil by heated stones tal. S-v.
bone qaqʼoˑ. Sn.
bone game sakl\ʼs. See sakl\ʼ.
book bok. Sn.
bootlegger r̲eh̲ od̲wys. See hod̲.
bore a hole twᵛ. S-v (cl.).
both laˑb\ʼokʼ. See laˑb.
both sides, ends biblan. S-l.
bother, to sne̲tmaˑkʼa. See tmaˑkʼ.
bothered, be ǰekʼ. Sv.

bottle baˑdal. Sn.
bottom of a basket čʼoy. Sn.
bottom of a basket (a bunch of strands tied in the middle from which the sides of the basket are built
up) sčilʼgs.
̣ See sči.
bow ntey. S-n.
bow (of a canoe) biˑʼ. S-n.
bow the head in shame sqʼenaneˑ. S-v.
bowstring naLi. S-n.
box baˑg. S-n.
box, to se̲ktobga. See kt.
box canyon ginYatbys. See gin.
boxer (fighter) r̲es̲ e̲ktobgys. See kt.
boy čʼaˑgi.
̣ Sn.
boy (late teenage) čʼilwi. S-n.
boy (teenage) tsimʼang. Sv.
brace and bit twᵛačʼiˑkʼoˑts. See twᵛ.
bracelet, wear pipiˑkʼ. Sv.
brag se̲lodadga. See lodadg. Also he̲sčaˑndgi. See čaˑn.
braggart (show-off) qʼaǰičwʼačweˑʼ. S-n.
braid (a single braid), to qbaqʼ. Sv.
braid (pl. braids), to weqtʼ. Sv.
brain(s) tʼapsniˑq. Sn.
brake sʔiwllʼgoˑts.
See sʔiwl.
̣
branch weq. Sn.
branch off se̲tondga.
̣ See ton.
brant (China brant) lʼak. -Sn.
brant (sp.) laˑLq. Sn.
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brant (white brant) waywʼ. S-n.
bread baˑlʼaˑʼ. S-n.
bread (of cattail root flour) slʼeps. S-n.
break a brittle obj. pʼakʼ. +Sv.
break a brittle or flimsy obj. čew i ̲ʼ. -Sv.
break a surface tew i ̲ʼ. +Sv.
break a tooth kʼatʼ. +Sv.
break in two (fracture) qew i ̲ʼ. +Sv.
break in two (sg.) gattʼ. +Sv.
break in two (pl.) golčʼ. -Sv.
break off relations with weddoˑwi. Sv.
break the neck kʼačʼ. -Sv.
breakfast, to sniyeˑga. See sni.
breastbone (bird’s) sʔoqoˑp. Sn.
breastbone (human) sgočʼ.
S-n.
̣
breath hoqn̲ys. See hoqn̲.
breathe hoqn̲. Sv.
breathless, be wʼičʼ. Sv.
bride (newly married girl) sqabg. S-n.
bride payment wgoˑwys.
See wgoˑ.
̣
̣
bridge slan̲kʼws. See slan̲.
bright-colored, be Wallwi. Sv.
bring a gift se̲ʔidanga.
̣ See ʔi.
bringing ebg. sv.
bringing and arriving adbn̲. sv.
bristle, to skač. S-v.

brittle, be lʼemʼ. Sv.
broil (fish, flat obj.) nᵉalʼaˑlʼa. See nᵉ.
broil (piece of meat) čʼlᵉalʼaˑlʼa. See čʼlᵉ.
bronco tgaˑwʼ.
S-n.
̣
broom wčʼloˑsqn̲oˑts. See čʼlos.
brother (man or woman’s younger brother) tabyʼa̲b. See tabyʼ.
brother (man’s elder brother) tgeˑwnʼa̲
b. See tgeˑw.
̣
̣
brother (woman’s elder brother) ʔaˑn. -S-n. Also kʼoˑn. -S-n.
brother-in-law (man’s) čog. -S-n. Also čʼig.̣ -S-n.
brother-in-law (woman’s) molg.̣ S-n.
brown, be kaW. S-v. Also čʼis. S-v. Also qʼaW. S-v (?).
bruise heavily mʼoˑqʼ. Sv.
bruise lightly mʼeˑqʼ. Sv.
brush (hair) pčikʼ. S-v.
brush (pl. objs.) Leˑ. -Sv.
brush (sg. or a few objs.) Loˑ. -Sv.

bubble, to qʼmolmʼolʼ. Sv.
bubble up sčʼolʼ. Sv.
buck (horse) stelʼal. S-v.
bucket poqʼoˑ. Sn.
buckskin (cured) mbaw. S-n.
buckskin (uncured) qla. S-n.
bud (wokas), to qʼambolwʼ. Sv.
buffalo yohoˑ. Sn.
build a house lačʼ. Sv.
bull lidol. Sn.
bullet kʼeys. See nkʼeysʔań̲.
bullets (shot) baLaˑ. S-n.
bullhead kʼoččʼa. Sn.
bull-roarer sqiˑwʼ. S-n.
bump against hod̲t n̲lʼga.
̣ See hod̲.
bump with the buttocks čoqtn̲lʼga.
̣ See čʼoq.
bunch, act upon a sči. S-v (cl.).
burn, to nᵛ. S-v (cl.).
burn the tongue tʼekʼ. Sv.
burrow waˑs. See waˑ.
burst baw i ̲ʼ. +Sv.
bury pʼnan̲. Sv. Also womiˑ. Sv.
bury (a corpse) ʔilʼga.
̣ See elʼg.̣
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bush: for various spp. see under “plant.” Bushes having commonly known English names will be
found under those headings.
bushes, in the aqaˑy i ̲ʼ. sv.
bushy, be nǰel. S-v. Also čik. S-v.
but (however) dak. Srp.
butterfly (large sp.) weq. -Sn.
butterfly (small sp.) yᵛ r̲é ̲ r̲baleˑʼs. See yᵛ.
buttocks čʼey. Sn.
buttocks, act with the čʼoq. S-v (cl.).
buttocks, have the … in a position hoq. S-v.
buttocks, on the akʼy. sv.
button (gold army uniform button) r̲ r ̲es̲ piyeˑgs. See spi.
button, to lᵛtʼepkʼwa. See tʼepʼ.
buy sgeʔ. Sv.
by the fire elwy. sv. Also alʼaˑlʼ. sv.
C
cache, to wog.̣ Sv.
calf keˑp. S-n.
calf (of the leg) čʼolʔs. See čʼolʔ.
California quail r̲ r ̲es̲ dᵛawligs.
̣ See dᵛ.
call (ask someone to do) satma̲. Sv.
call (ask someone to go) saMoˑ. S-v.
call (name) ʔelg.̣ Sv.
call (shout) nqen. Sv (cl.).
calm, be gem.
S-v.
̣
calm (quiet), be tʼaˑm. S-v.
calve keˑp\ʼaˑkʼ\ʼa̲la. See keˑp.
camas (death camas) sgaw. Sn.
camas (edible) bogs.
̣ See bog.̣
camp (pack a load on the back), to me. S-v.
camp, to mak. S-v. Also sney. S-v.
candy r̲é ̲ r̲Loy\ʼs. See Loy\ʼ.
cane heksg.̣ S-n. Also yaksa. Sn.
cane (in a myth) ʔiˑme. Sn.
canoe wonǰ. Sn.
canoe, act upon a sgᵛ.
̣ S-v (cl.).
canoe paddle qčʼik. Sn.
canoe pole (steering paddle) lqʼaq. Sn.
canteen ʔambo čʼi r̲yamnoˑts. See čʼi.
card game ǰiˑǰiway. Sn.
cards (playing) ligal. Sn.

care for (have regard for) heˑwʼ. Sv.
care for (take care of) beˑL i ̲ʼ. +Sv.
carrot baˑw. S-n.
carry in the mouth qbᵛ. S-v (cl.). Also qbi. S-v (cl.).
carry on a litter liwaˑ. S-v.
carry someone on the shoulders sčʼikʼwal. S-v.
carrying around oyamn. sv.
carry-strap (for a pack basket) stinLa̲s. See stin.
castrate qdᵛolčʼa. See qdᵛ.
cat pʼoˑs. S-n. Also pʼisʔ. -S-n.
cataract in the eye, have boqL. Sv.
catch (a thrown obj.) qʼawʼ. Sv.
catch (hold, grasp, seize) snʼog.̣ Sv.
caterpillar wdoˑtg. S-n.
cat’s cradle, play sagapǰol.
S-v.
̣
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cat’s cradle figures: the following are the names of some of the common cat’s cradle figures.
Coyote wʼas. See wʼa.
Ghost’s-Cane skoˑgsʔm heksgys.
̣ See skoˑg and heksg.̣
Little-Coyotes r̲ew
̲ ʼakʼa. See wʼa.
Magpie r̲é ̲ r̲wʼigs.
̣ See wʼig.̣
Sky galoˑ.
See galoˑ.
̣
̣
Squeezing-the-Anus qʼiw qʼa čʼapʼs. See qʼiw.
Sun-Rises sʔabas dinygi.
̣ See sʔab and din.
Taking-the-Cradleboard-from-Each-Other swʼenč se̲ʔᵛodgeˑʼs.
See swʼenč and ʔᵛ.
̣
Wolf gewčys.
See gewč.
̣
̣
Wood-Worker ʔanko r̲ r ̲es̲ ʔodtʼys. See ʔanko and sʔ.
sgag
̣ als
̣ čʼopʼs. [Unknown meaning.]
cattail pop. S-n.
cattail burr wʼiˑWi. Sn.
cattail flour bread slʼeps. S-n.
cattail root qdog. S-n.
caulk skʼačʼ. Sv. Also sničiˑkʼ. Sv.
[causative] he̲s. pv. Also sne̲. pv.
cave gome.
Sn.
̣
cedar (sp.) wolwan. S-n.
celebrate yeq. Sv.
celery (wild celery) bočʼo. Sn.
center datglam.
Sl.
̣
center pole (of a winter house) sdᵛodiˑls. See dᵛ.
chafe wen̲. Sv.
chair čᵛawloˑts. See čᵛ.
chalk lobg.̣ S-n.
change gleg.
Sv.
̣
change (boy’s voice at puberty) wagnʼ.
̣ Sv.
char, to boˑs i ̲. -Sv.
charcoal lkʼom. Sn.
chase, to soˑ. S-v.
chatter (teeth) kʼatʼ. +Sv.
cheat sditg.̣ Sv.
cheek patʼoˑ. Sn.
chest (body part) wso. Sn.
chew gwᵛokanga.
See gwᵛ.
̣
̣
chewing up ačʼeˑs. -Sv.
chick (newly hatched bird) sqemqn̲wys. See sqem.
chickadee čʼisgiˑg
̣ i.
̣ Sn.
chicken ǰigin. Sn.
child weˑʼ. S-n.

childless person čʼido. Sn.
children tʼaksni. -Sn.
chin geˑčʼo.
Sn.
̣
Chinese ǰaˑnama. Sn.
chip, to čeqʼ. -Sv.
chip off qʼečʼ. -Sv.
chipmunk (sp.) wasla. Sn.
choke (on a mouthful of food) ntop. S-v.
choke (on something in the throat) qliń̲. Sv.
choke (strangle) yᵛačqʼaˑqʼa. See yᵛ.
choke (strangle with the fingers) čʼlᵉačqʼaˑqʼa. See čʼlᵉ.
chokecherry dwičqʼs. See dwičqʼ.
chokecherry gum walaˑg.̣ S-n.
chop w. S-v (cl.).
“chub” (fish): see “fish.”
church čečhaws. See čeč.
church camp loˑLbgmksi. See loˑL.
cigarette pʼags.
̣ See pʼag.̣
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cinch (horse harness) switʼls. See swᵛ.
circle, in a akʼiˑm i ̲ʼ. sv.
circle, into a oqʼil. -Sv.
clam gleˑčʼo.
Sn.
̣
clap the hands qtʼaqʼ. Sv.
clavicle nahkʼ. S-n.
claw sdeg.̣ S-n.
clay (type) sbaˑl. Sn.
clean (a fish) wʼetʼdga.
̣ See wʼetʼ.
clean off (chips) qetʼ. -Sv.
clear, be yal. S-v.
clear away (forest, brush) qatʼ.
clearing (open space) saˑykʼa. Sn.
clench the teeth se̲gwᵛačdang
a.
̣
̣ See gwᵛ.
̣
click to a horse kčʼiqʼ. Sv.
cliff Wal. S-n.
climbing up og̣ n̲. sv.
cling to mʼiq. -Sv.
clinging vine (dependent person) čʼlᵉmʼiqtn̲ys. See mʼiq. Also se̲ndokdgs. See ndok.
clitoris siˑd. S-n.
clod tʼoˑlg.̣ S-n.
close (near, short) wikaˑ. Sl.
close (nearby) syokʼaˑ. S-l.
close a door kʼays. S-v.
close the eyes qʼlamčʼ. Sv.
closing akʼy. sv.
cloth siˑl. Sn.
clothlike obj., act upon a slᵉ. S-v (cl.).
clothlike surface, act upon a hiw. S-v.
clothe lwᵛ. S-v (cl.).
clothing se̲lwᵛotn̲ys. See lwᵛ.
cloud pʼayss. See pʼays.
cloud (from which streamers of mist hang down) lmen̲ysʔm lag.̣ See lmen̲ and lag.̣
cloudy, be pʼays. Sv.
club (weapon) stoˑbgs. See stoˑbg.
clumsy, be Ločʼ. Sv.
coals lkʼom. Sn.
coals, on the aps. sv.
coat gabo. Sn.
coccyx qodo. Sn.
coffee koˑbi. Sn.
cohabit mboseˑlʼ. Sv.

coil (rope) spᵛqʼol i ̲ʼlʼga.
̣ See qʼol i ̲ʼ.
coil up (snake) čqʼaˑlʼ. -Sv.
coitus, have sʔin. Sv.
coitus from behind, have nʼeˑslʼ. Sv.
cold (catarrh), have snʼewLi. Sv.
cold (person), be gatdkʼ.
Sv.
̣
cold (weather, liquid), be čkʼaˑW. Sv.
collander sčiqn̲oˑts. See sči.
[collective] ʔm. sn.
collide se̲hod̲danga.
̣ See hod̲. See also “bump.”
colt tgaˑwʼkʼa.
See tgaˑwʼ.
̣
̣
comb, to slᵛčiˑqʼa. See slᵛ.
come gᵛebga. See gᵛ and ebg.
coming ebg. sv.
coming for a purpose olgi. sv.
coming home adbn̲. sv.
command (message) noˑkangs. See noˑ.
command, to tbeˑw. Sv.
competition, in a eˑʼ. sv.
complain soˑwi. Sv.
completely bil. Sre.
completely, do čapg. -Sv.
completing oˑl. sv.
concealing ayahʔ. sv.
conceited, be stosq. Sv.
[conditional:] if heˑ. Srp.
cone (of bark: treatment for arthritis or rheumatism) se̲kʼlᵛikLs. See kʼlᵛ.
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confused, be loˑwkanga. See loˑw.
confused (rattled), be bem\ʼ. Sv.
consider someone unable čʼoy. Sv.
constellation: the following are the names of constellations:
Children r̲ r ̲en̲ tʼaksni. See tʼaksni.
String-of-Fish slogs. See slog.
Wiyaˑ’s-Bow wiyaˑlm nteys. See wiyaˑ (meaning unknown).
constipated, be wgipʼ. Sv.
container waˑgogs.
See waˑ.
̣
container, into a igog.
̣ sv. Also iwyʼg.̣ sv.
container, out of a odg. sv. Also oygag.
̣ sv.
converse hasaswaˑkʼy. Sv. Also Waldga. See Wal.
cook (mustard seeds) ʔᵛewa. See ʔᵛ.
cook, to snoˑg.̣ See noˑg.̣
cooked, be noˑg.̣ Sv.
cooking rock mba. S-n.
cool (by blowing on) snog. Sv.
Coos Bay people haˑniˑ. S-n.
cord in the neck twinwan. Sn.
core loˑq. Sn.
corn (maize) ʔisalqʼi. Sn.
corner, in a akʼčʼwy. sv.
cornered, be ʔi r̲ r ̲éw
̲ nʼa̲a. See awnʼa̲.
corpse glegdk.
See gleg.
̣
̣
corpses čʼoˑqʼdk. See čʼoˑqʼ.
cottonwood tree wlal. Sn.

cough, to ʔoqsoʼ. Sv.
count, to sʔedw. Sv.
cousin ʔomǰ. -S-n.
cousin (female) qʼaˑǰ. -S-n. Also naˑn. -S-n.
cousin (male, said by a younger male) tgeˑwnʼa̲
b. See tgeˑw.
̣
̣
cousin (mother’s younger brother’s child, said by a male) čog. -S-n.
cousin (woman’s elder female cousin) tʼaˑl. -S-n.
cover (and squash) čʼiqʼ. -Sv sv.
cover (with a lid) wtʼamʼ. Sv.
cover, to wal. S-v sv. Also tʼačʼ. -Sv.
covet loˑčwʼ. Sv.
cow mos. -Sn.
coward r̲es̲ inʼamstn̲ys. See sinʼams. Also r̲ew
̲ osys. See wos.
cowboy tgaˑwʼs
r̲eč̲ ᵛikLys. See tgaˑwʼ
and čᵛ.
̣
̣
coyote wʼa. S-n. Also kʼolyʼaˑ. Sn.
coyote (sp.) wʼas paLlʼgs.
̣ See paL.

coyote (sp.?) kʼwatag. S-n.
crack, to baw i ̲ʼ. +Sv.
cradleboard swʼenč. Sn.
cradleboard hoop sčʼisliˑgs. See čʼis.
cradleboard sunshade sčʼisLa̲ys. See čʼis.
cramp (in the leg), have čʼolʔ. Sv.
cramp (in the stomach), have hoyʔakčʼ. Sv.
cramp (kink), have lgeˑy.
S-v.
̣
cramp (knotting up of a muscle) stiˑqʼ. Sv.
crane (blue crane) sʔoˑg.̣ S-n.
crane (sandhill crane) qʼlidiˑ. S-n.
crane (white crane) kowaˑ. Sn.
crane a look tʼwekʼ. Sv.
Crater Lake giˑw. S-n.
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crave baˑg.̣ Sv.
crawfish goyʼa.
Sn.
̣
crawl kčʼi. S-v.
crawl (snake) skin. S-v.
crawl under headfirst goˑdiˑla.
See goˑ.
a.
̣
̣ Also goˑtʼaqʼtn̲
̣
crazy, be čʼawʼig. Sv.
cremate lologsʼa̲
̣ la. See lolog.̣
cricket dlol. Sn.
crops he̲swaˑs. See waˑ.
cross the legs se̲ʔᵛawlyeˑga. See ʔᵛ.
cross-eyed, be mbely. Sv.
crouch kʼnoqʼ. S-v.
crouch (stoop down) paL. S-v. Also čʼinlʼga.
̣ See čʼin.
crow gaˑg.
Sn.
̣
crow, to pakʼ. Sv.
crown of the head nqʼaq. Sn.
crumble up (as a clod, ice) čoy i ̲ʼ. +Sv.
crumble up (small objs.) toy i ̲ʼ. +Sv.
crumple up qol i ̲ʼ. -Sv.
crush čʼiqʼ. -Sv sv.
crush into shape pʼosqʼ. -Sv.
crust (on snow) bayL. S-n.
crutch se̲kᵛiwčnʼoˑts. See kᵛ.
cry (from fright) ʔesnkʼ. Sv.
cry (weep) swaqč. Sv. Also ʔamna. S-v.
cry (whine like a baby) mʼeˑqʼy. Sv.

cry, make someone sʔaˑʼ. Sv.
cry over something (“take very hard”) lowatbislʼ. Sv (?).
cuckold spondga.
̣ See spon. See also “adultery, commit.”
cup kap. Sn.
curl, to qʼol i ̲ʼ. -Sv.
curl up qpʼalʼ. Sv.
currant čʼomsqʼ. S-n.
curse (lay a spell on) tawy. Sv.
curse (swear at) laˑm. Sv.
cut, to qdᵛ. S-v (cl.).
cut hair yʼoqʼ. -Sv.
cut in strips čay i ̲ʼ. +Sv.
cut off a sg. obj. kʼal\ʼ. -Sv sv. Also gattʼ. +Sv.
cut off pl. objs. golčʼ. -Sv.
cut off the head kʼačʼ. -Sv.
cut open a bulbous round obj. titʼ. +Sv. Also aLaˑsg̣ n̲. sv.

cute, be gag
̣ l.
̣ S-v.
D
dab (sprinkle) čʼečʼ. -Sv.
dam ʔᵛodiˑlks. See ʔᵛ.

dam (fish dam) čᵛabaˑy i ̲ʼkʼys. See čᵛ.
dam, to sdᵛakʼya. See sdᵛ. Also sdᵛayʼaˑYa. See sdᵛ.
damage around the edges pʼetʼ. -Sv.
damp, be tkʼaˑw. S-v.
damp (wet), be mʼoqʼaLtʼ. Sv.
dance, to ksiw. S-v.
dance (ceremonial dance), to waˑL. Sv.
dance (scalp dance), to saˑč. Sv.
dance (war dance), to niklap. S-v.
dandruff pʼoqang. S-n.
danger ǰiǰiˑk. S-n.
dangerous wosaspči. See wos.
dappled, be ltoˑqʼ. Sv.
dare, to deyoˑw. Sv. Also haskiˑng. S-v.
dark, be čʼmog. Sv. Also sponneˑga. See spon.
darkness čʼmogs. See čʼmog.
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darling he̲sanʼaˑWawlis. See sanʼaˑWawli.
daughter eˑ. -S-n.
daughter-in-law tod. -S-n.
daughter-in-law (woman newly married and living with her in-laws) tʼeynniwaˑs. See tʼeyn.
dawn, to beqʼ. S-v.
day, be wayt. Sv.
daydream, to diwiˑs mpetʼčnʼa. See mpetʼ.
daytime pse. Sn.
dead. See “die.”
dead fish čʼalw. S-n.
deaf, be nčoqʼ. Sv.
death camas sgaw. Sn.
decay (rust, rot) slʼeqʼ. Sv.
decay (spoil, sour, rot) ntʼopʼ. Sv.
[declarative] ʔa. Srp.
deep (wide, tall, far) ʔaˑdiˑ. Sl sr.
deep, be ʔeˑW i ̲. Sv.
deep into oteˑg. sv.
deer lilhang. S-n. Also maˑwič. Sn.
deer (black-tailed deer) mos. -Sn.
deer (muledeer) baˑgoˑl.
̣ S-n.
deer (red deer) swayʼ. Sn.
deer-hoof rattle s r̲e ̲ r̲čaqʼoˑts. See čaqʼ.
defecate sqʼeń̲. Sv.
defecate (have a loose motion) ntitʼlʼga.
̣ See titʼ.
delouse dmᵛkʼačʼa. See dmᵛ.
[demonstrative Type II formant] n. sd.
den waˑs. See waˑ.
dent pʼečʼaqʼ. -Sv.
dentalium tʼolalwʼ. S-n.
deny saqamk. Sv.
depend upon dal\ʼtn̲bga. See dal\ʼ. Also sadamniˑlg.̣ Sv (?).
desert, to gᵛoliˑna. See gᵛ.
design, make somʼalwʼ. Sv.
destroy swʼeng. Sv.
dew čʼidgs. See čʼi.
dewclaw se̲daqčoˑts. See daqč.
devil monaˑdalʼkniˑ. See monaˑ.
diagonally against abaˑy i ̲ʼ. sv.
diaphragm pʼaw. S-n.
diarrhea, have gᵛoditgoˑla. See gᵛ.
die (pl.) čʼoˑqʼ. Sv.

die (sg.) gleg.
Sv.
̣
die (slang) galiˑn.
Sv.
̣
different kinds, ways ʔoʔoˑʔaq. Sra.
differently wenniˑ. Sra.
difficult, be qwaˑtʼ. Sv.
dig (a hole) yebn̲. Sv.
dig (a row, furrow) tʼoy i ̲ʼ. +Sv.
dig (a tunnel) dmᵛ. S-v (cl.).
dig (a well) sʔilg. Sv.
dig (roots) mey, Sv.
digging stick ʔamda. Sn. Also yoqma. Sn.
[diminutive] ʼaˑkʼ. sn sa.
dip, to sdin. S-v.
dip net sdinyeˑgoˑts. See sdin.
dirt geˑla.
Sn.
̣
dirty, be qʼaqneˑg. Sv.
disappointed, be dat gikanga. See gi.
discontented, be čʼiyoˑlʼ. Sv.
disgusted with, be qʼoˑy\ʼ. Sv.
dish, be a sapL. Sv.
dishevel kʼoˑs. -Sv.
dishpan sdipnks. See sdipn.
dislike, to mʼočkʼ. Sv.
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disparage sgaˑm.
Sv.
̣
dispersed aywwi. sv.
dissatisfied, make someone sne̲leˑgdgi. See leg.
distribute ʔeˑtʼ. Sv.
[distributive] r̲e.̲ sv sn sd sa sl sr.
disturb (a sleeping person) snomčakL. Sv.
ditch gog
̣ ea̲
̣ ls. See gog
̣ e.
̣
dive, to ban. Sv.
dividing edg.̣ sv.
divorce, to se̲glewy.
See glewy.
̣
̣
dizzy, be lem\ʼ. Sv.
do (make, work) sʔ. S-v (cl.).
do transitively (?) odtʼ. -Sv.
do what the preceding noun says ʼa̲l. sv sn.
doctor (shaman) qyog.̣ S-n.
doctor (white man’s doctor) daˑkda. Sn. Also yawgsmeˑn.
See yawg̣ and meˑn.
̣
doctor someone (as a shaman does) čᵛotn̲a. See čᵛ.
doe golo. Sn.
dog wač\ʼaˑkʼ. See wač.
doing repeatedly in the air eˑqʼ. sv.
doll, play with a ʔamʔ. Sv.
dollar daˑla. Sn.
door kʼaystn̲ys. See kʼays.
door, in the eqʼy. sv.
door, just outside the atʼiˑt. sv.
dote on ndok. S-v.
double up a fist qpʼalʼ. Sv.
doughy, be lʼabkʼ. +Sv.
dove ʔoˑlʼ. S-n.
down a hill atqʼaps. sv. Also eqweˑL. sv.
down from a height odgi.
̣ sv. Also atqʼaps. sv.
down off oˑli. sv.
down on top of eLWn̲. sv.
down to the earth elʼg.̣ sv.
downstream obln̲. sv.
drag, to spi. S-v (cl.).
drag, to sbᵛ. S-v (cl.).
drag a heavy obj. tʼoy i ̲ʼ. +Sv.
dragonfly qoqding. S-n.
drape over lmoˑl. S-v.
draping off the edge owʼeˑtʼ. sv.
drawers (woman’s) qaL. S-n.

dread, to niˑqʼa. S-v.
dream, see in a tʼn̲. sv.
dream, to dodiˑqʼ. Sv.
dress (clothe) lwᵛ. S-v (cl.).
dress, wear a gog
̣ .̣ Sv.
dried fish qaml. S-n.
drink, to bonw. Sv.
drip, to di. S-v (cl.). Also nčikʼ. S-v. Also ntiqʼ. S-v.
drive (a stake) hon. S-v.
drive (animals) tpo. S-v. Also niw. S-v.
drive (automobile, wagon) lᵛo r̲yamna. See lᵛ. Also sdilnčnʼa. See sdiln.
drive (fish into a net) ksᵛiwLa̲a. See ksᵛ.
drop (let fall) debl. S-v. Also see “fall.”
drop off (as a ripe berry) sčoqʼy. S-v. Also qam. S-v.
drum bam. -Sn.
drumstick r̲é ̲ r̲bam wotn̲nʼoˑts. See bam and w.
drunk, be lʔeg. Sv.
dry, to bah. Sv.
dry fish qamls\ʼa̲la. See qaml.
dry up pal. Sv.
dry up (as a drought) mpʼaqʼ. Sv.
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drying rack sčokʼlʼgs.
̣ See sčokʼ. Also sbahoˑts. See bah.
[dubitative] yʼa. Sre.
duck (blackjack duck) sney. S-n.
duck (butterball duck) r̲ r ̲em
̲ pʼaqtn̲ys. See mpʼaq.
duck (canvasback duck) golaˑ.
Sn.
̣
duck (diver duck) qʼiliˑǰig. S-n.
duck (diving duck) kokaswʼa. Sn.
duck (fish duck) ǰig. -S-n.
duck (fish duck) ǰaqno. S-n.
duck (mallard duck) Weˑg.̣ S-n.
duck (pintail duck) golg. S-n.
duck (red duck) wiʔam. Sn.
duck (sp.) Weˑgsginʼa.
See Weˑg̣ and ginʼa.
̣
duck (spoonbill duck) gononoˑʼ.
S-n.
̣
duck (whistler duck) dodod. S-n.
duck (wood duck) čʼawlaˑk. S-n.
duckling doydi. Sn.
duckling (just hatched) swʼiˑg. S-n.
dumpling r̲eq̲ ʼayʼeʼaˑkʼ. See qʼayʼe.
[durative] obg. sv.
during i. sv.
dust nkililkʼs. See nkililkʼ.
dusty, be nkililkʼ. Sv. Also boqʼ. Sv.
dwarf (midget), be skʼič. S-v.
dwarf (race of trolls) gagaˑnʼa. Sn.
dwelling čiˑs. See čiˑ.
dye (with rotten wood dye) smoloʼa̲la. See molo.
dye, to sne̲lᵛewa. See lᵛ.

E
eagle (bald eagle) yawqʼl. Sn.
eagle (golden eagle) blaywaˑs. See blay and waˑ.
ear momʼoˑwč. Sn. Also wʼawʼaˑq. S-n.
early ʔonaˑ. Srt.
earn money daˑlaa̲la. See daˑla.
earring hastamn. S-n.
earth geˑla.
Sn.
̣
earth, down to the elʼg.̣ sv.
earth to sky, from kʼačʼ. -Sv (?).
earthquake, have geˑla
sikʼdgi. See sikʼ.
̣
earwax dodoˑq. S-n.
East lobytdalʼ. See loby.

eat pʼań̲. sv.
eat (a bird embryo) Loˑčʼ. Sv.
eat (breakfast, snack) sni. S-v (cl.).
eat (mustard seed gravy) čʼipʼ. Sv.
eat (roe, fish eggs) Loqʼ.
eat (soup) Loˑb\ʼ. Sv.
eat (roasted bird skin) čʼelg. Sv.
eat (tules) ltew. Sv.
eat up wotʼ. Sv.
eat with he̲snᵉedga.
̣ See nᵉ.
eavesdrop mačaˑdiˑla. See mačaˑ.
echo, to pʼaq. -Sv.
eclipse, have /loq ʔa slʼogiˑ̣ sʔabasas./ See slʼᵛ.
edge, along a twisting alYn̲. sv.
edge, along the elwy. sv. Also aliˑg. sv.
edge, around the akʼiˑm i ̲ʼ. sv.
edge, damage the pʼetʼ. +Sv.
edge, off the oliˑn. sv. Also owʼeˑtʼ. sv.
edge, on the oliˑn. sv. Also oykiˑn. sv.
edge, on the very eliˑw. sv.
edge, over the owʼeˑtʼ. sv.
edge, to the oykiˑn. sv.
edge (shore), to the abaˑtn̲. sv.
eel gawi.
Sn.
̣
egg napl. Sn.
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eight ndanksept. See ndan and ksept.
eighteen tewnʼip\ʼant ndanksept. See tewnip and ndan.
eighty ndankseptnʼi tewnʼip. See ndan and tewnʼip.
either wageˑnha.
Srp.
̣
elbow se̲ltʼoqʼkʼys. See ltʼoqʼ.
elbow, act with the tqiq. S-v (cl.).
elbow-fight, to he̲stqitʼčʼa. See tqiq.
elder tgeˑw.
Sn.
̣
elderberry slʼoˑlwʼsʔm. slʼoˑlwʼ. See slʼoˑlwʼ.
eleven tewnʼip\ʼant Naˑs. See tewnʼip and Naˑs.
elk won. Sn.
embrace, to pewqʼy. Sv.
embracing akyamn. sv.
embryo (bird) Loˑčʼs. See Loˑčʼ.
embryo (duck) bolʼoˑq. S-n.
emphasize a point sdal\ʼtn̲a. See dal\ʼ.
[emphatic] hak. Sre.
empty, be ʔewʼn̲oˑla. See ʔewʼn̲.
empty-handed, be le dwaˑ gi. See le.
enamored, be wičʼtn̲a. See wičʼ. Also ldokw. Sv.
end, on the awʼaˑlʼ. sv.
end (point), on the amʼaˑčʼ. sv.
end, to the abaˑni. sv.
endure sikʼnam. S-v.
enlarge a hole pʼetʼ. +Sv.
enough sibač. Sv.
enslave (pl.) r̲el̲ owags\ʼa̲la. See loˑg.
enslave (sg.) loˑgs\ʼa̲la. See loˑg.
entrails (intestines) qʼayʼe. Sn.
entrails (lights) ǰilaˑʼ. S-n.
entrails (fish) smʼoling. S-n.
erection, have qniyʼ. Sv.
escape wibg. Sv.
escaping oykag. sv.
even (any) gin. Sre.
even (even though) maˑms. Srp.
evening qi. S-n.
evening, in the litgi.
̣ Srt.
ever dadaˑ. Sri.
every naˑnok. Sa.
everything naˑnokdwaˑ. See naˑnok and dwaˑ.
evilly qʼoy. Sra.

examine swᵉotn̲nʼa. See swᵉ.
exasperated, be nčegi.
̣ Sv.
excrement sqʼeń̲s. See sqeń̲.
explain heseˑks. Sv.
extend in a grove witʼ. S-v.
extend in a line waˑm. S-v (cl.). Also lčʼi. S-v.
extend out into a plain wqiw. Sv sv.
extend to a point stak. S-v.
extinguish a fire sipč. Sv.
eye lolb. Sn.
eye, injure the čʼiwʼ. -Sv.
eye, put out the pʼačʼ. +Sv sv.
eye mucus wawʼaˑk. S-n.
eyebrow snʼeklʼ. S-n.
eyelash(es) sgapčʼleˑlʼeˑg.
S-n. Also sgemʼin.
S-n.
̣
̣
F
face delʔn̲. Sv.
face, act on the pʼeqʼ. +Sv sv.
fade (turn white) baˑldgi. See bal.
fade away (sound) qmeˑs. S-v.
fall (a load, mass of objs.) wʼetʼ. S-v.
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fall (pl. objs.) he. S-v.
fall (season) sʔaLm. Sn.
fall (sg.) ntʼiw. S-v. Also w. S-v (cl.).
fall (tree) hin. S-v.
fall headfirst dᵛ. S-v (cl.).
fall out (tooth) kʼatʼ. +Sv.
fan, to wLiw. S-v.
fang gwᵛoga̲
oˑts. See gwᵛ.
̣
̣
far (deep, wide, tall) ʔaˑdiˑ. Sl sr.
fart, to skiy\ʼ. Sv.
fast (go hungry) sdaˑw. Sv.
fast (quickly) gill
̣ i ̲ʼank. See gill
̣ i ̲ʼ.
fast (soon) balaq. Srt.
fat blo. Sn.
fat, be bliń̲.
father tis. -S-n.
father-in-law (woman’s) qoˑsbgs. See qoˑs.
fawn wilʼe. Sn. Also ʔank. Sn.
fear (be scared, startled) toqʼ. Sv.
fear (be terrified) sinʼams. S-v.
fear (dread) niˑqʼa. S-v.
fear, to wos. Sv.
fear a bogeyman qoˑʼ. Sv.
fear a ghost skoˑg. Sv.
feather, to Lań̲. Sv.
feed baby birds dew. S-v.

feel (intuit) se̲mčelga.
̣ See mčelg.̣
feel (think) hosʔ. Sv.
feel around aws. -Sv.
feeling like nʼapg. sv.
feet, act with the yᵛ. S-v (cl.).
feet, under the anasg.̣ sv.
female genitals, on the ew. sv.
female quadruped or bird golo. Sn.
fence waqlʼaq. Sn. Also qčing. S-n.
fester čʼilʼga.
̣ See čʼi.
few kʼinkʼ. Sa.
feverish, feel tʼekʼ. Sv.
fieldmouse msa. S-n.
fifteen tewnʼip\ʼant tonʼip. See tewnʼip and tonʼip.
fifty tonʼipnʼi tewnʼip. See tonʼip and tewnʼip.
fifty cent piece Naykstʼa. See Nay.

fight, to r̲es̲ iwga. See siwg.
file (tool) ʔᵛqʼečʼs. See qʼečʼ.
fill, to sne̲ʔeˑwʼn̲a. See ʔewʼn̲. Also sdaˑ gi. See sdaˑ.
filled with pus, be mʼolʼ. Sv.
fillet of a fish sʔaliˑn. S-n.
fin qiˑč. S-n.
finally tabyʼgeˑni.
See tabyʼ.
̣
find, to gawʼl. Sv.
finger lgawʼaˑwʼalʼ.
S-n.
̣
finger, act with a sqol. S-v.
fingernail sdeg.̣ S-n.
fingernails, act with the čʼlᵉ. S-v (cl.).
finish, to woN. Sv.
finishing oˑl. sv. Also elʼg.̣ sv.
fir tree (sp.) čʼibqʼs. See čʼi.
fir tree (sp.) slaˑl. Sn.
fir tree (sp.) wonǰm. See wonǰ.
fir tree (sp.—or possibly yellow pine) liwl. -S-n.
fire lolog.̣ S-n.
fire, act on a kʼlᵛ. S-v (cl.). Also slʼᵛ. S-v (cl.).
fire, by the elwy. sv.
fire, into the alʼaˑlʼ. sv.
fire, on a kslʼ. sv.
fire, out of a oykiˑn. sv.
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fire (a weapon) once dewy. Sv.
fire (a weapon) pl. times yʼoˑ. S-v (cl.).
fire-drill, use slikw. Sv.
firefly čoˑq. Sn.
first loby. Sl Sr.
first (before some other action) wʼeˑ. Sre.
fish kyem. Sn.
fish: the following are the names of fish which have no commonly known English name or which
were unidentifiable. The informants classified these roughly into “gudgeons,” “mullets,”
“suckers,” and miscellaneous. Unfamiliarity with marine biology renders this list open to error.
gudgeons (also called “chubs”)
gudgeon (called a “gudgeon” by Gatschet and a “bullhead” by the informants) kʼoččʼa. Sn.
gudgeon (large sp.) qčʼiˑwʼ. S-n.
gudgeon (sp.) ndiˑlʼ. S-n.
gudgeon (sp. called a “minnow” by the informants) qʼodag. S-n.
gudgeon (sp. called a “sunfish” by LK) tʼeˑba. Sn.
mullets
mullet (sp.) čʼwaˑm. Sn.
mullet (sp.) histʼy. S-n.
mullet (sp.) qʼapdo. Sn.
mullet (sp.) tlag.̣ S-n.
mullet (sp.) yeˑn. Sn.
suckers
sucker (biggest sp.) čʼom. S-n.
sucker (sp.) saqda. Sn.
sucker (sp.) wčʼag. S-n.
fish names (continued)
miscellaneous
sp. of large minnow sawaˑ. S-n.
small sp. čawʼ. S-n.
small sp. of minnow wnay. Sn.
fish (dried) qaml. S-n.
fish bladder or intestines smʼoling. S-n.
fish dam čᵛabaˑy i ̲ʼkʼys. See čᵛ.
fish scraps noˑgsʔm.
See noˑg.̣
̣
fish spear stʼakwʼ. S-n.
fish spear (pronged) qalʼgs.
̣ See qa.
fish by torchlight kʼlᵛočʼwa. See kʼlᵛ. Also slʼᵛočʼwa. See slʼᵛ.
fish with a hook and line swʼᵛewa. See swʼᵛ.
fish with a net deklʼga.
̣ See dek.
fish with a trolling line spiwa. See spi.
fisher (animal) wʼalqʼačga. Sn.

fishhook lᵛodgis.
̣ See lᵛ. Also knewoˑts. See knew.
fishing spot dᵉlodiˑlks. See dᵉl.
fishline swʼᵛews. See swʼᵛ.
fishline (trolling line) spiwoˑts. See spi.
fishnet wičʼoˑL. S-n.
fishnet (netting) layg.̣ S-n.
fishnet (or fishtrap?) wlo. Sn.
fishpole swʼᵛewoˑts. See swʼᵛ. Also wqa. Sn.
fist, make a slapstʼ. Sv.
fit, to sibač. Sv.
five tonʼip. Sa.
five cent piece he̲sne̲ r̲éˑ̲ r̲bem\ʼs. See bem\ʼ.
five plus the preceding number ksept. -Sa.
flabby, be tʼosqʼ. Sv.
flap (flutter) bal. -Sv.
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flap (wings) wqapqʼ. Sv.
flap, to Lapʼ. Sv.
flare up (fire) hebl. -Sv.
flat, be Lepʼ. Sv.
flat obj., act upon a nᵉ. S-v (cl.)
flat on top, be tʼoM\ʼ. Sv.
flat place, in a ew. sv.
flea kʼotʼ. S-n.
flee qeˑq. S-v.
flicker (as a fire from afar) liw\ʼ. Sv.
flicker (bird) newlʼinč. Sn.
flicker (twinkle, glitter) lʼeqʼ. Sv.
flint mbosag. S-n.
float (pl.) lmeˑy. S-v.
float (sg.) mpetʼ. S-v.
flood, to sčʼiyeˑga. See čʼi.
flop, to Witʼ. Sv.
flour baˑlʼaˑʼ. S-n.
flow (drip) di. S-v (cl.).
flow, to ntol. S-v.
flower leˑw. -S-n.
flute, play slʼoˑlwʼ. Sv.
flutter bal. -Sv.
fly (housefly) mang.̣ Sn.
fly, to hon. S-v.
foal, to tgaˑwʼkʼaa̲
la. See tgaˑwʼ.
̣
̣

foam, to soˑqʼoˑng. Sv.
fog loˑws. See loˑw.
foggy, be loˑw. Sv.
fold, to qʼalʼ. -Sv.
follow saq. -Sv.
follow a leader wlan. S-v.
food pʼań̲s. See pʼań̲.
foot peč. Sn S-v.
foot, act with the peč. Sn S-v. Also yᵛ. S-v (cl.).
foot rags pʼiwg.̣ S-n.
footprint pečlʼgWiˑs.
See peč.
̣
for a long time maˑns. Srt.
for fun eˑʼ. sv.
for the sake of iˑ. sv.
forbid hiwsg. Sv.
forbid (warn) r̲ew
̲ oytn̲bga. See woy.

ford gᵛakʼwkʼys. See gᵛ. Also r̲eh̲ e̲sbankʼwks. See ban.
forehead lakʼiˑ. Sn.
forehead, on the aliˑg. sv.
foresee in a dream dodiˑqʼlʼga.
̣ See dodiˑqʼ.
forever čʼosni. See čʼosak.
forget yʼaM. S-v.
fork (eating utensil) se̲kᵛiwdgnʼoˑts.
See kᵛ.
̣
fornicate sʔin̲. Sv.
fornicate (woman) se̲dᵛewlʼga.
̣ See dᵛ.
Fort Klamath ʔiWqʼaˑqʼ. See ʔiW.
forty wonibnʼi tewnʼip. See woniˑb and tewnʼip.
forward and backward ačʼwa̲. sv.
fountain r̲eb̲ onwks. See bonw.
four woniˑb. Sa.
fourteen tewnʼip\ʼant woniˑb. See tewnʼip and woniˑb.
fox (red fox) wʼan. Sn.
fox (silver fox) hey. -Sn.
fox (sp. of red fox) wʼan peˑtʼs. See wʼan.
fracture, to qew i ̲ʼ. +Sv.
fragile, be lʼem\ʼ. Sv.
frame (for stretching hides) waktn̲oˑts. See wak.
frame (wall frame for a summer house) sgačoˑ.
S-n.
̣
freckle-faced wčʼeˑčʼ r̲bqʼdk. See čʼečʼ.
freeze ʔeww. Sv.
freeze (hands, ears, cheeks) ndočʼ. Sv.
freshly nčalq. Sra.
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Friday tonʼipnʼiks. See tonʼip. Also tonʼipnʼi. See tonʼip.
friend se̲ʼwaLineˑʼs. See waLin.
friends with, be waLin. S-v (?).
frighten sne̲wosa. See wos.
frighten (scare, startle) he̲stoqʼa. See toqʼ.
fringe, to wbe. S-v.
frog kowʼe. Sn.
frog (small sp.) wegetʼ.
̣ S-n.
frog (tree frog) yʼaynʼatiˑ wegetʼs.
See yʼaynʼa and wegetʼ.
̣
̣
from kniˑ. sn sp sd sa sl.
from earth to sky kʼačʼ. -Sv.
from hand to hand awaw. sv.
from house to house attal. sv.
from person to person awaw. sv.
front, in lobytant. See loby. Also ayʼaˑY. sv.
frost, to sgomL. Sv.
frostbitten, be non. S-v.
frown, to sčilikʼa̲. Sv.
fry sničiˑqʼ. Sv.
frying pan lebwin. Sn.
full sdaˑ. Sra.
full, be ʔewʼn̲. Sv.
full load, on top of a aptneˑgi.
̣ sv.
fumble, to Ločʼ. Sv.
fun le domns. See le and domn.
fungus (shelf-shaped tree fungus) mokʼsʔm sniˑg\ʼs.
̣ See mokʼ and sniˑg\ʼ.
̣
funny wetn̲yspči. See wetn̲.
fur niˑl. Sn.
[future-intentive] wabg. sv.
fuzzy (soft), be mʼog\ʼ. Sv.
fuzzy (prickly), be Lopʼ. +Sv.

G
gallop waqs i ̲ʼ. Sv.
gamble sakl\ʼ. Sv.
game of needle and ball sokʼokkʼo. S-n.
garlic qʼoy r̲eb̲ ilwieˑʼs. See bilwi.
garment, act upon a slᵉ. S-v (cl.).
gash, to čay i ̲ʼ. +Sv.
gasp (belch) mpakʼ. Sv. Or mpʼaqʼaˑ. S-v.
gather food stayLa̲. Sv.
gather together oˑlgi. -Sv.

geestring se̲nᵉayʼasgas.
̣ See ayʼasg.̣
genitals (female), on the ew. sv.
genitals (male), on the ayʼasg.̣ sv.
germ (?) memyeˑk. Sn.
gesture “inside” in the hand game (indicating that the marked bones are in the pattern oxxo)
yʼoˑsg̣ n̲a. See yʼoˑ.
gesture “inside-outside” in the handgame (indicating that the marked bones are in the pattern xoxo
or oxox, depending upon the direction of the hand-gesture). woy. S-n.
gesture “outside” in the hand game (indicating that the marked bones are in the pattern xoox)
sgečʼn̲
a. See sge.
̣
̣
get (obtain) snʼog.̣ Sv.
get up out of bed ba. S-v.
getting (obtaining) oga̲. -Sv.
getting up adgl. sv.
ghost skoˑgs. See skoˑg.
gift, give a ktʼo. S-v.
gifts to the groom at a marriage ʔiwys. See ew.
gills sqʼayʼe. Sn.
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girl snʼeweˑčʼkʼa. See snʼeweˑčʼ.
girl (little) nʼisq. S-n.
girl (teenage) siww. S-n.
girls weˑwʼanwyˑkʼ. See weˑwʼanʼ.
glass widaˑl. Sn.
girth (horse harness) switʼloˑts. See swᵛ.
give (pl. objs.) sʔewanʔ. Sv.
give a gift ktʼo. S-v.
giving a single obj. oy. sv.
gizzard mpetʼlʼgs.
̣ See mpetʼ.
glad, be qʼoyseˑw i ̲ʼ. Sv.
glance, to qʼliq. S-v.
glare, to qil\ʼ. Sv.
glitter, to lʼeqʼ. Sv.
gloomy, be yaˑnWa\ʼ. Sv.
glove, wear nʼepeˑʼa. See eˑʼ.
glow, to kčal. S-v.
glued, be ntʼakʼ. S-v.
gluttonous, be wneq. Sv.
gnat(s) qʼotpʼ. S-n.
go gᵛ. S-v (cl.).
go (flock, herd) čᵛ. S-v (cl.).
go (school of fish) tʼoy. S-v.
go backwards sge.
̣ S-v.
go hand in hand či. S-v.
go in a group wlan. S-v.

go to Spirit-land noˑ. S-v.
go out (fire) bičg. Sv.
goat goˑt. Sn.
God blaydalʼkniˑ. See blay.
going toward eliˑ. sv.
good dičʼiˑ. See dičʼ.
goodbye, say sʔeqg.̣ Sv.
goose (wild goose) loˑ. S-n.
gooseberry r̲é ̲ r̲Loy\ʼsʔm. See Loy\ʼ.
goosefoot (plant) qočaˑnig. S-n.
gopher mong. Sn.
gopher (sp.) monaˑ r̲ed̲ amnys. See damnoń̲.
gossip, to r̲es̲ e̲gwᵛobga.
See gwᵛ.
̣
̣
grandchild. See the reciprocal terms for “grandfather” and “grandmother.”
grandfather (father’s father) loks. -S-n.
grandfather (mother’s father) kʼaˑs. -S-n.

grandmother (father’s mother) tʼeˑw. -S-n.
grandmother (mother’s mother) qʼol. -S-n.
granular objs., act upon a handful of čʼa. S-v (cl.).
grasp (hold, obtain) snʼog.̣ Sv.
grass woygang.
S-n.
̣
grass (hay) kson. Sn.
grasses: for various spp. see under “plant.” Grasses having commonly known English names will be
found under those headings.
grasshopper (large sp.) tʼaˑhʔ. -S-n.
grasshopper (small sp.) ǰigačg. S-n.
grave spinoˑ. Sn.
graveyard ʔilʼgsg
See elʼg.̣
̣ eˑni.
̣
graze ltew. Sv.
grease blo. Sn.
greasy, be nčes. S-v.
great-aunt (grandfather’s sister) loloˑs. -S-n.
great-aunt (grandmother’s sister) lig. -S-n.
great-grandmother (father’s grandmother) čoˑl. -S-n.
great-grandmother (mother’s grandmother) wawʼiˑk. S-n.
great-nephew (and great-niece). See the reciprocal terms for “great-uncle” and “great-aunt.”
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great-uncle (father’s father’s brother) baˑg.̣ -S-n.
great-uncle (mother’s mother’s brother) koy. -S-n.
green woygang.
S-n.
̣
grey hair ʔol. S-n.
grimace sčilikʼa̲. Sv.
grin, to mʼotčʼočʼoˑyʼ. Sv.
grind (parched wokas) lᵛoliˑna. See lᵛ.
grind (with a mortar and pestle) gaˑm. Sv.
grind (with a two-horned muller and a metate) beqs. Sv.
grinding stone (lower: metate) lmʼač. Sn.
grinding stone (upper: two-horned muller) se̲ʼlᵛikLkʼys. See lᵛ.
gristle kʼoˑčgoˑts. See kʼoˑčg.
grit the teeth se̲gwᵛačdang
a.
̣
̣ See gwᵛ.
̣
grope aws. -Sv.
groundhog (or “woodchuck”) moy. Sn.
group, act upon a liw. S-v.
grouse tmo. Sn.
grow (hair, plants) ge.
̣ S-v.
grow (person) tsiń̲. Sv.
grow (shoots, sprouts) stabg. Sv.
growl, to sʔollqʼ. Sv.
grub bolqʼwan. S-n.
gruel lagmin. Sn.
grunt, to sʔopqʼ. Sv.
gudgeon: for various spp. see under “fish.”
guess nidw. Sv.
gun lologskʼeys.
See nkʼeysʔań̲.
̣
gunny sack qʼočwʼal. Sn.
gunwales sʔaliˑn. S-n.
gush stopʼ. S-v.

H
[habitual] damn. sv.
hail, to qlaLʔań̲. Sv.
hair lag.̣ Sn.
hair (fur) niˑl. Sn.
hair, cut the yʼoqʼ. -Sv.
hair, in the aqaˑy i ̲ʼ. sv.
hair, on the ačw. sv.
half datglam.
Sl.
̣
halitosis, have qʼoy haˑw i ̲ʼa. See haˑw i ̲ʼ.
hammer npatʼtn̲oˑts. See patʼ.

hand nʼep. Sn.
hand, act with the nʼiq. S-v. Also das. S-v.
hand outstretched, with the liˑg. sv.
handful of granular objs., act upon a čʼa. S-v (cl.).
handful of liquid, act upon a qliw. S-v.
handgame, play nayatʼiˑya. Sn Sv.
handkerchief kikǰam. Sn.
handkerchief (silk) leswi. Sn.
handle (bucket, basket) čʼiskʼws. See čʼis.
handle (knife) dᵛoLys. See dᵛ.
handle (tool) snʼogkys.
See snʼog.̣
̣
hands, act with the dᵛ. S-v (cl.).
handsprings, turn čʼikwʼalgol.
̣ S-v.
hang onto wʼintn̲a. See wʼin.
hang the head se̲ʔeysg̣ n̲bga. See ʔey.
hanging off the edge owʼeˑtʼ. sv.
hanging up high akʼaˑy i ̲ʼ. sv.
happen neˑbg. Sv.
happy, be sidyaykʼ. Sv. Also qʼoyseˑw i ̲ʼ. Sv.
hard, be qaW. S-v.
hard (difficult), be qwaˑtʼ. Sv.
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hat čʼoyeˑs. See čʼoyʔ. Also matʼ. S-n. Also daqmil. Sn.
hat (in a myth) baˑlʼaˑʼ. S-n.
hat, wear čʼoyʔ. Sv.
hatch (egg) posl. Sv.
hate, to qʼoy\ʼ. Sv.
haul (a load) sʔop. S-v.
haul, to hiˑwi. Sv.
have emčn̲. -Sv.
have a lot (?) blewgi. Sv (?).
having gidk. See gi.
having been …ed dk. sv.
having done … ank. sv.
having no … qʼelyʼak. Srn.
hawk (bird hawk) witgatg. S-n.
hawk (fish hawk) dogwʼ. -S-n.
hawk (marsh hawk) tewg.̣ -S-n.
hawk (marsh hawk) čʼikdo. Sn.
hawk (meathawk) r̲eč̲ ʼoleˑkslʼis. See čʼoleˑk.
hawk (nighthawk) čʼasgiˑp.
̣ S-n.
hawk (sp.) ndᵛoga̲ys. See n.
hawk (sparrowhawk) čʼliklak. Sn.
hay kson. Sn.
he-she-it (intensive) bi. Sp.
head nʼo. S-n.
head, act with the ʔey. S-v. Also tʼoqʼ. -Sv.
head, cut off the kʼačʼ. -Sv.
head, on the ačw. sv.
head of the penis lᵛawʼaˑlʼs. See lᵛ.
headband snawč. S-n. Also se̲ʼwallYn̲ys. See wal.
headfirst, act goˑ.
̣ S-v (cl.).
headfirst, fall dᵛ. S-v (cl.).
headrest (for a cradleboard) ʔeyygioˑts.
See ʔey.
̣
heal wen̲bli. See wen̲.
hear domn. Sv.
heart sdayn. S-n.
heartburn, have likʼ. S-v.
hearth sneylʼgs.
̣ See sney.
heat gelbkʼs.
See gel.
̣
̣
heavy, be ʔiw. S-v.
heavy or pronged obj., act upon a qa. S-v (cl.).
heel staklʼinč. Sn.
helldiver (black helldiver) ngoq. Sn.

help, to satʼwaˑY. Sv.
helping awʼaˑY. sv.
helter-skelter gmeˑteˑt. Sra.
hemorrhoids kʼiliˑt mʼaˑs i ̲ʼs. See kʼiliˑt.
“henwas” (a stone carving having spirit power) henw. S-n.
herd (drive animals) tpo. S-v. Also niw. S-v.
herd, act upon a liw. S-v.
here gida. Sl.
here and there okang. sv.
heron (great blue heron) qʼaˑhʔ. -S-n.
heron (green heron) tʼwaqʼ. S-n.
hiccough, to Yakʼ. Sv.
hidden, be pʼačʼ. +Sv sv.
hide (cured) mbaw. S-n.
hide (uncured) qla. S-n.
hide, act upon a bᵛ. S-v (cl.).
hide the bones (in the handgame) čᵛewa. See čᵛ. Also see doˑkanga “shifts the bones from hand to
hand before finally hiding them.” See doˑ.
hiding ayahʔ. sv.
high (above) blay. Sl.
high (tall) ʔaˑdiˑ. Sl.
high (up high, hanging) akʼaˑy i ̲ʼ.
hill (mountain) yʼayʼna. Sn.
hill (slope) lall i ̲ʼs. See lall i ̲ʼ.
hill, down a eqweˑL. sv. Also atqʼaps. sv.
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hillside, against a alamn. sv.
hillside, along a oYn̲. sv.
hint (that one is hungry) ʔan. Sv.
hipbone gmočs. See gmoč.
hiss (snake) skaˑkʼ. Sv.
hit (with a fist, kick) kt. S-v (cl.).
hit (with a long instrument) w. S-v (cl.).
hit (with a round instrument) n. S-v (cl.).
hit, to dᵛ. -S-v (cl.).
hit again on the same spot čew i ̲ʼ. -Sv.
hit on the head qʼom i ̲ʼ. -Sv.
hoarse, be sqel. S-v.
hobble (an animal) sqʼotʼlʼga.
̣ See qʼotʼ.
hoe, to spᵛLeˑčnʼa. See Leˑ.
hold (grasp) snʼog.̣ Sv.
hold a baby on a cradleboard ʔeM. S-v.
hold in the mouth qbi. S-v (cl.). Also qbᵛ. S-v (cl.).
hold someone’s possessions for him womiˑdiˑla. See womiˑ.
holding (carrying) oyamn. sv.
hole gin r̲dgs. See gin.
hole (den) waˑs. See waˑ.
hollow on top, be goM\ʼ.
Sv.
̣
home čiˑs. See čiˑ.
home, arriving adbn̲. sv.
homesick, be čʼiyoˑlʼ. Sv.
honey r̲é ̲ r̲momsʔm pʼań̲s. See mom.
honeycomb bog.̣ S-n.
honeybee mom. -S-n.
hoof qʼoǰing. S-n.
hook a fish tʼapʼ. -Sv.
hoop, bend into čʼis. S-v.
hoot (owl) mbaw. Sv.
hop, to kʼoY\ʼ. Sv.
hop on one foot kʼlečʼ. Sv.
hop on one foot with the other held forward čʼiWden. S-v.
hope that … ʔam. Srp.
horn togi.
̣ Sn.
horned toad popwʼeg. S-n.
horse wač. Sn.
horse (wild) tgaˑwʼ.
S-n.
̣
horsefly sqʼoplʼing. S-n.
horseshoe lasg.̣ -S-n.

[hortative, first person plural:] let us … nʼa. sv.
[hortative, first person singular: I let me … ek. sv.
[hortative, imperative] yʼoˑ. Srp.
hot, be gel.
̣ S-v.
house lačs. See lač.
-house haw. -S-n.
house (summer house) wqeplʼg.̣ S-n.
house (type) gayaˑtʼa.
Sn.
̣
house (winter house) loldm\ʼa̲llʼgs.
̣ See loldm.
house, build lačʼ. Sv.
housefly mang.̣ Sn.
house-pit slʼoqoˑp. S-n.
how waq. Sri.
how big det. Sri.
how far dadaˑdi. See dadaˑ.
how many danq. Sri.
how much det. Sri.
however daˑts. Srp. Also dak. Srp.
howl (mad dog) waˑʼ. Sv.
howl (pack of coyotes) yeq. Sv.
howl (wolf) woˑʼ. Sv.
huckleberry ʔiwm. Sn.
huckleberry (small sp.) waslalm r̲eʔ̲ iwm\ʼaˑkʼ. See ʔiwm.
huddle (herd) liw. S-v.
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hummingbird pʼisʔ. -S-n.
hunchback skʼoyʼa. Sn.
hunchbacked, be sqalb. Sv.
hundred tewnʼipnʼi tewnʼip. See tewnʼip.
“hung up” in sexual intercourse, be se̲čʼliga̲danga.
̣ See čʼlᵉ.
hungry, be dyeˑm i ̲ʼ. Sv.
hungry, go sdaˑw. Sv.
hunt, to gan. S-v.
hunt birds with torches slom. S-v.
hunting wawlag.̣ S-n.
hurry, to soˑk. S-v.
hurt (injured), be qʼaL. S-v.
hurt, to mʼaˑs i ̲ʼ. Sv.
hurt again on the same spot kawʼ. -Sv.
husband hiswag.̣ S-n.
hymen dᵛews. See dᵛ.
I
I ni. Sp.
I (declarative) noˑ. Sp.
ice we. S-n.
icicle, form wayaˑlb. Sv.
if heˑ. Srp.
imago hontn̲ys. See hon.
imitate sʔaywgalla. See sʔaywg.
[imperative plural] at. sv.
[imperative (polite)] ang. sv.
[imperative singular] i. sv.
impetigo čʼimtʼs. See čʼi.
in d̲at. Sl sn sp sd sa sl.
in … places ʼaˑs. sa.
in (into) a container igog.
̣ sv. Also iwyʼg.̣ sv.
in (into) a corner akʼčʼwy. sv.
in (into) a flat place ew. sv.
in (into) a hole oneˑg. sv.
in (into) a house oLy. sv.
in (into) a line oykiˑn. sv.
in (into) a narrow place akʼčʼwy. sv. Also akʼakweˑg. sv. Also kʼačweˑg. sv.
in (into) a pocket akʼčʼwy. sv.
in (into) mud or snow awʼiˑn. sv.
in (into) the bushes or woods aqaˑy i ̲ʼ. sv.
in (into) the doorway eqʼy. sv.

in (into) the fire alʼaˑlʼ. sv.
in (into) the hair aqaˑy i ̲ʼ. sv. Also ačw. sv.
in (into) the mouth odgnʼ.
̣ sv.
in (into) the mouth (snacking, swallowing) ogy.
̣ sv.
in (into) the road eqʼy. sv.
in (into) the sunshine atʼaˑw i ̲ʼ. sv.
in (into) the water ew. sv.
in a circle akʼiˑm i ̲ʼ. sv.
in a competition eˑʼ. sv.
in a line, be tʼepʼ. -Sv. Also owiˑ. -Sv.
in front lobytant. See loby. Also ayʼaˑY. sv.
in front of the male genitals ayʼasg.̣ sv.
in order to wk. sv.
in pieces, be tʼekʼ. +Sv.
in strips onamn. sv.
in the eye (injure the eye) čʼiwʼ. -Sv.
in the face (act on the face) pʼeqʼ. -Sv sv.
in two (pl.), cut golčʼ. -Sv.
in two (sg.), cut gattʼ. +Sv.
inaudible, be almost qyos. Sv.
incite sne̲leˑgdgi. See leg.
[inclusive] ʼokʼ. sa.
[inclusive, emphatic] dank. sa.
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indeed (indicates a new subject) čik. Srp.
indeed (indicates present-progressive action or state) lis. Srp.
indeed (indicates that the speaker expects some response) hay. Srp.
index finger spelwys. See spel.
Indian maqlag.̣ S-n.
[indicative] a. sv.
indigestion, have likʼ. S-v.
industrious person winYaˑʼ. S-n.
infatuated, be ldokw. Sv. Also wičʼtn̲a. See wičʼ.
information (advice), give sʔawʼaˑY. Sv.
inheritance sgeg
̣ .̣ S-n.
injured, be qʼaL. S-v.
ink ʔink. Sn.
insect (similar to a weevil) r̲eq̲ amlslʼis. See qaml.
insect (sp.) r̲et̲ ʼaˑmdgislʼis. See tʼaˑm.
insect (threadlike water insect) ʔamboʔm lag.̣ See ʔambo.
inside waˑsi. Sl.
inside (?) akt. sv.
inside (action inside) oyeˑn i ̲ʼ. sv.
inside (action outside to inside) oLy. sv.
“inside” gesture in the handgame (indicating that the marked bones are in the pattern oxxo)
yʼoˑsg̣ n̲a. See yʼoˑ.
inside out, turn spentʼoˑ. S-v.
“inside-outside” gesture in the handgame (indicating that the marked bones are in the pattern oxox
or xoxo, depending upon the direction of the accompanying hand-gesture) woy. S-n.
insist gill
̣ i ̲ʼ r̲t n̲nʼa. See gill
̣ i ̲ʼ.
inspect swᵉotn̲nʼa. See swᵉ.
instead (rather, however) dak. Srp.
instead (with) tʼet. sn sp sd.
[instrumental] oˑt. sv.
[instrumental noun formant] kʼ. sv.
[instrumental:] with, by means of tga. sn sp sd sa.
insult (by coming jovially into a house of mourning) saˑč. Sv. Also yeq. Sv.
insult, to laˑm. Sv.
intending to (feeling like) nʼapg. sv.
intending to (planning to) samni. sv.
[intensive] ʔé̲. sd sl.
[intensive] r̲. psv. Also r̲é ̲ r̲. pSv pSn. Also r̲éˑ̲ r̲. pSv pSn. Also r̲ r.̲ psv psn. Also r̲ r ̲é.̲ psv.
[intensive, action upon plural objs.] ˑ. pSv.
interjections: the following are a few of the more structured interjections and interjection-like
unanalyzable utterances occurring in the corpus. Myth speech “taglines” and rare interjections

(usually with anomalous phonemic material) are omitted here but are described in the Notes to
the Texts.
careful! look out! dodoˑ!
here, take it! čimi!
here boy! (to a dog) čʼisk!
just like that! All at once! tʼasak!
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oh! yaˑ!
oh my goodness! yags dwaˑ! See yag.
shhh! (used to put an infant to sleep) ʔisʔisʔis! See ʔis.
sic ’im! koskoskos! See kos.
sssss! (sound of hot iron or rock being dropped into liquid) čʼiW!
that’s not called for! skay hak čʼaˑms! See skay and čʼaˑm.
yes! ʔiˑ!
interpret lodadg. Sv.
interpret a shaman’s song win. S-v.
[interrogative] dam. Srp.
[interrogative] dal. Srp.
interrupt nayamčʼ. Sv.
intestines qʼayʼe. Sn.
intestines (fish) smʼoling. S-n.
into. Many morphemes have both a directional and a static locative sense. These have been listed
above under “in.”
into another room etʼleˑgi.
̣ sv.
into a circle oqʼil. -Sv.
into water okʼčʼw. sv.
introduce (a person) he̲sqoyga.
̣ See qoyg.̣
intrude gᵛadbn̲oˑta. See gᵛ.
intuit se̲mčelga.
̣ See mčelg.̣
invite (ask someone to do) satma̲. Sv.
invite (ask someone to go) saMoˑ. S-v.
ipos (sp. edible root) geˑ.
̣ S-n.
iris (plant) gaˑg
̣ ʔm
̣ lagoˑ.
̣ See gaˑg
̣ ̣ and lag.̣
iron (clothes), to lᵛtʼasčnʼa. See tʼas.
iron (metal) ǰigmin. Sn.
irrigate sčʼiLWn̲a. See čʼi. Also sčʼi r̲yamna. See čʼi. Also sčʼičʼn̲a. See čʼi.
island ʔawalw. S-n.
itch, to yʼoqʼ. Sv.
J
jackrabbit ngol.
̣ Sn.
jail ʔiLyks. See oLy. Also ǰeyl. Sn.
jar ǰaˑ. Sn.
javelin se̲kten̲eˑʼs. See kt.
jaw gag
̣ oˑ.
̣ Sn.
jay tsgew.
-S-n.
̣
jealous, be sqas. Sv.
Jew naqspoˑʼ. -S-n.
jingle čaqʼ. Sv.

joining dang.̣ sv.
joint solpsag.̣ S-n.
joke, to gmay. Sv.
juice ntolsgs. See ntol.
jump (fish) čew. -Sv.
jump, to ngatʼ. S-v.
jump (run, sg.). to hod̲. S-v (cl.).
juniper qʼeˑLo. Sn.
juniper berry biwčʼeˑw. S-n.
just as waqt. See waq.
just did and no more čʼn̲. sv.
K
Kalapuya Indians mokey. Sn.
katydid čʼalmgoˑyʼ. S-n. Also čʼloppʼ. -S-n.
keep doing [durative] obg. sv.
keep doing [habitual] damn. sv.
keepsake sgeg
̣ .̣ S-n.
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kettle liLpʼ. S-n.
kick, to kt. S-v (cl.).
kidneys lemyʼeˑq. -S-n.
kill (pl.) he̲sčʼoˑqʼa. See čʼoˑqʼ.
kill (pl.; slay) lwel. Sv.
kill (sg.) siwg. Sv.
killdeer čʼwiˑdidig. S-n.
kind (sort) wiqčʼ. S-n.
kind (this …, that …) mʼas. sd.
kingfisher čʼan. -Sn.
kinked, be lgeˑy.
S-v.
̣
[kinship pl.] ys. sn.
[kinship prefix] b. pn.
[kinship vocative] r̲e.̲ pn. Also y. sn.
Klamath Falls ʔiW r̲LWn̲nʼa. See ʔiW.
Klamath Lake ʔews. See ʔew.
Klamath Marsh ʔewksi. See ʔew.
Klamath People ʔewksikniˑ. See ʔew.
knead tgoy.
̣ Sv.
knee qʼolʼinč. Sn.
knee, act with the lʼoč. S-v (cl.).
knife waˑtʼi. Sn.
knife (type with a crosspiece handguard) dᵛeqn̲ys. See dᵛ.
knife handle dᵛoLys. See dᵛ.
knit lečʼn̲. Sv.
knock, to gaW\ʼ.
-Sv.
̣
knot (tangle) nᵉačqaˑy i ̲ʼa. See nᵉ.
knot, tie a qʼotʼ. -Sv.
knot up (cramp) stiˑqʼ. Sv.
know sʔaywgtn̲a. See sʔaywg.
know how, not čʼaˑn i ̲ʼ. Sv.

L
lace (shoelace) he̲sličlʼgoˑts.
See slič.
̣
lace up lečʼn̲t n̲nʼa. See lečʼn̲.
lacking (having no …, without) qʼelyʼak. Srn.
lacking, be qʼeˑgi. Sv.
ladder waq. S-n. Also gamnioˑts. See gᵛ.
ladder (for the underground winter house) gᵛawloˑtkʼys. See gᵛ.
ladybug snotʼoˑts. See snotʼ.
lake ʔew. S-n.
lame, be qʼwanqʼ. Sv.

land geˑla.
Sn.
̣
land (a canoe) sgᵛabaˑtn̲
a. See sgᵛ.
̣
̣
language hemkangs. See hem.
language, speaking the … of the preceding noun yal. sv.
lap, on the aqʼaˑqʼ. sv.
lap, to wlʼaks. S-v.
lark (meadowlark) sqolʼe. Sn.
larkspur ǰolg. -S-n.
last tabyʼ. S-n Sl.
late, become sponneˑga. See spon.
later ʔonʼčeˑ. Srt.
laugh, to wetn̲. Sv.
laugh (pl.), to lwayqʼ. Sv.
laughter wetn̲ys. See wetn̲.
laughter, roar with sdoqʼ. Sv.
lavaliere se̲lᵛowʼeˑtʼs. See lᵛ.
law, make newlʼg.̣ Sv.
lay (an egg) napl\ʼa̲la. See napl.
laying down (an obj.) elʼg.̣ sv.
lazy, be yʼaMkʼ. Sv.
lead (metal) kʼeysa̲ls. See nkʼeysʔań̲.
lead, to spon. S-v (cl.).
leaf tʼapq. Sn.
leaf out tʼapq\ʼa̲la. See tʼapq.
leak, to či. S-v.
lean (on a stick) se̲kᵛiwčnʼa. See kᵛ.
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lean (vertical objs. together) sčokʼ. S-v.
lean, to sdokʼ. S-v.
leaning against abaˑtn̲. sv.
leaning diagonally against abaˑy i ̲ʼ. sv.
leapfrog, play se̲ngatʼygeˑʼa.
See oygi.
̣
̣
learn sʔaywg. Sv.
leather boqʼeˑw. S-n.
leave (go away) gᵛoWasga. See gᵛ.
leave (someone behind) he̲sčᵛalʼaˑlʼčʼa̲bga. See alʼaˑlʼ.
leave (something; abandon) deˑWi. Sv. Also glewyčn̲
a. See glewy.
̣
̣
leave alone (let go) deliˑn. Sv.
leech sdaqbong. S-n.
left, be on the sqeˑdi. Sv.
leg čʼoˑg. S-n.
leg, act with the sboˑ. S-v.
leggings, wear mideˑʼ. Sv.
legs, act with sqeqʼ. Sv.
less than ten qʼeˑgs. -Sa.
let (allow someone to go, do) ʔinoˑ. S-v.
let (permit) weˑwl\ʼ. Sv.
let go of deliˑn. Sv.
let me …! ([first person singular hortatory]) ek. sv.
let us …! ([first person plural hortatory]) nʼa. sv.
let’s …! haga. Srp.
lever, act with a sʔiwl. S-v.
lice egg(s) čʼiqaˑt. S-n.
lick, to pʼelqʼ. Sv.
lid, to wtʼamʼ. Sv.
lie (animal) din. S-v.
lie (exist) bᵛ. -S-v (cl.).
lie (pl.) lolʼal. S-v.
lie (sg.) sqʼol. S-v.
lie (tell a falsehood) kʼiy\ʼ. Sv.
lie flat on the back wLetʼ. S-v.
lie on one’s side qʼya. S-v.
lie on the stomach wʼin. S-v.
light (in weight), be tsaˑkʼ. Sv.
light a fire soˑč. Sv.
light-colored, be čoqʼ. Sv.
lightning, flash wlepʼl\ʼ. Sv.
like (similar to) sitk. Sre. Also pč. sn sp sd sa.
like, to dičʼeˑw i ̲ʼa. See eˑw i ̲ʼ.

limb weq. Sn.
limber, be kčaˑkʼ. Sv. Also wlʼiˑqʼ. Sv.
limit (of a place), to the abaˑni. sv.
limp, to qʼwanqʼ. Sv.
line, be in a tʼepʼ. -Sv. Also owiˑ. -Sv.
line, in a oykiˑn. sv.
line up (horizontally) ʔeM. S-v.
line up (one behind the other) temiˑ. S-v.
lint mʼoˑg\ʼs. See mʼog\ʼ.
linty, be mʼog\ʼ. Sv.
lion (mythological animal) qʼoyqʼaˑwʼ. S-n.
liquid, act upon a container of čʼi. S-v (cl.).
liquid, act upon a handful of qliw. S-v.
liquor (all types) laˑm. Sn.
lisp, to weǰli. Sv.
listen mačaˑ. S-v.
listen for nčayakʼ. S-v.
litter, carry on a liwaˑ. S-v.
litter, have a Laˑ. Sv.
little kʼeččʼa. Sa. Also nčʼekʼ. Sra.
little finger qʼapčʼa. Sn.
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live (be alive) hoqn̲. Sv.
live (pl.) waˑ. Sv.
live (sg.) čiˑ. Sv.
live with ksegi.
̣ Sv.
lively, be leg. S-v.
liver balla. Sn.
living obj., act upon a ksᵛ. S-v (cl.).
lizard qiˑʔa. Sn.
lizard (blue-tailed lizard) lastostg. S-n.
lizard (sp.) lʼoˑg. S-n.
lizard (water lizard) sgoˑtʼig.
S-n.
̣
loan, to wolqʼ. Sv.
located, be ʔiW. S-v.
[locative] t. sp sd sa sl. Also ʼiˑt. sl. Also tʼa. sl.
[locative:] in, at, on d̲at. Sl sn sp sd sa sl.
lock (a door) he̲shod̲kʼya. See hod̲.
locust tʼaˑhʔ. -S-n.
loin cloth he̲swayʼasgys.
̣ See w.
lonesome, be sakʼamsineˑʼ. Sv.
long (tall, high, far) ʔaˑdiˑ. Sl sr.
long ago (in ancient times) gaˑ. S-n.
long ago (some time ago) dank. Sn.
long instrument, act with a w. S-v (cl.).
long object, act upon a ʔᵛ. S-l (cl.).
long objects (few), act upon yan. S-v.
long time maˑns. Srt.

look, to dᵉl. S-v (cl.). Also swᵉ. S-v (cl.).
look like swᵉ. S-v (cl.).
look for gaˑykʼ.
Sv. Also qmag.̣ Sv.
̣
looking like sleˑs. See sleʔ.
loon daplal. Sn.
loon (small sp.) qoqyʼag.̣ S-n.
loose, be čey. Sv.
lope ltig\ʼ. Sv.
lose sne̲qʼeˑgi. See qʼeˑgi. Sv.
louse kʼoY. S-n.
love, to stin. S-v.
Lower Rogue River people soˑlčoqkniˑ. See soˑl.
lukewarm, be loqwa̲. Sv.
lunch čᵛelʼgs.
̣ See čᵛ.
lung(s) tʼosoˑq. S-n.
lynx slowaˑ. Sn.

M
“maa” (make a noise like a deer) meˑʼ. Sv.
magpie wʼig.̣ -S-n.
make (do, work) sʔ. S-v (cl.).
make a bed slan̲a. See slan̲.

make a face sničʼiˑčʼ. S-v.
make a noise, rumpus qʼeˑlʼ i ̲. Sv.
make trouble glom.
S-v.
̣
man hiswag.̣ S-n.
-man meˑn. -Sn.
mane waˑmčaqLWn̲ys. See waˑm. Or waˑmLWn̲ys. See waˑm.
mangy, be r̲ r ̲es̲ tʼaqʼsga. See tʼaqʼ.
many dom. Sa.
many places, in domaˑs. See dom.
manzanita qʼaǰaym. S-n.
march, to kin. S-v.
marestail (plant) goˑ.
̣ S-n.
marks, make qʼoˑčʼ. -Sv.
marks (scribbling), make lʼaˑkʼ. -Sv.
marrow stʼopʼ. S-n.
marry se̲moseˑlʼa. See mboseʼlʼ.
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marry (man) snʼeweˑčʼs\ʼa̲la. See snʼeweˑčʼs\ʼa̲la. See snʼeweˑčʼ.
marry (woman) hiswags\ʼa̲
̣ la. See hiswag.̣
Mars r̲é ̲ r̲taklʼi. See tak.
marten (pine marten) peˑp. Sn.
mash (something doughy) lʼabkʼ. +Sv.
mash (something mushy) čʼabkʼ. +Sv.
mash (something sticky) tʼabkʼ. +Sv.
mash flat padg.̣ -Sv.
massive shapeless obj., act upon a čʼlᵉ. S-v (cl.).
masturbate yečʼeˑlʼ. Sv.
mat slan̲ys. See slan̲.
mat (floor) slᵉikLs. See slᵉ.
mat (type) stʼab. S-n.
mat (wall) slᵉotn̲ys. See slᵉ.
mat (wall covering for a wickiup) stewL. S-n.
mat, act upon a slan̲. Sv.
mat roll (knee support for a cradleboard) slʼotʼitʼaˑʼ. S-n.
matches maǰ. S-n.
mature, to dis. S-v.
maybe. See “perhaps.”
meadow (plain) saˑykʼa. Sn.
meadowlark sqolʼe. Sn.
meanness (anger, cruelty) qiLoˑ. S-n.
measles gᵛotqʼags. See gᵛ.
measure, to sgiloˑlg
.̣ Sv.
̣
meat čʼoleˑk. S-n.
meat, act upon a piece of čʼlᵉ. S-v (cl.).
medicine, take yawg.̣ Sv.
meet, to hos. S-v.
melt čakʼ. +Sv.
melt (be juicy, drippy) čʼoččʼ. Sv.
melt (drip) nčikʼ. S-v.
menstruate mokʼ. Sv.
menstruate for the first time sdopWi. Sv.
meow, to mʼewʔ. Sv.
message noˑkangs. See noˑ.
metate (lower grinding stone) lmʼač. Sn.
metal waˑtʼitiˑ. See waˑtʼi.
mica widaˑl. Sn.
middle datglam.
Sl.
̣
middle finger datglamni.
See datglam.
̣
̣
midget, be skʼič. S-v.

milk ʔečʼs. See ʔečʼ.
mimic, to sʔaywgalla. See sʔaywg.
mink qliˑpa. Sn.
minnow: for various spp. see “fish.”
mint maˑčʼaˑ. S-n.
mirror se̲dᵉlewas. See dᵉl.
miscarriage, have kʼatʼaqʼiˑgi.
̣ Also sne̲ntʼiwčnʼa. See ntʼiw.
mischievous ledalʔaˑni. See dalʔaˑk.
misty, be geˑla
heʼa. See heʼ.
̣
miss (be sad over an absence) lagy.
̣ Sv.
miss (not see someone for some time) lesmʼ. Sv.
miss a target qʼaYʔań̲. Sv.
mistake, make sampʼal i ̲. S-v.
mix, to sokl\ʼ. Sv.
mix up (whip up, tangle), to čʼaqʼ. S-v.
mixture of native tobacco and Bull Durham (“kinnikinnick”) sokl\ʼs. See sokl\ʼ.
moccasin (buckskin), wear waksna. Sn Sv.
moccasin (tule) wipga. Sn.
Modoc(s) moˑwa̲t\ʼaˑkʼkniˑ. See moˑwa̲.
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Modoc accent, have goyʼ. Sv.
Molala čaggeˑnkniˑ. See čag.
mole (animal) r̲eʼ̲ nᵉebli. See nᵉ.
mole (skin eruption) likt. S-n.
Monday lobyni. See loby.
money-lender r̲eʼ̲ wolqʼys. See wolq.
mons Veneris ngenoˑ. Sn.
Montana Indians wač\ʼaˑkʼ r̲ep̲ ʼań̲ys. See pʼań̲.
month sʔab. S-n.
moo, to heˑma. See hem.
moon r̲ r ̲ew
See wgaw.
̲ gawʼs.
̣
̣
mop, to kᵛčʼoˑsYeˑn i ̲ʼa. See čʼlos.
morning mboˑsant. Sn.
mortar (for grinding) sga.
̣ Sn.
mosquito čʼiNeˑk. S-n.
moss qdayʔm skodas. See qday and skod.
moss (black moss) kʼal. Sn.
moss (sp.) swʼaw. S-n.
moth gaqoloˑqtn.
S-n.
̣
mother kʼis. -S-n.
moult slʼoqʼ. Sv.
mountain yʼayʼna. Sn.
mountain, over a etʼleˑgi.
̣ sv.
mountain dock gabyang.
S-n.
̣
mountain lily loqʔm čonws. See loq and čonw.
mountain lion daˑslaˑt. S-n.

mountain mahogany ʔamdalm. See ʔamda. Also yoqmalm. See yoqma.
mountainside, along a oYn̲. sv.
mourn (cry over, take something very hard) lowatbislʼ. Sv.
mourn (feel depressed over a death for a long time) kloy\ʼ. Sv.
mourn (regret) Lil. Sv.
mourn (wail) stodg̣ n̲ys\ʼa̲la. See st.
mouse moqʼoˑga. Sn.
mouse (fieldmouse) msa. S-n.
mouse (large sp.) glaywʼa.
Sn.
̣
mouth som. Sn.
mouth, act with the qbᵛ. S-v (cl.). Also han. S-v.
mouth, hold in the qbi. S-v (cl.).
mouth, in the odgnʼ.
̣ sv.
mouth, in the (biting, swallowing) ogy.
̣ sv.
mouthful, have smʼoqʼy. Sv.
mouthful, strangle on ntop. S-v.

move, to sikʼ. Sv.
moving (changing one’s dwelling) sL. sv.
mow moliˑn. Sv.
much (many) dom. Sa.
much (very) moˑ. Srm.
mucus (eye) wawʼaˑk. S-n.
mucus (nasal) sniˑg\ʼs.
̣ See sniˑg\ʼ.
̣
mud tʼoboˑq. S-n.
mud (type) tʼilʼe. S-n.
mud, in the awʼiˑn. sv.
mud puddle r̲eč̲ ʼi r̲yamns. See čʼi.
muddy a stream kʼoyoˑm i ̲ʼ. Sv.
muddy place tʼopʼe. S-n.
muddy-brown, be mʼak. S-v.
mudhen tʼohoˑ. S-n.
mudhen (sp.—also called a sp. of squirrel by Gatschet and one informant) stʼokʼwa. Sn.
mudhole (bog) stʼoy. S-n.
mule limiˑl. Sn.
muller (two-horned upper grinding stone) se̲ʼlᵛikLkʼys. See lᵛ.
mullet: for various spp. see “fish.”
[multiplicator] ni. sa.
mumble sʔeWeWʔ. Sv.
mush (wokas) slot. S-n. Also noˑg\ʼa̲
̣ ls. See noˑg.̣
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mushroom (or toadstool) lmenč. S-n.
mushy, be čʼabkʼ. +Sv.
muskrat pom\ʼaˑkʼ. See pom.
mustache smʼoˑg.̣ Sn.
mustar see čʼipʼs. See čʼipʼs.
mustard seed (sp.) wisingʔm čʼipʼs. See čʼipʼ.
mustard seed gravy, eat čʼipʼ. Sv.
my gew. See ni and noˑ.
myth r̲ r ̲es̲ ʔabgleˑʼs.
See sʔab.
̣
myth, tell gl.
̣ sv.
mythological animal (“giraffe”) giliˑli.
Sn.
̣
mythological animal (“lion”) qʼoyqˑaˑwʼ. S-n.
mythological characters: for the proper names of persons and beings appearing in the myth texts,
see “proper names”
mythological humans psewdi. S-n. Also r̲eg̲ aˑwaˑs. See gaˑ and waˑ.
N
nag, to skʼičʼ. Sv.
nail ǰigmin. Sn.
nail, to patʼ. -Sv.
naked, be peˑnhi. Sv.
name seˑss. See seˑs.
name (call) ʔelg.̣ Sv.
name (mean, give a price to) seˑs. Sv.
name unknown (“whatchamacallem”) sgo. Sd.
nape of the neck čʼikʼsʔm makwls. See čʼikʼ and mak.
[narrative] k. sd.
narrow place, in a akʼčʼwy. sv. Also akʼakweˑg. sv. Also kʼačweˑg. sv.
nauseated (vomit), be čonw. Sv.
nauseated, feel qʼoy\ʼ. Sv.
nauseated, feel slightly qbol. S-v.
navel tʼog.̣ S-n.
near syokʼaˑ. S-l.
near (close, short) wikʼaˑ. Sl.
near (next to) aqyeˑtn̲. sv.
near (right up to) alčʼwy. sv.
nearly wikʼaˑ delčnʼbga. See wikʼaˑ and dᵉl.
nearly (almost: the action was not begun) a̲ksg. sv.
nearly (almost: the action was begun but not completed) Wiˑ. sv.
neck niˑ. S-n.
neck, around the aqʼaˑqʼ. sv.
neck, break the kʼačʼ. -Sv.

necklace yamn. S-n.
necklace (pendant) se̲lᵛowʼeˑtʼs. See lᵛ.
needle spiqn̲oˑts. See spi.
negro wayha. Sn. Also r̲eč̲ ʼoleˑks. See čʼoleˑk.
neigh heˑma. See hem.
neighbor se̲dᵉlatln̲bags. See dᵉl. Also yawkkniˑ. See yawk.
neighborly person se̲ʔilʼgiˑys.
See elʼg.̣
̣
nephew. See the reciprocal terms given under “aunt” and “uncle.” The following are not reciprocal:
nephew (or niece: man’s brother’s child) pʼaˑkt. S-n.
nephew (or niece: man’s sister’s child) ačgaˑL.
-S-n.
̣
nephew (or niece: woman’s sister’s child) magoˑqʼ.
S-n.
̣
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nest snʼoLs. See snʼoL.
nest (den, burrow) waˑs. See waˑ.
nest, build snʼoL. Sv.
net (fishnet) wičʼoˑL. S-n.
net (netting) layg.̣ S-n.
net (or fishtrap?) wlo. Sn.
net fish deklʼga.
̣ See dek.
net weight lodih. S-n.
nettle sleleˑčʼ. S-n.
nettle (virulent sp.) r̲eL
̲ opʼtn̲Ysʔm. See Lopʼ.
nettle cord sleˑčʼ. S-n.
new tʼeyn. Sra.
newlywed girl sqabg. S-n.
never qʼay dadaˑ. See qay and. dadaˑ.
next (too, more) čgas. Sre.
next door pelwi. Sl. Also yawk. Sl.
next to aqyeˑtn̲. sv.
next to (right up to) alčʼwy. sv.
nickel (five cent piece) he̲sne̲ r̲éˑ̲ r̲bem\ʼs. See bem\ʼ.
niece. See the reciprocal terms given under “aunt” and “uncle.” See also the nonreciprocal terms
given under “nephew” above.
night psin. Sn.
night, all niˑsda. Srt.
nightmare, have wden. S-v.
nine Načqʼeˑgs. See Naˑs and qeˑgs.
nineteen tewnʼip\ʼant Načqʼeˑgs. See tewnʼip, Naˑs and qʼeˑgs.
ninety Načqʼeˑgsnʼi tewnʼip. See Naˑs, qʼeˑgs and tewnʼip.

nipple (?) lᵛotn̲ys. See lᵛ.
no qʼay. Srn.
nock sdᵉlawllʼgs.
̣ See dᵉl.
noise qʼoy domns. See domn.
noise (rumpus), make qʼeˑlʼ i ̲ʼ. Sv.
[nominative] i. sa.
[nominative plural] g. sd.
[nonnominative] ng. sd.
[nonnominative plural] yʼas. sd.
[nonnominative theme formant] yʼeˑnʼ. sn sa sl sd.
nonround objs. (few), act upon yan. S-v.
noon psekst. Sn.
north yaˑma̲t. See yaˑma̲.
northern peoples (Columbia River people) yaˑma̲kniˑ. See yaˑma̲.
north-west ǰaging.
S-n.
̣

nose psi. S-n.
nosebleed, have popʼ. +Sv.
nose-plug tʼotʼ. S-n.
not qʼay. Srn.
not (“un-”) le. Srp.
not know how to čʼaˑn i ̲ʼ. Sv.
not recognize qayqmʼ. Sv.
not see someone for some time lesmʼ. Sv.
not yet qʼay\ʼoˑ. See qʼay.
nothing qʼay dwaˑ. See qʼay and dwaˑ.
nothing, have (be empty-handed) le dwaˑ gi. See dwaˑ and gi.
nothing, have (lack) qʼeˑgi. Sv.
[noun formant] s. sv sn sl.
[noun formant] y. sv sn.
now ʔat. Srt.
now (right now) pačʼit. Srt. Also pačʼačʼwi. Srt.
now then! ča. Srp.
numb, be nǰoy. S-v.
nut (pine) qdeˑLo. Sn.
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O
oak qlism. See qli.

obey domn. Sv.
[objective] ʼas. sn sp sd sa sl.
[objective] a. sa.
obscene gesture (used as an insult) ličʼo. S-n.
obsidian mbosag. S-n.
ocean soˑlčoq. See soˑl and čoq.
odor, have bilwi. Sv.
off (away) oWasg. sv.
off a vehicle oliˑn. sv.
off of osg. sv.
off the edge oliˑn. sv.
off the edge, draped owʼeˑtʼ. sv.
often r̲eb̲ alaq. See balaq.
old, be gmoč. Sv.
old (man), be močeˑw i ̲ʼ. Sv.
old man čikʼaˑ. Sn. Also moč. S-n.
old woman, be weleˑg.̣ S-v.
omen, be tgotg
̣ .̣ Sv.
on d̲at. Sl sn sp sd sa sl.
on (onto, attached to) otn̲. sv.
on (onto) a fire alʼaˑlʼ. sv. Also kslʼ. sv.
on (onto) a pile ikL. sv.
on (onto) a surface eLa̲. sv.
on (onto) a twisting edge oYn̲. sv.
on (onto) a vehicle eLa̲. sv. Also ikL. sv.
on (onto) coals aps. sv.
on (onto) the back adgl. sv. Also alamn. sv.
on (onto) the buttocks akʼy. sv.
on (onto) the edge oykiˑn. sv. Also oliˑn. sv. Also alYn̲. sv. Also aliˑg. sv.
on (onto) the end awʼaˑlʼ. sv.
on (onto) the female genitals ew. sv.
on (onto) the forehead aliˑg. sv.
on (onto) the head or hair ačw. sv. Also aqaˑy i ̲ʼ. sv.
on (onto) the lap aqʼaˑqʼ. sv.
on (onto) the male genitals ayʼasg.̣ sv.
on (onto) the neck aqʼaˑqʼ. sv.
on (onto) the point amʼaˑčʼ. sv.
on (onto) the very edge eliˑw. sv.
on (onto) top of wal. S-v sv.

on (onto) top of a full load aptneˑgi.
̣ sv.
on foot geˑlantga.
See geˑla.
̣
̣
on one side Nay. S-l.
on the eye, act čʼiwʼ. -Sv.
on the face, act pʼeqʼ. -Sv sv.
on the ground geˑlant.
See geˑla.
̣
̣
on the other hand daˑts. Srp. Also dak. Srp.
on the stomach, act bolʼ. -Sv.
on top (above) plen. S-l.
on top, be wal. S-v sv.
once dinʼaˑ. Srt.
one Naˑs. Sa.
one-eared lᵛqʼoˑm i ̲ʼdk. See qʼom i ̲ʼ.
one-eyed, be sčʼoqʼ. Sv.
onion(s) ʔalyan. S-n.
onion(s) (wild) pni. Sn.
only bil. Sre.
only after (only by, upon, until) čeˑ. Sre.
onto. Many morphemes have both a directional and a static locative sense. These have been listed
above under “on.”
onto again and again, repeatedly nʼ. sv.
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ooze out tʼat. +Sv.
open. See “closing.”
open (a door) kʼaystn̲oˑla. See kʼays.
open (the eyes) qʼlamčʼoˑla. See qʼlamčʼ.
open (the vagina) kʼyeˑwʼ. -Sv.
opening the mouth wide čgačwʼ. sv.
order, put in wlelg.̣ Sv.
order, to tbeˑw. Sv.
Oregon grape weLeˑli. Sn.
orphan, be qʼoˑYeˑg. Sv
other (another). See “one.”
other end doˑgeˑni.
See doˑ.
̣
other side, way goniˑ. Sl.
otter qʼoLt. Sn.
ought to a̲t. sv.
ought to (hope that … ) ʔam. Srp.
our naˑlʼm. See naˑd.
out eqn̲. sv.
out (like a light) pʼačʼ. +Sv sv.
out behind koytʼa. Sl.
out from under oditgoˑl. sv.
out of a container odg. Also oygag.
̣
out of a tree eqweˑL. sv.
out of a tubular obj. čʼiˑsqʼag. sv. Also očʼiˑpʼ. sv.
out of fire oykiˑn. sv.
out of sight, be pʼačʼ. +Sv sv.

out of sight (hidden) ayahʔ. sv.
out of water oygag.
̣ sv. Also oykiˑn. sv. Also oygi.
̣ sv.
outdo win. S-v. Also gᵛoˑli. See oˑli.
outside ganʼiˑ.
Sl.
̣
outside (action to the outside) eqn̲. sv.
“outside” gesture in the hand game (indicating that the marked bones are in the pattern xoox)
sgečʼn̲
a. See sge.
̣
̣
outside the door atʼiˑt. sv.
over oygi.
̣ sv.
over (above) blay. Sl.
over a mountain etʼleˑgi.
̣ sv.
over the edge oliˑn. sv.
over the edge, draped owʼeˑtʼ. sv.
over this way ayʼaˑY. sv.
overboard oliˑn. sv.
overflow qampg.̣ Sv.

overlook someone lesmʼ. Sv.
overtake pinoˑ. S-v.
overturn sdipn. S-v.
overturn a canoe spolʼ i ̲. S-v. Also he̲sʔᵛebli. See ʔᵛ.
owe sgᵛiwtn̲a. See gᵛ.
owl (barn owl) pʼeˑhʔ. -S-n.
owl (horned owl) mokʼ. S-n.
owl (small sp.) gaˑlʼ.
S-n.
̣
own land geˑlaa̲
la. See geˑla.
̣
̣
P
pace (horse), to wilitgiʼ. Sv.
pace (lope, tiptoe), to ltig\ʼ. Sv.
pack (a load) on the back me. S-v.
pack basket yʼagi. Sn.
pack into a ball qpʼalʼ. Sv.
paddle (a boat). See “canoe, act upon a.”
paddle (canoe) qčʼik. Sn.
paddle (as a waterfowl), to sčʼol. S-v.
pain, have mʼaˑs i ̲ʼ. Sv.
pain in the side, have kʼastʼ. Sv.
paint (red) glepkʼi.
Sn.
̣
paint (red, made of fungus) waˑgin. S-n.
paint (smear), to twaˑqʼ. Sv.
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paint (smear on with a round obj., as a brush) lᵛtčʼoˑsa. See tčʼoˑs.
paint (smear on with the hands) dᵛtčʼoˑsa. See tčʼoˑs.
paint (the face) lʼoˑm i ̲ʼ. -Sv.
pair ʔibg. S-n.
Paiute saˑd. Sn.
palate dangač. Sn.
pancake ntitʼLa̲s. See titʼ.
pant for breath kespʼ. Sv.
pants, wear qʼaylaˑlb. Sv.
paper beyba. Sn.
parch (wokas) snab. Sv. Also sʔoˑlʼaˑlʼa. See sʔoˑ.
pare (the fingernails) r̲es̲ e̲qdᵛoliˑna. See qdᵛ.
parent-in-law (woman’s) totqʼ. -S-n.
parents se̲qoygaˑʼs.
See qoyg.̣
̣
parents-in-law (man’s), act with wgoˑ.
̣ S-v.
parents-in-law (woman’s), act with qoˑs. S-v.
parley, to Waldga. See Wal.
part (the hair), to se̲pčikʼdga.
̣ See pčikʼ.
[participial:] having done … ank. sv.
[partitive:] from, a piece of tiˑ. sn sp sd sa.
passionate, feel (man) goˑyʼ
i ̲. Sv.
̣
passionate, feel (woman) lmoY. Sv.
[past noun] w. sv.
[past stative:] in a state resulting from an action now completed odg. sv.
pasture, to pʼań̲wa. See pʼań̲.
pat (as in the sweathouse to bring out sweat on one’s body) tʼapʼ. -Sv.
patch, to nᵉakʼya. See nᵉ and akʼy.
pay, to sqoq. S-v.
pea libwa. -S-n.
peck, to kʼaWʼ. Sv.
peddler ʔittalys. See attal.
peddling attal. sv.
peel (bark), to woliˑna. See w.
peel off (an outer layer), to čʼol i ̲ʼ. -Sv.
peeling čʼeL. S-n.
[pejorative:] ruined, entirely, hopelessly all. sv.
pelican koml. Sn. Also yaml. Sn.
pen (or pencil) somʼalwʼoˑts. See somʼalwʼ.
pendant se̲lᵛowʼeˑtʼs. See lᵛ.
penis geq.
̣ Sn.
penis, act with the sgᵛ. S-v (cl.).
people maqlag.̣ S-n.

people from kniˑ. sn sp sd sa sl.
perform an action once oga̲. -Sv.
perhaps ʔaMkʼa. Srp. Also ʔak. Srp.
perhaps (either … or) wageˑnha.
Srp.
̣
periwinkle goʔoˑyʼa. S-n.
permit, to weˑwl\ʼ. Sv.
person maqlag.̣ S-n.
pestle gaˑmoˑts. See gaˑm. Also gaˑmkʼys. See gaˑm.
pet (domesticated animal) wač. Sn.
phlegm, have loˑqoˑqw\ʼ. Sv.
photograph, take sʔodeˑtn̲a. See sʔ.
pick (berries) loykʼ. Sv. Also ʔisga. See osg.
pick (one’s teeth) he̲sqačʼaˑy\ʼa. See qa.
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pick (wokas) r̲eʼ̲ lᵛosga. See lᵛ.
pick out. See aqaˑy i ̲ʼ. sv.
picking up adgl. sv.
picking up (raising) oyeˑg. sv.
picture pikča. Sn.
pieces, be in tʼekʼ. +Sv.
pierce kᵛeqn̲a. See kᵛ. See also “puncture.”
pig goso. Sn.
pig-a-back, carry dawaˑqʼy. Sv.
pile (as a cairn), to swʼaˑlʼ. Sv.
pile (as coals) sdoy. S-v.
pile (as logs, brush), to sqečʼ. S-v.
pile (make a mound), to sqoy. S-v.
pile (objs. on top of one another), to se̲ʔiwlyeˑga. See wal.
pile, on a ikL. sv.
pile, on top of a aptneˑgi.
̣ sv.
pillow, be a sʔolh. Sv.
pin, to patʼ. -Sv.
pincers (for hot iron; pliers) sne̲čʼliga̲oˑts. See čʼlᵉ. Also sne̲čʼlibgoˑts. See čʼlᵉ.
pince;s (of a crawfish) čʼliga̲oˑts. See čʼlᵉ. Also čʼlibgoˑts. See čʼlᵉ.
pinch, to čʼliga̲a. See čʼlᵉ.
pinch (as a tight shoe), to tʼay. -Sv.
pinch (catch between two surfaces), to čay\ʼ. -Sv.
pine (jackpine or “bull-pine”) gapg
̣ a.
̣ Sn.
pine (lodgepole pine) waˑko. Sn.
pine (ponderosa pine) goˑ.
̣ S-n.
pine (sugar pine) qdeˑLo. Sn.
pine (white pine) baˑ. Sn.
pine (yellow pine—or possibly a sp. of fir?) liwl. -S-n.
pine cone čagaˑl. -S-n.
pine gum lalaˑqʼo. Sn.
pine gum (from the sugar pine; eaten) čačablo. Sn.
pine marten peˑp. Sn.
pine needle(s) sbaˑMi. Sn.
pine needle cluster or whorl bosq. S-n.
pine nut qdeˑLo. Sn.
pipe pʼags.
̣ See pʼag.̣
pipe, act upon a sdᵛ. S-v (cl.).
pistol sikʼnitg. S-n.
Pit River (people and area) moˑwa̲twaˑs. See moˑwa̲.
pitch sdiyʼa. Sn.
pitch, smear on (as a sign of mourning) pʼloˑqʼ. Sv.

pitch-wood qačʼn. Sn.
pitter-patter (as the heart) kʼaw\ʼ. Sv.
pity, to yo. S-v.
place names: these are listed in order of their English translations (and the translations are those
given by the informants with very slight editing). Items for which no translation was obtained are
listed in alphabetical order at the end of the section. A numeral indicates that the place is shown
on the map found in the volume containing the Texts. and information about that place will be
given in the accompanying Key. Descriptive material will be thus given here only for places not
shown on the map. Places which are names of tribal groups are not listed here but will be found
below under “tribal names.”
“Above” blay. The town of Bligh. Sl.
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place names (continued)
“All-along-the-Top” ʔiW r̲LWn̲nʼa. See ʔiW. Klamath Falls. 100.
“Among-the-Bushes” ʔiWqaˑy i ̲ʼa. See ʔiW. 131.
“Apparition-Place” he̲ssleˑks. See sleʔ. 109.
“Around-the-Neck” ʔiWqʼaˑqʼ. See ʔiW. Fort Klamath. 159.
“Around-the-Neck-River” ʔiWqʼaˑqʼnʼi gog
̣ e.
̣ See ʔiW. Wood River. 154.
“At-Round-Object-on-the-End” lᵛawʼaˑlʼsd̲at. See lᵛ. 68.
“Badger-Standing-in-Water” kols tgᵛews. See tgᵛ. 49.
“Badger’s-Place” kolsʔmksi. See kol. 36.
“Bald-Eagle’s-Place” yawqʼlmksi. See yawqʼl. 71.
“Ball-Court” se̲qʼawehʔkʼys. A flat area at Crater Lake; see Text 10. See qʼaw\ʼ.
“Bear’s-Place” witʼeˑmʔmksi. See witʼeˑm. 50.
“Berry (sp.)-Place” čʼayangsdi. See čʼayang. 110.
“Big-Space-Around” moˑ ginkangs. See gin. 69.
“Bird-Lookout” čʼikʼs waLgkʼys.
See waLg.̣ 9.
̣
“Bird’s (sp.)-Home” qawdoˑgiˑsm čiˑs. See qawdoˑgiˑ. 157.
“Blackbird-Standing-on-Top” čʼegṣ dᵛawls. See dᵛ. 117.
“Blow- Through- Place” wisg̣ n̲di. See wi. 67.
“Blueberry-Place” qʼlaˑǰksi. See qlaˑǰ. 5.
place names (continued)
“Boiling-out” ditqʼags. See di. 85.
“Bridge-Place” slan̲kʼwsksi. See slan̲. 54.
“Bubble-up-Place” sčʼolʼksi. See sčʼolʼ. 66.
“Bullhead’s-Well” kʼoččʼalm sʔilgs. See sʔilg. Location never elicited.
“Bull-Snake’s-Nest” wamnagsʔm waˑs. See wamnag. An island where the Williamson River Road
joins the road from Chiloquin.
“Burying-Place” pʼnan̲ksi. See pʼnan̲. 59.
“Cache-Place” wogsdi.
See wog.̣ 60.
̣
“Canoe-Dredged-up” sgᵛotqʼags.
See sgᵛ.
̣
̣ No location obtainable.
“Carry-Crow-up-The-Hillside” gaˑg
̣ ṣ ksᵛawlyeˑgs. See ksᵛ. 8.
“Carrying-on-One’s-Shoulders” he̲sčʼikʼwaleˑʼs. See sčʼikʼwal. Mount Thielsen.
“Cave-Place” gomeˑksi.
See gome.
29.
̣
̣
“Chalk-Place” lobgsksi.
See lobg.̣ Apparently not the same as the next entry, but no location
̣
recorded.
“Chalk-Place” lobgṣ r̲ rk̲ si. See lobg.̣ 26.
“Charcoal-Lake” lkʼom ʔews. See lkʼom. 14.
“Chickadee-Place” čʼisgiˑg
̣ s.
̣ See čʼisgiˑg
̣ i.
̣ One mile below the hatchery on Crooked Creek.
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place names (continued)
“Clam-Eating” gleˑčʼpʼań̲
kʼys. See pʼań̲. 43.
̣
“Cottonwood-Place” wlalksi. See wlal. 139.
“Cough’s-Spitting-on” ʔoqsoʼsʔm sloqʼtn̲ys. See ʔoqsoʼ. 28.
“Crawfish-Crawling-up” goyʼalm
sgeyg
̣
̣ s.
̣ See sge.
̣ 51.
“Cut-on-Top-Place” qdᵛawldi. See qdᵛ. 58.
“Diaphragm-Burnt-Through” pʼaws nᵛkekʼs. See nᵛ. Mount Harrison. Named after a man who went
there on a power quest and returned able to utter only these words.
“Dogs’-Place” r̲ew
̲ ač\ʼaˑkʼlmksi. See wač. 150.
“Down-Away” ʔiWdbn̲lʼga.
̣ See ʔiW. Spring at the head of Crystal Creek. Translation dubious.
“Dry-on-Top” mpʼaqʼwls. See mpʼaqʼ. 95.
“Eat-First-Place” sniWaˑdglsi. See sni. 18.
“Excrement-Falling-up-out” sqʼeń̲s r̲eʼ̲ wotqʼags. See w. A place near the Wolf Ranch, where evilsmelling volcanic mud boils up and falls on the ground.
“Falling-Downhill” weqweˑLs. See w. 103.
“Fishnet-Stands-on” wlo ksᵛikLs. See ksᵛ. No location obtainable.
“Flint-Place” mbosagsawaˑs. See mbosag. The town of Chiloquin. 40.
place names (continued)
“Going-Across-with-the-Fin-Showing” čʼinkʼws. See čʼin. 65.
“Grass-Place” ksonksi. See kson. 93.
“Grave-Place” spinoˑksi. See spinoˑ. 63.
“Hang-around-the-Neck-Place” waqʼaˑqʼksi. See w. 123.
“Hawk-Sitting-in-Water” ndoga̲s čᵛewys. See čᵛ. No location obtainable.
“Head-Place” nʼosksi. See nʼo. 17.
“Hehǰiˑʔas’-Place” hehǰiˑʼsmksi. See hehǰiˑʼ. 31.
“Herd-Going-to-the-End” čᵛabaˑni. See čᵛ. 13.
“Heron-Sitting-on-Top” r̲é ̲ r̲qʼaˑhʔsʔm čᵛikLs. See čᵛ. A mountain on the boundary of the old
Reservation.
“Hole-Through-Rocks” qday ginqn̲ys. See gin. 99.
“Hollow-on-Top” r̲é ̲ r̲goM\ʼlʼi.
See goM\ʼ.
Goosenest Mountain.
̣
̣
“Horse-Place” wačksi. See wač. 34 and 124.
“Huckleberry-Place” ʔiwmgeˑni.
See ʔiwm. Huckleberry Mountain.
̣
“In-the-Berries (sp.)” čʼayangsd̲at. See čʼayang. 151.
“In-the-Spring” gawmd̲
at. See gawm.
84.
̣
̣
“Is-Inside” ʔiWLy. See ʔiW. 92.
“Island-Place” ʔawalwsgeˑni.
See ʔawalw. 7.
̣
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place names (continued)
“Jumping-over-for-Fun-Place” se̲hod̲ygieˑʼks.
See hod̲. 79.
̣
“Kom-Sitting-in-Water” kom čᵛewys. See čᵛ. No location obtainable.
“Knotted-in-Water” wqʼotʼwas. See qʼotʼ. Buck Island. 89.
“Lake” ʔews. See ʔew. Klamath Lake.
“Lake-Place” ʔewksi. See ʔew. The Klamath Marsh.
“Land-Place” geˑlaa̲
lks. See geˑla.
120.
̣
̣
“Limbs-Stick-out-of-Water” weq sqatqʼags. See qa. 23.
“Little-Alders-Place” r̲eʼ̲ wibl\ʼaˑkʼs. See wibl. 57.
“Little-Boy-Lying-on-the-Hillside” čʼaˑgiʼaˑkʼ
ksᵛalamns. See ksᵛ. 114.
̣
“Little-Boy’s-Place” čʼaˑgiʼaˑkʼimksi.
See čaˑgi.
̣
̣ 125.
“Little-Caves-Place” r̲eg̲ om\ʼaˑkʼksi.
See gome.
30.
̣
̣
“Little-Cottonwoods-Place” r̲ r ̲ew
̲ lal\ʼaˑkʼs. See wlal. 139.
“Little-Ears-Place” r̲ew
̲ ʼawʼaˑqkʼalmksi. See wʼawʼaˑq. 87.
“Little-Hill-Place” lall i ̲ʼ\ʼaˑkʼs. See lall i ̲ʼ. 11.
“Little-Mountain-Place” yʼaynʼaʼaˑkʼs. See yʼaynʼa. 148.
“Little-old-Lady’s-Well” weleˑqʼ\ʼaˑkʼlm sʔilgs. See sʔilg. 141.
place names (continued)
“Little-Pine-Place” gapg
See gapg
̣ aʼaˑkʼksi.
̣
̣ a.
̣ 3.
“Little-Plain-Lying-in-the-Way” saˑykʼaʼaˑkʼ nᵉeqʼys. See nᵉ. 52.
“Little-Rapids-Place” diwiˑʼaˑkʼs. See di. 82 and 96.
“Little-Rivers-Place” r̲eg̲ og
See gog
̣ \ʼaˑkʼksi.
̣
̣ e.
̣ 32.
“Little-Sand-Place” glaw\ʼaˑkʼksi.
See glaw.
142.
̣
̣
“Little-Willows-in-a-Group-along-the-Edge” r̲eʼ̲ yaˑkʼa liwykiˑns. See liw. 73.
“Little-Willows-Place” r̲eʼ̲ yaˑkʼa r̲ rk̲ si. See yaˑ. 143.
“Little-Winter-House” loldm\ʼa̲llʼgkʼa.
See loldm. 61.
̣
“Lizards-Poured-out-on” qiˑʔa gitʼLa̲
s. See gitʼ.
̣
̣ 53.
“Lodgepole-Pine-on-the-Very-Edge” waˑko ʔiwliˑwa. See ʔiW. 156.
“Long-Object-in-the-Sun-Place” ʔᵛatʼaˑw i ̲ʼks. See ʔᵛ. 46.
“Medicine-Getting-Place” yawgsa̲
̣ lks. See yawg.̣ 28.
“Mound-in-Water” sqoyws. See sqoy. 134.
“Mountain-Place” yʼaynʼaks. See yʼaynʼa. Yainax.
“Mouth-Place” somdi. See som. 15.
“Muledeer’s-Wading-out” baˑgoˑlsm
banygis.
̣
̣ See ban. 74.
“Mullet-Eating” tlagṣ pʼań̲kʼys. See pʼań̲. 128.
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place names (continued)
“Mullet (sp.)-Killing-Place” histʼyys lwelks. See lwel. Summer Lake Ridge, near Beatty; a place on
the old Reservation boundary.
“Netting-Place” dekčnʼks. See dek. Skillethandle Point. 108.
“Nettle-Cord-Place” sleˑčʼsksi. See sleˑčʼ. 136.
“On-the-End” ʔiWwʼaˑlʼa. See ʔiW. 4.
“On-the-South-Side” moˑwa̲kstʼa. See moˑwa̲. 64.
“On-the-Very-Edge” ʔiwliˑwa. See ʔiW. 80.
“Otter’s-Den” qʼoLtʔm waˑs. See qʼoLt. 45.
“Owl’s-Nest” mokʼsʔm waˑs. See mokʼ. A place south of Chiloquin, near the new Johns Manville
plant.
“Owl’s-Place” mokʼsʔmksi. See mokʼ. A place on the Wolf Ranch, near sqʼeń̲s r̲eʼ̲ wotqʼags.
“Piled-up-Place” swʼaˑlʼsgeˑn.
See swʼaˑlʼ. A place on the Klamath Marsh where there was a large
̣
cairn.
“Plant(sp.)-Place” čapdi. See čap. No location obtainable.
“Plant(sp.: Artemisia tridentata Nutt.)-Place” qbolWiʔmgeˑni.
See bolWi. 24.
̣
“Plural-Objects-in-Water” ʔiwa. See ʔi. Summer Lake.
“Poured-up-on-Shore” gitʼbaˑtn̲
čks. See gitʼ.
̣
̣ 98.
place names (continued)
“Projecting-on-the-End” stakmʼaˑčʼ. See stak. Eagle Point. 118.
“Propped-up-against” ʔiWawnʼa̲a. See ʔiW. 97.
“Rattlesnake-Cut-in-Two” qʔis yᵛgatʼs. See yᵛ. 145.
“Red-Place” r̲é ̲ r̲taklʼisksi. See tak. A mountain near Silver Lake, towards Yamsay.
“Right-up-against” ʔiWbaˑtn̲nʼa. See ʔiW. 106.
“Ringing-Instrument” n r̲é ̲ r̲ǰaqʼkʼys. See ǰaqʼ. 111.
“Roasting-Place” noˑg̣ a̲lks. See noˑg.̣ 113.
“Rock-Nest” qdaywaˑs. See qday. 2.
“Rock-Place” qdaydi. See qday. 42.
“Rock-Place” qdayksi. See qday. 78.
“Round-Object-in-Water-Place” lᵛewsi. See lᵛ. 104.
“Round-Object-on-the-End” lᵛamʼaˑčʼ. See lᵛ. 90.
“Salmon’s-Place” čʼiyaˑlʼsʔmksi. See čʼiyaˑlʼ. 72.
“Serviceberry-on-the-Bank” čag lᵛaliˑgs. See lᵛ. 121.
“Serviceberry-on-the-Hillside” čag lᵛalamns. See lᵛ. 137.
“Serviceberry-Place” čaggeˑni.
See čag. Rogue River.
̣
“Serviceberry-Place” čagdi. See čag. A place below Saddle Mountain.
“Sharp-on-the-End” kalwʼaˑlʼ. See kal. Algoma. 88.
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place names (continued)
“Sharp-One” daqʼnʼi. See daqʼ. 39.
“Sharpening-Instrument” ʔᵛqʼečʼsa̲lkʼys. See qʼečʼ. 19.
“Shasta-Standing-on-the-End” sesti tgᵛawʼaˑlʼs. See tgᵛ. Squaw Point. 112.
“Snake’s-Lying-in-Water” wisingm dinws. See din. 12.
“Snipe-Place” nʼaˑtʼaksi. See nʼaˑtʼa. 35.
“Spread-out-in-Water” hiwws. See hiw. 75.
“Spring-Place” gawmg
eˑni.
See gawm.
37.
̣
̣
̣
“Spring-Place” gawm
r̲ rk̲ si. See gawm.
130.
̣
̣
“Sqamdi’s-Den” sqamdiwaˑs. See sqamdi. 20.
“Standing-on-the-Bank” dᵛaliˑgs. See dᵛ. 25.
“Star’s-Fall” qčoˑlʔm ntʼiwlʼgs.
̣ See ntʼiw. 119.
“Star’s-Plain” qčoˑlʔm saˑykʼa. See saˑykʼa. LaPine.
“Striped-Rocks-Place” balaˑwʼsksi. See balaˑwʼ. A place to the north of Crater Lake and a boundary
marker of the old Reservation. Rock formations at this place are in the form of vertically striated
bluffs, almost like pillars.
“Sucker’s-Going-up-out” čʼomsʔm gᵛotqʼags. See gᵛ. 16.
“Sunrise” niˑLgs.
̣ See niˑLg.̣ 86.
place names (continued)
“Sunset-Place” dinneˑgksi. See din. 132.
“Swan-Place” gosksi.
See go.
̣
̣ 38.
“Swan’s-Going-up-out” gosʔm
gᵛotqʼags. See gᵛ. 21.
̣
“Taking-out-of-Water-with-a-Pointed-Instrument” kᵛiwykiˑns. See kᵛ. 33.
“Tgolʼoˑts’-Lying-in-Water” tgolʼoˑtsʔm ksᵛews. See ksᵛ. 152.
“Tgolʼoˑts’-Lying-Underneath” tgolʼoˑtsʔm ksᵛodiˑlks. See ksᵛ. 155.
“Tracking-Over” gwen̲
pʼleˑgis.
. l49.
̣
̣ See gwen̲
̣
“Tree’s-Extending-out” goˑsʔm
wqiws. See wqiw. A place below Lang’s Ranch, near the
̣
Williamson River Cemetery.
“Trees-Growing-out-in-a-Line” goˑs
̣ waˑmykiˑns. See waˑm. The Williamson River Cemetery.
Possibly the same as the last above?
“Trees-Standing-in-a-Group-on-the-Edge” goˑs
̣ liwliˑgs. See liw. 140.
“West-Side” tgalmakstʼa.
See tgalm.
41.
̣
̣
“Where-It-Is-Clear” r̲é ̲ r̲yallʼant. See yal. Spring Creek. 22.
“Where-It-Is-Rough” r̲éˑ̲ r̲qeˑY\ʼlʼant. See qeY\ʼ. 115.
“Wild-Parsnips-among-(Rocks)” skʼawangs lᵛakʼčʼwys. See lᵛ. 133.
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place names (continued)
“Willow-beside-the-Edge” yaˑs ksᵛelwys. See ksᵛ. 55.
“Willow-on-the-End” yaˑs ksᵛawʼaˑlʼs. See ksᵛ. 77.
“Willow-Place” toqʼsksi. See toqʼ. 76 and 146.
“Wokas-Getting-Place” woksa̲lks. See wok. 107.
“Yellowhammer-Flying-along-the-Side” čʼews honlamns. See hon. 102.
ʔawsmi. Sn. Bare Island. 116.
bečmi. Sn. 62.
r̲é ̲ r̲čal\ʼaˑkʼs. See čal. 81.
čeˑLgsdi.
See čeˑLg.̣ Saddle Mountain.
̣
čokʼalws. See čokʼalw. 56.
čʼaqʼwi. Sn. 48.
čʼniWiˑlʼs. See čʼniˑWiˑlʼ. No location obtained. See Texts, 38.48.
dokwa. Sn. The Mouth of Williamson River. 70.
doylkʼat. Sn. 6.
giˑws. See giˑw. Crater Lake
gombat. Sn. Pelican Bay.
goWasdi.
See goWa.
144.
̣
̣
gwelgsdi.
See gwelg.
Lake of the Woods.
̣
̣
r̲é ̲ r̲homsdi. See hom. 158.

ǰigyes. See ǰigye. 44.
kelms. See kelm. Mount Calimus.
koyLa. Sn. Fuego Mountain.
lalawqʼat. Sn. 10l.
layqʼyaˑmi. Sn. Fairchild, California. Possibly not Klamath.
place names (continued)
leqʼmeˑsi. Sn. A place at Warmsprings. Possibly not Klamath.
lʼoqoˑgat. Sn. 138.
maˑdamsksi. See maˑdam. 135.
močʼoˑy\ʼaˑkʼs. See močʼoˑy. 1.
molsi. See mol. Said to mean “Black-Swan-Place” (?). 129.
r̲é ̲ r̲ rn̲ enms. See nenm. No location obtained. Said to be named after a mythological figure who
kept crying /nenam nenam!/. BL thought this meant “Up! Up!” The myth is given by Curtin
(1912).
paksa. Sn. Little Wokas Bay.
qawkʼat. Sn. 127.
qʼačwʼeˑč. Sn. 27.
qʼaǰi. Sn. 122.
sidaygsdi. See sidayg. A place at Warmsprings. Possibly not Klamath.
soˑqetmi. Sn. 147.
tanʼaqʼaksi. See tanʼaqʼa. 105.
tgablamč.
Sn. A place supposed to be somewhere on the northern banks of Klamath Lake.
̣

tʼilkoydi. See tʼilkoy. Shoalwater Bay.
tʼomsandi. See tʼomsan. Mount Scott. Also see waˑlmsiˑni below with the same gloss (?).
waktalys. See waktal. Said to mean “Lodgepole-Pine-Place.” 10.
watangs. See watang. 91.
waˑlmsiˑni. See waˑlm. Mount Scott. See tʼomsandi above with the same gloss (?).
wilwaldi. See wilmal. 83.
wlʼiˑč. Sn. 94.
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place names (concluded)
yaʼaˑkʼ. See ya. 47.
yanaldi. See yanal. Agency Hill. 153.
yʼamsiˑ. See yʼam. Yamsay.
place of di. sn sv.
place of ksi. sv sn sp sd sa sl.
place of (region of) geˑni.
sn sl.
̣
places (in … places) ʼaˑs. sa.
plain (clearing, open space) saˑykʼa. Sn.
plan, to newlʼg.̣ Sv.
planned to do a̲stg. sv.
planning to (intending to) samni. sv.
plant: the following are the names of plants which either have no commonly known English name
or which are unidentifiable. These are roughly grouped into: berries, bushes, grasses, reeds.
roots, and miscellaneous-unidentifiable. The author’s unfamiliarity with plant taxonomy renders
this list liable to error.
berries:
berry (sp. called “bearberry” by informants) čʼmoLq. Sn.
berry (unknown sp. of edible red berry) r̲ r ̲es̲ čoqʼoˑlysʔm. See sčoqʼy.
blueberry (Lonicera conjugalis) ʔod. S-n.
blueberry (sp.) baˑw. -S-n.
blueberry (sp.) qʼlaˑǰ. Sn.
currant čʼomsqʼ. S-n.
serviceberry (also called “saugusberry”) čag. Sn.
thimbleberry r̲eh̲ e̲sqamoˑlsʔm (Rubus parviflorus Nutt.). See qam. The same (or another similar
sp. ?) is also called r̲eh̲ e̲ssqačʼoˑl i ̲ʼsʔm. See čʼol i ̲ʼ.
“thornberry” (also called “willowberry”) čʼayang. S-n.
bushes, flowering plants, sagebrushes
plant (Artemisia tridentata Nutt.) bolWi. Sn.
plant (Chrysothamnus bloomeri Grey) waˑMi. Sn.
plant (Compositae, sp.) waL. -S-n.
plant (Kunzia tridentata). ǰaglo.
̣ Sn.
plant (sp. bush) čʼomčʼaq. Sn.
plant (sp. bush) qʼow. -S-n.
plant (sp. flowering plant) ʔoˑlʼsʔm bonws. See ʔoˑlʼ.
plant (sp. sagebrush) česleyn. -S-n.
plant (sp. sagebrush similar to Artemisia tridentata) kʼat. Sn.
plant (sp. similar to wild parsnip) goˑd.
-S-n.
̣
grasses, seeds
plant (Balsamorrhiza sagittata) lba. Sn.
plant (Equisetum hyemale L.) wačakw. S-n.
plant (Glycerinus, sp., or Agrostis perennans) notak. Sn.

plant (marsh weed) godaˑ.
Sn.
̣
plant (mustard seed: Sisymbrium incisum Engelm.) čʼipʼ. Sv.
plant (mustard seed. sp.) wisingʔm čʼipʼs. See čʼipʼ.
plant (rye grass: Elymus condensatus Presl.) gleˑpi.
Sn.
̣
plant (squaw grass: Xerophyllum tenax) ʔepat. Sn.
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plant names (continued)
grasses, seeds (continued)
plant (swordgrass, sp.) beˑnhi. Sn.
plant (swordgrass, sp.) čaw. -S-n.
reeds
reed (burr-reed) wčaq. Sn.
reed (Juncus balticus Willd.) čʼnaw. Sn.
reed (Phragmites phragmites) saˑl. Sn.
reed (Phragmites. sp.) tgap.
̣ Sn.
reed (Rumex geyeri or R. paucifolius Nutt.) gnaˑwat.
Sn.
̣
roots, tubers
root (Angelico) ma. S-n.
root (Calochortus macrocarpus Dougl.) yan. S-n.
root (Carum gairdneri) ndalk. Sn.
root (Carum oregonum Wats.) geˑ.
̣ S-n.
root (Camassia esculenta) bogs.
̣ See bog.̣
root (death camas) sgaw. Sn.
root (Gatschet gives Pencedanum ambiguum; Kouse cogswellia utriculata (Nutt.) Jones; sp.
identified by LK as either Lomantium canbyi C. and R. or Lomantium piperi C. and R.) leY. S-n.
root (Sium cicutaefolium Gmel.) wqam. Sn.
root (sp. unknown) magiˑp.
̣ Sn.
root (sp. unknown) dawiˑq. S-n.
root (sp. unknown) gitnʼa.
-S-n.
̣
root (sp. unknown) qlanʼe. Sn.
root (sp. unknown) qlo. Sn.
root (sp. unknown) tʼaks. S-n.
root (sp. unknown) waˑl. Sn.
root (wild potato: Gatschet gives Sagittaria sagittifolia or Sagittaria variabilis; Sagittaria latifolia)
čwa. Sn.
root (Valeriana) kʼoˑl. Sn.
miscellaneous-unidentifiable
plant (sp. similar to wokas) čyaˑw. S-n.
plant (sp. unknown) ʔot. S-n.
plant (sp. unknown) čap. Sn.
plant (sp. unknown) non. S-n.
plant (a crop) he̲swaˑ. See waˑ.
plate (dish) sapLs. See sapL.
plate, act upon a sʔoˑ. S-v.
plateau knaˑt. Sn.
play, to leˑwʼ. Sv.
play a flute slʼoˑlwʼ. Sv.
play a joke gmay. Sv.

play a rattle ʔoloˑkʼ. Sv.
play cards ligal gi. See ligal.
play catch se̲qʼawehʔa. See qʼaw\ʼ.
play pool landoˑʼ. Sv.
play possum pʼeˑhǰiˑʼ. Sv.
play, the handgame nayatʼiˑya. Sv Sn.
play tug-of-war he̲spidgleˑʼa.
See spi.
̣
playing (in competition) eˑʼ. sv.
playing cards ligal. Sn.
please … ! ([polite imperative)) ang. sv.
pleased, be dičʼeˑw i ̲ʼa. See dičʼ and eˑw i ̲ʼ.
plot against newlʼgtn̲
̣ a. See newlʼg.̣
plow, to sbᵛtʼoˑy i ̲ʼa. See sbᵛ.
pluck (a bird) oLqʼ. sv.
plug up stʼil. S-v.
plugging up (closing, shutting) akʼy. sv.
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plum (wild plum) dmolo. Sn.
plume sdᵛotn̲ys. See dᵛ.
plural objects, act upon ʔi. S-v (cl.).
plural, action upon ([intensive, action upon plural objects]) ˑ. sv.
pocket payaˑqʼo. Sn.
pocket, in a akʼčʼwy. sv.
pocketknife qʼosapʼ. S-n.
pod čʼiLq. Sn.
point, on the amʼaˑčʼ. sv.
point, to gin.
̣ S-v. Also sqol. S-v.
point (in the handgame, indicating the position of the hidden bones), to spel. S-v.
point out (show) ʔalaˑY. Sv.
pointed instrument, act with a kᵛ. S-v (cl.).
pointed instrument, act with a (stabbing, spearing) s. S-v (cl.).
pointed object, act with a sqol. S-v.
poison, to spʼaw. S-v.
poison oak čʼimtʼsm. See čʼi. Also r̲eč̲ ʼibqʼsm. See čʼi.
poke with a pointed instrument kᵛ. S-v (cl.).
poker (for fire) qba. Sn.
pole waL. S-n.
pole (fishing) wqa. Sn. Also swʼᵛewoˑts. See swʼᵛ.
police poliˑ. S-n.
policeman r̲ r ̲es̲ nʼogys.
̣ See snʼog.̣
pond lily: “wokas” wok. S-n. Further English entries having to do with this common food plant will
be found under “wokas.”
pond lily (sp. similar to wokas) čʼiniˑqʼ. S-n.
pool (deep spring) welw. S-n.
pool, play landoˑʼ. Sv.
poor r̲eʼ̲ yolʼgspči.
See yo.
̣
poor (thin, unhealthy), be sʔoysʔ. Sv.
pop, to nčʼiw. S-v.
porcupine čeˑl. S-n.
porcupine needles smaˑy. Sn.
[possessive] ʔm. sn sp sd sa sl.
[possessive theme formant] dan. sp.
post (roof-support) sčaw. S-n.
pot čʼikʼaˑy i ̲ʼoˑts. See čʼi.
pot (iron kettle) liLpʼ. S-n.
potato čwa. Sn.
poultice doˑtn̲ys. See doˑ.
pounce on delwg. Sv.
pound, to qʼečʼ. -Sv.

pound down (tamp) din. -Sv.
pound into a compact mass qičʼ. -Sv.
pound with a fist or foot kt. S-v (cl.).
pound with a long instrument w. S-v (cl.).
pound with a round instrument n. S-v (cl.).
pour gitʼ.
̣ S-v (cl.).
pout wbelqʼ. Sv.
pout (have naturally protruding lips) wloq. S-v.
powerful, be gill
̣ i ̲ʼ. Sv.
power-quest, perform spodw. Sv.
prairie (open space, clearing) saˑykʼa. Sn.
prairie dog msa. S-n.
prayer pleya. Sn.
preacher priˑča. Sn.
precipice Wal. S-n.
pregnant, be kosl\ʼ. Sv.
pregnancy spots, have snakʼl. Sv.
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premonition, have (be an omen) tgotg
̣ .̣ Sv.
premonition in a dream. have (?) tʼn̲. sv.
pretty dičʼiˑkʼaˑni. See dičʼ.
pretty, be ǰleˑkʼ. Sv.
prick (thorn), to kčʼen̲. Sv.
prickle (as when one’s foot goes to sleep) toy\ʼ. Sv.
prickle (feel something sharp) lʔekʼ. Sv.
prickly, be Lopʼ. +Sv.
prisoner sponLydk. See spon.
prisoners ʔiLydk. See oLy.
privy lačʼkʼa. See lačʼ.
prod in the ribs sǰiqʼa. See ǰiqʼ.
prohibit (forbid) hiwsg. Sv.
prohibit (warn) r̲ew
̲ oytn̲bga. See woy.
project, to sqačʼ. S-v.
project in a grove witʼ. S-v.
project in a line waˑm. S-v (cl.). Also lčʼi. S-v.
project out onto a plain wqiw. Sv sv.
project to a point stak. S-v.
promise, to ʔapʔo. S-v.
prone obj., act upon a doˑ. S-v.
pronged or heavy obj., act upon a qa. S-v (cl.).
prop up underneath sdᵛodiˑla. See dᵛ.
proper names: these are alphabetized according to their English translation (quite makeshift in many
cases) in four major sections: mythological characters (and cf. under “mythological animals” as
well), men’s proper names, women’s proper names. and animals’ proper names.
proper names—mythological characters: These are divided on the basis of their occurrence in the
accompanying Texts into major characters, subsidiary characters. and minor characters. Many
more common nouns also occur as the names of myth beings (e.g., such important figures as /
čʼaˑqyʼaˑk/ “Little Boy”), but they are not found in any of the author’s texts and so are not
included here. A few names which do not occur in the Texts but which have no common noun
meaning (i.e., function only as “proper names”) are added here. Text references follow each
entry wherever possible. It should be noted that the present division into major, subsidiary. and
minor characters is based solely upon the occurrence of these figures in the author’s texts; in the
totality of Klamath mythology the status of many of these beings would almost certainly have to
be changed.
Major characters
Bald Eagle yawqʼl. Sn. 15.
Black Bear witʼeˑm. Sn. 1.
Coyote wʼa. S-n. Or kʼolyʼaˑ. Sn. 2, 3, 13, 16.
Fish-hawk dogwʼ. -S-n. 15.
Hidden-One ʔaysis. See ʔaysi. 4.272 ff.

Pelican koml. Sn. 5.87 ff., 15, 16.
Porcupine čeˑl. S-n. 3, 4.331 ff.
Skunk čʼaˑs. S-n. 9.
Weasel čʼasgaˑy. Sn. 7, 10.
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proper names—mythological (cont’d)
Major characters (cont’d)
čečteˑs. S-n. 7. (Equated with “Old Mink”).
gmo. S-n. (Gmokʼamʼč). 4.241 ff, 5.57, 6, 11.16 ff, 13.96 ff, 16.39 ff, 17.15 ff, 18.8 ff, 26.60 ff.
hehǰiˑʼ. S-n. (Hehǰiˑʔas). 8.
sqel. Sn. (“Old Marten” or “Old Mink”—not used as a common noun). 10, 18.80.
swaˑya. Sn. 5.
Subsidiary characters
Antelope čew. Sn. 1.2 ff, 2.52 ff, 5.59, 10.65, 13.84 ff.
Badger kol. S-n. 2.1 ff.
Buffalo yohoˑ. Sn. 3.4 ff.
Bullhead kʼoččʼa. Sn. 6.2 ff.
Frog kowʼe. Sn. 5.2 ff.
Goose loˑ. S-n. 8.
Grizzly Bear loq. Sn. 21.9 ff.
Hat baˑlʼaˑʼ. S-n. 3.76 ff.
Nighthawk čʼasgiˑp.
̣ S-n. 7, 17.2.
Qawdoˑgiˑs Birds qawdoˑgiˑ. S-n. 11.
Thunderbird r̲ r ̲el̲ men̲ys. See lmen̲. 13.12 ff.
leˑw. Sn. (The “Leˑw,” a monster dwelling in Crater Lake). 10.55 ff.
sqamdi. Sn. 19.
Minor characters
Ant qʼiMaˑč. Sn. 4.328, 5.62.
Awl saqda. Sn. 1.111, 4.147.
Blue Crane. sʔoˑg.̣ S-n. 1.135.
Breaking-through-with-Rocks mbastga nqew i ̲ʼYabgs. See qew i ̲ʼ. 7.20.
proper names—mythological (cont’d)
Minor characters (cont’d)
Brown-Spots-above-the-Eyes qʼaWlʼi r̲es̲ e̲lᵛikLs. See lᵛ. 7.13.
Butterfly (sisters) weq. -Sn. 4.314, 4.328.
Chewing-up-Little-Trees gapg
See ačʼeˑs. 7.9, 17.6 ff.
̣ ạ gwᵛačʼeˑsys.
̣
Cottonwood wlal. Sn. 13.72.
Crow gaˑg
̣ .̣ Sn. 1.27, 13.4l.
Deer lilhang. S-n. 10.61.
Digging-up-Serviceberries čag r̲eʼ̲ lᵛotqʼags. See lᵛ. 7.15. Also recorded as čag r̲el̲ ʼogs.
̣ See lʼog.̣
Dove ʔoˑlʼ. S-n. 10.91.
Dragonfly qoqding. S-n. 5.64 ff.
Flea kʼotʼ. S-n. 5.62
Grasshopper (or Locust) tʼaˑhʔ. -S-n. 4.328 ff.
Little Mudhen stʼokʼwa. Sn. 4.277 ff. Given by PO as “Little Squirrel” (and so recorded in the
translation of the Texts) but later corrected by RD to “Little Mudhen.”
Louse kʼoY. S-n. 5.48, 5.62.

Mallard Duck Weˑg.̣ S-n. 4.277 ff.
Meadowlark sqolʼe. Sn. 4.38 ff, 4.438 ff.
Mudhen tʼohoˑ. S-n. 4.277.
Ponderosa Pine goˑ.
̣ S-n. 2.34.
Rose Bush čʼwidi. Sn. 2.43.
Sagebrush (sp.) kʼat. Sn. 2.38
Sandhill Crane qʼlidiˑ. S-n. 4.277.
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proper names—mythological (cont’d)
Minor characters (cont’d)
Serviceberry čag. Sn. 13.65.
Sky-Roarer galoˑ
qaˑqags.
̣
̣ See qaˑqag.̣ 7.24, 17.2 ff.
Snipe (Killdeer) čʼwiˑdidig. S-n. 4.55.
Snowbird čʼikʼaˑ. Sn. 4.277.
Snowbrush r̲ r ̲es̲ lʼabtn̲ysʔm. See slʼab. 13.55.
Stump tʼotʼ. S-n. 13.48.
Willow yaˑ. S-n. 13.77
qʼaǰičwʼačweˑʼ. S-n. Said to mean “show-off.”
tgolʼoˑt. S-n. Said to be similar to (or identical with?) /čʼaˑqyʼaˑk/ “Little Boy.”
yaˑhʔ. -S-n.
proper names—men’s
Bear-Slayer loq r̲ r ̲el̲ welys. See lwel.
Big-Old-Knees r̲eq̲ ʼolʼančʔmč. See qʼolʼinč.
Big-Old-Testicles r̲ r ̲es̲ lʼolgʔmʼč. See slʼolg.
Brown r̲é ̲ r̲čʼislʼi. See čʼis.
Bucket-Belly poqʼoˑnkas. See nka.
Buttocks-in-the-Face čʼoqbgs.
̣ See čʼoq.
Hair-Hat lag̣ čʼoyeˑs. See lag.̣
Little Marten sqel\ʼaˑkʼ. See sqel.
Little Nail ǰigmin\ʼaˑkʼ. See ǰigmin.
Muddy-Brown-Headed r̲é ̲ r̲mʼak nʼos gidk. See mʼak.
Night-Wanderer psin r̲ed̲ amnoń̲wys. See damnoń̲.
Pants-Hanging-Down nᵉiǰqʼoˑlys. See nᵉ.
proper names—men’s (cont’d)
Sharp-Nose čaqʼpsis. See čaqʼ.
Stingy-with-Trouts’-Eyes meYsm lolb wiˑčʼigs. See wiˑčʼig.
Widower čimʼandk. See čimʼan.
čiˑloqin. S-n.
čʼopbaq. Sn.
lʼiˑk. -S-n.
tʼak. -S-n.
proper names—women’s
Awfully-Stupid qʼapapsys. See paps.
Bogeyman-Foot qoˑʼs peč. See qoˑʼ.
Cooler-by-Blowing snogs. See snog.
Little-Fire lologkʼa.
See lolog.̣
̣
Lively-One (?) wčʼeg. S-n.
Pig-Eye goso lolb. See goso.
Pig-Tooth goso dot. See goso.
Snipe (Killdeer) čʼwiˑdidig. S-n.

Stella’s-Mother sdelakʼsa̲b. See kʼis.
sagaˑt. S-n.
sdela. Sn.
proper names—animals’
Pacer r̲ r ̲éˑ̲ r̲ltig\ʼs. See ltig\ʼ. (Dog’s name).
diˑgi. Sn. (Dog’s name).
propped up against awnʼa̲. sv.
prostitute r̲es̲ e̲dᵛewlʼgys.
̣ See dᵛ.
proud, be yaˑm i ̲ʼ. Sv.
prune a tree gay. -Sv.
pubic hair smʼaˑk. See mʼaˑk.
pucker the lips sdočʼoˑkʼ. Sv.
puff the breath (onto a patient in a curing ceremony) swokʼ. S-v.
pull, to pᵛ. S-v (cl.).
pull a tooth kʼatʼ. +Sv.
pumice čogi.
̣ Sn.
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puncture kekʼ. -Sv. Also kew i ̲ʼ. -Sv.
puncture (pierce, as the ears) kᵛeqn̲a. See kᵛ.
puncture and peel (with the fingernails) čʼlidga.
̣ See čʼlᵉ.
pup (pet name for a dog) weloč. Sn.
pupil of the eye r̲é ̲ r̲boslʼi. See bos.
purse waˑgogs.
See waˑ.
̣
pus čʼitqʼags. See čʼi. Also mʼolʼs. See mʼolʼ.
push, to ktiwčnʼa (etc.). See kt. Also yᵛiwčnʼa (etc.). See yᵛ.
put in order wlelg.̣ Sv.
put on (clothes) lwᵛ. S-v (cl.). See also under the names of various articles of clothing.
put out a fire sipč. Sv.
putting down elʼg.̣ sv.
Q
quail (California quail) r̲ r ̲es̲ dᵛawllʼgs.
̣ See dᵛ.
quail (mountain quail) digaˑgaʼ. S-n.
quarrel, to sasalky. Sv.
quarter of a dollar kwaˑda. Sn.
quartz wqʼa. S-n.
question, ask woln̲. Sv.
quickly balaq. Srt.
quickly (fast, violently) gill
̣ i ̲ʼank. See gill
̣ i ̲ʼ.
quiet, be qap. S-v.
quiet (calm), be tʼaˑm. S-v. Also gem.
S-v.
̣
quit glewy.
Sv.
̣
quiver ʔaqaˑwi. sn.
quiver (?) doˑkangs. See doˑ.
quiver (skin bag for the bow and arrows) wegeˑp.
S-v.
̣
quiver (as jelly), to moY\ʼ. Sv. See also “shiver.”
[quotative] mat. Srp.
R
rabbit kay. Sn.
rabbit (cottontail) čʼwakʼna. Sn.
rabbit (jackrabbit) ngol.
̣ Sn.
rabbit (small sp.) r̲é ̲ r̲kʼoY\ʼs. See kʼoY\ʼ.
rabbitskin blanket qʼalyʼa. Sn.
raccoon wačginʼa. Sn.
race, to soynʼ. Sv.
rack (for drying fish) sbahoˑts. See bah. Also sčokʼlʼgs.
̣ See sčokʼ.
rack (for storage) geL.
S-n.
̣
rag siˑl\ʼaˑkʼ. See siˑl.

rags (to wrap the feet with) pʼiwg.̣ S-n.
railroad train lologṣ weˑgan. See lolog̣ and weˑgan. Also treyn. Sn.
rain, to qdoˑč. Sv.
rainbow wičʼyaq. Sn.
raise (a child) he̲stsiń̲. See tsiń̲.
raise (crops) he̲swaˑ. See waˑ.
raising (lifting) oyeˑg. sv.
raising (picking up) adgl. sv.
ramrod sqol r̲sg̣ n̲nʼoˑts. See asg̣ n̲.
rapids diwiˑs. See di.
rattle (cleft-stick) ʔoloˑkʼs. See ʔoloˑkʼ.
rattle (deer-hoof) s r̲e ̲ r̲čaqʼoˑts. See čaqʼ.
rattle, to čaqʼ. Sv.
rattles (snake) sne̲Walwis. See Wal.
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rattlesnake qʔi. S-n.
raw, be sangi.
̣ Sv.
razor se̲ʔᵛyʼoˑqʼoˑts. See yʼoqʼ.
reach (touch, act with the hand) das. S-v. Also nʼiq. S-v.
reach, to tpek. S-v.
reaching (arriving) adbn̲. sv.
read ʔeˑʔalg.̣ Sv.
ready, be mʼolwʼ. Sv.
really ʔeč. Srp.
receding hairline, having r̲ r ̲es̲ tʼaqʼLyykiˑndk. See tʼaqʼ.
receive dekdanga.
̣ See dek.
recently tʼeyn. Sra.
recently (a little while ago) niˑya. Srt.
recognize qoyg.̣ Sv.
recognize, not qayqmʼ. Sv.
recover (heal) wen̲bli. See wen̲.
recover consciousness se̲mčelgbli.
See mčelg.̣
̣
red, be tak. S-v.
reddish, be ǰoy. S-v.
red-hot, be ǰoyoˑ. S-v.
reed: for various spp. see under “plant.” Reeds having commonly known English names will be
found under those headings.
[referential] t. sv sn sd sa sl sr.
reflect in water kčalwa. See kčal.
reflection kčalwys. See kčal.
[reflexive-reciprocal] se̲. pv pd pr.

region of geˑni.
sn sl.
̣
regret, to Lil. Sv.
regret doing sombal. S-v.
rejoice sidyaykʼ. Sv. Also qʼoyseˑw i ̲ʼ. Sv.
relate (tell) heseˑks. Sv.
relate one’s ailments soˑwi. Sv.
related, be sʔaˑMkʼ. Sv.
relative sʔaˑMkʼs. See sʔaˑMkʼ.
relative whose connection has been broken by the death of an intermediate link (e.g., the brother of
one’s deceased wife) spinwyb. See spinoˑ.
release (let go) deliˑn. Sv.
releasing osg. sv.
relieve oneself, go to gᵛeqn̲č a̲a. See eqn̲.
relieve oneself from a canoe čʼoqliˑna. See čʼoq.
remain behind čᵛalʼaˑlʼbga. See alʼaˑlʼ.
remainder ʔibgčʼn̲a. See ʔi.

remaining ([durative]) obg. sv.
remaining (in a state resulting from past action: having been … ed) odg. sv.
remember hoˑskanga. See hosʔ.
render grease sdilʼga.
̣ See di.
repeatedly in the air eˑqʼ. sv.
replacing akʼapsdi. sv.
report (take news) sdil. S-v.
[reported action] mat. Srp.
rescue, to lewg. Sv. Also sne̲ʼwibga. See wibg.
rest, to geˑǰigoˑla.
See geˑǰig.
̣
̣
resurrect sne̲witn̲bli. See wi.
retriever r̲eh̲ od̲wys. See hod̲.
returning ebli. sv.
revenge, take se̲ʼwalga.
̣ See walg.̣
revive he̲shoqn̲bli. See hoqn̲. Also sne̲witn̲bli. See wi.
revolve akʼiˑčʼ. sv.
rib laˑl. S-n.
rice r̲em
̲ ʼolq\ʼaˑkʼ. See mʼolq.
rich (powerful, prestigeful) lagi.
̣ Sn Sv.
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riches domdwaˑ. See dom and dwaˑ.
rickety (swaying), be čok. S-v.
rickety (unstable, loose), be čey. Sv.
ride (a horse) he̲sgisčnʼa.
See gis.
̣
̣ Also he̲shoˑd̲čnʼa. See hoˑd̲.
ride (in an automobile, wagon) lᵛo r̲yamna (etc.). See lᵛ. Also sdilnčnʼa. See diln.
right (side) steLbg. S-n (?).
right (true) qadak. Sra.
right away nannwi. sv.
right up to alčʼwy. sv.
rim of a basket, make tʼg\ʼ.
̣ -Sv (?).
ring (finger) nʼepsisiˑls. See sisiˑl i ̲ʼ.
ring, to ǰaqʼ. -Sv.
ring, wear nʼepsisiˑl i ̲ʼa. See sisiˑl i ̲ʼ. Also lᵛoLy. See lᵛ. Also lᵛakyamna. See lᵛ.
rinse out the mouth se̲qbᵛočʼkʼa. See qbᵛ.
ripe, be noˑg.̣ Sv.
ripple, to lqʼań̲. Sv.
rise (sun) niˑLg.̣ Sv. Also dinygi.
̣ See din.
rising adgl. sv. Also oyeˑg. sv.
river gog
̣ e.
̣ Sn.
riverbed (dry) gog
̣ ẹ palwys. See pal.
road sdo. Sn.
road, in the eqʼy. sv.
roan-colored (golden-red-brown), be qas. S-v.
roan-colored (light reddish-brown), be lʼim. S-v.
roar (as water, crowd, stampede) sil\ʼ. Sv.
roar (with laughter) sdoqʼ. Sv.

roast, to noˑg\ʼa̲
̣ la. See noˑg.̣
roasting (on coals) aps. sv.
roasting (on the fire) alʼaˑlʼ. sv.
roasting stick sdᵛeLWn̲oˑts. See dᵛ.
robin wisgag
̣ .̣ Sn.
rock qday. Sn.
rock (for cooking) mba. S-n.
rock (heated and put on parts of the body affected by chills, arthritis, etc.) se̲ʼlᵛelʼgs.
̣ See lᵛ.
rock the body to and fro swʼinkanga. See wʼin.
rocking chair swʼinkangoˑts. See wʼin.
rocky, be qeY\ʼ. Sv.
rodeo loˑdiˑn. Sn.
roe Loqʼs. See Loqʼ.
Rogue River people čaggeˑnkniˑ.
See čag.
̣
roll (wad up, tangle) qʼol i ̲ʼ. -Sv.
roll, to diln. S-v.

roll in snow (on the power quest) lpeʼ. sv.
roof slᵉawls. See slᵉ.
root wewk. Sn.
root: for various spp. see under “plant.” Roots having commonly known English names will be
found under those headings.
rope qnog.̣ S-n.
ropelike obj., act upon a ton. S-v. Also a few forms under nᵉ. S-v (cl.).
rose (wild rose) čʼwidi. Sn.
rot (rust, decay) slʼeqʼ. Sv.
rot (spoil, sour) ntʼopʼ. Sv.
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rotten wood molo. Sn.
rough terrain, be qeY\ʼ. Sv.
rough up kʼoˑs. -Sv.
round, be qʼal. S-v.
round instrument, act with a n. S-v (cl.).
round obj., act upon a lᵛ. S-v (cl.).
round objs. (few), act upon pew. S-v.
row (a boat). See “canoe, act upon a.”
row, in a. See “line, in a.”
row hard ʔoˑ. S-v.
rub off of oneself se̲ʔidgoˑla.
See odg.̣
̣
rub on (paint on) tčʼoˑs. -Sv.
rub on (pitch, as a sign of mourning) pʼloˑqʼ. Sv.
rub the hands together se̲dᵛqʼoˑl i ̲ʼa. See qʼol i ̲ʼ.
rule, make newlʼg.̣ Sv.
rumble (as thunder, a noise in the distance) lil\ʼ. Sv.
rumble (stomach) qol\ʼ. Sv.
rump se̲dᵛikLs. See dᵛ.
rumpus, make qʼeˑl i ̲ʼ. Sv.
run (few; four-legged animal) wle. S-v.
run (pl.) din. S-v.
run (pl.; few) dos. S-v.
run (road) new. S-v.
run (ropelike obj.) ton. S-v.
run (sg.) hod̲. S-v (cl.).
run aground ʔᵛawllʼga.
̣ See ʔᵛ.
run away (flee) qeˑq. S-v.
run away from home gᵛowqiˑwa. See wqiw.
run over (with a wagon, automobile) lᵛiǰqʼa. See lᵛ.
run slowly or purposefully (sg.) hoˑd̲. S-v (cl.).
rust, to slʼeqʼ. Sv.
rutabaga taˑsnaˑk. S-n.
rye grass gleˑpi.
Sn.
̣

S
sack tʼaˑyʼ. S-n.
sack (buckskin sack for storing clothing) waklo. Sn.
sack (gunny sack) qʼočwʼal. Sn.
sack (type) wilisik. Sn.
sack (type having vertical stripes on the edges) r̲ r ̲el̲ gᵉamnis.
See lgᵉ.
̣
̣
sad, be qʼoyeˑw i ̲ʼ a. See qʼoy. See also “mourn” and “regret.”
sad (over an absence), be lagy.
̣ Sv.

saddle qakLs. See qa.
saddle (old style) nᵉikLs. See nᵉ.
saddle blanket ʔikLs. See ikL.
saddle blanket (old style) pewL. S-n.
saddlesore, have wen̲L a̲a. See wen̲.
salmon čʼiyaˑlʼ. S-n.
same se̲hongpči. See hoˑd.
same place hatkak. Sl.
sand glaw.
S-n.
̣
sandal (buckskin), wear waksna. Sv Sn.
sandal (tule) wipga. Sn.
sap (sweet, from deciduous trees) pʼilings. See pʼiling.
Satan monaˑdalʼkniˑ. See monaˑ.
satisfied, be gᵛiwyʼga.
̣ See gᵛ.
Saturday se̲ʔeˑtʼs. See ʔeˑtʼ.
saugusberry (serviceberry) čag. Sn.
save (rescue) sne̲ʼwibga. See wibg.
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saw slᵛolčʼoˑts. See slᵛ.
sawlike obj., act with a slᵛ. S-v (cl.).
sawmill slᵛčaˑy i ̲ʼs. See slᵛ.
say, to sʔab. Sv.
scale (fish) čʼiLq. Sn.
scales sne̲nqʼiqʼlʼgoˑts.
See nqʼiqʼ.
̣

scar wen̲lʼgbliWiˑs.
See wen̲.
̣
scared (afraid), be wos. Sv.
scared (startled), be toqʼ. Sv.
scared (terrified), be sinʼams. S-v.
scattering owi. sv. Also aywwi. sv.
scavenge mosʼa̲la. See mos.
school skoˑl. Sn.
scissors sisoˑ. Sn.
scorch nqotʼ.. Sv.
scrabble qaˑčʼ. -Sv.
scrape ᵛqoˑt. -Sv.
scrape for grubs dmey. Sv.
scrape for moth chrysalids byen. Sv.
scrape hide oLqʼ. sv.
scrape off ᵛqitʼ. -Sv.
scrape off (a surface) Lat. -Sv.
scrape off (clean off) qetʼ. -Sv.
scrape off (something spilled) ᵛqičkʼ. -Sv.
scrape out ᵛdoqʼ. -Sv.
scraper (deerhorn) kᵛiwliˑnoˑts. See kᵛ.
scraper (for skinning) nᵉosgoˑts. See nᵉ.
scraps of dried fish noˑgsʔm.
See noˑg.̣
̣
scratch, to daqč. Sv.
scratch (scrabble), to qaˑčʼ. -Sv.
scratch (scribble, sharpen), to qʼečʼ. -Sv.
scratch off ᵛqitʼ. -Sv.
scream, to pakʼ. Sv.
scribble (scratch) qʼečʼ. -Sv.
scribble (mark on) lʼaˑkʼ. -Sv.
scuff (abrade) klaˑ. S-v.
scuff off (a bit of skin, leather) kleqʼ. S-v.
scuff (the feet) klot. S-v.
seagull (large sp.) qʼatyaˑwʼ. S-n.
seagull (large sp.) kolʔa. Sn.
seagull (small sp.) qʼeˑč. Sn.

seagull (smallest sp.) ʔig. S-n.
seal (animal) walkoy. Sn.
search for gaˑykʼ.
Sv. Also qmag.̣ Sv.
̣
season of ʼeˑmʼi. sn.
secret, keep ʔaysi. Sv.
secrete (sap) pʼiling. Sv.
sedge wičpaˑy. Sn.
see, to sleʔ. Sv.
seed loˑq. Sn.
seed pod (winged seed pods of certain trees) honlʼgs.
̣ See hon.
select. See aqaˑy i ̲ʼ. sv.
self daˑk. Sre.
selfish, be wiˑčʼig. Sv.
sell, to sesadwi. Sv.
semen kʼeˑlʼ. S-n.
send (gift, letter) sne̲gᵛiwčnʼa. See gᵛ.
send (message) noˑ. S-v.
send (person) sgoyw. S-v.
separate (from one another) biˑ. S-v.
separate (seeds from pods) čapʼ. -Sv.
separate (seeds from pods: thresh, mash) qoy i ̲ʼ. -Sv.
separately weliˑ. S-l.
serve on a tray, plate sʔoˑwy. See sʔoˑ.
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serviceberry čag. sn.
set (sun) noˑli. See noˑ. Also dinneˑga. See din.
set a dog upon ksᵛoga̲t n̲a. See ksᵛ.
setting down elʼg.̣ sv.
seven labksept. See laˑb and ksept.
seventeen tewnʼip\ʼant labksept. See tewnʼip, laˑb and ksept.
seventy labkseptnʼi tewnʼip. See laˑb, ksept and tewnʼip.
sever (pl.) golčʼ. -Sv.
sever (sg.) gattʼ. +Sv.
sever the head kʼačʼ. -Sv.
sew sqen̲. Sv.
shadow mʼaYs. See mʼaY.
shady, be mʼaY. Sv.
shake swʼᵛ. S-v (cl.).
shake (head) lᵛ r̲e ̲ r̲pʼeqʼa. See lᵛ and pʼeqʼ.
shake all over peL\ʼ. -Sv.
shake off the head sgičkč. Sv.
shake out čiqʼ. -Sv.
shake out (blanket, clothes) wLičʼ. Sv.
shake wokas with live coals on a basket tray siwy. Sv.
shaking forward and backward ačʼwa. sv.
shallow wikʼaˑ ʔeˑW i ̲dk. See ʔeˑW i ̲.
shaman qyog.̣ S-n.
sharp, be kal. S-v.
sharp instrument, act with a s. S-v (cl.).
sharp-edged, be daqʼ. Sv.
sharpen qʼečʼ. -Sv.
sharp-pointed, be čaqʼ. +Sv.
Shasta sesti. Sn.
shatter (a brittle obj.) pʼakʼ. +Sv.
shatter (a flimsy obj., a brittle obj.) čew i ̲ʼ. -Sv.
shatter (a thin surface) tew i ̲ʼ. +Sv.
shave yʼoqʼ. -Sv.
shave (wood) čoˑčlʼ. -Sv.
shavings, make ʔičiˑčʼa. See čičʼ.
shawl he̲slᵉoygs.
̣ See slᵉ.
shed (a skin, as a snake) skinčʼiˑsqʼaga. See skin.
shed (a winter coat) čʼiˑl. S-v.
shed (hair; moult, become bald) slʼoqʼ. Sv.
sheep wyʼa. S-n. Also qʼwiˑl. Sn.
shelf (rack for storage) geL.
S-n.
̣
shell (pod) čʼiLq. Sn.

shield snotʼoˑts. See snotʼ.
shinbone waqkʼ. S-n.
shinbone awl waglw.
̣ S-n.
shine (glow) kčal. S-v.
shine (moon) wgawʼ.
Sv.
̣
shingles, make ʔičiˑčʼa. See čičʼ.
shinny-ball ǰimaˑʼ. S-n.
shiny, be čʼel\ʼ. Sv.
shirt čoLys. See čoLy.
shirt (armor) qaqnʼoˑlʼ. S-n.
shirt, wear čoLy. Sv.
shiver (from chills or fear) neL\ʼ. Sv.
shiver (from cold) dos\ʼ. Sv.
shiver (from fatigue or hunger) Liw\ʼ. Sv.
shiver (from palsy or old age) tʼiw\ʼ. Sv.
shiver (like jelly) moY\ʼ. Sv.
shoe, wear sdiksoˑy\ʼ. Sn Sv.
shoestring he̲sličlʼgoˑts.
See slič.
̣
shoot (a sg. obj.) sliń̲. Sv.
shoot (at a target) slʼoˑgl\ʼ.
̣ Sv.
shoot (once) dewy. Sv.
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shoot (pl. objs.) nkʼeysʔań̲. Sv.
shoot (pl. times) yʼoˑ. S-v (cl.).
shore, along the aliˑg. sv. Also oYn̲. sv. Also alYn̲. sv.
shore, to the abaˑtn̲. sv.
shore, up on (out of the water) oykiˑn. sv.
short (close, near) wikʼaˑ. Sl.
shot (bullets) baLaˑ. S-n.
shoulder LapʼakL. S-n.
shoulder blade niˑčg.̣ S-n.
shoulder blades, place between the sʔepaqL. S-n. Also se̲dasdgibgs.
See das.
̣
shout, to nqen. Sv (cl.).
shovel keˑčnʼoˑts. See keˑ.
show, to he̲ssleʔa. See sleʔ.
show (point out), to ʔalaˑY. Sv.
show-off qʼaǰičwʼačweˑʼ. S-n.
show-off, to he̲sčaˑndgi. See čaˑn.
shuffle kčečʼ. S-v.
shut up! qʼa pagsdgi! See pag.
shutting akʼy. sv.
shy, be salkʼy. Sv.
sick, be sill\ʼ. Sv.
sick (hurt), be mʼaˑs i ̲ʼ. Sv.
side (just under the shortribs) Leqʼo. -S-n.
side (on the …, off the …, etc.). See “edge.”
side, on the … side ksta. sn sp sd sa sl.
sieve sčiqn̲oˑts. See či.

sift slačʼ. S-v.
sifting basket slačʼqn̲oˑts. See slačʼ.
siftings (bits of shell and debris left over from sifting wokas or other seeds) qaǰiˑʼ. -S-n.
sight (of a gun) sdᵉlawllʼgs.
̣ See dᵉl. Also dᵉleLWn̲ys. See dᵉl.
silent, be qap. S-v.
silk leswi. Sn.
silly, act qʼeˑlʼ i ̲. Sv.
silly, be gaykʼ. Sv.
similar to (like) sitk. sre. Also pč. sn sp sd sa.
sinew mboyč. Sn.
sinew bow-backing ʔiLWn̲ys. See eLWn̲.
sing, to swin̲. Sv.
sink (pl.) lmeˑlʼga.
̣ See lmeˑy.
sink (sg.) mpetʼlʼga.
̣ See mpetʼ.
sister (man’s elder or younger sister) tobaks. S-n.
sister (woman’s elder sister) tʼaˑl. -S-n.

sister (woman’s younger sister) tabyʼ. S-n Sl.
sister-in-law (man’s brother’s wife; wife’s sister) molg.̣ S-n.
sister-in-law (man’s wife’s younger sister) ksoˑnisga. Sn.
sister-in-law (husband’s brother’s wife) čig.̣ -S-n.
sister-in-law (woman’s brother’s wife; husband’s sister) ʔalaˑm. -S-n.
sit (pl.) r̲eʼ̲ waˑbga (etc.). See waˑ.
sit (sg.) čᵛ. S-v (cl.).
sit down hard sčemis. S-v.
six Načksept. See Naˑs and ksept.
sixteen tewnʼip\ʼant Načksept. See tewnʼip, Naˑs and ksept.
sixty Načkseptnʼi tewnʼip. See Naˑs, ksept and tewnʼip.
skim off ʔiliˑna. See ʔi.
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skin čʼelgs. See čʼelg.
skin (cured hide) mbaw. S-n.
skin (uncured hide) qla. S-n.
skin, act on a piece of bᵛ. S-v (cl.).
skin (roasted skin of birds), eat čʼelg. Sv.
skin an animal nᵉosga. See nᵉ.
skinning scraper nᵉosgoˑts. See nᵉ.
skirt, wear sčʼiwaˑg. S-v.
skunk čʼaˑs. S-n.
skunk cabbage čʼaˑsysʔm tʼapq. See čʼaˑs and tʼapq.
sky galoˑ.
Sn.
̣
slacken sLegoWdgi.
See LegoW.
̣
̣
slander someone not present sne̲mačaˑdga. See mačaˑ.
slap, to teWčʼ. -Sv.
slap (tap), to čʼasaqʼ. -Sv.
slap on the ear, to čʼaw. -Sv.
slap on the hand, to tʼaytʼitʼy. -Sv.
slap openhanded, to ʔeqʼ. -Sv.
slash open a bulbous round obj. titʼ. +Sv. Also aLaˑsg̣ n̲. sv.
slave loˑg. S-n.
sleep, to qtan̲. Sv.
sleet čaˑy. -S-n.
sleet (snow mixed with rain) gᵛoLqʼs. See gᵛ.
slide, to lwʼič. S-v. Also čᵛ. S-v (cl.). Also kt. S-v (cl.).
slide down oLal. -Sv.
slide down a slope kok. -Sv.
slide down on the stomach wʼinLWn̲čʼn̲a. See wʼin.
sliding off a tubular obj. očʼiˑpʼ. sv.
slimy, be lʼag\ʼ. Sv.
sling (or bull-roarer?) sqiˑwʼ. S-n.
slip (and sit down hard) sčemis. S-v.
slip (let something drop) debl. S-v.
slippery, be čloqʼ. +Sv.
slitting open aLaˑsg̣ n̲. sv.
slobber, to weˑčʼ. Sv.
slowly kʼewnʼi. Sra.
smack the lips očʼisg. -Sv.
small kʼeččʼa. Sa. Also nčʼekʼ. Sra.
small of the back skʼaˑm. Sn.
smart (eyes, lips), to qiw. Sv.
smash (a brittle obj.) pʼakʼ. +Sv.
smash (a flimsy or brittle obj.) čew i ̲ʼ. -Sv.

smash (a surface) tew i ̲ʼ. +Sv.
smear (color or pitch) lʼoˑm i ̲ʼ. -Sv.
smear (paint) twaˑqʼ. Sv.
smear (pitch on the head as a sign of mourning) pʼloˑqʼ. Sv.
smell, to sdig. Sv (cl.).
smell (have an odor), to bilwi. Sv.
smile, to mʼotčʼočʼoˑyʼ. Sv.
smoke, to slaˑyg.̣ Sv.
smoke (a hide) smoˑlʼ. Sv.
smoke (tobacco, a pipe, etc.) pʼag.̣ Sv.
smokehole dᵉleqn̲ks. See dᵉl.
smooth, be čloqʼ. +Sv.
snacking (biting, swallowing) ogy.
̣ sv.
snail qʼawʼ. S-n.
snail (slug) r̲e ̲ r̲éˑ̲ r̲lʼag\ʼs. See lʼag\ʼ.
snake (black snake) wising. Sn.
snake (blue racer snake) r̲ r ̲ew
̲ laqkangs. See wlaq. Or r̲ r ̲ew
̲ laqčis. See wlaq.
snake (bull snake) wamnag. S-n.
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snake (two-headed) may. Sn. Also laˑba nʼos gidk. See nʼo. Also biblant nʼosa̲ldk. See biblan and nʼo.
snap against (as a branch) teWčʼ. -Sv.
snarl (speak roughly to) qiWkʼ. Sv.
sneeze, to ʔeččoʼ. Sv.
sniff (test a scent) soqʼ. -Sv.
snipe (killdeer) čʼwiˑdidig. S-n.
snipe (Wilson snipe) nʼaˑtʼa. Sn.
snore, to Loˑqʼ. Sv.
snot sniˑg\ʼs.
̣ See sniˑg\ʼ.
̣
snow, to ken̲. Sv.
snow, in the awʼiˑn. sv.
snowbird čʼikʼa. Sn.
snowbrush r̲ r ̲es̲ lʼabtn̲ysʔm. See slʼab.
snowflakes (big and fluffy) čʼomsʔm skodas. See čʼom and skod.
snowshoe ni. Sn.
so (then, and) čoy. Srp.
soak tkʼaˑw. S-v.
soar gičʼoˑ.
S-v. Also gobal. S-v.
̣
sob, to Yakʼ. Sv.
soft, be pčʼoˑqʼ. Sv.
soft (flabby, cushiony), be tʼosqʼ. Sv.
soft (fuzzy, linty), be mʼog\ʼ. Sv.
solar plexus pʼaw. S-n.
soldier soˑlǰa. Sn.
soldiers soˑlǰ. S-n.
sole of the foot tʼagaˑq.
Sn.
̣
some nanqa. Sa.
somehow waq. Sri.
someone ka. Sd.
something dwaˑ. Sa.
sometime dadaˑ. Sri.
sometimes r̲ed̲ itnʼa. See dinʼaˑ.
somewhere d̲at. Sl sn sp sd sa sl.
son wnag. Sn.
son (elder) tgeˑwnʼa̲
b. See tgeˑw.
̣
̣
son-in-law qeˑs. -S-n. Also wgoˑbgs.
See wgoˑ.
̣
̣
soon balaq. Srt.
soot čʼapsgiˑ.
̣ S-n. Also čʼapkʼeˑk. S-n. Also cf. Lapkʼeˑk S-n “ash from a hot fire.”
sop (bread in gravy) r̲eʼ̲ lᵛe r̲wa. See lᵛ.
“soppings” r̲eʼ̲ lᵛe r̲ws. See lᵛ.
sores, have (?) mtʼ. -Sv.
sorrel (plant) r̲é ̲ r̲ǰoylʼi. See ǰoy.

so-so ʔomʼʔamʼs. Sra.
sound (make a noise) Wal. S-v (cl.).
soup, eat Loˑb\ʼ. Sv.
sour (stale), be mʼeqʼ. Sv.
sour (rot, spoil), to ntʼopʼ. Sv.
south moˑwa̲t. See moˑwa̲.
south-east yeˑwa̲t. See yeˑwa̲.
south-west gobast. S-n.
space, be a gin. S-v.
Spaniard mpetʼkangs. See mpetʼ.
spank teWčʼ. -Sv.
spark, to ǰoyoˑ. S-v.
speak hem. Sv.
speak clearly st. S-v.
speak clearly (emphasize) sdal\ʼtn̲a. See dal\ʼ.
speak roughly qiWkʼ. Sv.
speak to the spirits he̲shemkanga.
See hem. Also hasaswaˑkʼy. Sv.
speak with a Modoc accent goyʼ. Sv.
speaking the language of the preceding noun yal. sv sn.
spear (fish spear) stʼakwʼ. S-n.
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spear (javelin, for competition) se̲kten̲eˑʼs. See kt.
spear (pronged) qalʼgs.
̣ See qa.
spear (salmon) qi. S-n.
spear (fish), to qalʼga.
̣ See qa.
spectacles r̲es̲ e̲lᵛakʼws. See lᵛ.
spider qʼalǰiǰig. S-n.
spinster siww\ʼmʼč. See siww.
spirit (of the dead) noˑlis. See noˑ.
Spiritland noˑlisgeˑni.
See noˑ.
̣
“spirit rock” yadiˑ. S-n.
spirited, be leg. S-v.
spit, to sloqʼ. S-v. Also qbᵛ. S-v (cl.).
spit out Leˑ. -Sv.
spit out a seed dwičqʼ. Sv.
spittle sloˑqʼog. S-n.
splash (with a handful of liquid) qliw. S-v.
split, to čay i ̲ʼ. +Sv.
split the skull, to kom i ̲ʼ. -Sv.
split thin, to čičʼ. -Sv.
spoil (food) qʼoy glega.
See gleg.
̣
̣
spoil (in making) qʼoy sʔodtʼa. See qʼoy.
spoil (rot) ntʼopʼ. Sv.
spoon mičʼoˑ. Sn.
spoon out sgin.
̣ S-v.
spoonbill gononoˑʼ.
S-n.
̣
spoor, leave gwen̲
. Sv.
̣
spoor, track a haY. S-v.
spotted, be ltoˑqʼ. Sv.
sprain, to qʼos. -Sv.
spread out (a mat) slan̲. Sv.
spread out (a substance) ʔoˑwan. S-v.
spread out (dispersed) aywwi. sv. Also owi. sv.
spread eagle wLetʼ. S-v.
spreading owi. sv.
spring (pool) welw. S-n.
spring (streamlet, water source) gawm.
Sn.
̣
spring (season), be sqoW. Sv.
sprinkle čʼečʼ. -Sv.
sprinkle a handful of liquid on qliw. S-v.
sprout, to stabg. Sv.
squash, to tʼeLqʼ. -Sv.
squash (make too tight) tʼel i ̲ʼ. -Sv.

squash (with pressure) čʼiqʼ. -Sv sv.
squat sgaWag. S-v.
sqaw grass ʔepat. Sn.
squeeze (wring) ačʼiˑkʼ. sv.
squeeze dry čʼisq. -Sv.
squeeze out tʼel i ̲ʼ. -Sv.
squeeze out (ooze) tʼat. +Sv.
squint, to qʼnačʼiˑqʼ. Sv.
squirrel (gray squirrel) qen. -Sn.
squirrel (large sp.) čʼiL. S-n.
squirrel (pine squirrel) giwʔ. S-n.
squirrel (sp.) qʼeǰoč. Sn.
stab s. S-v (cl.).
stable sdeybal. Sn.
stag togiʼa̲
̣ ldk. See togi.
̣
stagger wo r̲yamna. See w.
stale, be mʼeqʼ. Sv.
stallion lagị wač. See wač.
stamp on tʼeˑqʼ. -Sv.
stamp on (trample down) qetʼ. -Sv.
stand (pl.; few) lwʼᵛlw. S-v (cl.).
stand (sg.) tgᵛ. S-v (cl.).
stand in a group logn. S-v.
star qčoˑl. Sn.
stare, to tʼwekʼ. Sv.
start (basket, talking), to dlelg.̣ Sv.
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start (noise, drum playing) nᵛoyeˑga. See nᵛ.
start (work, journey) dmo. S-v.
starting yeˑg. sv.
startle swaW. S-v.
startled, be toqʼ. Sv.
stay (pl.) waˑ. Sv.
stay (sg.) čiˑ. Sv.
stay at home čᵛalʼaˑlʼčʼa̲bga. See alʼaˑlʼ.
stay with ksegi.
̣ Sv.
steal pʼall. Sv.
steam, to Wag\ʼ. Sv.
steep, be lall i ̲ʼ. Sv.
step (walk), to gis.
̣ S-v.
step on čʼosqʼ. -Sv. Also gisǰqʼa.
See gis.
̣
̣
step-child. See “step-mother.”
step-father qoˑslʼgs.
̣ See qoˑs.
step-mother saˑs. -S-n.
stick (forked stick for stringing fish) sčiga̲čnʼoˑts. See sči.
stick (piece of wood) ʔanko. Sn.
stick (used in the gambling game as a counter) sqosʔ. S-n.
stick on (bits of feathers or fur) kʼmok. S-v.
stick together (glue) ntʼakʼ. S-v.
stick together (melt together) se̲nčakʼdanga.
̣ See čakʼ.
sticky, be tʼabkʼ. +Sv.
sticky (slimy), be lʼag\ʼ. Sv.
stiff, be Wič. S-v.
still (absent, quiet), be qap. S-v.
still (calm, quiet), be tʼaˑm. S-v. Also gem.
S-v.
̣
still (yet) ʔoˑč. Srt.
stingy, be wiˑčʼig. Sv.
stink, to qʼoy bilwi. See bilwi.
stink bug r̲ r ̲es̲ kiy\ʼys. See skiy\ʼ.
stir Loˑ. -Sv.
stir (whip up, as batter or dough) kᵛčʼaˑqʼa. See čʼaqʼ.
stirrup loˑlt. S-n.
stocking(s), wear sdeˑgin. S-n Sv
stomach nka. S-n.
stomach, act upon the bolʼ. -Sv.
stomach, hit in the pʼipʼ. -Sv.
stomach, lie on the wʼin. S-v.
stomach-ache, have nkas gi. See nka.
stoop down paL. S-v.

stoop over čʼinlʼga.
̣ See čʼin.
stop (an action) toqʼ. S-v.
stop (die away, as ripples) LegoW.
S-v.
̣
stop (fade away, as sound) qmeˑs. S-v.
stop (gradually, as waves: subside) qmeˑW. S-v.
stop (quit) glewy.
Sv.
̣
stop (rain, storm, snow, etc.) smʼaˑWi. Sv.
store (food, clothes, etc.), to se̲ʔiwʼaˑYa. See awʼaˑY.
storm (thunderhead) yalqm. Sn.
stove stoˑp. Sn.
straddle sqeqʼ. Sv.
straddle a horse (put a foot over) pečtʼleˑgi.
̣ See peč.
straight, be laq. S-v.
straight (truly, directly) dalʔaˑk. Sra.
straighten (an arrow) tgoy.
̣ Sv.
straighten out (put in order) wlelg.̣ Sv.
straighten out (tidy, neatly align) swʼaqsna. S-v.
straightened out, be tʼas. +Sv.
straight-grained lgᵉočʼn̲
dk. See lgᵉ.
̣
̣
strain the eyes aypʼeˑkʼ. -Sv.
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stranger weliˑtankniˑ. See weliˑ. Also wennikniˑ. See wenniˑ.
strangle (on a mouthful of food) ntop. S-v.
strangle (on something in the throat) qliń̲. Sv.
strangle (someone) yᵛačqʼaˑqʼa. See yᵛ.
strangle (with the fingers) čʼlᵉačqʼaˑqʼa. See čʼlᵉ.
straw (hay) kson. Sn.
strawberry ǰoyǰig. S-n.
stretch (a hide) wak. S-v.
stretch apart tʼačʼ. -Sv.
string qnog.̣ S-n.
string, act upon a ton. S-v.
string (beads, fish), to slog. Sv.
string (fish), to sčiga̲a. See sči.
stringlike mass, act upon a kmᵛ. S-v (cl.).
strip (naked) he̲speˑnhi. See peˑnhi.
strip off (as bark) čičʼ. -Sv.
striped, be lgᵉ.
̣ S-v (cl.).
striped (horizontally), be wičʼ. Sv.
striped rocks balaˑwʼ. S-n.
strips, be in čiwʼ. -Sv.
strips, in onamn. sv.
strong (fast, violent), be gill
̣ i ̲ʼ. Sv.
strong (wiry), be lič. S-v.
stub the toe čam. -Sv.
stuck in a hole akʼakweˑg. sv. Also kʼačweˑg. sv. Also akʼčʼwy. sv.
stuff, to giwg
̣ .̣ Sv.

stuff (a bird) ʔisg̣ n̲a. See asg̣ n̲.
stump tʼotʼ. S-n.
stupid čʼaˑm. S-n.
stupid, be paps. Sv.
stutter ʔakʼ. Sv.
stutter (be unable to speak properly) LaW\ʼ. Sv.
stutter (mumble) sʔeWeWʔ. Sv.
suck on čʼoˑs. -Sv.
suck out očʼisg. -Sv. Also čʼoˑs. -Sv.
suck out disease (as a shaman does) qbᵛiwčibga. See qbᵛ. Also qbᵛiwdgl. See qbᵛ. Also qbᵛiwqn̲a.
See qbᵛ.
sucker: for various spp. see under “fish.”
suckle ʔečʼ. Sv.
suggest remedies sʔawaˑY. Sv.
summer padaˑ. Sn.
sun sʔab. S-n.

Sunday sandi. Sn.
sunflower seeds lopiˑliˑn. S-n.
sunken osn̲. sv.
sunshine kčalqn̲ys. See kčal.
sunshine, in the atʼaˑw i ̲ʼ. sv.
support a person (act as a crutch, carry on a litter) liwaˑ. S-v.
suppurate mʼolʼ. Sv.
surely qadak. Sra.
surface, down onto a eLWn̲. sv.
surface, on a eLa̲. sv.
surprise, to sgemdg
i.
̣
̣ Sv.
surprised, be sǰim. S-v.
surprised (startled, scared), be toqʼ. Sv.
surrounding (around the edges) akʼiˑm i ̲ʼ. sv.
surrounding a central obj. akyamn. sv.
suspect, to qaˑs i ̲ʼ. Sv. Also laʔytn̲a. See lagy.
̣ Also swew. Sv.
suspend stin. S-v.
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suspended akʼaˑy i ̲ʼ. sv.
suspenders he̲stinygis.
̣ See stin.
swallow (bird) tʼitʼq. Sn.
swallow, to sgodg
̣
̣ n̲. Sv. Also Waˑ. -Sv.
swallowing (biting, snacking) ogy.
̣ sv.
swan go.
̣ S-n.
sway (be rickety) čok. S-v.
sway (tree) hinkanga. See hin.
sweat, to swalqʼ. Sv.
sweat (in a sweathouse) sboklʼi. Sv.
sweathouse sboklʼis. See sboklʼi.
sweep Leˑ. -Sv. Also čʼlos. -Sv.
sweep (a sg. obj. or a few objs.) Loˑ. -Sv.
sweet, be Loy\ʼ. Sv.
swell up goW. Sv.
swell up (as a tumor) ntʼosʔ. Sv.
swim, to wdom. S-v.
swim (fish) dᵛ. S-v (cl.).
swim underwater qi. S-v.
swing, to sginwettʼ.
Sv.
̣
swordgrass (sp.) beˑnhi. Sn.
swordgrass (sp.) čaw. -S-n.
syrupy-looking, be čʼeč. S-v.
T
table teybal. Sn.
tadpole goʔoˑlʼ. S-n.
tail qbel. Sn.
take away from dmesg. Sv.
take care of beˑL i ̲ʼ. +Sv.
take home first owiˑ. sv.
taking away (action along) en̲. sv.
taking away from odg.̣ sv.
taking off a tubular obj. očʼiˑpʼ. sv.
talk hem. Sv.
talk to the spirits he̲shemkanga. See hem. Also hasaswaˑkʼy. Sv.
tall (far, deep, wide) ʔaˑdiˑ. Sl sr.
tamp down din. -Sv.
tan a hide tgoy.
̣ Sv.
tan a hide (by dipping in deer brains and water) smoˑkʼ. Sv.
tangle, to swʼelw. Sv.
tangle (mix up, whip into a mass), to čʼaqʼ. -Sv.

tangle (wad up) qʼol i ̲ʼ. -Sv.
tangled, be nᵉačqaˑy i ̲ʼa. See nᵉ. Also nᵉačtn̲a. See nᵉ.
tap (slap) čʼasaqʼ. -Sv.
taste, to apsa̲. -Sv. Also edw. -Sv.
taste (by just touching the tongue to) noˑkʼ. -Sv.
taste (good, bad, etc.) mʼaˑs i ̲ʼ. Sv.
tattered, be tʼekʼ. +Sv.
tattle Walygi.
̣ See Wal. Also sdilsga. See sdil.
tattoo pal. -Sv.
tea tiˑ. Sn.
teach he̲ssʔaywga. See sʔaywg.
teacher r̲eh̲ e̲ssʔaywgys. See sʔaywg.
teal (sp.) čʼeˑg. S-n.
tear (from weeping) kʼelmʼa. Sn.
tear a hole ettʼ. -Sv.
tear apart tʼačʼ. -Sv.
tear down swʼeng. Sv.
tease, to gmay. Sv.
tease (by giving a gift and then withdrawing it), to ǰiˑwʼ. Sv.
tease (ridicule, make fun of) solwg. Sv.
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teat ʔečʼs. See ʔečʼ.
teethe dotʼa̲la. See dot.
telephone hemkangoˑts. See hem.
telescope delčnʼoˑts. See dᵉl.
tell sʔab. Sv.
tell (take news, report) sdil. S-v.
tell a myth gl.
̣ sv.
tell on (tattle) sdilsga. See sdil. Also Walygi.
̣ See Wal.
tell the highlights (?) aplʼ. sv
temple (body part) nab. -S-n.
ten tewnʼip. Sa.
ten, less than qʼeˑgs. -Sa.
tender, be lʼeqʼ. Sv.
tent siˑlhaws. See siˑl and haw.
tepee sčokʼlʼgs.
̣ See sčokʼ.
terrified, be sinʼams. S-v.
testicle(s) slʼolg. S-n.
than nalk. Sre.
thank sepkʼeˑčʼ. Sv.
that (absent) neˑ. Sd.
that (remote) hoˑd. Sd.
that big kʼet. Sri.
that far, long kʼadaˑ. Sri.
that many, much kʼank. Sri.
that way goniˑ. Sl.
then (so, and) čoy. Srp.

there hiˑ. S-l.
there (over there) doˑ. Sl.
there (over there—proximate?) geˑ. Sl.
there (that place) hadakt. Sl.
they sa. Sp.
they (intensive) baˑd. Sp.
thick, be hop (?). S-v (?).
thief r̲ep̲ ʼallys. See pʼall.
thigh bosaklʼ. S-n.
thimbleberry r̲eh̲ e̲sqamoˑlsʔm. See qam. Also r̲eh̲ e̲ssqačʼoˑl i ̲ʼsʔm. See čʼol i ̲ʼ. Possibly different
species.
thin, be sʔoysʔ. Sv.
thing (“what-you-may-call-it”) gitgo. Sn.
think hosʔ. Sv.
think something to be seˑw i ̲ʼ.
thirsty, be ʔambodga. See ʔambo.

thirteen tewnʼip\ʼant ndan. See tewnʼip and ndan.
thirty ndanni tewnʼip. See ndan and tewnʼip.
this (proximate) geˑ. Sd.
this big, much kʼet. Sri.
this way ginaˑ. Sl.
thistle r̲ r ̲ek̲ čʼen̲ysʔm. See kčʼen̲.
thorn r̲ r ̲ek̲ čʼen̲ys. See kčʼen̲.
thread qnog.̣ S-n.
threaten snoloˑkʼ. Sv.
threaten (with a weapon) stoˑbg. Sv.
three ndan. Sa.
three-sided (coming to a dead end) Yatb. sv.
thresh qoy i ̲ʼ. -Sv.
thrice ndanni. See ndan.
throat nʼawg.̣ -S-n or S-n.
throb nǰampkʼ. Sv.
throb (beat hard, as the heart) diqʼ. Sv.
throb (pitter-patter, as the heart) kʼaw\ʼ. Sv.
throb with pain taw\ʼ. Sv.
through eqn. sv.
through a tube asg̣ n̲. sv.
throw otʼw. -Sv.
throw (a handful) keˑ. S-v.
throw (a load, mass of objs.) wʼetʼ. S-v.
throw (pl. in a heap) be. -Sv.
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thumb tqʼopʼoˑ. Sn.
thump ltʼoqʼ. Sv.
thunder, to lmen̲. Sv.
Thunderbird r̲ r ̲el̲ men̲ys. See lmen̲.
thunderhead yalqm. Sn.
thundering noise, make lom\ʼ. Sv.
Thursday wonibnʼiks. See woniˑb.
ticklish, be ǰiqʼ. Sv.
tie, to slič. S-v. Also swᵛ. S-v (cl.).
tight, be gičʼ.
̣ S-v.
tight, make (do something tightly or firmly) qʼačʼ. -Sv.
tight, make (tie too tightly, squeeze, squash) tʼel i ̲ʼ. -Sv.
tightness qal. S-n.
time of ʼeˑmʼi. sn.
tiptoe, go on ltig\ʼ. Sv.
tired, be geˑǰig.
Sv.
̣
tired of (“fed up with”), be mičbi. Sv.
to the edge oykiˑn. sv.
to the end (limit of a place) abaˑni. sv.
to the shore abaˑtn̲. sv.
toadstool (or mushroom) lmenč. S-n.
tobacco qačgal. Sn.
tobacco mixture (native tobacco and Bull Durham) sokl\ʼs. See sokl\ʼ.
today gen wayts. See wayt.
toddle kčečʼ. S-v.
together dola. Sre.
together (meeting, coming together) dang.̣ sv.
toilet, go out to the gᵛeqn̲č a̲a. See eqn̲.
toilet, go to the (baby) weʼ. Sv.
toilet paper se̲ʔikʼyoˑloˑts. See akʼy.
tomorrow mboˑsant. Sn.
tongue baˑwč. sn.
tongue, act with the bel. S-v.
tooth dot. Sn.
tooth, break a kʼatʼ. +Sv.
toothpick he̲sqačʼaˑy\ʼoˑts. See qa.
top (children’s plaything) he̲sdᵛelʼgeˑʼs.
See dᵛ.
̣
top, along the eLWn̲. sv.
top, be on wal. S-v sv.
top, down on eLWn̲. sv.
top, on (above) plen. S-l.
top of a full load, on aptneˑgi.
̣ sv.

top of a tree haˑba. Sn.
torch kopkʼ. S-n.
torch (for night-fishing) kʼlᵛočʼws. See kʼlᵛ.
touch, to das. S-v. Also nʼiq. S-v. Also tpek. S-v.
tough (meat), be čweˑkʼ. Sv.
toward dalʼ. sn sp sd sa sl.
toward (action toward for a purpose) olgi. sv.
toward (coming) ebg. sv.
town tawn. Sn.
track (an animal), to haY. S-v.
track, leave gwen̲
. Sv.
̣
track (mud, etc.), to tʼabl. -Sv.
trading oyʼoˑt. sv.
trample down qetʼ. -Sv.
[transitive] s. pv.
trap (fishtrap?) wlo. Sn.
trap, to ntʼačʼlʼga.
̣ See tʼačʼ.
trap (fish), to knew. Sv.
travel, to damnoń̲. Sv.
tree goˑ.
̣ S-n.
tribal names: the following are the names of some of the groups surrounding the Klamath. It may be
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noted that almost any place name can be used as a “tribal name” when it occurs with {kniˑ} sn sp
sd sa sl “from, people or person from.”
Coos (Hanis) haˑniˑ. S-n.
Kalapuya mokey. Sn.
Lower Rogue River soˑlčoqkniˑ. See soˑl.
Modoc moˑwa̲t\ʼaˑkʼkniˑ. See moˑwa̲.
Montana Indians (tribe unspecified) wač\ʼaˑkʼ r̲ep̲ ʼań̲ys. See pʼań̲.
Northern tribes (along the Columbia River) yaˑma̲kniˑ. See yaˑma̲.
Paiute saˑd. Sn.
Pit River moˑwa̲twaˑs. See moˑwa̲.
Rogue River čaggeˑnkniˑ.
See čag.
̣
Shasta sesti. Sn.
Upland Takelma (or Rogue River) waˑlmskniˑ. See waˑlm.
Warmsprings weˑteˑnkniˑ. See weˑteˑn.
Wasco-Wishram ʔampgeˑni.
See ʔamp.
̣
Wintu qadakʼiˑwaˑs. See qadakʼiˑ.
tried to do a̲stg. sv.
trigger sliń̲wloˑts. See sliń̲.
trim (prune a tree), to gay. -Sv.
tripe qaqaˑč. Sn.
troll (race of little people) gagaˑnʼa. Sn.
troll, to spiwa. See spi.
trolling line spiwoˑts. See spi.
trot, to slʼowʼiWyʼ. Sv.
trouble, make glom.
S-v.
̣
trout meY. S-n.
truly (directly, straightly) dalʔaˑk. Sra.
truly (surely) qadak. Sra.
try, to geg
̣ w.
̣ Sv.
tubular obj., out of čʼiˑsqʼag. sv.
tubular obj., sliding off of očʼiˑpʼ. sv.
tubular obj., through a asg̣ n̲. sv.
Tuesday labnʼiˑks. See laˑb.
tug-of-war, play he̲spidgleˑʼa.
See spi.
̣
tule may. Sn.
tule (dyed, used as basket material) moqwʼ. S-n.
tule pith (or “meat” of the roots) mayʔm lolb. See may.
tule roots (rootlets used in basketry) mayʔm lag.̣ See may.
tumor (breast tumor) sga.
̣ Sn.
tunnel, dig dmᵛ. S-v (cl.). Also lbo. S-v.
turkey sqolʼoˑ. S-n.
turkey buzzard čway. S-n.

turn (become) dgi. sv.
turn (change) gleg.
Sv.
̣
turn inside out spentʼoˑ. S-v.
turning around akʼiˑčʼ. sv.
turning over ebli. sv.
turnip taˑnab. S-n.
turtle ngag. Sn.
tweezers se̲pᵛyʼoˑqʼoˑts. See yʼoqʼ.
tweezers (pincers) sne̲čʼliga̲oˑts. See čʼlᵉ. Also sne̲čʼlibgoˑts. See čʼlᵉ.
twelve tewnʼip\ʼant laˑb. See tewnʼip and laˑb.
twenty labnʼi tewnʼip. See laˑb and tewnʼip.
twice labnʼi. See laˑb.
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twilight, be tʼibeˑq. S-v.
twinkle ʔeˑlwʼ. Sv.
twinkle (flicker, glitter) lʼeqʼ. Sv.
twins laˑb\ʼa̲ls. See laˑb.
twist, to twᵛ. S-v (cl.).
twist together (to make cord, basket foundation, etc.) pčiń̲. Sv.
two laˑb. Sa.
U
ugly qʼoy sleˑs. See qʼoy.
umbilical cord tʼog.̣ S-n.
unable, be gesg.
Sv.
̣
unable, consider someone čʼoy. Sv.
unbelievable gyaˑm. -S-n (?)
unbutton lᵛtʼepʼkʼwoˑla. See tʼepʼ.
uncle (father’s brother) seˑy. -S-n.
uncle (father’s sister’s husband) aws. -S-n.
uncle (mother’s brother) logoˑčʼ.
-S-n.
̣
uncooked, be sangi.
̣ Sv.
under odiˑl. sv.
under (below) monaˑ. Sl.
under the armpit odiˑl. sv.
under the feet anasg.̣ sv.
under water or earth osn̲. sv.
underarm odor hoččʼig. S-n.
underpants montanni. See monaˑ. Also se̲qʼaylaˑlbdiˑlas. See qʼaylaˑlb.
underpants (woman’s) sakʼaˑlog. S-n.
understand domn. Sv.
understand (feel, intuit) mčelg.̣ Sv.
underwater ledge whilaˑ. Sn.
undoing oˑl. sv.
undone, come (something loosely fastened) Lol i ̲ʼ. +Sv.
undone, come (something tightly fastened) Lewl i ̲ʼ. Sv.
undress lwᵛočʼiˑpʼa. See lwᵛ. Also lwᵛosga. See lwᵛ.
unhappy, be čʼiyoˑlʼ. Sv.
[unknown meaning:] a number of segments are found for which no meaning can be assigned. Many
of these are of dubious segmentation as well. These will be listed here for purposes of future
research. It may also be noted that several proper names and many place names also were
recorded with no analysis. In view of the overwhelming majority of Klamath personal and place
names which do have semantic content, these items are also suspect. They will be found in full at
the end of the sections on “proper names” and “place names.”
ʼa. sr.

aˑʼ. sv.
bkʼ. sv.
čaq. -Sv (?)
či. S-v.
čoˑ. -Sv.
čʼopʼ. S-n.
daˑnʼa. sr.
ginʼa. -Sn.
kʼoˑčg. S-v.
lʼog. S-v or S-n (?)
nčʼo. S-v (cl.).
p. sv.
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(unknown meaning, cont’d)
peˑtʼ. S-n.
sdgi. -Sv.
sgag
̣ al.
̣ S-n.

sleg.̣ S-v.
snotʼ. S-v ..
wiyaˑ. Sn.
wlaq. S-v.
yWiˑlg.̣ sv.
unripe wokas čʼiniˑqʼ. S-n.
unripe wokas (budding) dᵛewlʼgs.
̣ See dᵛ.
untie sličlʼgoˑla.
See slič.
̣
untied, be (something loose) Lol i ̲ʼ. +Sv.
untied, be (something tight) Lewl i ̲ʼ. Sv.
until (only after) čeˑ. Sre.
until (up to) banʼi. Sre.
unwrap wepLoˑla. See wepL.
up (above, over) oygi.
̣ sv.
up (picking up) adgl. sv.
up (raising) oyeˑg. sv.
up (uphill, upstream) amni. sv.
up against abaˑtn̲.
up high akʼaˑy i ̲ʼ. sv.
up high (above, over) blay. Sl.
up high (on top) plen. S-l.
up off the back adgl. sv.

up out of otqʼag. sv.
uphill amni. sv.
Upland Takelma (or Rogue River people) waˑlmskniˑ. See waˑlm.
upside down, turn sdipn. S-v.
upstream ogamn.
sv. Also amni. sv.
̣
urinate swičʼ. Sv.
urine swičʼs. See swičʼ.
use (have a use for someone or something) gislaˑʼ. Sv.
V
vagina stʼem. S-n.
valeriana root kʼoˑl. Sn.
valley ginws. See gin.
valley (plain, clearing) saˑykʼa. Sn.
vehicle, on a ikL. sv. Also eLa̲. sv.
vehiele, off a oliˑn. sv.

vein kʼekʼeˑč. Sn.
venereal disease goWyʼasgs.
̣ See goW.
Venus pse r̲eg̲ ᵛen̲ys. See en̲.
[verb formant suffix] ʼa̲l. sv sn.
vertical obj., act upon a dᵛ. S-v (cl.).
very moˑ. Srm.
violently (quickly) gill
̣ i ̲ʼank. See gill
̣ i ̲ʼ.
violently, do ač. -Sv. Also iw. -Sv.
violin ʔoloˑkʼoˑts. See ʔoloˑkʼ.
vision (spirit), have swin̲ys\ʼa̲la. See swin̲.
visit, to gᵛelwybga. See gᵛ.
visored cap sdimč. S-n.
vomit, to čonw. Sv.
W
wad up qʼol i ̲ʼ. -Sv.
wade ban. Sv.
wade (paddle, as a waterfowl) sčʼol. S-v.
wag the tail se̲ʼwač\ʼa̲la. See wač.
wagon čʼiˑk. -Sn. Also weˑgan. Sn.
wait for (as game) waLg.̣ Sv.
wait on ahead for someone sdaˑY. Sv.
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waiting for awʼaˑY. sv.
wake up sgisoˑl.
Sv.
̣
walk, to gis.
̣ S-v.
wander damnoń̲. Sv.
want, to sanʼaˑWawli. Sv.
war se̲lwels. See lwel.
war arrow kʼeys. See nkʼeysʔań̲.
warm, be los. S-v.
warm (lukewarm), be loqwa̲. Sv.
Warmsprings weˑteˑn. S-n.
warn r̲ew
̲ oytn̲bga. See woy.
warpaint, put on pʼoˑkʼ. -Sv.
wart sqʼitʼo. Sn.
Wasco-Wishram ʔampgeˑni.
See ʔamp.
̣
wash, to stabačkʼ. Sv.
wash (body, dishes, fruit) ǰoqʼ. -Sv.
wash (clothes, hair), to dmetčʼ. Sv.
wash (hands) saǰaqw. Sv.
washerman (or -woman) r̲ed̲ metčʼys. See dmetčʼ.
washpan stabačkʼoˑts. See stabačkʼ.
waste (spend prodigally) r̲ek̲ eˑwllʼga.
̣ See keˑ.
watch (a performance) ʔay\ʼ. Sv.
watch for waLg.̣ Sv.
watch from afar diloˑčibga (etc.). See oˑ.
watchman r̲ r ̲es̲ wᵉa r̲lYn̲bgys. See swᵉ.
water ʔambo. Sn.
-water čoq. -Sn.
water, act on a container of čʼi. S-v (cl.).
water, act on a handful of qliw. S-v.
water, deep underneath osn̲. sv.
water, in (into) ew. sv.
water, into okʼčʼw. sv.
water, out of oygag.
̣ sv. Also oykiˑn. sv.
water, up out of otqʼag. sv.
water pump ʔambo ʔiygioˑts.
See oygi.
̣
̣
waterfowl meˑmaqla. sn.
watermelon sangṣ pʼań̲kʼys. See pʼań̲.
water-skater (insect) ǰoyoˑbig. S-n.
wave, make a lqʼań̲. Sv.
wave in the breeze gobal. S-v.
way (kind, fashion) ʔas. sd. Also mʼas. sd.
way, get out of sʔenw. Sv.

we naˑd. Sp.
weak-eyed, be čʼepqʼ. Sv.
weakly yaNWaˑ. Sra.
wear (clothing) lwᵛ. S-v (cl.). See also under the names of various articles of clothing: e.g., “hat,”
“shirt,” “pants,” etc.
wear out wen̲. Sv.
weasel čʼasgaˑy. Sn.
“weather rock” (a shamanistic instrument for calling up wind) nǰaqʼsgoˑts. See ǰaqʼ.
weave, to lečʼn̲. Sv.
web (spiderweb) qʼalǰiǰigsʔm sne̲ntʼačʼlʼgs.
̣ See tʼačʼ. Also laygṣ (“netting”). See layg.̣
wedge nčaˑy i ̲ʼoˑtkʼys. See čay i ̲ʼ.
Wednesday ndanniˑks. See ndan.
weevil (black weevil) ʔeˑyʼ. S-n.
weevil-like insect r̲eq̲ amlslʼis. See qaml.
weigh nqʼiqʼ. S-v.
well (good) dičʼ. Sra.
well, dig a sʔilg. Sv.
west tgalm.
Sn.
̣
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wet, be mʼoqʼaLtʼ. Sv.
wet (soak), to tkʼaˑw. S-v.
what dwaˑ. Sa.
wheat loˑlomaq. Sn.
wheel Wiˑl. Sn.
when dadaˑ. Sri.
where d̲at. Sl sn sp sd sa sl.
where (there where) doˑs. See doˑ.
where (there where) doˑs. See doˑ.
whether yet dam\ʼoˑ. See dam.
whetstone lᵛqʼečʼs. See qʼečʼ.
which ka. Sd.
which of two yaˑnWa. sd.
while i. sv.
whimper, to Yakʼ. Sv.
whine (as a baby) mʼeˑqʼy. Sv.
whine (as a dog) mʼikʼ. Sv.
whip wdᵛoga̲oˑts. See dᵛ.
whip up (mix) čʼaqʼ. -Sv.
whip with a limber obj. tʼitʼ. -Sv.
whirl gol.
̣ S-v.
whirl a sling around wotʼwkʼiˑčʼa. See otʼw.
whirling around akʼiˑčʼ. sv.
whirlwind qaqiˑʔg.̣ S-n.
whiskey laˑm. Sn.
whisper, to Leqʼ. Sv.
whistle, to slʼoyoˑkʼ. Sv.
white, be bal. S-v.
white man basdin. Sn.
white of the eye galoˑ.
Sn.
̣
whitish, be boqʼ. Sv.
who ka. Sd.
why waq … giwk. See waq.
wickiup, build sdinʼaˑʼ. Sv.
wide (tall, far, deep) ʔaˑdiˑ. Sl sr.
widgeon čʼamgikʼwa. Sn.
widow, be wenwy\ʼ. Sv.
widower, be čimʼan. Sv. Also slaˑmʼi. Sv.
wife snʼeweˑčʼ. S-n.
wiggle pʼesʔ. -Sv.
wild celery bočʼo. Sn.
wild parsnip skʼawang. S-n.

wild plum dmolo. Sn.
wildcat slʼet. Sn.
wildcat (lynx) slowaˑ. sn.
wildcat (mountain lion) daˑslaˑt. S-n.
will ([future-intentive]) wabg. sv.
willow yaˑ. S-n.
willow (cascara) saˑdm pʼań̲kʼys. See pʼań̲.
willow (sp.) toqʼs. See toqʼ.
willow bark qʼalmilmil. Sn.
willow shoot gwewč.
sn.
̣
win win. S-v. Also gᵛoˑli. See oˑli.
win a fight sqʼom\ʼ. Sv.
wind slʼewys. See slʼewy.
wind, blow wi. S-v (cl.). 4’ 4
windbreak sqečʼlʼgs.
̣ See sqečʼ.
winded, be pʼotʼ. Sv.
windpipe hoqn̲oˑts. See hoqn̲. Also sgodg
̣
̣ n̲oˑts. See sgodg
̣
̣ n̲.
windy, be slʼewy. Sv.
wing Lań̲s. See La̲ń.̲
wink qʼnačʼiˑqʼ. Sv.
winning oˑli. sv.
winter loldm. Sn.
Wintu qadakʼiˑ. S-n.
wipe nčʼamaˑs. S-v.
wipe off the face ʔibqʼoˑla. See pʼeqʼ.
wiry (strong), be lič. S-v.
with (instead) tʼet. sn sp sd.
with ([instrumental]) tga. sn sp sd sa.
with difficulty čeˑt hak. See čeˑ.
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without qʼelyʼak. Srn.
wokas (pond lily) wok. S-n.
wokas (parched but yet unhulled) siwys. See siwy.
wokas (rotted pods ready to have the seeds extracted) sne̲ntʼopʼlʼgs.
̣ See ntʼopʼ.
wokas (special high quality) sbokwʼ. S-n.
wokas (unripe) čʼiniˑqʼ. S-n.
wokas (unripe and budding) dᵛewlʼgs.
̣ See dᵛ.
wokas, grind beqs. Sv.
wokas, grind lightly to remove hulls lᵛoliˑna. See lᵛ.
wokas, parch snab. Sv. Also sʔoˑlʼaˑlʼa. See sʔoˑ.
wokas, pick r̲eʼ̲ lᵛosga. See lᵛ.
wokas bud qʼambolwʼs. See qʼambolwʼ.
wokas juice qawčʼi. Sn.
wokas leaf baLwʼ. -S-n.
wokas mush slot. S-n. Also noˑg\ʼa̲
̣ ls. See noˑg.̣
wolf gewč.
S-n.
̣
woman snʼeweˑčʼ. S-n.
women weˑwʼanʼ. S-n.
wonder …? bas. Srp.
wood ʔanko. Sn.
woodchuck (or “groundhog”) moy. Sn.
woodpecker s r̲e ̲ r̲kʼaW\ʼs. See kʼaW\ʼ.
woodpecker (red-headed woodpecker) wʼagin. -S-n.
woodpecker (small sp.) qiliˑw. S-n.
woodpile sdoyLs. See sdoy.
wood rat qočʼaˑ. Sn.
woodtick sqʼoˑg. S-n.
work (do, make) sʔ. S-v (cl.).
work for someone tʼwaˑY. Sv.
work on something (to prepare it) r̲éˑ̲ r̲beˑL i ̲ʼa. See beˑL i ̲ʼ.
worm mʼolq. Sn.
worse goniˑlʼ. See goniˑ.
wounded, be qʼaL. S-v.
wrap, to wepL. Sv. Also smoˑ. S-v (?).
wrap the head goˑtʼaqʼtn̲
a. See goˑ.
̣
̣
wrap the legs around qbatʼy. Sv.
wren čʼiˑLoLoˑʼ. -S-n.
wren (tule wren) čʼiqtʼiˑtʼi. Sn.
wrestle sosannʼg.̣ Sv.
wring out ačʼiˑkʼ. sv.
wring out (squeeze dry) čʼisq. -Sv.
wrinkle from exposure to water mbodyʼ. Sv.

wrinkled, be kmᵛqʼoˑl i ̲ʼa. See qʼol i ̲ʼ.
wrist nᵉawʼaˑlʼs. See nᵉ.
write somʼalwʼ. Sv.
Y
yard (unit of measurement) ʔanko. Sn.
yawn, to skʼayaˑčwʼ. Sv.
year, be ʔiLoˑl. Sv.
yellow, be gek.
̣ S-v.
yellowhammer čʼew. S-n.
yellow-headed blackbird kaklaˑwʼ. -S-n.
yellowjacket kʼin. S-n.
yelp, to waq\ʼ. Sv.
yesterday ʔonaˑ. Srt.
yet ʼoˑ. sr.
yet (still) ʔoˑč. Srt.
yew čʼobing. S-n.
you (pl.) ʔaˑd. Sp.
you (sg.) ʔi. Sp.
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young man nčalqnʼi. See nčalq.
younger tabyʼ. S-n Sl.
youngest (son, brother) tabyʼni. See tabyʼ.
Z
zigzag, go wličʼ. S-v.

